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CHAPTER TWELVE)

Patriarch Jeremiah, the Kyivan Hierarchy,

and Ecclesiastical
Reform)

Patriarch Jeremiah left Muscovy in the middle of June 1589 and arrived
within two or three days at Orsha, the first town on the Lithuanian side
of the border. There, he drafted letters to Tsar Fedor Ivanovich and

Boris Godunov, expressing his gratitude for the considerable benefac-

tion given to him just before leaving Smolensk and reporting that
because of the tsar's recommendation, the patriarchal suite had been

recei ved \"with honor, grace, and great joy.\"
1

Along with the parting

grant, Godunov had sent Jeremiah a letter directing him to inform the

Muscovites about the fate of the Habsburg claimant to the Polish
throne, Archduke Maximilian, specifically whether he had been re-
leased from confinement, and if so, on what terms. Godunov also

inquired about the stability of the Swedish king's (Sigismund) position

in the Commonwealth and about the monarch's attitudes regarding

Muscovy.2

Jeremiah sent two letters to the tsar and two more to Godunov,
whom he addressed as \"Sovereign,\" promising more information on

Sigismund and on Polish-Lithuanian relations with the Habsburgs. For
the time being, he could report only that the Poles had released Arch-

duke Maximilian; that the archduke had made peace with Sigismund
which, however, remained undocumented; that there had been no new

Tatar raids; and that Sigismund was to have been in Vilnius at that

time. 3
Allowing for an interval of reconnaissance and composition of

the letters, it can be assumed that the patriarch stayed in Orsha for a

number of days.)))
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Preface and Acknowledgments)

Embarking upon this study I hoped to understand what the Union of

Brest was in its time and context and how and why it occurred. I was
motivated by spiritual concerns as well as purely intellectual interests.
Pained and puzzled by the history of Christian disunity-particulary

from the perspective of the Ukrainian religious experience-I became

convinced that an examination of the relationship between the

nletropolitanate of Kyiv and the patriarchate of Constantinople provides
an indispensable foundation for understanding confessional relations in
the Ukrainian context. Here I tried to present an early-modem stage of

this ongoing relationship, one that recently-after the manuscript was

substantially complete-has taken on new importance, maybe new life.
Evaluation of the Union of Brest has largely been made through the

prism of confessional allegiances. This has hampered the development

of a consensus about what the Union was as well as how and why it

happened. In this book I sought to avoid judgments, confessional or

otherwise, that cloud historical understanding. I hope that this reticence
will be welcome and that this study will contribute to the fornlation of
the kind of consensus concerning history that is a prerequisite for

confessional reconciliation.

On taking leave of a topic that has held my attention for over a decade

and moving on to study the heirs of the Union of Brest in the most recent
times I am struck by the parallels between the atmosphere in which the

Kyivan Church lived then and lives now. The monumental upheaval in

European society at the time of the Reformation and the Counter-

Refonnation/Catholic Reform is in many ways analogous to that in post-
communist Europe; the proliferation of printing-to the conlputer and
video revolution; the exuberance of the Baroque-to the poly-( or caco-)
phony of contemporary art and popular culture. The end of the sixteenth

century saw the influx into Eastern Europe of Western values and
mentalities. On the eve of the twenty-first, they are being globalized.

Besides aggressive missions of new Protestant movements and semi-( or

non- )Christian denominations or sects (in the sociological sense of the
term), both periods bear witness to a re-integrating\" post-conciliar Ca-

tholicism. In East Slavic lands this is oriented towards conversion or re-

evangelization and has a strong Polish component. As then, so today, the

patriarchate of Constantinople is struggling for survival. The late-six-

teenth-century crisis in Greek Orthodoxy under the Tourkokratia finds

echoes in the defensive stance of world Orthodoxy after a century of)))
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totalitarian persecution. Then the Russian Orthodox suspicion of and

reaction to Western ways and values was a pre-imperial stance while

today it is conditioned by historical nostalgias for a lost imperial past.

Hierarchical weakness and a search for identity in the Ruthenian Church
of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth find analogues in independent
Ukraine in the renascent post-underground Greco-Catholic Church and

in the volatility and division in Orthodox ecclesiastical leadership.
Finally, the accent on spiritual concerns and the personalization of

religious faith and practice in the last decades of the sixteenth century are

variously mirrored by the profound spiritual hunger amidst the populace
in contemporary post-communist societies. Separated by four centuries
the early- and post-modem ages are worlds apart and yet strangely
similar. The evident paradigmatic analogies between the circumstances
prevailing in Ukraine and elsewhere in the fonner Soviet Union on the

eve of the third millennium and in the world of the Union of Brest four

centuries ago suggest the relevance of historical study. This book was

written to explain events four hundred years ago. But maybe the story of

the genesis of the Union of Brest can also offer perspective and new

insight on the challenges of today.

* *
*)

This volume is not only the culmination of a long process of research,

writing, and editing. It reflects rich experiences that have been for me

both trying and fascinating and personal relations that have been pro-

found and formative. The book's gestation began during my studies at
Harvard University under the direction of an interdepartmental commit-

tee of inspiring and challenging faculty to whom I am greatly indebted.

Edward L. Keenan served as my thesis advisor. I am most grateful to him
for sharing with me his intimate knowledge of and original perspective

on East Slavic history, literature, and culture, and for his genial encour-
agement, stimulating insight, and criticism during the arduous disserta-
tion process. To Ihor Sevcenko, my second reader, I am beholden for
what I have learned of Byzantium, for the unforgettable experience of
his seminars, for his keen comments on my texts, and support during the

years when I was revising my thesis. Omeljan Pritsak, the first director

of the Ukrainian Research Institute, where many scholars and graduate
students found a home, made it all seem possible during that first, brief

encounter in Piazza San Pietro sixteen years ago. I thank him for his

contagious enthusiasm for scholarship, spirited pedagogy, and critique
of my drafts. I am grateful to George G. Grabowicz, chainnan of my)))

this liberty to speculate about)))
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faculty committee, for invigorating courses in Ukrainian literature and

for his gracious support throughout my studies. I express my apprecia-

tion to Horace Lunt for the rigor of his philological method, which he

shared with me generously in a series of intimate classes on East Slavic

historical linguistics. Beginning in the sumtner of 1982 with my first

inquiries concerning graduate studies at Harvard, through courses and
examinations in Ukrainian and Polish history, in the conceptualization
of the thesis and its revision into a book, and in my scholarly endeavors
in Ukraine I have enjoyed the singular solicitude and support from Frank

E. Sysyn, mentor and friend. To him I am most grateful. I thank also

Lubomyr Hajda whose advice, assistance, and friendship has sustained
me from the beginning of my stay in Cambridge through to the appear-
ance of this volume.

I express my heartfelt thanks to guides and friends, Frs. Darr
Schoenhofen, Brian E. Daley SJ, Archimandrite Boniface Luykx,
Tomas Spidlik S1, Marko Ivan Rupnik S1, Claudio Gugerotti, and

especially the late Henri 1. M. Nouwen who not only offered valuable

insight regarding my academic pursuits, but taught me things that will

endure and bring fruit long after the book is forgotten. My dear friends

at the Sheptytsky Institute for Eastern Christian Studies, St. Paul Uni-
versity, Frs. Andriy Chirovsky, Peter Galadza, and Andrew Onuferko,

and Frs. Robert Taft S1, Serge Keleher, Ihor Harasym OSBM, Marko
Skirka OSBM, Bohdan Panczak, and Mark Morozowich all have en-

gaged me in countless discussions regarding the Eastern Christian

religious experience teaching me much about Church history and con-
tributing to the final form of this book. During and after my move to
Ukraine six years ago laroslav Hrytsak has encouraged all of my
scholarly endeavors. My new family and colleagues at the Institute of

Church History and the L'viv Theological Academy, particularly Fr.

Mykhailo Dymyd and Oleh Turii, have helped me find a home and a

stimulating context for academic activity.
I would have never embarked on academic pursuits if it had not been

for the example, witness, and blessing of His Beatitude Confessor and
Patriarch Iosyf Slipyj, of blessed memory. To him, as well as to his co-
workers who served as my teachers at the Ukrainian Catholic University

in Rome, Their Graces Bishops Ivan (Choma) and Lubomyr (Husar),

Frs. Ivan Muzyczka, Iwan Dacko, and Ihor Moncak, I am most grateful.

Fr. Porphirij Pidrucnyj OSBM first encouraged me to explore the con-

text of the Union of Brest and along with S. Sophia Senyk offered valued

advice and spiritual support.)))
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Many colleagues and friends have read and criticized sections of the

typescript or offered assistance in translating difficult texts. I express

my appreciation to Maria Campatelli, laroslav Dashkevych, Mikhail

Vladimirovich Dmitriev, Boris Nikolaievich Floria, Maria Hablevych,
Uliana Holovach, laroslav Isaievych, Dariusz Kolodziejczyk, Roman

Koropeckyj, Oleh Kupchyns'kyi, Miroslav Labunka, Illia Labunka,

Henryk Litwin, Evgenii Mikhailovich Lomize, the late Fr. John

Meyendorff, Dana Miller, Hugh M. Olmsted, Rev. John W. O'Malley

SJ, Maria Mavroudi, Victor Ostapchuk, Donald Ostrowski, Paul Peeters,

Vittorio Peri, Andrei Pliguzov, Serhii Plokhy, Liela Prelec, Andras

Riedlmayer, Ewa Rybalt, Alexander Sich, Ihor Skochylias, the late

Bohdan Struminski, Francis J. Thomson, and Jeffrey Wills. Many of the
above participated in the eighteen symposia on the Union of Brest

organized by the Institute of Church History in Ukraine and Poland in

1994-96 that generated stimulating discussions helping me refine my
arguments, even after the text was submitted for publication in 1994.

During the long pre-publication period, extended because administra-
tive responsibilities delayed my revisions, the dissertation which formed

the basis for this book circulated for six years in position

of East Slavic printers was generally precarious and led to

frequent problems and dislocations. Khodkevych (d. 1572), suffering
the effects of his advanced age, terminated his sponsorship of the press.
To support Fedorov he had earlier granted him the opportunity to live

off the income from the village of Miziakiv in Podillia with its two
hundred and sixty-two houses, but Fedorov found this unacceptable.

15

\"It was unsuitable for me to kill time,\" he wrote in the afterword of his
next edition, an Apostol published in L'viv in 1574, \"[working] the

plow or sowing seed, for instead of a plow I have a mastery of tools in

handcrafts; instead of grain seed [I am] to sow spiritual seed in the

world and to distribute properly this spiritual nourishment to all.\"

Fedorov describes vividly the anguish of his soul at the prospects of a
\"fruitless\" vocation and wasting his \"God-given talents.\" He \"drenched

his bed with tears many times\" before moving to L'viv, but there the
\"rich and noble of the world,\" not only of \"the Ruthenian nation\" but

also from among the Greeks of the city, did not respond to his numer-
ous appeals either, but some lower clergy and \"uncelebrated\" laymen

of L'viv did come to his aid. 16))) and technical support I have re-
ceived from the Ukrainian Studies Fund staff, especially the late Fr.)))

ordered you to stand by this Slavonic lan-)))
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years Clement agreed to Sluts'kyi's request, without questioning the

integrity of the prince's faith. The pope referred explicitly to the Coun-
cil of Florence and in effect recognized the survival of the Florentine

principle according to which the Latin rite was not a prerequisite for

con1munion with Rome. However, this isolated example of indulgence
towards a powerful Ruthenian prince, whose appeal was supported by a

Catholic monarch, cannot be equated with Roman recognition of the

Kyivan hierarchy or the Ruthenian Church's communion with the Holy
See. Moreover, the benevolent expressions towards the \"Greek rite\"

found in these documents of the 1520s and early 1530s were soon to be

displaced completely by the post- Tridentine categories of the Counter-
Reformation, according to which Ruthenians were designated \"schis-

matics\" to be \"reduced\" to union.66

An important factor undermining Florentine unification in Lithuania

and Poland was the hostility of the local Roman Catholic hierarchy and

clergy to both the Ruthenian Church and to its union with Rome.67

According to the Florentine accord, Latins and Greeks were to be on

equal footing in the one Church of Christ. The entrance of the Kyivan
Church into Roman communion threatened the privileged social and

legal status of the Roman Catholic minority in the Ruthenian lands of

Poland and especially in Lithuania. It is not surprising that faced with

the implementation of the canons of Florence, the Latin bishop of

Vilnius, residing amidst an overwhelmingly Eastern population, was
most adamant in his opposition to the equalization brought by the

recently concluded council. These sentiments were articulated at the

behest of Bishop Tabor by Jan Sakran (Sacranus), a professor and five-

time rector of the Cracow Academy.68

In 1501 or 1502, in reaction to Metropolitan Iosyf's letter to Pope
Alexander VI, Sacranus composed an intemperate polemical pamphlet,
Eluci(/arius errorum ritus Ruthenici, attacking Ruthenian theological
and moral consciousness, ecclesiastical discipline, and religious ethos

in general.
69

Sacranus had been one of the first, cautious proponents of

Western humanism at the academy. He was appointed the first royal
chaplain in Poland by King Ian I Olbracht (1492-1501), and continued

his duties as royal confessor to Aleksander and Zygmunt I. In this

capacity he was able to influence policy 'I particularly during the reign
of Aleksander. Although his treatise against Ruthenian errors was

much wider in scope, it was in part occasioned by the dispute over)))



Note on Terminology)

Geographical names and ethnic, linguistic, political, and ecclesiastical

tenns present a special problem for the historian of the pre-modem East
Slavic world who seeks clarity and specificity of expression. Historical

developments among the East Slavs often led to changes in terminology
that present a challenge for the scholar seeking to represent historical

nuances faithfully. The use of designations based on modem national,
political or religious identities can be anachronistic and misleading; on the

other hand, narrow terminological categories that obscure real historical

continuities can be pedantic.
Here \"Ukraine, Ukrainian\" and \"Belarus', Belarusian\" are used primarily

when referring to geography; \"Ruthenian\" (for rusyn, rus 'kyi, Rus') when
referring to linguistic, cultural, or ecclesiastical matters. Place-names are

those of the language of the state in which the city or town is currently

found, except where a well-established form exists in English-thus
Moscow, Warsaw, and Brest, but L'viv, Vilnius, Polatsk (and not L'vov,

LWDw, Lemberg; Wilno, Vilna; Polotsk, Polock). The three exceptions are

Peremyshl' (Przemysl) and Kholm (Chelm) now in Poland, referred to

almost exclusively as seats of Eastern Christian bishoprics, and Kyiv,
which, although long known in English through the Russian spelling Kiev,

is now increasingly accepted in its Ukrainian fonn. The terms \"Muscovy\"
and \"Muscovite\" are generally used instead of \"Russia\" and \"Russian,\" in

any late-medieval and early-modern context.

The Greek term he Rhossia and its adjectival derivatives are translated
according to context: when referring to sixteenth-century ecclesiastical or

political titles, tes pases Rhossias is translated as \"of all Rus'''; when
referring to the Muscovite polity or people, as \"Muscovy\" or \"Muscovite.\"

Slavic and Greek transliteration follows the modified Library of Congress
system, except again where a well-established English form is available

(e.g., Tsar Ivan, but John Chrysostom; Petr Nashchokin, but Peter Mohyla).
The names of Kyivan metropolitans of Slavic origin are rendered according
to the Ruthenian pronunciation of Church Slavonic. The magisterial Oxford
Dictionary of Byzantium has served as a general guide for other proper
names of Greek origin: Arsenios, Christophoros, Dionysios, Hierotheos,

Ignatios, Makarios, Meletios, Paisios, Stephanos, Theoleptos, but Cyril,
Jeremiah, Joachim, Isidore, Gregory, and Sylvester. Because the Greek and

Slavic sources generally refer to the Ottoman capital, Istanbul, by its

Byzantine Greek name Constantinople, the latter will be used throughout.)))
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INTRODUCTION)

The Late-Medieval Metropolitanate of Kyiv

and the Patriarchate of Constantinople)

From the time of V olodimer and the establishment of the Church in

Rus', the Kyivan metropolitanate
1

was a daughter Church of the patri-
archate of Constantinople.

2
Hierarchically subordinated, spiritually in-

debted, culturally dependent, and liturgically united, Kyiv was solidly a

part of the greater Byzantine Orthodox world-part but not necessarily

partner. The sole emperor of the Romans, the territories that he gov-
erned directly (that is, the Byzantine Empire proper), and Greek lan-

guage and culture had primacy. Kyivan Rus' and its Church were

latecomers to the Christian world, and from the perspective of the

Byzantines remained provincial and barbarian. The Byzantines ex-

pounded an ideology of superiority to which their neighbors generally

acquiesced. Despite the inheritance from Byzantium of a rich patri-

mony that included the structure and organization of the Church, its

sacramental life, the scriptural and liturgical corpus, and architectural
and artistic models, all of which heralded a new legitimacy of Rus' in

the community of Christian polities, the acceptance of the Kyivan
polity into the Byzantine cultural and intellectual realm was hardly
complete. Most of the Byzantine high literary genres, such as history or

philosophical and properly theological works (as opposed to chronicles

and homilies, canonical instruction, or popular exegesis), most of its
scientific treatises and other secular writing, as well as the works of

classical antiquity that received new attention during the Byzantine
renaissance of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, were never translated

into Church Slavonic and hence had no influence on Rus' culture. 3

In addition to its Byzantine legacy, the Kyivan state was open to
influences from the Eurasian steppe, the Baltic north, and Catholic

West Slavdom through commerce, combat, and diplomacy. These con-

tacts, combined with a growing sense of political power, resulted in)))
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indigenous desiderata for the Rus' polity, society, and Church that were
soon reflected in their interaction with Byzantium. Tensions between

Kyiv and Constantinople were already evident when the Rus' disre-

garded Constantinople's prerogative to select Kyivan metropolitans

and installed their own choices (Ilarion in 1051 and Klym Smoliatych

in 1147)4 without Constantinople's approval.
5

But aside from these

rare exceptions, the Kyivan metropolitanate, led by Byzantine-ap-
pointed hierarchs following Byzantine imperial policy, continued to

take its cue from the patriarchate of Constantinople.
6

The late medieval political restructuring of the borderland between

Europe and Asia, spurred by the rise of the Mongol Empire, affected

the constitution of the Kyivan metropolitan ate and created a new con-
text for its relations with Constantinople.

7
In the fourteenth and the

first decades of the fifteenth century, Kyivan Rus' and the Galician-

V olhynian principality gradually declined, and the Rus' lands were
annexed by neighboring states. The Grand Duchy of Lithuania was the

major beneficiary, progressively absorbing first Belarusian lands, then
most of V olhynia and the central Ukrainian territories on both sides of

the Dnipro (Dnieper). After the extinction of its dynasty, Galicia (along
with western Volhynia) fell to the Kingdom of Poland in 1349, though
it preserved some measure of autonomy until 1387. During the last
decades of the fourteenth and over the course of the fifteenth century,
the northeastern lands of Rus' came increasingly under the control of
the Muscovite principality. With the territory of the Kyivan metro-

politanate divided between three states, 8
it was in the interest of each to

press its case before the patriarchate of Constantinople regarding the

residence and jurisdiction of the Kyivan metropolitan.
9

In 1299/1300, Metropolitan Maximos (1283-1305) abandoned Kyiv

for Vladimir-on-the-Kliaz'ma. 1o
The ancient heartland of Rus' and spe-

cifically Kyiv itself, the seat of the Rus' metropolitans, located just

north of the border between the forest and steppe zones of the eastern

European land mass, was particularly exposed to attacks by nomads

striking from the vast plains to the south. 11
Although his predecessor

Kyryll II (1242/7-81) had intermittently resided in towns to the north,
Maximos' pennanent departure set a precedent. It is not clear what

actually prompted his move. The Tatars had sacked Kyiv in 1240, fifty-
nine years before Maximos' departure, and had remained a constant
threat to Kyivan and Galician- Volhynian lands and settlements. On the)))
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other hand, northeastern Rus' was under Mongol tutelage and also

suffered from the Tatars, enduring at least sixteen punitive incursions
between 1273 and 1298. The northeastern towns, including Vladimir

and Moscow, were raided as late as 1293, with Moscow suffering
another sack in 1298. Therefore the Galician- Volhynian principality

would seem to have been the most likely refuge.
12 Maximos' successor

Metropolitan Peter (1308-26) transferred his residence to Moscow in

1326 and left a testament enjoining his heirs on the throne to remain

there. 13

Eventually, numerous Rus' boyar clans from what are today Belaru-

sian and Ukrainian lands also began rendering service to the Muscovite

principality as or after it expanded. This shift in loyalty and the

metropolitan's move to northeastern Rus' were at once a consequence
of the decay of the Rus' polity and their social and economic institu-

tions in Ukraine and Belarus', and at the same time a cause of subse-

quent Ruthenian political and cultural impotence.
The Lithuanian grand princes, especially before their conversion to

Roman Catholicism, tried to induce the patriarchs of Constantinople to

appoint a metropolitan to reside in Kyiv, but although they were spo-

radically successful, they were not able to secure a continuous succes-
sion of Kyivan metropolitans in the Grand Duchy. Moscow enjoyed

Constantinople's favor, and the patriarchate generally maintained a

policy of appointing only one metropolitan for all the East Slavic

Orthodox lands. 14
Consequently, for most of the fourteenth and the

first half of the fifteenth centuries the Orthodox Church in the Grand

Duchy was nominally subject to a metropolitan residing in Muscovy.

This state of affairs not only frustrated Lithuanian political ambitions
but also generated considerable resentment, eventually expressed ex-

plicitly, amidst ecclesiastical spheres in the Grand Duchy.ls

The contentiousness between Muscovy and Lithuania and the fluc-

tuations in Constantinopolitan policy are illustrated by the career of

Metropolitan Kyprian (1375-1406, with interruptions). Kyprian, a Bul-

garian monk, was consecrated \"metropolitan of Kyiv, Rus', and

Lithuania\" in Constantinople in 1375 despite the fact that the \"metro-

politan of Kyiv and all Rus'\" Alexios was still alive. Patriarch

Philotheos' justification for such an irregular act was that Alexios was
too finnly tied to the interests of Muscovy and was neglecting his

Lithuanian territories. As long as Alexios was alive, Kyprian was to)))
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serve the Lithuanian lands. When Alexios died, Kyprian was to assume
the title and responsibility of \"metropolitan of all RUS'.\"16 Instead, a

protracted struggle over control of the metropolitanate ensued. Because

of political changes in Byzantium, Kyprian, who spent two years in

Kyiv, lost the support of Constantinople and was then also rejected in

Moscow, where he was viewed as a threat to the ambitions of a radi-

cally anti-Lithuanian boyar party seeking a metropolitanate separate
from the Lithuanian lands. In Moscow Mikhail-Mitiai had assumed the

metropolitan's title and Kyprian was arrested and publicly humiliated
when he arrived in 1378. After leaving Muscovy Kyprian excommuni-

cated his opponents. Traveling with a Muscovite delegation seeking

patriarchal arbitration Mitiai died just before landing in Constan-

tinople-his ship was already in the Bosporos. Neilos, the new patri-
arch, then ordained Archimandrite Pimen, a member of the Mitiai' s

entourage, metropolitan of Kyiv and Great Rus'.
A synod held in Constantinople in 1380 portrayed Kyprian as a

pawn of Lithuania who deceived Philotheos. The synod restricted his

jurisdiction to \"Lithuania and Little Rus'\" and decreed that the unity of
the metropolitanate was to be reconstituted under Pimen after the death
of Kyprian. In 1380-81 the Muscovite attitude towards Kyprian was

reversed; the metropolitan was acknowledged, summoned to Moscow

by Grand Prince Dmitrii, and honorably received in May 1381. Pimen,
who returned from Constantinople in the fall, was arrested and impris-

oned, and Kyprian displaced the hierarch appointed by Constantinople.
However, when Muscovy came under serious threat from the Tatars
because Kyprian had never payed them the requisite obeisances, he

became a political liability and Dmitrii reinstated Pimen. Yet another

policy shift led Muscovy to seek a replacement for both Kyprian and

Pimen, and Dionisii, bishop of Suzdal', was entrusted by Constan-

tinople with the administration of the metropolitanate. The confusion

continued throughout the 1380s, ending only after the death of Dionisii
in 1385 and Pimen and Dmitrii, both in 1389. The following year

Kyprian assumed the metropolitan seat in Moscow ruling over a uni-

fied province until his death in 1406. 17

In the Galician- V olhynian principality a separate metropolitanate of

Halych was established in the first years of the fourteenth century, with
Volodymyr-in-Volhynia, Kholm, Peremyshl', Luts'k, and Turau as its
subordinate dioceses. Its status, however, was even more tenuous than)))
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that of the metropolitanate that eluded the Lithuanian grand princes,
and it too was contested by the metropolitans of Kyiv resident in

Moscow, who strongly opposed hierarchical structures in the East
Slavic lands not under Muscovite influence or control.18

In 1347 the

Galician metropolitanate was dissolved by a chrysobull issued by En1-

peror John VI Kantakouzenos and ratified by the patriarchal synod.
There are indications that the metropolitanate of Halych was revived in

the second half of the fourteenth century, but if so, its existence was

ephemeral, for by this time Constantinople itself and then the Kyivan

metropolitan resident in Moscow had laid claim to jurisdiction over the

Orthodox Church in the Polish Kingdom. By the turn of the century the

Halych metropolitanate vanished from the Rus' ecclesiastical map, to
be revived only at the beginning of the nineteenth century by the bishop
of Rome. 19

The struggle over the establishment of a Kyivan metropolitanate and

the threats to its jurisdictional integrity continued into the fifteenth

century. In 1415, with the support of Grand Duke Vytautas, the

Ruthenian bishops in the Grand Duchy elected Gregory Tsamblak

(1415-19) to be metropolitan of Kyiv and all Rus', thereby challenging
the authority of both the patriarchate of Constantinople and the juris-
diction of Fotii (Photios, 1408-31), the metropolitan resident in Mos-
cow.20

They appealed to history, to the precedent of Metropolitan Klym

Smoliatych, who had been elected independently of Constantinople.
The synod also justified its act by charging that the patriarchate had

become cornlpted by simony and subservience to secular autholity.
Nevertheless, it acknowledged the ecumenical hierarch as \"patriarch

and father.\" Convened in synod in Navahrudak the bishops of Polatsk,

Chernihiv, Luts'k, Volodymyr-in- V olhynia, Peremyshl', Kholm, and
Turau articulated their grievances against Constantinople, referring to

fourteenth-century abuses in the Greek Church and to irregularities in
the appointment of Kyivan metropolitans:

We turn away in disgust, for we cannot support the violence done by

the emperor [Manuel II] to the Church; for indeed, the holy ecumeni-
cal patriarch and the divine Holy Synod of Constantinople cannot

appoint a metropolitan according to the canons, but appoint whom

the emperor wills. Hence, the gift of the Holy Spirit is bought and

sold, as [Manuel's] father [John V] perpetrated against the Church of

Kyiv, in our own days, in the case of Metropolitan Kyprian, and

Pimen, and Dionisii and many others, with regard not for the honor of)))
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the Church, but for much gold and silver. This gave rise to great debts
and expenses, murmuring and confusion, as well as tumult and kill-

ing, and worst of all, the dishonor of the Church of Kyiv and All Rus'.

On account of this, we took heed and determined that it is not right
for us to receive such metropolitans appointed through bribes by an

emperor who is a layman, and not by the will of the patriarch and

according to the tradition of an authentic Apostolic synod. Thus, we
came together, and through the grace given to us from the Holy

Spirit, we appointed a worthy metropolitan of the Rus' Church.
21

In Moscow Fotii, accused by Ruthenians of inattentiveness to the

needs of their eparchies, inveighed against Tsamblak. Patriarch Joseph
II excommunicated the independently elected metropolitan. Tsamblak,
however, was able to lead a Ruthenian delegation to the council of the
Western Church to be held in Constance. On 25 February 1418, in the

presence of Pope Martin V and Holy Roman Emperor Sigismund, the

metropolitan of Kyiv urged that an ecumenical council be convened for

the purposes of reestablishing union between the Eastern and Western
Churches.22

There is no further record of Tsamblak, and after 1419, the

Ruthenian dioceses were again under the jurisdiction of Fotii. How-

ever, another precedent had been established. The Ruthenian bishops

gathered in synod and, acting independently of Constantinople to deter-

mine the leadership of the Orthodox community in Lithuania and Po-

land, had for the first time charged the patriarchate with simony and

undue submission to secular rule.
Ever since the Rus' Church had been established, approving candi-

dates to the metropolitan throne had been the most direct means by

which the patriarchate exerted influence over the Kyivan metropoli-
tanate. In the next one hundred and fifty-five years the ability of the

patriarch to choose, or even influence the choice of, the metropolitans

of Kyiv would be largely lost, until the end of the sixteenth century,
when the authority of the patriarchate in the Ruthenian Church was

again being reconstituted. The question of material remuneration for

\"gifts of the Holy Spirit\" would once more generate consternation in
the Kyivan Church, but this time the corruption was plaguing its own

internal affairs as well as its relationship with the patriarchate of

Constantinople.)))
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* *

*)

In the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries what constituted the

Kyivan metropolitanate and how it was related to its Mother Church in

Constantinople was subtly changing, but in the fifteenth century the

geographical boundaries of the metropolitanate changed dramatically

allowing its division, sought by Muscovy at the end of the fourteenth

century, to be effected in the aftermath of the Council of Florence.

Consequently, in the second half of the fifteenth and throughout the

sixteenth century the Kyivan metropolitan had under his jurisdiction

only the dioceses of the Ukrainian and Belarusian lands in the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania and the Kingdom of Poland. Events after the

Council of Florence allowed the papacy to involve itself directly in

Ruthenian ecclesiastical affairs, an involvement that would ebb and
flow until the beginning of the sixteenth century. The attempt to unify
the Churches ultimately failed, however, and it produced prolonged
reverberations in the Ruthenian Church. With minor modifications, the

East-West division reemerged.
In the sixteenth century both branches of a divided Christendom

found themselves at a new crossroads. In the West, the Reformation

was questioning Catholic dogma and ecclesiastical practice in funda-

mental ways that led to the genesis of numerous contending denomina-

tions and to social, intellectual, and cultural revolutions that profoundly

influenced the subsequent course of European history. In the East, the

Orthodox Church faced the challenge of preserving its essential charac-
teristics under the government of non-Orthodox polities, whether Mus-

lim or Catholic. By the end of the century the leading Western denomi-
nations, having now consolidated their doctrinal positions and created

or reenforced the structure of their communities, took to looking be-

yond the confines of Europe to launch their mission to the distant
corners of a rapidly expanding world. Both the Roman Catholic and the

Protestant West saw the Orthodox as possible allies, and thus con-

fronted the Christian East just as the crisis in both the patriarchate of

Constantinople and the metropolitanate of Kyiv was deepening.)))
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CHAPTER ONE)

Crisis in the Christian East: The Patriarchate

of Constantinople under Ottoman Rule)

Although debilitated by institutional afflictions and cultural poverty,
the Greek Orthodox Church at the end of the sixteenth century still

remained a conscious carrier of a rich ecclesiastical, cultural, and po-

litical legacy. Despite chronic structural instability and corruption

within its ranks, which in turn produced fiscal insolvency, the patri-
archate of Constantinople, particularly in the person of Jeremiah II,

preserved a profound sense of ecclesiastical responsibility. Byzantium

had long since fallen, yet the Byzantine Church had survived. Main-

taining within the Ottoman Empire a jurisdiction roughly coterminous

with the boundaries of the tenth- or eleventh-century Byzantine Em-

pire, the patriarchate \"in captivity\" assumed the role of preserving
Greek Orthodox identity. Any examination of the relationship between

the Kyivan metropolitanate and the patriarchate of Constantinople on

the eve of the Union of Brest must take into account the predicament of

the Orthodox Church and the concerns of the patriarchate itself.)

Rise of the Ottoman Empire and Fall of the Byzantine Empire)

Like a number of earlier upheavals in the Christian world, the fall of

Byzantium involved a westward migration of populations from Central

Asia. Since the early Middle Ages, Turkic peoples had been moving
into Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean and into the Byzantine
sphere of influence. After the victory of the Turks at the battle of

Mantzikert (1071) and the political instability in the empire that re-

sulted, the Byzantines lost most of Asia Minor to the Seljuks. The
advance westward of the Mongols in the thirteenth century brought

additional nomadic Turkoman tribes into Asia Minor. Under the lead-

ership of ghiizi (warrior of Islam) potentates the Turkomans formed)))
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principalities on the frontier between the Seljuk Sultanate and the

Byzantine Empire. Osman (d. 1326), eponymous founder of the Otto-
man dynasty, was one of these frontier ghazis. Despite recurrent civil

war and temporary setbacks, the domain and suzerainty of his heirs

grew through the gradual submission of Muslim emirates in Anatolia,
advances against Byzantine positions on the northwestern coast of Asia

Minor, and expansion throughout the entire Balkan peninsula and

present-day Romania, the Ukrainian steppe, the Fertile Crescent, and
North Africa. By the end of the sixteenth century Ottoman hegemony

reached from Egypt to Algiers, from the Don to Buda. Through the

effective use of the ku//uk (slavery) system, especially the janissary

corps (the first standing army in Europe), and through the establish-

ment of the unique position of the sultans as preeminent ghazis and

leading rulers of the Dar a/-Islam (Domain of Islam), the realm of

ghtizi raiders developed into the highly structured Ottoman state. The

climactic moment of this rise was the capture of the Byzantine capital
of Constantinople. 1

The fall of the imperial city on 29 May 1453 marked the end of a

thousand-year Byzantine political tradition and dealt a lasting blow to

the Eastern Christian world. 2
It is true that much of the Christian East

had by then been under Muslim rule for centuries and that the complete
subjugation of New Rome to a lord of a foreign creed had been fore-

shadowed when the devastating Fourth Crusade established an empire
in Constantinople (1204-61). Byzantine political institutions never

achieved the stability needed to confront successfully Byzantium's

vigorous Muslim and Latin neighbors, and fiscal crisis and religious
discord plagued Byzantine society. By the fifteenth century, imperial

sovereignty extended over territory that was hardly of imperial propor-

tions; when it revived in 1261, it included only northern Greece, the
western coast of Asia Minor, and the south-central Peloponnesos. The

political, social, and religious assimilation of former Byzantine territo-

ries to Ottoman rule proceeded gradually but relentlessly. By the

1440s, Ottoman possessions surrounded Constantinople, and its capitu-
lation was only a question of time. 3

Nevertheless, the end of the empire and the subjugation of the

ecumenical patriarchate to Turkish overlordship'shocked and gravely

effected the Orthodox Church. The fall of the city had been bloody.
Following the teaching of the Koran, the Ottomans first sought the)))
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voluntary submission of the infidels, but when they resisted, the Mus-

lims put their opponents to the sword. Holy War was intended to

subdue, but not destroy, the infidel world, the Dar al-ljarb (\"Abode of

War\.") Mehmed II the Conqueror had prepared systematically for a

final strike on the Byzantine capital and began the siege on 6 April

1453. Constantine XI Palaiologos, the final imperial namesake of the

great founder of Constantinople, was determined not to surrender and

organized the defense with admirable fortitude. When the sultan

breached the land walls, impregnable to direct assault for a thousand

years, he was obliged according to Islamic custom to grant his soldiers
a three-day license to loot the city, because it had resisted conquest.4

Even though the sultan put a stop to the wanton spoliation after the first

day, the effect of the Ottoman conquest and pillaging of the imperial

city, even in its reduced state, was profoundly demoralizing.

As long as the capital could be defended, all that the empire had

stood for could be renewed. But now the conquerors had struck at the
heart of Byzantine identity. The Great Church of Holy Wisdom-the

outstanding sanctuary for all of Christendom and in Byzantine eyes the

center of the Christian world-was converted into a Muslim mosque.
The soldiers hacked the holy icons to pieces, including the most vener-

ated Hodegitria (Virgin Mary with Christ), symbols of God's historic
Incarnation and enduring presence among His people.

5
The futility of

any hope for Western Christian deliverance had become manifest. In
the end, the population of Constantinople was left to the mercy of the
sackers. In the words of the fifteenth-century historian Doukas, \"the

City was desolate, lying dead, naked, soundless, having neither fonn
nor beauty.\"6

Because of the tradition of Byzantine church-state inter-dependence,

the collapse of the empire undermined key aspects of the identity of the
Orthodox Church.? The emperor had been central, not only to political

ideology, but also to Byzantine ecclesiology. According to the

Byzantines, the emperor was a providential ruler selected by God, \"His

representative on Earth and representative of the people before Him.\"g

Ironically, in the late Byzantine period, when the Byzantine emperor
Manuel II (1391-1425) had found himself the vassal of Sultan

Bayezid, a patriarch of Constantinople articulated most strikingly the

Church's understanding of the imperial role: \"The Emperor and the
Church have great unity and commonality, and it is not possible to)))
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separate them.\"g After Manuel, the Church was to enjoy \"commonal-

ity\" with only two more emperors. Having fought valiantly, Emperor

Constantine had fallen with his soldiers at the walls of the city. The last

\"consecrated head of the ecumene\" was dead, and all other claimants
soon suffered the same fate. After 1453, the patriarchate of

Constantinople slowly accommodated its ideology to the geopolitical
realities of the Tourkokratia, but in terms of ecclesiastical vitality, it

never fully recovered from the loss of imperial protection and from its

relegation to minority status. IO
By the late sixteenth century, ecclesias-

tical leaders in Constantinople were painfully aware of the ramifica-

tions of the fall of the imperial capital. What Theodosios Zygomalas,

an Orthodox scholar, wrote about wisdom in a letter to Martin Crusius,
a Lutheran divine, in a Lutheran-Orthodox correspondence of the
1570s could be applied to other aspects of ecclesiastical life: \"As long

as you have the Empire you have learning. . . Since we lost the Empire
we have also lost learning. . . through long contact with barbarians we

ourselves have become barbarians.\"ll)

The Orthodox Community u11(le,. the Ottolnan State)

Although the Byzantines regarded their treatment and that of their

Church by Ottoman conquerors as barbaric, it was also pragmatic. In
1453 the Turks had triumphed unconditionally, but complete displace-
ment of the Greek population of Constantinople and suppression of

Orthodoxy was not possible, customary, or in the best interests of the
Ottoman authorities.

12 The prosperity of the conquered metropolis and

the exploitation of the strategic, commercial, and political potential of

what was to be the new capital of the Ottoman realm required a

cooperative population. Under the Ottoman system, the Turks devoted

themselves to adnlinistration, the military, Islamic religious institu-

tions, and agriculture. Much of commerce and nlanufacturing was left
in the hands of their infidel subjects.

13 The Turks needed the expertise
of the Greek farmers, seamen, and merchants, if their military success
was to be translated into the strengthening of the economic power of

the empire. Some districts and villages inside the walls of

Constantinople had been spared in the abbreviated triduum of plunder,
presumably because they had surrendered to Mehmed's soldiers, open-)))
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ing before them peripheral gates once the outcome of the final battle

had become clear.
The sultan soon set out to repopulate his new capital using the

system of compulsory resettlement (siirgiin) by which Ottoman rulers
had traditionally reorganized newly captured territories. Mehmed

brought thousands of Greeks from Morea, Trebizond, and other dis-

tricts to the new capital. Additional forced migration of Armenians,

Jews, and Arabs as well as the influx of Turks and other Muslims from

all corners of the realm also ensured the continuity of commercial and
industrial enterprises.

14
Before the fall of Byzantine Constantinople its

population had dwindled to approximately 50,000.15
Despite the casu-

alties and the subsequent dispersion of captives, the population then

began to grow rapidly; by the middle of the sixteenth century it stood at

three times the 1453 figure.
16

As the Byzantine state declined, the Orthodox Church endured hard-

ships, but also gained experience that prepared it for Ottoman rule.

Materially, the patriarchate had been weakened and by the end of the
fourteenth century its income.. dependent largely on ecclesiastical hold-

ings in Asia Minor, had declined so drastically that the patriarch had

difficulty maintaining his palace.
17

With the obvious exception of its

spiritual children in the Kyivan metropolitanate, most of the faithful,

not only under the patriarchate of Constantinople, but under the patri-
archates of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem as well, were under

Muslim rule, and all but Constantinople had been so for centuries.

Since the territory of the patriarchate greatly exceeded that of the state,

patriarchs had already been faced with ecclesiastical problems in Is-
lamic states. Bishops were saddled with a certain civic accountability
for their flock, in addition to their responsibilities for the strictly reli-

gious supervision of the Orthodox.18

Paradoxically, in some respects Mehmed II actually effected a con-

solidation of the patriarchate of Constantinople. Except for the East
Slavic lands and those formerly Byzantine territories under the nIle of

European powers, nlainly the Venetians and the Genoese, the Ottoman
conquest reunited the metropolitanates and eparchies (dioceses) of the

patriarchate within one state and its protectorates. The onset of Turkish

rule over the patriarchate also enhanced ecclesiastical unity on yet
another score. In 1439, in hopes of gaining European support for the

defense of the empire, En1peror John VIII Palaiologos, Patriarch Jo-)))
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seph II, and a significant proportion of the ranking bishops of the
Orthodox world had accepted ecclesiastical union with the Latin West

at the Council of Florence. Although numerous Greek prelates freely, if

not out of profound conviction, supported the Florentine ecclesiastical

rapprochement, the union itself was rejected by a majority of the monks

and laity and thereby became a source of division in the Byzantine
Orthodox community, as most of the Eastern signatories sooner or later
disavowed their support. Many Greeks considered the calamity of the

conquest to be divine punishment for their transgressions, foremost

among them being capitulation to the Latin heresy at Florence. With

the appointment of the anti-Unionist Patriarch Gennadios, the oppo-

nents of the Florentine compromise were vindicated. The Greek Ortho-
dox Church formally abrogated the Florentine accord at a synod in

1484. Although the issue of union with Rome would reemerge as a

point of contention among Orthodox clerics, amidst the conquered
people it was as good as dead.

19

The concerns of Greek Orthodox and Christian heterodox individu-

als under Muslim rule in the Middle East, North Africa, and Asia

Minor had long been represented before Muslim overlords by church

hierarchs, and after the fall of Constantinople Mehmed II turned to that

model. Mindful of the sultan's favor, a synod in Constantinople elected
the monk Gennadios Scholarios (1454-56, 1463, 1464-65) as patriarch

to replace the Uniate Gregory III Mammas (elected in 1443), who had
left his theologically strife-ridden see in 1451 and taken refuge in

Italy.20 The intellectually curious conqueror was impressed by

Scholarios' erudition and integrity and met him on numerous occasions

for intellectual discussions. At the sultan's bidding Gennadios com-

posed a treatise, equipped with a short synopsis, explaining to Mehmed
the principles of the Orthodox faith. 21

Although enamored of Aquinas,
earlier a supporter of union, and at the council itself a defender of the

orthodoxy of the Latin doctrine on the procession of the Holy Spirit,

Gennadios had for almost a decade staunchly carried the mantle of
leader of the anti-Union party passed on to him by Mark Eugenikos on
the latter's deathbed (1444 or 45). Mehmed could rest assured that
Scholarios would not be tempted by West European ecclesiastical and

political overtures. 22

Supposedly with the help of Gennadios, Mehmed fonnulated the

tenns and conditions according to which the Greeks were to be gov-)))
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erned. Although no document has survived, in subsequent decades the

Orthodox argued, to the satisfaction of later sultans, that Mehmed had
issued a Jerman (rescript) to Gennadios, granting the patriarch \"per-

sonal inviolability, exemption from paying taxes, freedom of move-

ment, security from deposition, and the right to transmit these privi-
leges to his successors.\"23

The sultan allegedly issued another Jerman
that, among other assurances, declared that the remaining Orthodox

churches would not be converted into mosques. Throughout the period

of the Tourkokratia this putative concession served as a precedent to

which patriarchs appealed, often successfully, when petitioning sultans
to safeguard ecclesiastical property or return confiscated churches.

24

Recent literature has questioned the notion that the Porte governed
the dhimmls (non-Muslim subjects protected and tolerated by Muslim

authorities) communally and not as individuals. 25
The idea that the

Ottoman authorities ruled the dhilnmls through the millet system, that

is, through the supreme leader of the respective religious community or

nation, is no longer tenable for many periods of Ottoman history,
including the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 26

Nevertheless, it is

clear that the patriarchs of Constantinople were in many ways respon-
sible for the conduct of their people and charged with a degree of

authority unprecedented in the Byzantine period.
27

The patriarch had

authority in all matters connected with the religious life of the Ortho-
dox community, including doctrinal issues, marriage and divorce, the

custody of minors, and wills. 28
As in Byzantine times the patriarch was

elected by the Holy Synod, with the lay ruler usually exercising deci-
sive influence. 29

Together with the clergy he was free from taxation,

except for the special tributes that at first were voluntary, but eventu-

ally came to be exacted with regularity by the officials of the Porte. The

patriarchal tribunal heard most legal cases among Greeks other than

felonies (and even those when they involved a priest). The patriarch
was often held responsible for the tranquillity and loyalty of the Ortho-

dox population and, at the behest of the authorities, enforced Ottoman

taxation with ecclesiastical sanctions, including excommunication.
3D

The new patriarchal mandates did not necessarily strengthen the Ecu-

menical See. The unprecedented extra-ecclesiastical political, eco-

nomic, and juridical responsibilities of the patriarchs of Constantinople

in the long run overextended the Church's prerogatives, obstructed its

ecclesiastical mission, and blurred its spiritual identity.)))
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The Ottomans also allowed the hierarchical and administrative
structure of the Church to continue unchanged, including the election

of bishops by priests and of metropolitans by bishops.3) Ratification

from the secular ruler under the Ottonlans came in the form of an

imperial diploma, or berat, the earliest surviving example of which

dates from 1604. 32
The Holy Synod was expanded to include not only

metropolitans but high officeholders of the patriarchate, increasingly

drawn from the laity. This diminished the authority of the patriarch and
made the synod more vulnerable to internal dissension and intrigue,
frequently instigated or fueled by the Ottoman authorities.

The patriarchal officials comprised a hierarchy of nine so-called

pentads.
33 The first of these nine groups of five consisted of officials

controlling the most important aspects of the patriarchate's affairs:

Grand Oikonomos (finances), Grand Sakellarios (monastic life), Grand

Skevophylax (liturgical accoutrements, icons, relics), Grand
Chartophylax (records and archives), and Minister of the Sakellion
(ecclesiastical discipline). Functionaries in the remaining pentads were

responsible for other administrative, bureaucratic, juridical and liturgi-

cal duties. The structure of the patriarchate's administration did not

remain static throughout the Tourkokratia. Over time new offices were

created and the rank, responsibility, and effective influence of old ones

changed, but the general trend, clearly evident by the end of the six-
teenth century, was an increase in lay influence. 34

With the passing of

Mehmed and Gennadios and with the progressive Turkish hegemony
over the economic and social structures of Ottoman Istanbul, the fate of

the Orthodox Church gradually worsened. Subsequent patriarchs did

not match Gennadios in astuteness, wisdom, or moral stature, in the

opinion of the Orthodox as well as the ruling Turks.

The broad-minded conqueror had an interest and respect for Western

culture and Byzantine learning and ecclesiastical tradition that his first

two successors did not share. The enthronement of Bayezid II (1481-

1512) was accompanied by demands for a closer adherence to the
shari' a, the religious law of Islam. In 1494, under pressure from conser-

vative ulema (men learned in Muslim doctrine, law, and tradition),
Bayezid ordered the execution of Molla Lutfi, one of their freethinking

members.

The changing atmosphere affected the Orthodox community. In

1490 Bayezid sought to confiscate the Pammakaristos Church, home to)))
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the patriarchs since Gennadios had moved there in 1454. Although the

sultan relented and even proscribed the confiscation of other churches,

within ten years two other churches were seized. Under Bayezid's son,
Selim I (1512-20), the importance of the sacred law of Islam in state
administration continued to grow. Having subjugated the Middle East,

including the Arabian peninsula, the Ottoman sultan was no longer a

mere chieftain. Now Selim and his successors were also custodians of

the Islamic holy places and protectors of the pilgrimage routes to

Mecca and Medina. The autocratic Selim brutally repressed the Shi'ite

kizilbash (an Anatolian sect loyal to the Safavid shahs of Persia) and

scorned the Orthodox; he even briefly considered forcibly converting
all Christians to the Islamic faith. Although during his rule the Ortho-

dox had some success in defending their houses of worship, conversion
of churches to mosques continued. 35

Selim's successor, Suleiman the Magnificent (1520-66), had a pro-

found and multifaceted appreciation for high culture and presided over
a flourishing Ottoman civilization. His interest could hardly have been

stimulated by representatives of the contemporary Orthodox hierarchy,

whose learning and intellectual prowess did not match that of late-

Byzantine churchmen such as Bessarion or Gennadios Scholarios. As
the achievements of Byzantium were relegated to an ever more remote

past, the status of the Greek ecclesiastical and civil elite became a
function of Ottoman tastes and exigencies. Greeks, considered adept in
commerce and perhaps effective in diplomacy, otherwise came to be

disdained as infidels and as plotting, potentially disloyal second-class

subjects. Although under Suleiman, Orthodox title to ecclesiastical

property was generally respected, progressive ideological entrench-

ment and the weakness of its community would make it increasingly
difficult for the Orthodox Church to maintain its rights and privileges.

During the latter part of the sixteenth century, in the time of Selim II

(1566-74), Murad III (1574-95), and Mehmed III (1595-1603) the

Ottoman state reached its apogee and began its gradual decline. Otto-
man expansion into Europe was stopped at the outskirts of Vienna in
1529. Despite numerous efforts to break through further westward, the

last of which was thwarted at Vienna in 1683, the empire did not score

any lasting advances against European Christian states. The concept of

Holy War guided much of Ottoman policy. Conquest of the infidel was

a central tenet of the ideology of the Ottoman state. Since the character)))
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of Ottoman administrative, fiscal, and military and religious institutions

presupposed political expansion and subjugation of infidel lands, the

establishment of a more-or-Iess fixed frontier with Europe slowly but

profoundly affected all aspects of Ottoman society.36 At the Battle of

Lepanto in 1571 Turkish invincibility on the Mediterranean was shat-
tered. Continuous wars with the Persians and Habsburgs, a dramatic rise

in population and the resulting destabilization of the social structure and

system of land ownership, failure to respond to the challenges set forth

by the new European mercantile economy, and complacent traditional-

ism led to a weakening of the central authority, corruption in the state

administration, and civil disorder.
37

By the late sixteenth century the

stnlcture of the Ottoman state began to creak. In these circumstances the

patriarchate was easy prey for profiteering officials of the Porte eager to

exploit Greek factionalism, by extorting ever-increasing sums for fa-

vors and offices. Annexation of churches continued under Selim II, an

avid imbiber who neglected affairs of state. The effects of these pro-
cesses within the Turkish polity extended far beyond the Ottoman
frontier. The policies of the sultans and the status of the Orthodox

Church under the Ottomans served to catalyze late-sixteenth-century

Ruthenian-Greek contacts, and throughout the 1580s a significant num-

ber of Orthodox clerical alms-seekers traveled to East Slavic lands. In
1586 Murad III. seized the Pammakaristos Church, above-mentioned
home to the patriarchate. Two years later, in order to collect funds for

the construction of new patriarchal headquarters, Patriarch Jeremiah II

made his momentous trip to the East Slavic lands.
38)

Consequences of Otto111an Rule for the Greek Orthodox Church)

By the sixteenth century, accommodation of the Orthodox community
to Turkish rule had produced patterns that profoundly affected the
future of the patriarchate of Constantinople. Religious tolerance in the

Ottoman Empire was in most respects greater than in the contemporary
West. In general, the Ottomans did not persecute non-Muslim subjects,

nor did they solicit wholesale conversions to Islam. According to Mus-
lim teaching, monotheistic believers following a revealed religion,
\"people of the Book\" such as Christians and Jews, must not be coerced
into converting to Islam. 39 Economic realities played an important
role-taxes paid by non-Muslims constituted an important source of)))
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state revenues. Theoretically, the be rats granted to patriarchs forbade

forcible conversion of Orthodox Christians. The precepts of Islamic

law protected the lives and property of Christians and Jews; as long as

they were obedient to Muslim authority and paid the tax it required,

they were permitted to practice their religion and follow their religious

canons. Non-Muslims were not limited as to occupation or place of
residence nor subject to expulsion, as were Jews in the medieval West.
Unlike secular rulers in sixteenth-century Europe, who often imposed

their dogmatic beliefs on their subjects, the Ottoman authorities did not

interfere in matters of the dhimlnls' religious doctrine.
4o

Nevertheless the Ottoman Empire was a polity guided by a militant
Islamic ideology in which discrimination against non-Muslims was
inherent. The consequent second-class status of Christians exacted a

heavy toll on the Greek Orthodox Church. In general, the civil liberties

of Christians were limited, compared to what they had been. Non-

Muslims had to pay a special poll tax, the kharaj, an important function

of which was to stress the distinction between believers and unbeliev-

ers and to humiliate the latter. In Islamic states the kharaj was exacted

from non-Muslims males fourteen years of age and older excluded
from military service. Thus, women and sailors were exempted. Greek

Christians received bills of payment of a different color every year.
They had to produce these receipts on demand, even on the streets, or

be liable to a second collection. Those who paid were considered to be

under Ottoman protection and were not to be maltreated by Turks.

Payment also gave non-Muslims freedom of movement and the right to

live anywhere in the empire. The kharaj was still collected in the
Ottoman Empire at end of the nineteenth century.41 Christians were

obliged to wear distinctive clothing, were normally barred from carry-

ing arms, and as a community were on the whole vulnerable to the
whims of the sultan and his officials. The marginalization of the major-

ity of Christians as infidels and the decline of their institutional life

were in such conditions inevitable.

Especially odious and damaging to the Orthodox ranks was the

dev\037irlne system of recruitment according to which Christian boys

were collected from their home villages, converted to Islam and in-
ducted into the civil service or the janissary COrpS.42 At irregular inter-

vals unmarried non-Muslim boys above the age of seven (and some-

times up to the age of twenty) were requisitioned by an Ottoman)))
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official sent to certain provinces and supported by a retinue of

janissaries. (Only exceptionally were Muslims recruited, for example
Bosnians who had converted to Islam in the fifteenth century but were

included in the dev\037irrne at their own request.) The boys were presented

by the protegoros, the local Christian official of the area who knew the

population. Concealment of children was severely punished, although
rich parents through bribes often shielded their sons. Some areas such

as Constantinople and its suburb Galata, Nauplia, and the territories

that had voluntarily passed from the Venetians to the Turks (Rhodes
and Chios), as well as Arabia, Egypt, and Hungary, Wallachia, and
Moldova were free from this practice. Townsfolk and sons of craftsmen

were generally exempt, as were some classes of Balkan Christians

performing military duties, such as the voinuks.

Once collected, the recruits were dressed in uniform and taken to
Istanbul, Galata, or Adrianople, where they were circumcised and in-

ducted into Islam. Next followed an extended (ten-year) period of strict

discipline, isolation, and training in Turkish. Some were educated to

serve at court as chavushes, envoys, couriers, translators, and pages.
Others served in the sultan's guard, as footsoldiers or cavalry. Dev\037inne

conscripts became generals, admirals, pashas, and viziers (sultan's min-

isters and members of the imperial council). Some even married into the

family of the padishah. There were even Christian youths that through
the dev\037irnle attained the office of grand vizier. For example, Mehmed

Sokolli (Sokolov) from Trbinia, near Dubrovnik (Ital. Ragusa), a reader

at a certain church of St. Savva in Bosnia drafted at the age of eighteen,
worked his way up from the rank of royal gardener. In June 1565 he was

appointed grand vizier-military commander, sultan's deputy in civil

administration, and second only to the sultan in political power.
Martin Crusius, the Lutheran theologian in Ttibingen who corre-

sponded with the Constantinopolitan patriarch in the 1570s, testifies that

poverty, insecurity (diffidentia), and avarice led parents to give up their
children voluntarily.43 Stephen Gerlach, who as Lutheran chaplain to

the ambassador of the Holy Roman Empire at the Porte stayed in
Constantinople from the middle of 1575 to 4 July 1578, reports that a

boy escorting him to churches revealed his desires to \"become a servant
of the sultan as soon as possible.\"44 Such were the career possibilities
for a janissary that it was not unknown for Christians to be asked by
Turks, even viziers, to present Turkish sons to the janissary recruiters as)))
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their own. Nevertheless, the practice was generally considered a gross
violation of personal.. familial, religious, and ethnic dignity.45 Once

inducted into the system there was no return. Former Christians revert-

ing to Christianity were subject to capital punishment.
46

Subservience to Islamic masters, who did not have the best interests
of the Christian community at heart, accounted for many of the

patriarchate's woes. Throughout the Tourkokratia the Orthodox Church

was plagued by internal division, often fostered and adeptly manipu-
lated by Ottoman authorities. On the appointment of Gennadios,
Mehmed was to have demonstrated his largess with the sum of one

thousand florins. It did not take long for the direction of payment to be

reversed. From 1463 to 1466 patriarchs of Constantinople were deposed
or resigned five times, largely because of competition within the Ortho-
dox leadership for the patriarchal throne. The Greeks themselves exac-

erbated the burden of the pe\037ke\037, or enthronement fee, by pledging
payments to the Turks on behalf of their candidates, even when the

throne was not vacant, thereby encouraging Ottoman authorities to
intrude and effect the deposition of reigning patriarchs. In the Turco-

Mongol tradition the pe\037ke\037 was a gift symbolizing the dependency of

the retainer on a lord. Under the Ottomans, governors presented ape\037ke\037

to the sultan's officials on appointment. Although theoretically not a

bribe, the pe\037ke\037 became in effect the price for high ecclesiastical office.

The fee paid to the sultan and eventually also to the grand vizier

gradually rose. With time, a yearly tax also became obligatory.47 Since

the patriarchate was a potential source for Greek economic gain or

political influence, it was a desirable office for which opposing
Constantinopolitan factions contested with little regard for the welfare

of ecclesiastical structures or the Orthodox community. The sultan

exacted a tax at the accession of every patriarch, and, since the Greek

parties bribed high Ottoman officials to win favor for their respective

candidates, the Ottoman authorities stood to profit from frequent turn-
over in the patriarchate.

48

Predictably, the tenure of patriarchs was precarious. In the last half
of the fifteenth century, after the fall of Constantinople, the patriarchal

incumbency changed eighteen times; in the sixteenth century, twenty-

two times; in the seventeenth, an astounding fifty-four times, with Cyril
Loukaris serving as patriarch six times and si x others serving three or

more times. 49 This lack of continuity and the simoniac campaigning of)))
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the various factions demoralized the clergy and faithful, bankrupted the

patriarchal treasury, and paralyzed the Orthodox Church at a time when

it was confronting grave theological and cultural challenges from the

West. The dynamic was a vicious one. The servile status of the Ortho-

dox population bred corruption, while their inability to show solidarity

heightened the antipathy of their already contemptuous overlords. 5o

The persistent instability and resultant insolvency of the patriarchate

had broad and deleterious consequences.
51 The Orthodox Church

could not muster the manpower or resources to maintain, let alone

develop or expand, the institutions necessary for ecclesiastical vigor

and vitality. Rather, the story of the Orthodox Church under the Turks
is one of survival. The level of education of the clergy, including the

hierarchy, was generally low.52
After the fall of Constantinople many

Greek intellectuals who survived found refuge in Western Europe.
With a few exceptions, especially refugees in Italy, during the second

half of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the Orthodox community in

the Levant did not produce notable scholars or theologians.
53

This

period saw a decline in schools and no development of Greek printing
within the Ottoman Empire. Crusius notes that at his time Greeks in the

Ottoman Empire had no \"academies or professors,\" only rudimentary
(triviales) schools. According to him, the curriculum was limited to
liturgical books and even these standard texts were frequently misun-

derstood by Greek priests and monks.
54 There were, in fact, a number

of Greek schools in the Ottoman Empire, but formal advanced theo-

logical education was poor. A patriarchal \"academy\" of sorts

(patriarchike nlegale tou genous schole) did function in Constan-
tinople, but with its limited faculty and resources it did not meet all of

the needs of the Orthodox. From the perspective of the late sixteenth
century, Greek scholarship and pedagogy in the capital had seen and

would see better days.

If Crusius' judgment is sweeping and harsh, it is nevertheless true

that the outstanding centers of Greek learning and all Greek publishing

were outside the Ottoman realm, in Rome, Vienna, L'viv, Vilnius, and

especially Venice, where in 1471 the first book printed in Greek ap-

peared and where, in 1499, the first regular Greek publishing house
opened.

55 Inside the Ottoman Empire, Jews and Serbs had printing

presses in the first decades of the sixteenth century; the Albanians had
them by 1555.

56 The first Greek press in the Ottoman realm functioned)))
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for only a few months in 1627 before it was confiscated by the Turkish
authorities in January of the following year, after false accusations of

sedition and slander against the Prophet were lodged with the Porte

against the printer Nikodemos Metaxas by the French ambassador

Philippe de Harlay de Cesy who conspired with the French Jesuits in

Constantinople.
57

The central importance of printing in ushering in the changes that

came to characterize the early-modern world is a historical common-

place. The ability of an increasing number of purveyors of the word to

disseminate their writings to a growing readership could not but influ-

ence the life of the Orthodox. At a time when the press had become at

least as important in information management and propaganda as the

computer is today, the challenge that the Greek world faced can on one

level be gauged on the basis of a comparison of the development of

Greek printing, theological and otherwise, with printing in Western

Europe. The respective numbers put the crisis of the Greek Orthodox

world in high relief. In the three-hundred-and-fifty-year period from

the inauguration of Greek publishing to the end of the Tourkokratia

(1471-1821) only some five thousand Greek editions appeared, includ-

ing reprints. Of these only one-tenth were theological books, as op-

posed to popular religious or secular titles. 58
Out of the approximately

five hundred theological books some were printed by non-Orthodox. If

one takes into account that this meager average of one-and-a-half

theological books per year was the total output of presses distributed

throughout Western Europe, Ukraine, Russia, and the Ottoman Empire,
it becomes apparent that Greek Orthodox theologizing was hardly
vibrant during this period. Although the preeminence of the manuscript
book prevailed in some corners of Europe, even into the nineteenth

century, in the Greek Orthodox world manuscript production hardly
compensated for limited publishing.

What was the situation in Western Europe? In the German lands in
the sixteenth century an estimated 140,000--150,000 imprints (exclud-
ing broadsides) appeared.

59 In Venice alone, probably the most pro-
ductive publishing center of the Cinquecento, according to a \"conser-

vative estimate,\" there were some five hundred publishers, turning out
some eight million individual volumes in the second half of the six-
teenth century.

60 Over this period there were some 8,150 editions

including reprints, for an average of one hundred and sixty-three titles)))
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per year. Excluded in these figures are pamphlets published without an

inzprimatur. Between thirty and fifty publishers issued an edition in any
one year during this period. These figures reflect the vitality of intellec-
tuallife in various parts of the Christian world.

Removed from the Catholic and Protestant publishing centers and

protected by Ottoman borders and the commercial inviability of Euro-

pean editions in the Levant, the average Greek Orthodox monk or

peasant might not feel the direct impact of the Western printed book.

Yet below the surface, the swift undercurrent of the printed word was

doing its work. In those parts of the Orthodox world that were more

directly exposed to the production of printshops the effect of the revo-
lution would be much more rapid and dramatic.)

Orthodoxy in the Catholic West)

By the beginning of the sixteenth century the agitation caused in the
Orthodox world by the Union of Florence had dissipated, and the pro-
and anti-Union Orthodox parties in Constantinople, so contentious on
the eve of the conquest, had lost their distinct profiles. Because of the
sizable number of Greek emigres in the West, especially in Venice, and

the central role played by Greeks in commerce between Europe and the
Ottoman Empire., contacts and cooperation between Orthodox and
Catholics were inevitable.

61 Greek Uniate humanists such as Cardinal

Bessarion, by propagating the Hellenic cultural heritage, figured as

impressive representatives of their compatriots and as distinguished

advocates of the Greek cause in the Catholic world. In 1514 the elegant

and cultured Pope Leo X, before his coronation known as Giovanni de'

Medici, son of Lorenzo the Magnificent, exempted the Greeks of

Venice from the jurisdiction of the Latin patriarch of Venice. 62
How-

ever, the worldly extravagance and indulgent confessional climate of

the late Italian Renaissance gradually gave way, in the sixteenth cen-
tury, to reform and to denominational conflict and entrenchment. The

winds of western European religious partisanship reached the Greeks

and forced them to confront the religious and cultural currents of early-
modem times. Nevertheless, Venetian authorities sanctioned Greek

ecclesiastical, cultural, and intellectual life in their city even in the face

of pressure from Rome to prune Orthodox liberties.

In the last decades of the sixteenth century, the Most Serene Repub-

lic of Venice sought to lessen the role of the Holy Office within its own)))
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tenitory. This was especially manifested in the protection of the Vene-
tian press.

63 The republic also shielded individuals, including Greeks,

from the Inquisition. One such example was the case of Maximos

Margounios, who sought to find a compromise between the Eastern

and Western understanding of the procession of the Holy Spirit. His

views on the divisive Filioque issue provoked condemnation from

Gabriel Severos who, as metropolitan of Philadelphia resident in

Venice, was the head of the Venetian Orthodox community. When the

dispute was brought to the attention of the Vatican, Clement VIII

wanted to summon the Greek theologian before the Inquisition. How-
ever, the Venetian legate in Rome informed the Holy See that Venetian
authorities unconditionally guaranteed the religious liberties of their
Greek subjects.

64 In fact, it was the Council of Florence that served as

the \"canonical point of reference\" for the toleration of Eastern Chris-

tians in the Venetian republic, which in the sixteenth century in its
decrees never formally granted \"freedom of religion\" to any Christians

not seen as being in communion with the papacy.65

After the Council of Trent, and in the wake of the defeat of the Turks

at Lepanto, which rekindled hopes for an anti-Ottoman Christian cnl-
sade,66 the papacy invigorated its Eastern policy, generally dormant

throughout the first half of the Cinquecento, and began fashioning a

multifaceted strategy to address the Orthodox world. 67
In 1564 Pius IV

issued a papal brief decreeing that Greeks in Italy were under the

jurisdiction of the Latin ordinaries.
68 In 1573 Pope Gregory XIII cre-

ated the Congregation for the Greeks to coordinate Rome's mission to

and influence over the Eastern Christian communities in Italy.69 In

] 577 Gregory endowed the Pontifical Greek College of St. Athanasius
for the education of Greek and other students recruited for the mission

of expanding Roman allegiance among Eastern Christians. 7o
The Col-

legium Illyricum was founded in Loreto for South Slavs with the same

purpose in mind.7l
There was also a project for a college in Candia on

Venetian-held Crete for boys of the Greek rite. The papacy sponsored

the publication of the Greek text of the acts of the Council of Florence,

with a preface defending their validity, erroneously attributed to

Georgios (later Gennadios) Scholarios. The purpose of the edition was
to revitalize among Greeks the idea of ecclesiastical union according to

the Florentine mode1.72
The edition, published also in 1577, was pro-

duced with no reference to those responsible for it, no Latin translation,)))
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explanatory introduction, or dedication to Gregory XIII who under-

wrote the publication, thereby making it more palatable to the Ortho-
dox reader. The appearance of this edition was a sign of the general

shift of attitudes in the Catholic intellectual establishment towards the

Greek cultural legacy-from a humanistic focus on classical and pagan
antiquity prevalent in the first half of the sixteenth century to an eccle-

siastically motivated emphasis on sacred texts, polemical tracts, and
conciliar documents such as the acts of Florence.73

As well, a catechism

in vernacular Greek was printed in 1595, with a second one printed in

1602. The Eastern monks in Italy living according to the Basilian rule

were canonically reorganized in 1579.

The avant-garde of sixteenth-century Catholic Reform and eventu-

ally of Vatican diplomatic endeavors in the East proved to be the

Society of Jesus, founded in 1540. By the end of the decade, Jesuit

missionaries under the leadership of Francis Xavier, crossing the Eur-

asian land mass, had reached Japan. At the death of Ignatius of Loyola

in 1556, the society already had about one thousand members in eleven

provinces, including India and Brazil. A consciousness of the East,

more specifically the Ottoman-occupied Holy Land, had fired the

imagination of Ignatius and his circle of friends in Paris even before the

foundation of the religious order. Although not at the center of the

original inspiration, confrontation of non-Catholic Christian denomina-
tions rapidly became an important part of the Jesuit mission and iden-

tity. Throughout Romance Europe the society began combatting vari-

ous manifestations of Protestantism.74

After 1564, when at the invitation of Cardinal Stanislaw Hozjusz an

international contingent of eleven Jesuits arrived in the Polish-
Lithuanian Commonwealth, the Ignatian order became engaged for the

first time in a society with a sizable Orthodox population. In the early
1580s Antonio Possevino, the Jesuit emissary of Pope Gregory XIII,

traveled to Moscow to mediate in the peace talks between Tsar Ivan IV
and the Polish king Stefan Batory, hoping that thereby Muscovy could

be brought into an anti-Ottoman coalition and won over for church

union. 75
It was not long before the peripatetic priests came to the heart

of the Orthodox world. In 1583 three Jesuits and two lay brothers under
the leadership of Giulio Mancinelli were dispatched to Constantinople.
By the time two of them had died from the plague in 1586, they and the

others had already managed to start grammar, language, and \"liberal)))
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arts\" courses and had captured the imagination of numerous young

people. The missionaries sought to influence Orthodox families to join
the union and held debates with Orthodox clerics. 76

After the fall of Constantinople the Catholic West, especially Italy,

proved to be a most important place of refuge for Greeks and a haven
for Greek culture. The Most Serene Republic of Venice was a particu-
larly reliable guarantor of Greek tranquillity. In the last three decades

of the sixteenth century, however, Catholic-Orthodox relations gradu-

ally shifted as, in response to complex confessional and political devel-

opments, the papacy adopted a comprehensive policy that addressed

the Christian East from Constantinople to Muscovy, from Sicily to

Vilnius. The breadth of this approach and the energy of its main agents,

the post- Tridentine Curia, the papal diplomatic service, and the newly
constituted Jesuit order, challenged the Orthodox world. 77

This con-

frontation forced Orthodox leaders to search for avenues of consolidat-

ing their positions, thereby lessening the distance between major Or-

thodox centers and contributing to increased contacts between the

Ruthenian Church and the patriarchate of Constantinople. Rome's
unionistic effort was destined to fail because it was intimately tied to an

anchronistic political project of an anti-Ottoman crusade; the spirit of

the effort was to \"reduce\" the Orthodox to union individually or by
communities; the Catholic attitide and apologetics generated hostility,
and resistance arose among some circles in Rome over the expense of

printing in Greek, Arabic, Syriac (Chaldean), and Illyric (South Slavic
Church Slavonic). However, the effects of these background develop-
ments would become evident only as the sixteenth century came to a

close.)))
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Illustration 1. The physical grounds of the Patriarchate of Constantinople (based

on eyewitness visits). From Martin Crusius, Turcograecia, libri octo (Basel,
1584). Reproduced with the kind permission of the Houghton Library, Harvard

University.)))



CHAPTER Two)

Patriarch Jeremiah II and the Challenges of

Reform)

Although we can determine the general factors that shaped the life of

the Orthodox Church in the Ottoman Empire after the fall of

Constantinople, there unfortunately is no account detailing the func-

tioning of Orthodox institutions or capturing the texture and nuances of

the daily life of the community for the first one hundred and fifty years

after the Ottoman conquest. Because of the scarcity of sources it is

questionable whether a satisfying social and economic analysis of this

period can ever be written. I
What is known about the patriarchate of

Constantinople during the last years of the sixteenth century is based

largely on anecdotal chronicles, memoranda, or hearsay characteriza-

tions recorded unsystematically and preserved by chance. The author
of the Pseudo-Dorotheos Chronicle, our main narrative source for

events at the patriarchate for the decade preceding the Union of Brest,

remains unidentified. 2 It is difficult even to determine the exact chro-

nology of the patriarchs.
3

Very little about many of the patriarchs can

be maintained with certitude, still less about their subordinates. For our

purposes it is important to realize that certain patterns characterized the

history of the patriarchate of Constantinople throughout the

Tourkokratia. In this regard the story of the late-sixteenth-century pa-
triarchate is an episode in an extended drama, during which the reality

of Muslim dominion, the lack of solidarity that had become endemic in
the highest circles of Orthodox leadership, and the resultant institu-

tional weakness determined what was possible for the ecumenical lead-

ers of the Orthodox Church.

In the late sixteenth century instability and incompetence at the

patriarchate were most evident-with the exception of Jeremiah II

(who reigned three times between 1572 and 1595), the patriarchs
served ignominiously or without leaving a lasting impression. Unlike)))
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most of the patriarchs during the Tourkokratia Ioasaph II (1554-65)
was learned and cultured. In a letter to Ivan IV of Muscovy, sent in

connection with the patriarchal recognition of the tsar's imperial title,
Ioasaph writes that with Ivan's contribution he had established a school
for \"children, monks, and laity of different ages\" where \"wise philoso-

phers\" taught rhetoric, poetics, grammar, and music (church singing).

The preceptors were paid well and poor students received stipends.
4

Although little otherwise can be said about his activities, he seems to

have enjoyed the respect of his flock.

In spite of these virtues, in 1565 Ioasaph was found guilty of simony
and deposed by a synod including at least fifty-one hierarchs. His

ouster was apparently hastened by the \"patriarch-maker\" Michael

Kantakouzenos, the richest Greek merchant of the day, called

Shaitanoglu (\"son of Satan\") by the Turks. Ioasaph had been involved
in Michael's plan for an advantageous marriage between his relative

Ioannes and a woman from the ruling Mircea family in Wallachia; after
the match failed ignobly, Ioasaph was deposed.

5

loasaph's successor Metrophanes III (1565-72; 1579-80), also an

educated man, was repeatedly in trouble for his contacts with the

papacy. In the late 1540s Patriarch Dionysios II (1546-54) sent him to
Venice to settle some canonical matrimonial questions. From there the

young metropolitan of Caesarea in Cappadocia went to Rome where he

met with Pope Paul III. When he returned to Constantinople in 1549

Metrophanes was summoned before the synod to respond to an accusa-

tion against him concerning the embassy to Rome. The patriarch dis-

tanced himself from Metrophanes' activities in the West, and

Metrophanes was demoted from his see and sent to the islands of Paros
and Naxos.6

The first reign of Metrophanes ended when he was forced

to resign and was excommunicated in 1572, apparently for unionist

tendencies. Unseated, he solemnly promised never to contend for the

throne and was exiled to Mount Athos. After approximately four years
of banishment, however, he returned to Constantinople and began plot-
ting against the reigning patriarch, Jeremiah II. In 1579, Metrophanes

again acceded to the patriarchal throne, but reigned only briefly: he

died in office nine months later. 7

The career of the usurper Pachomios (1584-85)is emblematic of the

weakness of the late-sixteenth-century patriarchate. Dissolute accord-

ing to Pseudo-Dorotheos, Pachomios was called pagkakistos (\"most)))
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wicked,\" \"super worst\") by his contemporary Leontios Eustratios, who
attributed to him \"immeasurable grief inflicted upon the Christians\"

and intrigues against Patriarch Jeremiah. Pachomios had been ecclesi-

astically censured and banished to Mount Athos, but he escaped, re-

turned to Constantinople, and ultimately secured the highest office in

the Orthodox world. Through effective slander and bribery he suc-
ceeded in having Jeremiah deposed and securing the patriarchal throne

for himself. 8
In 1583 and during the early part of 1584 Jeremiah was

brought before the Turkish tribunal three times. Accusations that he

was connected to a Greek plot and a cache of arms to be used in an anti-

Ottoman uprising were proven false, but Jeremiah was also charged
with converting Muslims to Christianity and suspected of having estab-

lished a secret accord with the papacy. Since Gregory XIII continued

the aggressive anti-Ottoman policy of Pius V, and since Jeremiah had
indeed communicated with the pope and had been directly contacted by

papal emissaries, the Porte had every reason to take such rumors seri-

ously.9 Despite earlier enjoying a modicum of imperial favor, Jeremiah
was sacked on 22 February.

Almost immediately, resistance to Pachomios was expressed by a

large-scale withholding of contributions and dues to the patriarchate.
The usurper further outraged the faithful by pawning religious articles

from churches to meet payments to the Turks.10
After twelve months,

Pachomios was replaced by Theoleptos (1585-87), portrayed by
Pseudo-Dorotheos as a leading intriguer, who used Pachomios in his

struggles against Jeremiah. Other sources speak of him more favorably,

and even according to Pseudo-Dorotheos he was finally reconciled

with Jeremiah. Otherwise, almost nothing is known about his patriarch-
ate. While for the modem prosopographer Theoleptos remains enig-
matic, it is quite clear that he made no significant moves during his

brief tenure to confront the internal crisis engulfing the ecumenical

patriarchate.
11)

Jerel1ziah II Tranos and Reform Thwarted)

The main protagonist in the late-sixteenth-century history of the patri-
archate of Constantinople and its relations with the Ruthenian Church
during the decade preceding the Union of Brest was Patriarch Jeremiah
II (1572-79; 1580--84; 1587-95).12 Jeremiah Tranos (\"the Great\13)))
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was born around 1536 in Anchialos on the Black Sea coast, of a \"good

family,'\" according to Pseudo-Dorotheos. He was tonsured at the not-

too-distant monastery of St. John the Baptist, located on an island near
the mainland town of Sozopolis, today Sozopol in Bulgaria. Presum-
ably there he received some schooling, later continued, according to

Pseudo-Dorotheos, under the tutelage of Hierotheos, metropolitan of

Monemvasia, Arsenios of Tumovo, and especially under Damaskenos
of Naupaktos and Matthew of Crete. Nothing is known about his

ordination to lower orders. He served as metropolitan of Larissa, in

Thessaly, beginning sometime after 1565\" and took steps to confront
the educational shortcomings of his diocese. Jeremiah founded a school
in Trikke (Trikkala) in the northwestern part of the region, where his
future companion in the journey to Moscow (1588-89), Arsenios of

Elassona, studied grammar, poetics, and rhetoric. 14

Jeremiah was raised to the patriarchate in May 1572 and immedi-

ately began combating the simoniacal practices plaguing the Greek
Orthodox Church. It seems that he was a resolute and decisive re-

former. He deposed a number of the worst offenders in the hierarchy,
anathematized sacrament-selling clergy, and otherwise led a deter-

mined campaign against the use of high church office for personal

gain.I
5

Jeremiah confronted the notorious commerce in hierarchical
offices but also addressed abuses in the lower clergy, especially the

scandalous charging of fees for confession and Communion. In 1575

Margunios wrote poignantly to Jeremiah appealing to him to curb this

practice.
16 The patriarch, possibly moved by the plea, issued a decree

threatening with excommunication priests who charged fees for the

absolution of sins. On one occasion, after a pontifical liturgy, an

eschatologically obsessed monastic who announced the end of the
world and sold bills of absolution was publicly anathematized and upon
repenting was absolved by Jeremiah}7

During his reign Jeremiah ordered the renovation and reconstruction

of the patriarchal cathedral and had other structures renewed or built. In

addition to major work on the interior of the Pammakaristos Church,

including a completely new iconostasis, he expanded the patriarchal

quarters and added two two-story buildings on the same site with guest
rooms and stables. Stephan Gerlach (see below, p. 35), however, was

not overly impressed by these patriarchal facilities, which he described)))
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as simple and of modest size. Although he appreciated the beauty of the
Pammakaristos Church, he thought it small for a patriarchal cathe-

dral.
18

All indications are that Jeremiah was a conscientious archpastor,

attending to a variety of administrative responsibilities and settling
jurisdictional and disciplinary disputes.

19
At the end of 1573, to collect

the necessary funds and to address the needs of particular ecclesiastical

provinces, he embarked on a visitation of the dioceses in Greece and
the Peloponnesos. He returned to Constantinople only in August of the

following year after having taken stock of ecclesiastical life in the

inlmediately accessible part of his patriarchate. Subsequently, the patri-

arch sent his exarchs and other deputies to raise funds for the Mother

Church as well as to collect the kharaj.20
Apparently Jeremiah preached frequently, occasionally even in the

vernacular. He was steeped in the Orthodox liturgical tradition and

regularly read works from the Orthodox patristic canon. But, he could

not read Latin texts, the number and dispersion of which increased

dramatically after the advent of the printed word, and it is unlikely that
he read many secular works. Jeremiah followed lectures on liberal arts

given by a number of preceptors, of which loannes Zygomalas was the
most learned, but Crusius' note about their meager remuneration, im-

plies that the patriarch can hardly be classified as a humanist patron.
21

The humble cultural and intellectual stature of the Greek Orthodox

hierarchy accounted for many of the problems of the patriarchate.

Patriarch Jeremiah was evidently sensitive to the need for education

and fOffi1ation of the Orthodox clergy. He may even have tried to

establish new educational institutions, but his efforts encountered the

opposition of ignorant clerics who were intinlidated by such inten-
tions.22

Sonle historians have seen a visionary plan of reform underly-

ing Jeremiah's activity. The monastic Pavel [Vil'khovs'kyi] argues that
to replace the decrepit Orthodox elite, \"Patriarch Jerenliah decided to

create a different school of hierarchs, prepared by special formation

and careful studies, a clergy of the Church, having acquired and assimi-
lated a true understanding of their vocation. Through this he hoped

subsequently to spread the light of knowledge and education for the

spiritual benefit of the faithful and throughout the dioceses of his
patriarchal province.\" Yet in the next line Pavel concedes that it is
difficult to substantiate this assertion with the sources.23

Although)))
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Jeremiah may have had the admirable wish to bring the Orthodox

clergy out from the darkness of ignorance and illiteracy, there is no
evidence that he conducted a sustained campaign of fundamental edu-

cational reform. Even if the sources had recorded such an elaborated

strategy, he failed to effect any substantial change in the preparation of

priests or introduce consequential educational measures. The intellec-

tual center of Greek Orthodoxy throughout this period was not in

Constantinople but in Venice, far from the seat of the ecumenical

patriarch.
24

The attempts at reform undertaken by Jeremiah and their failures
were of concern not only to the Orthodox community in the Ottoman

realm. The strengths and weaknesses of the patriarchate were being
evaluated by East Slavic peoples who were re-appraising their own
ecclesiastical and cultural relationship with the Constantinopolitan
Mother Church. Jeremiah's efforts at reform in Constantinople fore-

shadowed his subsequent reforming activity in the Kyivan

metropolitanate, but his lack of success in generating lasting reforms in

the patriarchate would contribute to the alienation of some Ruthenians

who, at a time of great challenges, saw Constantinople as their supreme
ecclesiastical authority and expected its leaders to be models to follow
and emulate, and considered those hopes to have been dashed. In the
1570s and 1580s the Orthodox of Ukraine, Belarus', and Muscovy were

increasingly interested in the status of the patriarchate of

Constantinople, including no doubt Constantinople's position regard-

ing other branches of the splintering Western Christian world.)

Relations with Western Christendom)

In his first two incumbencies Jeremiah was especially noted for his

contacts with the confessions of the Christian West. His contacts with
German Lutheranism drew the patriarchate into the sphere of European

denominational polemics and constituted the theological highlight not

only of his three tenures but of sixteenth-century Orthodoxy.25 Al-

though Martin Luther referred to Eastern Christianity in polemicizing
against Roman Catholicism and, in 1559, Philipp Melanchthon trans-
lated the Augsburg Confession into Greek and sought to enter into

direct relations with the Greek Orthodox Church, it was not until the

reign of Jeremiah that the first engagement and systematic theological)))

Etude sur La Pologne du XVle

siecle et Ie protesfantisme polonais (Paris, 1916); JDzef Tretiak, Piotr Skarga
w dziejach i literaturze unii brzeskiej (Cracow, 1912); M. J. A. Rychcicki

[pseudo for Maurycy Dzieduszycki], Piotr Skarga i jego wiek, 2nd ed., 2 vols.
(Cracow, 1868-69).

13 See Jan Krajcar, \"Konstantine Basil Ostrozskij and Rome in 1582-1584,\"
OCP 35 (1969): 193-214; idem, \"Jesuits and the Genesis of the Union of
Brest. \"

14 0 iednolci Kosciola Bozego pod iednynl Pasterzem. Y 0 Greckim od tey
iednosci odstqpieniu. Z przestrogq y upominanim do narodow Ruskich, przy

Grekach stoiqcych: Rzecz krotka, na trzy CZlilci rozdzielona, feraz prez)))

convert to the pro-union position, who after 1483 served as bishop of

Methone, in the southwest corner of the Peloponnesos (ibid., 28-38;
Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, p. 84).)))
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dialogue between Orthodoxy and Protestantism occurred.
26 The initia-

tive was taken by a group of university professors in Ttibingen, that

included Jacob Andreae, a theologian, and Martin Crusius, a theologian
and professor of classical languages. They, among other concerns,

hoped to win ideological and theological solidarity from the Orthodox

in their stand against Rome.

In 1573 Stephan Gerlach was sent to Constantinople as chaplain of a

Lutheran envoy to the Porte, David Ungnad, and assigned the task of

establishing relations with the ecumenical patriarchate. He traveled to

Constantinople carrying letters of recommendation from Andreae and

Crusius. Soon more letters, as well as a homily by Andreae on the

passage in Luke on the kingdom of God (10:9), were dispatched from

Ttibingen. In 1574 six copies of an apparently new translation of the

Augsburg Confession were sent to Constantinople with requests for an

Orthodox response. The ensuing theological exchange between

Constantinople and Ttibingen went on for seven years but produced no
doctrinal agreement. Jeremiah's responses were drafted with the help
of Theodosios Zygomalas and other Greek theologians. The patriarch

politely rejected the Western adherence to the Filioque clause in the

creed and stressed the role of free will (the debilitating effects of

original sin notwithstanding) in the human response to grace and the

importance for salvation of good works as well as faith. Jeremiah

defended the nonnative character of Sacred Tradition as well as Holy
Scripture and the Orthodox teachings concerning the number of sacra-

ments, the sacrificial character of the Holy Eucharist, veneration of

saints, icons, and relics, and monastic life. Understanding could be

reached only if the esteemed Ttibingen theologians could accept the

Orthodox position on these points. Although the patriarch set the con-
ditions for an Orthodox-Lutheran doctrinal rapprochement and al-

though he did not compromise Orthodox beliefs, adhering finnly to

Eastern patristic principles, his responses were irenic and manifest a

desire not to alienate the Lutherans. 27
When the theological disparity

was obvious, Jeremiah was direct but amiable in offering his third

response on 6 June 1581:

We request that from henceforth you do not cause us more grief, nor

write to us on the same subject if you should wish to treat these
luminaries and theologians [the Fathers] of the Church in a different

manner. You honor and exalt them in words, but you reject them in)))
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deeds. For you try to prove our weapons which are their holy and

divine discourses as unsuitable. And it is with these documents that

we would have to write and contradict you. Thus, as for you, please
release us from these cares. Therefore, going about your own ways,
write no longer concerning dogmas; but if you do, write only for

friendship's sake. Farewell.28

Roman Catholic polemicists delighted in the patriarch's defense of

traditional ecclesiastical institutions. Jeremiah's initial response of

1574 was published in 1582 in a Latin translation by the Polish theolo-

gian Stanislaw Sokolowski with a preface touting Orthodox rejection
of Protestant doctrine. Sokolowski's publication was widely circulated

and had considerable polemical effect. 29
Two years later the Lutherans

published the entire exchange to put the document in a broader con-

text. 30 The contact with the Lutherans also left a significant historio-

graphical legacy. In 1581 Zygomalas sent Crus ius the chronicle of

Malaxos that became part of Crusius' Turcograecia, published in 1584,

the principle source on sixteenth-century Greek ecclesiastical life. The
Protestant challenge inspired the most systematic statement of Ortho-
dox doctrine between the eighth-century Fountain of Knowledge (Pege

gnoseos) by John of Damascus and the Kyivan Metropolitan Peter

Mohyla's Orthodoxa COl\037fessio Fidei of the late 1630s. Jeremiah used

patristic categories in responding to the Western challenge. The subse-

quent seventeenth-century Orthodox theological compendia were to

adopt distinctly Western concepts to defend traditional Orthodox posi-
tions and institutions.

According to the Orthodox apophatic tradition, intellectual expres-

sion of doctrine and the creative theologizing like that found in the

scholastic West were generally avoided. The liturgical life of the
Church was seen as the primary theological locus. Theology, under-

stood as it has been in the West since the late Latin Middle Ages as an
intellectual discipline, deferred in the Christian East to the ineffable

mystery of God, with the dogmatic canons of the ecumenical councils

considered sufficient in content and nonnative in fonnulation. For that
reason, along with others, theological SU111nlae were not composed.
Contact with the West and the new challenge of vibrant Catholic and

Protestant theologies in the early-modem period forced Orthodox lead-

ers to articulate the faith of their tradition. 31)))
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Jeremiah's second major engagement with the West, occasioned by

Pope Gregory XIII's reform of the calendar, occurred over the years
1582-1584. 32

The Vatican directed Livio Cellini, a member of a Vene-
tian delegation traveling to Constantinople for the celebration of the

circumcision of Sultan Murad's son, Mehmed, to convey to Jeremiah
the pope's intention to replace the astronomically inaccurate Julian
calendar with a new systen1 of computation. Cellini met with Jeremiah

on 28 May and 10 June 1582. Besides the calendar reform, their

conversations, the subject of which was carefully concealed from the

Ottoman authorities, touched Western political support for the Greek

cause. The patriarch questioned the faithfulness of the new calendar to
the canon of the Nicean Council of 325, which regulated the date for

the celebration of Easter, but did not dismiss the proposal. Meanwhile,
on 24 February 1582, Pope Gregory signed the bull Inter gravissin1QS

promulgating the corrected calendar. The new (Gregorian) calendar

was to be introduced in October 1582 when ten calendar dates were to

be skipped between the 4th and 15th of the month. In that year the new

computation was accepted by King Stefan Batory, thereby making it

the official civil calendar of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,

including the Ruthenian lands. 33
The calendar refonn immediately be-

came a point of controversy and was rejected by the Orthodox. In

Muscovy and, subsequently, within the Russian Empire, including
n10st Ukrainian lands after the partitions of Poland, the Julian calendar

continued to be used for civil as well as liturgical purposes until 14/1

February 1918. 34

Jeremiah learned of the pope's unilateral act in late June or early
July 1582.He continued to meet with Cellini, but the stunning news

was an affront and compelled him to actively oppose the reform. 35
An

Orthodox synod, presided by Jeremiah and Sylvester, patriarch of Al-

exandria, assembled in Constantinople in November and condemned
the reform in no uncertain terms. Jeremiah sent letters to the Kyivan

Metropolitan Onysyfor (Di vochka), Prince Konstantyn Konstan-

tynovych Ostroz'kyi, the Orthodox burghers of Vilnius, and subse-

quently to the Armenian community in the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth, exhorting them to preserve loyally the patristic com-

putation of Easter.36

In February 1583 the patriarch received the Venetian Bailo G. F.

Morosini, legate of the doge to the Porte, who encouraged Jeremiah to)))
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from exile in Rhodes. When he was in Muscovy in 1589, he reported

that his banishment had lasted four years, that is into the year 1588. In

fact the Muscovites questioned Jeremiah keenly about the occupancy
of the throne, indicating that they were unaware of his restoration as
late as the middle of 1588. Pseudo-Dorotheos states that Jeremiah

recei ved official notification of his restoration from the Ottoman au-

thorities in Moldova in late 1589, after his sojourn in Muscovy and in

the Ukrainian and Belarusian lands. In the meantime, the patriarchate

was administrated by Jeremiah's protosynkellos, Nikephoros, who had

been a leader in the opposition to Theoleptos. It is after the deposition
of Theoleptos and during Jeremiah's third patriarchate that the relation-

ship between Constantinople and the Kyivan metropolitanate came to
be radically questioned.

40)

Evaluation)

There are some indications that Jeremiah was not always prudent or

steadfast in his ecclesiastical judgment. His strong stand on corruption
earned him numerous enemies and contributed to his deposition. He

evidently became a victim of one of his ecclesiastical appointees, the

notorious Pachomios. First the patriarch refused to ordain the unworthy
candidate to the Turnovo metropolitanate. However, Pachomios per-

sisted, and Jeremiah, under factional pressure, acquiesced to his ordina-

tion to the metropolitanate of Caesarea, only to be himself later re-

placed as patriarch by Pachomios. 41 Jeremiah also could not avoid

succumbing to Ottoman pressure in strictly ecclesiastical matters. He

appointed the priest Stephanos to the see of Ephesus, second only to
Caesarea in the hierarchy of the patriarchate's metropolitanates, be-

cause he was recommended for it by the Sultan Murad III himself.

Apparently Stephanos had earned Murad's favor by cultivating beauti-
ful gardens for him in that city.42

Given the opportunism and corruption prevalent in the upper ech-

elons of the Orthodox ecclesiastical structure and the interference of
Ottoman authorities a thorough, lasting rehabilitation of church life

could not, and did not, result from the efforts of a single reform-minded

patriarch. Jeremiah possessed a range of attributes necessary for eccle-

siastical leadership, yet he could not pull the patriarchate out of its

problems. The realities of Ottoman overlordship were surely a major)))
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hardship for the Orthodox Church, but they do not account fully for the

failure of the Greeks to pool their resources and address the institu-

tional and cultural needs of their religious community. Although there

is little source material on the inner workings of the ecclesiastical elite,
it is apparent that in its midst there persisted a lack of will to overcome
the obstacles plaguing the patriarchate of Constantinople. Neverthe-

less, Jeremiah's reign marks a high point in the dismal sixteenth-

century history of the patriarchate. In difficult circumstances Jeremiah

sought to preserve, in his words, at least a \"small spark of order. \"43

After the fall of Byzantium the situation in the patriarchate of

Constantinople was never less than critical, and by the late sixteenth

century, the Greek Orthodox Church was a threatened ecclesial com-

munity. Still, it remained both an enduring legacy of the Byzantine

period and a tolerated, if vulnerable, institution in the Ottoman state.
The loss of the protection of the emperor had a profound effect on the

identity of Greek Orthodoxy. In the post-Byzantine period the patri-
archate confronted a dichotomy between a traditional politico-ecclesi-
astical ideology and radically altered geo-political circumstances. Ef-

forts to resolve concrete problems such as ecclesiastical discipline,

clerical corruption and ignorance, fiscal insolvency, and general insti-

tutional weakness were continuously confounded by the corollaries of

servility and captivity: opportunism and factionalism. At a time when
Christian Europe was mobilized to refonn and to address the particular

needs and circumstances of the age, the Orthodox never developed

momentum, the critical mass of resources, or the leadership needed to

initiate and promote a movement of revitalization.

The ecclesiastical elite clung more or less steadfastly to its Byzan-
tine inheritance, or that part of it that had not been stripped away by the

passing of the empire. The Orthodox Church, partly as a consequence
of its apophatic theology and spirituality, did not develop dynamism in

addressing its crises. In Byzantine times this religious outlook had been

complemented well by effective political structures-the emperor, cen-

tral administration, and army-thereby producing an integrated civili-

zation that functioned more or less effectively for over a millennium.

When the Church became the sole Byzantine institution to survive the

Turkish deluge essentially intact, it found itself in a difficult position.
Its prerogatives within the Greek Orthodox community increased, but

the Orthodox nation was no longer dominant in society. The patriarch)))
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Illustration 2. Detail of East Slavic participants at the Council of Ferrara-Florence

(1438-1439) from Elucidarius errorum ritus Ruthenici (n.p., n.d., ca. 1502).)))
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The Union of Florence, the Greek East, and
the Kyivan Metropolitanate)

Fifteenth- and early-sixteenth-century developments in the. Kyivan
metropolitan ate variously paralleled or mirrored the dynamics of con-

temporary Greek Orthodox ecclesiastical history. As in the Greek East,

the middle of the fifteenth century marked a major break in the history

of the Kyivan metropolitanate, with its division into Ruthenian and

Muscovite jurisdictions. Although not the complete political cataclysm

experienced by the Byzantine world, this disjuncture was closely con-
nected to the tenninal crisis in Byzantium and the imperial attempts to

arrive at ecclesiastical reconciliation with the West that preceded it.

Precipitated by the Council of Florence and its aftermath, the division
of East Slavic Orthodoxy into two ecclesiastical jurisdictions defined

the boundaries of the Ruthenian Church until the Union of Brest.)

The Division of the Kyivan Metropolitanate)

Isidore, the Greek-born metropolitan of Kyiv and all Rus', was one of

the preeminent spokesmen among the Greek hierarchy negotiating

ecclesiastical unification with the Church of Rome in 1439 at the
Council of Florence.

1
In 1436, to ensure his participation in the council,

Isidore had been consecrated for the Kyivan metropolitan throne by the
unionist Patriarch Joseph II (1416-39). The new metropolitan then left

Constantinople for Moscow where he arrived on 2 April 1437 with a
mandate to represent the Rus' Church at the union council. After five

months, Isidore departed for Ferrara (the council's original site), where
he and the delegation from the Rus' metropolitanate arrived on 18

August 1438. The following January the council was moved to Flo-

rence, where on 5 July 1439 the bull of union was signed by all of the
Greek hierarchs except Mark Eugenikos, metropolitan of Ephesus, and)))
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Isaiah, metropolitan of Stauropolis. Isidore subscribed both as \"Metro-

politan of Kyiv and All Rus'\" and as procurator of the patriarch of

Antioch.

Having played a major role in securing Greek acceptance of union,
Isidore then returned to his see. In Buda, on his way home, he issued a
missive announcing the outcome of the council and declaring the

equality of Eastern and Western rites implicit in the council's deci-

sions. The Kyivan metropolitan confronted the prejudices of both the

Western and Eastern Christians. Addressing himself \"to all people
bearing the name of Christ, both Latins and Greeks, and all others who

are subject to the ecumenical Church of Constantinople, namely the

Rus', Serbians, Rumanial}s, and other Christian nations,\" he enjoined
the Churches in Eastern Europe, poorly represented at the council, to

\"receive this most holy union with great spiritual rejoicing and venera-

tion\" and to respect each other's sacraments.
2

Isidore spent some time in the Ruthenian lands-about three months

in the Polish Kingdom and another six in the Grand Duchy-where he

was received and recognized as metropolitan, despite the fact that he
was closely associated with Pope Eugenius IV (1431-47), while the
Polish political establishment and the Latin hierarchy were partial to

the pope's conciliarist opponents, who had assembled in force at the
Council of Basel (1431-37). The metropolitan was welcomed in

Galicia and Kholm, where he mediated in a canonical dispute, and in

Kyiv, where he was greeted by Prince Olel'ko (Aleksandr) who, to-

gether with his council, issued a charter referring to Isidore as

his ((
hospodyn\" and\" otels'\" (lord and father) and confirming Isidore's

title to the benefices proper to the metropolitan. In Kyiv Isidore pro-

mulgated the Florentine accord in the Cathedral of St. Sophia on 5

February 1441.
3

The strongest opposition to Isidore in the Orand Duchy came from

the Latins. The bishop of Vilnius did not want to recognize the validity
of the Eastern sacraments guaranteed by the Union of Florence and

evidently prevented the metropolitan from promulgating the union in

that city.4 Earlier Isidore had been welcomed in Cracow (where he

celebrated in the cathedral) by the chancellor and archbishop Zbigniew

Olesnicki, regent of King Wladyslaw III (1434-44) (the king was only
sixteen years old). In the spring of 1443 Wladyslaw issued a charter to

the Ruthenian Church, guaranteeing its rights and its liberty to follow)))
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According to the preface, the prince had appealed to Patriarch Jeremiah

II for \"men instructed in the Holy Scriptures in Greek and Slavonic, as
well as thoroughly revised texts, attested to be free of every blemish.\"

Yet the lack of any reference to a response in the preface (where the

manuscript sent by the Muscovites is acknowledged) or in other

sources (where, for example, Ostroz'kyi thanks the pope for sending
him a Bible), and the general shortage of well-educated clergy prevail-

ing in Constantinople suggest that the patriarch, himself deposed on 23
November 1579, was not in a position to offer much assistance.

Some of the Greeks involved in the Ostrih publishing activities and
the school may have been collaborating with Ruthenians at the behest
of Greek ecclesiastical authorities. It is more likely, however, that they

acted independently. Their participation in the Ruthenian revival,

therefore, does not imply a structural, institutional bonding of the

Ruthenian and Greek Orthodox ecclesiastical communities or the es-
tablishment of continuous systematic cooperation. The particularly tur-

bulent conditions prevailing at the patriarchate in Constantinople from

the late 1570s and through the 1580s made it impossible for the patri-

archate to pursue a consistent internal policy, much less one regarding
the Orthodox East Slavs. The clerics traveling from the Greek East in

search of material assistance for their institutions, even those sent by
patriarchs of Constantinople, did not necessarily fol1ow patriarchal

instructions or complete their missions.46
The involvement of Greeks in

Ostrih is to be attributed to the initiative of Ostroz'kyi and his circle,

rather than to the Greek Orthodox authorities. Ostroz'kyi seems to have

hired itinerant clerics. The two about whom some concrete information
survives, Dionysios Rhalles-Palaiologos and Eustathios Nathanael, al-

though Greek in origin, came to Ostrih via Rome. Thus the revival of

Greek -Ruthenian ties did not follow the Orthodox institutional route.)

The Calendar Reform and an East Slavic Patriarchate)

Two ecclesiastical questions that arose in the early 1580s did, however,

bring the institutional relationship between the Kyivan metropolitanate
and the patriarchate to the fore, and with both-the calendar reform and

the prospects of locating a patriarchate in East Slavic lands-

Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi was again at the center.

_ \037_n1582, the year of its promulgation, King Stefan Batory accepted

the Gregoria-n cale\037\037ar F\037!\037rrn
and decreed that the use qf the new)))

crisis in)))
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Constantinople, which generated desperate papal attempts to come to

the aid of the besieged Byzantine enclave. It was only well after the fate

of Constantinople had been sealed that the papacy moved to cut its

losses and formally accepted the greatly limited vitality of the

Florentine union among the East Slavs. On 3 September 1457 Pope

Callistus III (1455-58) filled the Galician episcopal see that had been

vacant since 1413.II
He then proceeded to develop a plan for the

division of the Kyivan metropolitanate, which was put into effect after
his death by his successor Pius II (1458-64). In 1458, in concert with

Gregory III Mammas, patriarch of Constantinople, who had left his see

in 1451 and was residing in Rome, Pius appointed Gregory the Bulgar-
ian (1458-72), one of Isidore's associates, to be head of the Kyivan
Church.]2 The papal bulls of 3 September 1458 indicate that Rome had
no illusions about the prospects of the Florentine accord in a \"Russia

superior\" under \"schismatic\" rule where the \"son of iniquity and perdi-

tion\" Iona of Muscovy had assumed the metropolitan's title. The docu-

ments assume that the union was operative in the part of the Kyivan

metropolitan ate within Lithuanian and Polish borders. Pius appointed
Gregory archbishop of \"Kyiv, Lithuania, and tota Russia inferior,\"

thereby adapting ecclesiastical jurisdiction to political and emerging
ethnic (Ruthenian-Muscovite) borders: 3 The bull of nomination delin-

eates Gregory's province by enumerating the six dioceses in the Grand

Duchy and three dioceses in the Polish Kingdom within the

metropolitan's jurisdiction.14
Of these nine, only the bishop of

Chernihiv and Briansk rejected the new metropolitan and fled to

Muscovy.
]5

Along with the towns of Smolensk and Novhorod-Sivers'kyi, Chemi-

hiv and Briansk were within the frontier region that was conquered by

Muscovy when Ivan III progressively annexed one-third of the

Lithuanian Grand Duchy at the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the

sixteenth centuries. Smolensk as well as Chernihiv and Briansk were

diocesan seats. Thus, throughout the rest of the sixteenth century the

Kyivan metropolitanate consisted of the metropolitan diocese of Kyiv

and the dioceses ofVolodymyr and Brest, Luts'k and Ostrih, Halych and

L'viv, Peremyshl' and Sambir, Kholm and Belz, Pinsk and Turau, and

Polatsk and Vitsebsk. (In the early-modem period Ruthenian dioceses

generally had two cathedrals or dual seats. According to another theory,

the use of two or more town names to designate a diocese served to)))
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describe the extent of diocesan jurisdiction. Since the towns named

were also centers of civil jurisdictions which usually coincided with the

ecclesiastical divisions, including both of them in the bishops title
reinforced the bishops authority in the respective lands.)16

On 18 December 1458 the pope enjoined Kazimierz to preclude
intervention in the Ruthenian dioceses by Metropolitan Iona or by the

\"profane patriarch of Constantinople, appointed by the ruler of the
Turks.\" The pope repeated his admonition to the king not to recognize a

candidate to the metropolitanate sent by a \"pseudo-patriarch\" in

Constantinople but to support Gregory fully.17 For his part Iona on
numerous occasions sought unsuccessfully to extend his authority into

the Grand Duchy, admonishing Ruthenian bishops and nobles to recog-

nize him. 18

When Iona's died in 1461, his successor Feodosii (1461-64) appar-

ently reverted to the short title \"Metropolitan of All Rus',\" sine \"Kyiv,\"

possibly reflecting a resignation to the loss of the Ukrainian and Bela-

rusian dioceses. 19
Metropolitan Gregory, whose allegiance evidently

was not exclusively Roman (his unionist mentor Patriarch Isidore had

died in 1463), petitioned the patriarch in Constantinople hoping to

secure jurisdiction throughout the entire territory of the Kyivan
metropolitanate as it stood before the division provoked by the dispar-

ate reception of the Florentine council. The patriarch's response can be

construed as an attempt to salvage relations with the Ruthenian lands

by co-opting Pius' appointee, while reasserting jurisdiction over Mus-

covy. In February 1467, Patriarch Dionysios I (1466-71, 1488-90),
whose installation in the fall of 1466 was the ninth patriarchal en-

thronement in the thirteen years since the fall of Constantinople, recog-
nized Gregory as the metropolitan of Kyiv and all Rus'. However,

Dionysios' circular letter to the \"princes, princesses, boyars, deti

boiarskie, merchants, and faithful\" of Rus' lands, in which he rebukes

the Muscovites for electing Iona and dividing the Rus' province and

appeals for the reunification of the metropolitanate and recognition of

the authority of a single metropolitan in the person of Gregory, did not

evoke a positive reaction. 2o
This division of the old Rus' metro-

politanate of Kyiv was to last.

Although the new jurisdictional boundaries of the Kyivan
metropolitanate as mandated by Pius' decree were well established and

came to be recognized before the end of the fifteenth century by all)))

materia del calendario, perche egli ancora
detestb grandemente 10 scisma, et mostrando (per quanto si puott\037 giudicare dal

volto et dalle parole) un intemo dolore di tante discordie fra
'

I popolo christiano,

disse con molta tenerezza che se potesse con la vita propria comprare l'unione

di S. Chiesa, 10 faria volontieri et moriria all'hora contentissimo.\" According to

Bolognetti, Ostroz'kyi promised on his part to do everything possible to promote
the union in his estates and \"riducendosi la difficolta a quei capi che sono
controversi ffa Latini et Greci de quali non convien chiarirsi da parte sospetta,
disse che si risolvera di mandare suoi huomini aN. Sre [i.e., to the pope] non gia)))
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parties involved., the contemporary ecclesiastical orientation of the

Kyivan province remained somewhat undetermined. The status of the

Kyivan metropolitanate in the period after the Union of Florence does
not fit neatly into the confessional categories (Greek-Latin, East-West,

Orthodox-Catholic) used, then and now, to characterize pre-Reforma-

tional Christendom. It was not until a century later that these

ecclesiological adjectives becanle restrictive. Until then, Greek/Latin
or East/West appelations for the Churches prevalent until the end of the
sixteenth century implicitly reflected a consciousness of mutuality, that

is, an assumption that the two were parts of one Church of Christ.2l

Despite the fact that the Kyivan metropolitanate had always been a

daughter of Constantinople, it rarely entered into the ecclesiastical and

dogmatic conflicts waged between the Byzantine Church and the sister
Church of Rome.

22 Like a child in the midst of chronic family discord,

the Kyivan Church occasionally repeated formulations overheard in a

distant debate, but for the most part avoided, or even ignored, the

conflict within the senior generation. In the first five centuries after the

establishment of Christianity in Rus', any word from the Kyivan lands

dealing with the theological controversies between the Latin and Greek

Churches had been rare. Anti-Latin writings had been composed in
Rus', but like much of Rus' literature, they relied heavily on Byzantine

prototypes, and their authors were themselves almost exclusively
Greeks, who had come to Rus' lands as appointees to the Kyivan
metropolitanate or as monks. 23

Allegiance to the patriarchate of Constantinople did not preclude

direct contact with the Western Church. The hierarchs of Kyiv had

appeared at international ecclesiastical fora in the West-the councils
of Lyons (1245), Constance (1414-18), and Florence-to take a concil-
iatory position regarding the Greek-Latin debate. To be sure, in each of

these cases the Eastern Church or its representative hierarch was in a
difficult predicament and was seeking aid from the West. Nevertheless,

a distinct pattern emerged of manifesting affinity to the Church of

Rome without abrogating ties to the Mother Church in Constantinople.
After the Council of Florence the lack of confessional ardor continued.

Like the eleventh-century break between Rome and Constantinople,
the failure of the Union of Florence was inherited by the Ruthenian
Church from the Churches of Constantinople and Rome, and assimi-)))
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lated only gradually; it was not completely recognized perhaps until the

eve of the Union of Brest.

The factors accounting for the lack of absolutist tendencies in dog-
matic and ecclesiological questions separating the Eastern and Western
Churches underlie much of Ukrainian ecclesiastical, and indeed cul-

tural and political, history.24 Given the present state of scholarship on

medieval and early-modern East Slavic cultural and religious life, the

complex genesis of a Ruthenian theological stance straddling the East-

West divide can be explained only partially and in the form of hypoth-

eses. Inter alia, the geographical and intellectual remoteness of the

Kyivan metropolitanate from the respective jurisdictional and theologi-
cal centers of the opposing Greek and Latin ecclesiastical worlds con-

ditioned the development of Ukrainian and Belarusian Christianity, its

theological life, and ecclesiological orientation. Other historical contin-

gencies, such as the limited or selective transmission of the Byzantine

legacy to Rus', the lack of a strong East Slavic philosophical tradition,

and the late development of fonnal schools contributed to the relatively
low level of interest in questions of Trinitarian theology or even

ecclesiology. To put it simply, the Greek-Latin theological differences

largely bypassed the Church of Kyiv. They did not reflect the internal

exigencies of ecclesiastical life in its dioceses and resonated only
weakly in internal church policy and politics. The situation to the

northeast was different. Although Trinitarian doctrine and other theo-

logical considerations, understood in strict terms, were not irrelevant, it
was primarily the political and ideological context in Muscovy that

conditioned the resolutely negative response and increasingly strident

polemics, which contrasted with the attitude towards Florence in the

Ukrainian and Belarusian lands.
25 The ambivalence in the Kyivan

metropolitanate to the confessional and theological divide, bemoaned

by those evaluating and judging historical periods according to particu-
lar standards of theological development or sophistication, was clearly
evident in the post-Florence decades.

26)

Kyiv between Constantinople and Rome)

Because the late-fifteenth- and early-sixteenth-century history of both

the Kyivan metropolitanate and the patriarchate of Constantinople is

poorly represented in the sources,27 it is impossible to describe the)))
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relationship between Constantinople and Kyiv in the post-Florentine

period in much detail. In the absence of any evidence to the contrary,
the historian must depart from the premise that, despite instances of

tension or alienation (such as Constantinople's delay in recognizing

Metropolitan Gregory), the Kyivan Church remained in communion

with the patriarchate. We do see, however, that on occasion metropoli-

tans of Kyiv, probably sensing both the influence of a Roman Catholic

establishment in Lithuania and Poland and the weakness of the institu-

tionally unstable patriarchate of Constantinople, and explicitly invok-

ing the Council of Florence, seem not only to have ignored the theo-

logical differences between Greek East and Latin West but also

downplayed the divergence in ecclesiastical organization that had be-

come a reality over the centuries. This theological stance and ecclesias-
tical consciousness is reflected in one of the few sources containing

direct statements about the confessional orientation of the Kyivan
Church in this period.

In 1476, representatives of the Ruthenian Church, including Metro-

politan Mysail (1475-80) and the archimandrites (abbots) loann and

Makarii
28 of the Kyivan Caves and Vilnius Holy Trinity monasteries,

and thirteen representatives of the Ruthenian nobility, including Prince

Mykhailo Olel'kovych, sent a long letter to the pope.
29

The document

addresses Sixtus IV as \"universal pope\" and constitutes, in effect, a

protracted encomium to the bishop of Rome.3o
At one point it likens

Sixtus to the source of \"four rivers, watering all of creation. . . through

the four ecumenical patriarchs, the firm holy pillars of the Eastern
Church.\" A perceived harmony in faith between the Christian West,

with its doctrine of the papacy, and the East, with its concept of the

pentarchy, is expressed in a continuation of the metaphor:

From these rivers. . . we all . . . drank\037 we in the northern land adja-
cent to the East, having every satisfaction here, bounty for the satiety
of our souls. . . we wash ourselves with it [the water] and cleanse
ourselves in Holy Baptism; we are sanctified and illumined. . . . From
childhood we have been accustomed to drinking of this water every
day of our Ii Yes, until this day-we and our fathers and the fathers of
our fathers; and of other, different waters we are not used to partake,
doubting whether they are not contrary to our nature. For this reason

we pray you, 0 Lord, send us this first water of four-channeled
flowing.

31)))
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The letter maintains that \"there is no difference among Greeks and
Latins concerning Christ.\" From the perspective of the Kyivan Church,

both Greeks and Latins are \"one and the same,\" with all those baptized

in Christ called to live according to their respective traditions.
32 The

recognition of papal supremacy and Kyivan submission to it is explicit,
unconditional, and declaratively sincere. 33 The Florentine council and

the Filioque are endorsed. 34
Mysail and the other signatories appeal to

the pope for two emissaries, one a Greek, \"following the entire law of

the Eastern Greek Church,\" and the other a Latin, who were to act as
reconcilers in Poland and Lithuania, where the Roman Catholic clergy
was denigrating the Ruthenian Church and charging Eastern Christians
with heresy.35 Mysail, evidently not yet confirmed by the patriarch of

Constantinople, signed the letter as \"metropolitan-elect.\" A jurisdic-

tional deference to the Constantinopolitan see is implicit here. Despite

having recognized the pope as a \"universal\" hierarch, Mysail did not

request papal confirmation, presumably because it was understood that

this was the prerogative of the patriarch and not that of the \"first pastor

of the Holy Universal Catholic Church,\" as Sixtus was called. 36

Redundant, pleading, and effusive to the point of obsequiousness,

yet, in places quite moving and stylistically rather effective, Mysail's

long letter to Sixtus did not receive a response.
37

It seems that towards

the end of the fifteenth century the papacy was giving up on the

Florentine union in the Ruthenian lands. Meanwhile the patriarch of

Constantinople was again exercising the right to nominate metropoli-
tans for Kyiv. In 1476, conceivably in reaction to Mysail's overtures to

the papacy, a Tver' monk named Spiridon, for his alleged, but unspeci-
fied, shady ways dubbed \"the Satan,\" was appointed metropolitan of

Kyiv in Constantinople by Raphael I (1475-76), whose own patriarchal

enthronement was irregular, even in the context of the declining hierar-
chical and institutional discipline of the period. Spiridon went to
Lithuania and then Muscovy, but was rejected and interned in both

realms. 38
To Muscovite eyes, Spiridon along with Isidore and his suc-

cessor Gregory, had become a symbol of Greek intrigue, which at

Florence revealed itself to be kindred to Latin heresy.39

In the two decades following Metropolitan Mysail's reign the orien-

tation of the Kyivan Church focused again on Constantinople. The

patriarchate was enduring difficult days, however, and Spiridon seems
to have been the last metropolitan appointed unilaterally by)))
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Constantinople.
4o Henceforth the metropolitans were selected by the

synod of the Kyivan Church or by Polish-Lithuanian rulers. Neverthe-

less, the Ruthenian hierarchy respected the traditional prerogative of
the patriarchs at least to sanction the synodal election of new metro-

politans. The late-fifteenth-century metropolitans of Kyiv, Symeon

(1481-88), Iona Hlezna (1489-94), and Makarii (1495-97), seem all to
have been elected by synods of Ruthenian bishops (or appointed by the

grand duke) and to have received consecration or ratification from

Constantinopolitan patriarchs or their representatives.
41

In responding

to a reprimand from Constantinopole that a request for patriarchal
blessing should have preceded Makarii' s installation, the Ruthenian

bishops explicitly recognized the right of the patriarch to confirm

metropolitan candidacies unless immediate need required a departure

from this tradition. They did, however, refer to the precedent of Gre-

gory Tsamblak's independent election by Kyivan bishops in 1415,
thereby implying that they were within their bounds in seating Makarii

unilaterally without waiting for the patriarch's approval.
42

After Makarii was chosen, two emissaries were sent to Constan-

tinople to request the patriarch's blessing. However, Makarii was in-

stalled as metropolitan before the messengers could return with any
such sanction.

43 It was not duty or tradition alone that led the Ruthenian

Church to seek patriarchal approval of metropolitan appointments.
Constantinopolitan confirmation served as a hierarchical-institutional

foil to preserve the Ruthenian Church from the encroachments of the

Latin authorities in Poland and Lithuania., both civil and ecclesiasti-
cal.44

At the end of the fifteenth century there were other signs that

Constantinople sought to reassert its authority in the Kyivan
metropolitanate. In 1481, responding to a request from its

archimandrite, Patriarch Maximos may have sent a letter to the Kyivan
Caves Monastery that guaranteed its freedom from the interference of

metropolitans. In affirming its stauropegial status (that is, its direct

dependence on the patriarchate), Maximos was purportedly ratifying

privileges extended by Andrei Bogoliubskii, the prince of Suzdal', in

the twelfth century and by Maximos' predecessors.
45

A desire to reestablish contacts with Rome., however, soon resurfaced

in the Kyivan metropolitanate.
46

In 1498 the bishop of Smolensk Iosyf

(Bolharynovych) apparently wrote to Patriarch Niphon II for an opinion)))
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totalitarian persecution. Then the Russian Orthodox suspicion of and

reaction to Western ways and values was a pre-imperial stance while

today it is conditioned by historical nostalgias for a lost imperial past.

Hierarchical weakness and a search for identity in the Ruthenian Church
of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth find analogues in independent
Ukraine in the renascent post-underground Greco-Catholic Church and

in the volatility and division in Orthodox ecclesiastical leadership.
Finally, the accent on spiritual concerns and the personalization of

religious faith and practice in the last decades of the sixteenth century are

variously mirrored by the profound spiritual hunger amidst the populace
in contemporary post-communist societies. Separated by four centuries
the early- and post-modem ages are worlds apart and yet strangely
similar. The evident paradigmatic analogies between the circumstances
prevailing in Ukraine and elsewhere in the fonner Soviet Union on the

eve of the third millennium and in the world of the Union of Brest four

centuries ago suggest the relevance of historical study. This book was

written to explain events four hundred years ago. But maybe the story of

the genesis of the Union of Brest can also offer perspective and new

insight on the challenges of today.

* *
*)

This volume is not only the culmination of a long process of research,

writing, and editing. It reflects rich experiences that have been for me

both trying and fascinating and personal relations that have been pro-

found and formative. The book's gestation began during my studies at
Harvard University under the direction of an interdepartmental commit-

tee of inspiring and challenging faculty to whom I am greatly indebted.

Edward L. Keenan served as my thesis advisor. I am most grateful to him
for sharing with me his intimate knowledge of and original perspective

on East Slavic history, literature, and culture, and for his genial encour-
agement, stimulating insight, and criticism during the arduous disserta-
tion process. To Ihor Sevcenko, my second reader, I am beholden for
what I have learned of Byzantium, for the unforgettable experience of
his seminars, for his keen comments on my texts, and support during the

years when I was revising my thesis. Omeljan Pritsak, the first director

of the Ukrainian Research Institute, where many scholars and graduate
students found a home, made it all seem possible during that first, brief

encounter in Piazza San Pietro sixteen years ago. I thank him for his

contagious enthusiasm for scholarship, spirited pedagogy, and critique
of my drafts. I am grateful to George G. Grabowicz, chainnan of my)))

this liberty to speculate about)))
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Fading of the Florentine Legacy)

Heartened by Grand Duke Aleksander and echoing the letter of Mysail,
Iosyf wrote on 20 August 1500 to the notorious Pope Alexander VI.
The document recognizes papal authority and professes the faith as

expressed in the decrees of the Florentine council, including the

Filioque.
54

The delegation sent by Aleksander with Iosyf's letter ar-

rived in Rome 11 March 1501.It was headed by the Polish humanist

Bishop Erazm II Ciolek (Erasmus II Vitelius) and included the Eastern

adherent Ivashko Sopiha (Sapieha). In Rome, Ciolek, who represented
the concerns of Wojciech Albert Tabor, Roman Catholic bishop of

Vilnius, figured more prominently in deliberations and had at least two

private audiences with the pope. Ciolek rejected the notion of a papal
mission to the Ruthenians for the purpose of formally reestablishing
communion according to the principles of the Union of Florence.

55

Two papal letters, one to Tabor (26 April) and the other to Aleksander

(7 May), convey the concerns and conditions set forth by the papacy.56

Rome responded with caution. In addressing Tabor, the pope noted that

\"the Church community should not be corrupted by dogmatic
variance. . . .Therefore, it is more important, as we have determined

. . . to guard a sound and immaculate flock, than to impair the safety of

the flock by admitting sheep polluted by some stain of heresy or other

diseases of infidelity.\"57

Ritual differences were not an obstacle, and, pending a careful in-

vestigation (which was to be conducted by Bishop Tabor) of the
Ruthenian adherence to the dogmatic definitions of the Council of

Florence, the papacy seemed ready to recognize the Kyivan

metropolitanate's Catholic communion. However, the main stumbling

block from the Roman point of view was the fact that Iosyf was

installed by \"that heretic Joachim placed violenta nlanu onto the seat of

Constantinople by the Turkish tyrant.\" Iosyf had not received the sanc-
tion of the pope or of the papally appointed patriarch of Constantinople
Giovanni Cardinal Michele, the fourth successor of Isidore at that

position.
58

Although Alexander VI guardedly welcomed Bolharyno-
vych's initiative, he did not respond directly to Iosyf. The pope was not

ready to deal directly with the Kyivan metropolitan until the latter

clearly renounced the patriarch of Constantinople and received recog-
nition from the pope or from Patriarch Michele.59

The representatives)))

in the matter. However, the king indicated to the liti-

gants that he would hear an appeal should the arbitration of the metro-

politan not suffice.
3o In 1555 Zygmunt II August summoned Metro-)))
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were told that Iosyf could be brought into the Roman Church by Bishop
Tabor of Vilnius.

The attitude in Rome towards the Eastern Church is reflected in the
fact that officials there deemed it necessary to have a Ruthenian priest
in Sopiha's attendance reordained by a Latin bishop, even though there

is no indication that the priest's ordination by a Ruthenian bishop had
been in any way irregular.

6o
As the recognition of the Ruthenian hierar-

chy at the time of the Union of Brest shows, doubt of the validity of
Orthodox orders did not characterize sixteenth-century Latin policy.
Barring unreported circumstances, this incident of reordination must
have been highly offensive. Further indication of Latin attitudes to-

wards the Christian East is given in papal letters to Grand Duke

Aleksander, Bishop Tabor, and the grand duke's brother Fryderyk, the

Polish cardinal-primate, concerning the religion of the grand duke's

wife. The Borgia pope, Alexander, here eminently scrupulous in inti-
mate matters, urged Aleksander, now Polish king as well as Lithuanian

grand duke, to secure the conversion of Elena from the \"pessima

Ruthenorum secta,
\"

and released him from any oath made to Ivan III of

Moscow not to force her to convert. He recommended the revocation of

conjugal privileges and withholding of financial allowances until his

spouse was persuaded.
61

In general the responses show a distinct, if not

consistent, tendency to identify the Catholic faith with the Latin rite.

Although the Council of Florence is invoked repeatedly in the Roman
documents elicited by Metropolitan Iosyf's overture, the spirit of the

Florentine union had by this time largely dissipated.
62

In the beginning of the sixteenth century there were a number of

signals that the papacy had not abandoned all hope concerning the

union, both in the Ruthenian lands and particularly regarding the
Greeks in Italy.63 Pope Leo X, who in 1514 had exempted the Venetian
Greeks from the jurisdiction of the Latin patriarch of Venice, in 1521

issued a bull protecting the Greek rite according to the statutes of the
Council of Florence.

64
Although Leo's bull mentions only Greeks and

the Greek nation,65 at least one case pertained to the Ruthenian Church.

In 1529, on the recommendation of King Zygmunt I (King of Poland
and Grand Duke of Lithuania 1506--48), the Ruthenian Prince Iurii

Sluts'kyi petitioned Pope Clement VII for permission to marry the
Roman Catholic noblewoman, Helena Radziwill, and to raise any male

offspring born to the marriage according to the \"Greek rite.\" After three)))
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years Clement agreed to Sluts'kyi's request, without questioning the

integrity of the prince's faith. The pope referred explicitly to the Coun-
cil of Florence and in effect recognized the survival of the Florentine

principle according to which the Latin rite was not a prerequisite for

con1munion with Rome. However, this isolated example of indulgence
towards a powerful Ruthenian prince, whose appeal was supported by a

Catholic monarch, cannot be equated with Roman recognition of the

Kyivan hierarchy or the Ruthenian Church's communion with the Holy
See. Moreover, the benevolent expressions towards the \"Greek rite\"

found in these documents of the 1520s and early 1530s were soon to be

displaced completely by the post- Tridentine categories of the Counter-
Reformation, according to which Ruthenians were designated \"schis-

matics\" to be \"reduced\" to union.66

An important factor undermining Florentine unification in Lithuania

and Poland was the hostility of the local Roman Catholic hierarchy and

clergy to both the Ruthenian Church and to its union with Rome.67

According to the Florentine accord, Latins and Greeks were to be on

equal footing in the one Church of Christ. The entrance of the Kyivan
Church into Roman communion threatened the privileged social and

legal status of the Roman Catholic minority in the Ruthenian lands of

Poland and especially in Lithuania. It is not surprising that faced with

the implementation of the canons of Florence, the Latin bishop of

Vilnius, residing amidst an overwhelmingly Eastern population, was
most adamant in his opposition to the equalization brought by the

recently concluded council. These sentiments were articulated at the

behest of Bishop Tabor by Jan Sakran (Sacranus), a professor and five-

time rector of the Cracow Academy.68

In 1501 or 1502, in reaction to Metropolitan Iosyf's letter to Pope
Alexander VI, Sacranus composed an intemperate polemical pamphlet,
Eluci(/arius errorum ritus Ruthenici, attacking Ruthenian theological
and moral consciousness, ecclesiastical discipline, and religious ethos

in general.
69

Sacranus had been one of the first, cautious proponents of

Western humanism at the academy. He was appointed the first royal
chaplain in Poland by King Ian I Olbracht (1492-1501), and continued

his duties as royal confessor to Aleksander and Zygmunt I. In this

capacity he was able to influence policy 'I particularly during the reign
of Aleksander. Although his treatise against Ruthenian errors was

much wider in scope, it was in part occasioned by the dispute over)))
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whether or not it was necessary of rebaptize converts to Rome from the
Eastern Church. Sacranus attacked the position of the Bernardine friars

who argued that no rebaptism was needed. The tract was dedicated to

Tabor, the leading Catholic prelate in the Grand Duchy:

To Albert by Divine grace Bishop of Vilnius. . . who most vigilantly

presiding over the See of Vilnius in Lithuania, surrounded by a

tumultuous mob of Ruthenians, most hostile enemies of yours and the
Roman Church, like a lamb among rapacious wolves you always

request and await wholesome help from learned men. You. . . ex-

horted me . . . to look into the canonical writings and decisions of the
Masters of Sacred Theology, concerning what should be justly

thought of the abuses of the Ruthenians' rite and of their errors; you

have been provoked by the audacity of certain people who (removed
from obedience to you) have freely met in public places in the city
and place of your See, and in the presence of both the Catholic and
Ruthenian peoples, have dared to assert that their rite and Sacraments
are true and valid; thereby confirming or rather stubbornly persisting
in error and disdain for the rites of the Roman Church, causing

scandal, finally, and generally abandoning the orthodox faith. 7o

In the text the author argued that the Ruthenians were the \"worst of
all heretics\" (much worse than the Greeks) and, unlike the Greeks, did

not possess a valid episcopate and priesthood. Hence, the Ruthenian
Church could not be a partner to reconciliation with the Church of

Rome. All policy should be guided by the principle that Ruthenians

could only be subjects for conversion to the one true Latin faith.
71 The

list of errors was clearly intended to be overwhelming. Sacranus enu-
merated forty points of theological disagreement, ritual abuse, supersti-
tion, and moral perfidy, many invented or presented in an unabashedly
calumnious fashion-for example, according to him, the Ruthenians as
a rule sanctioned fornication and theologically rationalized the murder
of Latins.72

The basic ideology and spirit of the Council of Florence
were unequivocally repudiated.

Views such as those expressed in the Elucidarius were current in
Catholic clerical and lay circles in Poland and Lithuania and could not

have escaped the attention of the Ruthenians, undoubtedly alienating
them from the notion of communion with Rome.73

It is not surprising
that, after the rejection of Metropolitan Iosyf's overtures to the papacy,
up to the pre-Brest period no manifestations of Ruthenian unionistic
intentions addressed to Rome can be found in the source materia1. 74

In)))
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the climate of increasing hostility to the Eastern Church in Poland and
Lithuania and the concomitant institutional disadvantages that the
Ruthenian Church endured within officially Roman Catholic polities,
the tradition of Florence was forgotten or, at most, lay dormant until the
latter part of the sixteenth century. When it was resurrected in the

Kyivan metropolitanate as well as in Rome and ecclesiastical unifica-

tion once again became a subject of intense discussions, the Union of

Florence was passionately debated in polemical literature. 75
In the

meantime, the circumstances of the Ruthenian Church changed gradu-

ally but substantially.)))



CHAPTER FOUR)

The Crisis in the Kyivan M etropolitanate in
the Sixteenth

Century)

In the Ukrainian and Belarusian lands, as in the Greek world, the

political domination of non-Orthodox rulers had a profoundly detri-

mental effect on the hierarchical structure and organizational life of the

Eastern Church. By the second half of the sixteenth century the Kyivan

metropolitanate, like the patriarchate of Constantinople, was on the

verge of institutional, moral, and cultural collapse. In the last decades

of the sixteenth century both the Greek ecclesiastical leadership and

Ruthenian Orthodox society faced revolutionary religious and cultural

currents associated with the Protestant and Catholic Refonn move-

ments. Direct contacts between the Kyivan metropolitanate and the

patriarchate of Constantinople, so vital to the medieval Kyivan Church,

were revived precisely at a time when internal decline and external

challenge faced both Churches.
In the thirteenth century the unification of Baltic tribal units, en-

hanced by a need for joint resistance to aggression of the Teutonic

Order, had given rise to a vigorous Lithuanian state ready to fill the

political vacuum left by the Mongol conquest of Kyivan Rus'. In the
first half of the fourteenth century, through campaigns led by Grand

Duke Gediminas, the Lithuanian principality gradually conquered Be-

larusian lands and Volhynia, and subsequently annexed Kyivan lands

nominally under the control of the Golden Horde. By the end of the
fourteenth century Lithuanians increasingly controlled the ruling elite
of the Ukrainian-Belarusian lands in the Grand Duchy.

Rus' institutions and culture at first dominated the Lithuanian polity,
as the Lithuanian elite became \"Ruthenianized\" through the adoption
of Orthodoxy and the Slavonic liturgy and sacred texts. Old Ruthenian

(Old Belarusian-Ukrainian) served as the court language. As the

Lithuanian state and its ruling elite grew stronger, however, the politi-)))

relations with Ruthenian lands, 2,
146,152,222-23

religious attitudes, 49

See also Moscow, Metropolitanate

and Patriarchate of)))
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cal and legal traditions of Kyivan Rus' began gradually to wane. Rus'

political institutions continued to decline until in 1471 the Kyivan
principality was finally abolished.

Although it was consolidating within, in the second half of the
fourteenth century Lithuania endured constant pressure from Poland
and the Teutonic Order, its Catholic neighbors to the west. To secure an

alliance with the former against the relentless menace of the latter, the
Orand Duchy acceded to the Union of Kreva (Krewo, Kriavas; 1386),
which brought about a dynastic union of Poland and Lithuania under

one crown through the marriage of the Lithuanian prince Jogaila and

the Polish queen Jadwiga. Some Lithuanians who had earlier adopted
the faith and culture of their East Slavic Orthodox subjects now con-

verted to Roman Catholicism. The Union of Kreva set the stage for the

subsequent infiltration and preeminence of Polish influence in

Lithuania. First as a consequence of the Union of Horodlo (1413) forty-
seven Lithuanian Catholic boyar clans adopted the coats of arms of

forty-seven Polish noble families and received the rights and priv.ileges

enjoyed by the Polish nobility. Thus, the Lithuanian elite gained a
social and political affinity to the Polish nobility. At the same time the

Ruthenian Orthodox elite, discriminated against in religion, custom,
and law, was gradually relegated to second-class status. By the six-
teenth century, Polish culture, language, and political structure had

thoroughly penetrated all aspects of upper-class life in the Grand

Duchy, a process accelerated by the Union of Lublin (1569), which

created the Polish-dominated commonwealth in which the previously

separate Polish and Lithuanian polities, united only by the person of the

king, now shared political (the Diet) and social (legal estate of nobility)

institutions; their separate administration, treasury, army, and legal
system were preserved. The historic Kyivan, Volhynian, and Cossack-
and Tatar-inhabited steppe lands (the Kyiv, Volhynian, and Bratslav

palatinates) were directly annexed to the Polish Crown. Polish and

Western Christian influences challenged traditional Orthodox culture,

permeated Ruthenian society, and brought about an assimilation of the
Ukrainian-Belarusian elite.

l

These developments were of utmost significance for the life of the
Ruthenian Church. Lasting as they did for the better part of two centu-

ries, they are not easily summarized or characterized, especially given
the meager source base. Although the rise of Lithuanian and Polish)))
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institutions and mores met with Ruthenian resistance and efforts at

reform, the prevailing tendency over this longue duree bode ill for the

Orthodox society. The absence of a Ruthenian political order, the

steady Polonization of Ruthenian nobles and their concomitant conver-
sion to Roman Catholicism and Protestantism combined with the infe-

rior dignitas of the Orthodox Church and culture within Polish-

Lithuanian nobiliary society exacerbated the already deteriorating state

of Ruthenian ecclesiallife.
At the end of the fourteenth and increasingly so in the fifteenth

century the Polish kings and Lithuanian grand dukes as well as mag-
nates and nobles acquired the right of patronage over the Orthodox

Church. Civil authorities appropriated the right to appoint Orthodox

metropolitans, bishops, and candidates to lower clerical or monastic
offices or positions, to confer title to church estates, to issue decrees

concerning ecclesiastical matters, and to arbitrate and adjudicate legal
disputes involving Orthodox ecclesiastical persons or property. This

prerogative of patronage over the Orthodox Church came to be known
as the royal and noble right \"to propose, recommend, grant\" (prawo

podawania).2 At its best, the \"right to grant\" entailed concern of civil

potentates for the institutional well-being of the Church. At its worst,

this lay patronage involved the sale, entrepreneurial exchange, and

mortgaging of ecclesiastical offices and landholdings.
3

It has been argued that royal patronage brought with it the Western

principle of the Church's proprietary and theoretically inviolable hold

on property, thereby strengthening the legal status of Ruthenian eccle-

siastical institutions in Poland and Lithuania.4 In the long run, however,
the authority of secular rulers in an officially Catholic state, the politi-

cal system of which was enduring ebbs and flows of turbulence and

instability, had a decidedly negative effect on the life of the Ruthenian

Orthodox Church, particularly on the constitution of its higher clergy.
Since episcopal nominations, as in the pre-Reformation West, were

usually awarded to the most influential bidder, Ruthenian metropoli-

tans and bishops, especially in the second half of the sixteenth century,

often lacked the expected moral qualities and intellectual qualifications

necessary for the fnlitful fulfillment of their religious responsibilities.
On occasion, coinciding nominations of two candidates resulted in long

legal battles and even armed struggle for the possession of bishoprics
and their sizable landholdings.

5
Frequently the candidates were lay-)))
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men. Of the seven bishops of the Diocese Kholm in the sixteenth

century, five were laymen at the time of nomination. The remaining

two, when appointed, bore the title of archimandrite, which they may
very well have received without ever having been tonsured monks. In

the same manner, it was not unusual for episcopal nominees to assume

their sees without receiving episcopal consecration, which might have

interfered with their only-too-secular lifestyles, so characteristic of the

contemporary Polish nobility and of Roman Catholic bishops before
the promulgation and enforcement of the Tridentine reform. 6

The corruption of the higher clergy was matched by the ignorance
and decadence of the parish priests and monastics. There were no

seminaries for the training of clergy. Central authorities or local lords
controlled parish appointments. In Ukraine, individuals were appointed

priests, often as a reward for founding new settlements or expanding

old ones. During the sixteenth-century economic boom in the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth, the central authorities sought to foster the
colonization of Ukrainian lands by encouraging settlement. To this end

in newly founded villages the Polish Crown appointed Ruthenian

priests and permitted the construction of Orthodox \"synagogues,\" as

Eastern churches were pejoratively called in Polish civil and ecclesias-

tical documents. Only a most basic capacity to function liturgically was

required of the candidates, who were chosen for their enterprise or

loyalty and not for their ministerial aptitude or preparation.
7

As in the medieval West, the concept of priestly ministry or pastoral

care was not a central element in the ethos of the Christian community:
the priest was primarily a liturgical celebrant who led the community in

worship, the most exalted form of human expression. Otherwise, the

village priest was little different from his peasant neighbors. The role of
the priest was clear and, as long as he fulfilled his liturgical responsi-
bilities with a modicum of grace and sensitivity and met his part of the

social contract without grossly abusing his position for material gain or
to increase his power, no more was expected of him. However, in the
sixteenth century the degeneration of church structures and hierarchical

discipline and the increased influence of lay nobles in ecclesiastical

administration created the conditions for widespread abuse and neglect
of even these modest requirements. The prevalent pattern of hereditary

priesthood reduced the criterion for ordination to a question of birth. A

parish priest was usually succeeded by a son if only to avoid the)))
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complications associated with transferring the parish to another priest.
8

The corruption prevailing amidst the clergy was reflected in the

ecclesial life of the rank and file. Contemporary sources bemoan the

illiteracy and spiritual darkness of the faithful whose assimilation of
Christian teachings remained superficia1.

9

For most of the sixteenth century there is no evidence that the

patriarchate of Constantinople showed even a perfunctory concern for

this state of affairs. The final crisis of the Byzantine Empire had led to

unprecedented discontinuities in the hierarchical relations between

Constantinople and Kyiv. Though the relationship was at least nomi-

nally reconstituted in the last decades of the fifteenth century, the real

power of the patriarchate to affect policy in East Slavic lands, as it had
done more or less successfully in the fourteenth century, had been
lost-first and foremost in Muscovy but also in Ukraine and Belarus'.

Ottoman hegemony had weakened the patriarchate's institutions as

well as its resolve and ability to formulate policy and systematically
pursue it. Muscovy's de facto autocephaly since the election of Metro-

politan lona served as a general challenge to the principle of patriarchal

overlordship, while Kyivan contacts with Rome afforded an occasion
to reconsider the notion of exclusive allegiance to Constantinople.

Disruption of a different but familiar sort confinned the displace-

ment of the very seat of the metropolitanate. In 1482, during a Tatar

invasion of Podillian and Kyivan lands promoted by Grand Prince Ivan
III, the Crimean khan Mengli Giray sacked Kyiv, abducting the Kyivan

palatine Ivan Khodkevych and the archimandrite of the Caves Monas-

tery. The Tatars plundered both the Caves Monastery and the church of

St. Sophia, sending sacred vessels from the Kyivan cathedral to Mos-

cow as homage to the grand prince.
10

Much of the city was devastated

by fire. Many of the inhabitants perished or were captured, leaving

Kyiv desolate and undercutting its econon1ic life. This debacle was
soon followed by another blow to the Kyivan see. In 1497, Tatar

marauders ambushed and killed Metropolitan Makarii near Mazyr,
north of Kyiv, as he was returning to his seat. II

The vulnerability of Kyiv to attacks from the steppe was so great that
in the second half of the fifteenth century a number of metropolitans
took to living in Belarusian lands or established quarters there, espe-
cially in Navahrudak. For the next century no metropolitan would

reside in the ancient Rus' capital. In their absence the merely titular)))
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home of the ecclesiastical leaders of the Ruthenian Church degenerated

further from its medieval splendor\" becoming a dusty frontier town. By
1595 the once golden-domed St. Sophia Cathedral was \"profaned by

livestock\" nags, dogs, and swine-sties,\" and its rich adornments were

being washed away by rain trickling down through holes in the roof. 12)

Metropolitans and Synods)

As the metropolitanate endured institutional decay in the sixteenth

century, the influence of Lithuanian and then Polish civil authorities in

the nomination of metropolitans grew at the expense of the already

minimal role of the patriarchs.
13

After reporting Makarii' s violent death
the Suprasl Chronicle tells us that Grand Duke Aleksander \"gave the

metropolitanate of Kyiv and all Rus'\" to Iosyf, the bishop of Smolensk,
a scion of the prominent noble Bolharynovych clan. Metropolitan Iosyf

(1498-1501) probably acceded to the throne with the aid of Ivashko

Sopiha (Sopieha), a relative at the grand ducal court.]4 Upon his nomi-
nation to the metropolitan see, the Smolensk cathedra was left vacant,

and Iosyf was allowed to hold onto the Diocese of Smolensk and its

benefices. 15
Although Iosyf s tenure was brief, he was apparently at

least a concerned hierarch; his letter to Pope Alexander VI indicates

that he sought ways to improve the lot of his flock. Still, the unilateral

nomination of a powerful Ruthenian noble by a Roman Catholic mon-

arch, accompanied as it was by the neglect of ecclesiastical norms

safeguarding institutional well-being (in this case canons prohibiting

the accumulation of dioceses and their benefices) foreshadowed the

woeful record of metropolitan and episcopal nominations by secular

authorities that was to predominate throughout the sixteenth century.

Contemporary sources are reticent about losyf's successor as metro-

politan, Iona II (1502-7),16 but they do indicate that Iona and his

successor, Iosyf II Soltan (1507-22) received the blessing of Patriarch

Pachomios I (1503-4, 1504-13).17 In the absence of evidence to the

contrary we may conclude that Soltan and subsequent metropolitans

acquiesced to the pattern whereby royal nomination effectively deter-

mined the leadership of the Ruthenian Church, and patriarchal confir-

mation followed as an automatic formality. Concerning the relations of

Metropolitan Iosyf III (1522-34) with the patriarchate in Constan-

tinople, no documentation is known. 18
It is clear, however, that by this)))
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time the metropolitan seat had become a prize that the rulers of Poland
and Lithuania saw fit to distribute to Ruthenian nobles who, in turn,

blatantly coveted and brazenly fought for it, in violation of ecclesiasti-
cal canons and customs and with little regard for the requirements for

such office or for a Constantinopolitan role in the nomination process.

On 1 March 1534, while Metropolitan losyf was still alive, at the

request of Makarii, bishop of Luts'k and Ostrih, and at the urging of

Queen Bona Sforza, officials of the Grand Duchy, and Ruthenian

nobles, King Zygmunt I issued a charter granting to Makarii upon
Iosyf s death \"spiritual breads\" (as ecclesiastical offices were regularly

and cynically called), in this case the metropolitanate and its ben-

efices. 19
Iosyf facilitated the transfer of the metropolitanate to Makarii,

and it is not unreasonable to presume that the latter in effect bought the

office.
2o The open campaign for the not yet vacated see and the all-

important benefices and the complete neglect of the institution of

synodal election, as well as the large role played by the secular and

non-Orthodox nobility in the nomination, reflects the demoralization of
the Ruthenian Church that had set in.

Makarii II was metropolitan from 1534 to 1556, but on 10 July 1551

the metropolitanate and its benefices had already been granted in an-

ticipation of his death to Stefan Andriiovych Bil'kevych (Vel'kevych).21
Bil'kevych, concerning whom the sources record little more than his

acquisitional successes, was a nobleman, who in Vilnius held the of-

fices of royal keyholder and treasurer, apparently loyally serving the

king. He secured for himself the position of archimandrite of the Holy
Trinity Monastery in Vilnius, administering the community and its

benefices as abbot of the monastery but without himself taking the

cowl. Only after the passing of Makarii did Bil'kevych receive tonsure,
a monastic name, and minor and major orders, and was raised quickly
to metropolitan dignity. As Metropolitan Syl'vestr (1556-67) he help-

lessly presided over the huge metropolitan eparchy during a period that

saw the onset of numerous conversions among the Ruthenian nobility
to Protestant denominations. During Syl'vestr's tenure, the various
Protestant groups, but especially the Calvinists, attracted the leading
families in the Grand Duchy. Among the converts were members of

such Ruthenian lineages as the Khodkevyches, Narushevyches,

Vyshnevets'kyis, Hornostais, Hlibovyches, Volovyches, Zenovyches,
Kyshkas, Holovchyns'kyis, and Veselovs'kyis.

22
Although the Refor-)))

Muscovites beseeched Jeremiah to stay. He begged off, citing
his responsibilities in Constantinople and suggested that someone else be

installed as patriarch. The tsar was saddened by Jeremiah's response and tried

to convince him to stay, through the efforts of the \"marvelous, most learned,
honest, virtuous, and most renowned\" Shchelkalov. The patriarch expressed

his desire to return as soon as possible as well as \"to fulfill the will of the tsar)))
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mation was not strong everywhere in the lands of the Kyivan

metropolitanate (especially not in Ukraine), it was particularly influen-

tial in western and central Belarus', where, in Navahrudak, the Kyivan
metropolitan resided. Nevertheless, there is no evidence that Bil'kevych
ever made a concerted effort to organize an Orthodox response to the

Protestant challenge.
23

There is some evidence that he took the initia-
tive to call a synod in 1559, but none that it was actually convened. 24

The manner of Iona III Protasovych' s (1568-77) accession to the

metropolitanate is not recorded in extant documents. It is known, how-
ever, that his successor, Iliia Kucha (1577-79), in keeping with the

practice of the period, received a royal charter before the death of

Protasovych.25
A half year later King Stefan Batory wrote to the patri-

arch of Constantinople Jeremiah II requesting confirmation of Kucha's

nomination, for which, Batory assured the patriarch, \"[you] will carry

away our usual gratitude as you did from our predecessors.\"26
A systemic dysfunction aggravated the weakness of the metropo-

litanate. For a prolonged period the central institution in the ecclesiasti-
cal structure according to Eastern ecclesiology, the synod of bishops,

ceased to be a factor in the affairs of the Kyivan Church. Until 1589,

when the assembly of Ruthenian bishops was convoked on the occa-
sion of Patriarch Jeremiah's stay in Ukraine and Belarus', only one

authentic, well-documented synod of the Kyivan metropolitanate was

convened in the sixteenth century. Called to order on Christmas Day
1509 by Metropolitan Iosyf S01tan, it had in attendance seven other
hierarchs, seven archimandrites, six hegumens, seven protopresbyters,

and representatives of the rank-and-file clergy. The synod issued fif-

teen reformist directives that constitute a checklist of the contemporary
problems of the Church.

The synod forbade the simoniacal pursuit of an ecclesiastical office

while its occupant was still living as well as the ordination of itinerant
d'iaks (church clerks and cantors) without the permission of the bishop

of their home diocese. The hierarchs resolved not to consecrate unwor-

thy candidates to bishoprics, even those already appointed by the grand
duke. They promised to fulfill their ecclesiastical responsibilities, espe-

cially to meet regularly in synod. They also agreed to respect ecclesias-

tical sanctions issued by an individual bishop against his own subjects

and to judge priests fairly, punishing reprobates through the action of
cathedral chapters. The bishops sought to curb the wanton practices of)))
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the nobility in appointing and removing priests by reiterating the neces-

sity of episcopal approval before a priest appointed to a parish by a lay
lord could serve there or before a priest could be removed by a noble
once he had been confirmed in a parish by the local bishop. They

defended their right to nominate a priest to a parish in the holdings of a

lord if the position was left vacant for more than three months. The

synod threatened with excommunication those nobles who confiscated

ecclesiastical holdings or property. Finally the bishops resolved to
stand in solidarity against any noble or even against the grand duke if

he should issue an order against the rulings of the synod.
27

The resolutions of the synod were in essence confirmed by a royal
decree issued on 2 July 1511,2Hbut the resolve of the bishops to put
their house in order did not last. The resolutions of the synod of 1509-

10 point to specific abuses and recommend remedies, but the central
admonition to assemble in synod regularly was honored only in the

breach. By neglecting synodal decisions and the conciliar modus

operandi in general, the Ruthenian hierarchy ignored its own self-

prescribed antidote against further decline. There are indications that
synods or synod-like gatherings were held or might have been held in

1514 (for the purposes of a canonization), 1540, 1546 and 1558, but no

records of their proceedings have survived. Synodal consciousness and

practice in the Kyivan Church continued to degenerate.
29

For the next

thirty years, until a synod was convoked by Patriarch Jeremiah in the
fall of 1589, there is no sign of any conciliar activity in the Kyivan
metropolitan ate.

It would appear that the bishops of the metropolitanate were them-

selves largely responsible for the gradual erosion of due process in the
Orthodox Church. Ruthenian hierarchs frequently turned to the secular
authorities for adjudication of purely ecclesiastical disputes belonging
to the domain of the patriarchs or metropolitans. In 1511 at the diet in

Brest the archbishop of Polatsk entered a complaint against the metro-

politan and the bishop of Volodymyr for failing to recognize his archi-

episcopal, not merely episcopal, dignity. When in 1541 a similar com-

plaint against the bishop ofVolodymyr was raised by the incumbent of,

Polatsk, Zygmunt I recognized the metropolitan's claims to ecclesiasti-
cal jurisdiction in the matter. However, the king indicated to the liti-

gants that he would hear an appeal should the arbitration of the metro-

politan not suffice. 3o In 1555 Zygmunt II August summoned Metro-)))
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politan Makarii to respond to the charge made by Arsenii (Balaban),
bishop of L'viv, that Makarii was interfering in Arsenii' s affairs and

disregarding royal charters. The king's father, Zygmunt I, had granted
the monastery to Arsenii, but the monks did not want to accept his

authority. Zygmunt August referred the case to Makarii, who rejected

the argument of Arsenii' s son, sent as the bishop's advocate, canceled

the royal grant.. and placed the monastery under his own authority. This

was unacceptable in the eyes of the king who now took the matter into

his own hands.
3 }

Thus, ecclesiastical adjudication, even in purely
ecclesiastical disputes, was not binding if it conflicted with the su-

preme political authority.

Through its rapaciousness for church benefices and its failure to

cooperate and compromise, the Ruthenian higher clergy created con-

flict it could not resolve. By inviting the intervention of Polish and
Lithuanian officials into their internecine struggles the Orthodox them-

selves undermined their own institutions and the authority of Ruthenian

metropolitans and bishops. By the second half of the sixteenth century

the prerogatives of the patriarchs in such matters were all but forgotten.)

Eastern Orthodox Christians under R0111an Catholic Civil Rule)

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the Roman Catholic Church

variously infringed upon the rights of the Orthodox, particularly on

Crown lands. In 1423, King Jogaila granted the Latin archbishops of
L'viv jurisdiction to charge and punish \"heretics\" and other non-Catho-

lics.
32 These instances of the ascendancy of Latin hierarchs in

Ruthenian ecclesiastical affairs were partly the result of a weakened

Orthodox hierarchical structure in Galicia. The continuity of the Ortho-

dox metropolitanate of Halych, reconstituted in 1370 by the Palamite

patriarch of Constantinople, Philotheos Kokkinos (1353-54, 1364-76),
with Peremyshl', Kholm, Turau, and Volodymyr as suffragan dio-

ceses,33 had lapsed at the end of the fourteenth century after the death

of Metropolita\037 Antonii (ca. 1390). Jogaila's candidate for the succes-

sion, Ioann, bishop of Luts'k, was opposed by the Kyivan metropolitan

Kyprian who was residing in Moscow. Kyprian resisted Jogaila's uni-
lateral nomination of a hierarch from Kyprian's jurisdiction to head a

metropolitan see independent of the Kyivan province, a violation of his

own prerogatives. He was able to convince Patriarch Anthony of)))
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loann's unsuitability for the office. Ultimately, Kyprian succeeded in

gaining the acquiescence of Jogaila who sent Ioann to Muscovy where

the latter was imprisoned. From 1401 Kyprian began using the title of

Metropolitan of Kyiv and Halych.

Maintaining an eparchial Orthodox hierarch (as opposed to a sepa-
rate metropolitan) was not a high priority for the Catholic Jogaila who

relented to Kyprian when it became apparent that the latter would not

support the separate metropolitanate. The new Latin archbishopric,

created in 1375 by Pope Gregory XI (1370-78) and in 1412 formally
transferred from Halych to L'viv, diverted attention from Ruthenian
concerns. No Orthodox bishop was appointed for the Galician lands.

Throughout the fifteenth century ecclesiastical affairs in Galicia were

administered by vicars (namistnyky) who resided first in Krylos and

from the end of the fifteenth century at St. George's Monastery just
outside medieval L'viv. 34

Apparently, during this period the vicars were

nominated by the king and received the blessing of the Kyivan metro-

politan while their consecrations were perfonned by the bishops of

Peremyshl' or Orthodox hierarchs in Suceava, who from 1401 came to

be recognized by Constantinople as metropolitans for Moldova.

In 1509, Zygmunt I gave the Latin archbishops of L'viv authority to

nominate vicars for the Orthodox diocese of Halych, which for over a

century had had no bishop.35 A fierce struggle for control of the bishop-
ric eventually ensued. The Ruthenian side was led by a vicar named
Makarii Tuchaps'kyi, a L'viv burgher who in the end, to support his
claim, organized the delivery of three hundred oxen to the royal court

in three incremental installments. Queen Bona endorsed the Ruthenian

cause, which was adamantly countered by the Latin archbishop of

L'viv. In 1539 the metropolitan was finally able to appoint Makarii as

bishop, subsequently confinned by Zygmunt, thereby renewing the
diocese and establishing its seat in L'viv. 36

The restoration of the bish-

opric improved the circumstances for the Ruthenian Church in Galicia,

particularly in terms of protecting ecclesiastical benefices, for in the

century and a half during which the see had been left vacant many of

the lands of the diocese had passed into the hands of secular lords. 37

However, the Polish Catholic archbishops of L'viv continued to claim

the right to nominate Ruthenian bishops of the city, and both Arsenii
Balaban (1549-69) and his son Hedeon Balaban (1569-1607) fought
for the seat against a candidate put forth by the Catholic archbishop.38)))
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A Latin synod held in L'viv in 1564 blithely encouraged all Roman

\"bishops of the province. . . to exercise their rights and jurisdiction
over Greek bishops and Catholic priests (Vladicae et Popones graeci)
and to conduct visitations of their churches.\"39 In the 1580s Archbishop
Jan Sieninski's successor, Jan Dymitr Solikowski, sought to enforce

the adoption of the Gregorian calendar by the Orthodox of the city.4o

Although rare, there were cases when the proprietary rights of the

Ruthenian Church were violated on behalf of the Catholic Church.

Confiscation of benefices occurred in Kholm in 1533and in Polatsk by

Batory in 1580, when fourteen Ruthenian churches and monasteries

were appropriated \"irrevocably and in perpetuity\" to support the found-

ing of a Jesuit college.
41 In 1579 and 1580 Hedeon (Balaban) charged

in court that Ruthenian holdings were unlawfully transferred to Arch-

bishop Sieninski.42
Thus, an aggressive Latin hierarchy in the

Ruthenian lands challenged the Orthodox Church's property rights and

created obstacles for Orthodox ecclesiastical self-administration.
In general, the degree of religious intolerance evident in contempo-

rary Western Europe was foreign to fifteenth- and sixteenth-century

Poland and Lithuania. For political and military reasons it was essential

for Polish kings and Lithuanian grand dukes to maintain good working
relations with the Ruthenian Orthodox elite. But, although there was no
overt religious persecution, various forms of discrimination did prevail.

From the early fifteenth century in Lithuania and Poland, official de-
crees prohibited the construction of Orthodox stone churches or repair

of those in ruin. In 1412, Jogaila had the Ruthenian cathedral in

Peremyshl' reconsecrated as a Latin cathedral and exhumed the graves

in the adjacent cemetery. In 1470 a characteristically Eastern structure

was razed so that a new Catholic cathedral could be built using the
same stone.43

The ban on building churches, in effect through the

middle of the sixteenth century, was not always observed, and in

practice was enforced mainly in those areas that had a mixed Orthodox-
Catholic population.

44

In 1387, after his conversion to Roman Catholicism and assumption
of the Polish throne, Jogaila extended to boyars in the Lithuanian
Grand Duchy certain social privileges and exemptions from services

owed to the grand duke, thereby initiating the transformation of the

patrimonial structure of Lithuanian society. However, the privileges
and exemptions applied only to boyars who professed the Catholic)))
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faith. Positive discliminatory legislation in the political sphere soon

followed. The provisions of the Polish-Lithuanian Union of Horodlo

(] 413) instituted restrictions baiTing non-Catholics from some of the

highest administrative posts, such as palatine and castellan, or from

sitting in the highest, secret council of the Grand Duchy.45
In practice, these restrictions applied only in ethnically Lithuanian

territories and surrounding Slavic lands, so-called \"Black Ruthenia,\"

Polissia, and Podlachia (not in the Polatsk, Vitsebsk, Smolensk,

Chernihiv, or the Kyivan and Volhynian lands of the Grand Duchy).
The discriminatory legislation was modified in 1434 by the decree of

Grand Duke Zygimantas (1432-40), son of K\037stutis and younger
brother of Vytautas; that broadened the privileges of both Lithuanian
and Ruthenian princes and boyars. Nevertheless, this prescript did not

diminish the obstacles to high public office set before the Ruthenians

by the Horodlo union. They remained in place through the middle of

the sixteenth century and were even reaffirmed by royal charters in

1529, 1547, and 1551. However, Zygmunt I allowed a number of

exceptions, some of which provoked spirited protest from Lithuanian

lords, who sought to preserve the highest offices in ethnically
Lithuanian lands for native clans. During Zygmunt's reign (1506-48) it

was possible for a Ruthenian magnate such as Prince Konstantyn

Ivanovych Ostroz'kyi to serve as castellan of Vilnius (1510-22), pa-
latine of Trakai (Troki) (1522-30), and grand hetman of Lithuania

(1507-30).46 The Vilnius diet of 1563 occasioned a decree, with some-

what provisional wording, granting the Orthodox full political rights. It
was strengthened by a second privilege promulgated at the Hrodna diet
of 1568, on the eve of the Union of Lublin of 1569. Zygmunt I abol-

ished juridical discrimination barring the Orthodox from public office,
in order to secure the support of Ruthenian magnates for the new union

between Poland and Lithuania that brought most of Ukrainian lands

from the jurisdiction of the Lithuanian Grand Duchy to the Polish

Crown.

Following the arduous ratification of the Union of Lublin,
Ruthenians in the lands under the Crown before the accord (Galicia,

also called \"Red Ruthenia\") also succeeded in securing a hearing of

their concerns over denominational inequality. Before 1569 there had

been no general charters guaranteeing the rights of Orthodox nobles in
the Polish Crown lands, where the highest nobility was predominantly)))
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Polish or Polonized much earlier. Ruthenian Orthodox burghers took

on the responsibility of defending Orthodox positions, though in many
ways they had to defer to their Catholic neighbors. Ruthenians belong-

ing to urban guilds, which were dominated by Catholics, were subject
to taxes collected to support Catholic institutions, and were themselves

ineligible to become guild masters. They were often barred from ad-
vanced schools, including the academy in Cracow. In L'viv, Ruthenian

funeral corteges or other religious processions proper to Eastern liturgi-

cal services could be conducted with singing, bells, icons, and lit
candles only along the vulytsia Rus 'ka (Ruthenian Street). Ruthenian

burghers in L'viv were generally not allowed to live in the city, or to

engage in certain trades (for example, brewing), or to deal in certain
commodities (cloth on the retail market and alcohol in general). They

had long demanded rights equal to those of Catholic burghers to choose
and be chosen for positions in the city's administration.

After the Union of Lublin some attempt was made to pacify the
vocal Ruthenians in L'viv. At the Warsaw diet of 1572, Zygmunt

August guaranteed them full political and civil rights and his decrees

were confirmed in 1574 and 1577 by his successors, Kings Henri de

Valois (Henryk Walezy; 1572-74) in 1574 and Stefan Batory (1576-

86) in 1577. Polish officials did not always observe this royal policy,
however, and the central authorities had no effective means to enforce

it. The city council in L'viv resisted granting Ruthenians the privileges
mandated by Zygmunt's decree, as is apparent from the need to con-

firm it repeatedly, and in subsequent years political and commercial
restrictions persisted:\0377 Unlike the Armenians and Jews, the Ruthenians

of L'viv were also not permitted to have their own self-government.
48

The difficulties Ruthenian artisans encountered in plying their trade

are illustrated by the case of the Rohatynets' brothers, saddlers who had

been brought to court by the Catholic saddlers' guild.
49

The brothers

were allowed to accept only Catholic apprentices for training, exclud-
ing even their own sons. Ruthenians who belonged to Catholic-domi-

nated guilds were often compelled to attend Latin services sponsored
by the guilds. If they did not attend Mass in Roman churches as the

rules of the guild stipulated, they were required to make a contribution
to the Catholic Church quasi pro poena absentiae.

50 In Vilnius, where

Eastern Christians constituted a majority in 1583, there were twenty

Ruthenian churches in the city and only six Latin ones. 5 I
They still had)))
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no power and Catholic members remained in control of the local

guilds.52

During the sixteenth century, Polish kings guaranteed the liberty of

the Orthodox Church on a number of occasions: in 1504 and 1543,

Aleksander and Zygmunt I respectively confinned the 1443 decree

issued by Wladyslaw III following the Union of Florence that had

granted full rights to the Ruthenian Church. 53
Through the joint efforts of

the temporarily powerful Polish, Lithuanian, and Ruthenian Protestant
and Ruthenian Orthodox nobility, in 1573 the Confederation of Warsaw
endorsed the principle of religious toleration for all confessions in the

Commonwealth. Nevertheless, in practice, inequalities prevailed. Un-

like Roman Catholic bishops, Ruthenian hierarchs did not have seats in
the senate. Orthodox clergy, especially in Red Ruthenia or the lands
under the Polish Crown before 1569 (coinciding with the Halych-L'viv,
Peremyshl', and Kholm dioceses), were regularly subjected to royal

taxation from which the Latin clergy was generally exempt; their contri-
butions were voluntary (subsidium charitativum).54 With the accession
to the throne of the staunch Catholic Zygmunt III Waza (Sigismund III

Vasa) in 1587, anti-Ruthenian measures became even more severe, until
eventually, the confessional strife and partisan denominational atmo-

sphere characteristic of sixteenth-century Western Europe became a

feature of society in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth as well. The

wistful, if not somewhat idealized, reminiscences of Teodor

levlashevs'kyi (Teador Ieulasheuski; 1546-1604?), the Calvinist son of

an Orthodox bishop, testify to the changes that occurred during his
lifetime. Towards the end of the century, bewildered by the advent of a
new strident age, he described the confessional climate of the 1560s:

At that time difference of belief was no obstacle to friendship, for

which reason that age seems to me golden in comparison with the

present day, when even among people of the same faith hypocrisy
reigns everywhere. Particularly when it comes to different faiths,
then it is useless to look for love, sincerity, and truly good manners,

especially among the lay people. For I remember from times not long
ago, when the present Pope Clement [VIII] was still cardinal

[Ippolito Aldobrandini], appointed [nuncio] to Vilnius during the

reign of His Majesty King Stefan in Vilnius, I was sitting together

with some of his foremost Italian staff at table in the house of the
Reverend Father Bartlomiej Niedzwiecki, the canon of Vilnius. On

learning that I was an Evangelical [Le., Protestant] they were aston-)))
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ished that the reverend canon dared to invite me to his dinner; and

when he explained to them that there was no hate among us on
account of this [difference of faith] and that we loved one another like

good friends, the Italians were filled with praise and said that here
God Himself dwelled, while complaining of their domestic laws and

their own conflicts. May God grant even now the return of gentler. 55
tImes . . . .)

The historiography concerning the Ruthenian Church vis-a-vis the

Catholic establishment in Poland and Lithuania has been concerned

overwhelmingly with juridical rights and privileges and their violation.

Ukrainian and Russian historians emphasize the anti-Orthodox thrust

of Polish and Lithuanian legislation and violations of Ruthenian civic

liberties, while Polish authors such as Kazimierz Chodynicki and espe-

cially Oskar Halecki are more apt to stress the efforts made by rulers

such as Zygmunt August to protect the rights of the Ruthenians and of

the Orthodox Church. In general, most literature on sixteenth-century
East Slavic Christianity has focused on institutional and ecclesiastico-

political history, rather than on the base communities, popular religion,
or mentalities. Attitudinal questions, such as how a typical Catholic

noble or peasant viewed and interacted with his or her Ruthenian
Orthodox counterpart, have not received appropriate attention.56

The evidence that safeguarding or expanding Ruthenian liberties

and privileges involved persistent efforts on the part of those Catholic

authorities sympathetic to Ruthenian concerns or otherwise

confessionally tolerant, as well as the constant struggle on the part of

the Ruthenians to safeguard their rights is itself an indication that the

Orthodox community, even when protected by law, was perceived to

have second-class status in the eyes of the Roman Catholic society in

Poland and Lithuania. Although research using insights gained from

sociology and cultural anthropology must be conducted before the

nature and workings of this inferior dignitas of the Ruthenian Orthodox
Church and community are fully understood, it is clear that the issue of

Ruthenian social, cultural, religious, and political dignity and self-

esteem was a significant factor in the early-modern history of the

Kyivan metropolitanate.)))
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Illustration 3. Portrait of Piotr Skarga 5J. From the collection of the Art Department
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CHAPTER FIVE)

Challenge from the Christian West)

Intrinsic to the concept of a decline is a comparison with an \"ideal\" or

at least better antecedent state or contemporary model. By any stan-

dards the Kyivan Church in the sixteenth century was hardly flourish-

ing, I
though by the standards current in Poland and Lithuania, its

decline was hardly egregious. The Catholic and Orthodox Churches in

Poland and Lithuania in the first half of the sixteenth century had

similar problems. The higher clergy in both were appointed through

royal favor which was invariably swayed and governed by extra-eccle-

siastical considerations. The competition for appointments and ben-
efices among Catholic nobles was no less ferocious and debasing than

it was among the Orthodox. The Latin hierarchy, drawn as it was solely
from the nobility, now attentive to the styles and, in some cases,

intellectual pursuits of the Renaissance, was generally better educated

than their Ruthenian counterparts and even included some erudite

scholars, quite comfortable in the most sophisticated humanistic circles

of the time. This narrow but significant intellectual elite of the Polish
clergy contributed to the development of a true Renaissance in Polish

culture, including a rich Latin and vernacular literature, the likes of
which was not evident in contemporary Ruthenian society. Apprecia-

tion for, if not participation in, literary and intellectual pursuits were

ideals cultivated in Polish nobiliary society of which the hierarchy was
an integral part. While the artistic and literary achievements of medi-

eval Rus' compared favorably with those of medieval Poland\037 fronl the

middle of the fifteenth century, and especially in the sixteenth, the

growing diversity and profundity of Polish literary, historical, and

theological reflection and creativity stood in stark contrast to the \"si-

lence\" of contemporary Ruthenian culture.)))
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Vilnius burghers, it constitutes the first known sixteenth-century patri-
archal attempt to address a specific issue in the shifting confessional

context within the Kyivan metropolitanate. Confronted with Refonna-

tional and Counter-Reformational challenges, the Ruthenians had to

this point received no direction, moral support, or practical assistance
from the ecclesiastical authorities in Constantinople, who claimed their)))
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books in Church Slavonic Scriptural manuscripts, see Robert Mathiesen,
\"Handlist of Manuscripts containing Church Slavonic Translations from the

Old Testament,\" Po/ata knigopisnaia: An Information Bulletin Devoted to the

Study of Early Slavic Books, Texts, and Literatures 7 (1983): 3-48.
26

laroslav Dmytrovych Isaievych [Dmitrievich Isaevich], Preemniki

pervopechatnika (Moscow, 1981), p. 19.
27

For a detailed listing of the published and unpublished works of the Ostrih

activists, see Myts'ko, Ostroz'ka akademiia, pp. 116-32. Of the thirty six-)))
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The refinement of a narrow elite, however, did not necessarily trans-

late into more vibrant or devout ecclesiastical life. Most Catholic bish-

ops in Poland and Lithuania had little or no theological training, and

few of the Renaissance princes of the Church demonstrated an abiding
\\

commitment to their pastoral responsibilities. For the most part, the

bishops spent their time in secular pursuits and pastimes, such as

politics, estate management, litigation with rival nobles, entertaining,

and hunting, just as the nobles did. Their energies were expended at the
diet and the tribunal, the field and stream, and the bountiful table, not at

the altar or pulpit, chancery, school, or hospice. Hierarchs often ne-

glected summonses to synods. Rarely did they reside in their dioceses.
The Latin religious orders deteriorated, as lay lords frequently adminis-

tered monastic establishments and benefices without even entering the

religious life.

The state of the Catholic lower clergy was no better than that of their

Orthodox counterparts either. They had little formal preparation for

parochial ministry, received inadequate pastoral direction and encour-

agement from the ecclesiastical leadership, and frequently endured
material hardships. Morals were lax and morale low. Nor was the

religious engagement of the Catholic population at large any more

intense or profound than that of the Orthodox.2

Considering all this, the state of the Ruthenian Church was not so

inferior after all. The ties of the Kyivan metropolitanate with

Constantinople weakened and became merely formal, but they had
been precarious since the fall of Constantinople, if not earlier. The level

of Ruthenian clerical education was low, but it had not been high to

begin with. Ruthenian bishops and priests were not pastorally solici-

tous towards their flock, but traditionally the Eastern clergy had em-

phasized liturgy over pastoral care, and people probably expected of

priests only that they celebrate the basic liturgical services and solem-

nize the rites of passage.
Did, then, the Kyivan metropolitanate endure decline? Certainly, a

deterioration in Ruthenian ecclesiastical organization in the sixteenth

century is discernible, as is the retrograde composition and worldly
nature of the hierarchy. In these regards affairs had worsened percepti-

bly: an institutional and structural decline in the Kyivan metro-

politanate did occur. However, it was the radically changing religious

and cultural context that brought these weaknesses into focus. The)))
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advent of the revolutionizing Protestant currents in Poland and

Lithuania and the parallel dynamism of the Catholic Refonn-Iater in

starting but longer lasting and stronger-made manifest the critical
state of Ruthenian Orthodoxy.)

The Reformation)

Soon after its genesis in Gennany, the Protestant movement in Poland

and Lithuania began in the northern and western cities of Silesia,
Pomerania, Livonia, and Royal and Ducal Prussia, where printed litera-

ture from abroad was readily accessible and the large German popula-
tion quickly adopted Lutheran positions. In the early period
Anabaptism attracted the lower urban classes and some peasantry, and

as elsewhere a latent noble anti-clericalism contributed significantly to

the popularity of the Reformation in eastern Europe. In the 1520s and

1530s, at the sessions of the Polish Diet, tension grew between the

nobility, especially its middle and lower echelons, and the clergy over

issues of clerical exemption from taxation, the broad prerogatives and
sanctions of ecclesiastical tribunals, and the immunity from military

service of certain civil officials on lands under ecclesiastical adminis-
tration. In this early period Lutheranism gained converts among the

nobility as well as the burghers of Pomerania and Great Poland.3

By the middle of the century a strong Reformed (Calvinist) move-

ment, especially among and burghers of Cracow and nobility of Little
Poland (where up to half of the nobles joined the Reformed confession)

challenged the Catholic Church for the allegiance of the faithful. The

open break with the Roman Catholic Church in 1553 of Mikolaj
Radziwill \"the Black,\" who had earlier demonstrated Lutheran sympa-

thies, catalyzed the spread of Protestantism among the magnates of the

Grand Duchy. In that year, Radziwill, who as grand chancellor of

Lithuania (since 1550) and marshal and palatine of Vilnius (since

1551) was at the pinnacle of power in the Grand Duchy, formed a

Protestant, Lutheran-oriented, congregation in the Ruthenian lands, in

his castle at Brest. The following decade was a period of remarkable

confessional flux, for Radziwill personally and for the Lithuanian elite

in general. Within two years the grand chancellor came under Swiss
Reformed influences. By the end of the decade many of the leading
families in Lithuania, including Ruthenian magnates, espoused Calvin-)))

nothing of

Jeremiah's experiences after his departure from his see and includes no
information on his trip through the Ruthenian lands or any comment on)))
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ist posItIons. Others, including Radziwill himself from about 1558,

adopted Antitrinitarian views.
In the 1560s the Reformed moven1ent in Poland, by then the most

numerous Protestant contingent in Crown lands, split: the radical Mi-
nor Refonned wing together with the Polish Brethren subsequently

nourished the nascent Antitrinitarian (subsequently Budnyite,
Socinian, or \"Unitarian\") views that flourished in Lithuania and the

Ukrainian lands, especially Volhynia. In these decades Poland and

Lithuania became a refuge for some of the most radical reformers

fleeing persecution in Western Europe. When the Reformation reached

its peak in Poland and Lithuania in the 1550s and 1560s it could claim

the allegiance of approximately one sixth of the nobility, a small por-

tion, but one that included most of the powerful magnate families, thus

making the Protestant movements a formidable religious, social, cul-

tural and political force, one that seemed to be on the verge of attaining
predominance in both the Kingdom and the Grand Duchy.

By 1569, only fifty percent of the Commonwealth's senators (not

counting bishops) were Catholic; in the Lithuanian Grand Duchy, Prot-

estant senators were actually in the majority, and Protestant magnates
occupied the most influential offices, including the grand hetmanate and

chancellorship and the palatineships of Vilnius, Trakai, Navahrudak,

Vitsebsk, Mensk, and Mstislau. Yet despite this rapid growth, the

Reformation in the Grand Duchy and especially in Poland did not make

significant inroads among the peasantry. It also failed to topple the
institutional structure of the Catholic Church and was unable to dislodge
the established Church from its privileged political position. By the time
of the Union of Lublin, the apogee of the Reformation in Poland and
Lithuania had been reached. In the next three decades, with the advent of

the Catholic revival, Protestant influence in the Commonwealth de-
clined precipitously, though Reformational ideas and confessions con-
tinued to appeal to representati ves of the Polish and especially

Lithuanian and Ruthenian nobilities well into the seventeenth century.)

The Catholic Reform and Counter-Reformation)

In the early 1550s the new Confession of Faith prepared by Stanislaw

Hozjusz, bishop of Warmia, hailed the onset of a concerted Catholic

response to the erosion of Catholic ranks. 4
In 1555 a permanent papal)))
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nunciature was established in Poland, strengthening papal influence in

future religious affairs of the Commonwealth. Guided by the Council

of Trent, whose decrees were officially adopted by Zygmunt August in

1565 (but not immediately by all Catholic bishops), and under the

leadership of the Jesuit order, newly introduced (1564) in Poland, the
Catholic Reform systematically addressed the ecclesiastical ills ex-

posed by Protestant polemicists. At the same time it independently
developed novel pastoral approaches and set its sights on new mission-

ary horizons. In the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth the Catholic

Church quickly began to recover lost positions and promote a new

Catholic-Baroque culture. With the introduction of an effective, capti-
vating pedagogy, the sons of the Protestant nobility, educated in Jesuit

schools and colleges, became staunch defenders of an increasingly
triumphant Roman Catholicism.

The Jesuit schools attracted the sons of Ruthenian nobles as well. As

early as 1577 Vasyl' Zahorovs'kyi (d. 1580), castellan of Bratslav,
wrote in his testament, composed in Tatar captivity from which he was

never released, that his children should be schooled in the Ruthenian

language from the age of seven. Having mastered it, as well as the
Church Slavonic Scripture, they were to study Latin. Subsequently,

according to Zahorovs'kyi' s will, the boys' guardian, his aunt, was to

send them to the Jesuit school in Vilnius (or to a place deemed most

appropriate by their guardian) where the children could receive a \"good

education.\" The children should remain there for seven years or more

without interruption and with no visits home. At the same time the
castellan stressed that the sons should cherish the Ruthenian customs,

language and especially faith. They should never miss services in the

Ruthenian Church, observe all of the fasts, avoid contacts with carriers

of \"heresy\" (Protestants), and marry within their own faith, guided not

by concerns for wealth or beauty, but by the desire to raise a God-

fearing family. Apparently, Zahorovs'kyi saw no conflict between a

Jesuit education and the maintenance of a Ruthenian identity.5
The Catholic Reform aimed at the development of intense devotion

and a reinforced pastoral commitment. Old Catholic religious orders

revived, new ones were introduced, many nobles, especially women,

entered the contemplative life, and the ranks of the episcopacy were

filled by a new generation of zealous bishops that turned their attention

to the consolidation of diocesan structures and to fostering the piety of)))
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the faithful. More and better preaching, Lenten missions, pilgrimages,

liturgical processions, and other devotional practices enabling personal

involvement, as well as printed literature, reached and moved masses. 6

As the acute threat of Protestantism receded, part of the Counter-

Reformational missionary ardor was redirected to the Orthodox \"schis-

matics.\" Although the liberal, humanistic religiosity and optimistic

anticipation of confessional harmony of the mid-century soon faded,

compared to Western Europe, the denominational confrontation in the

Commonwealth was relatively peaceful, and the rising Catholic Re-
form relatively tolerant. 7

A deep piety, rather than inquisitorial prac-

tices, characterized Polish-Lithuanian Catholicism in the latter decades

of the sixteenth century. Furthermore, the political tradition of noble
liberties forestalled sanctions against any confession that had a signifi-
cant noble contingent. In the Polish-Lithuanian political system, central

royal authority could do little without the support of the nobility. The

need for consensus to realize political steps such as the Union of Lublin

or the election of new kings required that no part of the nobility be

disenfranchised on religious grounds. Because of dissidium niemale in
causa religionis christianae (\"considerable discord in the matter of
Christian religion\,") as the Confederation of Warsaw characterized the

confessional situation in the Commonwealth, compromise was essen-

tial for political survival and for the maintenance of tranquillity and
order. That is why, the negotiation of the Union of Lublin led to the

concession of complete political privileges and liberties to the Ortho-

dox nobility. In an analogous way the interregnum and constitutional

debate preceding the election to the Polish-Lithuanian throne of Henri

Valois, duke of Anjou (one of the perpetrators of the St.

Bartholomew's Day Massacre), led to the Confederation of Warsaw in
1573, which enshrined the freedom of conscience and toleration of all

creeds, including all Protestant denominations, and guaranteed civil

rights and liberties to all nobles, regardless of religious confession. 8

Nevertheless, an ominous shadow hung over the Ruthenian commu-

nity. Confronted by the monumental innovations of the Protestant re-

forms and by an articulate and militant Polish Catholic movement

which had forged its rhetorical weapons in polemics with the Reforma-

tion and was now pointing out the inadequacies in Ruthenian Church
life, the sixteenth-century Kyivan metropolitanate appeared dysfunc-)))
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theologians, headed by Budny, was to appear in Belarus' (the place is

not indicated in the edition) in 1572. In 1570 the Antitrinitarians around

Budny issued separately a New Testalnent in Niasvizh. In the Grand

Duchy, the Protestant publications had an impact on the nobility. Prot-

estant divines could claim a mastery of the Holy Writ and disseminated
a splendid array of interpretations. It is, therefore, not surprising that

the preface to the second Zablud6w publication reiterates a concern
about the proliferation of heresies. This concern, as the reader is told,

led the publisher to forsake the notion of a vernacular edition of the

Psalter, for the process of translation from Church Slavonic to

Ruthenian would provide an occasion for the introduction of \"new

things. . . [and the] multiplication of heresies. . . from which God pre-
serve us.\" The preface stresses that the aim of the publication was to
facilitate the instruction of believers in the \"original tradition\" (po

pervolnu predaniiu), which the Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church

\"received and preserves.\"14

Despite the acknowledged importance of publishing, the financial

position of East Slavic printers was generally precarious and led to

frequent problems and dislocations. Khodkevych (d. 1572), suffering
the effects of his advanced age, terminated his sponsorship of the press.
To support Fedorov he had earlier granted him the opportunity to live

off the income from the village of Miziakiv in Podillia with its two
hundred and sixty-two houses, but Fedorov found this unacceptable.

15

\"It was unsuitable for me to kill time,\" he wrote in the afterword of his
next edition, an Apostol published in L'viv in 1574, \"[working] the

plow or sowing seed, for instead of a plow I have a mastery of tools in

handcrafts; instead of grain seed [I am] to sow spiritual seed in the

world and to distribute properly this spiritual nourishment to all.\"

Fedorov describes vividly the anguish of his soul at the prospects of a
\"fruitless\" vocation and wasting his \"God-given talents.\" He \"drenched

his bed with tears many times\" before moving to L'viv, but there the
\"rich and noble of the world,\" not only of \"the Ruthenian nation\" but

also from among the Greeks of the city, did not respond to his numer-
ous appeals either, but some lower clergy and \"uncelebrated\" laymen

of L'viv did come to his aid. 16))) and technical support I have re-
ceived from the Ukrainian Studies Fund staff, especially the late Fr.)))

ordered you to stand by this Slavonic lan-)))
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guage, so that you might never attain true understanding and learn-

ing, For only these two\037 Greek and Latin\037 are languages by means of
which the holy faith has been propagated and disseminated through-

out the whole world, without which no one can attain complete

competence in any field of learning, least of all in the spiritual
doctrine of the holy faith. Not only because other languages change

continuously and are unable to be stable within their framework of
human usage (for they do not have their grammars and lexicons; only
those two are always the same and never change), but also because

only in those two languages have learned disciplines been estab-
lished, and those disciplines cannot be translated adequately into
other languages. And there has not been in this world, nor will there
ever be any academy or college where theology, philosophy, and

other liberal arts could be studied and understood in any other lan-

guage. No one can ever become learned through the Slavonic tongue.
And now hardly anyone understands it [Church Slavonic] perfectly.
For there is not a nation on earth which speaks it the way it is found in

the books. And it does not have its rules, grammars, and lexicons for

the purpose of interpretation, nor can it any more. Wherefore, when
your priests (popi) wish to understand something in Slavonic, they

must have recourse to Polish for interpretation.
I?

The condemnation went far beyond the categories of language. Ac-

cording to Skarga; as a people the Ruthenians were duped, dumb, and

damned. Having inherited a defective Christian tradition instead of the

integral faith, they were left theologically speechless and spiritually
imperiled. While prognosticating a dismal future for the vernacular

languages, Skarga, a talented polemicist, used mature, articulate Polish

to drive home a number of vital points. Ruthenians had absolutely no

fonnal scholarship or tradition of intellectual inquiry. Association with

the Greeks left them comparatively impoverished. They had not devel-

oped the scholarly disciplines, abstract reasoning, and institutions that
had allowed the West, beginning in the high Middle Ages, to advance

in learning. In pontificating to the Ruthenians, Skarga stood atop centu-
ries of Western historical evolution that had recently culminated in the

dynamic, explosive cultural and intellectual upheavals of the sixteenth

century. For western Catholicism, the impact of the Reformation was

revolutionary and traumatic, but by the latter part of the century the

Catholic Reform had steadied the ship, and the Catholic Church had

appropriated the pastoral, pedagogical, intellectual, organizational, and

missionary means necessary to address the exigencies of the early

modern Weltanschauung, while rapidly adapting to and further devel-)))
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oping the new religious mentality and multi confessional frame of refer-
ence.

The Orthodox Church, however, was just beginning to grope for its

bearings. For much of the century the religious, cultural, and social

critique had not been focused directly on the Ruthenian Church and

society. It did not come from without, nor was it articulated from
within. Through the printed vernacular language, ideas questioning the

establishment spread quickly in the Latin West, including Poland,

shaking the old world to its foundations. Notwithstanding a few non-

conformist writings in Cyrillic, almost all of which circulated in manu-

script,18 such ideas were not current in the Ruthenian idiom or cultural

sphere. Although not oblivious to the Reformation, Ruthenian society,
and particularly the hierarchy of the Kyivan metropolitanate, did not

formulate its own response to contemporary Western cultural and reli-

gious ideas circulating in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. 19
For

the most part, it remained passively on the sidelines, though individuals

might jump in of their own accord, usually joining one of the teams

already contesting on the field and in effect being lost to the Ruthenian

Orthodox cause.

In the 1570s and 1580s, however, Ruthenian society willy-nilly was
confronted head on. Throughout Europe the importance of the indi-
vidual was being emphasized as never before in Christian history, and

the notion of pastoral nlinistry took hold. The competition of the creeds

called forth an unprecedented popular desire for dogmatic understand-

ing. The ascendancy of printing quickened the dissemination and as-

similation of new ideas. The expectations-to be personally engaged in

and to understand more adequately religious truths and practices-

which in the West had evolved over centuries to coalesce climactically
in the sixteenth-century reform movements, presupposed a codification

of learning, intellectual systematization, formal schooling (especially
at a university), literacy, a new psychological sensibility, and religious
personalism. As general political, social, economic, and cultural inter-

dependence between the Ruthenian and the Polish-Lithuanian Catholic

nobility grew, Ruthenian society was drawn more and more into this

early-modern forum. Here Skarga's argument was devastating, for he

pointed out that, in the new arena, the Ruthenians used obsolete weap-

ons. As a good polemicist Skarga set the rules of the debate, and

disqualified the opposition from the start. On the Unity of the Church)))
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constituted a full-scale attack on the Ruthenians' sense of cultural and
ecclesiastical dignity. Although the book probably convinced few

Ruthenian readers to abandon their positions, Skarga's argumentation

was both impressive and daunting.)

The Notion of Reforln)

The new fundamental verity confronting the Ruthenians in the last

quarter of the sixteenth century was that in a matter of decades the

world and its most stable traditions and institutions could change, and
did change.

2o In the West, the medieval legal renascence that revived

the study of ancient ecclesiastical canons and norms had provoked a

rigorous evaluation of contemporary ecclesiastical life and given birth
to the revolutionary notion that the Church could be critically evaluated
and reformed. The flowering of scholastic theology and philosophy
stimulated speculative reflection, while the founding of the mendicant

religious orders redefined and widened the scope of the monastic voca-

tion. Meanwhile, through the Gregorian reforms the Western ecclesias-

tical polity and hierarchical structure had been consolidated and cen-

tralized and the Latin Church as an institution guided by a monarchical

papacy came to exert a preeminent role in European society. The

rediscovery of classical antiquity, spurred during the Renaissance by an

essentially religious and moral critique of contemporary Christian soci-

ety and scholastic learning, opened new horizons for intellectual in-

quiry into the nature of the human experience. During the Reformation

and Catholic Refonn religious life in the West came to be highly

reflective and intensely dynamic. Rigorous interconfessional debate

sharpened theological thought, stimulated missionary zeal, prompted

innovative pastoral approaches formulated to reach all strata of society,
and generally revolutionized corporate ecclesiastical life and the lives
of individual Christians.

Over the centuries in Western Christendom change had occurred

gradually yet with substantial consequences. A tenth-century French

Benedictine monk would never have understood the outlook, routine,
or language of a fourteenth-century Dominican friar. Transported to a

fifteenth-century Spanish or Italian town, he would have marveled at

its very existence, gawked at the commotion of the urban lay confrater-

nities, and wondered what had happened to the centrality of the chanted)))
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office in the life of the Church. In sixteenth-century Latin Christendom,

radical change had occurred precipitously. Unlike Gregorian reforming
popes, the mendicant friars, or humanists such as Erasmus, Luther and

the other Protestant leaders did not seek a mere tightening of discipline,
righting of morality, or elevation of the religious discourse in the

ecclesiastic community. In their eyes the Church was rotten at the core.

It had been beguiled by Aristotelian categories and corrupted by a

monarchical papacy. It was preaching and teaching heresy. Its funda-

mental doctrine, especial1y soteriology and ecclesiology, needed im-

mediate and drastic revision. Everything from the sacraments to celi-

bacy, from structure to spirituality was questioned and criticized. When

the dust began to settle, Western Christendom was divided and diversi-

fied, with virtually no aspect of it remaining unaltered.

In the West, catalyzed by the activity of the Gregorian papacy, the

notion of institutional reform had earned legitimacy, ultimately threat-

ening the very institution that gave it its impetus. Although potentially
dangerous, change came to be considered, in certain circumstances,
desirable and even necessary. Resisting the notion of innovation in

principle, both the Protestants and Catholics in the sixteenth-century
West in fact innovated with a vengeance. Veiled by disclaimers pro-
fessing restoration of original foundational ideals, reformers were

busily building new ecclesiastical structures and redirecting the reli-

gious outlook of Christendom. The reforms involved \"across-the-board

shifts in ministerial and ecclesiological paradigms.\"21 Conducted self-

consciously and deliberately, if not always foreseeing all consequences
and ramifications, sixteenth-century reforms in the West and in the

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth were changing nearly everything

previously held to be immutable. For Ruthenians the possibility, desir-

ability, and even necessity of radical reform were fundamentally new
notions with which they would be forced to contend.

The Ruthenian nobility hardly felt honored by Skarga's impas-

sioned, erudite appeal to the \"schismatics\" to abandon their errors.

According to the preface of the second edition (1590), \"the rich of

Rus'\" had bought up and burned all available copies of the first.
22 At the

same time the leading Ruthenian magnate, Prince Ostroz'kyi, and cer-

tain segments of Ruthenian society began to take more constructive
measures. Put on the defensive, Ruthenians began exploring new ways

to protect their religious, cultural, and ethnic identity by adopting)))
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contemporary Western technological advances (especially the printing

press) and assimilating the current Western enlphasis on Sacred Scrip-

ture, literacy and education, and lay responsibility for religious life,
while simultaneously seeking to revive the Eastern cultural and reli-

gious legacy. This reaction was expressed through a new Ruthenian

literary culture fostered initially through the activity of two centers of

Ruthenian Orthodox intellectual activity-the school and publishing

venture at Ostrih sponsored by Prince Ostroz'kyi and the confraternity
of laity and its school at the Ruthenian Church of the Dormition in
L'viv. A central concern for both the Ostrih circle and the confraternity
in L'viv was recruitment of qualified individuals who could develop the

pedagogical, literary and publishing activities that these institutions
were undertaking. Among those who were attracted to Ostrih and to the
L'viv school were learned itinerant Greeks.)))
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Orthodox Emissaries to the East Slavic Lands)

In the sixteenth century a steady stream of Orthodox clerics traveled

from the Ottoman-controlled Greek East to Wallachia, Moldova, the

Ruthenian lands, and particularly Muscovy. Although records are

sparse and it is impossible to measure the volume of this traffic, it

seems that as the decades progressed these journeys grew in frequency
and urgency. A few of these monks, priests, and bishops sought refuge

in Muscovy from the hardships of ecclesiastical life under Muslim rule

or for other reasons remained or were detained in the northern lands.
I

The vast majority, however, came and went, sent by their superiors to
collect alms to nleet the material needs of Orthodox churches, monas-

teries, and other ecclesiastical institutions in the Ottoman Empire. Most

of the travelers coming to Ukraine and Belarus' had as their ultimate
destination Moscow, the seat of the most powerful Orthodox ruler and

only remaining independent Orthodox sovereign. Nevertheless, while

journeying through Romanian and Ukrainian-Belarusian lands the cler-
ics frequently stayed in local religious communities, sometimes for

extended periods of time. As a consequence, while the overriding

consideration of the itinerant Greeks was obtaining material assistance,
in some instances they became involved in the concerns and activities

of Orthodox in various ecclesiastical jurisdictions including that of the

Kyivan metropolitanate.

That the Greeks could expect financial support from the Kyivan

metropolitanate was based on a venerable tradition. According to the
late- Byzantine practice, payment of stipends for ecclesiastical, even
sacramental, services was widely accepted and ecclesiastically sanc-
tioned.

2 In keeping with this practice, patriarchal nomination and con-

secration of the Kyivan metropolitans was invariably accompanied by a

\"gift\" from the ordainee or from his sovereign.3
As the empire declined)))
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and Byzantine territories and the fiscal network of the patriarchate on
these territories had fallen increasingly under Ottoman hegemony, the

patriarchate not only counted on these tokens of gratitude, but began to

seek outright grants from Orthodox communities beyond the ever-

shrinking Byzantine realm. Even before the fall of Constantinople, its

patriarchs appealed to the charity of East Slavic secular rulers and to

the metropolitans of Kyiv, assuring them that the provision of financial

support for the defense of Constantinople would earn them heavenly

rewards. 4
In the sixteenth century, as we shall see, Greek Orthodox

reliance on the support of Orthodox potentates, especially the grand
prince of Moscow, progressively grew.

For the first eight decades of the sixteenth century virtually no

sources mention the presence of itinerant Greek supplicants on Ukrai-

nian and Belarusian lands. A general impression of how frequent their

trips through Ukraine and Belarus' were can be derived from extant
Muscovite records documenting embassies from the Christian East in

Muscovy, since to reach Moscow, they generally traveled through the

Ruthenian lands of Poland and Lithuania, usually crossing the Musco-
vite frontier at Smolensk, although a route through Crimea and the

Tatar-controlled steppe was also possible. The sources rarely provide

data on the exact itineraries of the travelers. In some cases, however,

such as that of Patriarch Jeremiah's trip in 1588-89, it is possible to
retrace the route. In other cases episodes in the Ruthenian lands involv-

ing the Greek itinerants are mentioned, though no infonnation is given
on the internalJife of the Kyivan metropolitanate. The point at which

the visitors crossed the Muscovite frontier, frequently mentioned in the

Muscovite records, also tells us from what direction the travelers ap-
proached the Muscovite border. Since almost all Greek ecclesiastics

entered Muscovy through Smolensk, almost all of them came through

Ukraine and Belarus'.
In a series of catalogues beginning with 1509, Muscovite authorities

recorded the coming and going of emissaries sent by Greek Orthodox

hierarchs, monasteries, and churches and registered correspondence

with them. The infonnation in the dela (registers) in the Grecheskie

posol'skie knigi (\"books of the Greek diplomatic missions\,") though
not a complete record of sixteenth-century trips by representatives of
the Greek Orthodox Church, document many of the Greek Orthodox

missions, faithfully reflect certain prevailing characteristics of these)))
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journeys,5 and serve to introduce the typical composition and usual

concerns of ecclesiastical travelers from the Greek East to the East
Slavic lands.

6)

The Early Missions)

In January of 1509 a delegation of three monks from the St.
Panteleimon Monastery of Mount Athos (or Rossikon, populated

mostly by Ruthenians and Muscovites) brought to Moscow a letter

from Paisios, the protos, or senior abbot, of the Holy Mountain.7

Paisios thanked Grand Prince Vasilii III Ivanovich (1505-33) for a

recent endowment8
and assured him that the Athonite monks remem-

bered him in their prayers and commemorated his deceased parents in
the Liturgy. The protos' letter commended to Vasilii the three messen-

gers who bore a petition from their hegumen which mentioned the

charity of Vasilii's father Ivan III. Soon after (probably within weeks),
two monks arrived in Moscow delivering petitions from the Serbian

metropolitan of Belgrade and from Angelina, the widow of the Serbian

despot Stefan. The despina asked for resources to build a church to

entomb her husband with dignity. She also requested aid for the St.

Panteleimon Monastery. The monks added their own request for alms,

referring to the generosity of Ivan III and his charter of free passage to
Moscow granted to the monks on an earlier trip. A third Serbian

monastic, from the Holy Transfiguration Monastery in Kucajna, carried

no written petitions. On 24 July 1509 Vasilii responded to all of the

requests, sending most of his gifts through the Athonite monks because

the Serbs had grossly abused Muscovite hospitality. In an altercation
with the grand prince's koniukh, the irascible ascetics severely beat

him, injuring the poor man gravely.9

Although most of these Greeks traveled to Muscovy seeking alms,
there was at least one outstanding exception. Through an embassy to

Mount Athos Grand Prince Vasilii requested in 1515 that the protos

send to Moscow a monk-translator by the name of Sabbas [Savva].
Sabbas declined the invitation, evidently for reasons of advanced age.

Instead the protos sent Maximos, a highly-educated monk from the

Vatopedi Monastery, who as the layman Michael Trivolis had received
a humanistic education in Italy. Trivolis had encountered there the best
of the Italian Renaissance and showed a strong affinity for Western)))
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ways, to the extent that he even entered a Dominican friary. However,

his very departure from Italy and the consistent and harsh criticism of

Latin Christendom in his later writings indicate that he must have
become profoundly disillusioned with the West. Maxin10s, in Russian

sources known as \"Maksim Grek,\" am ved in Moscow in 1518, in the

company of two other monks from Vatopedi, a Greek and a Bulgarian,

and with the protohegumen of St. Panteleimon's, who bore a petition
from his monastery. The Athonites traveled as part of the suite of

Metropolitan Gregory of Janina, emissary of Patriarch Theoleptos I

(1513-22).10
The delegation left Constantinople in the summer of 1516 and

stayed for a long time in Crimea. Ii There is no further information

concerning Maksim's itinerary, and it is uncertain whether or not his

journey took him through Ukraine and Belarus'. Maksim certainly did
not go back, through the Ruthenian lands or any other way: he spent the

remaining thirty-eight years of his life in Muscovy, mostly in confine-
ment. His legacy of philological activity and the duration of his stay in

Muscovy were unique for the sixteenth century, however, the para-

doxes of Maksim's experience there could not have encouraged Greek

ecclesiastical leaders to send other well-educated clerics to Muscovy.

In the Ukrainian and Belarusian lands, the mid-sixteenth-century

Orthodox hierarchy showed very little interest in recruiting Greek

monastics such as Maksim. Representatives of the contemporary

Ruthenian secular elite who may have been concerned with intellectual

matters were generally drawn to activists and ideas of the Reformation.
For most of the sixteenth century the interaction between Ruthenian

and Greek ecclesiastical circles was limited and evidently of little

lasting import. There are no known examples of extended sojourns by
Greek ecclesiastical figures or clerical scholars in the jurisdiction of the

Kyivan metropolitanate during the first three quarters of the sixteenth

century. Well-educated Greeks were recruited to the Ruthenian lands

only in the last decades of the century, as a result of Ostroz'kyi's

patronage and the reforming activity of the confraternities.

Although Athonite monastics, especially from the East Slavic St.

Panteleimon Monastery, were among the most frequent supplicants at
the Muscovite court, other quarters of the Christian East were also

represented. Requests came from Greek monastic establishments in

various parts of the Ottoman Empire. For example, a monk from St.)))

those lands can hear plenty about it. Once simony took root soon after the

capture of Constantinople, few duly elected men have assumed the patriarchal
see: they buy it from each other, depose one another, three or four patriarchs

exist at one time, all of them while still living. So which of them is patriarch?)))
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Catherine's Monastery on Mount Sinai brought to Moscow a petition
fronl his hegumen dated 16 November 1517 and a letter to Vasilii from

Karl, the despot of Arta and cousin of the grand prince's mother

Sophia. The monk was allowed to depart in July of the following year
and was directed to take a route through Novgorod and the Baltic. He

carried with him letters of recommendation from the grand prince

requesting safe passage and the equivalent of six hundred gold pieces
in pelts and other gifts.

12 In 1533 Joachim, who was patriarch of

Alexandria for nearly eighty years (1487-1565/67?), sent three monks

to Moscow, and requested that the grand prince endow them gener-

ously. Joachim put in a good word for some other travelers on their way
to Moscow, monks from Sinai, an ecclesiastical enclave within the

territory of his patriarchate. He also recommended a nun from Jerusa-

lem named Makrina, the only Greek Orthodox female envoy to Mos-
cow mentioned in the sixteenth-century records. I3

After the registration of the Sinai mission there is a gap in the

grecheskie de/a,14 but relations between the Greek East and Moscow
were by no means interrupted. In 1543 Patriarch Joachim of Alexandria

wrote to the Ivan IV petitioning for Maksim's freedom and rebuking
Ivan quite directly for the treatment of the Greek monk, a teacher of the
word of God. Soon after his election Patriarch Dionysios II (1546-56)

of Constantinople along with Patriarch Germanos (1543-79) of Jerusa-

lem and fifteen metropolitans of the Constantinopolitan synod also
wrote to Ivan asking for Maksim's release.]5 In 1547 Metropolitan
Makarii of Moscow issued a circular calling for alms for Athonite

monks. I6
Thus, there is ample evidence that official delegations of

Greek clerics continued to come to Moscow in the 1530s and 1540s,
even though these missions were not recorded in the grecheskie

posol'skie knigi.
17

According to the testimony of the sixteenth-century itinerant clerics,

Ottoman overlordship was invariably at the root of all the evil-includ-

ing fiscal insolvency-suffered by the ecclesiastical establishments in

the Greek East. However, from the petitions it is evident that also

contributing to institutional and financial problems were the various

factions among the Orthodox who often failed to cooperate with one
another or were easily exploited by the Turks. In June of 1550 two

monks arrived in Moscow carrying a petition from Patriarch Germanos

of Jerusalem written two years earlier. They were received by the grand)))
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prince on 11 July and were allowed to leave on 20 July having each

received twelve rubles from Ivan. The grand prince sent a benefaction
of thirty rubles for the patriarch and fifty more for candles and incense

to be used at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Soon after this party

departed, a representation of two monks from St. Panteleimon' s came

asking for help to payoff a six-hundred-ruble debt and to reconstruct

part of the monastery, in disrepair because of violence perpetrated by
the Turks to the holdings of the monastery. The hegumen of the Serbian

Hilandar Monastery, accompanied by three monks, also presented him-

self to the grand prince with gifts and with his declaration of needs. The
letter he carried beseeched Ivan to intercede on behalf of the Orthodox
monks before the Ottoman sultan to stop the exaction of exorbitant

taxes and the confiscation of monastic property by Muslims. I8
Both the

East Slavic monks from St. Panteleimon's and the Serbian monks from

Hilandar complained bitterly about the collusion of Greeks with the

Turkish authorities. The following year Ivan wrote to the sultan on

behalf of the two monasteries. 19

Ecclesiastical affairs and international travel necessarily entailed an

involvement in political and diplomatic matters. Undoubtedly Greek

alms-seekers while in foreign lands had to gather intelligence for their

Turkish masters. At the same time their Muscovite benefactors regu-

larly extracted from them any information they could concerning the

military and political activity of the sultan. 2o
The sources do not allow

us any finn conclusions regarding the degree to which the Greek clerics

engaged in intelligence-gathering. However, there is evidence that po-
litical missions of the sultanate were combined with the ecclesiastical
concerns of the patriarchate. In the early 1550s the sultan sent a mes-

sage to Moscow through the layman Andrianos Chalkokondyles,21 who
also brought a letter from Patriarch Dionysios of Constantinople re-

questing material assistance. Andrianos departed from Moscow with a

message for the sultan and with assurances of aid to the patriarchate.

On his return Andrianos was accompanied by a \"youngster\"

(parobok) Obriuta Mikhailov, sent by the Muscovites to learn Greek,

most likely for future service in the poso['skii prikaz. Apparently, the

sultans regularly relied on Greek clerics to serve as messengers, as is
reflected in the documentation concerning subsequent ecclesiastical
missions from the Greek East to Moscow. A decade later, when in 1561

Metropolitan loasaph of Euripos and Kyzikos traveled to Muscovy to)))
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deliver patriarchal recognition of the tsar's coronation, he carried a

number of documents from the sultan. 22
The manner in which the

Muscovites received the itinerant Greeks suggests that the Muscovites

suspected them of being in the sultan's service.
23

Always careful with

foreign visitors, the Muscovites showed no less vigilance when hosting

even the most distinguished Orthodox hierarchs. 24

As the missions to Muscovy continued, the requests for aid took on a

desperate tone. Towards the end of his reign Dionysios again appealed
to the bounty of the Muscovite grand prince, this time through Metro-

politan Ioasaph and a lay official of the patriarchate.
25

The patriarch's

despondent plea reveals the lamentable state of the patriarchate:

Now we find ourselves in straits because of the [condition of the]
fence [surrounding] the great patriarchal church. For earlier there was
a stone wall here; but now the monastery is fenced with boards and is

in ruin; and because of this we are constantly dishonored by the

godless [Turks] . We have neither cells nor even the cheapest oil for the
icon lamps. And if you want to be a builder of the Great Church, do
this out of your love as Your Holy Imperial Highness may please.

26

The Greek community under the Ottomans was enduring difficult days,

and its ecclesiastical leadership was not reluctant to reveal before

potential benefactors the abject poverty of its Church.)

Episcopal Emissaries)

For most of the sixteenth century, lay monastics and ordained monks

(called hierodeacons and hieromonks), not members of the higher
clergy, predominated among the travelers to Moscow from the Christian

East. The arrival of Metropolitan Ioasaph in 1556 marked the beginning
of increased travel by episcopal emissaries of various ranks. While the

metropolitan was still in Moscow, a letter arrived from the new patriarch
in Constantinople, also Ioasaph by name. In January 1557, Ivan wrote
back to Patriarch Ioasaph through the metropolitan, sending the patri-

arch sable skins and a thousand rubles. The grand prince's brother Iurii
added two hundred rubles to the grant for the patriarch, and Metropoli-
tan Ioasaph received two hundred rubles. At its departure, the

metropolitan's delegation was joined by Hilandar monks who had

arrived in Moscow earlier: they received three hundred rubles and a rich
curtain for the Royal Doors in the main church of their monastery.)))
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The party that headed for Constantinople also included Feodorit, a
Muscovite archimandrite in Suzdal', whom the Muscovites had carefully

prepared for a special mission. He was charged with gathering intelli-

gence about the sultan from Patriarch Ioasaph and entrusted with Ivan's
letter to the patriarch. In his letter Tsar Ivan reminded the Greeks of his

past generosity to them. He then asked for a decree of the

Constantinopolitan synod recognizing his imperial coronation, which

had taken place in 1547.27
In support of Ivan's case the Muscovites

provided a calen{larium of saints canonized in Kyivan Rus' and Mus-

covy, as well as an extensive list of ancestors to be commemorated in the

Liturgy by the Greek clergy, thereby seeking to demonstrate the dignity

of Ivan's realm and the genealogicallegitin1acy of his imperial claims. In

addition to a letter of dismissal allowing Metropolitan Ioasaph and the

Hilandar monks to cross the Muscovite frontier, Ivan gave them a letter

of recommendation to Zygmunt August, so that they might pass freely
through the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the Kingdom of Poland.

Meanwhile, the reliance of the Orthodox Churches in the Ottoman

Empire on Muscovy's favor continued to grow. In 1557\037 Patriarch

Joachim of Alexandria wrote beseechingly to Moscow. He recom-

mended four monks from Mount Sinai, who arrived in Moscow in

January 1558 asking for material assistance. 28
To support their cause the

monks related a story, duly recorded in the Muscovite registers, about

their aged patriarch. Provoked by Alexandrian Jews a Turkish pasha put

the Christian faith and its representative to the test by ordering Joachim
to drink a poisonous potion. The patriarch asked for a week's respite,
during which he fasted and prayed, and then confronted the challenge.

Although his beard and teeth fell out upon imbibing the poison he was
otherwise unhanned, while his Jewish accuser, when put to the same test,
died on the spot. The Muscovites responded with a liberal grant of aid not

only for the patriarch of Alexandria and St. Catherine's Monastery on

Mount Sinai, but also for Joachim, patriarch of Antioch, and Germanos,
patriarch of Jerusalem, thereby establishing philanthropic ties with the
three other Orthodox patriarchates, in addition to that of Constantinople.
The tsar wrote to Zygmunt August, ruler of Poland and Lithuania, to the

voevoda of Moldova, and to the sultan requesting safe passage for the

delegation and sent with it Vasilii Pozniakov, a member of the merchant

corporation resettled from Smolensk. 29
The four patriarchs acknowl-

edged receipt of the alms, sent Ivan sacred objects as tokens of their)))
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appreciation, and infonned the tsar that Pozniakov, whose travels in the

Christian East lasted two years, had suffered violence along the way and

that some of the largess (two hundred and forty sables) had been taken

away from him while he was still in Lithuania. 3D
In his letter, full of

flattery for the tsar and complete with a litany of hardships endured by
the Orthodox, Germanos asked Ivan for a miter-because unlike the

Armenians, Ethiopians, and many others celebrating at the Holy Sepul-

chre, he did not have one.31

In September 1561 Metropolitan Ioasaph of Euripos and Kyzikos

arrived in Moscow bearing Patriarch Ioasaph's recognition of Ivan IV's

imperial title. The synodal document concedes Ivan's \"true in1perial\"

descent from the Byzantine princess Anna, wife of V olodimer I and the
sister of Emperor Basil II (976-1025).32 The connection between the

recognition of the tsar's coronation and the Greeks' expectation of

material assistance is direct. A second letter from Patriarch Ioasaph to

Ivan expressed the opinion that it would serve the eternal glory of the

tsar if he chose to become a benefactor of the renovations being carried
out at the patriarchate. Like every successful fundraiser\037 the patriarch

praised the virtues of the potential donor and enthusiastically described

the fruitfulness of a previous Muscovite grant that had allowed the

patriarchate to establish a new school. A third letter, like the first

bearing signatures of representatives of the synod, compared the tsar to

\"the equal-to-the apostles and ever-glorious Constantine, who at the

beginning of his imperial reign distributed largess to all churches, so
that he be mentioned in their sacred diptychs.\"33

Patriarch Ioasaph had strongly recommended Metropolitan Ioasaph

of Euripos to the tsar. Nevertheless, the metropolitan endured some

unexpected difficulties in Muscovy on account of a Ruthenian monas-

tic, who with three associates had joined the metropolitan's party in

Vilnius. The monk, Isaiia, originally from Kam'ianets'-Podil's'kyi, trav-

eled to Muscovy bearing a recommendation from Zygmunt August. He

hoped to obtain a copy of the full Church Slavonic translation of the
Bible compiled by Gennadii, archbishop of Novgorod, in order \"to

publish it in our Ruthenian land and Grand Duchy of Lithuania for our

Ruthenian Lithuanian people and also for the Russian Muscovite

people,\" as well as for the rest of the Orthodox world that used the

Church Slavonic language in the liturgy.34 While being questioned by
Simeon, bishop of Smolensk-who like all officials of this border town)))
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had received precise instructions from Moscow to interrogate foreign-
ers crossing the frontier-Isaiia accused loasaph of swearing an oath to

Zygmunt August and his council in Vilnius. When Ioasaph reached

Moscow, the tsar publicly reprimanded the metropolitan and refused to

accept loasaph' s blessing. At the tsar's table Ioasaph was grilled con-

cerning his oath to Zygmunt and directed to respond in writing.
35

In his deposition Ioasaph sought to justify himself by presenting to

the Muscovites an account of his stay in Vilnius. According to his
version, he was greeted by the Kyivan metropolitan Syl'vestr (Bil'ke-

vych) and questioned by the Lithuanian authorities about his intentions.

After he revealed his ultimate destination and the fact that he carried

letters from the sultan, loasaph was summoned to appear before King
Zygmunt August. Ioasaph showed the Lithuanian authorities a letter

from the patriarch addressed to the Kyivan metropolitan, the Ruthenian

bishops, and the Orthodox faithful. Zygmunt instructed loasaph to

remain in his quarters but promised that he would be allowed to leave
for Moscow. After a week Ioasaph was brought to a church where in

the sanctuary he was asked to seek reconciliation between Muscovy

and Poland and Lithuania. Ioasaph pleaded the insignificance of his

person and powerlessness in such high international conflicts, but his
hosts insisted. Three days later, when summoned to the sanctuary of the

Holy Trinity Church, the Vilnius cathedral of the Kyivan metropolitan,

Ioasaph challenged the tendentious Lithuanian account of the conflict
with Muscovy, but promised to inform the tsar of Zygmunt's desire for

peace. Two more days passed before Syl'vestr and the local boyars,
again in a church, urged Ioasaph to present the request for peace as his

own desire. The authorities in Vilnius told Ioasaph to keep their discus-
sions secret but to push for peace because they hoped subsequently to

send to Moscow a papal emissary.

Once in Muscovy, loasaph pleaded that his forthrightness before the
tsar not be revealed to the Lithuanians, lest on his return journey they
take him to task. He categorically denied rumors about a purported oath

to Zygmunt and underscored to the Muscovites his unblemished repu-

tation in the eyes of the patriarch and synod in Constantinople. loasaph
explained the origin of the rumors by the fact that he had repeatedly
met representatives of the Lithuanian Grand Duchy in church, the usual
forum for solemn oaths. 36)))
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Apparently Ioasaph also sought to justify himself by denouncing his

accuser, the monk Isaiia, as a Latin-tainted heretic. The Muscovites had

carefully courted the patriarchate of Constantinople to secure recogni-

tion of Ivan's imperial coronation. Thus, Isaiia' s allegation against
Ioasaph, the patriarchal emissary bearing that recognition, was highly

inconvenient. The authorities in Moscow probably found loasaph' s

countercharge against Isaiia opportune, and the Ruthenian monk spent
the rest of his years confined in Muscovite monasteries. 37

Nevertheless,

Ioasaph was also detained in Muscovy for at least two years. When he
was finally allowed to depart, he was told to go not through Lithuania

and the Ruthenian lands, or even through Crimea, but through Georgia
and the Caucasus to Trebizond, and then by sea to Constantinople.38

The tsar sent only a modest grant to the patriarch and other hierarchs
because of doubts concerning the security of this route. 39

The caution of the Muscovites was well advised, for the metropoli-
tan was never to deliver the consigned benefaction. He fell ill and died
in territory controlled by the Georgian ruler Levon, who allegedly
confiscated the grant that loasaph was to deliver. Three years after

Ioasaph's departure, the Muscovites received a letter from one of the

monks, who had accompanied Ioasaph, infonning the tsar about the
death of the metropolitan and of another member of the suite. Accord-

ing to the letter, the metropolitan had refused to reveal to Levon that he
was carrying alms from the tsar, but the other monks told him, after

which Ioasaph allegedly claimed that the grant had been intended not

for the patriarchate of Constantinople but for him personally. After

loasaph had died, Levon appropriated the grant. The Athonite monks

complained that the Georgians had mistreated them. Subsequently, the

monks were able to travel only as far as Caffa. They had endured many

hardships during their journey, along the way exhausting the alms they
had received from the tsar. 40

Ioasaph's ordeal and unhappy end show
how precarious travel to and from Musvovy in quest of alms could be.

The manifold hazards did not change the fact that the Muscovites

were a veritable, if not in every instance readily forthcoming, source of

revenue. In 1571Tsar Ivan IV sent a messenger to Constantinople with
two hundred rubles for the commemoration of his late wife Anastasiia

and another five hundred to cover the cost for the consecration of the

Holy Chrism, requiring over fifty expensive aromatic ingredients for

the myrrh and an elaborate order of consecration. This rite, which in the)))
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Orthodox tradition had become the prerogative of the patriarch, as-

sisted by the bishops of his synod, evidently had not been performed in

Constantinople for fifty years because of the penury of the patriarch-
ate. 41

Concurrently, alms were sent to Sylvester, the new patriarch of

Alexandria (1569-90), and to St Catherine's Monastery on Mount

Sinai and to Mount Athos.42)

A Characterization of the Greek Missions)

During the first three-quarters of the sixteenth century a distinct pattern
of Greek petitioning for alms at the Muscovite court developed. Begin-

ning with requests from the monasteries of Mount Athos and from the

patriarchate of Constantinople, the practice of sending missions was

adopted by the other Eastern patriarchates and by various Orthodox

communities and institutions in Ottoman-ruled lands. The number of

delegations, the seniority of their members, and the amounts they

received from the Muscovites all rose in the middle of the century, at

the time of the recognition of the imperial title of Tsar Ivan IV. The
alms-seeking Greek clerics carried letters flattering their Muscovite
hosts. In certain cases these petitions had a self-abasing tone. In be-

seeching Muscovites to supply resources for the most basic commodi-

ties or to mediate in inter-Orthodox conflict on Mount Athos, many of
the requests reflect a humbled ecclesiastical world, the dignity of which

has been seriously wounded. For their part, the Muscovites, although

willing to part with significant sums, treated the ecclesiastical envoys
from the Ottoman lands with reserve and even with severity. Muscovite

charity was also not unconditional: the Greeks were expected to give
due honor to their hosts. In the middle of the century the Muscovites

sought and received recognition of their ruler's imperial dignity, and

they regularly extracted information about Ottoman and Polish-

Lithuanian affairs.

Throughout the sixteenth century the aIlegiance of, or control over,
the lands to the west and north of the Black Sea were an immediate
concern in the power politics between the Ottoman Empire, Muscovy,

and Poland and Lithuania. 43
In this regard the Transdanubian princi-

palities of Moldova and Wallachia through which the Eastern ecclesi-
astics traveled were pivotal points for incessant political jockeying. 44

Journeying as they did across all these frontiers, the representatives of)))
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the Eastern patriarchates were not exempted from the diplomatic im-

perative to receive and convey information, impressions, and putative

plans. The itinerant clerics\" whose often plastic loyalties were formed

and stretched by religious identity, political realities, economic hard-

ships, and cultural differences,45 were eager to earn or maintain the
favor of various potentates who had much influence on the fate of the
ecclesiastical institutions that the itinerants represented. They would

certainly offer one of the few commodities in their possession-infor-
mation on political, military\" diplomatic, as well as ecclesiastical af-

fairs in the lands in which they lived or visited.

While reporting to the Muscovites on developments in the Ottoman

Empire, these representatives were ever mindful of the realities to
which they were returning. The Ottomans closely monitored the affairs

of the Orthodox Church, including their journeys. Mid-sixteenth-cen-

tury developments on the Muscovite frontier impinged on Ottoman

foreign affairs, especially on their conflict with the Iranian Safavid

Empire. When the Muscovites captured Kazan' (1552) and Astrakhan'

(1554-56), the Ottomans lost their free passage to the Caspian Sea, a

possible launching point for attacks on Iran from the north. With the

accession of Selim II (1566-74), the Ottomans sought to dislodge the
Muscovites from the Volga basin and replace that route by connecting
the Don to the Volga by a canal, thereby creating a water route from
Istanbul to northern Iran. In 1568 the Muscovites established diplo-
matic relations with the shah, but when the Ottoman attempt to build a
canal and capture Astrakhan' in 1569 failed, hostilities with the Musco-

vites died down. 46
Although the campaign of 1569 proved to be the last

concerted Ottoman attempt to gain control of the Volga basin, the

Ottoman presence on the Black Sea and the foreign and domestic

policy of the Porte were enduring objects of Muscovy's attention.

Thus, Muscovites, careful not to provoke the Ottomans and eager to

maintain open channels for trade in luxury goods from Iran, were most

interested in whatever new information the Greeks could provide about

the state of the Ottoman-Safavid conflict.

The prevailing calm in the Volga basin also did not quell Ottoman
desires to be well informed. In the 1570s and 1580s the possibility of a
Christian anti-Otton1an coalition with Orthodox participation\" pro-
moted especially by the papacy, made Muscovy a potential threat. In
1576 the Venetian envoy to the Porte reported that \"the Sultan is much)))
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afraid of the Muscovites. . . because the Grand Prince of Muscovy is
Orthodox like the people of Bulgaria, Severia [i.e., Serbia], Bosnia, the

Peloponnesos, and Greece. For this reason these peoples are devoted to
him and they are always ready to take to arms and revolt in order to get
rid of the Turks and become subjects of the Muscovite prince.\"47 There

is, however, no evidence that the Muscovites ever seriously considered

intervening militarily to liberate Orthodox co-religionists from Otto-
man rule. Although some Greek churchmen harbored hopes for such a

liberation and discussed its possibility with political figures in the

Slavic world and in Western Europe, sober assessment led most Greek

ecclesiastics, and particularly the officials of the patriarchate of

Constantinople, to seek the more realistic goals of financial support for

the faltering institutional structure of the Greek Orthodox world.)

In the 1580s, the patriarchate of Constantinople endured a period of

particular crisis, and the need for material assistance brought the high-
est Orthodox dignitaries to Muscovite frontiers. In their journeys, to-

gether with lesser clerics, Orthodox patriarchs traveled through

Ukraine and Belarus' and became involved in the life of the Kyivan
metropolitanate, itself subject to a prolonged period of structural de-
cline. In the wake of the Florentine union, the division of the Kyivan

metropolitanate, and the increased influence of secular authorities and

lay lords in the affairs of the Ruthenian Church in Poland and

Lithuania, the jurisdiction of the patriarchs of Constantinople in the
affairs of the Kyivan Church for practical purposes had lapsed, despite

the fact that communion remained unbroken. The travel of Greek

churchmen became the occasion for the reconstitution of the Greek-
Ruthenian ecclesiastical relationship, the subsequent nature of which
came to be determined by interaction during the eighth decade of the

sixteenth century. In the 1580s, the Ruthenians and their Greek Ortho-

dox visitors together confronted the challenge of an increasingly con-

tentious Western Christendom in a context in which the universe of

discourse and the cultural models were rapidly changing.)))
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CHAPTER SEVEN)

The Introduction of Printing and the Onset of
Ruthenian Religious Reform)

The crisis in their ecclesiastical community and the threat to its tradi-
tional ethos challenged the Ruthenians to revitalize Orthodox religious

life and articulate their Eastern Christian cultural and religious legacy.
Like the challenge itself, the course they adopted was largely condi-
tioned by Western developments. In order to protect their spiritual,
cultural, and ethnic identity, the Ruthenians began utilizing the most

formidable weapon of early-modem religious and ideological war-

fare-the printing press. The influence of the West, however, extended
far beyond the realm of technology. The Orthodox in. Ukraine and

Belarus' embraced many aspects of both the contemporary Protestant
and Catholic religious mentality, including the emphasis on Scripture,

concern for literacy and education, and a stress on lay responsibility for

ecclesiastical life. I
The growth of the Ruthenian revival, with its as-

similation of certain religious attitudes emanating from contemporary
Western Christendom, was reflected in a series of institutional initia-
tives of the laity and through a new Ruthenian Orthodox (Ukrainian-

Belarusian) literary culture built on the church-related school2
and

printing presses.
3

The process of revival and refonn was gradual. Despite the upheav-
als in the Polish Kingdom and the Lithuanian Grand Duchy, in the
1560s, 1570s, and 1580s most aspects of Orthodox ecclesiastical rou-

tine in Ukraine and Belarus' at the hierarchical, clerical, and, probably,

lay levels changed little. During these decades, ecclesiastical establish-

ment and cultural life changed very little. This mediocre constancy was
brought into relief by the onset of reform in the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth. Among Ruthenians reform consciousness grew

slowly, and initially among the laity. The hierarchy was slower to
realize that refonn was necessary and slower still in taking concrete)))
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steps to revitalize ecclesiastical life. Stimulated by the general climate
in the Commonwealth and by the activity of the laity, in the middle and

late 1580s the attention of Ruthenian bishops to the desperate circum-
stances of their Church was finally aroused by the involvement of

senior prelates from the Greek East in the affairs of the Kyivan
metropolitanate. With the dearth of source material reflecting the ab-

sence of dynamic Ruthenian religious life in the second half of the
sixteenth century, it is difficult to gauge the gradual development of the

Ruthenian revival.)

Printing)

A single phenomenon that stood out from the general inertia of contem-

porary Ruthenian cultural life-and by its very nature exerted wide-

spread influence-was the gradual development of Cyrillic printing in

the Ruthenian lands. Reforming currents were evident in the medium
of discourse conventional in earlier times: the manuscript text and

codex. Such manuscript works as the Peresopnytsia Gospel (1556-61),

the Krekhiv Apostol (Acts and Epistles of the Apostles, probably

1570s), and the numerous contemporary Didactic or HomiJiary Gos-

pels, all of which rendered biblical texts in more or less vernacular
Middle Belarusian- Ukrainian, reflect religious, linguistic, and cultural

awakenings in the second half of the sixteenth century . Yet, manuscript
literature of Ruthenian provenance by and against Protestants or

Protestantizing individuals, or in response to the Catholic Reform, is of

limited scope and quantity.4 Because both its form and content were

manifestations and agents of reform, the development of printing is a

primary indicator of early-modern Ruthenian religious change.

From the mid-1560s to the beginning of the 1580s no more than

sixteen known Cyrillic editions appeared in the Ruthenian lands, half

of which, although involving the sponsorship of powerful magnates
and the collaboration of numerous individuals, were directly dependent
on the technical ingenuity, creative energy, and vision of the deacon-

printer Ivan Fedorov. 5
Keeping in mind that in German-speaking lands

over the same period editions were in the thousands, and that in second

half of the sixteenth century in Venice alone printshops produced on

average some one hundred and sixty-three editions annually, the output

of Ruthenian publications is exceedingly modest.
6

Nevertheless, these)))
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publishing ventures catalyzed the revival and reform movement, ad-

dressed weaknesses in Ruthenian religious life, and were the medium

for Ruthenian cultural interaction with foreign religious figures, schol-

ars and bookmen, including representatives of the Greek East.

Although several Cyrillic editions were issued at the end of the
fifteenth century and a number of Ruthenian publications appeared in

the first quarter of the sixteenth century, ..Cyrillic printing in the

Ruthenian lands
\037id

not become firmly established until the end of the

1560s. It began in Cracow, where Schweipold Viol (Fiol) published

!C?.ur \037hurch
Slavonic liturgical books, two undated and two appearing

in 1491. In 1494-96 Cyrillic editions also appeared in Cetinje,

Montenegro. In the first half of the sixteenth century, Cyrillic publica-
tions were printed in Wallachia (1508-12, 1534, 1535, 1545), Venice

(starting in 1519), Serbia (1537, 1539, 1544-57), Herzegovina (1519-

23), and in Sibiu, Transylvania (1546). As early as 1517-19, in Prague
the Ruthenian printer Frantsysk (Frantsishak) Skaryna produced edi-

_ tions_ ()f _\037he Psalter__a\037d_ twenty-two books of the Bible in the contempo-

rary Ruthenian vernacular, and in 1523-25, he printed in Vilnius the
\"Small Vade mecllln,\" composed of biblical and liturgical texts, and a

volume of the Apostol. However, almost four decades would pass
before Cyrillic printing was again undertaken in the Ruthenian lands.

A new, but short-lived, initiative was occasioned by the growth of

the Reformation movement in the Grand Duchy. In 1562, in Niasvizh,
on the estates of the leading Lithuanian Protestant magnate and patron

Mikolaj Radziwill \"the Black,\" two Ruthenian-Ianguage publications
written by the radical Protestant theologian Szymon Budny appeared;

\037ne
was a catechism, the other a treatise, \"On the Justification of Sinful

Man before God.\"7 However, after these two works, Cyrillic was aban-
doned at the Protestant press in Niasvizh in favor of Polish, which

subsequently became the predominant language of Reformation dis-
course in the Commonwealth. The establishment of printing among

Orthodox East Slavs was late in coming and, in the Ruthenian context,
was connected to the proliferation of Protestant editions. Between

Skaryna's Vilnius editions and the Zablud6w Homiliary Gospels issued
in 1569 by Fedorov almost half a century had elapsed during which no

Orthodox literature in Cyrillic had been printed in the Ruthenian lands.

It was the Zablud6w editions that initiated a continuous and lasting
publishing tradition.

8)))
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Ruthenian publishing apparently became the beneficiary of the tur-

bulent political conditions that prevailed in Muscovy in the mid- and
late 1560s (the first dated publication there, the Moscow Apostol,

appeared in 1564). The Apostol and the two 1565 editions of the

Horologion, (Slavon. Chasovnik, (Office of the Hours'), seem to have
aroused mistrust in the Muscovite ecclesiastical establishment, at a
time when Tsar Ivan IV was upsetting the Muscovite political system

through his temporary withdrawal from most governmental affairs in

1564 and the terror associated with the Oprichnina. Moscow was in

turmoil, hardly a place to overstay one's welcome, and the printers of

the first dated Muscovite imprints were forced to flee westward. 9
Once

in the Grand Duchy, Deacon Ivan Fedorov, a Muscovite, and Peter

Mstyslavets', himself a Belarusian, found a sponsor in the person of the

magnate Hryhorii Aleksandrovych Khodkevych, grand hetman of
Lithuania. In 1569, on his estates, in Zablud6w nine miles southeast of

today's Bialystok, the two printers issued a Homiliary Gospel

(Uchytel'noie ievanhelie).
A Church Slavonic translation based on a Byzantine model, prob-

ably compiled by Patriarch loannes IX Agapetos (1111-34), the

Homiliary Gospel consists of collected exhortations or sermons on the

Gospel readings for the Sundays, feasts, fasts, and special occasions of

the liturgical year.
to

The preface presents the publication as a text \"for

the better instruction and rectification of the soul and body of the

nations believing in Christ, one that the Catholic and Apostolic Church
has always kept whole and sound, preserving [it] and not adding to it or

taking away anything, understanding it to be indispensible to all, espe-
cially in the midst of the present upheaval of this world.\" Having

emphasized the importance of education, particularly given the

multiconfessional circumstances, the preface goes on to describe the

problem and the need for a Scriptural remedy:

For many Christians have been shaken in their faith by new and
diverse teachings, have become ferocious in their opinions.. and have

turned away from the uniform harmony of those living in faith.

Therefore, [we have given them the Homiliary Gospels] in order that

they may right themselves by the reading of this book, and be led to
the path of truth. And [as for] those who to this day persist in the true
faith and remain unshaken, all the more, Christ, through His words

and teachings, will confinn them to be single-minded in faith and will)))
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not let [them] be swept away by the waves of this life, or for the

present heresies to be instilled in them.
II

The concern about the spread of heterodoxies is clearly a reference

to the diverse Protestant currents and the \"frenzied\" (razsverepesha)

faithful in the western and central part of the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania. The Trakai palatinate, which included Zablud6w, and the

palatinates of Vilnius, Navahrudak, and Samogitia had the highest
concentration of Protestants, primarily Reformed (Calvinist) congrega-
tions.12

In the 1580s the growth of the Protestant movement would be

reversed and the Catholic challenge would replace it as the primary
confessional threat to the Ruthenian Church. Until then, however, those

Ruthenian Orthodox who sought to defend their Church, particularly in
the Lithuanian and Belarusian lands, seem to have viewed the \"her-

etics\" as their most dangerous adversaries.. \037n the face of \"new and

\037iverse teachings\" and \"ferocious opinions,\" the Orthodox sought to

resurrect traditional categories and modes of expression, those kept-

\"aj\037ays\037' liltc.\037aI'fge\037 by_ t\037e
Church. At the -same time, they began

adopting the technological instruments used by their adversaries to

strengthen and propagate their own positions.
In the preface to the next Zabludow edition, a Psalter and

Horologion issued in 1570, the publisher Khodkevych (or his

ghostwriter) reveals that he was inspired to sponsor a printshop by the
establishment of presses \"both in the Polish Crown and in the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania, in various places, through the zeal and concern of

many people.\" In the 1560s and 1570s biblical publishing indeed flour-

ished in Poland and Lithuania. Besides numerous catechisms, pam-

phlets, theological tracts, and liturgical books in both Latin and Polish,

Western Christians in Poland and Lithuania produced critical editions

and translations of the text of the Bible. 13
A Catholic edition of the

complete Scriptures in Polish had been published in Cracow as early as
1561 (reprinted in 1575 and 1577). On the Ruthenian lands,}n Brest,

some sixty miles southeast of Zablud6w, a center of both Refonned and

A\037titrinitarian publishing developed in the 1560s, supported by

Mikolaj Radziwill \"the Black.\"

The outstanding publication from among the numerous Protestant

imprints emanating from Brest was a relatively good Polish translation

of the Scriptures, issued by Refonned (Calvinist) scholars in 1563. A

third translation of the Bible, completed by a group of Antitrinitarian)))
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Religious Motivation for Refornl)

In discussing the late-sixteenth-century Ruthenian revival, and par-
ticularly the development of printing, the abundant Soviet literature on
the subject stresses the educational and \"enlightening\" import of the

first publishing ventures in Belarus' and Ukraine. Completely ignored
is the religious motivation behind the publishing enterprises, repeatedly
expressed in contemporary sources, yet presumably discounted as a

commonplace of a pre-secular culture. 17
This tendency cannot be attrib-

uted solely to the precepts of a Marxist historiographical orthodoxy.

Nineteenth- and early- twentieth-century historians, both clerical and

secular, contributed to the de-emphasis of the specifically religious

moment in the early-modem revival in Ukraine and Belarus'. 18

Mykhailo Hrushevs'kyi, whose monumental study established the

parameters for the discussion of many issues in Ukrainian history,

devoted considerable space to the late sixteenth century in the I storUa

Ukrai\"ny-Rusy.19 His lack of enthusiasm for traditional Orthodoxy and

indictment of early-modem Catholicism, if not quite Gibbonesque,

nevertheless follows in the Enlightenment tradition of disdain for orga-

nized, hierarchical religion. Hrushevs'kyi' s later writings, complimen-

tary to Protestant currents, were less an appreciation of Reformational

theologies, spiritualities, or religious cultures than an endorsement of

the secularizing repercussions of the radical Protestant critique of six-

teenth-century Christendom.2o
At issue here are not the personal reli-

gious views of a historian but rather whether and how they affected his

appreciation of historical realities of a remote past. In late-sixteenth-

century Ukraine and Belarus', religion determined social values and the

Weltanschauung of individuals, if not their specific hopes, aspirations,

and activities. Religious teachings and quotidian religious routine

shaped the lives of all people. The resolution of religious issues fre-

quently preceded and determined cultural, political and economic pro-

cesses. For Hrushevs'kyi, however, as the title of his survey, Kul'turno-

natsional'nyi rukh na Ukrai\"ni v XVI-XVII vitsi, suggests, the late-

sixteenth-century revival in Ukraine was a \"cultural-national\" phenom-
enon in which the religious dynamic was merely a vehicle for the

communication of more significant, fundamental cultural and, ulti-

mately, national-political developments.
21

This view, mutatis l11utan-

dis, was subsequently canonized by Soviet historiography.)))
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Ironically, ecclesiastical historians contributed to the shrouding of

the religious genesis of the Ruthenian revival through the obsessive, if

understandable, focus on the events and polemics associated with the
Union of Brest.

22 This historiography, generally characterized by pal-

pable confessional tendencies, sought and ineluctably found evidence

of diametrical polarization decades before the bifurcation of Ruthenian
ecclesiastical life had occurred. Thus, polemical factors came to be

seen as dominant in Ruthenian writings and publications in the early
1580s, and even in the 1570s and 1560s, and consequently in the

religious, cultural, and social context these writings reflected. From

this perspective it was impossible to perceive the subtle, yet prevalent,
focus on the spiritual welfare of individual believers and the integrity
of the Christian community animating the beginnings of the Ruthenian
revival.

Depicting the late-sixteenth-century cultural revival without refer-

ence to the explicitly religious pursuit of reform would present a seri-

ously flawed image of the prevailing mentality in the Ruthenian Ortho-

dox lands. Many of the late-sixteenth-century Ruthenian activists, es-

pecially those involved in plinting, were adventurers, risk-taking entre-

preneurs, innovators, and \"enlighteners,\" but not with any of the

areligious or anticlerical overtones implied by the eighteenth-century
use of the last of these epithets. On this point the testimony of such

protagonists as the printer Ivan Fedorov, himself an ordained deacon, is

unequivocal. His statements, couched in contemporary Christian cat-

egories, are a reflection of his religious age. However, they also reflect

his personal convictions and worldview, and consequently must be

taken seriously if his work is to be at all understood. The afterword to
I

the L'viv Apostol reveals that Fedorov saw his printing vocation to be

:
essentially religious in nature. He considered as trivial all hardships

i
befalling him on the way, \"if only [he] could reach [his] Christ.\"

I The deacon states that he abandoned material security and the com-
I
i

fort of the Khodkevych estates \"only to spread the word of God and to

J witness to Jesus Christ by duplicating [the Scriptures].\" The

pershodrukar/pervopechatnik (first printer), as Fedorov has been rever-

entially called in the literature, could not foresee the various ramifica-

tions of his pioneering work, much less the various \"humanistic,\" anti-

clerical, or even antireligious views speculatively attributed to him. He

did, however, enunciate clearly his motivations and desires. Fedorov)))
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saw his publishing activities in Zablud6w, L'viv, and later Ostrih not as
the introduction of printing into the Ruthenian lands, but as a means to

an end-the religious confinnation of individual Ruthenians and of the

\"Ruthenian nation of the Greek [religious law] (zakol1)\" as a whole. Put

simply, if the deacon had not had the intention to \"spread the word of

God,\" he would not have embarked on his printing endeavor.

Although the efflorescence of Protestant and Roman Catholic print-
ing was the catalyst of Ruthenian publication efforts, the lack of po-

lemical references to other confessions in the nine-page afterword to

the L'viv Apostol implies that Fedorov's activity was only partly condi-

tioned by challenges of the outside world. The onset of the Ruthenian

religious and cultural revival was not simply a reaction to external

threat. While the hierarchy and institutional structure of the Kyivan
metropolitanate in the sixteenth century, as we have seen, were anemic

and ineffectual, the Ruthenian Church and society were not necessarily

moribund or utterly passive. Little can be said with any assurance

concerning the everyday rhythms and dynamic of parishes and the

routine of the ordinary believer. Given the state of the clergy, it seems

that the spiritual life of the laity was characterized by ignorance of

doctrine and often informed by folk customs, nature-related myths and
their attendant cults, as much as by institutional religion, with its
canonical literature, dogmatic and moral codes, and liturgical practices.

Nevertheless, Ruthenians were carriers of a long Eastern Christian

tradition. More or less effectively they had transmitted from one gen-
eration to the next a Christian identity. The church was the center of

every community and locus of the most important events in it. The

liturgy continued to be celebrated, sung by the congregation. The vivid

contemporary Ruthenian iconography exemplified by the Last Judg-
ment images that came to dominate the Western walls of many six-

teenth-century Ruthenian parish churches reveals a certain vibrancy in

contemporary popular religious experience.
23 A basic viability, if not

vitality, persisted in Ruthenian religious life, even if its cultural mani-
festations were not particularly creative or immediately responsive to

the paradigmatic shift in the confessional, cultural, and intellectual

circumstances occurring in Christendom.
Fedorov was able to develop his activities because the Ruthenian

Orthodox needed printed literature to counter new exterior threats, but
also because his product filled a basic need for spiritual sustenance.)))
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The liturgy required texts, and texts required literacy. It is not surpris-

ing, then, that the first publications in Zabludow were liturgical. Within

a decade of his first Ruthenian imprint, Fedorov would issue two

primers.
24

Those Ruthenians who sponsored his activities or otherwise
cooperated in producing the publications presumably shared the views

expressed in the editions concerning the exigencies of the time and
endorsed the priority of liturgical and biblical literature. Thus, the

printer was not alone in his efforts \"to spread the God-inspired dog-
mas.\"25

Fedorov's Zabludow patron is a case in point. In the preface to the

Homiliary Gospels of 1569, presented in the name of their sponsor,
Khodkevych, the author twice stresses the need for \"instruction\" of the

faithful, the first time introducing the passage, quoted above, about the

dogmatic confusion prevailing in the Grand Duchy. He returns to the
theme of popular education towards the end of the preface:)

And I ordered them [Fedorov and Mstyslavets'] to create a press and

print this book, the Homiliary Gospel, first for the honor and glory of

God, One in the Trinity, and for the instruction of the Christian

people of our Greek law. I had even thought of translating this book
into the vernacular [i.e., the Ruthenian literary language] so that
common people might understand [it] and I took great pains to do so.
But wise people, versed in this literature, advised me that, in translat-

ing ancient expressions into new ones, considerable errors are com-

mitted, as can be found today in the newly translated books. For this

reason I ordered that this book be printed as it was written of old [in
Church Slavonic] which [book] is accessible to all, not difficult to

understand, and salutary to read, especially for those who with dili-

gence and attention will wish [to look for], and indeed will find, that
which they seek.26)

The interconfessional challenge spurred Khodkevych to fund the

printing project. To his alarm many of his peers in the Grand Duchy
had shifted confessional allegiances. At the same time his contribution

to the incipient revival in Ruthenian religious and cultural life was

inspired by universal evangelical impulses. The aged magnate was not
driven by a desire to make a personal statement or to cater to the tastes
of a rarefied noble elite. Rather, the preface indicates that Khodkevych
sought to satisfy spiritual yearnings, including those of the \"common

people.\" As elsewhere in contemporary Europe, these impulses were

manifested through the implementation of the technology of printing)))
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and through a renewed attention to the Scriptural text. In the Ruthenian

context, the first publications were books that figured prominently in

the liturgy and preaching-the Gospels, the Acts and Epistles of the

Apostles, the Psalter, and the Horologion.
In 1574 Fedorov issued the first East Slavic printed primer, most

likely at the request of Ruthenian burghers of L'viv. After the Union of

Lublin, in the early 1570s, these burghers were engaged in a struggle to
secure social parity for themselves, including the right to offer their

children a formal education. 27
The Primer begins with examples of the

alphabet, verb conjugations and government, orthography, and relevant
exercises. Practice readings follow, including an acrostic of theological
and moral maxims, daily prayers, a prayer of St. Basil the Great, the

\"Prayer of Manasseh,\"28 verses from the Book of Proverbs, and selec-

tions from Paul's epistles. In his brief afterword, Fedorov says that the

publication is not his own innovation: he recommends it, rather, as a
continuation of Sacred Tradition, coming \"from the teaching of the

blessed apostles and God-bearing holy fathers, and a bit from the y

grammar of our venerable father John Damascene.\"29

The reference to \"apostles and fathers\" is a commonplace in the
Eastern Christian ethos. However, given the context of doctrinal inno-
vation and self-willed questioning of the religious status quo (less

prevalent in L'viv itself, where civil strife with Roman Catholic

burghers was the operative concern, but widespread throughout most of
the Ruthenian lands) Fedorov's invocation of Sacred Tradition cannot
be considered a mere commonplace. He emphasizes that his imprint is
meant for \"the beloved honorable Ruthenian nation of the Greek [reli-

gious] law.\" He claims responsibility for composing the edition (\"these

things which I wrote for you\") but stresses that he is not the source of

its contents. 30
The printer refers to the patristic theologian St. John of

Damascus (ca. 675-ca. 749), to whom Slavic manuscripts spuriously

attributed a treatise entitled \"Concerning the. Eight Parts of Speech,\037'

considered by modem scholars to be a Serbian version of an unidenti-
fied Greek text, composed in the fourteenth century.31 Otherwise the

appeal to Sacred Tradition is quite general. Fedorov invokes the classi-

cal authorities for Eastern Christians, the \"apostles and holy fathers.\"

The bond is with a Greek world of the patristic age. The interaction

with Greek clerics, reflected in Fedorov's later imprints and in the

surviving documentation concerning Ruthenian religious activity in the)))
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1580s, is absent here. In these few printed, evidently programmatic

words, one senses an initial, groping effort to ground and articulate the

embattled Ruthenian Orthodox identity. An appeal to authorities from

the hallowed past, even in rather abstract form, was a firm platform for

a start. \037nFedorov's prefaces and afterword, in the Zabludow and L'viv
editions, there is no reference to the current Greek Orthodox world, its

authorities, patriarchs, or churchmen. One should be careful not to

make too much of their absence. Fedorov's brief texts generally dwell

on the immediate circumstances of an edition. A careful study of the

manuscript tradition on which these publications were based would

probably reveal that they rarely, if ever, included specific appeals to

Constantinopolitan authority. In the 1570s the patriarchate probably

continued to be no more or less removed from the reality of the
Ruthenian condition than it had been in previous decades.

It seems that the itinerant Greek clerics passing through Ukraine and
Belarus' on their way to Moscow were not yet involving themselves in

Ruthenian affairs, which is attested by the fact that the Zabludow and

L'viv imprints contain no mention of Greek participation in the publish-
ing effort, while Fedorov's later imprints do mention it in their pref-
aces. The predominantly Church Slavonic-language editions of the

Homiliary Gospels, Psalter and Horologion, Apostol, and Primer, based

on an adequate supply of Church Slavonic manuscripts, required no

particular expertise in Greek. Fedorov mentions the Greeks explicitly
only with regard to the failure of the Orthodox burghers of L'viv,

including the Greeks\037 to support his press, an indication in itself that the

Greeks, as members of the same religious community, would be ex-

pected to support Ruthenian religious projects and in general stand in

solidarity with the \"Ruthenian nation.\"
This sense of commonality is underscored by the terminology preva-

lent, or at least widespread, in sixteenth-century Church Slavonic,

Ruthenian, Polish, and Latin documents, according to which

Ruthenians were designated as being \"of the Greek faith,\" \"of the
Greek law,\" or \"of the Greek religion.\" In the preface to the Zabludow

Psalter, the publisher indicates that his sponsorship was motivated by a
desire to render \"honor and praise to God and to instruct the people

believing in Christ, those of our Orthodox, Greek law.\"32 Although the

first manifestation of a Ruthenian awakening occurred apparently with-

out the participation of Greeks, a traditional religio-cultural depen-)))
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dence of Ruthenian ecclesiastical life on the Byzantine legacy would

soon bring representatives of the Greek Orthodox world into close

cooperation with Ruthenian activists. In the afterword to the L'viv
Primer Fedorov expressed a desire to \"work on other well-pleasing

writings.\"33 This he was to do, with the collaboration of a number of

Greeks as well as Ruthenians, in the context of the cultural center
founded by Prince Ostroz'kyi at Ostrih.)))
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Illustration 5. Copy of a sixteenth-century portrait of Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi.
Reproduced with the kind permission of the Central Historical ,Museum, city of
L'viv.)))



CHAPTER EIGHT)

Konstantyn Ostroz 'kyi, the Ostrih Circle, and

Representatives of the Greek East)

In the 1570s and 1580s the Ruthenian hierarchy played virtually no role

in initiatives for reform in Ruthenian Orthodox cultural and religious
life. The stimulus came from the laity, either the burghers, particularly
in L'viv, or from a few individual magnates of exceptional means, such

as Hryhorii Oleksandrovych Khodkevych, who sponsored the

printshop and editions produced in Zabludow. Another Orthodox mag-

nate, who had even greater material resources at his disposal, was

Prince Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi, palatine of Kyiv (1524 or 25-1608), son

of the former palatine of Trakai and grand hetman of Lithuania, Prince

Konstantyn Ivanovych Ostroz'kyi (ca. 1460-1533). As Kyivan palatine
(he was appointed in 1559), Ostroz'kyi was protector of the southern

and eastern lands of the Commonwealth, for which he was able to raise
and maintain a sizable anny. He led numerous military campaigns on

behalf of Poland and Lithuania against the Tatars, Muscovites, and

Cossacks. 1
His prestige and power allowed him on occasion to defy the

official foreign policy of the Commonwealth, for example, by sending
forces to support the Moldovan voevoda loan Voda cel Viteaz (\"the

Brave,\" 1572-74) in his struggle with the Ottomans in 1573. Appar-

ently, the strain in Ostroz'kyi's relationship with Crown Grand Chan-

cellor Jan Zamoyski (d. 1605) can be attributed to the palatine's sup-

port for an anti-Ottoman league, championed by the papacy and the

Habsburgs, whose influence Zamoyski persistently counteracted. 2

Next to the king, Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi may have been the largest
landholder in the Commonwealth. The prince's assets translated into

military might and political influence. During the interregnum after the

death of Stefan Batory, in 1587, Orazio Spannocchi, who served as the

papal nuncio Alberto Bolognetti's secretary, composed a memorandum
on possible candidates to the Polish throne, among whom Konstantyn)))

they enjoy the ancient liberties granted to them by King Wladyslaw;
and that they be free from paying various personal taxes and [taxes] on

ecclesiastical property (wrongly levied upon them heretofore); except

in the case that someone has private estates; then he should pay taxes
like others do but not [taxes imposed] on his person and on the church.

And those clergy and priests holding grants in the lands of lords and
nobles should recognize their own fealty and pay obedience to their

lords, [especially] regarding their lands and grants, not appealing to)))
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Ostroz'kyi figured prominently. Spannocchi stated that Ostroz'kyi was

\"considered the wealthiest and most powerful lord in the entire realm.\"

In 1541 by royal decree the young prince, still a minor, became propri-

etor of a large portion of his father's holdings, until then held by his
brother's widow. (The rest he acquired after the death of his niece in

the 1570s.) Through his marriage in 1550 with Zofia (d. 1570), the

daughter of Crown Grand Hetman Jan Tarnowski, and assumption of
her vast estate, Ostroz'kyi' s fortunes further increased. 3

Estimates, of-

ten unsubstantiated, of Ostroz'kyi' s huge holdings are given in the
literature (six thousand villages is one figure that appears). One reliable

source, a 1603 document outlining the partition of Ostroz'kyi' s proper-

ties between his sons Janusz and Oleksander, lists some fifty-seven

towns and castles, eight hundred and fifty-seven villages, and one

hundred and eleven estates or manors (fil'varky).4 Although Ostroz'kyi
participated in a number of major political struggles in Lithuania and

Poland during the second half of the sixteenth century, including the

deliberations preceding the Union of Lublin (during which he resisted
the incorporation of V olhynia into Crown Poland) and the interregnum

and royal election of 1572, his political role in the Commonwealth, for

the most part, was not commensurate with either his high social stand-

ing or immense wealth. His Ruthenian nationality and especially his

Qrthodox religion disqualified him not only for the Polish
thron\037

but

for other functions as well. 5
-

Ostroz'kyi, however, was able to use his wealth and influence to act

as senior patron of
the

Ruthe_n_i_a!l_ _g\037 _hod\037\037_ \037h_\037r_c\037.Beginning i\037
the

1550s, he bestowed a number of beneffces on Orthodox churches and
monasteries in Volhynia and exercised his power to influence ecclesi-
astical appointments-for example, securing local bishoprics for his
chosen candidates, such as Kyryll (Terlets'kyi), who in 1585 became

bishop of Luts'k, and Castellan of Brest Adam Potii (Ipatii, bishop of

Volodymyr from 1593). According to Nuncio Bolognetti .t\037\037.prince

c<?\037trol1ed appointments to over a thousand Ruthenian churches arid.---

J)_\037_\037\037\037\037?US_L_at_\037n \037o-ne\037\037

6 When Ostroz'Kyi had ace'rued his vast -estates,

Ukrainian lands were not yet fully integrated into the new Common-
wealth. As the preeminent landholder in the Volhynian palatinate, with
title to nearly a third of its territory, and as palatine of the sprawling

Kyiv palatinate, Ostroz'kyi therefore enjoyed the status of a local po-
tentate. Bearing the ancient title of prince, Ostroz'kyi was a regional)))
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player, representing before the rest of the Commonwealth nobility a

territory, whose distinctness was recognized less in official political

ideology and legislation than in the acknowledgment of certain tradi-

tional prerogatives of the local nobility and differences in culture,

language, and, most of all, religion.? Since the Ruthenian lands had no
autonomous political institutions, it was in the ecclesiastical sphere that

a Ruthenian magnate of Ostroz'kyi's stature could best exercise his

Fegional authority, not only by controlling appointments to ecclesiasti-
cal offices and benefices but also by acting as spokesman for a reli-

gious community.)

The Ostrih Publishing Enterprise)

Ostroz'kyi's patronage extended beyond the domain of clerical offices

and church benefices. In the town of Ostrih, from which his ancestors
took their name, the palatine sponsored the first Ruthenian Orthodox

\037\037_hol\037rly_religio-cultural center. The outstanding achievement of the
Ostrih circle and, in all probability, the occasion for other publishing

and academic endeavors at Ostrih was the preparation and publication
in 1581 of the first complete Church Slavonic Old and New Testament,

the Ostrih Bible. 8

The appearance of the full Bible had been foreshadowed in 1580 by

the publication of a volume containing the New Testament and

Psalter. 9
In its preface of five printed pages, the author, probably Ivan

Fedorov, praises Prince Ostroz'kyi for promoting and underwriting the

publication of \"the Divinely-Inspired Scriptures, yearning for all

people to be saved by the grace of the good God, and to come to the

knowledge of truth and render devout glory to the Father, Son, and

Holy Spirit.\"ID The preface also includes some interesting details. Its

marginal references identifying the book, chapter and incipit of quoted
scriptural passages hint at a new ideal of biblical literacy, as does a

fifty-two-folio index or concordance of phrases from the New Testa-

ment (only a few from the Psalter) prepared by one Tymotii
Mykhailovych and appended to some of the volumes of the 1580

edition; the original may, however, have been a separate publication.
The compact size of the New Testament and Psalter, clearly meant for

individual reading and reflection rather than liturgical use, reflects the

contemporary European empha'sis on popular access to the Scriptures.)))
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The preface ends with a Greek accent, reflecting both an emphasis on
the Greek-Eastern tradition and a poor knowledge of Greek: \"Doxa to

syntaxonti apanta. Amen.\" (\"Glory to Him bringing order to all things.
Amen.\") In this five-word phrase there are five grammatical mis-
takes.

II

The preface is exclusively religious in content. It expresses the

author's profound sense of responsibility for the spiritual well-being of
the Christian people, his concern for the fostering of \"unity [effected

by] spiritual love,\" and his desire for the preservation of the integrity of

the \"divinely-inspired dogmas of the Holy Catholic and Apostolic

Church.\" A deeper understanding of the soteriological moments in the

earthly presence of Jesus Christ is for the author a means of defense

against the \"wicked and perverse generation,\" presumably those within

the Ruthenian community as well as those outside it, who \"in the

present time. . . through negligence of the commandments of our Lord
Jesus Christ come to oppose them [the commandments], mercilessly

rend the Church of God, and relentlessly torment His flock.\"12 Reading

\037he New Testament is presented as a remedy for the negligence and the

hann that such neglect causes.

The Ostrih Bible itself was the largest printed book before the seven-

teenth century-both in length of text and in fonnat-to be published

in Cyrillic characters. It had the longest press run of any Cyrillic book

published before 1610. It was as accomplished as any edition of the
Polish Scriptures, and in tenns of its editorial and scholarly sophistica-

tion, it was comparable to the best sixteenth-century Latin, Greek, or

Hebrew editions. Prince Ostroz'kyi became the first Orthodox publisher
to issue a complete Bible in Church Slavonic and he understood that

the significance of his pioneering effort transcended the Ruthenian or

even East Slavic context. As its introductory statement indicates, the
edition was meant for use in the entire Slavic Orthodox world and

presumably Moldova and Wallachia. 13
Its appearance also generated a

flurry of editorial, literary, pedagogical, and publishing activity, acting

as a stimulus to a more general Ruthenian revival. Finally, as a reli-

gious and cultural achievement of monumental proportions, it bolstered

the dignity and identity of the Ruthenian Orthodox community.
The stages of the Bible's production are not described in detail in

any known source, but it is clear that such an ambitious project entailed

the collection of various Church Slavonic, Greek, and Latin biblical)))text giving the course of)))
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texts and the assembly of a polyglot team of scholar-translators, edi-

tors, and printers. Ostroz'kyi, or more probably one of the members of
the Ostrih circle writing in his name, presented in a foreword a general

sketch of both the editorial priorities and the steps taken to realize

thenl. The first obstacle was the lack of a Church Slavonic text of the

complete Scriptures. To overcome it, Ostroz'kyi acquired a copy of the

only complete Church Slavonic Bible in existence, the late-fifteenth-

cent\037_ry
Gennadii _Bible. Ostroz'kyi's preface explains the inception of

the project as follows:)

. . . we could discover neither how to begin the work, nor the work-
ers to do it, for we did not have even a text of the Books called the

Bible at the beginning of our work. . . nor in the lands of our people

of the Slavonic tongue was a single Bible found complete in all the
books of the Old Testament. Only from that pious, surpassingly
radiant in orthodoxy, Sovereign and Grand Prince, loann Vasilievich
of Moscow, etc. through God's chosen man, Mykhailo Haraburda,]4

a scrivener of the Grand Principality of Lithuania, were we able to

obtain by diligent imploration a complete Bible translated from the

Greek Septuagint into Slavonic more than five hundred years ago, in
the time of V olodimer the Great who baptized the Land of the Rus'.

And we acquired many other Bibles in different letters and lan-

guages, and we commanded it to be determined by comparison
whether they all agreed in the entire Divine Scripture. And much was

found to be different: not only differences, but even corruptions. . . ]5)

The Gennadii Bible was an important source for the Ostrih edition,
but as this passage tells us the publisher and his team did not limit

themselves to one nlanuscript. The Ostrih Bible's language itself re-
flects the use of Church Slavonic translations made at different times.

Both East and South Slavic translations found their way into the final

product. The variety of Church Slavonic sources is also reflected in the
Bible's orthography and accentuation, which is not unifonTI in all

books. The Vulgate, along with Czech, Polish, and early Church
Slavonic translations of certain books were used as references in the

editing process, while at least one translation apparently completed by
Maksim Grek, that of the Book of Esther, served as a main text. 16

Presumably, members of the Ostrih circle also produced some original
translations. The editors considered the canonical Greek text, the

Septuagint, in a Roman edition, as authoritative in correcting the

Church
Sl\037v0!lic Scriptures, especially those books that had been trans- ')))
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lated into Church Slavonic from the Vulgate.
I? With regard to the

number, naming, division, and placement of Old Testament books,

however the Ostrih edition did not adhere strictly to either the

Septuagint or Vulgate canons, nor to the pattern established by Protes-

tant editions, steering what seems to have been a deliberately indepen-
dent course. 18

The Ostrih Bible had two introductory statements or prefaces. The

first, identified as written to Prince Ostroz'kyi, is not actually called a

preface. The first quarter of the text is accompanied by a roughly
parallel Greek version. 19

Addressed \"to the sons of the Eastern Church

in the Ruthenian nation (v naro{!e ruskonl) and to all who are in

agreement with the Slavonic, who are united in the Orthodoxy of that

Church, to Christian people of every rank. . . to all Orthodox every-

where,\" the text informs the reader that the Bible was issued in reaction
to \"the vulnerability (vetkhost' ) of Christ's Church,\" itself surrounded

by \"various foes and multifarious temptations,\" who \"like grievous

wolves. . . unsparingly plunder and frighten the flock of Christ's

sheep.\"2o Thus the palatine's patronage was motivated both by a desire

for ecclesiastical revival and by the need for defense against the adver-
saries of the Eastern Church.

The second preface, the one explicitly bearing that designation, is a

hortatory treatise with a Christological emphasis admonishing those

who are not \"grounded\" in the faith and who in the \"early morning
came to the law of the Lord [and] in the evening are [already] willing to

be called teachers.\" It also enjoins the staunch believer to use the

Divine Scriptures to respond to those claiming that Christ is a \"crea-

ture\" without [being of] the Divine Substance.\" With alarm the author,

Herasym Smotryts'kyi (d. 1594), apparently the chief editor of the

Bible, refers to the occurrences of \"this present, recent time, [when] on
account of sinful negligence, and our failure to punish [sins], a great

flame-of evil, cunning, multi-headed heresies-has been ignited,- . - ... \037 - -- ...

slowly, gradually launching a blasphemous, assault on [our]

-
ecclesias-

tical traditions, one after another.\" He repeatedly expresses solicitude
for the spiritual well-being of both the Orthodox and Heterodox reader,

in some places resorting to ominous warnings, in others cajoling, en-

couraging, and consoling: if \"you ask of [Him] Who gives spiritual

wisdom to all, it too will be given you-only read diligently, zealously
[preserving] the teaching.\"21)))
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Although in the rhymed verses printed immediately following his

preface Smotryts'kyi generalizes about the \"Western Church as the
source of night,\" it seems that his concern for the Ruthenian faithful is

provoked more particularly by the spread of Protestant teachings, par-

ticularly Antitrinitarian negations of the divinity of Christ. Smotryts'kyi
develops the argument of his treatise using specific quotations and

references to scriptural passages supporting Christ's divine nature. He

also explains Jesus' statement in Matt. 19: 17 about the exclusive good-

ness of God, one of the New Testament peri copes used to support
Unitarian theological positions.

22 Given the success of Antitrinitarian

preaching among the Ruthenian nobility, especially among the mag-

nates, it is not surprising that the anti-Trinitarian critique of the central
doctrine of Christianity may have been considered the greatest of men-
aces by the Orthodox activists in the Ostrih circle. Although Roman

Catholics had published a Polish Bible, scriptural texts were not the

primary weapon used in Roman Catholic proselytizing among the Or-

thodox. 23

Protestants of all persuasions were united in recognizing the more or

less exclusive and supreme authority of the Scriptures and, conse-

quently, based their own proselytizing on arguments drawn from scrip-

tural texts. Prom the mid-1570s to the early 1580s, at the time of the

conceptualization and production of the Ostrih Bible, the Roman
Catholic Church in the Commonwealth was preoccupied with recover-

ing ground lost to various Protestant denominations. Contemporary

Catholic efforts to sway the allegiance of the Orthodox faithful were

then much less intense than they would become in subsequent years
and decades. It would seem, therefore, that the Protestant and espe-

cially Antitrinitarian threat, as much as, if not more than, the Catholic
challenge, motivated Prince Ostroz'kyi to sponsor the publication of a

Bible, which, if \"read diligently\" would confirm the faith of the indi-
vidual Orthodox Christian, thereby strengthening the entire \"Ruthenian
Church of the Greek law.\"24 Given both the startling, if rather short-

lived, Protestant successes and the Roman Catholic threat that lasted at

least from the from the time of Grand Duke Vytautas at the turn of the
fourteenth century through the conflicts with Latin hierachs in L'viv, it

is probably impossible to say which was perceived as being the greater
menace. What is clear is that in the second half of the sixteenth century)))
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Ruthenians were confronted by diverse challenges to which the Ostrih

Bible was the outstanding theological and literary response.
In the last decades of the sixteenth century, especially at the time the

Bible was produced, the Ostrih circle rivaled other East European
centers in its dedication to the Greek language and texts. This focus,
however, was determined not by a Renaissance humanistic emphasis
on classical antiquity and rhetorical eloquence, but rather by a wish to
recover or foster the patristic and especially biblical foundations of
Eastern Christianity. The project \037o publish the Bible in Church
Slavonic was certainly inspired by the new emphasis in Europe on

reading the Scriptures. Even the idea of producing a complete Church
Slavonic Old and New Testament in one compendium or volume,

almost without precedent in the Christian East (the Gennadii Bible

being the only exception), was a reflection of new Western attitudes

towards the scriptural canon and of the emphasis on individual reading

and knowledge of Sacra Scriptura.
25 Yet external Protestant and

Catholic influence alone does not account for the desire to publish a

Church Slavonic Bible. A fresh appreciation of Scripture, just as a
revival of preaching and attention to moral discipline and liturgical
order, was a constituent element in every movement for Christian

ecclesiastical or religious reform. The first manifestations of revival in

the Ruthenian Christian community naturally reflected this new atten-
tion paid to the sources of the Christian experience as a whole.

The scope of the publishing and literary activity at Ostrih responded
to the immediate needs of the Ruthenian faithful. In addition to Scrip-
ture, later Ostrih editions included works on ecclesiastical discipline
and polemical defenses of Ruthenian religious traditions and customs.
The publications and manuscripts stemming from the Ostrih circle, the

Bible and various primers, pamphlets, patristic works, and polemical

treatises-twenty-eight known publications over the period between

157_\037_ \037!1d
1612

26-are the most important and in many cases the unique
-source of information on the members of the Ostrih intellectual com-

munity and their activities. 27
.Some of the Ostrih intellectuals composed

works in the Ruthenian literary language, for example Herasym
--

Smotryts'kyi' s collection published in 1587in Vilnius, which included

The Key to the Heavenly Kingdom and his critique of The New ROlnan

Calendar. 28
Among writings of the Fathers printed in Ostrih were Basil

the Great's Book on Fasting (1594) and a collection of John)))
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Chrysostom's sennons entitled Marharyt (from a Greek word meaning

\"'pearl,\" 1595), works of a practical, disciplinary, and parenetic nature

rather than dogmatic literature. The members of the circle issued no

properly historical or philosophical works.

In many ways, the Ostrih Bible represented the climax of the circle's

activities; by the end of the century, though it remained involved in

literary polemics, Ostrih was waning as an intellectual center. In fact

between 1581 and 1594 publishing there came to a halt.29
In the mid-

1590s the polemic over the imminent Union of Brest infused some

vitality into the circle and attracted additional Greek Orthodox ecclesi-

astical figures to Ostrih, including the future patriarch of

Constantinople, Cyril Loukaris, and the protosynkellos of the patriarch-
ate, the exarch Nikephoros.

3o
However, the number of activists in

extended residence and the quality of their production did not match
that of the first years, when the Bible was issued. Later some of the

Ostrih momentum was transferred to Derman', where translation and

publication continued from 1602 to 1605. The Ostrih center did not

long outlive its founding patron, who died in 1608.)

The Ostrih School)

Ostrih's publishing activities led to another undertaking that consti-
tuted a significant contribution to the Ruthenian revi val. The concen-

tration of competent philologists required for the editing of the scrip-
tural text provided the cadres to staff the so-called Greco-Slavonic-
Latin Ostrih \"Academy,\" also sponsored by Prince Ostroz'kyi and the
first institution of higher educatio\037 in.

East Slavic territory..?
1

Since

aside from the imprin-ts themselv.es, there is little documentation on the

Ostrih circle, determining the date of the the school's founding is

difficult. Activity there commenced in the mid-1570s and it was not

long before a 'pedagogical program was instituted.32
Reference to

-

a

school appears in the preface to the primer, the first Ostrih edition,
completed in.

June 1578. 33
According to the preface, the palatine estab-

lished a building (donI) for the instruction of children, and \"having
selected men knowledgeable in the Divine Scriptures in the Greek,

Latin, as well as Ruthenian languages\" to teach them, he had the primer
printed for that purpose.)))

vol. 115, pp. 33-52, 56-57. Iaroslav Dmytrovych

Isaievych's monograph on Ukrainian confraternities, in which he discusses the

origin and development of the bratstva in the broader context of the pan-
European confraternity phenomenon, is in press. See his \"Between Eastern

Tradition and Influence from the West: Confraternities in Early Modern
Ukraine and Byelorussia,\" Ricerche slavistiche 37 (1990): 269-93.
18

For background, see Ivan Kryp'iakevych, \"L'vivs'ka Rus' v pershii polovyni
XVI v.,\" ZNTSh 77 (1907): 77-106; 78 (1907):26-50.

19
Hrushevs'kyi points out that the struggle over the calendar refo1TI1, and the

vindication of the Ruthenian right to preserve the old calendar further)))
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The 1578 primer differs from Fedorov's 1574 primer published in
L'viv mainly in the prefatory material (including the Greek alphabet

and parallel texts of prayers in Greek and Church Slavonic) and in the

appended version of the late-ninth-century tale of the monk

(chernorizets') Hrabur \"On the Alphabet.\" Hrabur's tale defends the
Old Church Slavonic Glagolitic alphabet developed by Constantine-

Cyril against those \"accursed\" ones who tnaintain that only Hebrew,

Greek, or Latin letters (the languages used for the superscription on

Jesus' cross, according to John 19:21 and Luke 23:38) can be employed

for the expression of divine truths (a version of the trilingual heresy).
Although the theologically framed challenge to the Glagolitic (as op-

posed to the Greek-based Cyrillic) alphabet in late-ninth-century Bul-

garia was quite different from the cultural-intellectual indictment of
Church Slavonic in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in the 1570s,
the story of Hrabur may have been seen as a ready (if not compelling)

response to Skarga's 1577 treatise dedicated to Ostroz'kyi.
The distinct emphasis on Greek and the Greek tradition is a notable

\037nd temporary characteristic of the early-modem Ruthenian revival.

After the Union of Brest, in both its Orthodox and Uniate manifesta-

tions, Ruthenian religious and cultural life would increasingly orient

itself towards Western literary, pedagogical, and even theological mod-

els, utilizing the Western languages of Polish and Latin. The search for

legitimacy in the face of Protestant and Catholic critiques led leaders of

the Ruthenian revival to call on a countervailing authority. Despite the
weakness and remoteness of the Greek East, its language and legacy of

religious literature served as the main point of reference for the currents

of reform in the Ruthenian Church. The Ostrih circle's homage to
Greek ecclesiastical authority and the authoritati ve character of the

Greek Scriptures is pronounced directly in Ostroz'kyi' s introductory
statement to the Bible.)

Therefore, sending my embassies and epistles to many distant parts
of the world, to the borders of Rome and to the Island of Crete, and to

many Greek, Serbian, and Bulgarian monasteries, I finally came to
the high-throned Church of the Vicar of the Apostles himself, the

First Hierarch of all the Eastern Church, the Most Honorable

Jeremiah, archbishop of Constantinople, the ecumenical patriarch,

requiring with fervor and diligent entreaty men instructed in the Holy
Scriptures in Greek and Slavonic as well as revised texts, attested to
be free of every blemish. . . And having taken sufficient counsel with)))
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them, and with many others well instructed in the Divine Scriptures,

by their common counsel and unanimous desire I chose the text of the

glorious ancient Scriptures, in idom most profound and in letters

Hellenic, translated by the Seventy-Two blessed and divinely wise
translators at the ardent desire of the bibliophile Ptolemy Philadel-

phus, king of Egypt, from the Hebrew tongue into the Greek. It [i.e.,
the text] much more than all the others agrees with the Hebrew and

with the Slavonic, and I commanded that it be fol1owed in everything
without alteration or hesitation. 34)

The nature of the Ostrih publications as well as the fact that Greek

constituted an important part of the pedagogical program at the Ostrih
school indicates that the first attempts to consolidate Eastern Christian

religious and cultural life in Ukraine sought a nonnative, scriptural,
patristic, and Greek platform. In the \"Brief But Urgent Preface to the

Rus' Peoples, with an Admonition and Pressing Plea,\" introducing his

Key to the Heavenly Kingdom, Herasym Smotryts'kyi responded to

mounting attacks, especially those of Skarga and Herbest, on the Greek

foundations of the Ruthenian Church:)

To whom in the world can it be a secret that the whole world has

philosophers from the Greeks [and] theologians from the Greeks,

without whom his [i.e., Skarga's] Rome knows nothing. [It is on the
basis] of their Tradition, teachings and canons that the Holy Eastern

Church stands firm and without retreat. 35)

Smotryts'kyi, considered to have been the first rector of the
Ostri\037

academy,36 stressed the importance of \"the beacons and unshakable

pillars of the Church, the Greek teachers Basil the Great, Gregory the

Theologian [i.e., of Nazianzus], John Chrysostom, Athanasius the

Great [Le., of Alexandria], Cyril [of Alexandria], John of Damascus,

and many others.\"3? The knowledge of the Greek language promoted

by the Ostrih program was a first step to a greater appreciation of the
works of these fathers. However, little more can be said about the
manner in which this orientation was expressed under the tutelage of

Smotryts'kyi or other teachers in Ostroz'kyi's lyceum. The structure and.

curriculum of the Ostrih school, as well as the number and names of

teachers and students there, remain largely unknown.

It seems that the school provided training for pupils and students
from the elementary to advanced secondary level, with an emphasis on

grammatical and philological principles.
38

Among its students were the
son of the Bible editor Herasym Smotryts'kyi, the future grammarian,)))
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polemicist, and archbishop, Maksym Smotryts'kyi (Meletii in religion;

1577-1633); the future Athonite monk and founder of the Maniava
Skete, Ivan Kniahynyts'kyi (in religion: Iezekiil in the lesser schelna
and Iov in the great schema; 1577-1621); the celebrated Cossack het-

man Petro Konashevych-Sahaidachnyi (d. 1622); and the hieromonk

Kyprian, who served as translator from Greek at the Orthodox Synod of

Brest in 1596 and translated works of the Greek fathers. 39
Although the

school produced some of the leading figures of the late-sixteenth- and

early-seventeenth-century Ruthenian movement, it appears that its for-

tunes reflected the decline of publishing activity in Ostrih in the 1580s.

By the end of the second decade of the school's existence, both the
traditional curriculum and its faculty must have proved increasingly-

)\037adequate
in the face of the educational revolution in the Common-

wealth caused by the dynamic development of the new Jesuit peda-
gogy, attractive to Ruthenian as well and Polish and Lithuanian nobil-

'ify. Nevertheless, the group of scholars, scriptural editors, and tutors

assembled by Ostroz'kyi to meet the religious and cultural needs of the

\"Ruthenian people of the Greek law\" had brought the refonn move-

ment to a new level of intensity.
The editorial team that produced the Ostrih Bible (and presumably

the New Testament and Psalter), headed by Herasym Smotryts'kyi,40
included a number of Greeks who participated in the collation of the

scriptural texts, although little more can be said about the role they
played. The sources refer to some ten Greeks on the estates of

Ostroz'kyi in the last decades of the sixteenth and the beginning of the

seventeenth centuries, only a few of whom were directly connected
with the editorial and pedagogical activity of the Ostrih circle.41

One of

them, the Rome-educated Dionysios Rhalles-Palaiologos, in the late

1570s delivered a codex of the Bible from Pope Gregory VII to Prince

Ostroz'kyi and remained in Ostrih into the early 1580s. 42
Presumably

this enthusiast of the Florentine model of ecclesiastical union was

involved in the editorial activity, but there is no direct evidence to this

effect. 43
Another Greek arrival from Rome, who participated in the

translations and taught students in Ostrih (Ostroz'kyi's children and

probably others), was Nathanael Eustathios of Crete. 44
Theophanes

\"the Greek,\" to whom King Stefan Batory granted the post of

archimandrite of the monastery at Zhydychyn and its benefices through
the intercession of Prince Ostroz'kyi, was also a possible collaborator.

45)))

\"paradigm.\" See his \"Develop-
ments, Reforms, and Two Great Reformations: Towards a Historical Assess-

ment of Vatican II,\" Theological Studies 44 (1983): 373-406; also \"Reform,

Historical Consciousness, and Vatican II's Aggiomamento,\" Theological Stud-

ies 32 (1971): 573-601;\"Catholic Reform,\" in Reformation Europe: A Guide to

Research, ed. Steven Ozment (St. Louis, 1982), pp. 297-319 [=Refonnation
Guides to Research, 1]; and \"Was Ignatius of Loyola a Church Reformer? How)))
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According to the preface, the prince had appealed to Patriarch Jeremiah

II for \"men instructed in the Holy Scriptures in Greek and Slavonic, as
well as thoroughly revised texts, attested to be free of every blemish.\"

Yet the lack of any reference to a response in the preface (where the

manuscript sent by the Muscovites is acknowledged) or in other

sources (where, for example, Ostroz'kyi thanks the pope for sending
him a Bible), and the general shortage of well-educated clergy prevail-

ing in Constantinople suggest that the patriarch, himself deposed on 23
November 1579, was not in a position to offer much assistance.

Some of the Greeks involved in the Ostrih publishing activities and
the school may have been collaborating with Ruthenians at the behest
of Greek ecclesiastical authorities. It is more likely, however, that they

acted independently. Their participation in the Ruthenian revival,

therefore, does not imply a structural, institutional bonding of the

Ruthenian and Greek Orthodox ecclesiastical communities or the es-
tablishment of continuous systematic cooperation. The particularly tur-

bulent conditions prevailing at the patriarchate in Constantinople from

the late 1570s and through the 1580s made it impossible for the patri-

archate to pursue a consistent internal policy, much less one regarding
the Orthodox East Slavs. The clerics traveling from the Greek East in

search of material assistance for their institutions, even those sent by
patriarchs of Constantinople, did not necessarily fol1ow patriarchal

instructions or complete their missions.46
The involvement of Greeks in

Ostrih is to be attributed to the initiative of Ostroz'kyi and his circle,

rather than to the Greek Orthodox authorities. Ostroz'kyi seems to have

hired itinerant clerics. The two about whom some concrete information
survives, Dionysios Rhalles-Palaiologos and Eustathios Nathanael, al-

though Greek in origin, came to Ostrih via Rome. Thus the revival of

Greek -Ruthenian ties did not follow the Orthodox institutional route.)

The Calendar Reform and an East Slavic Patriarchate)

Two ecclesiastical questions that arose in the early 1580s did, however,

bring the institutional relationship between the Kyivan metropolitanate
and the patriarchate to the fore, and with both-the calendar reform and

the prospects of locating a patriarchate in East Slavic lands-

Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi was again at the center.

_ \037_n1582, the year of its promulgation, King Stefan Batory accepted

the Gregoria-n cale\037\037ar F\037!\037rrn
and decreed that the use qf the new)))

crisis in)))
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calendar was obligatory for all subjects in the Commonwealth, includ-

ing the Ruthenian and Annenian Orthodox. 47
Attempts to enforce its

use caused much consternation among the Ruthenian population, espe-
cially in L'viv, where the Catholic archbishop Jan Dymitr Solikowski
ordered all of the Orthodox churches in the city locked on the day of

old-calendar Christmas:\0378 Turbulent protests erupted in Luts'k and

Vilnius, reflecting a pattern of disturbances in other towns throughout

the Ruthenian lands. 49
Although Batory sought to pacify the Ruthenian

population by issuing decrees forbidding the high-handed imposition of

the reform,5o the new calendar became an issue around which opposing
confessional positions came to be formulated, as exemplified in po-

lemical treatises of the 1580s.51
Potentially affecting the liturgical life

of every parish as well as mainstays in economic life, such as the local
fairs that were usually connected with specific feast days, the introduc-

tion of the new calendar quickly provoked widespread opposition.
Revived solicitude for the Kyivan Church on the part of the patriarch

helped consolidate this opposition. Sometime after a November 1582

synod condemning the new calendar and before the summer of 1583,

Patriarch Jeremiah II, at first (and later) favorably disposed towards the
calendar reform, together with Sylvester, patriarch of Alexandria,
wrote to Prince Ostroz'kyi rejecting the \"innovation of old Rome\" and

encouraging the Ruthenians to stand finn and preserve the Nicean

computation of Easter.52
Jeremiah also sent letters to Metropolitan

Onysyfor (Divochka\037 1579-89) and to all \"Orthodox Christians of the
northern lands, especially to burghers of the city of Vilnius accom-

plishing feats of righteousness.
\"53

In the letter to the metropolitan, the

patriarch indicates that he learned from Prince Ostroz'kyi of the \"distur-

bances against the Christian Church [coming] from the Latin-n1inded

and other heretics.\" Jeremiah recommended to the metropolitan and the

Orthodox of the Commonwealth his exarchs Protosynkellos

Nikephoros and Archimandrite Dionysios and their translator the

Ruthenian spudei (student) Teodor. The
pa\037riarch

sent his emissaries to

eva\037uate
the hardships of the Ruthenian faithful- and to

bolst\037\037_ thei\037

fidelity to Eastern ecclesiastical tradition, and against the teachings of

the \"fanciful Latin star-gazers, who have passed from the truth to -the'
fables of Chaldean invention.\"54 Jeremiah seems to have grossly under-

estimated the depth of the crisis in the Kyivan metropolitanate, the

severity of the confessional circumstances, and the pervasiveness of the)))
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religious, cultural, and pedagogical revolution unfolding in the Com-

monwealth. His response to the problems of the Ruthenian Church was
to promise more emissaries \"with our letters\" and to encourage the

metropolitan to help Teodor purchase books, so that when he came a
second time, \"scholarship could flourish.\" Despite Jeremiah's familiar-

ity with the upheavals convulsing most of Christian Europe, his letter
does not reflect an awareness of the fact that epochal change was

occurring in the Kyivan metropolitanate and that radical methods were
needed to bring about comprehensive refonn in Ruthenian ecclesiasti-

callife.
55

The two exarchs got as far as Ia\037i (Jassy) but then encountered

obstacles, as Jeremiah inexplicably had foreseen. 56
Because of Tatar

raids reported on the frontier of the Commonwealth, they sent a letter

with the evidently more intrepid Teodor to the bishop of Turau and

Pinsk, Kyryll (Terlets'kyi; 1576-85; bishop of Luts'k, 1585-1607), the

Ruthenian hierarch whom Jeremiah would designate in 1589 as his

patriarchal exarch in the Kyivan metropolitanate.
57

Nikephoros and

Dionysios reiterated much of what Jeremiah had written to Metropoli-
tan Onysyfor. They assured Bishop Kyryll that after returning to

Constantinople they would again try to make the trip to the Kyivan
lands. In the meanwhile, Kyryll should receive Teodor, who was being

sent in their place on a fact-finding mission to him, the metropolitan,
and the other bishops, to detennine what problems confronted the

Kyivan Church. To this end, Teodor was to interview both Orthodox
and \"heretics\" (Protestants) and ascertain which writings from the

ecclesiastical tradition were needed to counter the prevailing argu-

ments, presumably so that on a subsequent journey the exarchs might
deliver the necessary literature. The Greek prelates charged Kyryll to:

. . . provide this same Teodor, our student, with [material] assistance
in his study and for the purchasing of books of the theologians
expounding on the teachings of philosophers. For these studies are a
benefit to all. For the sake of which [benefit] the Ecumenical Patri-
arch desires to send [help] soon, so that [even] your youngest may

partake as well of theological studies, and after this may stand against
the heretical confusion. For the Savior obligates us to this saying:
\"Search the Scriptures, for in them. . . ye have eternal life\" [John
5:39]. All theologians also testify that from the ignorance of these
[the Scriptures] myriads of evils have arisen 58)))
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Jeremiah's attempt to send Greek clerics to the Kyivan

metropolitanate must have been unsuccessful, as Teodor's mission left
no traces. However, the patriarch's communications with Ruthenian
hierarchs and especially with Prince Ostroz'kyi were not without effect.

In those years Ostroz'kyi, notwithstanding his heartfelt attachment to

the faith of his fathers, was generally conciliatory, if not pliable, in his

relations with Catholics. His oldest son Janusz had publicly professed
the Roman Catholic faith, and a younger son Konstantyn was to do so

in the summer of 1583.59
During a conversation with Nuncio

Bolognetti in Cracow in July of that year, an encounter that set the

stage for a series of exchanges in the following months, Konstantyn

\037enior emphasized his abhorrence of religious discord and stated that

he was willing to give his life for union between the Eastern and

Western Churches. During the same encounter, confronted with the

arguments of the Vatican diplomat, the palatine expressed his opposi-

tion to a calendar reform conducted without the approval of the patri-
arch of Constantinople.

6o
Ostroz'kyi hoped that some understanding

could be reached on this point as wel1. He separately asked Antonio

Possevino to help fonnulate a response to the sharply worded letter
from Patriarch Jeremiah that would serve to bring the two sides to some
kind of agreement.

61
Eventually Ostroz'kyi's position on the calendar

_\037ould harden, reflecting the progressive polarization of confessional

positions that occulTed in the 1580s and 1590s. In 1587 he sponsored

Herasym Smotryts'kyi's treatise attacking the new calendar. The Polish

professor of mathematics Jan Latosz, who rejected the Gregorian re-

form and was expel1ed from the faculty at the Cracow Academy in

1601, fled to Ostrih where he taught in the school, having found in

Ostroz'kyi a patron.
62

For Ostroz'kyi, and for the Ruthenian community in general, the

letter to the prince from the venerable patriarch was more than an

exposition of the Orthodox stance concerning the calendar correction.

Along with the letters to Metropolitan Onysyfor (Divochka) and the

Vilnius burghers, it constitutes the first known sixteenth-century patri-
archal attempt to address a specific issue in the shifting confessional
context within the Kyivan metropolitanate. Confronted with Refonna-
tional and Counter-Reformational challenges, the Ruthenians had to
this point received no direction, moral support, or practical assistance
from the ecclesiastical authorities in Constantinople, who claimed their)))

Western

influences. For a presentation of the various groupings of Old Testament
books in Church Slavonic Scriptural manuscripts, see Robert Mathiesen,
\"Handlist of Manuscripts containing Church Slavonic Translations from the

Old Testament,\" Po/ata knigopisnaia: An Information Bulletin Devoted to the

Study of Early Slavic Books, Texts, and Literatures 7 (1983): 3-48.
26

laroslav Dmytrovych Isaievych [Dmitrievich Isaevich], Preemniki

pervopechatnika (Moscow, 1981), p. 19.
27

For a detailed listing of the published and unpublished works of the Ostrih

activists, see Myts'ko, Ostroz'ka akademiia, pp. 116-32. Of the thirty six-)))
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allegiance, but seemed incapable of responding to their needs. The

response which came was modest, and although the intention to pro-
vide learned teachers to help the Ruthenians a\037ticulate their ecclesiasti-

cal tradition was not realized, at least a voice from the patriarchate was

heard. The patriarchal letters did not resolve the calendar problem, but

they did show some recognition of the complex Ruthenian religious,

cultural, social, and political dilemma, if not yet the need for con1pre-
hensive reform. With the vacuum in the Ruthenian religious commu-

nity created by weakness in the Kyivan hierarchy,63 the arrival of even

a few brief, but authoritative n1issives from the patriarch of

Constantinople was for the short term a welcome and heartening devel-

opment.
Ecclesiastical communities in the Commonwealth were increasingly

being defined in negative terms, each in opposition to the others. The

reform of the calendar further separated thenl into partisan confessional

camps. In confronting the rhetoric of the Roman Catholic canlp, the
Ruthenian Orthodox party needed as a point of reference and as an

external legitimizing authority a real, or at least perceived, counterbal-
ance to the bishop of Rome from whom the Roman Catholics received

spiritual, intellectual, and institutional direction, tactical counsel, and

well-trained cadres. Despite the institutional feebleness of the Greek

Church, the ancient and distant patriarchate of Constantinople, espe-
cially in the venerable person of Jeremiah II Tranos\037 could be presented
as the source and validation of Ruthenian Orthodoxy, its traditions\037 and

mores.

During his first two patriarchal tenures (1572-79, 1580-84),

Jeremiah had entertained overtures from Protestants and Catholics in

the West, demonstrating a willingness to seek common ground, par-

ticularly with regard to calendar reform. Even after the reform had been

unilaterally promulgated by Gregory XIII, the patriarch gave the pa-

pacy reason to hope that an accord concerning the calendar could be

reached. It seems that his position hardened only under pressure from

his Greek constituency. Once this happened, Jeremiah and the synod
issued a strong repudiation of the Catholic calendar reform.6\037 Patriarch

Jeremiah's carefully considered rejection of the Protestant dogmatics

presented by the Ttibingen school was becoming well known in the

Commonwealth and the rest of the Catholic world through Stanislaw
Sokolowski's 1582publication of the patriarch's first response to the)))
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Ttibingen theologians. The Greek prelate earned the respect of the
Catholic ecclesiastical figures, both in Rome and in the Common-
wealth,65 with whom Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi was conducting discus-

sions on confessional matters. Such recognition by the mainstream of

the Catholic elite, with which the Ruthenian prince pursued amicable

relations, could only have elevated Ostroz'kyi's regard for the patriarch
of Constantinople. Within Ruthenian society at large, the patriarchate's
firm statement regarding the calendar \"innovation\" and harsh reproach
of the Roman Church, otherwise encroaching on Eastern ecclesiastical
life in Ukraine and Belarus', turned Ruthenian attention to the Mother

Church.

The palatine had earlier expressed his respect for the patriarchal see,

mentioning prominently in the introduction to the Ostrih Bible \"the

high-throned Church of the Vicar of the Apostles himself, the Principal

Hierarch of all the Eastern Church, the Most Honorable Jeremiah,\"

even though it is not clear whether the patriarchate contributed tangibly
to the production of the edition. Reporting on his discussion with

Ostroz'kyi concerning the Gregorian calendar, which occurred after the

prince had received Jeremiah's letter, Bolognetti stated that Ostroz'kyi's

primary reservation was that the pope had decreed the refonn without
the agreement of the Greeks, represented by the patriarch of Constan-

tinople.
66

When the prospects of a union arose, the palatine would

assume an amenable posture yet would insist that such reconciliation

involve the patriarchs of the East. Despite the rather tenuous ties of the
Ruthenian Church with the patriarchate throughout much of the six-
teenth century, not only did a connection with and deference to

Constantinople remain a centra] component in the ecclesial identity of a
Ruthenian magnate such as Ostroz'kyi, but the expectation developed

that the patriarchate might offer remedies to the crisis in the Kyi van
Church.

If Ostroz'kyi or other Ruthenians hoped for further leadership from

Constantinople, they were soon disappointed by news of Jeremiah's
second deposition. The intrigue led to his 3 March/22 February 1584

ouster cast the Church of Constantinople into a turmoil that would
endure throughout the rest of the decade, seriously undermining the

patriarchate's fiscal and institutional stability. Jeremiah's removal and

exile to Rhodes provoked the concern and sympathy of the Roman

authorities 67
as well as that of Ostroz'kyi.68

It also gave rise to an)))
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improbable project involving these parties to bring Jeremiah to Musco-
vite or Ruthenian lands, possibly to the estates of Ostroz'kyi himself.

Pope Gregory XIII hoped that the deposed patriarch, who had demon-

strated a cordial attitude to the Holy See, could lead Orthodox East
Slavs, either the Muscovites or the Ruthenians, or both, away from

allegiance to the usurper Pachomios, into Roman obedience. In late

April 1584, the Vatican secretary of state wrote to Bolognetti and

Possevino, directing them to examine the possibilities and best way of

carrying out such a project. The plan was viewed with skepticism by
King Stefan Batory, to whom Bolognetti related it, and by Possevino.

Ostroz'kyi's interest in Rome's version of an East Slavic patriarchate

was probably guided as much by his respect for Jeremiah and a desire

to host him in Ostrih as by the possible unionist implications of such a

venture. 69
By the fall of 1584 the papacy itself had shelved the project,

fearing that news about it could reach the Ottomans, thereby jeopardiz-

ing a possible release of Jeremiah. According to reports from

Constantinople, Jeremiah's restitution was being considered by the
Porte in response to ever-increasing appeals of its Orthodox subjects.

7o

The origin of the Roman plan to locate a patriarchate in the

Ruthenian lands or Muscovy can actually be traced back to the Ostrih
circle. As early as the summer of 1583, in conversation with

Bolognetti, Dionysios Rhalles-Palaiologos, most likely with

Ostroz'kyi's blessing, sought to convince the nuncio that the creation of

a patriarchate in the Ruthenian lands would be the \"proper and shortest
route\" for reconciling the Kyivan metropolitanate with the papacy.71

Bolognetti noted the \"dexterity\" with which Rhalles-Palaiologos again

brought the proposal to his attention through one of the nuncio's inti-
mates and questioned the Greek's motives in putting forth the strata-

gem, but he regarded Rhalles-Palaiologos' plan to get the Ruthenian

bishops out from under the authority of the reigning patriarch in

Constantinople worthy of consideration. In referring it to Rome, the

nuncio relayed his impression that Rhalles-Palaiologos himself aspired

to fill the newly created post but remarked that Providence often turns

the calculations of men in unexpected\037y fruitful directions.
In Rome, Rhalles-Palaiologos' idea of establishing a patriarchate in

Ostroz'kyi's holdings was apparently transformed in the spring of 1584
into the proposal to install the deposed Jeremiah on Ruthenian or

Muscovite territory. However, when prospects improved for)))

See Appendix 2 above. Greek original in Sathas, Biographikol1

schediasma, Appendix, p. 22. Possevino reports that the two Jesuits he left in

Muscovy in 1581-82 while he negotiated with the Polish camp were not only

subjected to physical discomforts but also threatened with violence and even
death. They were \"confined to a single narrow room in which they had to keep

the altar for worf;)hip and a table for reading and writing, and where they had to

sleep. Guards were on duty at the gate at all times, three boyars and three)))
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Jeremiah's reinstatement in Constantinople, though the reinstatement

would be less immediate than originally thought, they seem to have

removed the idea of an East Slavic patriarchate from Rome's unionist

agenda. Evidently, Ostroz'kyi did not pursue the project any further

either.
72 The question of an East Slavic patriarchate would arise again

at the end of the decade in Muscovy, when Patriarch Jeremiah appeared

there, but by then the circumstance and the end in mind were different,

yet in a manner not without import for the Kyivan metropolitanate.
73

The 1583-84 proposal to bring the patriarch of Constantinople to

Ukraine proved to be impracticable, but in figurative terms, the dis-
tance between the patriarchate, and the Greek tradition it represented,

and the Kyivan metropolitanate had nonetheless been lessened in the

late 1570s and early 1580s, particularly through the activity of

Ostroz'kyi and the Ostrih circle. The production of the Bible and the
establishment of the school had resulted in some practical cooperation

between Greeks and Ruthenians and in a new appreciation of the

Byzantine roots of Ruthenian Orthodox Christianity. Contemporary

ecclesiastical developments such as the introduction of the calendar

reform and the Roman projects on church unity made Ruthenian activ-
ists take stock of their institutional relationship with the Constantino-

politan patriarchate. The patriarchate, in turn, despite internal difficul-
ties under Patriarch Jeremiah II, showed new signs of accepting respon-
sibility for the fate of the Kyivan metropolitanate.)

A Characterization of Ostroz'kyi)

Prince Ostroz'kyi was the principal Ruthenian protagonist of these

developments. Authentically devoted to his Church, Ostroz'kyi felt
called on to act as spokesman for the Ruthenian Orthodox community.

Though not without personal ambition he was also sincere in his inten-
tions, and his social standing and fabulous wealth suited him for the
role. Ostroz'kyi's ecclesiological understanding was hardly profound,
as suggested by his neglect of the role of bishops in the life of the

Church: he undertook his initiatives in a religious context, but without

any serious attempt to include the Ruthenian ecclesiastical establish-
ment. His sensitivity to canonical order was obscured by the inertia of
the Ruthenian hierarchy, by the prevailing influence of the
Commonwealth's lay authorities in ecclesiastical affairs, and by his)))

astounding fifty-four times, with Cyril
Loukaris serving as patriarch six times and si x others serving three or

more times. 49 This lack of continuity and the simoniac campaigning of)))
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own sense that he had the power to act as veritable Ruthenian pater

fCl111ilias. As palatine of the Kyivan lands, which until 1471 had pre-

served the status of a principality, he saw himself in the tradition of

ancient rulers who established, patronized, and guided the Eastern
Church. Like Emperor Constantine I and Grand Prince V olodimer the

Great, Ostroz'kyi considered the Church his responsibility and his do-

main. 7 -t
His good intentions were not always accompanied by a realistic

vision and sustained effort; he sought systemic change but worked

largely outside the Ruthenian ecclesiastical system. His achievements

at the early stage of the Ruthenian revival, such as the printing of the
Bible and the creation of the school, though significant, were not really

commensurate with the means at his disposa1.
75 In the 1580s the lull in

the activity at Ostrih probably resulted from his lack of focus and

decreased funding.
As a powerful magnate, Ostroz'kyi juggled political, military, eco-

nomic, and cultural concerns along with his religious interests. By

contrast, the more narrowly religious activists, such as the Jesuits, who

by the 1580s had begun shaping the religious discourse of the Com-
monwealth, could focus their energies more completely on ecclesiasti-

cal issues. 76
Still, Ostroz'kyi did initiate a number of projects of lasting

significance, if not duration, and through his persistent emphasis on the
role of the patriarchate of Constantinople in the affairs of the Kyivan
Church and Christendom in general, set the stage for the intensified

contacts between the patriarchate and the Ruthenian Orthodox commu-

nity of the middle and late 1580s.
Some of Ostroz'kyi's views on ecclesiastical union and his hopes for

importing a patriarch seem at turns naive and shallow. The lack of

clarity and persistence in his religious activity was, contrary to

Hrushevs'kyi's opinion, less a function of his character or personality,

than a reflection of the change occurring in European and Polish-

Lithuanian society. Like the memoirist-assessor of Navahrudak,

Teodor Ievlashevs'kyi [Ieulasheuskii], Ostroz'kyi came to maturity at a
time of previously unimaginable confessional experimentation, virtu-

ally unbridled proliferation of Radical Protestant views, and a unique
spirit of religious toleration in Poland and Lithuania. By the 1580s the

atmosphere was changing. After a period of disorientation, traditional

religious communities began slowly to regain their balance or, more

precisely, establish new sharp bearings. Weary of \"innovation,\" they)))
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sought consolidation, \"confirmation,\" and protection against outside

threats. For some, the best defense proved to be a good offense.

In the contest for confessional preeminence in the nobiliary republic,

the Roman Catholic Reform captured the high ground by dominating

the education of young nobles. Ostroz'kyi established his Ostrih circle

just as the embattled and bruised established Church of the Common-
wealth was beginning to recover ground lost to Protestant Reformers.

The Roman Catholic Church was in an advantageous position. It could

import models for refonn developed over decades in Western Europe
and invite highly trained and well-disciplined clerics to apply these

models in the Commonwealth. By contrast, as was becoming increas-

ingly evident, the Orthodox could not rely on outside assistance. At a

time of religious and cultural weakness, Ruthenians had before them
the arduous task of reinterpreting their religious heritage to meet con-

temporary needs. The momentum necessary for comprehensive refonn

could not be generated instantaneously.

Although the Ostrih school was established within a decade of the
first Jesuit college in the Commonwealth, it failed to develop a strong

faculty or a curriculum that could attract the sons of the Ruthenian

nobility.?? Despite the achievements of the editorial group, press, and

school, the competition was rapidly outpacing the Ruthenian revival,
because the dearth of educated clergy and competent tutors was a

persistent obstacle to its development. Well into the 1580s the Ostrih

school was understaffed and the palatine's extensive search for precep-

tors was largely unsuccessful. When Ostroz'kyi declared to Bolognetti
that he was willing to give his life for union, the nuncio counseled him

to work for it, at least in his own estates, by disseminating good

literature, appointing able individuals as parish priests, and teaching
solid doctrine to youth in the Ostrih school. Bolognetti offered to ask

the pope for educated individuals who could help in this respect, even

though it would be difficult to find someone appropriate. Ostroz'kyi

greeted the proposition enthusiastically.

The dramatic changes of the 1570sand 1580s happened faster than the
Ruthenians could adjust to them. Ostroz'kyi seemed stunned by the

conversion of his son Konstantyn, despite the fact that Janusz, his

firstborn, had taken the same path earlier. Ifhe did sense the young man's
inclinations, he was in any case powerless to change them. The Roman

Catholic restoration swept through the confessionally diverse nobility of)))
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the Commonwealth so forcefully that even the scions (Krzysztof and

Stanislaw) of the Polish-Lithuanian Reformational champion Mikolaj
Radziwill \"the Black\" and the offspring (Janusz and Konstantyn) of the

most Orthodox of magnates Prince Ostroz'kyi became staunch defenders

and propagators of Roman Catholicism. 78
To many in this younger

generation of nobles seeking their place in the mainstream of nobiliary

society, thoroughly Western in its orientation and sophistication, the

occasional circular from a now-reigning, now-deposed patriarch sum-

moning them to preserve the \"laws of our Greek faith\" was largely
irrelevant. The touting of the Greek Orthodox legacy by Prince

Ostroz'kyi and the Ostrih circle did not stem the tide of conversions of

Ruthenian magnates to Roman Catholicism, even within his own family.
But it did bring about a revitalization of contacts with Constantinople.
and a new awareness of the Byzantine roots of Ruthenian Christianity.)
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CHAPTER NINE)

The L'viv Confraternity and the Greek East)

Since the hierarchy of the Ruthenian Church in general did not take a

leading role in the early stages of the religious and cultural revival in

Ukraine and Belarus', Ruthenian religious reform, as exemplified by
the activity of the Ostrih circle, was dependent largely on individual lay

initiatives leading to the cooperation of relatively small groups of laity

and lower clergy. The one institutional expression that did become

widespread, however, was the confraternity. The transformation of

more or less informal Ruthenian urban associations of laity into for-

mally constituted brotherhoods (or confraternities) was formally recog-

nized in 1586, when Patriarch Joachim of Antioch endorsed the statutes
of the L'viv bratstvo (see illustration no. 15, following p. 202).1 By

then, though, the process that was already well underway. In endorsing
it, the patriarch gave his blessing to a lay movement spurred more by

Western developments than by any patriarchal action.
2 The Vilnius

bratstvo was recognized soon after that of L'viv, presenting its statutes
for ratification to Metropolitan Onysyfor in 1588. They were published

that year and later confirmed by Patriarch Jeremiah. 3
In addition to

these two most important confraternities, numerous others were formed
in Galicia, Volhynia, the Grand Duchy, and among the Ruthenian
Orthodox in other areas of the Commonwealth. 4

A formidable achievement of the confraternities was the organiza-

tion of the first network of independent, but mutually sustaining, Or-

thodox schools in the Slavic East. Eventually, as at Ostrih, pedagogy in

the confraternities was accompanied by publishing. Establishing a

press in L'viv was one venture on which both the local Ruthenian laity
and Bishop Hedeon (Balaban) agreed and sometimes cooperated. To

preempt the purchase of the late Ivan Fedorov's fonts by merchants

planning to take them to Muscovy, and thereby to prevent the loss of an)))
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\"exceptional treasure with not insignificant ham (shkodoiu ne maloiu)
to the churches of God and to all Orthodoxy of the holy Greek law

(vsen1u pravoslaviiu zakonu sviatoho hrecheskoho),\" Hedeon

(Balaban) together with the L'viv burghers promised fifteen hundred

zlotys to Fedorov's creditors, who held the press as collateral. It was

being stored pending payment, for which purpose Hedeon sought con-
tributions from Ruthenian bishops, clergy, nobility, and officials.

5

Despite the sometime solidarity between the episcopacy and laity in

attempting to establish a sound financial base for the L'viv press, the

publishing activity of the local confraternity developed slowly and did

not become an important source of income until the seventeenth cen-

tury. rhe first three imprints of the confraternity press appeared in

1591. The first, which appeared on 23 January, consisted of a Novem-
ber 1589 circular epistle of Patriarch Jeremiah to the Ruthenian episco-

pate, clergy, and people, prohibiting the practice of bringing foodstuffs

to church for blessing at Christmas and Easter and forbidding the

practice of keeping Friday holy as the Sabbath rather than Sunday.
6

The

second publication was the grammar book Adelphotes (see illustration

above, p. 142). 7
The third consisted of the verses of greeting recited in

the Dormi tion Church on I 7 January 1591 and in the confraternity
school on the foIlowing day, during the visit of Metropolitan Mykhail

(Rahoza) in L'viv: Prosphonema. 8
In 1593 the confraternity published a

translation of a polemical treatise written by the patriarch of Alexan-

dria, Meletios Pegas,9 and, towards the end of the sixteenth or at the

beginning of the seventeenth century, a letter from a metropolitan of
Monemvasia (preserved only in a defective copy). Between 1608 and

16 I 6 the confraternity press issued some eleven publications. It was

inactive from 1616 to 1630, but over the remaining seventy years of the

seventeenth century produced some seventy editions.
10

The desire to address the educational and cultural needs of the
Eastern Christian community in the Commonwealth grew out of the

en1phasis by the confraternities on building up the ecclesial commu-

nity, an orientation originally expressed through a broad range of chari-
table practices. Fraternal activities and Christian works of mercy were

at the heart of the confraternity ethos. Almsgiving, the maintenance of

hospices, and the support of widows, orphans, and others in need

involved all confraternity members, forging in the organization a

strong sense of fellowship, solidarity, and common cause. While the)))
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printing ventures in Zablud6w and the multifaceted program at Ostrih
were supported by magnates, the brotherhoods reflected a grassroots

effort at religious reform in Ruthenian urban, generally non-nobiliary,
society. II)

Early-Modern Ruthenian Lay Associations)

The antecedents of the confraternities in Ukraine and Belarus' have
been traced back to medieval and even pre-Christian centuries in East
Slavic history. Hrushevs'kyi proposes that the urban ecclesiastical orga-
nizations of laity developed from pre-Christian patrimonial ritual and
cuI tic associations which constituted autochthonous extended versions
of Slavic clan structures. The most notable expression of the early

Ruthenian church organizations was the periodic fraternal feast

(bratchyna), open to the broader church comn1unity and serving as an
occasion to gather resources necessary for parish life through the pro-
duction and sale of mead and beer. Eventually these associations took
on the features of, and sometimes fused with, the new urban guilds or

trade organizations, which in the second half of the fifteenth and during

the sixteenth centuries became an important part of Ruthenian town
life.

12

Undoubtedly, there exists continuity between pre-historic Slavic

social associations and such structures as the Dormition brother-

hood. Although drawing analogies between the organizations sponsor-

ing brafchyny and bratstva is valid, it seems that late-medieval

and early-modem associations of laity in the Christian West corre-

spond to the late sixteenth-century Ruthenian confraternities more

closely in their structure, objectives, and nlodus operan{li.
13

Recent

studies have showed the massive proliferation of confraternities in late

fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Western Europe.
14 The pervasiveness

of this phenomenon in the West suggests that the development of the

bratstva cannot be examined in isolation from the corporate religious

impulse characterizing late-medieval and early-modern Western

Christendom.

The gradual revival of European urban life occasioned the rise of
such corporate institutions as universities and guilds. Religious life in

Italy, Spain, and in other parts of continental Europe on the eve of the
Reformation and throughout the sixteenth century was galvanized by)))
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the multiplication of fraternities, sodalities, and other lay religious
associations (often called scuole or compagnie), involved in corporal

works of mercy and, eventually, in catechetical pedagogy. Lay associa-

tions established orphanages, hospitals, and asylums for the terminal

victims of contagious diseases. Special confraternities arose to minister

to the imprisoned and condemned, and to promote other specific acts
of mercy, charity, and piety. Confratemi ty -like organizations fostering

Christianitas, the practice of the virtues of piety and charity as defined

by Christian tradition, became central for religious experience in the
Western European urban setting. Thus, there is evidence that there

were at least one hundred and thirty-four confraternities in Genoa

between 1480 and 1582 and eighty-three confraternities or scuole in
Milan in 1582.

15 In Rome between 1540 and 1600 some sixty-one new

confraternities were established. 16
It is probably not coincidental that

the Ruthenian confraternity movement was catalyzed by the organiza-
tion of laity in L'viv, a town with extensive commercial contacts with

Western Europe. L'viv burghers and merchants had contacts with Pol-
ish towns, Moldova and Wallachia, Muscovy, and traders with goods

from German towns and from the Ottoman Empire and Persia-evi-
denced by the wares sold in the stores of late sixteenth- and seven-

teenth-century L'viv. 17
The Ruthenian market was open not only to

Western manufactured products and commodities. Ideas, fashions, cul-

tural currents, and models of community association and activity were
tendered by the sixteenth-century traders coming and going between

cosmopolitan emporiums.

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, towns in most parts of the
Commonwealth prospered; this wave of economic growth reached

Ukraine in the latter part of the sixteenth century.
18

Although urbaniza-

tion in Eastern Europe did not proceed as quickly as it did in the West,

the influence of urban centers in the economic, political, and cultural

affairs of the Commonwealth grew perceptibly. In L'viv, the new eco-
nomic prosperity, the struggle for equal civil rites, and the repeated

Catholic attempts to place the Ruthenian bishopric under the authority

of the local Roman Catholic archbishop, Solikowski, thrust the rela-

tively well-off and self-confident Orthodox laity into a pivotal role in
intra- Ruthenian ecclesiastical affairs and in defending the prerogatives
of the Eastern Christian community from outside threats. 19)))
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A solidarity developed between the Ruthenians and the Greek mer-

chants settled in L'viv. Besides acting as social and economic models
for Ruthenians-relative newcomers to the commercial professions-
the Greek merchants of L'viv supported the attempts of the confrater-

nity to consolidate the Eastern Christian \"nation of the Greek law.\" As
the energetic Orthodox burgher community asserted itself, it sought to

address the ills afflicting Ruthenian ecclesiastical life. Consequently, in

L'viv, and subsequently following its example in other towns,
Ruthenian confraternities, with their relatively broad base,

patriarchally endorsed legitimacy, and comprehensive charitable and

cultural program, became centers for the forging of a new, gradually

emerging, early-modem Ruthenian religious identity.
One manifestation of the threatened status of the Orthodox bishop of

L'viv and of the laity's, correspondingly, increasingly prominent role in

ecclesiastical affairs was Bishop Hedeon's (1569-1607; Hryhorii
Balaban in secular life) drawn-out, debilitating, and even violent feud

with the L'viv confraternity. Bishop Hedeon inherited from his father

Arsenii (1549-69; Marko Balaban in secular life) not only the L'viv

bishopric, but also the latter's inclination for conflict. During the first

years of his reign, he repeatedly resorted to violence---conducting a
fierce campaign for control of St. Onuphrius' Monastery in L'viv and

the monastery in Univ. He used all of his resources and authority
against those who stood in his way, including prohibiting Communion

to a number of L'viv burghers who defended the St. Onuphrius Monas-

tery.20 For his lawlessness, Arsenii endured censure from both the

Polish kings and the metropolitan of Kyiv.
21

When Arsenii died, it appears that Zygmunt II issued conflicting

nominations for the L'viv bishopric to Arsenii's son and to Iona (Ivan
Lopatka Ostalovs'kyi in secular life).

22 The resulting confusion per-
sisted from Arsenii' s death in 1569 until the passing of Iona in 1576,
when by royal rescript Hedeon's exclusive title to the bishopric was
confirmed. 23

The relations between Hedeon and the Ruthenian

burghers of L'viv seem to have been quite peaceful during the first part
of his episcopacy, but as the initiative of the laity grew bolder, and the

members of the confraternity were given broad powers by Eastern

patriarchs, a conflict between hierarch and faithful developed, in which
Hedeon resorted to measures like those his father had employed.

24)))
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The Reconstitution of the L'viv Confraternity and its

Ne\\tv Social and Cultural Mandate)

Although as early as 1542 and 1544, these associations had used the

term \"confraternity\" (bratstvo) in their statutes defining the dues and

charitable activities of members,25 the earlier lay organization at the
Church of the Dormition in L'viv in the mid-1580s differed markedly

from the confraternity that it engendered at that same parish. Before

that time, the Dormition organization had a loose structure and a mod-

est philanthropic program. According to the statutes confirmed by
Patriarch Joachim in 1586, works of charity remained central to the

fully constituted L'viv confraternity, but the new statutes gave the

association a more clearly defined institutional form and system of

government that allowed it to develop an articulate ethic and plan of

action, as well as a ritual and discipline, expressed through solemn

initiations, oaths of allegiance, regular assembly, and fines and penal-

ties for neglect of responsibilities.26
The confraternity also began a

pedagogical program, and its charter, later also confirmed by Patriarch

Jeremiah, became a model for all other confraternities.
The fundamentally religious inspiration of the L'viv confraternity

was expressed in its attention to routine practices and needs of the

parish community and to the moral conduct of brothers. (Female mem-

bership, though not unknown, seems to have been exceptional.) The

statutes constituted an Gospel-based moral code, quite specific in pro-

scribing activity detrimental to the development of a healthy commu-

nity dynamic-for example, enunciating special solicitude for disci-
.

'pline of the tongue, while repeatedly stressing the salutary practice of

repentance and forgiveness.27
Upkeep and beautification of the parish

church, common attendance at liturgical services, and keeping order at

religious solemnities were basic responsibilities of confraternity mem-
bers, and, as the statutes warned, \"damned are all who do the works of

the Lord with neglect.\"28 The brothers committed themselves to assist-

ing the needy, maintaining a hospice, and fostering community spirit
through festive banquets (pyry), which also served as a source of
income.29

The need for institutional revitalization of the Eastern Christian

community also led Orthodox burghers to confront the problem of

illiteracy and ignorance in Ruthenian society. In an age when, through)))
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the nledium of print, words and ideas assumed an unprecedented,

pervasive inlportance, the charge of inarticulateness leveled at the

Ruthenian nation by polemicists such as Skarga struck a painful nerve.

The lack of education impaired the fostering of religious life in par-

ishes, weakened the Kyivan Church, and undermined the legitimacy of
the Ruthenian religious community.

The school established by the members of the Donnition parish

organization possibly predates the coming of Patriarch Joachim to L'viv

in 1586. 30
It was not large, but at a time of cultural crisis, it represented

a significant contribution to revival. Contemporary documents record

the names of at least sixty-six pupils for the years 1587-95. 31
Also

associated with the school were spudei\" or \"graduate assistants\" who,
besides being students themselves, in a number of instances were in-

vited to other towns to teach in newly established schools. The main

instructors during the school's formative years were the future anti-

Union polemicist Stefan Zyzanii-Tustanovs'kyi (d. 1621)32 and the
Greek archbishop Arsenios of Elassona (1550-1626).33

Arsenios (baptismal name unknown), a native of Thessaly, was the

son of a priest, whose five sons all becanle monks (of these, eventually

three were bishops). Orphaned as a child, he received a good education,

first at the side of his brother loasaph, bishop of Stagoi, then at the
well-staffed school in Trikkala, established by Jeremiah Tranos, the

metropolitan of Larissa (1565-72). The instruction in the school fol-

lowed the trivium of grammar, poetics, and rhetoric. While still a

student, the youth was tonsured and ordained a hierodeacon, and some

time later became a priest. After Jeremiah's elevation to the patriarch-
ate in 1572.. he summoned Hieromonk Arsenios to Constantinople,

where in the early 1580s he was consecrated archbishop of Elassona

(today a village in ThessalylEpirus, in the province of Janina).34 In the

spring of 1585 Arsenios was called from his diocese to Constantinople
by Patriarch Theoleptos who, having received a generous benefaction

from the Muscovites.. decided to send to the tsar two dignitaries with
the title of patriarchal exarchs, Arsenios and Paisios, bishop of

Dyrrachion (Albanian Durres) on the eastern coast of the Adriatic.
35

They made the journey to Moscow, according to Dmitrievskii, with a

Muscovite envoy, Boris Blagoi, and reached the Muscovite frontier

early in 1586. They were allowed to depart from Moscow with gifts

frolll the tsar sometime in March.36
On the way back to Constantinople,)))
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in May, Arsenios and Paisios stopped in L'viv, where they were warmly
welcomed and where Arsenios was invited to stay.37

Arsenios remained in L'viv for almost two years before joining the

entourage of Patriarch Jeremiah who was then on his way to Moscow. 38

In these years the curriculum of the confraternity schools was being

systematized, and to this effort Arsenios contributed both his knowl-

edge of Greek and the experience he had gained in the secondary
school in Trikkala. Besides playing an important role in the establish-
ment of the program of studies 39

and providing instruction, Arsenios

prepared the first printed Greco-Church Slavonic grammar, the above-
mentioned Adelphotes, published by the confraternity in 1591, three

years after Arsenios returned to Muscovy.
'

Arsenios' grammar of the Greek language is based on the grammars
of Constantine Laskaris, Philipp Melanchthon, Martin Crusius, and

Nicolas Clenard. Associates of the school provided point-by-point
Church Slavonic translations of Arsenios' text making the Adelphotes a

practical manual for the teaching of Church Slavonic as well as Greek

and for the introduction of basic grammatical and philological prin-

ciples. The 1591 publication also served as a point of departure for

Church Slavonic grammars composed by Ruthenians over the subse-

quent decades (e.g., those of Lavrentii Zyzanii [Vilnius, 1596] and

Meletii Smotryts'kyi [Vilnius, 1619]), thereby initiating the Ruthenian

response to Skarga's charges that the Ruthenian religion and culture
were mute because the Church Slavonic language had not been codi-

fied. 4o
During Arsenios' two-year tenure at the confraternity school,

despite his being integrally involved in the work of the local lay asso-

ciation, he seems to have stayed remarkably clear of the conflict be-
tween the bishop and members of the brotherhood. His sustained pres-

ence and restrained demeanor in L'viv, combined with his outstanding

contribution to the educational program of the school, assuredly

strengthened the sense of solidarity between Ruthenian activists and

the Greek Church and cultural tradition which the archbishop repre-

sented and fostered.

The curriculum of the L'viv school apparently consisted of primary
and secondary instruction, including both the trivium and quadrivium
(arithematic, geometry, music, astronomy).41 The pedagogical rule

(poriadok shkol'nyi) of the school established guidelines for the aca-

demic program and spelled out the responsibilities of teachers and)))
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students in which such virtues as fairness, obedience, and conscien-

tiousness were implicitly stressed. The L'viv pedagogical rule fostered

education throughout the Ruthenian Orthodox communities of the

Commonwealth. Just as the charter of the L'viv brotherhood served as a

model for the statutes of other confraternities, so, too, the L'viv

poriadok shkol'nyi became a charter for the schools of other brother-

hoods. 42

Although the membership of the L'viv confraternity, like the number

of students in the school, was never high in absolute t\037rms, it included

the leading Orthodox burghers. During the first decade after its reorga-
nization, the brotherhood's ranks grew from an initial twelve or possi-
bly fourteen charter members to between fifty and sixty. Not included

in this count were members such as Metropolitan of Kyiv Mykhail

(Rahoza) and princes of the Vyshnevets'kyi and Ruzhyts'kyi families,

who maintained a fonnal association with the confraternity. Nor did it
include associates from other confraternities, although there was at
least one example of members of another brotherhood registering as
members of the L'viv organization: in 1590 eight men and three women

of the Rohatyn confraternity inscribed themselves as associates of the
L'viv bratstvo.

43

The L'viv confraternity included Greek as well as Ruthenian

burghers. That the Greek origins of many of the merchants residing in

L'viv was still remembered at the time suggests that the settlement of

Greeks from the Ottoman Empire, including Moldova and Wallachia,

in L'viv or other Ukrainian towns was a relatively recent phenomenon.

Their number was limited, however. Throughout the long history of the
L'viv confraternity, Greeks never constituted more than a small per-
centage of its membership.44

The earliest extant record of Greek membership in the L'viv associa-
tion comes from the minutes of a 11 May 1579 meeting, in which

Marko Hrechyn (Markos \"the Greek\") and Sava Hrechyn (Sabbas \"the

Greek\") are mentioned among the fourteen \"senior and junior\" broth-

ers. Marko Hrechyn, along with the Ruthenian LesKo Malechkyi
(Malets'kyi), was chosen vytrykush or keeper (from Latin vitricus-

\"stepfather, guardian\") of the organization's possessions, which in-

cluded sixty-three books. 45
The registers from the late 1580s and the

1590s list the names of nine Greeks, most of whom are not mentioned
elsewhere in the documents of the confraternity, presumably because)))
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as merchants they did not remain permanently in L'viv, or for other

reasons did not play an active role in the organization. Although they

are absent from the 1586 register made at the time of the confraternity's
constitution, two Greek merchants, Constantine Korniaktos (Komiakt)
(d. 1603), one of the wealthiest L'viv burghers, and Manoles Arphanes

Marinetos, were listed in 1589 as \"founding\" members or \"patrons\"

(fundator) of the confraternity. Korniaktos prospered not only from

commerce. Beginning in 1571he held the position of royal tax collec-
tor, not only in Galicia, but also in the palatinate of Kyiv, Podolia

(Podillia), Volhynia, and westwards as far as Cracow. Korniaktos'

support of the confraternity, although not insignificant, was relatively
modest, given his means. He did make a large contribution to the
Dormition parish for the construction of a belltower (1572-79), still

called the vezha Korniakta. However, in November 1587, probably at

the request of the confraternity, Patriarch Jeremiah appealed to him to

make a contribution for the construction of a new church for the

Dormition parish, suggesting that Korniakt was not always forthcom-

ing with largess. There is reason to think that, in the confraternities'

stnlggle with Bishop Hedeon, Korniaktos was partial to the hierarch. 46

In general, Greek laymen did not play an active role in the

confraternity's pedagogical work, publishing, or its struggles with the

archbishop of L'viv and the Catholic-controlled L'viv city council.
Their participation is reflected only in scattered notices: \"Greeks as

well as Ruthenians\" appear as the contractees in an agreement concern-

ing the construction of the confraternity church.47
In a letter to Tsar

Fedor Ivanovich the L' viv clergy and school teachers are referred to as

the \"Rus' and Greek race.\"48 A Greek named loannes Aphendikos (Ianii

Afendik), along with the Ruthenian Ivan Krasovs'kyi went to Moldova

as representatives of the confraternity,49 but it appears that the confra-

ternity delegated only Ruthenians for its mission to Muscovy.5o)))
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Illustration 9. Portrait of Patriarch Jeremiah II (Cracow, Museum of the
Jagellonian University).)))



CHAPTER TEN)

Eastern Patriarchs in Ruthenian Lands)

Throughout the 1580s the traffic of Orthodox clerics traveling back and

forth from the Ottoman Empire through Ukraine and Belarus' to Mus-

covy in search of funds continued. The Muscovite Grecheskie dela

report that in September 1583 two delegations of churchmen journey-

ing via Kyiv had arrived at the border at Chemihiv. 1
In December the

voevodas in Chernihiv reported the arrival of Metropolitan Timotheos,
two monks, and three servants who also had been in Kyiv.2

In those

years Muscovite royal deaths proved to be a boon for the Greek Ortho-

dox. After slaying his son in a fit of rage, Tsar Ivan IV dispatched an

emissary to dozens of Orthodox ecclesiastical establishments in the

Ottoman Empire asking them to pray for the repose of the tsarevich's
soul. Along with the request for intercession, the tsar sent a benefaction

worth 2,870 rubles to various monasteries on Mount Athos, with an

additional eight hundred and twenty to Vatopedi, and seven hundred
more to Hilandar. Patriarch Jeremiah of Constantinople received a total
of 2,300 rubles.

3
In 1584, upon the death of Ivan, Tsar Fedor sent some

1 ,000 rubles to Constantinople and Mount Athos for the commemora-

tion of his father.
4 The increasing number of Greek petitioners and the

size of the Muscovite endowments suggest that at a time of fiscal

hardship the Orthodox under Turkish rule viewed Muscovy as an es-

sential source of income. The Muscovite records mention another nine-

teen clerics crossing the border at Smolensk in 1584 on their way to

their home monasteries and churches.
5

Although no record of these
travelers' sojourn in Ukrainian and Belarusian lands is preserved, it is
clear that Ruthenian-Greek contacts were increasing, if only on a super-

ficiallevel.

One can only speculate as to the nature of the interaction between

itinerant Greek monastics, archimandrites, and bishops, on the one)))
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hand, and the Ruthenians who acted as their hosts during their trips

through the Kyivan metropolitanate, on the other. The Greeks in

Ukraine and Belarus' were in transit. Travel was dangerous, arduous,
and exhausting. When they arrived, the Greek were eager to go on to
their Muscovite source of endowments. When they returned, they were

hurrying back home to deliver the aid. They had no particular reason to

linger. Moreover, many of the towns they visited had sizable Greek

communities, including affluent merchants, who most probably sought
out these more or less distinguished visitors from their native or ances-

tral lands. With no common language, communication between
Ruthenians and the Greeks clerics was difficult, and we can assume
that many of the encounters, although cordial, were not sufficient to

allow for deeper mutual understanding.

Although every Greek cleric knew about the \"heresies\" of the Latin

West, it is doubtful that each itinerant monk had the perspicacity to

perceive and understand the complex confessional context in the Com-

monwealth and offer insightful commentary or advice. When through

interpreters a Ruthenian and Greek did broach the pressing issues

troubling the Ruthenian ecclesiastical community, the Greek most

likely offered heartfelt encouragement without proposing specific solu-

tions. They could not manage their own dilemmas. To be sure, the
Orthodox from the Ottoman Empire decried the baneful circumstances

in which they lived to their Ruthenian hosts, as they did to the Musco-
vites, and as other Greeks did in Western Europe, hoping for a tangible

sign of Ruthenian sympathy. Undoubtedly, there were also petitioners
who did not actually represent any institution and took advantage of
Slavic hospitality for personal gain.

Those Ruthenians who had repeated contacts and discussions with

the itinerant clerics, and showed interest in such matters, accumulated

details about Turkish injustices, Greek internecine conflicts, and the

spiritual, cultural, and intellectual poverty of Greek Orthodox religious
life. In the 1580s, the discussions would be spiced with stories about

the scandalous depositions of one patriarch after another. The penury

of Greek ecclesiastical establishments-the very concern that led

Greek clerics to undertake the demanding and demeaning missions of

mendicancy-must have been manifest to the Ruthenians. Although
they commiserated with the Greeks, those Ruthenians who were also

aware of the developments in the Western Church, who sought to be in)))
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the mainstream of society in the Commonwealth., and who encountered
the well-trained, confident Jesuits, or other reformed religious making
their presence felt in Crown Poland and the Grand Duchy, could not

help but make comparisons. For sonle, who through contact with
Greeks learned of the plight of Eastern Christendom, interaction may

have been an incentive to look for common ground and build stronger
ties. For others, the encounter may have been the opposite. For others
still the encounter was simply puzzling. Not all Ruthenians understood

clearly who these clerics traveling from the Christian East were and

whom they represented. The author of one Belarusian chronicle under

the year 1586 mistakenly refers to a patriarchal visitor to the Ruthenian
lands as \"Jeremiah,\" and records that Joachim, the ranking Orthodox

hierarch in Syria, spoke \"Antiochian\" (iazykol11 antiokhiiskil11) while in
the Commonwealth.6)

Joachim of Antioch)

With the establishment of regularity in the traffic of Greek Orthodox

clerics to Muscovy, there had occurred an escalation in rank of petition-
ers and messengers, especially in connection with the recognition of

Tsar Ivan's imperial title. It continued in the 1580s, when besides

monks and hegumens, bishops, archbishops, and a number of metro-

politans made their way to the footstool of the generous tsar. Both the
amount of Muscovite donations and the poverty of his Church probably

induced the patriarch of Antioch, Joachim V (ca. 1581-92), to set out

himself for Muscovy in 1585, making him the first patriarch to travel to

East Slavic lands. Unlike the monastics and lower hierarchs from the

Greek East who over the previous years and decades had gone through
Ukraine and Belarus' without leaving so much as a trace in the sources,
Joachim's trip not only generated documentary evidence but also left

its mark on the course of the Ruthenian revival.
7

Although elected patriarch in 1581 by the inhabitants of Damascus

(the adopted residence of the patriarchs of Antioch), because the throne
was contested, Joachim was not able to take possession of his see until

1583. 8
The Antiochian archbishopric, in the fourth century the third

most important see after Rome and Alexandria, had declined in signifi-
cance as an ecclesiastical center with the rise of Constantinople, the

recognition of Jerusalem's patriarchal status at the Council of)))
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Chalcedon (451), the outbreak of the so-called Nestorian and

Monophysite schisms, and the successive conquests of Syria by the

Persians, Arabs, and Turks. Throughout the Tourkokratia, Antioch was
the poorest of the Eastern patriarchates.

9
Although Antioch was fourth

in the pentarchy after Rome, Constantinople, and Alexandria, and one

rung higher than the patriarchate of Jerusalem, the last had the advan-

tage of being custodian of the sacred sites of the Holy Land, attracting

both pilgrims and benefactors. When it came to concrete matters such
as distribution of aid, therefore, the Muscovites gave Antioch the least.

Apparently Joachim thought that a personal appeal to the tsar would

increase the yield.
On his way to Muscovy, Patriarch Joachim stopped in Constan-

tinople, where he collected a letter of recommendation issued by the

patriarch of Constantinople and countersigned by the patriarch of Alex-

andria. tO
He passed through Constantinople at a time when the affairs

of the ecumenical patriarchate were in disarray. Patriarch Jeremiah II
had been deposed on 3 Marchl22 February 1584, and the usurper
Pachomios was replaced by Theoleptos in the middle of February

1585.]1 Although Joachim was recommended to the tsar by Theoleptos
and Sylvester, patriarch of Alexandria, there is no direct evidence that

his authoritative decisions in the Kyivan metropolitanate were made in

the name of the patriarchate of Constantinople, to whose jurisdiction
the Ruthenian province belonged. Later, when promulgating docu-
ments in the Ruthenian lands, Joachim did so in his own name only,

without reference to the ecumenical patriarchate.
12

According to later sources, Joachim arrived in L'viv on 11/1 January
1586 and was led into the city by solemn procession.

13
Apparently that

very day the patriarch had issued the decree ratifying the statutes of the

confratemity.14 Both the immediacy of the confirmation and the text of

the document suggest that before reaching L'viv, Joachim had been

apprised of the general state of Ruthenian ecclesiastical life by mem-

bers of the confraternity. In fact, it is likely that the initiative in the

ratification of the confraternity's statutes was largely that of the, by
then quite radical, Orthodox lay leadership in L'viv. As we have seen,

Joachim spoke \"Antiochian.\" Undoubtedly, he knew no Slavic and was

at the mercy of his hosts or intermediaries in assessing the needs of the
L'viv Orthodox community. The reorganization of the laity of the
Dormition church, including the preparation of the new charter, must)))
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have been well advanced before Joachim came to the Commonwealth
in the winter of 1585-86. That the patriarch's initiative probably was

secondary in the matter does not alter the fact that his endorsement of
the statutes of the confraternity gave the fledgling institution a new

legitimacy in the eyes of its members, if not in those of the local bishop,
Hedeon (Balaban).

Besides mandating the regular religious and charitable practices,

pedagogical program, and system of internal discipline,. Patriarch

Joachim's signature effectively granted the L'viv confraternity extraor-

dinary, even unprecedented, prerogatives. The confinnation document

established the seniority of the L'viv brotherhood over other confrater-

nities and licensed it to act as keeper of ecclesiastical order and deco-
rum. The decree charged the confraternity with monitoring the morals,

not only of the laity, but also of the clergy. Members of the brotherhood
were to report clerical offenses to the bishop. The new statutes enjoined

the lay organization to oppose the bishop if he were to act against the

teachings of the fathers or the dictates of the canons. The broad authori-
zation deserves to be quoted at length:

For this purpose, we Joachim, by the Grace of God, patriarch of Great

Antioch, sent by the synod of the patriarchs, command by the power
of God that these commissions be firmly observed in perpetuity. And
we grant power to this church Confraternity to reprimand by the law
of Christ opponents and to banish all disorder from the Church. And
if any brother should be excommunicated from his church by his own

priest, let not the protopresbyter or the bishop bless such a man until

he has reckoned with the Confraternity. And if someone in this city or

a church, or some other confraternity is seen or heard to be living not

according to the law, be it a layman or religious, a protopresbyter,

priest, deacon, or of one of the minor orders, he should be repri-
manded in word or in writing. If certain persons are found to oppose
the law of truth, they should be reported to the bishop. If the bishop
himself acts against the law of truth and does not manage the Church

according to the law of the canons of the Holy Apostles and Holy
Fathers, corrupting the righteous to injustice, sustaining the hands of

the lawless, such a bishop should be opposed, as an enemy of truth. If

the Confraternity makes an accusation to the bishop concerning any
brother, the brother cannot be tried until the whole Confraternity

stands with him, and together with the bishop let the brothers investi-

gate the cause of the accusation and adjudicate according to the

canons of the Holy Fathers. And if in other places disorderly priests

or laymen are known or seen, they should be reprimanded in a)))
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Christian manner, and an explanation should be sought. If persons are
detected who are contrary or insubordinate to the bishop, they should

be reported. Moreover, if there were anywhere a confraternity that
did not act according to the rule of this church Confraternity, on
which we first in L'viv lawfully bestowed seniority [let it be re-

ported]; and let no one oppose the latter or hinder it through [the use

of the rules of] an older confraternity not confirmed by some bishops
who have convened. We command that all confraternities every-
where be subordinate to the Confraternity of L'viv. And every city

having this lawful confraternity ought to know the life of both priests
and laity within it and in surrounding towns and villages, and seeing
all lawlessness, shall not conceal it, but shall report it to the

bishop. . . . With all the above written down lawfully, let not the

bishop oppose the code granted by us in a spiritual manner to this

church for all ages. . . . Whoever comes to oppose this spiritual code
and attempts to abolish it, whether archbishop, [the contemporary
Ruthenian translation adds \"bishop\"] protopresbyter.. priest, deacon,
or any cleric of the Church, or any from among the rulers, or the laity,
our blessing will not be upon him, but rather the anathema of all four

ecumenical [sic] patriarchs and the anathema of the Holy God-Bear-
ing fathers of the Ecumenical Councils. 15

Earlier bylaws, those ratified by Bishop Makarii (Tuchaps'kyi) in

1544, served as a basis for the new confraternity statutes.16
However,

the difference between the 1544 and 1586 version was considerable,
conditioned by the dramatic changes in religious life in the lands of the

Kyivan metropolitanate that had occurred in the intervening decades.

The Ruthenian religious renewal movement, heralded by the onset of

printing and by the fonnation of the Ostrih circle in the 1580s, increas-

ingly involved representatives of the urban laity, particularly in L'viv.

At a time when the hierarchy and clergy were only beginning to recog-

nize the need for the revitalization of the Eastern Christian community,
the Orthodox burghers of L'viv sought to establish structures allowing

them to address the crisis in the Ruthenian Church. The 1586 confirma-

tion of the bylaws by Patriarch Joachim served as an authoritative

endorsement of their ini tiati ve.

Joachim, himself steward of a Church in crisis, presumably im-

pressed by the expression of religiously motivated concern of layper-

sons for the welfare of Ruthenian church institutions, agreed to put his
seal to a charter endowing the L'viv burghers with exceptional powers
to monitor those ecclesiastical institutions. The dynamism of the L'viv

burghers stood in marked contrast to the state of religious life not only)))
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in the Kyivan metropolitanate, but also throughout the Christian East.

Comparing the circumstances in Antioch and L'viv, the patriarch could

have imagined the fruits that an energetic laity could bring to a spiritu-

ally destitute ecclesiastical structure. Joachim himself was on a mission

to address the needs of the impoverished Church of Antioch; his jour-

ney to Muscovy was a desperate attempt to address the extreme fiscal

condition of the Antiochian patriarchate. Encountering the dysfunction

in the Ruthenian Church, Joachim acceded to radical measures.

The early stage of the Ruthenian renewal had largely bypassed the
'ri.- .

hierarchy.ithe printing activity in the 1560s and 1570s and the work of
the Ostrih circle occurred without the direct involvement of the bishops
of the Kyivan metropolitanate. Prince Ostroz'kyi, acting as a secular

patron of the Church, had negotiated various ecclesiastical issues with
the representatives of the papacy with little regard for the Ruthenian

synod. Although the attempts of Catholic civil and ecclesiastical au-

thorities to impose the calendar reform on the Eastern Christian com-
munities in the Commonwealth seem to have aroused some members

of the Ruthenian hierarchy, for example Hedeon (Balaban), the metro-

politan himself had been slow to respond. After encountering the phe-
nomenon of a spirited confraternity, Joachim found himself not only
encouraging the development of lay activism but, perhaps inadvert-

ently, stressing it in opposition to the traditional hierarchical stnlcture.

The tone of the document sanctioning the L'viv confraternity is rather
confrontational when it talks about the state of the clergy and hierarchy,
and it served to pit Bishop Hedeon and the association of burghers

against each other.

The resentment of the local hierarch is understandable. Although
Hedeon does not question the authority of the Antiochian patriarch,

perhaps realizing that the document was probably written by the L'viv

brethren and that Joachim may have been manipulated, his subsequent
hostility towards the confraternity suggests that he took offense at the

brotherhood's patriarchally granted prerogatives. The statutes were

meant to foster refonn of the corrupt Church structures. However,

Joachim's decree broadening the mandate of the confraternity served to

undermine the authority of the local bishop, the cornerstone of Orthodox

ecclesiastical polity. The direct submission of the bishop to the scrutiny
of the laity in so many matters was a stark departure from Orthodox

ecclesiology, if not practice. By granting the burghers the right to)))
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monitor the activity of Bishop Hedeon, Joachim touched the sensitive

nerve of the jurisdiction and legitimacy of the Ruthenian bishop ofL'viv,
variously questioned and assailed over the previous fifty years by the

Roman Catholic archbishop of L'viv and the Catholic-controlled L'viv

municipal council. When, with the rise of the Counter-Reformation, the
Ruthenian hierarchy was being made ever more aware of the inferiority
of its dignitas in relation to that of its Catholic counterpart and was about

to reassert its demands for positions in the political institutions of the

nobiliary Commonwealth and social status equal to that of Latin prel-

ates, the document endorsed by Joachim subjected the L'viv bishop, in

his words, to the judgment of mere \"cobblers, tailors, and coat mak-
ers.\"17 Hedeon could already imagine the paternalistic expressions of

sympathy of the Catholic archbishop of L'viv concerning \"patriarchal

bondage.\" It is to him that he would soon turn to escape from the

patriarchally endorsed prerogatives of the confraternity.

The brotherhood was gloating for different reasons. The sanction of

a patriarch residing in a distant land was most convenient for the

confraternity. The patriarchal confirmation itself, as well as the notion
of reform resonating in the statues, fashioned the L'viv confraternity's

identity.1
s

For the bishop, the anomalous codification of a lay preemi-
nence in ecclesiastical affairs by the patriarch of Antioch on his way

through the Kyivan metropolitanate to Muscovy must have been fur-

ther cause for indignation. According to ancient, if not always re-

spected, ecclesiastical legislation, episcopal jurisdiction was territori-

ally circumscribed. As patriarch of Antioch, Joachim had no
canonic.at

right to issue any decrees regarding the affairs of the Kyivan

metropolitanate, which was under the jurisdiction of the patriarchate of

Constantinople, but the troubled patriarchate did not seem to have any

sustained policy towards the Kyivan metropolitanate and there is no

indication that Patriarch Theoleptos delegated his authority to Joachim.

Although the sources do not indicate that Hedeon or other Ruthenian

bishops questioned the validity of Joachim's decrees on the basis of

this jurisdictional principle, \037he hierarchy recognized this canonically

irregular and fortuitous intrusion of the itinerant patriarch of Antioch
into Ruthenian ecclesiastic life as another example of the disordered

involvement of Eastern patriarchs in their intricate problems.
19

During his stay in L'viv, Patriarch Joachim issued other documents

addressed to the Ruthenian clergy and laity stressing the need for refonn.)))
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On 25/15 January 1586he appealed to the Kyivan hierarchy, monastic
and lay clergy, nobility, and all Orthodox Christians to support the

renewal of the Christian Church by making contributions to establish a
school fostering the study of Church Slavonic and Greek letters so that

\"the Christian race be not [left] without voice on account of ignorance.\"
He encouraged donations to payoff a debt of fifteen hundred zlotys on a

press. He endorsed the confraternity's agenda in toto, including its plans

to build a new church, school premises for a press, and hospice, com-

mending all of these projects to the generosity of all Orthodox hierarchs,

clergy, monastics, nobility, and commoners.
20

The following day Joachim promulgated a fire-and-brimstone con-

demnation of twice-married (digamist) clergy in which he censured the
ecclesiastical abuses of the Ruthenian metropolitanate, where the

\"bishops are like the priests, the priests like are the laity, and the laity
are like demons.\" Foreshadowing the resolute reforms of Constan-

tinopolitan Patriarch Jeremiah just three years hence, Joachim pro-
nounced the excommunication not only of priests who, once widowed,

remarried or lived in concubinage while continuing priestly functions,

but also of the hierarchs who tolerated such moral irregularities in their
dioceses. The excommunication applied as well to anyone who, know-

ing of an instance of uncanonical clerical concubinage, failed to report
it to ecclesiastical superiors. Joachim forbade all interaction with

priests living uncanonically and barred from communion anyone who
would turn to such a priest to have their own children baptized or

married. 21
Given the general state of the Ruthenian clergy, it is difficult

to imagine that this categorical decree was enforced systematically.
Nevertheless, the sharp tone of the condemnation as well as the multi-

plicity of versions in which it has been preserved suggests that

Joachim's circular registered in the minds of the Ruthenian clergy.
The renewal of contact between the Ruthenians and representatives

of the Greek East did bolster the refonn-minded laity's confidence in

the patriarchate of Constantinople. On 7 June/May 28 1586 the L'viv

confraternity wrote an ardent letter composed in rhetorical Church
Slavonic to Patriarch Theoleptos of Constantinople. The confraternity

members characterized themselves using a pastiche of biblical meta-

phors and similes: lost sheep threatened by a wolf; a victim of brigands

bypassed by the priest and Levite, but with no Samaritan providing
comfort; the blind leading the blind. They reported that Patriarch)))
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Joachim visited the confraternity but \"could not heal their wounds\" in a
short period. The brothers appealed to Theoleptos to endorse the stat-
utes of the confraternity with his signature and to give his blessing for

the school and press da zahradiatsia vsiaki usta protivliaiushchiiasia

(\"that the lips of those opposing [us] may be sealed\.22") The plea of the

confraternity ends with the following passionate lines:

If these facilities [Le., the school and press] through neglect and evil

jealousy are brought to nought we will come to ultimate ruin. Rever-
sal of malice is the beginning of the salvation, for we hope that you
will reverse it. 23)

The confraternity brethren brought to the attention of the patriarch of

Constantinople the critical state of Ruthenian ecclesiastical life, refer-

ring obliquely to the conflict with their chronic nemesis, Bishop Hedeon.

Encouraged by Joachim's extraordinary gesture of confidence in them,

the L'viv laity sought further patriarchal confirmation of their endeavors.

Ironically, the new Ruthenian expression of hope in the patriarch of

Constantinople came at a time when the patriarchate was in utter

disarray, on the verge of institutional breakdown, losing even its physi-

cal plant because of factionalism among the Greeks and a shift in policy
of the sultan, who in 1587 had seized the Pammakaristos Church, the

main cathedral of the patriarchate. The members of the confraternity
were not unaware of the general conditions of the Greek Orthodox

Church. Their expectations for patriarchal assistance were based less on

hopes that the patriarch would send cadres to refonn Ruthenian ecclesi-

astical institutions than on anticipation that the patriarchate would give
the confraternity moral support and confirmation of its legitimacy in the

face of Bishop Hedeon' s opposition.)

Jerenziah II of Constantinople)

The confraternity wrote to Patriarch Theoleptos in the summer of 1586,
but seems not to have received a response from the patriarch, whose

short incumbancy ended in the middle of April 1587 with the restoration
of Jeremiah II. The confraternity did receive a letter dated 3 August/24

July 1587 from Meletios Pegas, who was in Constantinople between
1585 and 1588. The prominent Orthodox prelate expressed his appre-

ciation of the confraternity's labors on behalf of the Eastern Christian
community and praised their efforts to establish a schoo1.24

In Novem-)))
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ber of that year Patriarch Jeremiah addressed the concerns of the confra-

ternity by dispatching a letter to Bishop Hedeon, in which he sternly
admonished the bishop not to obstruct the worthwhile activity of the

brotherhood, especially its school and its attempt to establish a press.
Jeremiah threatened to excommunicate the bishop if he did not desist.

25

In December Jeremiah sent to the confraternity the affirmation it had

requested of Patriarch Theoleptos (see illustration above\" p. 153). The
reinstated patriarch confirmed Joachim's ratification of the confrater-

nity, extending blessings to its school, hospice, and press, the last of

which was only then being established. 26
With Joachim's decrees issued

in L'viv undoubtedly at the behest of the brotherhood it is difficult to

determine where the desires of the confraternity end and the intentions
of the patriarch begin. Jeremiah, however, is writing from a distance,

not under the direct influence or pressure of the confraternity. Thus, still

in Constantinople, he seems to have developed certain notions about the

need for reforms in the Kyivan metropolitanate. Although he makes no

mention of it in his letter, within the next few months Patriarch Jeremiah
would embark on a trip to Muscovy which would bring him through the

lands of the Kyivan metropolitanate and give him the opportunity to

observe the life of the Ruthenian Church firsthand.
The silence of the sources from the end of 1587 or the beginning of

1588 concerning Jeremiah's trip to the East Slavic lands suggests that

the journey was not planned far in advance. 27
Never before had a

patriarch of Constantinople set foot on East Slavic soil\" and would not

do so again for 400 years. Patriarch Jeremiah's decision to make the

long trip was occasioned by particularly dire circumstances in

Constantinople. During the previous ten-year period the patriarchate

had endured particularly devastating blows to its institutional stability.

Patriarchs had been deposed and elected five times. 28
The taxes and

bribes exacted by the Ottoman authorities and individual officials at

each enthronement and the corruption of unscrupulous Greeks had

emptied the patriarchal treasury. Finally, even the patriarchal cathedral

and residence had been confiscated by the sultan.

Jeremiah's trip to Muscovy brought him through the Kyivan

metropolitanate twice-once in the spring of 1588, and the other time

in the late summer and fall of 1589. 29
Before he set out, he apparently

sent a letter to Archbishop Arsenios of Elassona announcing his inten-

tions, which Arsenios received in L'viv on 11/1 May. The patriarch)))
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asked Arsenios to secure from the Orand Chancellor Jan Zamoyski a

guarantee of safe passage through the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth.

3D

Jeremiah left the Ottoman Empire in late winter-early spring 1588,

traveling through Wallachia and Moldova before reaching Ukraine. 31

He arrived in L'viv in May and from there wrote to Zamoyski, again

asking him for a bill of safe passage through Commonwealth territo-

ries. 32
Zamoyski invited Jeremiah to Zamosc where the patriarch ar-

rived 22 May and was met by Arsenios. Zamoyski, one of Poland's

leading patrons of humanist learning, seems to have come away from
his encounter with Jeremiah impressed. Four months after Jeremiah's

brief stay in the Commonwealth, Zamoyski wrote of his conversations

with the patriarch to the papal legate, Cardinal Ippolito Aldobrandini

(later, Pope Clement VIII [1592-1605]). He proposed for the cardinal's

consideration the idea of moving Patriarch Jeremiah's residence from

Constantinople to Kyiv, the seat of the old metropolitanate that united

the Ruthenian and Muscovite lands. Zamoyski considered that it would

be possible to speak about religious concord \"cum homine lit[t]eris
erudito.\" During Jeremiah's stay in Zamosc, the chancellor had also

questioned the patriarch about a union and reported to Aldobrandini

that Jeremiah did not seem to be averse (\"alienus\") to contact with the

Roman Church.33

Aldobrandini received another report (dated August 23) concerning

Jeremiah's trip through the Commonwealth from the bishop of Luts'k,
Bernard Maciejowski. Maciejowski attempted to meet the patriarch but
was unable to catch up to his suite, which was traveling through
Ukraine and Belarus' at a rapid pace.

34
Maciejowski hoped that Catho-

lic theologians could engage the patriarch in public colloquia. If he

were to refuse, the Ruthenians would see that the patriarch was wary of

confronting a Catholic apologist. Should he accept, Maciejowski had
no doubts that Latin theologians would carry the day, and the effect on

the Orthodox would be even stronger. Jeremiah's own description of

the meeting with Zamoyski, as presented to Muscovite officials and

recorded in the Posol'skaia kniga, is couched in general terms and
reveals no new infonnation: Zamoyski spoke about the 1587 election

and coronation of the Swedish King Sigismund Vasa as successor to

Stefan Batory.35 From Zamosc Jeremiah traveled northeast to Brest36

and arrived in Vilnius on June 3. During his twelve-day stay he ratified)))
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the statutes of the Holy Trinity Brotherhood and mandated the convo-
cation of a synod of Ruthenian bishops for the fall of that year.

37
The

L'viv confraternity wrote a long letter to him expressing grievances

against Bishop Hedeon and the hierarchy in general and sent it to the

patriarch in Vilnius. 38
The Barkulabava Chronicle records that

Jeremiah traveled through Belarus' with three bishops and his suite
included fifty horses. 39

Jeremiah left the Commonwealth intending to petition the tsar for

alms and and to leave Moscow after a stay of a few weeks, as did other

ranking prelates such as Archbishop Arsenios of Elassona and Patri-

arch Joachim of Antioch. While still in the Commonwealth he ordered

the Ruthenian bishops to assemble in the fall of the year. Since he had

gone to Muscovy in early summer, it is quite conceivable that he
intended to be present at the synod himself; he did not, however, expect
that his Muscovite hosts would hold him in Moscow for almost an
entire year. He did return to the Commonwealth to issue a number of

decrees and institute a series of reforms that proved to be of great
consequence for subsequent developments in the Kyivan metro-

politanate, but not until the summer of the following year.
40)))
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The Creation of the Moscow Patriarchate)

The Muscovite Political Context)

The patriarch's two sojourns in the Ruthenian lands were separated by
his eleven-month stay in Muscovy during which he elevated Metropoli-
tan Iov of Moscow to patriarchal dignity, thereby making Moscow one

of five Orthodox patriarchates. His reforms in the Ruthenian lands-
_
were only incidental. Like his predecessors Jeremiah was simply pass-

ing through on his way to Muscovy -seeking money. Although he

attended to a number of problems troubling Ruthenian church life,

there is no indication that he developed a plan of action for the

Ruthenian Orthodox Church. Had he not gone to Moscow, it is doubt-
ful that he would have paid attention to the ecclesiastical and cultural

crisis in the Kyivan metropolitanate. Considering the time he spent as a

guest of Jan Zamoyski in the Commonwealth, it becomes even clearer

that contact with the Ruthenian Orthodox and affairs in the Kyivan

metropolitanate were strictly secondary concerns. To view his stay in

Muscovy as a prelude to the reforms he conducted in the Kyivan
metropolitanate is an inversion of his own priorities. The source mate-

rial pertaining to Jeremiah's activity in the Ruthenian lands is corre-

spondingly modest compared to that for his Muscovite trip, but careful

attention to the latter can also add to our knowledge of Ruthenian-
Greek ecclesiastical relations at the time. 1

When Jeremiah crossed the border between the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth and Muscovy, he entered into a state that in many
respects was radically different from the one he had just left. One

important contrast concerned the relationship between the ecclesiasti-

cal and secular realm. A Church-state separation had never developed
in Muscovy as it had in Western Christendom. At a time when religious
questions were revolutionizing societies and polities in Europe, Musco-
vite ecclesiastical developments were for the most part guided by the)))
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authority of the tsar and his boyars. The fifteenth- and sixteenth-cen-

tury ascendancy of Moscow was crowned by the assumption of the

imperial title (tsar', the Slavic fonn of caesar) by Grand Prince Ivan IV
in 1547.2 According to the Byzantine imperial model emulated by
Muscovy, the Church was intimately tied and placed under the stew-

ardship of the ruler. 3
As in Byzantium, so too in Muscovy, the Church

played a central role in imperial image-building, thereby enhancing the

ruler's supremacy even in ecclesiastical matters. Following Byzantine
tradition, the Church anointed the new tsar and the metropolitan ex-

pressed the imperial ideas that made the tsar the protector of Ortho-

doxy. Thus, through the words of the metropolitan, the Church itself

entrusted its fate to the political authority.4

Although the Muscovite Church was strong in the middle of the

century under the leadership of the learned and dynamic Metropolitan
Makarii (1542-68), its subordination to political institutions was never

in doubt. s
During Ivan's long rule, domestic and foreign policy were

erratic, sometimes dictated by whim and fear rather than by reasons of
state. The reign of the mercurial tsar sorely tried Muscovite state,

society, and Church. I van vented his fury arbitrarily, disrupting govern-
mental institutions and executing many of his political allies along with

his foes. When in the midst of the bloody Oprichnina Metropolitan

Filipp (1566-68) raised his voice in protest against the violence, he was

imprisoned and killed.
6 Ivan's own death on 29/19 March 1584 ended an

inconsistent and turbulent reign that, despite significant early territorial

consolidation and expansion eastward along the Volga to the Caspian
Sea and into Siberia and the increased power of the royal administration,
left Muscovy financially drained and militarily vulnerable.

Patriarch Jeremiah's journey to Muscovy coincided with this period

of destabilization. In addition to leaving behind a fresh legacy of defeat

in the Livonian War and the consequent loss of access to the Baltic

ports vital to the Western trade, social and economic instability, land-

owner-peasant tensions, and dissatisfaction among the aristocracy,
Ivan failed to leave a strong successor. In a furious rage he had killed

the crown prince Ivan Ivanovich and caused his daughter-in-law to

miscarry. This left two ill-suited sons as candidates for the throne: the

pious and meek Fedor was physically feeble and apparently mentally

handicapped; his half brother, Dmitrii, born of Ivan's uncanonical

seventh marriage, was too young to assume the throne. The Muscovite)))
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political system required a tsar-any legitimate tsar, if only possessing
nominal authority-to act as the focus and guarantor of the stability of
the ruling boyar oligarchy.

7

Despite his shortcomings, Fedor was crowned on 10 June/31 May

1584. Fedor found many of his duties tiresome. He much preferred to

spend his time at prayer and amused himself ringing the church bells of

Moscow and viewing boxing matches and bear-wrestling. Affairs of
state little engaged him, and he did not involve himself in setting

policy.8 Although Fedor had a sincere commitment to the life of the

Church, it was not he who determined the direction of ecclesiastical
affairs. His limitations created a power vacuum in both secular and

ecclesiastical matters that generated new opportunities for strong fig-
ures in the boyar oligarchy to fill. In a span of a few years, the leading
member of the Godunov family, one of the clans vying for power at the

court, rose to a dominant position.
9

Boris Godunov was relatively low born. to
His family, the junior

branch of the Saburov-Godunov-Vel'iaminov line, had improved its

position at the grand prince's court through the Oprichnina, and Boris
became the beneficiary of his sister Irina's marriage to Fedor. After the

death of Nikita Romanov-Iurev in April 1585, Boris emerged as the
leader of the inner circle surrounding Fedor and received the title of

koniushii (master of the horse), as a sign of his influential standing at
court. II

During the first five years of Fedor's reign, through strategic

arrests, banishments, and opportune gestures of clemency, the sharp and
shrewd Boris deftly deflected the plots of the Shuiskiis, and removed

them and other contending clans from the locus of political power. He

thereby consolidated his preeminent position in the ruling oligarchy,
acting as caretaker for the helpless sovereign, and was recognized as such
even by foreign rulers in their correspondence and embassies to Moscow.

Boris also dominated the ecclesiastical sphere. In 1586 he obtained the

deposition of Metropolitan Dionisii (1581-87),replacing him with the

docile Archimandrite lov. During Patriarch Jeremiah's stay in Muscovy
it was with Boris-to the complete exclusion of church hierarchs-that

l:te conducted the negotiations concerning a Muscovite patriarchate,

continuing the established pattern of the tsar's sovereignty in establishing

church policy. When the heirless Fedor died, thus ending the Daniilovich
line of the Riurikovich dynasty, Boris Godunov was elected to the
Muscovite throne to rule as tsar de jure from 1598 to his death in 1605.)))
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Diplomatic Protocol, Largess, and Sequestration)

At the beginning of the summer of 1588 Patriarch Jeremiah and his
suite left the Commonwealth via Vilnius and Orsha, the last town

before the Lithuanian-Muscovite frontier, located at the confluence of
the Dnipro and Orsha Rivers. 12

The party was almost at the walls of
Smolensk before it was first noticed by Muscovite authorities: on 4

July/24 June 1588, voevoda Prince Mikhail Petrovich Katyrev-

Rostovskii and boyar and voevoda Prince Fedor Dmitrievich

Shestunov wrote to Tsar Fedor Ivanovich in Moscow that Patriarch

Jeremiah, Hierotheos, metropolitan of Monemvasia, and Arsenios,

archbishop of Elassona, accompanied by an entourage of monastic
elders (startsy), had arrived. The approach of the travelers had gone

undetected and the voevodas had not expected Jeremiah. As they
awaited the tsar's permission to proceed to Moscow, the Orthodox

churchmen began a year of experiences that would impress upon them
their dependence on the good will of the Muscovite sovereign.

From the outset, the patriarchal party received provisions distributed

according to a scale that reflected the respective ecclesiastical dignity
of each member. 13

Over the next twelve months the Muscovites pre-

scribed a catalogue of food supplies for each part of the patriarch's
sojourn: the initial days in Smolensk, the journey to Moscow, the stay
in the capital, the visit to the Sergiev-Holy Trinity Monastery, the trip

to Smolensk, and finally departure.
14

Besides these supply lists regis-
tered in the Poso/'skaia kniga, there are many admonitions to the men

responsible for the patriarch to make sure that Jeremiah and his delega-
tion are well fed. The solicitude for the patriarch's welfare was not

solely the gesture of a gracious prince. The careful, repeated itemiza-

tion suggests that this expression of hospitality was an important, ritu-

alized aspect of diplomatic strategy.
Along with the report from his Smolensk voevodas, Fedor Ivanovich

received a letter from Jeremiah himself, in which the patriarch stated
that it was the hope for aid from the realm of the son of Ivan IV of

blessed memory that had brought him to Smolensk. 15
Jeremiah referred

to the hardships of the Orthodox in general and those that he himself
had endured under the Ottomans. 16

The letter says nothing of
Jeremiah's experiences after his departure from his see and includes no
information on his trip through the Ruthenian lands or any comment on)))
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his ecclesiastical activity there. Nor is there any mention of ecclesiasti-
cal affairs in Muscovy. Only the purpose of the trip, to obtain material
assistance for the patriarchate of Constantinople, is given.

The unexpected news from the border generated a flurry of activity

in the Kremlin, reflected in a series of letters sent to the frontier post.

Petr Neelov'l the messenger who had brought word of the patriarch's
arrival, was sent back to Smolensk with two docunlents dated 7 July/27

June. The first was a gramota giving the voevodas instnIctions con-

cerning Jeremiah's stay in Smolensk and introducing Semeika

Pushechnikov, Jeremiah's designated escort for the journey to Mos-
cow. The voevodas were to give the Greeks the stipulated per dienl and
to choose three responsible gentrymen (defi boiarskie) to guard them.

The court directed the voevodas to examine the visitors' goods, make
an inventory, and send it ahead to Moscow. l ?

The court also permitted
Jeremiah to pray in the Cathedral of the Smolensk Mother of God and

charged the voevodas there to ensure that the patriarch was received by

the bishop honorably, according to his rank (chestno). The Smolensk

authorities were to bring an audience for the services made up of

boyars, stre!'tsy, and merchants so that the atmosphere would be as

solemn as possible.1
8

Neelov also carried a letter to Sil'vestr, bishop of

Smolensk, bidding him to make sure that the ceremonies were impres-

sive and imposing, should Jeremiah express a desire to pray in church.
The instructions for greeting the patriarch were tinged by a note of

ambiguity: both the voevodas and Sil'vestr were to honor Jeremiah \"as

our Inetropo!itan is honored, according to the episcopal rank.\"19 Given

that Jeremiah was not a mere bishop, nor even a metropolitan of an

autocephalous see, but the ecumenical patriarch, honored as senior

among all Orthodox hierarchs, a metropolitan's welcome for him ac-

cording to episcopal dignity and rank projected an ambivalent message.
In a society very conscious of hierarchy and seniority, and vigilantly
protective of subtle degrees of status (chest') using the appropriate

titulature in documents was a matter of crucial importance. As a nIle,

the court carefully worded the instructions sent to the tsar's servitors.

Therefore, that the prescribed welcome did not recognize Jeremiah's
correct rank was significant. Since Jeremiah was only the second patri-

arch to come to Muscovy, one can argue that the Muscovites had not

yet developed a specifically patriarchal protocol, but neither did they

attempt any special arrangements to distinguish the patriarch qua patri-)))
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arch, as they did six months later in the case of Iov, for whose elevation

a special rite of patriarchal \"ordination\" was quickly prepared. This
was therefore a signal indicating that the patriarch of Constantinople

was being received with diplomatic reserve.
20

From the start the court set out to impress Jeremiah with its power
and to manifest its ability to exercise control. Even his participation in

the local liturgy was determined by the political authorities; the church

hierarchy had little or no say in the matter. Metropolitan Iov sent no

greeting to the patriarch at the border, nor did he give the instructions to

his subordinate, Bishop Sil'vestr, for welcoming the highest ecclesiasti-

cal dignitary ever to visit Muscovy. Not until the eve of their departure

from Smolensk on 15/5 July did Jeremiah, Hierotheos, and Arsenios in

fact attend the Divine Liturgy (obednia) celebrated in the Cathedral of

the Smolensk Mother of God, where they witnessed the pomp and
circumstance Moscow prescribed within a carefully staged liturgical
assembly. Jeremiah was not a celebrant but \"was placed at the right
side of the church, where a place had been prepared for him with an

episcopal rug.\" There is no indication that he partook of Holy Com-

munion.
21 An account of the proceedings was dispatched to Moscow,

and Voevoda Katyrev-Rostovskii dutifully reported to the tsar that the

goods of the visitors had been searched and inventoried.
22

Diplomatic protocol has always been an instrument in conducting

foreign policy, and Muscovy was no exception: the Greeks found much

to offend them, though in essence the protocol used for dealing with the

patriarch was no different from that applied to other foreign envoys.
The Muscovites sought to show their authority over Jeremiah from the

outset. This is reflected in the contents and chastising tone of Fedor's

lett\037r
to the Smolensk voevodas: the tsar's court was not pleased by the

spontaneity of Jeren1iah' s arrival. Effective manipulation of the
patriarch's attitude and judgment required that his stay in Muscovy be

orchestrated from beginning to end. Control would be more effective

when exercised through benevolent gestures, without resorting to overt

oppression and intimidation, and by alternating subtlety with magiste-
rial firmness. However, it would be crucial, no matter what the means,

for it to be applied systematically.
The voevodas reported that the patriarch had arrived at the border

with forty-two other people, some obviously members of his suite,
others clearly not. 23 Archimandrite Christophoros; two priests,)))
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Makarios and Akakios; an archdeacon named Leontios;24 the monastic
Theoleptos; a treasurer; a steward (kelar') by the name of Stephanos; a

liturgical reader-cantor (pevchii diachok); an interpreter; and nine ser-

vants comprised the patriarch's personal entourage of eighteen.
Hierotheos had with him a monk, the priest Gregory, and four servants;
Arsenios was accompanied by a monk and a servant, Ignatios, for a

total of nine. A monastic from Serbia named Antonii, who arrived with

Jeremiah, had traveled with three merchants from the Ottoman Empire

(turskie zemli), a merchant or tradesman (torgovoi chelovek), and six

servants, along with four prisoners of war (polonianiki), for a total of

fifteen. 25

At the time of his departure from Moscow, Semeika Pushechnikov,
Jeremiah's court-designated escort for the journey to the capital, re-
ceived a detailed memorandum (palniat) outlining his responsibilities
while traveling with the patriarch.

26
Pushechnikov's mission was to

learn inconspicuously from the patriarch's elders and servants the pur-
pose of the Jeremiah's journey and to elicit information directly in
conversations with the patriarch. The court apparently was not aware of

changes on the patriarchal throne and wanted to be sure of Jeremiah's

legitimacy. The memoranda included many specific questions to be

answered. Some concern the state of ecclesiastical affairs in

Constantinople, others are directed at political developments: why has
Jeremiah come? Is he still patriarch? How did he come from

Constantinople? What happened to Theoleptos, his predecessor? Was
he accompanied by Turkish guards when he left Constantinople?

Pushechnikov was to ascertain whether Jeremiah had the other patri-
archs' mandates.

27 As the discussion below will show, there is positive

evidence that the Synod of Eastern patriarchs had not given Jeremiah a
mandate to create a patriarchate in Muscovy. The fact that in the

intelligence reports recorded in the stateinyi spisok there is no indica-
tion that Jeremiah carried mandates is additional evidence that he did

not have any extraordinary authority to make major ecclesiological

decisions, without the other Orthodox patriarchs. Pushechnikov was

charged with extracting political, as well as specifically ecclesiastical,
information. Mendicant Greek ecclesiastics could always be pressed
for the latest news concerning the military activities of the Ottoman

Porte. The Muscovites were interested in the relations of the sultan with

the Kizilbash (i.e., the Safavids).28 The Muscovite court did its best to)))
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keep up with European conflicts and their effect on Western anti-
Ottoman resolve. They inquired as to whether the sultan was at war

with the French, the Spanish, or the Austrian emperor. There were also

questions concerning political affairs in the Polish-Lithuanian Com-
monwealth, Jeremiah's route through it, possible encounters with the

king or the Pany rada (the Lithuanian council of lords, composed of

higher secular and clerical nobility), and especially about the royal
succession. All this information was to be sent ahead to MoSCOW. 29

Pushechnikov sent word to Moscow that the delegation would be in

Mozhaisk on Tuesday (19/9 July)30 and included an intelligence re-

port. The patriarch's tale of woe is recorded in it, but adds nothing

new. Because Jeremiah had lost the favor of the sultan, he had been

replaced by Theoleptos and exiled to the island of Rhodes. Four years

later the sultan had summoned Jeremiah back to Constantinople but

also closed the patriarchal church and appropriated the patriarchal
treasury.3] Restored to the patriarchate, Jeremiah was allowed to re-

build an Annenian church to which he had to add monastics lodgings

(kelii). The sultan had given Jeremiah pennission to seek construction

funds for this project in Wallachia and Muntenia (volozhskaia and

mutianskaia ze111/ia),from where he proceeded to Lithuania and then
on to the tsar. Jeremiah assured his hosts that he was the only patriarch

in Constantinople-Theoleptos had been deposed because the synod
saw him as causing the destruction of the Church. Concerning the

Ottomans, Jeremiah reported that the sultan had planned to \"wage war

on the Mediterranean in galleys,\" but since Jeremiah's restoration, he
had not sent any annies to battle and was at peace with the Holy
Roman emperor and with the French king. The patriarch did not see

the newly elected King Zygmunt III, who was absent from Lithuania at

that time, but he had been the guest of the Polish kingmaker Jan

Zamoyski and could report to the Muscovites that indeed the \"Swede's

son\" was king in the Commonwealth, but that the opposition was not

fully pacified and a fraction of the nobility still supported the Russian

candidate, Maximilian of Austria. With an opaque disclaimer

Pushechnikov then reports that the Greek ecclesiastics have no more

news about Lithuania because they traveled too swiftly to observe

political developments.32

It was in the best interests of Jeremiah to ingratiate himself with his

hosts. He had little to offer to the Muscovites, or so he must have)))
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thought, and there is no indication that he was holding anything back in

his reports to his prospective benefactors. His trip had one fundamental

purpose: to collect funds for the destitute patriarchate of Constan-

tinople.
33 No mention is made of ecclesiastical affairs in the Ruthenian

lands, or of the possible elevation of the metropolitanate of Moscow to
the status of a patriarchate.)

Jerenziah's Reception at Court and the Negotiations)

In responding to Pushechnikov the tsar asked whether there were

Lithuanians with the hierarchs 34
and told hilll to arrive in Moscow on

Saturday, 23/13 July at the fourth or fifth hour (late morning), stopping
on the way at the Dorogomilskaia slobo{la,35 where he was to be met by
Grigorii Nashchokin. The rate of approach to Moscow, the exact route,
and protocol upon arrival were all fixed in instructions given to

N ashchokin. 36

The Greek hierarchs alTived in the capital as scheduled and, accord-

ing to Arsenios, their reception by two archbishops, two bishops,
boyars, archimandrites, hegumens, priests, monks, and a throng of

Muscovites was most solemn. 3 ?
Remarkably\" Metropolitan Iov was not

part of the welconling party, and though the next day his personal
emissaries greeted the patriarch, the sources are silent concerning a

meeting between the metropolitan and Jerenliah. Apparently, Iov did

not see the patriarch until six months later, on the eve of his elevation to

patriarchal status. 38
The churchmen were lodged at the court of the

bishop of Riazan'\" where they received food supplies sent by Metro-

politan Iov, but were kept isolated. Foreigners could see the Greek only

with the permission of the tsar's boyars or the posol'skii diak (foreign
minister) Andrei Shchelkalov. The court wanted no contact between

the patriarch and foreign merchants, especially Greeks or other subjects

of the Ottoman Porte, because they regularly served as diplomatic
couriers and were therefore suspected of being Turkish agents. The

Lithuanian and Wallachian (voloshskie) traveling companions were

relegated to the Lithuanian guest court.39

Eight days passed before Jeremiah, Hierotheos, and Arsenios were

sunlmoned to \"behold the imperial eyes.\" On Sunday 3 ]/21 July
Jeremiah was brought to Fedor's court mounted on an ass, while the

other hierarchs rode horses. The posol'skaia kniga records the)))

the Ruthenians had to

this point received no direction, moral support, or practical assistance
from the ecclesiastical authorities in Constantinople, who claimed their)))

Western

influences. For a presentation of the various groupings of Old Testament
books in Church Slavonic Scriptural manuscripts, see Robert Mathiesen,
\"Handlist of Manuscripts containing Church Slavonic Translations from the

Old Testament,\" Po/ata knigopisnaia: An Information Bulletin Devoted to the

Study of Early Slavic Books, Texts, and Literatures 7 (1983): 3-48.
26

laroslav Dmytrovych Isaievych [Dmitrievich Isaevich], Preemniki

pervopechatnika (Moscow, 1981), p. 19.
27

For a detailed listing of the published and unpublished works of the Ostrih

activists, see Myts'ko, Ostroz'ka akademiia, pp. 116-32. Of the thirty six-)))
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patriarch's encounter with the court in some detai1. 40 Jeremiah was

allowed to ride all the way to the rune/uk, the entry pedestal, but

Hierotheos and Arsenios were obliged to dismount and walk the last

symbolic measure. 41
The highly structured court ritual designed to

flatter the patriarch at the same time as it underscored the tsar's impe-
rial dignity and projected his autocratic image to emphasize his ulti-

mate lordship over his guest. Jeremiah offered the tsar many venerable

relics of Byzantine saints, including a piece of the elbow of the first

Byzantine emperor, St. Constantine the Great, a gold-encased icon of

the Mother of God for the tsaritsa, along with other gifts.
42

Despite the

tsar's munificence, the welcome was left conspicuously unconsum-

mated: the stateinye spiski make a point of the fact that the patriarch
was not- invited to the tsar's table. 43

During the reception Tsar Fedor distributed largess to Jeremiah and

Hierotheos, but Arsenios received nothing; he had already received his

gifts during a recent visit, but had chosen to remain in L'viv rather than
return home. Perhaps he sent the grant to Constantinople with someone

else; the Muscovites did not charge him with financial impropriety, but

they did resent his not completing the mission personally.

After the reception, Shchelkalov infonned Jeremiah that he was to

be questioned by Boris Godunov himself. The tsar's koniushii posed
the same questions that Pushechnikov had asked of Jeremiah along the

way from Smolensk to Moscow. The patriarch related that a Greek

under his obedience had slandered him to the sultan and how

Theoleptos bribed the Ottoman authorities by promising to pay the

sultan two thousand gold pieces in addition to the usual pe$ke$ if he

were to become patriarch. The sultan \"violated earlier decrees\" and

appointed Theoleptos without the synod's approval, and Jeremiah was

exiled to the \"White Sea\" (the Mediterranean) to the city of Naurod for

four years.
44

This encounter set the stage for negotiations left largely unrecorded.

In the sources, the process leading up to the elevation of lov as patri-
arch is subsumed by the final outcome. However, references to

Jeremiah's desire to go home, the forceful opposition of Hierotheos and

other Greeks to the elevation and the general atmosphere created by the
Muscovite authorities indicate that the patriarch endured a long and

psychologically taxing detention. 45
He was forced to stay until a patri-

archate for the realm was created. Although no text giving the course of)))
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events has been preserved, an outline of the developments does emerge
from the sources, from the sketchy references a number of general
observations can be extracted.

According to the posol'skaia kniga and the Pseudo-Oorotheos

chronicle, which preserves accounts by members of Jeremiah's party,
the Muscovites did ask Jeremiah to establish a patriarchate in their

realm. Both indicate that Jeremiah was not immediately forthcoming.
46

The passage from Pseudo-Oorotheos is worth quoting:)

The Muscovites announced to Patriarch Jeremiah that they wanted
him to create a patriarchate for them. First, Jeremiah said that this
could not be done; he would only install an archbishop, as in Ohrid.

And when they were one on one, the metropolitan of Monemvasia

[i.e., Hierotheos] said to the patriarch: \"My Lord, this cannot be done,

because Constantine the Great created the patriarchates together with
an ecumenical council. And Justinian the Great together with the
Fifth Ecumenical Council made Ohrid an archbishopric and J erusa-
lem a patriarchate, on account of the Venerable Passion of Christ.

There are only three of us here. ([This is so] because one, the arch-

bishop of Elassona, Arsenios, who did not have a see of his own,
joined up with us in Poland and came to Russia with the patriarch.)
Lord, we came to the tsar for alms and on account of the debts

incurred in our days.\" And he [i.e., Jeremiah] answered: \"Neither do I

want this. But if they wish, I will dwell [here] as patriarch.\" And the

metropolitan of Monemvasia said to him: \"Blessed Lord, this is

impossible, for you speak a different language, you are not used to
the place, they have different ordinances and customs, and they do
not want you. Don't embarrass yourself!\" But he did not want to
listen at all. 47)

The Pseudo-Dorotheos chronicle is explicit about Jeremiah's reluc-

tance to accede to Moscow's initial request to elevate to the patriarch-
ate a Muscovite chosen by the synod. Members of his suite, if not

Jeremiah himself, saw important canonical obstacles. Ecclesiastical

policy in the Christian East was articulated, or at least ratified, by

ecclesiastical authority, which resided ultimately in local and ecumeni-

cal councils. Given the gravity of the proposition and the essentially
conciliar nature of Orthodox ecclesiology and church polity, the cre-

ation of a fifth Orthodox patriarchate was not a question that Jeremiah

could decide without a synod of the Orthodox Church with the partici-
pation of the three other Eastern patriarchs. Pseudo-Dorotheos implies)))

11/1 May. The patriarch)))
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that they had not given their support for the creation of a Moscow

patriarchate, contrary to the indication in the posol'skaia kniga.

Metropolitan Hierotheos, according to the chronicle, outlined an

imposing series of practical problems that a Greek patriarch would

encounter in the Muscovite lands. Cultural differences in the Orthodox

world, particularly between Greeks and non-Greeks, have always been
obstacles to the Orthodox solidarity. Pseudo-Dorotheos, openly critical

in his portrayal of Greek ecclesiastics, was equally candid in his depic-

tion of the Muscovites, charging them with cruelty and imputing evil
motives to them.

48
Despite centuries of organized church life, the Slavs

in the north were still regarded historically as upstarts by the Greeks.

The notion of Slavic ecclesiastical pre-eminence was undoubtedly un-

savory, if not threatening, to a Greek hierarch such as Hierotheos and

perhaps to the more docile Jeremiah as well.
Since our sources preserve only a partial record of Russo-Greek

negotiations, it is difficult to say much about them, except that it is

clear that Muscovite ecclesiastical authorities played no role in them; it
was the boyars and not even the tsar who determined Muscovite policy
and conducted the discussions.49

Pseudo-Dorotheos' account provides

the greatest detail:)

Then cunningly the Muscovites devised a scheme and said: \"My

Lord, if you determine to stay here, we will have you.\037' But these

words were said to them neither by the tsar nor by any of the boyars
of the palace, but only by those who guarded them. Jeremiah thought-

lessly and without sizing things up, and without the advice of anyone

said: \"I am staying.'\" And he had this habit, that he never listened to

good advice from anyone, even from those subject to him. And for
this reason both he and the Church were ruined in his days.50 Then
the Muscovites, seeing that he was not about to ordain [someone else
as patriarch]\037 and that he wanted to remain, told him: uBecause.. my
Lord, you want to stay, we want this as well; however, since the

ancient Rus' throne is in Vladimir, take pains to stay there.\" And that

was a place worse than Koukousos. 51
Then with the assistance of

certain Christians, the patriarch said: \"There will be no discussion
[about going to Vladimir]. I will not do this.

52)

Pseudo-Dorotheos considers the invitation to stay in Vladimir a
tactical ploy to induce the patriarch to install a native Muscovite as

patriarch. It could indeed have been a ruse, since the Muscovites might)))
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have suspected that Jeremiah would not accept the proposal. The patri-
arch was bound to avoid everything that would compromise the senior-

ity of his office or the traditions of Orthodox Christianity. The early

Christian ecclesiological principle of the geographical permanency of

bishops had over the centuries come to be violated in many ways not

only among the East Slavs, especially in the Polish-Lithuanian Com-

monwealth, but also by Eastern patriarchs. In the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries they regularly abandoned their sees to take up resi-

dence in Constantinople. Nevertheless, despite the abandoning of many
Orthodox rules, certain of them concerning the patriarchate of

Constantinople have always been treated with a particular respect by

Orthodox Christians, especially by those associated intimately with the

patriarchate itself. Offering to settle the patriarch of Constantinople in a

provincial Russian town, far from the capital, besides being an outright

affront, according to Pseudo-Dorotheos, challenged some of these

cherished precepts: the status of Constantinople as the supreme ecclesi-
astical center, and the importance of harmony and cooperation between

the ecclesiastical and political authorities. The fall of Constantinople in

1453 had dealt a lasting blow to these concepts, but the principles

remained dear in Greek Orthodox consciousness.

The Muscovite sources are mute about any Greek opposition, but the

information from the Greek sources compliments the Muscovite ac-
counts and provides evidence that the final creation of the patriarchate

of Moscow was the fruit of intrigue and a calculated and coercive

imposition. Whatever may have been the details of the talks, from the

sources it emerges that the court engaged the patriarch on the subject
and that he had not immediately ruled it out, thereby giving the Musco-
vites room to maneuver. The patriarch had acted impulsively and for

the rest of the match he was on the defensive. In this contest the

Muscovites' patience and persistence slowly wore down the aging

prelate. Having initially refused to accede to any patriarchal proposal,
Jeremiah softened his stance, offering to confirm Muscovite

autocephaly along the lines of the archbishopric of Ohrid, the Bulgar-

ian see which from the beginning was never truly self-governing and

subsequently, under the Ottomans was in fact under the tutelage of the

patriarch of Constantinople, even receiving its Holy Chrism from

him.
53 The Pseudo-Dorotheos chronicle criticizes Jeremiah for aban-

doning his original resolve, thereby giving the Muscovites cause for)))
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confidence that he could be persuaded to yield to their demands. The

struggle of wills and wits lasted a long time, for it was exactly six

months after the arrival of the Greek delegation that Jeremiah agreed to

install as patriarch of Vladimir, Moscow, and of All Rus' the tsar's
candidate from the Muscovite synod.

_
The pressure put on the patriarch had been formidable.

Alt\037ough

Jeremiah's sequestration was probably no worse than that described by

Herberstein, Possevino, Fletcher, and other diplomats in Muscovy, it is

clear from the Posol'skaia kniga that he and his companions were

carefully watched. 54
Arsenios, who had earlier visited Muscovy, no

doubt advised the patriarch about Muscovite diplomatic hospitality.

Even if they had been forewarned, the Greek delegation would have
found these circumstances in Moscow oppressive. Hierotheos, unlike

Arsenios who in the end remained in Muscovy and wrote memoirs that

cast his Muscovite hosts in a favorable light, described the conditions

of the house arrest and wrote bluntly about the wardens who kept

constant watch over the Greek prelates: \"He [Jeremiah] had mischie-
vous and cruel men on his heels, and everything that they heard they

passed on to the interpreters, who in turn told the tsar.\" Jeremiah was

confined to quarters: \"In the place where they [the Muscovites] held

Jeremiah they would not let anyone from the local people come to see

him, nor would they allow him to go out. Only the monks [in
Jeremiah's suite], when they so desired, would go out with the people

of the tsar into the marketplace and the Muscovites guarded the monks
until they returned to their quarters.\"55 Quite possibly Jeremiah was
aware of the travails and three decades of Muscovite detention and

imprisonment endured by Maksim Grek. 56
Confinement, scrutiny, and

psychological stress combined to produce an intimidating effect.)

The Elevation of Iov to the Partriarchate and Ab11S fro111 the Tsar)

On 23/13 January Godunov and Shchelkalov went to Jeremiah \"on

orders from the tsar\" with a concrete proposal to elevate Iov to the

patriarchate. After a long discussion (sovetovav 111110g0),Jeremiah

agreed to install as patriarch the tsar's candidate from the Muscovite

synod.
57

He was not oblivious to the canonical irregularities of this

development and he tried to ensure that the damage to Orthodox prac-

tice was minimal by demanding that the patriarch be properly elected. 58)))
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The few words relating Jeremiah's plaintive plea after having yielded
are telling: \"And as for him [Le., Jeremiah], the most righteous and

Christ-loving tsar should have pity on him and release him to

Constantinople.\"59

On 27/17 January Fedor informed Iov and the synod of Jeremiah's

willingness to install a patriarch according to the tsar's wishes.6o
The

metropolitan responded by conceding the whole question to the \"will of

the most righteous tsar and grand prince, to do as the most righteous

Sovereign, Tsar, and Grand Prince Fedor Ivanovich of All Rus'

deigns.\"61 On 2 February/23 January the synod of Muscovite bishops
assembled to go through the motions of electing a patriarch from a list

of three candidates, preordained by the court: Iov, Aleksandr of

Novgorod, and Varlaam of Rostov, as well as metropolitans for the two

newly created metropolitanates, Kazan' and Astrakhan', and Rostov. 62

After half a year in the capital, Jeremiah was for the first time brought
to the Cathedral of the Dormition to elevate the metropolitan of Mos-
cow to the patriarchate; he had apparently not yet set eyes on him,63 and

there was some apprehension about their first encounter; the Musco-

vites took steps to preclude any possibility that Jeremiah might in some

way reject the metropolitan.
64

However, he followed the script, and

Iov, Godunov's man from the beginning, was solemnly chosen.

Jeremiah was probably not particularly shocked by the manner in

which the Muscovite secular authorities selected Iov as patriarch-desig-
nate or by the diocesan reorganization that ensued, for this was in

keeping with Byzantine tradition.
65

Although the complete and detailed

orchestration of the proceedings contradicted the spirit and letter of
canon law, making a farce of ecclesiastical propriety, the vicissitudes
of life under the Turks had tempered the patriarch's sensibilities in this

regard. The nature of the election is a clear indication that the patriarch

had virtually no influence over the process.

More offensive, however, was the rejection of the Greek rite of

patriarchal installation and the sacramental innovation introduced by

Muscovites in the rite of patriarchal ordination prepared especially for

the occasion. According to Apostolic Christian Sacred Tradition there
are only three degrees of the priestly order-the diaconate,

presbyterate\" and episcopacy, each of which requires a successive ordi-

nation or \"laying on of hands\" (cheirotonia), in the Byzantine liturgy
characterized by a prayer beginning with the words \"Divine grace.\)
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Archbishops, metropolitans, patriarchs, and popes all participate in the

episcopal order by virtue of one episcopal ordination but they are

installed in office. For JOV'l however, a special patriarchal ordination

liturgy, including the prayer \"Divine grace,\" was prepared, because the

rites of installation as they appeared in the Greek service books were

deemed insufficient for the occasion. 66
The actual elevation occurred

on 5 February/26 January 1589,67 and here, as in the royal court, the

hosts impressed their majesty on the visiting patriarch. No efforts were

spared to solemnize the occasion and to convince the patriarch that he
had in fact made a responsible decision. 68

Although the Moscow patriarchate was now a reality, Jeremiah was

not yet free to go. The spring thaw, which made Muscovite roads

impassable, might have been a reason for the delay, but Jeremiah had

already been eager to leave in January. Since there is abundant evi-
dence that travelers to the Greek East and Greek hierarchs themselves

did leave Moscow in the months of January and February, it is clear
that it was not the season that held him in Moscow. 69

The irregular, non-synodal manner in which Patriarch Jeremiah up-

graded the metropolitanate of Moscow was not lost on Fedor's govern-
ment. Care had to be taken to ensure that Jeremiah act on Moscow's
behalf to gain ratification from the other three Orthodox patriarchs.

7o

Additional persuasion was in order to secure officially documented

confirmation of the installation:

And they brought a large, exceedingly wide parchment document
written in Bulgarian letters. And the patriarch signed it. But the

metropolitan of Monemvasia asked: \"What is written here? [When

you tell me] then I will sign.\" And the first one [i.e., the overseer],71
Andrei Tzalkanos [Shchelkalov] by name, answered: \"It is written

how you installed the patriarch and how you came here.\" And the

metropolitan of Monemvasia said: \"It should have been written in

Greek, not in Russian.\" But they did not listen to him. The patriarch's
hieromonks signed as well, as did the archbishop of Elassona. But the

metropolitan of Monemvasia was completely against this, lest the
Church should be divided and another head and a great schism be
created. He was in danger of being thrown into the river, until the

patriarch took an oath that the metropolitan of Monemvasia had said

nothing.
72

On 29/19 May 1589, the tsar wrote a letter to Katyrev-Rostovskii
and the other Smolensk gentry that he had released Jeremiah along with)))
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his delegation for their homeward journey. The party was escorted by

Grigorii Nashchokin and Semeika Pushechnikov and, thirty deti
boiarskie. In Smolensk the travelers were to be given rations for six

days and then provided at the border with the abundant provisions

prescribed by the court.7 ] When they were about to depart from Mos-

cow, Jeremiah, Hierotheos, Arsenios, and other members of the delega-
tion received money and gifts from the tsar. Although it is difficult to

detennine the real value of the Muscovite endowment, it clearly was a
most generous grant.

74 In Smolensk the tsar's messenger, Roman

Tushin, caught up with Jeremiah's suite and delivered an additional

thousand rubles for church construction. Tushin had received orders to

pursue the patriarch even across the border to hand over the sum. Since
the court decided to allocate the thousand rubles after Jeremiah had

departed from Moscow, it is evident that the Muscovite leadership was

doing everything it could to gamer the favor of the Constantinople-
bound hierarch. Tushin carried three gral11otas: one from the tsar to

Sultan Murad, another to Jeremiah, and one from Godunov to the

patriarch. The tsar called on Murad to protect the patriarch and asked

Jeremiah for his prayers. Godunov also requested that Jeremiah write a

secret report about affairs in Lithuania and Constantinople, not reveal-

ing Godunov's or his own name.
75 On 14/4 June Jeremiah was still in

Smolensk, but a few days later he sent effusive letters of gratitude to

Tsar Fedor and Godunov from Orsha, acknowledging receipt of the
alms and supplies from the Smolensk voevodas. He was also quick to

report that Maximilian was no longer a contender for the Polish

throne. 76

At every turn Jeremiah had been confronted with symbols of the

tsar's power to keep him aware of the ability of the tsar to determine his
fate. The internal memoranda show that the Muscovites carefully maxi-

mized the effect of their overtures to Jeremiah and his entourage. Each
Muscovite gesture was ostentatious. The principle at the heart of hospi-
tality-disguising the prepared nature of the welcome by creating an

atmosphere of spontaneity-was systematically inverted. The patriarch
was made aware of every minute concession and of his utter depen-

dence on the host. As far as visits go, this visitor was at the mercy of his
host in a definitive way: he was refused permission to leave at will.

At certain moments the drama was heightened by the creation or

exploitation of expectations: will Jeremiah be allowed to eat with the)))
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tsar? When will he be allowed to return to Constantinople? Will the tsar

provide funds? The ceremonies marking the patriarchal elevation itself

were ponderous and unabashedly contrived. The absence of joyful

celebration is evinced by the fonnulaic statements to the contrary. By

any standards, the treatment meted out to the Greeks in Moscow as
described in the sources was intended to intimidate and create an

apprehensive respect for the l1zysterium tremenduln of Muscovy.
The negotiations and bargaining involved in the creation of the

patriarchate of Moscow encountered resistance by Jeremiah and mem-
bers of his suite and entailed a series of canonical innovations and

irregularities as the sources make clear. Jeremiah was held in Moscow

against his will. Members of his party and he himself opposed the

creation of a patriarchate. From an Orthodox ecclesiological point of

view, the entire procedure was uncanonical. A pan-Orthodox synod
had not been convoked, the election of candidates was fixed, and the

sacramental integrity of the single episcopal consecration had been

violated; there is no credible indication that any previous agreement
among the Eastern patriarchs concerning the creation of a patriarchate

for Muscovy had been reached, nor even that the Greeks had any policy
towards the Muscovite Church.

Jeremiah was no naive, wide-eyed novice to the hardball world of
state and ecclesiastical politics. Nor was he a rash churchman. He had

withstood the humiliations of life as patriarch under the Turks, with

intrigues, depositions, and deprivations. He had held his own with Pope
Gregory XIII, and his correspondence with the Protestants of Augsburg

indicates that he was not easily overwhelmed. Yet, Pseudo- Dorotheos

complains that the patriarch did not heed his warnings and imprudently

allowed himself to be manipulated. It is easy to imagine how this could

have happened. The position of the Orthodox in the Ottoman Empire
was desperate. The travails of the Orthodox Churches that Jeremiah

encountered on his way to Muscovy could not have been heartening. In

Muscovy he was received and treated by the political authorities like

any other diplomat coming to Moscow. He was interrogated repeat-

edly, sequestered and held against his will, and imprisoned in a gilded

cage for eleven months in an alien world. The Muscovites made it clear

that his fate was completely in their hands. A native of the temperate

southern coast of the Black Sea, the sixty-year-old hierarch endured a

fair dose of monastic mortification in the extreme conditions of the)))
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long Russian winter. He could not well refuse the Muscovite demands

without jeopardizing essential support from the tsar. To put it simply,
the Muscovites made him an offer he could not refuse. The patriarch

of Constantinople was bereft of all power except for the dignity
and honorific authority of his primatial see. In the end, to escape-
figuratively and literally-fronl a difficult situation he had to share
with Muscovy the only capital at his disposition. In doing so he was

forced not only to devaluate his own currency but also to violate tenets
of Orthodox ecclesiology and hallowed church custom. The elevation

of the metropolitan of Moscow was not an act of patriarchal authority,
but one of patriarchal submission. Lest Jeremiah be confused about the
exact nature of the ecclesiastical concession, Hierotheos reminded him

of it in no uncertain terms. The days in early January were at their

shortest and coldest and thoughts of home were on his mind when
Jeremiah gave in. It was with a sinking heart that the patriarch acceded

to the court's demands.

All told, the elevation of the metropolitanate of Moscow to the

patriarchate appears to have been an act of resignation on Jeremiah's

part. He traveled to Moscow intending to collect alms and in this he

was in fact successful.
The Greeks finally left Muscovy in wagons creaking from the

weight of the coffers and a hundred buckets of honey, live fish, and
other provisions.

77
However, the encounter with Muscovy, in general,

and the solemnities and celebration of the installation of a new patri-

arch, in particular, were enigmatic from the perspective of the Church
of Constantinople. Muscovy was rich and could help, but it was hardly
clear that it shared the Greeks' cause. At every step the Muscovites
demonstrated a more or less subtle attitude of reserve and paternalism.

Although the documents wax eloquent about Orthodox solidarity, no

rapport or fellowship had been established with the Muscovite church

circles. In fact, over such an extended period there had been hardly any
sustained contact with Muscovite ecclesiastics. Almost all of the inter-
action was between the ecumenical head of the Orthodox Church and

the rulers of the Muscovite state. Although Jeremiah traveled to Mus-

covy as an ecclesiastical leader looking for support for his Church, he

was received and treated as a diplomat on a political mission to Mus-

covy. The Muscovite court and not the Church was his host. Metropoli-

tan Iov did not meet, greet, or see the patriarch when he arrived, nor for)))

pendix, A I, pp. 177-78; contemporary Ruthenian Church Slavonic translation,
in Mon. Confr., no. 505, pp. 865-66, where Paisios is mistakenly called
Theophanes). The blessing of Easter bread became a point of controversy, with

the Greek hierarchs unsuccessfully seeking to suppress this practice, popular to

the present. Just prior to the arrival of Arsenios, at Eastertime, Bishop Hedeon

issued a diametrically opposite instruction to the burghers of Rohatyn, con-)))
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the next six months. The senior hierarch of the Orthodox world was not
invited or admitted to the Cathedral of the Annunciation and possibly

other churches until he had acquiesced to the tsar's desires. Apparently,

with the sole exception of the patriarchal elevation of Iov, Jeremiah did
not break Eucharistic Bread with the Muscovite Orthodox. The Musco-

vites saw fit to defy the Sacred Tradition of the Greek East, spurning
the Greek ritual for the installation of a patriarch and composing their

own, which included an unprecedented rite of patriarchal consecration.

Throughout his stay Jeremiah was a ritual figurehead, whose role and

responsibilities were ultimately determined by Muscovite authorities,

even in the liturgical sphere. If not immediately upon arrival, then in
the following weeks and months of protracted detention, all of these

slights, insults, and canonical innovations or irregularities violated the

dignity of the patriarch of Constantinople.
The pal1iative effect of the pecuniary reward must have been mixed

with regret. After a long life under the Ottoman regime he was well

aware of just how tenuous was the Church's hold on any acquisition.

Still, he certainly could not return empty-handed. The last-minute,

thousand rubles the tsar sent for church construction to the patriarch in
Orsha in the tsar's name was an unexpected benefaction that served to

underscore the tsar's bounty and raise hopes for future largess.
Jeremiah expressed his gratitude with the required obsequiousness. At

the same time it is difficult to imagine that material endowment could

fully heal the subtle, yet profound injury to Jeremiah's human and

patriarchal dignity wrought by the ordeals endured during a year of

sequestration and manipulation.
78 It is with this financial gain but

canonical compromise and ideological sacrifice that Jeremiah traveled

to the Ruthenian lands and catalyzed a major upheaval of the Orthodox
Church in the Kyivan metropolitanate.)))
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CHAPTER TWELVE)

Patriarch Jeremiah, the Kyivan Hierarchy,

and Ecclesiastical
Reform)

Patriarch Jeremiah left Muscovy in the middle of June 1589 and arrived
within two or three days at Orsha, the first town on the Lithuanian side
of the border. There, he drafted letters to Tsar Fedor Ivanovich and

Boris Godunov, expressing his gratitude for the considerable benefac-

tion given to him just before leaving Smolensk and reporting that
because of the tsar's recommendation, the patriarchal suite had been

recei ved \"with honor, grace, and great joy.\"
1

Along with the parting

grant, Godunov had sent Jeremiah a letter directing him to inform the

Muscovites about the fate of the Habsburg claimant to the Polish
throne, Archduke Maximilian, specifically whether he had been re-
leased from confinement, and if so, on what terms. Godunov also

inquired about the stability of the Swedish king's (Sigismund) position

in the Commonwealth and about the monarch's attitudes regarding

Muscovy.2

Jeremiah sent two letters to the tsar and two more to Godunov,
whom he addressed as \"Sovereign,\" promising more information on

Sigismund and on Polish-Lithuanian relations with the Habsburgs. For
the time being, he could report only that the Poles had released Arch-

duke Maximilian; that the archduke had made peace with Sigismund
which, however, remained undocumented; that there had been no new

Tatar raids; and that Sigismund was to have been in Vilnius at that

time. 3
Allowing for an interval of reconnaissance and composition of

the letters, it can be assumed that the patriarch stayed in Orsha for a

number of days.)))
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The Status of the Patriarch of Constantinople in the

Kyivan Metropolitanate)

Jeremiah traveled to Vilnius from Orsha, a two-hundred mile journey

that probably took the better part of a fortnight.
4 If so, he arrived during

the first week of July. At that time Sigismund, now Zygmunt III Vasa

after his election to the Polish-Lithuanian throne, was visiting Vilnius

for the first time. On 7 July he
)s_sued

a rescript acknowledging_
Jermiah's jurisdiction over the Ruthenian hierarchy and clergy. The

rescript recognized Jeremiah's right to evaluate the affairs of the

Kyivan Metropolitanate, to promulgate ecclesiastical legislation, and to

judge the Orthodox clergy, from the lowest to the highest, which \"from

ancent times\" had belonged to the jurisdiction of the patriarchs of

Constantinople. The king forbade all civil or ecclesiastical officials to
undeID1ine in any way Jeremiah's authority over the Kyivan Church. 5

Zygmunt's decree, in a slightly expanded form dated 15 July, was

printed, ensuring wide dissemination.
6 The decree was recorded in the

books of the Vilnius municipal council, copied in local Ruthenian

churches, and nailed to the city gates.?
A nephew of the Polish King Zygmunt II August and the son of the

Swedish King John III, Zygmunt III was born in a Swedish dungeon,
where his parents were imprisoned, and raised in Sweden. As king of

Poland, Zygmunt was beginning his reign in a foreign land. He had

weathered an unsuccessful but fonnidable Habsburg challenge to his
election to the throne, and it was natural for the twenty-two-year-old

king to seek consolidation of his authority by accommodating the

religious communities in his new domains. Jeremiah's presence in

Vilnius influenced the king's recognition of the Vilnius brotherhood

and his guarantee of broad rights and liberties to the brotherhood. On
21 July 1589 Zygmunt sanctioned the Vilnius confraternity at the Holy
\037\037inity Monastery, confirming its statutes (which had been published),
endorsing its program of teaching literacy in Ruthenian, Greek, Latin,

afl<;l Polish, and permitting printing in Greek, Church Slavonic\037

Ruthenian, and Polish. The confraternity building and those residing in

it were to be exempt from municipal rents and taxes. Zygmunt declared \037

the confraternity free from the control of secular and clerical (both
Orthodox and Catholic) lluJborities, reserving for himself the right to
hear claims against the 'it.

8
The king had been shown a document)))
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indicating that the bylaws of the confraternity had received \"the bless-

ing of their [Le., the Ruthenians'] supreme pastor, Archbishop of

Constantinople and Ecumenical Patriarch Jeremiah.\" The royal charter

permitted the confraternity to use its seal, \"granted to them by the

patriarch.\" Of note is the fact that in the king' s decree the patriarchate

is referred to three times, while the Ruthenian hierarchy is virtually
ignored.

_\037-,:,en\037ually, Zygmunt, whose ardently Catholic mother had influ-
enced his Protestant fathet\" to convert secretly in 1578, would prove t\037__

be a staunch opponent of any patIjarchal influence in the Ruthenian

\037_\037.\037!ch.
His sanction of Jeremiah's activity in the summer of

158?,

remarkable for its breadth and absoluteness, was, however, more than

the sign of a monarch's temporary benevolence to the Orthodox

Church and to its highest ranking hierarch. In the context of other

developments in Ruthenian culture and society, the solemn royal con-

finnation of the jurisdiction of the patriarch of Constantinople in the

Metropolitanate of Kyiv reflected the revitalization of the relationship
between the Ruthenian Church and the patriarchate that had been oc-

curring throughout the 1580s.

After the Council of Florence and the direct papal appointment of

Metropolitan Gregory in 1458, the nature of the metropolitanate's sub-

ordination to patriarchs in Constantinople became ambivalent. During

the first two-thirds of the sixteenth century, communion between the

Kyivan Metropolitanate and the Church of Rome lapsed, while the

bond with the Patriarchate of Constantinople prevailed, though only

tenuously. \037n
Ruthenian sources from this period there are but a few

\037eferences
to the Metropolitanate's canonical dependence on the Patri-

archate of Constantinople.
9

It seems to have had virtually no influence

on Ruthenian Orthodox institutions and ecclesial ethos, on the disci-

pline of the hierarchy and clergy, much less on the religious life of

laity. The Patriarchate of Constantinople as well as other Eastern patri-

archates, Greek Orthodox sees and monasteries in the Ottoman Empire

sent dozens of clerics to Muscovy through the lands of the Kyivan
Metropolitanate, yet their presence in Ukraine and Belarus' left no

lasting mark.

This limited interaction was not the result of alienation, conflicts, or

any Ruthenian drive for independence. Neither was it a consequence of

\037_c?nceited policy pursued by the authorities of the Polish Kingdom or)))
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Lithuanian Orand Duchy to pry the Ruthenian Church away from the

Constantinopolitan sphere of influence. One underlying reason for the

_loose bonds between Constantinople and Kyiv was that Eastern Chris-
tian ecclesiology never envisioned the kind of centralized

ecc;lesiastical

\037\037miT\037istration
that developed progressively in the medieval and early

modern West. Although after the fall of the Byzantine Empire the

ecumenical patriarchate gradually acquired a preeminence in ecclesias-
tical affairs in the Ottoman-controlled Christian East, which Arab

Christian critics compared to the papacy in the West, as a nde the

Patriarchs of Constantinople did not seek direct jurisdiction in the

internal ecclesiastic affairs of Orthodox East Slavs. Nevertheless, until\037- -

the creation of the patriarchate of Moscow, Constantinople never aban-

\037oned its claim to jurisdiction over the Muscovite metropolitans.

Throughout most of the sixteenth century the supremacy of

Constantinopolitan patriarchs over Kyivan metropolitans remained un-

challenged in theory.
In earlier chapters it has been shown that the ties between the Kyivan. -- - -

metropolitanate and the patriarchate of Constantinople weakened with

the decline and fall of the Byzantine Empire and the establishment of

the Tourkokratia. Ottoman overlordship and the attendant corruption in
the Greek Orthodox community sapped the vigor of the patriarchate,

causing internal institutional deterioration and impeding the

patriarchate's effectiveness in distant ecclesiastical regions belonging

to its jurisdiction. Furtherrriore, the circumstances of both Churches

throughout much of the sixteenth century did not call for particularly
close ties. The contacts between Moscow and Constantinople dev\037l-

oped progressively throughout the sixteenth century because the rela-

\037ionship
was mutual1y b\037neficial. The Muscoyites could offer the im-

poverished Orthodox Greeks much needed material assistance. The

Greeks provided the Muscovites with legitimization within the catego-
ries of traditional Orthodox political and ecclesiastic ideology, while

supplying a regular flow of infonnation about Ottoman political and

military developments. Neither the structurally feeble Kyivan Church

no\037 t\037e Ruthenian princes, magnates, and nobles-increasingly ab-
sorbed in the western-oriented political and economic affairs and social

life of nobiliary Lithuania and Poland-were \037\037clined _ \037o_direct thei\037

resources to support atrophied Orthodox institutions under Turkish

ruIe\037 As long as the basic premises of Ruthenian religious institutions)))
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and mores remained unquestioned, and as long as de facto, if imperfect,

tolerance of the fides graeca (\"Greek faith\") prevailed in the

Lithuanian Grand Duchy and the Polish Kingdom, the Kyivan
metropolitanate did not need more from Constantinople than the per-

functory confirmation of nominees to the metropolitan seat.

The patriarchate of Constantinople, beleaguered throughout the

Tourkokratia by external and internal disturbances, was itself in no

I??sitio\037
to exert its canonical authority or pastoral responsibility in the

KYIvan Church. The Ruthenian Orthodox demonstrated little concern

for the role of the Patriarchs of Constantinople in the affairs of the

Kyivan Church. No record of patriarchal confirmation survives for a

number of sixteenth-century metropolitans of Kyiv, suggesting that,

even if this sanction was sought and given, it was not a prominent
factor in the identity of contemporary leaders of the Ruthenian

Church.
10 For the Ruthenian hierarchy, clergy, and laity, during most of

the sixteenth century the patriarchate of Constantinople, on a practical

level, was simply not an important ecclesiastical, cultural, or ideologi-
cal point of reference. Thus, although communion in faith was pre-
served, for most of the sixteenth century the relationship between Kyiv

and Constantinople withered because neither partner saw a need to

fos ter it.
The Byzantine Greek legacy, however, was imbedded too deeply in

Ruthenian religious life for its association with the Greek East to be

extinguished. The sixteenth-century religious upheavals, beginning in

Western Europe and extending throughout Christendom, affected not

only the Churches of Constantinople and Kyiv individually but also
stimulated closer contacts between them. Journeys to Muscovy brought
Greek clerics into the orbit of Ruthenian ecclesiastical life, while issues

such as the Gregorian calendar reform and the role of urban laity in

religious affairs provoked direct involvement of Eastern patriarchs in

the affairs of the Kyivan metropolitanate. Prince Ostroz'kyi, in his

Bible project and printing activity, through the curriculum of his

school, and in his ecclesiastical-diplomatic relations, promoted the

Byzantine Greek religious and cultural legacy and emphasized the role
of the patriarchate of Constantinople for the Ruthenian Church. The

confraternities, having received repeated signs of encouragement and

confirmation, and even some practical assistance, from Greek Ortho-

dox hierarchs, became enthusiastic advocates of closer Ruthenian ties)))
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to the Greek East. 11 In the mid- and late 1580s, decrees of

Constantinopolitan patriarchs served not only to spur the movement of

revival amidst the Ruthenian laity but also to arouse the attention of the

hierarchy to the critical state of Ruthenian ecclesiastical life. In a

relatively short time the Patriarchate of Constantinople had become

again a point of orientation for religious processes in the

metropolitanate of Kyiv.
In the summer of 1588, the patriarch of Constantinople traveled

through Ukraine and Belarus', stopping in Ruthenian centers, but also

visiting the highest ranking lay representatives of Catholic society,

including Jan Zamoyski. Patriarch Jeremiah's name and venerable

reputation, his rejection of Lutheran theological positions, his tribula-

tions on and off the Constantinopolitan throne, as well as his relatively

conciliatory attitude towards the papacy became known and appreci-
ated in certain political and ecclesiastical circles in the Commonwealth.

Within the Commonwealth as well as within the Kyivan metro-

politanate, the stature of Patriarch Jeremiah had grown throughout the
1580s and at the end of the decade was at its peak. Jeremiah's personal
qualities and responses to contemporary religious issues dividing the

confessions, as well as his first journey through the Commonwealth

earned notice from representatives of the Catholic elite in Poland and
Lithuania for the patriarchate of Constantinople as an institution. Thus,

while confirming Jeremiah's authority in the Kyivan metropolitanate,

Zygmunt's rescript in fact reflected a revitalization in the authority of

the patriarchate of Constantinople that already had occurred.

Jeremiah's reception in the Commonwealth differed markedly from

the treatment he endured as guest of the Muscovite tsar. In Muscovy,
from the moment that the patriarch crossed the border, his itinerary,

freedom of association, and ecclesiastical activity were carefully con-

trolled and even programmed by Muscovite civil authorities. Through

patient, systematic pressure the \037uscovites succeeded in inducing the

Greek hierarch to elevate the metropolitan of Moscow to patriarchal

dignity, despite Jeremiah's evident unwillingness and the efforts of
senior members of his suite to dissuade him from doing so. The honor-

ary supreme dignity of the ecumenical patriarch, although formally
recognized by the Muscovites, did not in their eyes carry with it sover-
eignty in Orthodox ecclesiastical matters, much less authority over the

Muscovite Church. Given this experience, Jeremiah must have been)))
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emboldened by Zygmunt's conspicuously promulgated declaration rec-

ognizing the patriarch's plenary powers in Ruthenian religious affairs.)

Jerenziah's Reforl1zs in the Kyivan Metropolitanate)

During his second sojourn in the Kyivan metropolitanate on his way

back from Moscow, Patriarch Jeremiah took full advantage of the royal
endorsement of his authority by instituting a series of reforms, through
which the supremacy of the Patriarch of Constantinople over the

Kyivan Church was powerfully reiterated._\037\037ese
refonns largely con-

_ si\037\037\037d
of an

at\037e\037pt
to establish compliance with Eastern ecclesiastical

.
law.- The one canonical transgression in the Kyivan Church that most

, distressed Greek patriarchs, both Joachim in 1586 and Patriarch

Jeremiah during his stay in Ukraine and Belarus', was the evidently
widespread practice of ordaining to the priesthood, and even episco-

pacy, men married more than once and the apparent condoning of the

concubinage of priests, widowed or otherwise. Jeremiah was aware that

Joachim denounced not only the digamist (licitly twice-married) clergy

but also of all who knowingly condoned or abetted it. 12
Quite possibly,

during his first stay he himself had already reminded Ruthenian eccle-

siastics of the need to address clerical noncompliance. On 21 July 1589
Jeremiah defrocked all twice- and thrice-married clergy and excommu-
nicated the twice-married priest Ivan Mykol's'kyi of Pinsk, who contin-

ued to celebrate the Divine Liturgy despite Jeremiah's prohibition.
Jeremiah also reprimanded the bishop of Pinsk, Leontii (Pel'chyts'kyi;

in some sources Pe1'chyns'kyi, 1585-95; bishop of Kholm, 1577-85)
for trying to conceal Ivan's irregular status.13

However, Jeremiah did not lin1it his housecleaning to the down-

stairs. Sometime after arriving in Vilnius, the patriarch deposed Metro-

politan Onysyfor (Divochka; 1579-89) because he, too, had been mar-
ried twice, presumably before becoming a monk,I4 No concrete infor-

mation has been preserved about the circumstances of Metropolitan
Onysyfor's nomination.

15 Some of the strongest charges leveled

against him in the later polemics surrounding the Union of Brest, as

well as in modem historiography, are exaggerated. Hrushevs'kyi demy-
thologizes the assumption, common amidst pre-revolutionary Ortho-
dox scholars (Makarii [Bulgakov], Ivan Ignat'evich Malyshevskii,
Orest Ivanovych Levyts'kyi, Petr Andreevich Gil'tebrandt), that he was)))
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a morally degenerate and irresponsible hierarch, epitomizing all that

was wrong in the Ruthenian Church,16arguing convincingly that his

name \"Divochka\" (\"girl\") was a proper surname used in royal charters,
not a pejorative nickname indicating that Onysyfor was a womanizer.
The metropolitan's previous marital status was surely not a matter of

general scandal (as maintained by Makarii) because the ordination of

digamist men was common in the Kyivan Metropolitanate and would
have outraged only those initiated into the finer points of Eastern canon

law. Hrushevs'kyi points out that there is absolutely no evidence that

Onysyfor was not a properly tonsured hegumen of the Lauryshau Mon-

astery (where today the village Lauryshava is located) in the

Navahrudak Palatinate or that, once metropolitan, he was guilty of

concubinage. Both Makarii' s hypothesis that Onysyfor was a layman
when raised to the metropolitanate and Malyshevskii's opinion that the

metropolitan was a secret sympathizer of semi-Judaizers are ground-
less. Jeremiah's drastic act of deposition required ideological justifica-
tion, especially when the Ruthenian hierarchy began to question the

authority of the patriarchate and prepare for Union with Rome. Polemi-
cal motives gave rise to the categorically negative, and wrongful, por-

trayal of Onysyfor. Thus, on the eve of the Union, in a memorandum to

the Diet of the Commonwealth the L'viv Brotherhood calumniously
accused Onysyfor of having wavered in the faith and of having or-

dained thousands of twice- and thrice-married men!7
Earlier in his reign the metropolitan had been criticized by a group of

nobles for not responding adequately to the attempt of Roman Catholic

civil and ecclesiastical authorities to impose by force the Gregorian

calendar on the Ruthenian faithful. However, aside from his being a

digamist, the sources preserve no indication of unconscionable behav-

ior or outstanding dereliction of ecclesiastical responsibilities. Rather,

Onysyfor seems to have been in continuity with previous sixteenth-

century Kyivan metropolitans, who showed little dynamism and failed

to confront the internal crisis and external challenge facing the
Ruthenian Church.

I8

On 27 July Zygmunt issued a rescript announcing that the

Archimandrite of the Ascension Monastery in Mensk, Mykhail

(Rahoza), had taken Onysyfor's place as metropolitan of Kyiv. It stated

that the Grand Ducal Council (Pany rae/a) and nobility (rytserstvo) \"of

Greek [religious] law and ecclesiastical obedience\" had advanced the)))
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candidacy of the native Mensk cleric of noble lineage, that Zygmunt
had granted the Kyivan see to Mykhail, and that Patriarch Jeremiah had

consecrated the nominee to the episcopacy. The document makes no

mention of the Ruthenian hierarchy influencing the selection process,
nor did it seem that Jeremiah had played a significant role in the
choice. 19

That same day the king signed a circular letter to the civil

officials, princes and nobility, and Ruthenian clergy of the Lithuanian
Orand Duchy and of \"all the Ruthenian lands\" (kraiev Ruskykh), [in-

cluding those of] the Kyiv, Galicia, V olhynia, Podlachia, and others,\"

recommending the new metropolitan and urging all concerned to re-

spect the metropolitan's authority in \"spiritual matters of the Greek
law.\"20 Since the time of Jeremiah's departure from Muscovy, delayed

beyond all expectation, was not known in advance, and since the

deposition of Onysyfor and the nomination and ordination of Mykhail

occurred within three weeks of the patriarch's arrival in Vilnius, not

enough time had elapsed for all members of the Ruthenian hierarchy to

receive notification of Jeremiah's intentions and to take part in the

proceedings.
21

The patriarch and the new Catholic king, and possibly

Ruthenian civil authorities, took the matters of the Ruthenian Church

into their own hands in a rather precipitous fashion. A major upheaval

thus took place in the Kyivan metropolitanate without the participation
of all the Ruthenian bishops.

The manner of Onysyfor's deposition was unprecedented. Although

in the fourteenth century and the first quarter of the fifteenth century
patriarchs of Constantinople generally rejected the appointees of
Lithuanian grand dukes to the Kyivan see, they did so in order to

preserve the unity of the ecclesiastical province under one metropolitan
resident in Muscovy, not because of the personal unsuitability of the

respective nominee. 22
Since the division of the Kyivan metropolitanate

in the mid-fifteenth century, the patriarchs of Constantinople had had

virtually no influence in the selection of Kyivan metropolitans, much

less the power to unseat them.

Canonically, Jeremiah's actions were justified and proper. Accord-

ing to Orthodox theology of matrimony, the first marital bond has a

unique character. When this bond is broken by death or divorce, a

subsequent marriage is allowed as a concession to human weakness

(the issue of third and fourth marriages was hotly debated in

Byzantium). However, a second marriage constituted an impediment to)))
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priestly ordination and even more so to episcopal consecration. The

revitalization of ecclesiastical discipline in the Ruthenian Church re-

quired that the metropolitan and hierarchy comply with the canons of

the Eastern Church. Nevertheless, the deposition of Metropolitan

Onysyfor was a shocking development that betrayed little pastoral

prudence or sensitivity to the mentality and mores of the Eastern Chris-
tians in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.

There is no evidence that before Jeremiah's arrival in Ukraine and
Belarus' Onysyfor's legitimacy had ever been questioned by Ruthenian

bishops, clergy, or laity. If it was generally known that he had been
married twice, it does not seem to have caused offense in the Ruthenian

context. The Orthodox in Poland and Lithuania had lived side by side

with Catholics for two centuries or more. According to Western canon

law, widowers can remarry repeatedly, and the number of licit mar-

riages is not a factor in determining a widower's eligibility for ordina-

tion. Catholic kings regularly appointed widowers to Roman Catholic

ecclesiastical sees. When doing so for the Ruthenian Church, they
hardly gave thought to the possibility that being twice-widowed made a

man ineligible for ordination. Moreover, it seems that the Ruthenian

hierarchy had unknowingly or perhaps even knowingly ordained

digamists. In their eyes the Greek emphasis on this issue, although it

concerned 'an explicit canonical principle, must have seemed analogous

to the Greek insistence that the Slavic practice of blessing breads and

meats in church at Easter be suppressed. In both cases the Greek

adamancy must have been puzzling and probably caused consternation.

In Vilnius, during their encounters with the patriarch after the depo-
sition of Onysyfor (in late July or early August), the Ruthenian hierar-

chy did get an opportunity to voice their concerns about the involve-
ment of Greeks in Ruthenian ecclesiastical affairs. On 11/1 August,
still in Vilnius, Jeremiah issued a letter to Metropolitan Mykhail order-

ing him not to allow charlatan hierarchs and clerics from the Greek

East to celebrate liturgy, issue ecclesiastical directives, or otherwise

exercise false authority. Presumably, the Ruthenian bishops had com-

plained to the patriarch of unauthorized Greeks who came to the

Kyivan Metropolitanate and illegitimately intruded into Ruthenian

ecclesiastical affairs. The patriarch's decrees-ordering the hierarchs
to ignore such intruders and threatening with excommunication those
who violated the decrees-were oblique guarantees of Ruthenian)))
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ecc lesiastical sovereignty in the face of opportunistic vagrant clerics

who profited from their Greek identity by posing as representatives of
the patriarchate or other Eastern Orthodox institutions, in order to take

advantage of the locals.23

The patriarch and the Ruthenian bishops assembled in Vilnius must

have departed from the capital of the Grand Duchy immediately after

Jeremiah issued the letter to Metropolitan Mykhail, because five days
later they were already in Brest., 190 miles to the south.24

In Brest a

synod of Ruthenian bishops was held under Jeremiah's presidency.
Besides the new metropolitan, those present included Bishops Meletii

(Bohuryns'kyi Khrebtovych; of Volodymyr), Leontii (Pel'chyts'kyi; of

Pinsk), Dionysii (Zbyruis'kyi; of Kholm), Kyryll (Terlets'kyi; of

Luts'k), and Hedeon (Balaban; of L'viv). Missing were Atanasii

(Terlets'kyi; of Polatsk) and Arsenii (Brylyns'kyi; of Peremyshl').25 On

the feast of the Transfiguration (16/6 August), during a solemn pontifi-
calliturgy, Jeremiah installed as his exarch Bishop Kyryll (Terlets'kyi),
investing him with authority to oversee the rest of the bishops, includ-

ing the metropolitan, and ordering the bishops to \"recognize among

themselves his dignity [to be] greater than our own [siC].\"26 According
to the document of nomination, the patriarch appointed Kyryll so that

he would prompt \"lazy pastors\" (lenivye pastyrie) to work more zeal-

ously and \"grow accustomed to the good ecclesiastical order.\"

Jeremiah in turn urged the Ruthenian hierarchs to cooperate with

Kyryll to address the needs of the Kyivan Church.
27 To show that the

new exarch was not beneath the new metropolitan, Jeremiah addressed
to Kyryll a copy of the letter issued to the metropolitan in Vilnius,

concerning unauthorized itinerant Greek clerics. 28

By appointing Kyryll exarch and granting him such broad powers,
the patriarch was apparently seeking to establish a system of checks
and balances in the Kyivan metropolitanate, while at the same time

strengthening his own hand in Ruthenian ecclesiastical affairs. If he

intended to bolster the stnlcture of the Ruthenian Church through the
refonns he was instituting during his trip through the Commonwealth,

the creation of a patriarchal exarch in the Ruthenian hierarchy was a

highly ambiguous step. Less than a month earlier Jeremiah had conse-

crated a new metropolitan for the province, investing him with the

authority and primacy traditionally proper to the leaders of the Kyivan
Church. He then proceeded to give the Bishop of Luts'k supreme au-)))
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Illustration 12. Portrait of Bishop of Luts'k and Ostrih and Patriarchal Exarch

Kyryll (Terlets'kyi) with signature from Pompei Nikolaevich Batiushkov, ed.
Kholmskaia Rus'. /storicheskie sud'by russkogo Zabuzh'ia. St. Petersburg, 1887,
insert between pp. 120-21. The etching is based on a photograph of a portrait that

was held in the portrait gallery of the Kholm bishop's residence.)))
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thority in Ruthenian ecclesiastical affairs. Even if the patriarch had had
some questions about Mykhail's capacity to govern the Kyivan Church

during a time of crisis, as is alleged in the polemical treatise

\"Perestoroha,\"29 Jeremiah had consecrated him and the king had pro-

mulgated a decree summoning all Ruthenian Orthodox hierarchs,

clergy, and laity to obey the new metropolitan. Jeremiah's appointment

of Kyryll (Terlets'kyi) simply introduced further confusion into the

institutional life and hierarchical due process of the Kyivan

Metropolitanate. Given the general destabilization of the Kyivan
Church, the unprecedented decision to nominate a Ruthenian bishop as

patriarchal exarch was a poorly considered innovation.
3o

Prom Brest Jeremiah went to Zamosc, 110 miles to the south, a

three-day journey. There, he was again hosted by Jan Zamoyski.31
It is

notable that Jeremiah chose to stay at the estates of Zamoyski and

remained there for a two-month period, apparently using Zamosc as a
base from which he made a number of side trips. A number of factors

served to keep the patriarch at the estates of the Polish grand hetman

and chancellor, including Zamoyski's interest in the Greek legacy and

in Greek contacts fostered in Padua, the political and military circum-
stances in the Ottoman Empire, Jeremiah's willingness to encounter

Western Christians, and Tatar raids in Podillia extending up to L'viv in
the summer and early fal1. 32

Curiously, there is no evidence that during
either of his trips through Ukraine, Jeremiah ever visited the estates of

Prince Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi, who as the outstanding Ruthenian mag-
nate had been touting the importance of the patriarchate of

Constantinople for the Ruthenian ecclesiastical community over the

previous decade. Prom the report of Hierotheos of Monemvasia it is

evident that Zamoyski, \"a man of much wisdom and kindness, [who]

paid great honor to the patriarch,\" earned the respect of Jeremiah and
his suite.

33

On his journey to Zamosc Jeremiah had been accompanied by Bish-

ops Kyryll, Hedeon, and Meletii (Khrybtovych). Presumably, the three
had traveled with him all the way from Vilnius, where they had gath-
ered with other Ruthenian bishops, as Jeremiah indicated, after the

deposition of Onysyfor.
34

When Kyryll and Meletii had departed,

Hedeon, who during the trip feigned cordial relations with Kyryll,
sought to use the opportunity of his absence to malign him and induce
the patriarch to sustain Hedeon's various claims against Kyryll.)))
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Hedeon's overly transparent efforts, however, produced the opposite
effect. On 24/14 August Jeremiah issued a circular decree in which he

unceremoniously described Hedeon's insidious perfidy and warned all

concerned of the falseness of any patriarchal letters detrimental to

Kyryl1.35 Although the wording of the document is unclear, it seems

that Jeremiah was revoking decrees that he had signed or possibly

nullifying documents that Hedeon had falsified. In any case, Jeremiah
characterized Bishop Kyryll in glowing tenns and reiterated his ap-

pointment as patriarchal exarch, \"as a sign of our patriarchal favor and

blessing.\" Referring to the blessing he had given Kyryll in Brest, the

patriarch stipulated that exarch was to enjoy \"seniority over all

bishops. . . the senior office in spiritual affairs, through which he is to

discipline all bishops, and to maintain order and to admonish, and to

depose the unworthy, as our vicar.\"36 The effusive words for Kyryll
seem to have been a reflection of Jeremiah's esteem, presenting in a

different light a hierarch portrayed negatively in the historiography. It
also may have been an attempt to chasten the Bishop of L'viv. How-

ever, the stark contrast drawn between Hedeon and Kyryll hardly con-
tributed to the stability of the Ruthenian hierarchy.

On 24/14 August, another enigmatic decree was purportedly issued

by the patriarch. Despite Jeremiah's vigilance concerning Hedeon's

schemes, or possibly before the patriarch caught on to Hedeon' s modus

operandi, the L'viv bishop succeeded in extracting from Jeremiah, or

fabricating, a patriarchal decree anathematizing members of the L'viv

.\037rotherhood
whom the bishop had earlier anathematized. 37

It is not

_ \037\037\037ar
whether He\037eon' s collaborator, the Protopresbyter Hryhorko, in-

duced the patriarch to sign- and seal a Church Slavonic letter condemn-
ing the L'viv brothers without Jeremiah being aware of the text or

whether the signature was simply forged.
38 In any case, soon thereafter

the patriarch issued a corrective: On 5 September/26 August, in

Krasnystaw, he lifted Hedeon's excommunication of the confraternity

members, indicating that he planned to come to'L'viv and to settle the

conflicting claims personally in lOCO. 39 In fact, Jeremiah did not travel

to L'viv because of rumors that a contagion (ten noson) was spreading

there.
4o And although he subsequently sided with the confraternity, the

contradictory decrees issued in his name again only increased the

confusion within the Ruthenian religious community.)))
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Krasnystaw is only twenty miles north of Zamosc. It is likely that
Jeremiah, who confirmed the Krasnystaw confraternity on 30/20 Sep-

tember, made n10re than one trip to that town from Zamosc, where he

stayed most of September and October. On 16/6 October, probably

from Zamosc, the patriarch issued a letter confirming the Rohatyn
confraternity, newly configured according to the L'viv statutes and

granted it the right to choose and dismiss its own priest with the

approval of the bishop of L'vi v. 42

Sometime in late October or early November Jeremiah set out south-

wards for his journey back to Constantinople. As we have seen, he

bypassed L'viv, and on 10 November/31 October was already in

Ternopil', where he presided over an ecclesiastical tribunal adjudicating
various disputes. Cases continued to be presented to the patriarch as he

traveled to Moldova, the last one known from the sources being heard
on 23/13 November in Kam'ianets'-Podil's'kyi,43 when he recognized
the stauropegial status of the St. Onuphrius Monastery in L'viv, remov-

ing it from the authority of the local bishop and placing it under the

jurisdiction of the Kyivan metropolitan.
44 In November Jeremiah also

issued an exhortation to the n1etropolitan to suppress folk customs such

as the blessing of breads at Easter and the bringing of baked goods to
church after Christmas (apparently commemorating Mary's afterbirth,
and thereby denying the Virgin Birth of Christ). Jeremiah also con-

demned the keeping of Friday as the Sabbath Holy Day (as opposed to

Sunday, the commemoration of the Resurrection). Those violating the

Christian traditions upheld by the patriarch's decree were anathema-

tized and condemned to eternal perdition.
45

.
In November Jeremiah

issued an appeal to the Orthodox laity to support the efforts of the L'viv

confraternity to build its church and payoff the debt on Fedorov.'s

printing press and offered an expanded explanation of his guidelines
for the L'viv confraternity, which he had chosen not to visit because of

disease there. 46
He reiterated some of the points of the statutes and

granted the confraternity a monopoly on the education of Ruthenians,

forbidding the establishment of another school in L'viv. 47

Jeremiah also addressed the need for individual spiritual guidance

through the sacrament of confession, charging the bishops to designate
specific priests, of impeccable character, to act as confessors. Priests

not given this jurisdiction from their bishop were not to hear confes-

sions, under pain of deposition. The patriarch pronounced an anathema)))
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on any bishop who appointed such confessors not on the basis of

spiritual merit but on the basis of gifts received. He exhorted priests to

prepare their faithful for Communion by encouraging thenl to attend
services for three days before making their confession. The patriarch

stressed the importance of doing penance, \"not according to one's own
desires but according to the rules of the Apostles and Holy Fathers. \"48

At the end of his stay in Ukraine, Jeremiah returned to the issue of

digamist clergy, issuing a strongly-worded condemnation of this
abuse.

49
According to Hierotheos of Monemvasia, Jeremiah traveled

from Zamosc to Kam'ianets', whence he left the Commonwealth es-

corted by a force of two hundred men provided by Zamoyski.5o)

In the Wake of Jerenliah' s Visit)

All these measures instituted by Jeremiah were intended to address

concrete problems. By deposing the metropolitan, charging the hierar-

chy to work together, confirming numerous confraternities, and ad-

monishing the Ruthenian clergy to be more diligent in fulfilling their

pastoral responsibilities Jeremiah was promoting refonn. However,

these reforms were so contradictory and were instituted so impulsively-
and unsystematically, that they served to upset traditional ecclesiastical
order.

51 The patriarch's appointment of Kyryll as exarch undermined
the status of the newly ordained metropolitan. His deposition of

Onysyfor and sharp rebukes of Hedeon, although they addressed real

problems, served to create an atmosphere of uncertainty, apprehension,

and divisiveness among the Ruthenian bishops. The strong endorse-

ment of the liberties of the confraternities compromised the canonical

prerogatives of the local hierarchs.

Given Jeremiah's domestic trials during the decade preceding his
second journey through the Commonwealth and his ordeal in Muscovy,

the patriarch found himself in novel circumstances in the Polish-
Lithuanian Commonwealth. He had left the Ottoman Empire at a time
when the Greek Orthodox Church was in crisis, exasperated by a new

aggressiveness towards the patriarchate demonstrated by the Ottoman

authorities. Jeremiah's dignity and patriarchal authority was being in-

stitutionally assailed by the Turks and questioned by the fractious

Orthodox in Constantinople. Having traveled to Muscovy in search of
material support, the patriarch was detained in house arrest for six)))

1tEvtE 1tprota, Kat 7tEVtE uO'tEpa,

1totT1pta <popEJlata, O'aJlOupta Ei\037tOY natpUXPXllV fP<oO'O'ia\037 . . .
\"

That Iov,

and not only the visiting hierarchs, received gifts from the Tsar on the day of
lov's installation as patriarch is indicated by Arsenios in his versified account
of the creation of the Moscow patriarchate, see \"The Toils and Travels,\" in

Sathas, Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, pp. 51-52. The seventeenth-

century Russian translation interprets the text as I have done, see Lebedeva,

Pozdnie grecheskie khroniki, p. 94.

12
Perhaps 1tp<OtoO'tatWp should be read 1tp<OtoO'tpat<Op, cf. Sathas,

Biographikol1 schedias111a, Appendix, p. 23.)))
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months and forced against his inclination to raise the metropolitan of
Moscow to patriarchal dignity. Even after he had succumbed to Musco-
vite pressure, Jeremiah, despite repeated requests, was not allowed to

depart from Muscovy for another five months. Although the Musco-

vites endowed him with money and gifts, the dignity of the ecumenical
patriarchate, recognized fonnally by the Muscovites, had in fact been

injured by the manner in which he had been thoroughly manipulated.
From Muscovy Jeremiah traveled to the Commonwealth where the

civil authorities not only gave him freedom of movement but also

recognized his authority in all matters concerning the Kyivan

metropolitanate. As mentioned earlier, upon the patriarch's arrival in

Vilnius, Zygmunt III solemnly granted him the power to conduct re-

fonns in the Ruthenian Church; he was treated with great respect-and
maintained in comfort-by the leading Polish magnate, Jan Zamoyski.

That Jeremiah received better treatment from the civil authorities in
Poland and Lithuania than he did in Muscovy is reflected in the recol-

lections of one of the members of his suite. In his account of the

patriarch's journey, Metropolitan Hierotheos of Monemvasia, while

mentioning the Muscovites threat to throw him \"into the river,\"
Jeremiah's \"cruel\" keepers in Moscow, and the \"cunning\" Boris

Godunov, writes of the \"illustrious Lord Jan Zamoyski,\" \"a man of
much wisdom and kindness.\"52 Among members of the Polish Catholic

elite and the Ruthenian Orthodox subject to him, Jeremiah had the

opportunity to reassert patriarchal power and reclaim patriarchal dig-
nity. In the Commonwealth, supported by a royal edict, he could and
did exert his authority.

Jeremiah's refonns did contribute to the growth of a reform con-

sciousness among the Ruthenian bishops. The deposition of Metropoli-
tan Onysyfor put the Ruthenian hierarchs on notice that canonical

abuses were to be subject to real sanctions and that the patriarchate
could hold them accountable for the manner in which they fulfilled

their responsibilities. The bishops had hitherto shown only a vague
awareness of the need for refonn and contributed little to Ruthenian lay
initiatives to consolidate the Orthodox community in the Common-
wealth. Jeremiah aroused the hierarchy and at the same time confinned
the incipient lay movement for reform represented by the confraterni-

ties. Throughout the 1580s it had been the laity that fostered ties with

the patriarchate. Jeremiah's presence in the Ruthenian lands and his)))
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Illustration 13. Charter of Patriarch Joachim of Antioch confirming
the right to establish a confraternity at the Church of the Dormition, L'viv (1
January 1586). Reproduced \0371/;ththe kind perm;s.\\.;on of the Central State Historical

Archive of the city of L 'vi v, Ukraine.)))
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Illustration 14. Charter of Patriarch Jeremiah II of Constantinople

confirming the right of the DOrlllition Confraternity to a press and school (2
December 1587). Reproduced \037vitlz the kind pennissioll (\037rthe Central State His-
torical Archive o.l the city oj'L 'vi\\', Ukraine.)))
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Jerelniah, the Ky;van Hierarchy, and Refornz) 207)

defense of lay initiatives made the patriarchate increasingly a point of
reference for Ruthenian laity. His approach to the hierarchy, however,
evinced little tact, and although the bishops initially acquiesced to the

patriarchal ordinances, in the end, his treatment of them sowed seeds of
resentment.

There can be little doubt that Jeremiah also solicited financial assis-

tance during his stay in the Commonwealth, although the sources do

not speak of specific grants or explicit requests.
53

After the patriarch's

departure, however, Metropolitan Mykhail was confronted by a de-
mand to cover the costs of the patriarch's stay.54 The claim for restitu-

tion was conveyed by Metropolitan Dionysios of Turnovo, earlier an

associate of the Ostrih circle, who in 1591 had been sent by the Eastern

patriarchs to Muscovy to convey news of the recognition of the patri-

archate of Moscow by the Constantinopolitan synod.
55 The metropoli-

tan found the request for payment to be unacceptable. He considered
that it was Dionysios' invention, charging that Dionysios had had a

patriarchal stamp made for himself in Vilnius. Mykhail intended to

write to Patriarch Jeremiah to verify Dionysios' claims,56 but there is

no indication that he actually did nor is there record of any response.

Mykhail suspected Dionysios of acting on his own accord, both in
Vilnius and later in L'viv, where the Greek hierarch supported the

claims and charges of Bishop Hedeon against the L'viv confraternity

and against Metropolitan Mykhail, who had defended the lay organiza-
tion. Yet at the same time the Kyivan metropolitan worried that if the

metropolitan of Turnovo was acting on behalf of the patriarchate, it was
a sign that the patriarchate was not just poor, but also unreliable. 58

Dionysios very well may have overstepped his prerogatives both in

the financial demand placed on Metropolitan Mykhail and in his sup-

port of Bishop of L'viv Hedeon, and he may may have misrepresented

the position of the patriarch of Constantinople. Nevertheless, there is

no doubt that he had been sent by Patriarch Jeremiah. Metropolitan

Mykhail went to great lengths to be present in Vilnius for the arrival of

Dionysios, and he treated the patriarchal envoy with utmost respect.
The fact that a representative of the patriarchate was making what in

the eyes of the Ruthenian hierarch was an unreasonable demand raised
broader questions of the patriarchate's integrity and authentic concern

for a proper relationship with the Kyivan metropolitanate.

-)))
any difficulties now and ever in the

future. 23)))
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Illustration 17. The Church of 51. Nicholas in Brest (first mentioned in the

sources in 1412), in which the Union synod was held and Union of Brest was
declared. Detail of the illustration in an eighteenth-century Uniate manuscript
register of visitations written in Polish and Latin, entitled Liber visitationum
Ecclesiae Cathedralis et Ecclesiarum Brestensium. It was reproduced in Pompei
Nikolaevich Batiushkov, ed. Belorussiia i Litva. Istoricheskie sud'by Severo-

zapadnogo kraia. 51. Petersburg, 1890,p. 141.)))



CHAPTER THIRTEEN)

The Kyivan Hierarchy, the Brest Synods, and

Union with Rome)

Throughout the 1580s, Ruthenian leaders such as Konstantyn

Ostroz'kyi considered different approaches to the problems confronting
the Ruthenian religious community. The possibility of union with

Rome, prominent in his discussions with representatives of the papacy
in the early and mid-1580s, was embraced in the early 1590s by mem-
bers of the Ruthenian hierarchy who awoke to the internal theological,
intellectual, cultural and ideological muteness, as well as the adminis-

trative and political impotence of the Ruthenian Church. The dynamic

and aggressive threats posed by the Protestant Reformation, in its

various radical permutations, as well as a revitalized Counter-Reforma-

tional Polish Catholicism, became for the hierarchy pressing concerns.

Receiving little, and in some cases misguided, assistance from Con-

stantinople in bolstering the assailed Ruthenian Orthodox ecclesial

identity and ethos, the Ruthenian bishops began to take tentative steps

towards union with the Roman Church.
The bishops' initiative reflected broader trends in the Christian

world. In response to the disintegration and differentiation proliferating

in Christendom for most of the sixteenth century the notion of \"union\"

was becoming a new ideal in contemporary Europe. For many Euro-

pean leaders it was clear that the ardent theological polemics, mutual

moral recrimination, and not infrequent violent confessional confronta-

tions were obviously at odds with central Christian tenets. Desperate,
weak, and disoriented.. and, ultimately, mindful of the biblical impera-

tive of unity, the Ruthenian hierarchs began to pursue integration with
one of the adversaries. The wavering path of the bishops towards union

in the 1590s-beginning with the synod of 1590 and culminating in the
ratification of the Union in Brest in 1596-which included negotiations

between Ruthenian bishops and magnates.. the Polish episcopate and)))

and exercised his power to influence ecclesi-
astical appointments-for example, securing local bishoprics for his
chosen candidates, such as Kyryll (Terlets'kyi), who in 1585 became

bishop of Luts'k, and Castellan of Brest Adam Potii (Ipatii, bishop of

Volodymyr from 1593). According to Nuncio Bolognetti .t\037\037.prince

c<?\037trol1ed appointments to over a thousand Ruthenian churches arid.---

J)_\037_\037\037\037\037?US_L_at_\037n \037o-ne\037\037

6 When Ostroz'Kyi had ace'rued his vast -estates,

Ukrainian lands were not yet fully integrated into the new Common-
wealth. As the preeminent landholder in the Volhynian palatinate, with
title to nearly a third of its territory, and as palatine of the sprawling

Kyiv palatinate, Ostroz'kyi therefore enjoyed the status of a local po-
tentate. Bearing the ancient title of prince, Ostroz'kyi was a regional)))



210) Chapter Thirteen)

clergy, Polish civil authorities, and representatives of the papacy in the

Commonwealth and in Rome, has been narrated in minute detail in

both scholarly and popular literature. 1
Attention to its main moments

will disclose the nature of the hierarchy's perception of its Mother
Church as it considered and ultimately concluded a union with Rome.)

Synods and Episcopal Initiatives)

Jeremiah's stay in the Metropolitanate of Kyiv seems to have variously

catalyzed the bishops' union initiative. Soon after he left, Bishop
Hedeon (Balaban), who had been sternly castigated by the patriarch,
intimated to Jan Dymitr Solikowski, the Roman Catholic archbishop of

L'viv, that he was ready to recognize papal supremacy in order to be

\"freed from the Patriarchs of Constantinople.\"2 Solikowski suggested
that Hedeon work together with Bishop Kyryll (Terlets'kyi) of Luts'k.
Hedeon's motives are the easiest to decipher. He was a strong personal-

ity, who among the bishops had been in the forefront of reforming
activity by fostering the educational and publishing ventures of the

L'viv brotherhood. After the union he would continue his efforts, not

sparing financial resources, by establishing a press and translating team

at Striatyn. Yet his relationship with the confraternity was a stormy
one. The obstinately independent lay brothers would not bow before

Hedeon's heavy-handedness. This led to disputes that transcended the

local context. The bishop could not accept the fact that the patriarch
solemnly sanctioned the insubordination of plebeian L'viv \"cobblers

and tailors,\" and the issue of the relationship of the hierarchy vis-a-vis

the laity became a central topic of deliberations in synodal gatherings

and, ultimately, in the declarations the bishops drafted regarding union

with Rome. Hedeon's conflicts with the confraternity of L'viv led him

to appreciate the comparative hegemony of hierarchs in the Catholic

ecclesiastical polity and to initiate union discussions.

The synods of Ruthenian bishops convoked annually in the early
1590s served as a forum for discussing a possible union. The first of

these synods was held in Brest in June 1590, some six months after

Jeremiah's departure. Besides agreeing on a series of resolutions re-

garding ecclesiastical discipline, the assembled bishops decided to

gather annually in Brest for synodal meetings on the Feast of the

Nativity of St. John the Forerunner (the Baptist), on 24 June (O.S.).3)))Ostroz'kyi.
68 It also gave rise to an)))
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Roused by the actIvity of the laity and the reforms of Patriarch

Jeremiah, the hierarchs assessed the sorry state of Ruthenian Church

life, the outside threats to the \"Holy Eastern Church,\" and especially
the chaos reigning in ecclesiastical administration. The bishops moved
to co-opt the confraternity agenda, one reflecting currents prevailing in
the Protestant Reformation and the Catholic Refonn. The synodal

document reveals their growing awareness of the need not only to bring

order to church structures and discipline but also \"to reflect on ecclesial

matters, [to think about] schools, learning, hospices, and other good

matters,\" in order that all bishops and all civil \"estates work to estab-

lish, strengthen and confinn [such institutions].\"4

The resolution to convene in synod was a detennined departure from

the inertia that enveloped the hierarchy for most of the sixteenth cen-

tury. The recovery of polity and an administrative approach was a

prerequisite for a reform of the Kyivan Church according to traditional

ecclesiological principles. In Eastern Church history a deviation from

or impainnent of synodal practice was often a cause or symptom of
decline in other spheres of ecclesial life. At Brest, the bishops' inten-

tions to renew collegial administration were resolute: they agreed to

impose a substantial fine on any of their own that would fail to attend a

synod. The fine was to be paid into a synodal coffer-with \"no ex-

cuses\" accepted, for an absence. 5
The document elaborates on this point

of discipline:)

If anyone of us were to try to excuse himself by [claiming] illness

and did not come because of illness, then having arrived the follow-

ing year, before assuming his place [at the synodal gathering], he
n1ust first swear that he truly was ill. And if the following year any
one of us does not come and refuses to take an oath, such a [bishop]

shall be deposed without mercy, except in the case that he were to

provide a manifest reason for his absence. No other excuses or justifi-
cations will pass for anyone of us. 6)

The very creation of a joint treasury indicates that the synod planned to
sustain its pious plans with concrete financial allocations. Subsequent

developments show that the bishops took to heart the decision to revive

collegial ecclesiastical stewardship. Over the following years a series
of solemnly convened synods was held, and the participation of the

hierarchs, with few exceptions, was regular.)))
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The resolutions of the first of the Brest councils reveal the reforming
priorities of the hierarchy. The bishops were to ensure the participation

of all archimandrites, hegunlens, and protopresbyters-that is, the lead-

ing diocesan and monastic clergy. Laity are mentioned only in connec-

tion with a prohibition of the lay administration of monasteries. Aware

of the belatedness of their response to the crisis in Ruthenian Ortho-

doxy, and hoping to avoid further conflicts between hierarchs and laity,
the bishops mapped out a hierarchical approach to ecclesiastical re-
newal. With this in mind, it was essential first to bring an end to the
mutual undermining that was occurring among them through jurisdic-

tional interference in each others' dioceses. 7

The first episcopal assembly after Jeremiah's visit is associated with

the initial declaration of preparedness for union drafted by Ruthenian

bishops. After the synod Hedeon and Kyryll, along with Bishops

Leontii (Pel'chyts'kyi) of Pinsk and Dionysij (Zbyruis'kyi) of Kholm

signed a statement indicating their readiness to recognize the su-

premacy of the pope. In return the hierarchs expected from the pope

that he would safeguard the integrity of the entire Ruthenian \"ecclesias-

tical order, maintained from long ago by [our] Holy Eastern Church.\"

The bishops appealed to the king that he \"guarantee and confirm\"

episcopal privileges, which the bishops planned to detail in a series of

articles. 8
The declaration is dated 24 June (O.S.), four days after the

synodal resolutions. The four hierarchs apparently prepared the state-
ment without the participation of the entire synod. The document was

not signed by the metropolitan, Mykhail (Rahoza), and the bishop of

Volodymyr and Brest, Meletii (Khrebtovych; who died later that
year).9 The bishops' letter of intent was dispatched to King Zygmunt

III, whose encouraging response, however, was issued only twenty-one
months later, on 18 March 1592. 10

Although Zygmunt would become a
stalwart supporter of the union, it is clear that he can hardly be consid-

ered among its initiators. In general, it should be stated that union of the
Ruthenians was apparently of no vital concern to the majority of the

Polish civil and ecclesiastical elite, who much preferred outright
Latinization of the Orthodox of the Commonwealth. It The prospects of
a union were hardly clear to the bishops themselves. At the next synod,

which was held with SOOle delay (not in the summer, but in the fall of

1591) there were non-written statements conceilling rapprochement

with Rome.)))

but neither did they

attempt any special arrangements to distinguish the patriarch qua patri-)))
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The resolutions of the synod of 1591 indicate that the hierarchy's

impetus for reform was taking on a programmatic quality. Moving

beyond the general pronouncement of 1590, which emphasized disci-

pline and was lin1ited to a general expression of desiderata (with the

exception of the provision for future convocations), the synod of 1591
elaborated a document introducing a series of concrete reforms. Be-

sides the due process and order, the bishops discussed ecclesiastical

administration, liturgical practice, popular religious customs, as well as

publishing, education, and the financing of publications and schools.
Besides the bishops and representatives of the clergy, representatives

of the nobility were in attendance, most notably Adam Potii, the

castellan of Brest. The first item in the resolutions concerned royal and,

generally, lay influence on the selection of bishops. The hierarchs

themselves decided that they would propose four candidates for a
vacated see, from which the king would nominate one. This measure

meant to impede the imposition of unworthy candidates on the
Ruthenian Church by the king or lay nobility.

The synod subordinated the L'viv and Vilnius confraternities to

episcopal authority, while granting the brotherhoods a monopoly on

ecclesiastical publishing. It created a special commission that was to

censor texts being prepared for publication. The members of this com-

mission were Bishop Kyryll, Nykyfor (Tur; econome of the Kyivan

Caves Monastery), and Nestor (the protopresbyter of Hrodna)-repre-

sentatives of the hierarchy and monastic and married clergy. Kyryll
was named treasurer of the project. The L'viv and Vilnius schools were

singled out as being worthy of particular attention and probably were
destined to receive concerted financial support. At the same time the

assembly encouraged individual bishops to establish analogous institu-
tions in their own dioceses. 12

The hierarchs of the Kyivan metropolitanate had rather helplessly
observed the state of affairs in its Church through the 1580s. Nonethe-

less, the agenda of the synod of 1591 shows that over a period of a few

years they had recognized the problems at hand and had begun to

address them. Some twenty-one separate points can be identified in the
resolutions of the bishops.13 It is significant. that the hierarchs not only

outlined a list of what needed to be done but also began to develop a

strategy and allocate resources: they distributed responsibility, created

a commission, and discussed the financing of proposed projects. The)))
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reforms of the 1591 synod are in continuity with the work of the

previous convocation. The bishops sought first and foremost to confirm

and consolidate episcopal administration in the Church. They aimed to

safeguard the prerogati yes of the hierarchy from undue influence on the

part of the king, civil authorities, nobles and magnates, and organized
lay burghers. While dismissing the patriarchal privileges granted to the

brotherhoods, the hierarchs did not negate the importance and fruitful-

ness of their activity. Rather, having realized the potential significance
of the brotherhoods, the synod co-opted them into its own program of
reform and searched for resources to develop their work-but under

hierarchical supervision. Having met in October, not in June as origi-

nally planned, and having elaborated such a broad agenda, the bishops
decided to convene again not in 1592 but a year later.

The next Brest synod of the Kyivan metropolitanate was planned for

June 1593. However, Zygmunt III departed on a journey to Sweden and

no major assemblies could be held in the Commonwealth in the ab-
sence of the king; therefore the convocation was postponed. In the

meantime, on 21 March 1593, having received tonsure and taken the

monastic name Ipatii, the Castellan of Brest, Adam Potii (1541-1613),
was consecrated to the see of Volodymyr and Brest, vacated by the

death of bishop Meletii (Khrebtovych). The new hierarch was a well-
educated representative of the Ruthenian elite with diverse experience

in public service (at the royal court), military campaigns (against Mus-

covy in 1578-1579) and religious life. In fact, Potii had spent his
. adolescence at the estates of the leading Protestant magnate in

Lithuania, Mikolaj Radziwill \"the Black,\" under whose influence he
had become a Calvinist at the high point of the Reformational tide in

the Grand Duchy. Possibly under the sway of his wife, he had returned

to the Church of the \"Greek laws\" approximately in 1574. Besought by

Prince Ostroz'kyi, the widowed Potii forsook a planned second mar-

riage and resigned his castellanship and senatorial seat to accept a royal
nomination for the episcopacy. This nomination which, paradoxically,
circumvented the procedures established by the 1591 synod, was des-
tined to promote the process of reform in the metropolitanate of Kyiv.

14

Potii (now Ipatii in religion) quickly assumed a preeminent position in

the Ruthenian hierarchy, giving new impetus to the movement for

union.
15)))
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Illustration 19. Portrait and signature of Bishop of Volodymyr and Brest Ipatii
(Potii) from Pompei Nikolaevich Batiushkov, ed. Kho/111skaia Rus'. lstoricheskie

sud'by rllsskogo Zabuzh'ia. St. Petersburg, 1887, p. 115. The seal in this compos-

ite photograph does not appear in Batiushkov; it is the metropolitan's seal from

after 1600 (when Ipatii became metropolitan of Kyiv).)))
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Ostroz'kyi and Ipatii)

The developing disposition in favor of reform was heightening expec-
tations for major progress or a breakthrough for the besieged Ruthenian

Orthodox community. At the same time the tenor of the inter-confes-
sional discord was not abating. The second edition of Piotr Skarga's
fiery and inflammatory summons to Ruthenians to repent and convert,

On the Unity of the Church, appeared in 1590. The consciousness of

change and the need for renewal induced leading members of

Ruthenian society to consider various options. Knowing well Ipatii' s

endowments, authentic motivation, passion, broad experience, and in-
terest in promoting reconciliation with the \"lords of the Latin Church,\"

Prince Ostroz'kyi had high hopes for the new bishop with whom he
shared sentiments about the need for renewal in Ruthenian church life,

reminiscent of those deeply held religious concerns that had been

expressed by the first printers:

Next to achieving salvation, every human being should endeavor to

enhance and cherish God's glory. . . Out of my Christian duty I have
long held a desire, until now unextinguished-nay, rather bursting

now to flame-to meditate, ponder, and contemplate amidst the de-
cline, devastation, and abandonment of our Mother, the Holy Univer-

sal Apostolic Eastern Church, how to seek and find a way, a prin-
ciple, and an approach by which the Church of Christ, the most

excellent of all Churches, might return to its initial station, direction,
and order, and to remain there. 16)

Ostroz'kyi hoped that Ipatii and the other bishops would not shirk

responsibility and would lead the Ruthenian conlnlunity out of its
crIsIs:)

It is evident to all of Your Graces that the people of our religion have
become demoralized. . . that not only do they fail to observe their
Christian duty and to defend the Church of God and their ancient

faith, but many of them deride and desert it and take refuge in the

various sects. If Your Graces fail to prevent this and to show concern
for it, Your Graces yourselves know well who will have to account
and answer for it, for it is said, \"I will require their blood of your

hand.\" [2 Samuel 4: 11] You, after all, are the leaders, teachers, and

shepherds of the flock of Christ. Laziness, sluggishness, and deser-
tion have multiplied among the people for no other reason than that
teachers and preachers of the Word of God have ceased to teach and

preach. What resulted was the dissolution and diminution of the glory)))
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of God and His Church. hunger for the Word of God, and. finally,

desertion from the Faith and the Law.)

The renewal of synodal activity created a new sense of purpose in
the Kyivan metropolitanate that extended beyond the clerical sphere.

Ostroz'kyi's lamenting missive ends hopefully, encouraging the bish-

ops to rejoin their efforts:

Everything has turned upside down and collapsed; there is oppres-

sion, grief, and misfortune all around us, and if we continue to be
indifferent, God knows what end awaits us! I, for nlY part, implore
you a second and a third time: for God's sake, while you are there [in
Brest], try , Your Graces, out of your sense of pastoral duty and even
more out of fear of God's retribution to accomplish something good,
to bring about stability, and to make a good start.

Returning to notions he had broached a decade earlier, the prince
also shared with Bishop Ipatii his own general reflections on and

designs for union between the Eastern and the Western Church.

Ostroz'kyi's concept of union presumed that the Metropolitanate of

Kyiv was a Church sui iuris, a local Church with its own discrete

territory as well as liturgical and canonical tradition. It could and
should reestablish comnlunion with the Church of Rome with which

the Kyivan Church had no outstanding dogmatic difficulties. The

prince stressed the centrality of safeguarding the integrity of the
Ruthenian ecclesiastical tradition, of ensuring the equal social status of

the Ruthenian hierarchy and clergy, and of securing the allegiance of

members of a Church reconciled with Rome to their Eastern Church.
Ostroz'kyi urged Ipatii and the rest of the hierarchs of the

Metropolitanate of Kyiv to take the initiative regarding church union

without delay. According to the prince's plan for union, the

metropolitanate was to come to agreement with the Eastern patriarchs

and with the Muscovite and Moldovan Churches regarding a joint
accord with the Church of Rome.

l ?

One of Ostroz'kyi' s proposals alarmed Ipatii and, undoubtedly, other

hierarchs. The prince insisted on a reform of certain aspects of

Ruthenian church life including \"the Sacraments and other human

inventions.\"18 Although he bemoaned the proliferation of Protestant
\"sects\" it is clear that he was significantly influenced by Reformational

rhetoric. The denial of the divine origin and content of the sacraments

as administered by both the Orthodox and Catholic Churches was a)))
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leitmotiv of radical Protestant currents that found refuge and flourished

in the Commonwealth. In light of the fact that Ostroz'kyi was insisting
on faithfulness to Sacred Tradition, his proposal indicates that he either
did not understand what he was saying or that he was in fact inconsis-
tent and was willing to alter the most sacred and central expressions of

Orthodoxy. In the eyes of the bishops such inclinations made the

magnate a questionable spokesman for Ruthenian ecclesiastical con-

cerns. Furthermore, for those like Ipatii who had a sanguine apprecia-

tion of Muscovite attitudes towards the Christian West, in general, and

towards the papacy, in particular, who were mindful of the fate of

Metropolitan Isidore and of the limited success of the Florentine

Union, and who were aware of the narrowly circumscribed possibilities
for Greek patriarchates to enter into discussions with the Latin Church,

the prince's plan for universal union was hardly a realistic one.)

Further Plans for Union)

Representatives of the Kyivan hierarchy had in any case already begun
mapping out a different course. From the middle of 1593 and for the

next two years the Ruthenian bishops, individually and jointly, elabo-

rated plans for union and presented them before hierarchs of the Roman
Church and representatives of the civil authorities in the Common-

wealth. Not all of the initiatives were sanctioned by all of the bishops.
For example, it seems that Ipatii was not aware of some of the steps

regarding union taken in 1594 by Kyryll.19 In the end, however, these

initiatives came to coincide and were articulated in a series of declara-

tions which took on an evermore comprehensive form.

On 27 March 1594 at Sokal', during a gathering of Ruthenian bish-

ops, Kyryll, Hedeon, Dionysii, and Mykhail (Kopystens'kyi) signed a

pro-union declaration to which subsequently all but one of the
Ruthenian bishops subscribed. 2o

A few months later another declara-

tion, dated 2/12 December, was prepared in Torchyn (near Luts'k) by

Ipatii and Kyryll in consultation with Bishop Bernard Maciejowski, the

Roman Catholic Bishop of Luts'k, who would continue to facilitate

communication between the Ruthenian bishops and Catholic ecclesias-
tical and civil authorities. The Torchyn document, drafted over a three-

day period, recognizes the threats facing the Ruthenian Church \"espe-

cially in these our unhappy times in which many and varied heresies)))
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lurk among men, on account of which many fall away from the true and
Orthodox Christian faith, abandon our flock, and separate themselves

from the Church of God and from His true worship in the Trinity,
which occurs for no other reason than our disagreement with the Ro-

man Lords [i.e., bishops].\"21 The rise of the Protestant threat in the
Ruthenian context is attributed to \"our discord with the Lord Romans\"
and to the discontinuity in obedience to salvation. The bishops cal1 for a

renewed recognition of the primacy of \"His Holiness the Pope of
Rome\" which characterized the position \"of our ancestors.\" This past
ideal is contrasted to the present baneful multiplication of \"superiors\"

(i.e., patriarchs) who cause countless \"disagreements and schisms.\"

While expressing their \"sincere and ready will [to enter] into union and

concord with the Roman Church,\" the bishops note that any hope for

patriarchal initiatives to this end \"grows smaller day by day,\" because
the patriarchs are \"oppressed by pagan [i.e., Turkish] servitude\" and

\"can do nothing even if they desired\" to promote church union.
A memorandum drafted at about the same time, in December 1594

in Navahrudak, served as working guidelines for the representatives of

the Kyivan synod who were to discuss union with Zygmunt III. Signed

by Ipatii, Kyryll, Mykhail (Kopystens'kyi), Hedeon, and Dionysii, the

document spells out the bishops grievances against the Eastern patri-
archs and articulates their desire to enter into communion with the
Roman Church. It is worth quoting the hierarchs' own words at length:

First, whereas we bishops see in our superiors, Their Graces the

Patriarchs, great disorder and indifference concerning the Church of
God and sacred order as well as their own bondage, and whereas

eight patriarchs have been created out of four (of whom earlier there
had never been that many, only four), and whereas we see how they
conduct their lives in their sees, how they buy each other's positions
through bribes, and how they have squandered [the resources of] the

catholic [sobornye] sees of the Church of God; and when they come
to our parts they conduct no disputations with the Heterodox [i.e.,
Protestants], nor do they want to give them answers from the Divine

Scriptures, even if sonleone asks for such answers. They are con-

cerned only with securing from us [things for] their own benefit,

rather than with [our] salvation. And having procured treasures from

whomever they can, they buy each other's offices there in the pagan

land, and only in these [activities] do they pass their lives (not to
mention their other failings). For this reason, not wanting to remain
further in such disorder and under such pastoral care, having agreed
unanimously, given certain conditions-if His Royal Majesty as our)))
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Christian Sovereign and Anointed by God, will deign to desire to

spread the glorification of God under one pastorship and to adnlit and

preserve such liberties as enjoyed by Their Graces the Lords, the
Roman Clergy, for us, together with our bishoprics, churches, monas-

teries, and all of the clergy-we desire, with God's help, to embark
on the unification of faith and to recognize as our pastor that one
Preeminent Pastor, the Most Holy Pope of Rome.. to whom that

[position] was entrusted by our Savior Himself. We only ask that His

Royal Majesty, Sovereign deign to assure us together with our bish-

oprics with a privilege of His Royal Majesty and to confirm and

fortify the articles described below for eternity.
22

The Ruthenian bishops proceeded to stipulate a series of conditions

on which union could be concluded. They requested that the king
guarantee the integrity of Ruthenian churches and bishoprics, liturgical
life and traditions, including the Julian calendar, so \"that they endure as

they are now with their ceremonies till the end of the world.\" Accord-

ing to the memorandum, Ruthenian bishoprics, churches, monasteries,

holdings, benefices, and clergy should be subject to the authority and

jurisdiction of the Ruthenian bishops, according to ancient tradition. In
this regard the hierarchs claimed the right to grant ecclesiastical offices

and benefices. To achieve social parity with Roman Catholic hierarchs

the Ruthenian bishops requested that they be granted seats in the Sen-
ate.

Since the hierarchs expressed great concern about the reaction of

Greek ecclesiastical authorities.. they requested freedom for them-

selves, their clergy, and for their successors from all legal or canonical

repercussions stemming fron1 any possible condemnation coming from

the patriarch of Constantinople. In the Navahrudak document the

Ruthenian bishops' resentment of itinerant Greek clerics is expressed
more forcefully and categorically than in any of the previous or subse-

quent union declarations:

Concerning Greek monks who have gotten used to travel here, whom
we can safely call \"spies\" (for as soon as they extract and purloin not

only money but also books, icons, [and] anything that pleases them,

they ship [their acquisitions] to the Turkish land, two or three times

each year, and they turn them over to the hands of the pagan Turk,
through which he becomes more powerful against the Christians),
that they not have any more authority over us here in the realm of His

Royal Majesty and not cause us any difficulties now and ever in the
future.

23)))
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Besides hoping to prevent future interference of Greek ecclesiastical

authorities in affairs of the Kyivan Metropolitanate, the bishops as-
sembled in Navahrudak sought annulment of privileges granted by
Eastern patriarchs in the past to the confraternities. Evidently, Bishop

Hedeon was not alone in taking offense at the patriarchal decrees

granting laity the right to monitor the morals of the episcopate.
24 The

recent patriarchal involvement in Ruthenian ecclesiastic life prompted

the bishops' demands concerning the selection of new hierarchs. The

prelates expressed their wish that episcopal replacements be ordained

according to the ancient traditions, by the metropolitan of Kyiv, pre-
sumably not by the patriarch. The hierarchs requested that in the future

the metropolitan and bishops be ordained with the blessing of the pope

but without the payment of any fees.

Since the Ruthenian hierarchy had a second-class status in the Com-

monwealth in comparison to the Catholic episcopate and since tradi-

tional prerogatives of the hierarchs regarding the internal life of the

Ruthenian ecclesiastical community had been restricted in recent years

by Eastern patriarchs, the Ruthenian bishops were most concerned

about preserving and expanding their rights and privileges. Personal

motives may have led them to seek assurance of their episcopal dignity

on par with that of their Roman Catholic counterparts in the Common-

wealth. Even so, for the Ruthenian Church as an institution the social

and political status of its leadership was a crucial matter. The Kyivan
hierarchs sought from the king all the liberties enjoyed by Latin arch-

bishops, bishops, prelates, and clergy in Crown Poland and the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania. Finally, they requested that the king secure for

them papal guarantees of all of the above points.
It is interesting to note that despite devoting so much attention to the

dangers posed to Ruthenian church life by Eastern patriarchs, the n1emo-
randum nowhere mentions the newly established patriarchate of Mos-

cow. The inference that many modern historians have made that fear of

ecclesiastical encroachment by the new patriarchate was a prime factor

that induced the hierarchy to pursue union with Rome is completely
unsubstantiated by the sources. In none of the previous nor subsequent

documents drafted by the bishops in preparing the union is the issue of
the Moscow patriarchate raised. Since the bishops were immersed in the

religious and cultural stonns raging in the Commonwealth, Muscovy

was the least of their concerns. The patriarchate of Moscow was not an)))
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One of the causes of a growing opposition to the union was the

secrecy with which the bishops had been preparing it. They essentially
excluded the Ruthenian magnates, including Prince Ostroz'kyi, from

the negotiations with the Catholic party.28 Judging by the direction of
the reforms that they were instituting and by the texts of their unionistic
declarations, the hierarchs wanted not only to free themselves of the

jurisdiction of the patriarchate of Constantinople but also from the
strong influences of the lay nobles and magnates. The bishops were

working with the assumption, one that would soon prove to be false,
that the flock would quietly follow their shepherds. Since the preemi-
nent representative of the Ruthenian elite, Prince Ostroz'kyi, was nurs-

ing a highly unrealistic hope for universal union, unachievable in the
foreseeable future, the bishops paid little heed to his proposals.

Ipatii went to great extremes to win over to the episcopal union

design the aging magnate, one of the wealthiest and most powerful in

the whole of Europe. Although in this effort he among all the bishops
was the most forthcoming and direct with Ostroz'kyi, the prince felt

slighted. At issue were the degree of sovereignty the hierarchy had in

determining ecclesiastical policy as well as the Protestant-influenced
lay expectations for a more democratic church polity. In 1594 Ipatii

may indeed have been uninformed about some of the steps taken by

other bishops when he pleaded ignorance of the hierarchy's circumven-
tion of the prince. But in December of that year and in January 1595,
when all of the bishops had signed onto the unionistic agenda,29 Ipatii
did not disclose all of its details to Ostroz'kyi.30

Furthermore, Ipatii,

Ostroz'kyi's hand-chosen candidate, admonished the prince about some

of the Protestantizing tendencies evident in his letters and alliances
with Protestant movements in the Commonwealth. 31

When the bishop
of Volodymyr briefed the magnate on the final draft of the hierarch's

conditions for union in June 1595, relations between the hierarch and

the prince were definitively ruptured.
32

Although in the following years
Ipatii tried to convince Ostroz'kyi concerning the correctness of the

path taken by the bishops-once on his knees tearful beseeching the

grand old man33 -the prince remained a vehement and fierce opponent

of the union, thereby greatly affecting its reception by nobles, burghers,
and laity.)))
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The Articles)

As the bishops pushed forward with their intention to make concrete

progress in reconciliation with the Roman Catholics, their concerns
were further detailed in the thirty-three \"Articles Pertaining to Union

with the Roman Church\" dated 11 June 1595. This declaration consti-
tutes not only a compendium of the hierarchy's demands and petitions

as outlined in previous documents, but also reflects the whole process
of the bishops' awakening to the needs for refonn and the program

through which they hoped to carry it out. Bearing the subtitle \"Articles

for which we need a guarantee from the Roman Lords before we enter
into union with the Roman Church,\" the document was the culmination

of the hierarchy's reflection on the prospects of union and its fullest
fonnulation of what union with the Latin Church could and should

entail for the Ruthenian Orthodox community at the close of the six-
teenth century.

34

At a synod held in Brest later in June with the participation of

numerous nobles concerned with the state and status of the Orthodox
Church-in the words of the nuncio \"Catholics, heretics [Protestants]
and Ruthenians\"-the issue of union was hotly debated.

35 It was here

that the \"Articles\" were endorsed by all the bishops (see illustration

no. 14, following p. 202). All eight hierarchs of the metropolitanate

along with the Archimandrite Iona (Hohol'), a bishop-nominee, signed
a letter to the pope declaring their intent to consummate the union

process without waiting for the Eastern patriarchs who \"being under

the heavy yoke of the cruel tyrant and Mohammedan pagan, can in no

way do this.\" The synod delegated Bishops Ipatii and Kyryll to carry

the hierarchy's \"Articles\" to Rome and, once these conditions were

accepted, to profess obedience to the pope in the name of the \"arch-

bishop, bishops, our entire clergy, and our sheep entrusted to us by
God.\"36

Besides recognizing papal primacy and the Catholic teaching on

purgatory (5) and affirming the consensus of the Florentine council on

the procession of the Holy Spirit (1), the \"Articles\" express a clear and

passionate resolve to defend and fortify the ecclesial identity of the

Kyivan Church. Lest there be any questions regarding their points of

concern, the hierarchs itemize very concrete, practical, and outwardly

visible markers of the Ruthenian Orthodox way of life. Individual)))
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articles call for the safeguarding of all liturgical traditions and ritual

practices, including the Divine Office; the Eucharistic Liturgies of Basil
the Great, John Chrysostom, and Epiphanios [sic] (2); the forms of the

sacraments, particularly the Eucharist (under two species) and baptism
(3,4); the nature and timing of the feasts of the liturgical year (6); and the
solemn processional rites including the visitation of the sick with the

Eucharist (23, 24). The document rejects any ceremony being imposed
on the Ruthenian Church (referred to in the document as among the

churches of the \"Greek law\") by Roman Catholics, such as Corpus
Christi processions (7), the use of wooden clackers instead of bells

during Holy Week, or the blessing of the Paschal Fire (i.e., candle) (8,
22). It is evident that during the various discussions over the previous

years, the hierarchs carefully discriminated between what they consid-
ered essential and what might be open to change. Thus, despite the ardor

of the Ruthenian old-calendarist reaction to the thuggish Latin imposi-
tion of the new calendar that had generated so much bad blood in cities

and towns like L'viv, they were willing to accept the Gregorian calendar
reform if it was deemed necessary (6). The bishops insisted on the

preservation of optional clerical celibacy, namely, the tradition of or-

daining (once-) married candidates into the priesthood (9).

Central to the concerns of the hierarchy, first formulated during the

synod of 1591 was the confirmation of its administrative prerogatives,
which, ultimately, were of primary ecclesiological significance. The

metropolitan, bishops, and other clerics were necessarily to be selected

by due process \"from the Ruthenian or Greek nation or religion\": the

metropolitan and bishops should be nominated by the king from four

candidates selected by the Ruthenian synod (10) with only the

metropolitan's appointment requiring papal confinnation (11). Abbots

and monastic con1munities(19) as well as lay associations and confra-
ternities (26) were to be subject to episcopal supervision. Lay lords and

civil officials should respect and enforce sanctions issued by bishops
against clergy ministering on their estates or within their jurisdiction
(28). This point had an ecclesiastical analog according to which the

bishops stressed the importance of the Western and Eastern hierar-
chies' respect of each others' censure and excommunication of clergy

(30). Lay noble sponsorship of church foundation should not come at

the expense of the episcopate's right to administrate cathedrals and

parish churches (29). The Church's hold on ecclesiastical estates and)))
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endowments should be secured particularly from appropriation by rela-

tives of deceased hierarchs and abbots seeking to inherit ecclesiastical

property (17,18). Following the lead of the confraternities and reiterat-

ing earlier reforming resolutions, the bishops demanded freedom for

the development of ecclesiastical schools, seminaries, and publishing
houses, which were to be under episcopal supervision to avoid the

dissemination of Protestant \"heresy\" (27). The bishops' self-assertion

must be seen as a reaction to the practical and theoretical undermining

of their authority by both the proliferation of Protestant ideas on

ecclesial polity and by the measures the Eastern patriarchs had applied

to the Ruthenian Church.

Considering the diatribes that had been directed by Catholic polemi-

cists against the Eastern Church, its inferior image in Polish-Lithuanian
noble society, and the subtle or blatant discrimination against the Or-

thodox community in the Commonwealth, it is not surprising that a
number of articles are devoted to interecclesial relations and parity:
The Ruthenian bishops expect that intermarriage between \"Romans

and Rus'\" should be free but should not lead to a forcible passage to the

Latin Church (16). Even if Ruthenians were to seek to renounce their
own traditions, the bishops demand that such faithful not be accepted
into the Latin rite (15). The synod requests that the Ruthenian Church

be represented in the state tribunals by two clerics, as the Roman
Church is represented (20) and that its clergy have the same rights as
the Roman clerical estate: exemption from taxation and from the au-

thority of lay lords (21). One demand, found also in a number of the

hierarchy's earlier declarations-taken by some scholars as evidence
for the self-serving nature of the bishops' move to union-is the hier-

archs' aspiration for seats in the Senate (12). In general, it would be

naive to discount personal and human motives in the episcopate's
initiative, yet it would be simplistic and misleading to explain it exclu-

sively in these terms. In a highly stratified pre-modern society, charac-
terized by nobiliary privileges, the interweaving of church and state

concerns, and diverse signs of status such as titles and coats of arms,
and the social and political position of the Ruthenian ecclesiastical elite

had great bearing on the dignitas of the entire Church and community
of the \"Greek law.\" It was natural and even essential for the Ruthenian

prelates to demand that which was a matter of course for the bishops of

the Roman Church.)))
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Two of the articles reflect recent relations of the Kyivan

metropolitanate with the patriarchate of Constantinople. Sensing the

difficulties forthcoming in the promulgation of a possible union with

Rome and the potentially obstructive role-from their point of view-

that the Greek patriarchates could play, the Ruthenian bishops petition
that itinerant Greek ecclesiastics be stopped at the border of the Com-

monwealth and prohibited from promulgating any sanctions or letters
of excommunication against the Kyivan hierarchy which might spark a

destructive \"civil war\" (14). FurtheImore, any Ruthenians who might

go to Greek Orthodox lands to receive ordination and mandates to
minister in the jurisdiction of the metropolitanate of Kyiv should be

barred from reentering the realm (32).
The break with Constantinople was not one the bishops were making

with ease. Over the previous two decades various notions of East-West
ecclesiastical reconciliation had been entertained. Projects of universal
union like that of Ostroz'kyi followed the Florentine model and did not

replace one communion with another. The bishops themselves had

implicit misgivings about cutting the lifeline to the Mother Church that

for centuries had been a source for the Ruthenian ecclesiastical and

spiritual legacy, even if in more recent times it seemed to be running
dry. These misgivings ,and a certain hopefulness that the imminent

interruption of communion with the Eastern Churches would not be

permanent is expressed in two poignant articles the first of which (13)
reads:)

And if with time God deigns to grant that the remainder of our

brethren of the Greek nation and religion join this holy unity, that it
not be deemed a fault of ours that we preceded them in this unity, for
we had to do this because of certain and rightful reasons for harmony
in the Christian Commonwealth [thereby] preventing further unrest
and discord. 37)

If such a general reconciliation was ever to be imminent and if \"due

order\" and liturgical discipline and decorum were reestablished in the

Greek Church,
H

may we too participate in this since we are people of

one religion\" (31).38 The declaration of commonality is rather at odds
with the previous anti-Greek articles; it represents a profound intuition
and foreshadows an enduring dilemma of the Eastern Churches in

union with Rome.)))
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In the context of the \"silence\" of the Ruthenian hierarchy throughout
most of the sixteenth century, the \"Articles\" appear as a remarkable

document. Over a period of a few years the bishops had assessed

particular internal and external challenges faced by their Church and

articulated the preconditions of a refonn process. With no pretensions
to theological sophistication, the hierarchs expressed a stalwart desire
to lead the Ruthenian Church and to help it meet the spiritual, cultural,
and social needs of the Ruthenian nation in the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth. The fact that the synod of bishops considered itself

the voice of the Kyivan metropolitanate, the authoritative representa-
tive of an Eastern Church is manifest. Having experienced a process of

awakening, the hierarchs entered into negotiations on behalf of an

ecclesial community, the identity of which had been the central concern

of the Ruthenian refonn movement for more than a decade. If it would

become increasingly evident that Roman authorities regarded the

Ruthenian accord with Rome as a \"reduction to union of schismatics\"

or as an un-ecclesial absorption of individual Ruthenian Orthodox by

the Roman Church, such an understanding was clearly contrary to the

consciousness of the late-sixteenth century Ruthenian protagonists.

Their drafting of conditions or \"articles requiring guarantees\" indicates

that they were acting with a sense of the ecclesial dignity of the

Ruthenian Church.. considering it a bona fide partner, albeit a subordi-
nate one, in the union negotiations with the papacy.

The preponderance of very specific liturgical demands in the \"Ar-

ticles\" may at first sight suggest the absence of a more comprehensive
theological vision. The articles are not a model of theological profun-

dity or finesse, but neither are they an expression of a narrow ritualisn1.

Since liturgy is the language of the Church and since liturgical life is at

the heart and constitutes the fullest expression of the Eastern theologi-
cal legacy, the bishops insistence on individual ritual points should.. in

fact.. be understood as a defense of the Ruthenian Orthodox ethos in

general. Having deliberated extensively over available options, the

bishops decided to act boldly. The remaining open-ended formulations
and their ongoing discussions with emerging opponents of union indi-

cate that they were not closed to other possibilities. Yet they would

wait no longer, and modifications of the general orientation would have

to be made along the way. Their resolve to break with the past by
aligning their Church with Rome was accompanied by a determination)))
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to be true to their own and to universal Christian traditions. The lasting

polemic around this antinomy has produced opposing confessional

appraisals of their intentions and logic. It should not, however, hide the
fact that the bishops passionately and courageously sought to reform

their Church and to remain true to its traditions.

Being a compendium of resolutions generated by five years of dis-

cussions, the document serves a number of purposes and is addressed to

a diverse readership. The drafting of the document, in which Ipatii

probably played a leading role, was an occasion for establishing con-

sensus among the Ruthenian bishops themselves. Accused of departure
from tradition by the nascent anti-union polemic, the bishops sought to
document clearly their intention to remain faithful to the Ruthenian
ethos. If earlier their deliberations were secret, thereby contributing to

vacillation within the hierarchy and generating suspicion in the

Ruthenian community at large, now the bishops' positions were clari-

fied and eventually could be made public, or at least explained to key

figures like Prince Ostroz'kyi. As the subtitle indicates, the primary
audience for the articles was the Roman Catholic establishment in

Rome and in the Commonwealth, both ecclesiastical and civil. In July
separate edited lists of articles were copied to be sent to the Holy See
through Germanico Malaspina, the nuncio in Warsaw (1592-1598),
and to the Polish-Lithuanian monarch. 39

The former redaction encom-

passes twenty of the thirty-three articles. Fourteen of the articles-
about the nomination of hierarchs, Senate seats, ecclesiastical estates,
equal rights for the Ruthenian clergy, establishment of schools and

presses, and sanctions against itinerant clerics from Greek Orthodox

patriarchates (10, 12, 14, 17-21, 25-29, 32)-were addressed to the

king since they required state endorsement to be effective. The nuncio

and the king responded promptly and positively on 1 and 2 August to

the petitions addressed to them respectively. The request for Senate

seats, however, remained unacknowledged.
4o)

Union in Rome)

The achievement of consensus in the thirty-three articles was a high
point in the union movement. Breaks in the episcopal ranks ensued

when in the following months Hedeon (Balaban), the initiator of the
secret union plans, and Mykhail (Kopystens'kyi), a signatory of most of)))
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the unionist declaration, revoked their support. In the late summer and

fall of 1595 Prince Ostroz'kyi mobilized his resources against the epis-

copal initiative. On 26 September, after overcoming doubts about the

advisability of proceeding with the union because of the prince's oppo-

sition and threats, and having received funding fron1 Zygmunt III and
the nuncio, Bishops Ipatii and Kyryll set out for Rome to declare the

Kyivan metropolitanate's recognition of papal supremacy.41 On 15

November, the day of their arrival, Clement VIII received them and

directed that they be granted hospitality in a residence close to St.

Peter's Basilica as his guests.
42

The bishops made their profession of
faith and obedience in a solemn ceremony on 23 December\" in the Hall
of Constantine in the Vatican-Ipatii in Latin, the less lettered Kyryll

in Ruthenian. 43
The bishops recited the creed with the Filioque clause

and accepted the normative quality of the Roman position on papal

primacy, purgatory, and other issues of contention between the Roman

Catholic and Orthodox Churches. In so doing they followed the proce-
dure prescribed by the Congregation for the Greeks for Christians of

the Byzantine rite who were accepting papal supremacy.44 On that day
Clement VIII promulgated the constitution Magnus DOl11inlls, which

reflected the Roman understanding of the new union.45

The difference between the Roman view and the Ruthenian

hierarchy's understanding of the union was significant. The bishops'

articles are permeated by a sense of a veritable ecclesial identity. While

they saw their act as a reunification with the Roman see of a local

Church, the metropolitanate of Kyiv, the papacy considered the union

to be a conversion and incorporation of a schismatic body of individual

bishops, clergy and faithful, which because of their broken communion I

with Rome could not be considered \"Members of the Body of Christ'\"

nor could they enjoy the \"influx of spiritual life.\"46 Although, in a
reference to the Florentine council, Magnus Dominus mentions

thel

union between \"the Western and Eastern Greek Churches,\"47 in nine'

pages of text (in the modern edition) it never refers to the Ruthenian
Church as such, in effect denying it any ecclesial status prior to the

consummation of the union.
The bishops' articles of union were carefully examined in Rome by a

commission of cardinals, reporting directly to the pope, and by a theo-

logical expert, the Spanish Dominican Juan Saragoza de HeJ;edia.

Clement, ailing at the time, examined the petition of the Ruthenian)))
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bishops in the presence of members of the Holy Office, who were

summoned to his bedside on 13 December. In the end, the pope neither

rejected nor explicitly affinned the articles in an official manner.

Saragoza had argued that since the Church is a necessary and exclusive

means for salvation, adherence to it must be unqualified and uncondi-
tional. Stipulating demands as prerequisites to union with the one true

Church was simply nonsense. 48
In light of the post-Tridentine

exclusivist ecclesiology and soteriology expressed in Saragoza's criti-
cal vOfuln-according to which salvation was possible only in and

through the Roman Catholic Church-the omission of any negative
reference to the bishops' conditions in the official Roman documents

was, in fact, a diplomatic compromise on the part of the papacy. The

curia's critique of the \"Articles\" did not preclude papal assurances

regarding basic traditions of the Ruthenian Church. The
constituti<?n

Magnus DOlninus, as well as subsequent documents, guaranteed the

right to maintain \"all of the sacred rites and ceremonies used by the

Ruthenian bishops and clergy as instituted by the Holy Greek Fathers\"
as long as these traditions did not \"contradict the truth and doctrines of
the Catholic faith and exclude union with the Roman Church.\" The

guarantees issued to the bishops were not at all contractual and were

presented as a sovereign concession, as a \"greater sign of our love for

them.\" The pope \"benignly permits, concedes, and grants (indul-
genu.,s)\" the right to maintain the Ruthenian liturgical tradition.

49 The

hierarchs were not forced to renounce formally any of their positions or

beliefs, but they were absolved of any and all \"excommunications,

suspensions, interdicts, and other ecclesiastical sentences, censure, and

penalties to which they became subject in any way because of the
mentioned schisms, heresies, and errors to which they may have ad-

hered. \"50
Rome's understanding of the union as a reception into the

Church of a lost and sinful flock is consistent in all of the docunlents
issued in the wake of the bishops' profession of faith.)

The ROlnan Experience)

What was the mindset of the Ruthenian representative while in Rome?
This intriguing question, generally ignored in the literature, can be

answered only hypothetically because of the silence of the sources.
Careful deductions and inferences can supply insight into experiences)))manner. You honor and exalt them in words, but you reject them in)))
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veiled by the limited extant documentation, thus, rendering more vivid

the bishops' Roman sojourn that otherwise might appear as a lifeless

sequence of formal events abstracted from the human condition. Atten-

tion to the Sitz im Leben in Rome serves to explain why despite fierce

opposition at home, the Ruthenian hierarchy proceeded with the plan of
union and after its ratification defended the accord with Rome tena-

ciously.
It would seem that having arrived ad lilnina apostolorUln Ipatii and

Kyryll were forced to make significant compromises in proceeding
with the union despite not receiving explicit guarantees of synodally
formulated \"conditions.\" They were obliged to pay requisite obei-

sances to an exalted supreme pontiff and endured theological scrutiny
while having to dispel notions of Ruthenian \"schism and heresy.\"

While in Rome it must have become clear to them that the papacy's
conception of \"reduction to union\" of Eastern Christians was hardly

identical with the notions of ecclesiastical unification that prevailed at

home in the Ruthenian lands, be they those of the bishops themselves
or those of Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi. Although the precedent of Florence

was mentioned in the union documentation, it was the spirit of re-
formed Tridentine Catholicism with its Counter-Reformational, Rome-
centered ecclesiology and church polity that permeated the rites and

formulations through which the Ruthenians were received into papal
obedience. Today's ecumenical ecclesiology of Sister Churches, in

light of which Catholics and Orthodox recognize each other as salvific

ecclesial communities-albeit marked by the scandal of Christian divi-

sion-deplores the stance taken by the papacy and the compromises
made by the Ruthenian prelates. And yet there is every indication that

four centuries ago the bishops left Rome satisfied. Why?

Throughout their stay in Rome Ipatii and Kyryll were warmly wel-
comed and treated with utmost personal respect, recognized as bishops
in liturgical solemnities in St. Peter's and other Roman churches, and

given credible assurances that the papacy would support the realization

of the basic intentions of the hierarchy in reforming Ruthenian church

life-restoring episcopal authority and due canonical process, quelling

ecclesial chaos, confronting the threat of the Protestant currents, and

establishing ecclesiastical and social equality with the Latin Church in

the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Furthermore, the prospects of

association with Rome were promising. The papacy's newfound capac-)))

created

a commission, and discussed the financing of proposed projects. The)))
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ity to respond to early-modern challenges was palpable in the ecclesial
and social atmosphere surrounding the See of Peter in the 1590s. The

bishops came to a Rome that was on the rise. 51
Reforming popes had

begun to restore the ecclesial and spiritual dimensions of the papacy's

mission. The discovery of the Roman catacombs in 1578 bolstered the

papacy's claim to ancient, foundational privileges agains reformers
who questioned its traditions. The Roman understanding of Petrine

primacy came to be supported by scholarship, particularly that of the

prodigious and systematic apologist Roberto Bellarmino (1542-1621)
and the indefatigable, meticulous, and engaged historian Cesare
Baronio (1538-1606),who served as Clement VIII's confessor. 52

The

city's population had recovered from a low of forty thousand after the

sack of 1527 to over one-hundred thousand at the end of the century.53

The completion of the dome of St. Peter's Basilicain 1590 metaphori-

cally crowned the stabilization of the Catholic ecclesiastical polity
shaken by the Reformation and the onset of modern times.

Emerging from a troubled environment in a backwards corner of

Europe, searching for a point of reference to bolster a failing ecclesias-
tical identity, the bishops must have been impressed by the invigorated

post-Tridentine papacy, the Borromean model of episcopal solicitude,

the nascent colleges and seminaries, effervescent expressions of reli-

gious life evident in the churches, confraternities, religious orders and

communities in northern Italy and Rome, the omnipresent sign of

historical continuity and tradition, and the breathtaking cultural rich-

ness of Italy and, especially, the Eternal City.54 Today, a tourist is awe-
struck by the monuments of Rome. Four centuries ago, at a time when
St. Sophia's Cathedral in Kyiv was a decrepit church amidst grazing

cattle, when the Eastern patriarchs were forced to embark on mendicant
missions to underwrite the rebuilding of their cathedrals, and when the,

by modern standards diminutive, brotherhood Church of the Dormition

being rebuilt in L'viv was the biggest Eastern house of worship in the

largest Ukrainian town-the specter of St. Peter's and all that it repre-

sented must have engaged Ipatii and Kyryll. At a time when a complete

contemporary collection of all printed Ruthenian editions-numbering
less than seventy volumes-hardly filled a bookshelf55 the bishops had

opportunity to see that Catholic cathedrals, schools, and prominent
churchmen assembled entire libraries of published religious literature)))
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on various facets of the human experience, religious and otherwise,
answering the urgent questions of a new age.

In the bishops' eyes the comparative richness must have transcended

monumental, material, or even cultural and intellectual categories. At a

time when a single urban confraternity represented the leaven of spiri-
tual and eccelsial revi val in a Ruthenian town, Italian cities on the

bishops' route boasted twenty, fifty, or even more corporate religious

associations of dedicated laity who maintained a discipline of personal
and communal prayer and organized hospitals, orphanages, alms-

houses, schools and hospices for the homeless and hapless of the world.

While in Italy, besides Machiavellian geopolitics, venal personal ma-

neuvering, and sensual worldliness ever-present in the Church, the

bishops were able to see also the best of an Ecclesia universalis whose

new sense of mission led committed, spiritually-centered, and talented

men and women to dedicate their lives to the evangelic counsels and

virtues. Ipatii and Kyryll undoubtedly came to hear of the already
legendary archbishop of Milan, Carlo Borromeo (1536-1584), who

incarnated the reforms of Trent directed at a degenerate Renaissance

episcopate by leading an exemplary personal life of devotion, reorga-

nizing his archdiocese, tirelessly conducting parochial visitations, sum-

moning six provincial councils and eleven diocesan synods, opening
seminaries and universities, and developing a Confraternity of Chris-
tian Doctrine for teaching the fundamentals of the faith.

56 In 1595 this

Confraternity had over 20,000 pupils.
57 If Borromeo had created a new

model for the Catholic bishop and redefined notions of episcopal min-

istry the exigent, yet gentle and joyful, Filippo Neri (1515-1595),

known as the \"Apostle to Rome,\" invented new modalities of popular
exploration of the faith. The Oratory which he founded in the heart of

Rome, a point midway on the urban thoroughfare between St. Peter's
and the bustling Jesuit headquarters at the Church of the Gesu, was

open to clergy and laity and was characterized by fellowship and

personalistic reflection on and open discussion about the spiritual life.

The resultant movement attracted and served to convert to piety many
powerful churchmen and churchwomen in the Roman decastries who

were inspired by N eri' s catechetical gifts, devotional and ascetic prac-
tices, administration of confession, and zeal in prayer and preaching.

Ipatii and Kyryll represented a hierarchy seeking direction and guid-
ance and, presumably, were predisposed to observe, experience, and)))
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learn new things. Their journey through the lands of the Christian West

on their way to Rome-both an odyssey and pilgrimage-was un-

doubtedly intense and animating, humbling and galvanizing. Bom-

barded by the religious culture of a nascent Baroque, ren10ved from

their usual circumstances and rhythms, and immersed in an ecclesiasti-
cal context that had been the object of their imaginations for the previ-

ous years, the bishops had much to ponder.

The two bishops were sent to represent the affairs of their entire
Church. They came to Rome on a unionistic mission reflecting a com-

prehensive desire to renew the Ruthenian Church and refonn the life of
its hierarchy and faithful. Yet, one imagines, they could hardly have
remained unaffected on a personal level. From the sources we know

that both Ipatii, Ostroz'kyi's hope for the Ruthenian Church, and

Kyryll-chosen by Jeremiah as exarch, appointed to head the synodal
publishing commission, and delegated by the other bishops to go with

Ipatii to Rome-were passionate, dynamic personalities who in life

fought many battles and, at least in the case of Ipatii, underwent delib-

erate, reflected conversions of heart, mind, and spirit. Ipatii was refined

and sophisticated. Kyryll' s legacy in the highly fragmentary extant

sources and his image in the often tendentious historiography are noto-

rious for his legal and armed struggles for ecclesiastical estates in the

1580s. Yet tin1e and again, despite his violent reputation-during
Jeremiah's trip, at the synod in 1590 and in the summer of 1595-he

was chosen by his peers and superiors to positions of leadership and

representation. Having lived lives of ferment, Ipatii and Kyryll can

hardly be expected to have spent their months in Rome in an impassive,
idle, or indifferent manner. For the two bishops, each outstanding in his

own right, the multifaceted stay in Ron1e must have been a time of

exploration and discovery and may have been the occasion for a per-

son\037l spiritual renewal and a recommitment to episcopal ministry.

We can only conjecture about the nature of Ipatii and Kyryll's

Roman sojourn. Without great hazard, one might infer that it was

unlike Patriarch Jeremiah's six-month nightmare in the gilded cage of
Moscow. Full of energy and initiative, the two travelers hardly sat still.

During their almost four months in Rome the Ruthenian bishops had

ample opportunity to come to know the vigor of the city's newfound

religious life. They met leading personalities and were introduced to

the latest, creative pastoral methods being developed there. Their pres-)))
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ence in Rome was noted widely. Baronio, who was a personal disciple
of Filippo Neri and became his successor as superior of the Oratory in

1593, recorded the Ruthenian union prominently in a special appendix
in his Annales Ecclesiastici even though in 1596 in his survey of

general church history he was treating only the first half of the sixth

century.58 The pastoral exploits of Ignatius of Loyola, Francis Xavier,
Carlo Bon.omeo, and Neri, the last of whom had died in May of 1595,
were surely impressed upon them in conversation and through visits to

the new churches of the city. While visiting the shrines of the Apostles
and Martyrs during the weeks of Advent the bishops may have seen
and heard, if not understood, some of the best preachers of the Roman

Catholic Reform. It is not impossible that in the weeks before their

departure in March Ipatii and Kyryll may have participated in a gather-
ing of the Oratorians at the Chiesa Nuova or even experienced the

incisiveness and inspiration of the Ignatian spiritual exercises just
down the street at the brand-new Gesu. In a word-Rome offered what

the bishops were looking for, and more. It is no surprise that they

departed from the city on March 1596 with a great zeal to prepare the

ratification of the union by the rest of the Ruthenian synod.
59

Ipatii and Kyryll carried with them the papal bull Decet R0111anU111

POlltificem addressed to Metropolitan Mykhail (Rahoza) and dated 23

February. The bull reiterated guarantees of respect for Ruthenian litur-

gical tradition. More importantly, it established a new procedure for

episcopal succession in the metropolitanate of Kyiv designed to pre-
vent appointment by secular authorities of unworthy candidates to

ecclesiastical offices. Clement VIII granted Metropolitan Mykhail and

his successors the prerogative to confirm the nomination of any candi-
date to an episcopal see and to preside over his ordination which was to
be conducted with two or three other bishops in union with Rome.

Henceforth, a nominee for the metropolitan's seat was to be approved
by the pope. The new procedure reflects desires expressed in the \"con-

ditions\" for union drafted by the bishops. These provisions are pre-

sented as a concession by the Roman see to the \"Ruthenian province
that is located a long distance from the Roman Curia\" to facilitate the

process of filling vacant sees and to avoid undue travel expenses
(eorul11 C0l1l1110dis et indel11nitati).60 Although Decet R0l1ZallU111

Pontificeln did not explicitly replace royal appointment with synodal

election, it did, in fact, usher in this reform, which soon took effect and)))
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was of great consequence for the Uniate Church in the seventeenth
century.61 As a parting gift, the bishops received an endowment for a

seminary to be. founded in the Ruthenian province. Other central con-

cerns of the Ruthenian hierarchy were addressed by Clement VIII in
some sixteen letters sent to the king and other leading civil and ecclesi-

astical figures in the Commonwealth urging them to use their offices in

support of the Ruthenian union. 62
From the outset after the Roman

union and for the subsequent decades the papacy quite consistently

defended the prerogatives of the Ruthenian Church in union with Rome

even in the face of rather ambivalent attitudes that came to prevail

within the Polish-Lithuanian political elite. Despite the fact that in the

letters the pope stressed the importance of granting the Ruthenian

bishops Senate seats this demand remained unfulfilled for the better

part of two centuries. In 1793, on the eve of the last partition of the
Commonwealth, the Ruthenian metropolitan alone was admitted to sit

behind the Latin hierarchs in the Warsaw Senate.)
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Illustration 20. Portrait of Pope Clement VIII. From Docunzenta Unionis, p. 405.

Reproduced with the kind permission of the Order o.f Saint Basil the Great, Rome.)))
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Synods in Brest)

Throughout the summer and early fall of 1596, in the wake of the

profession of union in Rome, the lines between its supporters and

opponents became clearly drawn. The battle came to a head in Brest
from 6/16 to 10/20 October 1596, where a synod was convoked by the

metropolitan for the purposes of formally ratifying the union. 63
In

response to Mykhail's summons, in fact, two separate assemblies con-

vened there. The pro-union synod met in Ipatii's cathedral while the

opposition gathered at the other end of town, in the home of an

Antitrinitarian nobleman. Over the course of the first days representa-

tives of the polarized camps went back and forth across town in vain

attempts to bring the other side to their own position. The two parties

could not be reconciled since neither came to Brest with any intent to

compromise. The heated debates did not generate any new arguments.
Rather\" they reiterated platforms that had been articulated during the

discussions over union in previous years. The central issue thus became

the question of the respective ecclesiastical and civil legitimacy and

validity of the two assemblies and of their declarations.
The pro-union assembly included the metropolitan, Mykhail, Ipatii,

Kyryll, who still could and did claim the title of patriarchal exarch, and

the bishops ofPolatsk, Kholm and Pinsk, as well as the archimandrites of

the Bratslau, Lauryshava, and Mensk monasteries (all in Belarus').64 It is

difficult to determine the representation of diocesan lower (\"white\
clergy and laity at the union synod since the main synodal document is

signed by higher clergy only. Three senators, leading officials of the
Grand Duchy-Mikolaj Krzysztof Radziwill, the grand marshal of
Lithuania and palatine of Trakai, Lev Sopiha [Lew Sapieha], the Crown

grand chancellor, and Dymitr Chalecki, the grand treasurer of Lithuania
and starosta of Brest-represented the king, by now a strong proponent

of a Ruthenian union. Their armed units ensured the safety of the
Ruthenian bishops who had been threatened by Ostroz'kyi as the union
debate escalated. The pope was represented by three Latin hierarchs-

Jan Dymitr Solikowski, the archbishop ofL'viv, Bernard Maciejowski of

Luts'k, and Stanislaw Gomolinski of Kholm. Present and active during
the deliberations and discussion were two Jesuits, Piotr Skarga and

Justyn Rab, and a Greek theologian, the first doctor graduated from the

College of St. Athanasius in Rome, Peter Arcudius (Petros Arkoudios).)))
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The main force behind the anti-union gathering was Prince

Ostroz'kyi. In its formulations, his vision of universal union was con-
trasted with the regional union to which the hierarchy had committed
itself. Ostroz'kyi brought to Brest a sizable military detachment which,

however, saw no action. Besides the prince, the assembly included
some twenty-two Ruthenian Orthodox and Protestant nobles\" including

Reformers and Antitrinitarians, and thirty-five burghers from sixteen

towns representing numerous confraternities. The Ruthenian higher

clergy was represented by Hedeon, Mykhail (Kopystens'kyi), and nine

archimandrites\" including Nykyfor (Tur) of the Kyivan Caves Monas-

tery, who like the bishops had supported union in previous declarations

but in the last months had become an influential opponent. At least

twenty-five members of the Ruthenian lower clergy were present. The

leading ecclesiastic in the anti-union camp proved to be a representa-
tive of the patriarchate of Constantinople.

65

In fact, Kyryll was not the only patriarchal exarch in Brest. The anti-
union synod had as its president the Greek cleric Nikephoros, who in

1592 had been designated patriarchal protosynkellos (chancellor) and

exarch (vicar) by Jeremiah II, despite not being a presbyter
66

In Brest,

his mandate as exarch granted by a patriarch who had died a year
earlier came into question. Since Nikephoros was not a priest, much

less a bishop, his authority to preside over and promulgate sanctions

against Ruthenian bishops was considered suspect even by participants

of the counter-synod.
67

Another Greek in Brest was the future six-time

patriarch of Constantinople, Cyril Loukaris, who represented the patri-
arch of Alexandria, Meletios Pegas. Before and after the decisive en-
counter in Brest he was a constant supporter of those Ruthenians who

rejected union with Rome. Appealing to the authority of the patriarch-

ate of Constantinople the counter-synod made its stand.

The composition of the counter-synod surely strengthened the re-

solve of the bishops to consummate the union accord. Viewed from

their perspective, the anti-union assembly was characterized by factors

the hierarchy had repeatedly enumerated as sources for Ruthenian
ecclesiastical troubles: the domination of lay magnates in ecclesiastical

affairs, insubordination of confraternities, interference of Greeks of

dubious standing in the governing of the Kyivan metropolitanate, and

the nefarious influence of Protestant, including Antitrinitarian currents.

On 8/18 October the pro-union synod issued a document ratifying the)))
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union as it had been professed in Rome. 68
The narration of the evolu-

tion of the bishops' orientation towards Rome is concise and to the

point. The signatories declare that the successors of St. Peter had

\"always\" been the ultimate authority in the Church and that separation

from Rome is the main cause of the dysfunction and simony at

Constantinople, disorder in Ruthenian Church life, and proliferation of

Protestant \"heresies\" in the Ruthenian lands. In Rome in the name of
other bishops Ipatii and Kyryll had asked \"to be received into the

obedience of the Pope the Supreme Pastor of the universal Catholic

Church and to be freed and absolved of the authority of the patriarchs

of Constantinople.\" Clement VIII did not \"change anything in our
churches\" and summoned the bishops to gather in synod to make a

profession of faith and pronounce obedience to the Roman see and
\"this we have done today at the synod\" having as witnesses delegates
of both pope and king.

The opposition had accepted Nikephoros as a legitimate authority on
the basis of a document signed by patriarch Jeremiah produced by the

exarch. 69
Under his leadership the counter-synod proceeded to draft a

reaction to the imminent proclamation of the union synod. The bishops
were accused not only of insubordination to the patriarchate of

Constantinople but of neglect of the canons of the second, fourth, and

sixth ecumenical councils which regulated the relationship between

patriarchal sees, none of which, according to Eastern Christians, had

any direct administrative authority over another. Furthermore, accord-

ing to the antisynod, the pro-union bishops had capitulated by accept-

ing the Western position on issues dividing the Latin and Greek

Churches.
70

Given the shared underlying aspirations of the protagonists of the two
Ruthenian parties meeting in Brest-Christian unity, equality with the

Latins, and reform of Ruthenian Church life-it is quite remarkable how

different the outlook of the two synods actually had become. Today, a

sympathetic reader of the documentation cannot but be pained by the
mutual excoriation and anathemas issued in a context that was meant to

give birth to reconciliation, concord, and unity. However, in an age of

growing confessionalism and hot religious polemic it was inevitable that

having come to Brest with predetermined and conflicting positions as
well as having failed to reach agreement, the opposing sides would

condemn each other. The mutual excommunications as well as a unity)))

pays ruthenes-Ukraine et Russie Blanche, 1569-1667(Lille, 1938), p. 289

[=Travaux et Memoires de l'Universite de LiIle. Nouvelle Serie: Droit et Lettre,

20], Henryk Litwin asserts that conversion to Catholicism was a result, not a

cause, of social and cultural Polonization. The Polonization processes in the

sixteenth century affected primarily the magnates; most of the Ruthenian

middle nobility maintained its cultural and religious allegiances through the

middle of the seventeenth century. See his \"Catholicization among the
Ruthenian Nobility and Assimilation Processes in the Ukraine during the Years

1569-1648,\" Acta Poloniae Historica 55 (1987): 57-83. Concerning the de-
mand of Ukrainian nobility that the Ruthenian language be used in official)))
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with Rome are a lasting and contradictory legacy of the stormy October
days that passed in what presently is a minor border town near the

meeting point of Belarusian, Ukrainian, and Polish territory.7
1)

* *

*)

That confessional positions were being petrified in the last decades of

the sixteenth century has been shown in earlier chapters. At the same
time it also has been illustrated that throughout most of this period a

certain latitude existed regarding many controversial matters that

would persist into the seventeenth century-at least on the level of
notions and hopes.

72 Union of the Eastern Churches with Rome is one

of the issues that repeatedly challenged the hardening boundaries.
There are indications that the impetus for the Ruthenian bishops to

consider unification with the Church of Rome as an antidote for the
crisis in Eastern Christendom may have come from a most unlikely

source-the patriarch of Constantinople himself. An anonymous Ital-

ian memorandum written in Padua in 1595 suggests that during his stay
in the Ruthenian lands Patriarch Jeremiah encouraged local bishops to
consider the possibility of seeking union with the Roman Catholic

Church.
73 In the midst of reflections about the union of Eastern Chris-

tians with the Latin Church, the author of the memorandum relates his

encounter in Padua with two Ruthenian bishops (Ipatii and Kyryll)

traveling to Rome to deliver the hierarchy's readiness to submit to

papal authority. The author reports what the two bishops disclosed to
him about their discussion on the contemporary plight of the Eastern

Church with a patriarch of Constantinople while he was in the
Ruthenian lands. Although the chronology is not exact-the memoran-

dum has the patriarch in Ukrainian-Belarusian territories two years

earlier, that is in 1593-the circumstances described coincide with

Jeremiah's sojourn in the Commonwealth. According to the report, the

bishops en route to Rome related that the patriarch of Constantinople
. . . came to visit Ruthenia, and lamenting with them [Le., the local

bishops] the miseries that the Christians suffered under Turkish tyr-
anny, with the disturbances and abuses that arose because of [this

tyranny], it not being possible to expect the elimination of those

[miseries], with proper ecclesiastical liberty some [of those present])))
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responded that to remedy this [situation] a true union with the Latin
Church should be attempted in order to have assistance from it [i.e.\037

the Latin Church] as needed. To this the patriarch replied that the

thought was most holy and those to whom it was not forbidden to

pursue it [i.e., true union] should consider themselves fortunate.

However it was not permissible to do so for those who were subject

to the Turks, due to various dangers encountered by those [e.g., the

patriarch] who come as if to teach the Ruthenians not to fail to

provide for their salvation. From this discussion there began to ma-
ture the suggestion that in the end resulted in their [Le., the bishops']

coming to Rome. . . 74

Although the infonnation in the memorandum is not corroborated by

any other documentary evidence, the report certainly does not strike

one as incredible. Jeremiah had expressed a willingness to seek com-
mon ground with the papacy before in different contexts. In

Constantinople in the early and mid-1580s, when Gregory XIII was

preparing and then promulgating his calendar refonn, the patriarch had
maintained contacts with the papacy, despite hard-line opposition to

such relations within the Greek Orthodox ecclesiastical establishment.

It seems that he did so, knowingly risking his see, which in fact he soon

lost. En route to Moscow in 1588 he visited the estates of Jan Zamoyksi

and left the Crown chancellor with the impression that he was not

\"averse\" to discussing the possibility of union. When returning from

Muscovy, the patriarch received a cordial welcome from Catholic offi-

cials of the Commonwealth. In Vilnius, he observed the new vitality of
Catholic religious life at a point when currents of the Catholic Reform

were fresh, dynamic, and captivating. During his extended stay at the

court of Zamoyski he had occasion to see the strengths of contempo-

rary Western culture. There he could meet individuals who appreciated

the Greek cultural legacy and his own recent theological refutation of

Protestant positions.
Knowing well the circumstances of the Orthodox Church in the

Ottoman Empire and perceiving the persisting threat of Radical Protes-
tant teachings in the Commonwealth, the patriarch of Constantinople

may very well have counseled Ruthenian bishops to seek assistance
from the Western Church and to examine the possibility of union.

However, the Ruthenian bishops must have understood that such utter-

ances, perhaps casual or unguarded, did not reflect the basic convictions
and confessional outlook of the patriarchate of Constantinople. That
Jeremiah may have allowed himself this liberty to speculate about)))
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Ruthenian prospects of union with Rome does not mean that he was

ready to accept the conditions that the post-Tridentine Roman Church

would impose in negotiating such an accord. If the patriarch spoke in

general terms about union with Rome, the Ruthenian bishops quickly
formulated specific intentions that would have startled the aging
Jeremiah.

The synods of the early 1590s served as a fonlm for the development
of the hierarchs' vision for the future of their Church. In the last
decades of the sixteenth century the Ruthenian Church was losing its

elite, its capacity to meet the changing needs of its faithful, and its

ability to articulate the Eastern Sacred Tradition in a way that ad-
dressed the issues of an age of reform. At the synods, the bishops
assessed the grave deficiencies in the life of their ecclesial community.
Spurred by the mounting challenges from the West, the hierarchs fun-

damentally reevaluated the position of the Kyivan metropolitanate in

the context of contemporary Christendom. They contrasted the stabil-

ity , order, missionary zeal, and vitality of the post -Tridentine Roman
ecclesial polity with the disarray at the patriarchate of Constantinople

and with the weak response of the Orthodox world to the questions
raised by the dawning of the modern age. Jeremiah's conception of

union with Rome, like that of Ostroz'kyi, undoubtedly hearkened back

to models examined at the Council of Florence or to circumstances that

prevailed in the first Christian millennium. The bishops of the

metropolitanate of Kyiv were hard-pressed for practical solutions to

administrative, pastoral, and cultural problems. They saw many of

these solutions in a union with Rome. The ideal of a universal union
and the anti nomic prospects of communion with both Constantinople
and Rome were not viable options that responded to the exigencies of

their Church. Thus, they opted for a bold step, the corollary of which

was hardly what Jeremiah could have intended. For the majority of the
Ruthenian hierarchy, union with Rome was a parting of ways with

Constantinople-at least until the dawn of the day that allowed for

more perfect answers.)))
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The Union of Brest and the Greek East)

The Union of Brest, by which Ruthenian hierarchs removed themselves

from Constantinopolitan obedience and submitted to papal authority,

marks a fundamental divide in the history of the Church of Kyiv, with

repercussions extending deep into the religious, cultural, and political
life of Eastern Europe and with enduring consequences for Christian

inter-confessional relations. In its presentation of the union most of the

voluminous historiography has taken these repercussions and conse-

quences as an explicit or implicit point of departure and has been

evaluative and confessional, often tendentiously and polemically so. It
has generally expressed itself in terms of praise or blame, attributing
glory or infamy to the different sides of the union divide based on the

confessional allegiances or predilections of respective authors some-

times even before or without trying to determine what happened and

why. Facile causalities (Polish and Jesuit manipulation, episcopal self-

seeking, Ostroz'kyi's offended pride), anachronisms (fear of the Mos-

cow partriarchate, defense before Russian expansionism), teleological

argumentation (\"the Ruthenians were destined to join the One True

Church\,") overwhelmingly detailed narration of events without proper

historical contextualization and/or assessment, and the impositions of

evaluative criteria fonnulated in later periods (polemical, imperial,

positivist, anti-religious or anti-ecclesial, national, and even modem

ecumenical) have not served the history of the union well. One is hard

pressed to find a balanced, non-biased treatment that explains the Union

of Brest. It remains one of the most controversial topics in Eastern

ecclesiastical and Slavic historiography. Along with the legacy of other
unions of Eastern communities with Rome, that of the Union of Brest is

considered the most intractable problem by many participants in the

contemporary Catholic-Orthodox ecumenical discourse. Four centuries

after the event there is little consensus regarding the union. This was my

impression a decade ago when I first began reading its vast bibliogra-
phy. Religious and political developments in the wake of the collapse of)))
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the Soviet Union have added new layers of passion and obfuscation.
The purpose of this study has been to explain the genesis of the union-

why and how it happened-by closely examining its broader context

with particular emphasis not on the Ruthenian relationship with Latin
Christianity-obviously a principal theme in the history of the Union of

Brest-but on the relationship of the metropolitanate of Kyiv with its

Mother Church, the patriarchate of Constantinople. To this end it has
been necessary to abstain from premature judgment, confine the treat-

ment to the circumstances, mindsets, and events predating or leading up
to the Union, and maintain a sympathetic attitude towards the main
protagonists-ultimately divided by the union into two camps-so as to

understand their motives and actions.

Why would the Ruthenian bishops trade Constantinopolitan for Ro-

man allegiance? The creation of the metropolitanate of Kyiv at the end

of the tenth century under Byzantine tutelage constituted the central
element of the entry of Kyivan Rus' into Christendom. From its begin-

ning, the Kyivan metropolitan see, encompassing all of the East Slavic

lands, belonged to the jurisdiction of the patriarchate of Constan-

tinople. It remained so for almost half a millennium. Despite numerous

attempts in the fourteenth century by Lithuanian rulers to establish a

separate ecclesiastical jurisdiction in the Orand Duchy, the

metropolitanate of Kyiv endured undivided and subject to its Mother

Church until the middle of the fifteenth century, when part of the

Kyivan see broke away from Constantinopolitan jurisdiction. After the
establishment of the de facto autocephaly of the metropolitanate of

Moscow in 1448, the territory of the Kyivan metropolitanate came to

coincide with the East Slavic (Ruthenian-or Ukrainian and Belaru-

sian) lands within the borders of the dynastically-united Lithuanian and
Polish states.

The bond of the Kyivan Church with Constantinople was not merely

jurisdictional. One might with good reason propose that Rus'
Christendom is unimaginable without Byzantium. The Byzantines
transmitted the Christian Gospel message to the Slavs through a writing

system, the sacraments and liturgical services, scriptural and other

sacred texts, a calendar with its cycle of feasts sanctifying time, a

chronology and a sense of salvation history, modes of prayer and

spiritual life, models of monasticism, comprehensive codes of morality
and canon law, architectural and artistic styles, social and political)))
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ideology, as well as an ecclesiastical hierarchy all of which served as a
basis for the development of a new Christian culture among the Rus'.

The gift of faith, in the Byzantine incarnation, was foundational for

subsequent East Slavic history, giving it new meaning, substance, and

fonn.

At the same time, one might say that the Greek endowment to the

barbarian Slavs was somehow incomplete. In fact, the bequest of the

Byzantine legacy was selective, filtered through the medium of the

Church Slavonic language, the textual repertoire of which was limited.

It did not include the full range of Greek (as well as Syriac and Coptic)
patristic theology and for the most part excluded Greek and Latin

classical, late antique, and medieval philosophical and literary texts as
well as the Latin patristic corpus. The Christianization of Rus', over the

first centuries after V olodimer' s baptism, resulted in significant origi-

nal synthesizing of Byzantine Christianity and Slavic folklore, authen-

tic inculturation, and lasting spiritual and cultural achievements. For
basic theological insight, ecclesiological orientation, and ecclesiastical

policy, however, the Kyivan Church, headed mostly by Greek metro-

politans sent from Byzantium, was largely dependent on guidance or

impulses received from Constantinople or other spiritual centers of the
Greek Orthodox world such as Mount Athos. Greek guardianship kept

the Rus' Church from creating a fully autonomous and autochthonous

theological tradition and ecclesiastical polity, while the option for the

Byzantine Slavonic rite served to isolate the Rus' from subsequent

medieval Latin theological and philosophical developments. Neverthe-

less, the Byzantine benefaction was sufficiently generous to give birth

to and sustain the life of Kyivan Christianity for a period of centuries.

As a daughter of the patriarchate of Constantinople, the Kyivan
Church, situated on the border between the Greek and Latin ecclesiasti-

cal domains, over time also received from the Byzantines as well as
from Catholic Polish, Lithuanian, and Teutonic neighbors the reality of

alienation between Old and New Rome. This reality, however, re-
mained a mediated experience, and the Greek-Latin theological, eccle-

siastical, and cultural dialectic was strongly felt but not always under-
stood or assimilated in Rus' fully. The limited medieval sources do not
answer many of the questions posed by later ages and probably will

never allow us to gain penetrating and comprehensive insight into the

religious mentality(ies) of medieval Rus'. Rus' Christianity, if only for)))
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chronological reasons, cannot be readily categorized according to the
Catholic-Orthodox dichotomy as it came to be articulated in post-
Refonnational, post- Tridentine, and modern terms. Thus, in medieval

times both metropolitans and princes of Rus' on occasion entered into

contact with the Church of Rome, recognizing its primacy and seeking
to establish ties despite the Latin-Greek alienation. But such efforts

were only episodic. For the East Slavic Christian community the pre-
eminent ecclesiastical and cultural point of reference remained

Constantinople. The metropolitanate of Kyiv abided in the jurisdiction
of the Great Church. The difficulty of situating the Kyivan Church

exclusively on the Greek side of the Roman-Constantinopolitan oppo-
sition becomes more evident in the fifteenth century. In the aftermath

of the Union of Florence, the creation of a separate Muscovite metro-

politanate, and the fall of the Byzantine Empire, when a pope nomi-

nated a Kyivan metropolitan and a unionist patriarch of Constantinople
resided in Rome, the jurisdictional status of the metropolitanate of

Kyiv became ambiguous for a number of decades. In the second half of
the fifteenth century, metropolitans of Kyiv seem not to have recog-

nized categorical confessional distinctions, even though in the eyes of
both Rome and Constantinople the ecclesiastical rapprochement be-
tween Eastern and Western Christendom achieved at the Union of

Florence had lapsed. Through the beginning of the sixteenth century,
without ever breaking ties with Constantinople, Kyivan metropolitans

sought to maintain or reestablish relations with the papacy. This pattern
of Ruthenian initiatives came to an end in the early sixteenth century,

when it became evident to Ruthenians that the papacy-and even more

so the Catholic establishment in Lithuania and Poland-considered the
Florentine Union defunct.

Because of the progressive institutional decline of the patriarchate of

Constantinople under Ottoman rule and an analogous organizational
deterioration in the sixteenth-century Kyivan metropolitanate, the rela-

tions between the patriarchate and the Ruthenian Church diminished to
a formal minimum. Paradoxically, the crisis of Greek Orthodoxy under

the Tourkokratia indirectly occasioned a revitalization of interaction

between Greeks and East Slavs. Throughout the sixteenth century the

increasing dependence of destitute Greek, Orthodox institutions on
Muscovite financial assistance brought numerous representatives of the
Eastern patriarchates into Ukraine and Belarus' as they traveled to)))
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request alms from the Muscovite grand princes and tsars. In the last
decades of the sixteenth century the onset of a movement for spiritual,
ecclesiastical, and cultural revitalization in the Ruthenian lands led

activists to rediscover the central role of the Greek legacy in the reli-

gious and cultural identity of the Ruthenian nation. At the same time

the patriarchate of Constantinople began demonstrating a new solici-
tude for the ecclesial well-being of the Orthodox in the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth. Although unable to generate any sustained

revival in their own lands, Eastern patriarchs began supporting move-
ments for reform in the Kyivan metropolitanate, escalating expecta-

tions of lay leaders regarding the prospects of Greek Orthodox aid for

the Ruthenian religious and cultural cause. The renewed involvement
of the patriarchate of Constantinople in the affairs of the

metropolitanate of Kyiv culminated in the four-month sojourn of Patri-

arch Jeremiah in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in 1589. Thus,

as we have seen, in the 1580s the relationship between the Ruthenian
Church and the patriarchate of Constantinople, tenuous throughout

most of the sixteenth century\" underwent a dramatic transfonnation.

In 1589, on a return journey from Moscow, where he had been
detained against his will and forced to elevate the Muscovite metropoli-

tan to patriarchal dignity, Jeremiah conducted a program of reform in

the Kyivan metropolitanate. l-lis measures constituted an important

impulse towards the revitalization of the demoralized Ruthenian

Church. They had a second unintended effect, however. The Orthodox

bishops came to resent the patriarch's involvement in the affairs of

their province. They perceived the nomination of an exarch and\" par-

ticularly, the broad powers granted to the confraternities as a threat to

their prerogatives as bishops. Furthermore, the encounter with the lead-

ing hierarch of the Greek Orthodox world, who during his stay spent
more time with eminent Roman Catholic officials of the Polish-
Lithuanian Commonwealth than he did with his Ruthenian Orthodox

subjects, revealed the weakness of the Mother Church and served to

dispel any idealized notions of authentic and effective solidarity be-
tween the Greek and Ruthenian hierarchies. The Ruthenian bishops
faced monetary demands from th\037 patriarchate with few prospects of

receiving from the Greeks concrete, practical aid for the Kyivan

Church's quest to meet the spiritual and cultural needs of the faithful

and for its struggle against radical Reformational currents, the galva-)))
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nized Catholic Church, and threats to Ruthenian cultural identity in the

Commonwealth.

Developments in sixteenth-century Western Christendom variously

contributed to the dramatic decision by the Ruthenian hierarchy to

exchange Constantinopolitan for Roman obedience. A new religious
personalism, a scripturally-oriented theology, and an increased lay re-

sponsibility for and active participation in religious life characterized

Western Catholic as well as Protestant refonn movements, which at-

tracted numerous and prominent converts from within the Ruthenian

nobility. The prerequisites, nature, and modality of the Christian life

were all being reconsidered, thus provoking critical questions and gen-

erating compelling answers. This\"new discourse conducted in sophisti-
cated as well as popular idioms could not be ignored. The vigor of the
Protestant Reformation, the Counter-Reformation, and the Catholic
Refonn confronted the Ruthenian community with the full richness of

the Western theological, institutional, and pastoral legacy to which the

Kyivan Church had remained largely oblivious for six centuries. The
revolution in communications caused by the explosion of the printed

word brought the message home in no uncertain tenns. So did promi-

nent conversions. Thus, by the mid-1580s two of the three sons of the
leader of the Orthodox Ruthenian nation, Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi, had

become Catholics, while his two daughters followed their mother in the

Catholic faith. By 1592 all of Ostroz'kyi's children had married Catho-

lics, Calvinists, or Antitrinitarians. There was no escape from dealing
with the new world at-large bursting through the barriers that delin-

eated the traditional faith communities and served to isolate their way

of life. Individual Ruthenian magnates and burgher confraternities

were the first to react. The hierarchs followed but took a different
course. Challenged and provoked by the vitality in the Christian West,

the Ruthenian bishops gradually came to see in the West models and

means for satiating the spiritual hunger of their flock, refonning the life
of their Church, and consolidating and defending the Ruthenian reli-

gious and national identity. On the level of underlying cultural and

ideological premises, the radical upheavals in Western Christendom

raised with unprecedented power the very notion of refonn and the

possibility of fundamental change in religious and social structures.

Throughout Christian Europe in the sixteenth century basic assump-
tions about theology, Christian society, and ecclesiastical order were)))
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questioned and overturned. Reformers not only sought to adjust re-
ceived religious categories and institutions to fit new needs or respond
to awakened desires, but also energetically dislodged traditional be-

liefs, religious practices, and patterns of ecclesiastical administration.

At issue was not fine-tuning but revolution. The crumbling of the

ostensibly monolithic Christian West produced a great variety of reli-

gious experience and ecclesial organization. Claiming to be restoring

original, Apostolic Christianity, reformers, in fact, departed radically

from precedents in Christian history. They innovated with a vengeance.
This atmosphere of reform and change permeated the Polish-
Lithuanian Commonwealth and came to affect even those who sought

to resist it most.

Ironically, the patriarch of Constantinople contributed to the legiti-
mization of the notion of fundamental change in the Ruthenian Ortho-

dox context. At a time of organizational instability in the Kyivan

metropolitanate, Patriarch Jeremiah initiated reforms that countered not

only prevailing patterns in the sixteenth-century Ruthenian ecclesial

community, but also traditional premises of Eastern Christian ecclesi-

astical order. His reforms put into question the role of the metropolitan
in the Ruthenian hierarchy and the prerogatives of the hierarchs within
the Ruthenian Church. Hoping to foster the revival of the metro-

politanate of Kyiv, the patriarch instead undermined some of its central

institutions.

Beset by challenges from a Protestant and Catholic environment,

recognizing critical deficiencies in the institutional structure and spiri-
tual vitality of their Church, and, finally, disoriented by the conflicting
directives from the traditional point of reference-the patriarchate of

Constantinople-the Ruthenian bishops did what many other Christian

leaders had done throughout the sixteenth century: they opted for

change. In an earlier age a break with the Mother Church would have

been inconceivable. During a time of great religious flux, however, the

decision of the majority of the Ruthenian bishops to reject
Constantinopolitan authority can be viewed as yet another example of

early modern repudiations of received assumptions. As I have striven

to show, the initiative and decision of the bishops and their supporters

to pursue union with Rome, like most major events in history, was
conditioned by diverse factors and influences. One of these, generally

ignored in the historiography, is the intensification of spiritual concerns)))
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among Ruthenians in the latter part of the sixteenth century. Through-
out Europe religious reformers dwelt passionately on the relationship
between God and the human person in the here and now and in the

hereafter. Eschatological perspectives on life and death and speculation
about the nature and means of reden1ption and salvation of fallen

humanity captivated the contemporary imagination. The intense, ex-

plicitly and repeatedly expressed, religious convictions and sentiments

of Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi and Ivan Fedorov were not an isolated phe-
nomenon. Personal piety, the rectitude of religious belief, private and

public morality, and anxiety over the state of the Church were impor-

tant considerations in the hearts and minds of early modern Ruthenians.

This is not to say that the religious motivations were always pure or

profound. Nevertheless, spiritual motives were central to the activity of

the leaders of the Ruthenian revival which was articulated first and
foremost in religious categories.

It is in this context that ecclesiastical unification came to be consid-
ered. Concern about the discord among Christian Churches and the

hopes for unity between Eastern and Western Christians grew in re-

sponse to the spiritual turmoil and social unrest generated by the in-

creasingly numerous and contentious confessions. By the 1580s the

problem of division and intolerance came to be raised by representa-
tives of different religious communities in the Polish-Lithuanian Com-

monwealth. The nation of the ethnically Polish, Lithuanian, and

Ruthenian nobility in the Commonwealth constituted and united by a

set of legal plivileges, consolidated by a common code of noble dig-
nity, identified by a shared universe of economic, political, social and

cultural concerns, and intimately interrelated through marriage, in the

last decades of the sixteenth century came to be increasingly and

passionately divided along confessional lines. For many magnates and

nobles the religious antagonisms were not only an economic, social, or

political problem but a source of deeply felt religious scandal.

Ruthenian leaders like Ostroz'kyi and later the bishops recognized
Christian disunity as a primary cause of the woes of the Ruthenian
nation and as a threat to the salvation of human souls. The synods of the
1590s show that in the hierarchy the idea of union with Rome, as a
means of overcoming religious discord in the Commonwealth even at

the expense of (temporary) separation from the patriarchate of

Constantinople, developed gradually along with the bishops' growing)))
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awareness of the crisis in the Ruthenian community and the need for

reform in and spiritual revitalization of the \"Church of the Greek law.'\"

In moving resolutely to address the crisis in the Kyivan

metropolitanate and the dilemma of Christian disunity the bishops went

forward, despite not getting all of their desired guarantees. Faint echoes
of the Union of Florence can be heard throughout the story of the Union
of Brest. Inasmuch as they had learned about the council at which
Isidore of Kyiv was a principal participant, it is likely that the
Ruthenian hierarchs hoped that their union would be a renewal of the

spirit of Florence on a local level. For them it was obvious that given
the circumstances prevailing in the greater Orthodox world Ostroz'kyi's
vision of a universal union was impracticable. The bishops along with

their flock had experienced the contempt for the Ruthenian faith and

cultural tradition characterizing the new militant Polish-Lithuanian Ca-

tholicism so clearly articulated by Skarga, vividly exemplified by arch-

bishop Solikowksi's violent attempts at imposing the new calendar in

L'viv, and embodied in the discriminatory practices towards Orthodox

clergy and burghers throughout the Ruthenian lands. Yet they hardly

realized how far Roman views on ecclesiastical unification had de-

parted from those inspiring the Florentine accord or what would be the

future consequences of post- Tridentine theology and papal ecclesiasti-

cal and political policy in Eastern Europe. In fact, it seems that this was
not the first of their concerns. As pastors, they were pressed by the

crisis at hand within the Commonwealth. They saw in Rome not only

the primacial Apostolic See, separation from which was sin1ply wrong
and spiritually detrimental to their flock, but also a Church on the move
that was effectively reading the signs of the times. They hoped that

communion with Rome would result in parity of the Churches in the
Commonwealth sharing one faith and one supreme pontiff. They hoped

that submitting to the pope recognized by the dominant Catholics in the
Commonwealth would safeguard the dignity, tranquillity, liberty, and,
hence, vitality of their own besieged Church. On this basis they made

their fateful decision.

Although the hierarchs were threatened and otherwise forewarned of

the opposition to their intentions, they never suspected that the union
would occasion a lasting division in the Kyivan Church. Two of the

bishops who had been among the initiators of the union efforts in 1590
and who as late as August 1595 endorsed the main Ruthenian union)))
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formulations broke with the majority of the synod. They contested the
decision of their brethren in the episcopate, as did a wide representation

of the monastics and of the laity, especially those, such as Konstantyn
Ostroz'kyi and members of the urban confraternities, who had previ-

ously fostered closer ties with the patriarchate of Constantinople, redis-

covered the importance of the Greek legacy for Ruthenian religious and

cultural life, or benefited from patriarchal recognition or confirmation.

Spurred by the conclusion of the Union of Brest, this segment of the
Ruthenian religious community turned increasingly to Greek authori-
ties for guidance and encouragement during the polemical struggles
that followed. Paradoxically, their focus on the Greek legacy was

eventually replaced by an intellectual, pedagogical, and theological

orientation towards the West like that of their brethren in union with
Rome. However, Ruthenians who rejected the union adopted the ways

of the West without severing jurisdictional ties with the patriarchate of

Constantinople.)
* *

*)

Did union bring for the Ruthenian Church what the bishops had hoped
for? A new answer to this question requires a book-or perhaps

many-different than one written to explain the genesis of the Union of

Brest. If the bishops were asked today to respond from their eternal

abode, the answer would surely be mixed. Those of us who cannot yet
hear them must hope for the work of diligent, critical, and spiritually

sensiti ve students up to a task this author did not put before himself. A

primary answer would come from a history of the spiritual and pastoral
life of the Kyivan Church in the last four centuries that dares to assess

the degree to which the union contributed to or detracted from the

religious experience of the faithful. Other perspectives would be pro-
vided by multi-faceted histories treating not only the divisive yet fruit-

ful Catholic-Orthodox Ruthenian polemic of the seventeenth century

and the Polonization and Latinization of the Uniate Church in the

eighteenth century, but also the role in the Ukrainian national revival of

the weIl-educated Greco-Catholic clergy in the nineteenth and the sin-

gular Christian witness of fortitude and opposition to totalitarianism of
the Ukrainian Greco-Catholic Church in the twentieth. All of these

phenomena are part of the legacy of the Ruthenian union with Rome)))
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and communion with the Catholic world. It is from the perspective of
these later developments that much of the literature on the Union of

Brest is written. Since such evaluations are many and multifonn, if

often unsatisfying, I thought it better not to add to them but to address

an evident lacuna in the union historiography by trying to answer a

question that enlightens or is fundamental to the historical and theo-

logical analysis of the different legacies of the unification of Eastern
Churches with Rome.)))
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ApPENDIX 1)

Historiography and Source Base for the

Patriarchate of Constantinople under
Ottoman Rule in the Late Sixteenth Century)

The drama of sixteenth-century Orthodoxy, and more specifically the

history of the patriarchate of Constantinople, can be reconstructed only

schematically. As has been outlined by Steven Runciman, whose his-

tory of the patriarchate of Constantinople under Turkish rule is still,

despite its inadequacies, the standard survey,
1

there is very little extant

documentary evidence for much of the history of the patriarchate dur-

ing the Tourkokratia. 2
In fact, for the first decades after the fall of

Constantinople apparently no Greek or Ottoman sources have sur-
vived. 3

The end of the sixteenth century is also poorly represented in

Greek materia1. 4
Ruinous fires in the middle of the sixteenth century, in

the eighteenth, two in the nineteenth, and finally in 1941, together with
other acts of destnlction, all contributed to the loss of many patriarchal

records and books for the second half of the fifteenth and the sixteenth

centuries. 5
The sorry story of patriarchal facilities was also a significant

factor. Mehmed II annexed the church of St. Sophia, the patriarchal

palace and offices when he conquered Constantinople. The second

church of the city, the Holy Apostles, briefly housed the patriarchate,
but it was in poor condition and surrounded by hostile Turkish settle-

ments, leading Patriarch Gennadios to move the patriarchate to the

Pammakaristos Church (Most Blessed Church of the Mother of God),
located in a Greek district. Precisely at a time most pertinent to our

inquiry, in 1586, Murad III confiscated the church and turned it into a

mosque. Patriarch Jeremiah II went to Muscovy to find the funds

needed for constructing a new patriarcheon, but it is not clear where

patriarchal records were kept before the completion of the Church of

St. George in 1614.6

The external and internal difficulties faced by Greek institutions and

Greek Orthodoxy in the Ottoman Empire led to a decline in education)))
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among Greeks, thwarted the development of printing, and generally
retarded the cultural life of the Greek Church, resulting in a neglect of

history writing and disregard for manuscripts and historical records.

Nomikos M. Vaporis' comments about a seventeenth-century Inanu-

script containing patriarchal decrees are telling: \"Twenty-four pages

are marred with doodling and other irreverent drawings of sorts, often

over the text. One gets the strong impression that the scribes, probably

deacons, anticipating their future promotion, used many pages of the

MS, even where there is a text, to practice writing intricate episcopal

signatures and patriarchal menologemata [that is, elaborate inscriptions
of the date, month and indiction, used on patriarchal documents].\"? In
the eighteenth and nineteenth century some materials on the verge of

decay and mostly dealing with the Byzantine period were brought by

Western travelers to European libraries. Destruction of materials docu-

menting Greek ecclesiastical history in Asia Minor has occurred even

in rather recent times, notably in 1922-23, when the last Greeks were

expelled from Anatolia.

From the middle of the sixteenth to the middle of the eighteenth
century, the patriarch of Alexandria generally also resided in

Constantinople; thus, for our period, the records of that see shared a
fate similar to that of Constantinople.

8
The condition of the library of

the Antiochian see is not encouraging for the researcher of early-
modern Orthodox church history. Located in Damascus since the time
of the Crusades, the patriarchate of Antioch was the poorest of the
Eastern patriarchates throughout the Tourkokratia. 9

Runciman, who

had visited the Syrian patriarchate before he began his research on the

Orthodox Church under the Greeks but was denied access in the midst

of his work, reported his impression that the poverty of that institution
was also characteristic of its archival collection. Unlike the holdings of

the Antiochian patriarchate's library, those of Jerusalem are rich. Here,

the work of nineteenth-century Greek, Russian, and Ukrainian scholars

such as Athanasios Papadopoulos-Kerameus, Aleksei Afanas'evich

Dmitrievskii, Archimandrite Porfirii Uspenskii, and Ivan Ignat'evich
Malyshevskii in describing and publishing materials seems to have
been quite thorough and, according to Runciman, it is unlikely that

much material from this library for our period remains unknown.

The significant Greek Orthodox community in Italy and its legacy of
sources have been been the subject of considerable scholarly attention in)))
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recent decades. The manuscript collection of the Greek Institute of

Venice generally reflects the activity of Greeks there. It is not, however,
rich in sixteenth-century material and does not shed any light on the

question of Constantinopolitan-Ruthenian interaction. Despite the

rather intensive research conducted in other Italian manuscript deposito-
ries or archives, it is possible that they may still yield sources more or

less pertinent to the subject at hand. 10
More descriptive work needs to be

done in Romania and on Mount Athos as well as in ex-Soviet, and

particularly Russian, archives to complete an exhaustive search for

sources reflecting late sixteenth-century Greek-Ruthenian ecclesiastical

relations.
I I There is very little literature on the history of the Greek

Church in the sixteenth century written on the basis of Turkish sources. 12

This fact alone indicates the deficiencies in the present knowledge of

Orthodoxy under the Turks. Ottoman archives may some day provide

significant information, but in this regard work is yet to begin.
I3

The Greek sources reflecting the state of the patriarchate of

Constantinople in the 1580s and 1590s are limited. The most important
evidence consists of three brief narrative accounts: the last pages of the

Historia Patriarchica, the memorandum of Leontios Eustratios, and
the last twenty-odd pages of the Pseudo-Dorotheos chronicle. 14

Letters

and official documents written or issued by hierarchs, churchmen, or

lay theologians also provide details about the patriarchate but they are

not very numerous. Both types of sources are dominated by the acces-
sions and depositions of the patriarchs (from November 1579 to April

1598, the occupancy of the patriarchal throne changed eleven times; in
the 1579-89, five times). The circumstances of these fluctuations are

not presented systematically. From the rather anecdotal narration and

highly subjective description of events or causes of depositions (the

greed of the Ottomans, the corruption of individual or parties of Greek

clerics, the vengeance of individual Greek layman), it is impossible to
extract an understanding of the mechanisms of Greek Orthodox eccle-
siastical politics, the fluctuations that lead to the repeated elections and

depositions, much less to explain the mentalities of individuals or

groups guiding or involved in these dynamics. Because the sources are

so few it is difficult to corroborate reports. Little is known about the

points of view of their authors. For historians of Constantinopolitan

relations with the East Slavs, the Greek sources are hardly comprehen-
sive, omitting events that seem to the modem historian to be of monu-)))
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mental significance. For example, Leontios Eustratios, in the memo-

randum written in Ttibingen at the request of Crusius at the end of

1589, mentions Jeremiah's trip to Muscovy but does not refer to the

creation of the patriarchate, even though he could report that Jeremiah
had already returned to Constantinople.

IS)))
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heels, and everything that they heard they passed on to the interpreters,

who in turn told the Tsar. Then cunningly the Muscovites devised a
scheme and said: \"My Lord, if you determine to stay here, we will have

you.\" But these words were said to them neither by the Tsar nor by any
of the boyars of the palace, but only by those who guarded them.

Jeremiah thoughtlessly and without sizing things up, and without the

advice of anyone said: \"I am staying.\" And he had this habit, that he

never listened to good advice from anyone, even from those subject to
him. And for this reason both he and the Church were ruined in his

days.4
Then the Muscovites, seeing that he was not about to ordain [some-

one else as patriarch], and that he wanted to remain, told him: \"Be-

cause, my Lord, you want to stay, we want this as well; however, since

the ancient Rus' throne is in Vladimir, take pains to stay there.\" And

that was a place worse than Koukousos.
5

Then with the assistance of
certain Christians6

[presumably Hierotheos of Monemvasia and the
other Greeks who counselled Jeremiah] , the Patriarch said: \"Do not tell

such a story [about going to Vladimir]. I will not do this.\" Then they

said to him: \"The Tsar's order is that you should create a patriarchate

for us.\" Then Jeremiah responded in a different tone: \"Unless he was a
double {twofold} bishop it would not be canonical.\" {or maybe: Then

Jeremiah responded \"[I will ordain] another one. For this one is a
double bishop and it would not be canonical.\"}

7
Finally, he unwillingly

ordained the {or him} patriarch of Rus'. And they brought a large,
exceedingly wide parchment document written in Bulgarian letters.
And the Patriarch signed it. But the Metropolitan of Monemvasia
asked: \"What is written here? [When you tell me] then I will sign.\" And
the first one [i.e., the overseer], Andrei Tzalkanos [Shchelkalov]8 by

name, answered: \"It is written how you installed the patriarch and how

you came here. And the Metropolitan of Monemvasia said: \"It should

have been written in Greek, not in Russian.\" But they did not listen to

him. The patriarch's hieromonks signed as well, as did the Archbishop
of Elassona. But the Metropolitan of Monemvasia was completely
against this, lest the Church should be divided and another head and a

great schism be created. He was in danger of being thrown into the

river, until the Patriarch took an oath that the Metropolitan of
Monemvasia had said nothing. Tsar Fedor was a peaceful man, in all

things similar to Theodosios the Younger, simple, quiet.
9 But the)))
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Tsar's brother-in-law, Boris by name, was in all things skillful, wise,
and cunning. It was he who did everything and to whom everyone

listened. The Tsarina [Irina] was good, but she was still childless, and
her brother was Boris, she summoned the Patriarch and the Metropoli-
tan of Monemvasia, and he blessed her. And she said: \"Beseech God

that I may have a child and [she said] many other things. And the Tsar

gave the Patriarch thirty thousand silver pieces when he came [to
Moscow], and another thirty thousand when he left to go back to the

City [Constantinople].
10 And he gave the Metropolitan of Monemvasia

first five [thousand] and five more afterwards. [He gave] cups, gowns,
and sables to the Patriarch of Rus', Iov by name on January 26, in the

year 7097 [1589], in the second indiction. And Lord Jeremiah and all

of them departed and with much exertion arrived in Poland. There were
wars between the Tatars and the Poles. Jan Zamoyski, a man of much
wisdom and kindness, paid great honor to the Patriarch and gave [him a

retinue of] two hundred men and brought him to Kam'ianets', because

the illustrious Sir Jan Zamoyski was the lawkeeper [Grand Chancellor]
and protector [Orand Hetman] of Poland.

And at that time, that is, in the year 1589:1 Jeremiah went from

Muscovy to Moldova, and Voevoda l2
Peter received him again marvel-

ously, and he found a chavush 13
who met him to take him [to

Constantinople] because the sultan had decided that he again should

take his see in Constantinople, because the unstable Nikephoros had

caused so much instability and made countless and senseless expendi-
tures, and everyone great and small hated him. They talked to the

Sultan, and he gave the patriarchate to Jeremiah, who was eager for the

first place, and he paid the two thousand florins. 14
And the most pru-

dent Peter gave him the offering. And thus it happened and Jeremiah
went to Constantinople.)))
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patriarch's encounter with the court in some detai1. 40 Jeremiah was

allowed to ride all the way to the rune/uk, the entry pedestal, but

Hierotheos and Arsenios were obliged to dismount and walk the last

symbolic measure. 41
The highly structured court ritual designed to

flatter the patriarch at the same time as it underscored the tsar's impe-
rial dignity and projected his autocratic image to emphasize his ulti-

mate lordship over his guest. Jeremiah offered the tsar many venerable

relics of Byzantine saints, including a piece of the elbow of the first

Byzantine emperor, St. Constantine the Great, a gold-encased icon of

the Mother of God for the tsaritsa, along with other gifts.
42

Despite the

tsar's munificence, the welcome was left conspicuously unconsum-

mated: the stateinye spiski make a point of the fact that the patriarch
was not- invited to the tsar's table. 43

During the reception Tsar Fedor distributed largess to Jeremiah and

Hierotheos, but Arsenios received nothing; he had already received his

gifts during a recent visit, but had chosen to remain in L'viv rather than
return home. Perhaps he sent the grant to Constantinople with someone

else; the Muscovites did not charge him with financial impropriety, but

they did resent his not completing the mission personally.

After the reception, Shchelkalov infonned Jeremiah that he was to

be questioned by Boris Godunov himself. The tsar's koniushii posed
the same questions that Pushechnikov had asked of Jeremiah along the

way from Smolensk to Moscow. The patriarch related that a Greek

under his obedience had slandered him to the sultan and how

Theoleptos bribed the Ottoman authorities by promising to pay the

sultan two thousand gold pieces in addition to the usual pe$ke$ if he

were to become patriarch. The sultan \"violated earlier decrees\" and

appointed Theoleptos without the synod's approval, and Jeremiah was

exiled to the \"White Sea\" (the Mediterranean) to the city of Naurod for

four years.
44

This encounter set the stage for negotiations left largely unrecorded.

In the sources, the process leading up to the elevation of lov as patri-
arch is subsumed by the final outcome. However, references to

Jeremiah's desire to go home, the forceful opposition of Hierotheos and

other Greeks to the elevation and the general atmosphere created by the
Muscovite authorities indicate that the patriarch endured a long and

psychologically taxing detention. 45
He was forced to stay until a patri-

archate for the realm was created. Although no text giving the course of)))
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5. We do not enter into dispute about purgatory, but we are ready to be

instructed [concerning it] by the H(oly) Church.)

6. We will adopt the new calendar if the old one cannot be used,

however without violating the computation of Easter and our feasts, as
it was in the time of concord; for we have certain special feasts of our
own, which the lord Romans do not have: that is on the sixth day of

January, when the Baptism of the Lord Christ and the first revelation of

God, one in the Trinity, is commemorated, which in our parts is called

Theophany. On that day we have a special ceremony for the blessing of

the waters.)

7. That we not be forced to conduct processions on the day of the

Corpus Christi feast, and that we also be allowed to process with our

Sacraments, for we have a different practice regarding the Sacraments.)

8. That [we not be compelled] on the eve of Easter to bless the fire,

[use] clackers,2 and also [conduct] other ceremonies, which we did not
have in our Church until now, but that we remain safeguarded in our

ceremonies according to the order and rule of our Church.)

9. That the marriages of priests remain intact, with the exception of

digamists [those married a second time].)

* 10.3
That the metropolitanate, bishoprics, and other high clerical dig-

nities of our rite not be given to anyone other than to persons of the
Ruthenian or Greek people who are of our religion. And since in our

canons it states that those such as the metropolitan or the bishops,
should be worthy individuals, first chosen by the clergy, we request

that His Roy(al) M(ajesty) allow us free elections, with His Roy(al)

M(ajesty's) authority to grant [church offices] as he pleases remaining

intact. This means that shortly after the death of a deceased [hierarch]
we should choose four candidates, and His Roy(al) M(ajesty) would be

free to grant [the office] to one from their midst as he pleases. This is
above all [to ensure] that worthy and educated persons be chosen for

such high offices; since His Roy(al) M(ajesty), being of another reli-

gion, cannot know who is worthy for these [offices]. For earlier there
were ignoramuses [serving as bishops], some of whom could hardly)))
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read. If His Roy(al) M(ajesty) of his accord deigns, nevertheless, to
gi ve a clerical office to a lay person, then this person should be or-
dained to the clerical state within three months, under pain of losing his

office in case of delay, this according to [the provisions of] the Diet of

Hrodna and the articles of King Zygmunt August, of blessed memory,
which were confirmed by the present Roy(al) M(ajesty). For now there

are some who have held clerical office for ten to twenty years and have

not received ordination into the clerical state, defending themselves

with dubious exceptions granted by the king. We request that in the
future this be no more.)

11. That our bishops not be sent to Rome [to receive] their litterae

sacrae [papal documents sanctioning ordination] but if His Roy(al)
M(ajesty) deigns to grant a given bishopric then according to ancient

custom the archbishop-metropolitan should ordain every such [candi-

date]. However, the metropolitan himself who is succeeding to the

metropolitan office should apply to the Father, the Pope, for the litterae

sacrae; after the litterae sacrae are brought from Rome, he should be

ordained in due order by bishops, at least two, according to our custom.

But if one of the bishops accedes to the metropolitanate he should not

apply for the litterae sac rae, for he was already ordained to the episco-
pacy earlier; he can merely declare his obedience to the Supreme
Pontiff before the Reverend Archbishop of Gniezno, but not as before

an archbishop but as before the primate.)

* 12. That we have greater authority and that our sheep respect and

honor us more we ask that our metropolitan and bishops be granted
seats in the senate of His Roy(al) M(ajesty) on account of many rightful
reasons: for we have the same episcopal office and dignity as their

g(races) the lord Romans. And most of all because if one of us were

taking the senate oath he could at the same time also swear obedience

to the Supreme Pontiff, to prevent a split such as occulTed after the

death of Isidore, metropolitan of Kyiv, when the bishops who were not

bound by any oath and who lived in remote areas easily abandoned the

unity established at the Council of Florence. If [a bishop] will be bound

by the senatorial oath then it will be difficult for him to consider

disunity. That letters announcing the convocation of the diet and
dietines be sent to us.)))
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13. And if with time God deigns to grant that the remainder of our
brethren of the Greek nation and religion join this holy unity, that it not
be deemed a fault of ours that we preceded them in this unity, for we

had to do this because of certain and rightful reasons for harmony in the
Christian Commonwealth [thereby] preventing further unrest and dis-
cord.)

* 14. That [emissaries] from Greece not be allowed to foment tunnoil,
to enter the state with letters of excommunication and to tear asunder

the accord, provoking unrest among the people. For among the people

there are not a few recalcitrants who at the slightest opportunity are

likely to bring the people to unrest. And in general those who create
tunnoil and come to this state with letters of excommunication should

be punished, for their activity could lead to internicine war amidst the

people. And most vigilant guard must be maintained so that in our
dioceses priests of our religion-archimandrites, hegumens, presby-

ters, and others of the clerical order who do not want to submit to us-

dare not to to carry out clerical functions. And especially that foreign-

ers-bishops and monks who come from Greece-dare not to carry out
clerical functions. For if this is allowed no trace of our accord will

remaIn.)

15. If in the future someone of our religion demonstrating contempt for

his own religion and ceremonies, desires to take on the Roman ceremo-

nies -that he not be received since he neglects ceremonies of the one
Church of God; for abiding already in one Church we will have one

Pope.)

16. That marriages between Romans and Rus' finally be allowed, with-

out compulsion in religion, for [both are] of one Church.)

* 17. Because a considerable number or our ecclesiastical estates turn

out to be illegitimately mortgaged by our predecessors who being

temporary possessors could mortgage them only for the extent of their

lifetimes, we humbly request that that they be returned to the churches.
Because of the impoverishment of our sees we not only cannot meet the

needs of the Church of God but do not ourselves have security from

destitution. And if someone was granted the right to administer ecclesi-)))
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astical properties to his death may [that person] pay the Church at least
some rent for those lands, and after his death that these [properties]
return to the Church; and that no one be allowed to claim them without

the consent of the bishop and his chapter [krylos]. All of those grants

that the Church now administers and that are recorded in the Gospel
book-even if there were no documents [issued] concerning them, yet

they are [the Church's] property from long ago-that they remain [as
property of the Church] and that the Church have the right to reclaim

those that long ago were taken away.)

* 18. That after the death of the metropolitan or bishops neither the

starostas, nor the treasurers should interfere in the affairs of the ecclesi-
astical estates; rather they should be under the authority of the chapter
until [the selection of] a new bishop as is the practice in the Roman

Church. Regarding the property and private estates of the bishop him-
self, that the subordinates and relatives of the deceased [hierarch] not

be wronged, but that everything occur as it does after the death of the
lord clergy of the Roman Church. We already have a privilege for this,
but [we request] that it become part of the constitution.)

*19. That archimandrites, hegumens, monks and their monastaries con-

tinue, as in the past, to be under obedience to their diocesan bishops, for

we have only one monastic rule which is followed by the bishops as

well. We do not have provincials.)

*20. That we have in the tribunal among the lord Roman clergy two of
our own to defend the rights of our churches.)

*21. That our archimandrites, hegumens, priests, archdeacons and dea-

cons, and other clergy be honored as is the Roman lord clergy; and that

they enjoy the ancient liberties granted to them by King Wladyslaw;
and that they be free from paying various personal taxes and [taxes] on

ecclesiastical property (wrongly levied upon them heretofore); except

in the case that someone has private estates; then he should pay taxes
like others do but not [taxes imposed] on his person and on the church.

And those clergy and priests holding grants in the lands of lords and
nobles should recognize their own fealty and pay obedience to their

lords, [especially] regarding their lands and grants, not appealing to)))
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other authorities and not summoning their lords to court, but fully
respecting their lords' right of patronage. However, given their person
and the clerical office which they exercise no one has the right to

punish them besides their own bishop based on complaints of their

lords. This pertains especially to those [clergy] who are personal sub-

jects and worthy sons of their lords. And in this way neither canon nor

civil law, nor the noble liberties of either side will be violated.)

22. That the lord Romans not prohibit us from ringing the bells on

Good Friday in our churches in towns and elsewhere.)

23. That we not be prohibited from publicly carrying [in procession]
with candles and vestments the Most Holy Sacrament to the sick.)

24. That we be pennitted to process without any hindrance according to

our custom on feast days whenever the need arises.)

*25. That our Ruthenian monasteries and churches not be turned into

[Latin] churches. And, in general, if a [Latin rite] Catholic damages
[Eastern] churches on his estates he should repair them for his subjects
of the Ruthenian nation, or build new ones, or refurbish old ones.)

*26. If the spiritual church confraternities-newly established by the

patriarchs and already confirmed by His Roy(al) M(ajesty), for ex-

ample those in L'viv, Brest, Vilnius, and elsewhere, from which the

Church of God has great benefit and thanks to which the praise of God

is multiplied-want to abide in this unity let them remain intact under

obedience to their own (metropolitan) bishops [depending on] the dio-
cese in which they are found, and to which they belong.)

*27. That we be permitted to establish Greek and Slavonic language

schools, seminaries in those places where it will be most opportune,
and also that publishing houses be allowed, but under obedience to the

metropolitan and bishops and with their knowledge; and may nothing

be printed without the bishops' knowledge and permission, in order

that the spread of various heresies be prevented.)))
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*28. Since on lands of His Roy(al) M(ajesty) as well as on those those
of magnates and nobles we suffer great losses and disobedience of our

priests who sometimes under the protection of their officials and lords
cause great losses and licentiousness [by granting] divorces to spouses;
and sometimes on account of a certain income that usually is paid for

divorces the lord starostas themselves and some of their officials de-

fend their priests, keeping them from appearing before their bishops at

synods and prevent us, the bishops, from punishing the profligate. They

spread calumny and infamy about our visitators and beat [them]. We

ask that an end be put to this in order that we be able to punish the

profligate and oversee the [maintanance] of order. And if a bishop were
to excommunicate someone for disobedience or some abuse that the

officials and lords, having learned about it from his bishops and

visitators, not permit such [a priest] to conduct clerical functions nor to

serve in churches until he justifies himself before his pastors. This

pertains to the archimandrites, the hegumens, and other clerical persons

who are subordinate to the bishops and their authority.)

*29. That in the main towns and everywhere in the state of His Roy(al)
M(ajesty) cathedrals [sobory] and parish churches, independent of their

jurisdiction and subordination-be it royal, burgher, or noble patron-

age-remain under the power and authority of their bishops; and may

lay people not rule over them. For there are those who demonstrate

disobedience to their bishops and themselves administrate them [the

churches] according to their own judgment, not wanting to subordinate
themselves to their bishops. Therefore, that in the future this be no

more.)

30. And if someone were excommunicated by his bishops on account

of some misdead that he not be received into the Roman Church, rather
that he be anathemised; then we too will do the same with those who

are excommunicated from the Roman Church, for it is our common

cause.)

31. And if the Lord God of His H(oly) Will and Grace were to deign
[for us] to live to see the rest of our brethren of the Oriental Church of
the Greek rite join the holy unity with the Western Church, and if after

a common unification and a consensus of the entire Church reform to)))
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the ceremonies and due order of the Greek Church were to be insti-

tuted-that we too participate in this since we are people of one reli-

gIon.)

*32. Knowing that some [individuals] have gone to Greece in order to

aquire for themselves certain ecclesiastical mandates and having re-

turned here want to rule and subordinate clergy and extend over us their

jurisdiction-to avoid a great tempest amidst the people we request that

His Roy(al) M(ajesty) deign to order the lord starostas to watch the
borders so as to keep all with such jurisdictions and excommunications

from entering the state of His Roy(al) M(ajesty) for [otherwise] they
would create considerable unrest among the pastors and sheep of the
Church of God.)

33. Therefore, we the persons named below, desiring this holy accord

for the praise of God's name and for peace in the Holy Christian

Church, for greater authenticity [credibility], have presented these ar-

ticles, which we consider necessary for our Church, and the conditions,

for which we need the guarantees of the H(oly) Father the Pope and

from our graceful lord His Roy(al) M(ajesty), in this our instruction for

our most venerable brothers in God Father Ipatii Potii, Protothronos,

Bishop .of Volodymyr and Brest and Father Kyryll Terlets'kyi, Exarch
and Bishop of Luts'k and Ostrih, that they in our and their own name

ask the most holy Father the Pope as well as our graceful lord His

Roy(al) M(ajesty) to confirm and guarantee beforehand all of these

articles that we have presented in writing. That we-secure about the

[preservation] of our faith, Sacraments, and ceremonies without viola-

tion of our consciences and those of the sheep of Christ entrusted to

us-approach this holy concord with the holy Roman Church; that later

others, who still waver, having seen that everything has been preserved
for us intact also as soon as possible follow us and enter into this h(oly)
unity. Given in the year of God 1595, June 1 according to the old
calendar.)

Mykhail, Metropolitan of Kyiv and Galicia, by his own hand. Ipatii,

Bishop of Volodymyr and Brest, by his own hand. Kyryll Terlets'kyi,
by the grace of God Exarch, Bishop of Luts'k and Ostrih, by his own

hand. Leotnii Pel'chyts'kyi, by the grace of God Bishop of Pinsk and)))
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Turau, by his own hand. [Eight seals, among which are those of the

Bishop of L'viv Hedeon (Balaban) and Bishop of Kholm Dionizii

(Zbiruis'kyi); on folio 7 r
is the signature of lona HohoI': lona

Archimandrite of the Church of the Holy Savior in Kobryn, signed in

his own hand. All of the signatures are in Cyrillic. See illustration
no. 14, following p. 202.])))
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Chronologies (ca. 1300-1600))

Popes

Boniface VIII

Benedict XI

Clement V

John XXII

Benedict XII

Clement VI

Innocent VI

Urban V

Gregory XI

Urban VI

Boniface IX

Innocent VII

Gregory XII

Martin V

Eugene IV

Nicholas V

Calixtus III

Pius II

Paul II

Sixtus IV

Innocent VIII

Alexander VI
Pius III

Julius II

Leo X)

1294-1303

1303-1304

1305-1314

1316-1334

1334-1342
1342-1352
1352-1362

1362-1370

1370-1378

1378-1389

1389-1404

1404-1406

1406-1415
1417-1431
1431-1447

1447-1455

1455-1458

1458-1464

1464-1471

1471-1484
1484-1492
1492-1503

1503

1503-1513

1513-1521)))
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Hadrian VI

Clement VII

Paul III

Julius III

Marcellus II

Paul IV

Pius IV

Pius V

Gregory XIII

Sixtus V

Urban VII

Gregory XIV

Innocent IX

Clement VIII)

1522-1523

1523-1534

1534-1549

1550-1555

1555
1555-1559
1559-1565
1566-1572

1572-1585

1585-1590

1590

1590-1591

1591

1592-1605)

Patriarchs of Constantinople

John XII Kosmas

Athanasios I

Niphon

John XIII Glykys
Gerasimos I

Isaiah
John XIV Kalekas

Isidore I

Kallistos I

Philotheos Kokkinos

Kallistos I

Philotheos Kokkinos

Makarios

Neilos

Anthony IV

Makarios

Anthony IV

Kallistos II Xanthopoulos

Matthew I)

1294-1303

1303-1310

1310-1314

1315-1319

1320-1321
1323-1334
1334-1347

1347-1350

1350-1353

1353-1354

1355-1363

1364-1376

1376-1379
1379-1388

1389-1390

1390-1391

1391-1397

1397

1397-1410)))
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Euthymios II

Joseph II

Metrophanes II

Gregory III Mamme

Athanasios II

Gennadios II Scholarios

Isidore II Xanthopoulos

Ioasaph I Kokkas

Gennadios II Scholarios

Sophronios I Syzopoulos

Gennadios II Scholarios

Symeon I of Trebizond

Mark II Xylokarabes

Dionysios I

Symeon I of Trebizond

Raphael I

Maximos III Christonymos

Symeon I of Trebizond

Niphon II

Dionysios I

Maximos IV

Niphon II

Joachim I

Niphon II

Pachomios I

Joachim I

Pachomios I

Theoleptos I

Jeremiah I

Ioannikios I

Dionysios II

Ioasaph II

Metrophanes III
Jeremiah II Tranos

Metrophanes III

Jeremiah II Tranos)

1410-1416

1416-1439

1440-1443

1443-1451
1450

1454-1456

1456-1462

1462-1463

1463

1463-1464

1464-1465
1465

1466-1486

1466-1471

1471-1475

1475-1476

1476-1482

1482-1486

1486-1488
1488-1490

1491-1497

1497-1498

1498-1502

1502

1503-1504

1504
1504-1513
1513-1522
1522-1546

1524-1525

1546-1556

1556-1565

1565-1572

1572-1579
1579-1580
1580-1584)))
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Pachomios II

Theoleptos II

Jeremiah II Tranos

Matthew II

Gabriel I

Theophanes I Karykes
Meletios Pegas

Matthew II)

Orthodox (Melkite) Patriarchs of Alexandria

Philotheos

Mark VI

Gregory V

Joachim

Sylvester (resigned 1588; term completed by successor)

Meletios I Pegas)

Orthodox (Me/kite) Patriarchs of Antioch

Dorotheos I

Michael III

Mark III

Joachim II

Michael IV

Dorotheos II

Michael V

Dorotheos III

Joachim III

Michael VI

Joachim IV

Makarios II
Michael VII

Joachim V

Joachim VI)

Appen(lix Four)

1584-1585

1585-1586

1587-1595
1596
1596

1597

1597-1598

1598-1601)

1435(?)-1459(?)

1459-1484(?)

1484-1486(?)
1487-1565/67(?)

1569-1590

1590-1601)

1434/5-1451

1451-1456(?)

1456(?)-1457/8
1458-1459

ca. 1470-before 1484

before 1484-after 1500
ca. 1523/4-1529

?-1530/31

1530/31-1534

1534-1542/3

1542/3-1575

1543?-1550?
1576-1593

ca. 1581-1592

1593-1604)))
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Patriarchs of Jerusalem

Joachim

Theophanes II

Athanasios IV

Abraham

lakovos II

Gregory III

Mark III

Dorotheos II
Gennanos

Sophronios IV)

before 1437-after 1464
before 1450-?

1452-1460(?)

?-1468

?-1482

?-1493(?)
ca. 1505

1506-1543

1543-1579

1579-?)

Metropolitans of Kyiv)

Maximos

Peter

Theophilos (in Lithuania)

Theognostos

Theodoretos (in Lithuania)

Roman (in Lithuania)
Alexios

Kyprian

Mykhail III Mitiai

Pimen

Dionisii

Fotii (Photios)

Gregory (Tsamblak; in Lithuania)

Herasym of Smolensk

Isidore

Gregory the Bulgarian

Mysail

Spriridon

Symeon

Iona (Hlezna)

Makarii I

Iosyf I (BoJharynovych))

1283-1305

1308-1326

?-1329/30

1328-1353

1352-?

1354-1362
1354-1377

1375-1406

1377-1379

1382-1385

1384-1385

1410-1431

1415-1419
1433-1435

1436-1458

1458-1472

1475-1480

1476-?

148]-1488
1489-1494
1495-1497

1498-1501)))
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Iona II 1502-1507

Iosyf II (Soltan) 1507-1521

Iosyf III 1522-1534
Makarii II 1534-1556

Syl'vestr (Bil'kevych) 1556-1567

lona III (Protasovych) 1568-1577

Illiia (Kucha) 1577-1579

Onysyfor (Divochka) 1579-1589

Mykhail (Rahoza) 1589-1596

Uniate Metropolitans of Kyiv

Mykhail (Rahoza) 1596-1599

Ipatii (Potii) 1600-1613

Metropolitans of Halych

Nifont 1302-1305

Havriil ?-?

Teodor ?-1347

Antonii 1371-1389?

Metropolitans of Moscow

Iona 1448-1461
Feodosii 1461-1464

Filipp I 1464-1473

Gerontii 1473-1489

Zosima 1490-1494

Simon 1495-1511

Varlaam 1511-1521

Daniil 1521-1539

Ioasaf 1539-1542

Makarii 1542-1568

Afanasii 1564-1566

Gennan 1566

Filipp II 1566-1568

Kirill 1568-1572)))
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Antonii

Dionisii

Iov)

1572-1581

]581-1587

1586-1589)

Patriarchs of Moscow

Iov) 1589-1605)

Papal Nuncios to the Polish-LithuanianCommonwealth

Camillo Mentovati

Berardo Bongiovanni
Giovanni Francesco Commendone

Giulio Ruggiero

Vincenzo Portico

Vincenzo Laureo

Giovanni Andrea Caligari

Alberto Bolognetti
Girolamo de'Buoi
Annibale di Capua

Niccolo Mascardi

Germanico Malaspina

Claudio Rangone)

1558-1560

1560-1563

1563-1565
1566-1567
1568-1573

1573-1578

1578-1581

1581-1584

1584-1586

1586-1591
1591

1592-1598

1599-1606)

Emperors of Byzantium

Andronikos II Palaiologos

Andronikos III Palaiologos
John V Palaiologos
John VI Kantakouzenos
Andronikos IV Palaiologos

Manuel II Palaiologos
John VIII Palaiologos

Constantine XII Palaiologos)

1282-1328

1328-1341

1341-1391
1347-1354

1376-1379

1391-1425

1425-1448

1449-1453)

Ottoman Rulers and Sultans of the Ottoman Empire

Osman

Orkhan)

-1326

1326-1362)))

lack of a strong East Slavic philosophical tradition,

and the late development of fonnal schools contributed to the relatively
low level of interest in questions of Trinitarian theology or even

ecclesiology. To put it simply, the Greek-Latin theological differences

largely bypassed the Church of Kyiv. They did not reflect the internal

exigencies of ecclesiastical life in its dioceses and resonated only
weakly in internal church policy and politics. The situation to the

northeast was different. Although Trinitarian doctrine and other theo-

logical considerations, understood in strict terms, were not irrelevant, it
was primarily the political and ideological context in Muscovy that

conditioned the resolutely negative response and increasingly strident

polemics, which contrasted with the attitude towards Florence in the

Ukrainian and Belarusian lands.
25 The ambivalence in the Kyivan

metropolitanate to the confessional and theological divide, bemoaned

by those evaluating and judging historical periods according to particu-
lar standards of theological development or sophistication, was clearly
evident in the post-Florence decades.

26)

Kyiv between Constantinople and Rome)

Because the late-fifteenth- and early-sixteenth-century history of both

the Kyivan metropolitanate and the patriarchate of Constantinople is

poorly represented in the sources,27 it is impossible to describe the)))
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M urad I

Bayezid I

Suleiman

Musa

Mehmed I

Murad II

Mehmed II

Murad II

Mehmed II

Bayezid II

Selim I

Suleiman the Magnificent
Selim II

Murad III

Mehmed III)

1362-1389

1389-1402

1402-1410

1411-1413

1413-1421
1421-1444
1444-1446

1446-1451

1451-1481

1481-1512

1512-1520

1520-1566
1566-1574
1574-1595

1595-1603)

Killgs of Poland

Wladyslaw I Lokietyk

Kazimierz III the Great

Ludwik I

Jadwiga
Wladyslaw II Jagiello (Jogaila)

Wtadyslaw III Warnenczyk

Kazimierz IV JagieUonczyk

Jan Olbracht

Aleksander)

1306-1333

1333-1370

1370-1382

1384-1399
1386-1434
1434-1444

1446-1492

1492-1501

1501-1506)

Grand Dukes of Lithuania

Gediminas

Jaunutis (Ivan)

Algirdas

K<:stutis of Trakai

Jogaila (Wladislaw JagieUo)

Vytautas (Witold)

Svitrigaila)

1316-1341

1341-1345
1345-1377
1377-1378

1378-1401

1401-1430

1430-1432)))
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Sigismund K\037stutaitis

Casimir IV (Kazimierz IV JagieUonczyk)
Alexander (Aleksander))

1432-]440

1440-1492

1492-1506)

Kings of Poland and Grand Dukes of Lithuania

Zygmunt I Stary

Zygmunt II August
Henri de Valois (Henryk Walezy)
Stefan Batory

Zygmunt III Vasa)

1506-1548

1548-1572

1572-1574

]576-1586

1587-1632)

Grand Princes of Muscovy (From the Time of Moscow's Preeminence in
Northern Rus'))

Dmitrii Donskoi

Vasilii I

Vasilii II, the Blind

I van III

Vasilii III

Ivan IV)

1359-1389

1389-1425

1425-1462

1462-1505

1505-1533

1533-1547)

Muscovite Tsars)

I van IV, the Terrible

Fedor I

Boris Godunov)

1547-1584

1584-1598
1598-1605)))
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Ottoman rule and an analogous organizational

deterioration in the sixteenth-century Kyivan metropolitanate, the rela-
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a formal minimum. Paradoxically, the crisis of Greek Orthodoxy under
the Tourkokratia indirectly occasioned a revitalization of interaction
between Greeks and East Slavs. Throughout the sixteenth century the

increasing dependence of destitute Greek, Orthodox institutions on

Muscovite financial assistance brought numerous representatives of the

Eastern patriarchates into Ukraine and Belarus' as they traveled to)))
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Notes to the Introduction)

I
For consistency the designation \"Kyivan metropolitanate\" will predomi-

nate in the discussion of the medieval background of sixteenth-century devel-

opments, despite the fact that for the early history of the Church in Ukraine
and Belarus' the Byzantine sources generally refer to the ecclesiastical prov-

ince as the \"Rus' metropolitanate\"; see John Meyendorff, Byzalltiuln and the

Rise of Russia: A Study of Byzantino-Russian Relations in the Fourteenth

Century (Cambridge, 1981), p. 75.

The title \"Metropolitan of Kyiv and All Rus'\" was first used in September

1347 by Emperor John VI Kantakouzenos regarding Metropolitan

Theognostos: \"llll'tp01tOA.l tll<; K '\\)YE\037O,\\), U1tEpttJlO<; Kat E\037apxo<; 1tacrf1c;

\037P(Ocrlac;,\" Franz Miklosich and Iwan MUller, Acta patriarchatus

Constantinopolitani, vol. 1 (Vienna, 1860), no. 117, p. 261; no. 119, p. 265. In
1380 the synod in Constantinople decreed that the title of the Rus' metropoli-
tan should begin with the name of his cathedral seat, in keeping with general
ecclesiastical tradition, ibid., vol. 2 (Vienna, 1862), no. 337, p. 17. This title
became standard at the time of Metropolitan Kyprian (1390-1408). For a
discussion of the evolution of the metropolitan's title, see Andrei I vanovich

Pliguzov, \"On the Title 'Metropolitan of Kiev and All Rus','\" HUS 15(3/4)
1991: 340-53, cf. Omeljan Pritsak, \"Kiev and All of Rus': The Fate of a Sacral
Idea,\" HUS 10(3/4) 1986: 279-300.

For a survey of the history of the Kyivan metropolitanate from the late
medieval period to the Union of Brest, see Vladimir Petrovich Rybinskii,

Kievskaia Initropolich'ia kafedra s poloviny XIII do kontsa XVI veka (Kyiv,
1891); for an analysis from the point of view of canon law, see Isidorus I.

Patrylo, Archiepiscopi-MetropoUtani Kievo-Ha/icienses (attentis praescriptis

M. P. \"Cieri sanctitati\") (Rome, 1962),pp. 14-38 [=AOSBM, sere II, sec. I,
16]; and P. P. Lozovei, De MetropoUtarum Kioviensium potestate (988-1596)
(Rome, 1962) [....A OSBM sere II, sec. 1, 15].
2

Attempts to demonstrate the autocephaly of the Kyivan Church in the tenth
and eleventh centuries have been unconvincing. Concerning the hierarchical
status of the Kyivan metropolitan province, see Sophia Senyk, A History of the
Church in Ukraine, vol. 1, To the End of the Thirteenth CentuIY (Rome, 1993),
pp. 82-97 [=OCA, 243].
3

For general discussions of the contacts between Rus' and Byzantium, see
Ihor Sevcenko, \"Byzantium and the Slavs,\" HUS 8(3/4) 1984:289-303; idem,

\"Russo-Byzantine Relations after the Eleventh Century,\" Proceedings of the
Xlllth International Congress of Byzantine Studies, Oxford, 5-10 Septelnber)))
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33 About Arsenios, see Aleksei Afanas'evich Dmitrievskii, Arkhiepiskop
elassonskii Arsenii i lne111uary ego iz russkoi istari; po rukopisi trapeZlllltskogo

SU111eliiskogo monastyria (Kyiv, 1899) and the monograph by Photios Ar.

Demetrakopoulos, Arsenios Elassonos (1550-/626). Vios kai ergo. Syn1vole
ste nlelete ton I1letavyzal1tillon logioll fes Anatoles (Athens: Imago, 1984);
idem, \"On Arsenios, Archbishop of Elasson,\" Byzalltinoslavica 42 (1981):

145-53; as well as Kharlampovich, Zapadnorusskie pravoslavnye shkoly, pp.

374-77. For comments on Arsenios' memoirs, see Borys A. Gudziak, \"\037The

Sixteenth-Century Muscovite Church and Patriarch Jeremiah II's Journey to

Muscovy 1588-1589: Some Comments Concerning the Historiography and

Sources,\" HUS 19: 200-225.

34 About Arsenios' background and youth, the school in Trikkala, and

Arsenios' early ecclesiastical career, see Demetrakopoulos, Arsenios
Elassollos, pp. 1-52; Dmitrievskii, Arkhiepiskop elassonskii, pp. 1-11.

35 See Theoleptos' 27 May 1585 letter to Tsar Fedor Ivanovich, given to the

Muscovite envoy Boris Blagoi and sent ahead by Blagoi with the Athonite
monk Niphon (the grecheskie dela called him Nifont; Dmitrievskii refers to him
as Neofit, and, following him, Demetrakopoulos calls him Neophytos), in

which the patriarch complains about the impoverishment of the Great Church
and the lack of regular income. The letter, as recorded in a Muscovite translation

in the grecheskie dela, is quoted in Snosheniia, pp. 152-55. Niphon also carried

letters from Patriarch Sylvester of Alexandria, who infonned the tsar that

finally, under the God-fearing Theoleptos, nephew of Patriarch Metrophanes,
peace has been established in the patriarchate and encouraged Fedor to disre-

gard any negative letters from \"evil people\" concerning Theoleptos. Sylvester

encouraged the tsar to keep the faith and to ignore the teachings of the Latins
and Lutherans. Patriarch Theoleptos commended the patriarch of Alexandria to
the tsar's patronage (ibid., pp. 155-58). Patriarch Sophronios of Jerusalem

wrote to Tsar Fedor reminding him of the needs of the Lord's Sepulcher (ibid.,

pp. 158-59). Both Sylvester and Sophronios wrote to Tsarina Irina (ibid., pp.

159-60). Sylvester also sent a letter to Metropolitan Dionisii (ibid., pp. 161-

63). The patriarch of Antioch did not send a letter through Niphon because he

was about to make the trip to Muscovy himself. Concerning the designation of
Arsenios and Paisios as patriarchal exarchs, see their letter (dated May) to

Bishop Hedeon (Balaban) forbidding the practice of blessing foodstuffs in

churches on Easter. The two Greek hierarchs issued the letter referring to the

authority of the patriarch of Constntinople and both signed it using the title

patriarchal exarch (Greek text, in Demetrakopoulos, Arsenios Elassollos, Ap-
pendix, A I, pp. 177-78; contemporary Ruthenian Church Slavonic translation,

in Mon. Confr., no. 505, pp. 865-66, where Paisios is mistakenly called
Theophanes). The blessing of Easter bread became a point of controversy, with

the Greek hierarchs unsuccessfully seeking to suppress this practice, popular to

the present. Just prior to the arrival of Arsenios, at Eastertime, Bishop Hedeon

issued a diametrically opposite instruction to the burghers of Rohatyn, con-)))
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i ego vlast' nad Russkoiu tserkov'iu (St. Petersburg, 1878); cf. Patrylo,
Archiepiscopi-Metropolitani Kievo-Halicienses, pp. 30-35. The Rus' and the

Kyivan metropolitanate had many contacts with Western Christendom, includ-

ing the papacy. For a vigorously stated account of Rus' relations with Rome, see
Stefan Tomashivs'kyi, \"Vstup do istori'i Tserkvy na Ukra\"ini,\" AOSBM 4 (1931):
1-160. Given the lack of sources from this period, it is impossible to reconstruct

the ecclesiological consciousness in Rus' to satisfy and fit the categories of

inter-denominational polemics, as often has been done in East Slavic ecclesias-

tical historiography. Although Rus' was under the strong and direct influence of

Byzantium, the view of the East-West axis from the perspective of the Kyivan
Church was at times ambiguous, It undoubtedly had characteristics distinguish-

ing it from the conception current in Byzantium, notwithstanding the fact that

during the first half-millennium of the Kyivan metropolitanate a great number
of the metropolitans were Greeks sent from Byzantium.
7

Ivan Dujcev, \"Byzance apres Byzance et les Slaves,\" in his Medioevo
Bizantino-Slavo, vol. 2 (Rome, 1968), pp. 287-311 [=Storia e letteratura.
Raccolta di studi e testi, 113]. Ihor Sevcenko, \"Byzantium and the Eastern
Slavs after 1453,\" HUS 1(1) 1978: 5-25.
8

This generalization does not include the southwestern-most territories of

Kyivan Rus'. Moldova and Bessarabia, which in the tenth century came to be
dominated by Rus' and from 1200 to 1340 were ruled by the Galician-
Volhynian principality, gradually came under the influence of Vlachs from

Wallachia after the Tatar invasion of 1241 diminished Galician influence
there. The patriarchate of Constantinople confirmed a separate Moldovan
metropolitanate at Suceava in 1401. By the sixteenth century both Moldova

and Bessarabia were under Ottoman domination. Ruthenian was not sup-
planted fully by Romanian as the language of state in Moldova until the mid-
seventeenth century, and ecclesiastical and cultural ties between Moldova and

Ukraine remained strong through the century's end. The Church in Moldova

used Church Slavonic in the liturgy until modem times.

9 The study of the period from the middle of the thirteenth to the middle of
the sixteenth century in Ukrainian and Belarusian history is plagued by a

dearth of source material; Hrushevs'kyi' s classic study has not been surpassed

(for varius aspects, see Hrushevs'kyi, vols. 3-4). The fate of the Kyivan lands
after the advent of the Mongols, the history of the Galician- Volhynian princi-

pality, and the thirteenth- and fourteenth-century absorption and administra-
tion of East Slavic lands by the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the Kingdom of
Poland are analyzed in Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 3, pp. 1-191; vol. 4, pp. 3-179. For

synthetic con1ments relating these processes to later developments, see

Omeljan Pritsak, \"Kievan Rus' and Sixteenth-Century Ukraine,\" Rethinking

Ukrainian History, ed. Ivan L. Rudnytsky (Edmonton, 1981), pp. 1-28.

10
The chronicles report Maximos' move sub anno 6807, that is, between 1

March 1299and 28 February 1300; see for example PSRL vol. 15, pt. 1, col.

407; cf. (2nd ed.) vol. 1,col. 485; vol. 18, p. 84; and vol. 33, p. 77.)))
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11 At the Council of Lyons, in 1245, when the mission to the Mongols of the
Franciscan friar Giovanni da Pian del Carpine had been sent out but had not

yet returned, the West received timely information concerning the Mongols'
origin, faith, way of life, customs and ritual, military prowess, and diplomatic

practices from an archiepiscopus ruthenus, Peter. Peter, apparently the metro-

politan of Kyiv in the period 1242-1246, concelebrated with the pope and

other bishops and warned the West that the Tatars intended to subjugate the

\"entire world\" in thirty-nine years, see Stefan Tomashivs'kyi, \"Predtecha

Isydora: Petro Akerovych, neznanyi mytropolyt Rus'kyi,\" AOSBM 2 (1927):
221-313. In the wake of the Mongol advance, seeking succor from Western
Christendom, Princes Danylo and Vasyl'ko of the principality of Galicia and

Volhynia recognized the supremacy of the see of Rome. In 1253 Danylo was
crowned king of Rus' by papal envoys, a move that enrolled him as a monarch

in the Western medieval monarchical order. The prince's conception of papal

supremacy was undoubtedly at variance with contemporary Western under-

standing. For the Rus' princes, for whom the East-West schism was not a

thoroughly received phenomenon, recognizing papal preeminence probably
did not imply a break with Constantinople. For a general discussion, see
Senyk, History of the Church, pp. 432-39.

12 See Donald Ostrowski, \"Why Did the Metropolitan Move from Kiev to

Vladimir in the Thirteenth Century?\" California Slavic Studies 16 (1993): 83-
101.Ostrowski proposes that behind the transfer was the desire to have one
place of residence for \"the head of the Rus' Church, the metropolitan, and the

nominal Christian ruler of Rus', the grand prince. . . just as the Patriarch of

Constantinople resided in the same city as the Byzantine Emperor.\" Theoreti-

cally Vladimir was the residence of the grand prince from the advent of the

Mongols to 1326, while Galicia was separated from the majority of Rus' lands

by the pagan Lithuanian realm. In addition, Byzantium fostered a policy of
constructive coexistence with the Tatars and would not have encouraged a

move to Galicia, where opposition to them could more easily be generated.

The proximate catalyst for the move, according to Ostrowski's hypothesis,

was the breakdown in the Tatar khan's protection of the Rus' Church caused by

a civil war waged in the Ukrainian steppe in 1299-1300 between the Mongol
leaders Nogai and Tokhta.

13 In 1308 Peter returned from Constantinople, where he had been ordained

metropolitan, to Kyiv. In the following year he went to Vladimir. In 1326
Peter died in Moscow and was buried in the Church of the Mother of God, the

construction of which he had initiated, PSRL, vol. 25, pp. 159, 167-68; cf.

PSRL vol. 18, p. 87
14

Among the likely reasons for the patriarchate's inclination towards Mus-
covy was that, until the late fourteenth century, the Lithuanian grand princes

were pagans and, in addition, Grand Duke Algirdas (1345-77) was threatening
to convert the Church in his realm to Roman Catholicism. See Sevcenko,

\"Russo-Byzantine Relations after the Eleventh Century,\" p. 280; Meyendorff,)))
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Byzantium and the Rise of Russia, pp. 271-72. Algirdas' son Jogaila and son-
in-law Vytautas did in fact adopt Catholicism in 1386 and 1383 respectively.

15 For a recent discussion of the hierarchical complexities in the Ruthenian

lands arising from the contending and shifting policies of Constantinople,

Lithuania, Poland, and Muscovy, consult Meyendorff, Byzantium and the Rise

of Russia, (cf., however, the critical review by Sophia Senyk, OCP 47 [1981]:
513-16).About the displacement of the Rus' elite, see Oswald P. Backus,
Motives of West Russian Nobles il1 Deserting Lithuania for Mosco\302\273', 1377-

1514 (Lawrence, Kan., 1957).
16

Concerning the titulature, see Sevcenko, \"Russo-Byzantine Relations after

the Eleventh Century,\" pp. 277-79.

17
See Meyendorff, Byzantiul1z and the Rise of Russia, pp. 200-41. See also

the text and commentary of the \"Journey to Constantinople\" by Ignatii of

Smolensk, who accompanied Pimen during his third trip to Constantinople in

1389, in Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 388-407. The reconstruction of

events relies on a very narrow source base. The explanation of moti ves for the

parties involved in the hierarchical mayhem, who included the Genoese,
Tatars, Turks, and Greeks, is necessarily hypothetical, but for our purposes it

clearly shows that the Ruthenian bishops, encouraged as they were by

Lithuanian authorities, had ample cause for forcefully expressing frustration

(see below) at the instability of patriarchal policy and the impotence of

Constantinople, plagued as it was by corruption and constantly shifting inter-

nal and external political and diplomatic currents.

18 About the status of the archbishopric of Novgorod in the Kyivan

metropolitanate, see Meyendorff, Byzantiunz and the Rise of Russia, especially
pp. 83-85,165-67,245-48.

19 For references to literature on the fourteenth-century Galician

metropolitanate, see Hrushevsky, vol. 3, pp. 539-45 and Chodynicki, Kosci61,
pp. 3-7. See also Irynei Nazarko, \"Halyts'ka Mytropoliia,\" AOSBM sere II, sec.
II, (1958): 173-89; Ivan Rudovych, Korotka istoriia Halyts'ko-L'vivs'kor

ieparkhii. Na osnovi hrets'kykh zherel i illshykh novishykh pidruchnykiv

(Zhovkva, 1902) [reprinted from the 1902 ShematYZln of the L'viv
archeparchy] .

20 AZR, vol. 1, no. 24, 25, pp. 33-37.

21 \"M60 CB.HTbIti BCeJIeHCKbItt naTpi.Hpxn H 60)KbCTBeHbIH c060p'b CB.H\037eHbIft

KOCT.HHTHH.H-rpaAa no npaBHJIOMn nOCTaBHTH MHTponOJIHTa He MorYTb, HO

Koro aapb nOBeJIHTh; H OTCeJIi> KynyeTbC.H H npoAaeTbc51 Aapn CB.HTarO

\037yxa, .HKO)l(e H oTeUh ero Cl>TBOpH Ha KieBcKYIO uepKoBh, Bn AHeXl>

HarnHxn, 0 Kvnpi.HHi> MHTpOnOJIHTi>, H 0 nHMMHt, H 0 \037ioHHcbH II 0 HHbIXl>

MHorbIXn, H He CMOTp.Hrne Ha qeCTb uepKoBHYIO, HO CMOTp.Hrne Ha 3JIaTO H

cpe6po MHoro. OTCIOAY 6bIllia AOJIrbI BeJIHKbI, H npoTopbI MH03H, II MOJIBbI H

cMy\037eHia, a M.HTe)KH, y6iHcTBa, H, e)Ke BCtXl> JIlOrEftllle, 6e3t.JecTie UepKBH
KieBcKoft H BceH PYCH. Cero paAH CMOTp.HXOMl>, H pa3cYL\\HXOM'h, .HKO)))
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HenpaBeAHo eCTb nplHMaTH I-IaM'h TaKoBbIa MI1TpOnOJIHTbI, M)J(e KynneIO

nOCTaBJIeHM 6bIBalOTb Orb uapR, Mip5lHHHa 6y Ay\037a qenoBtKa, a He no BOJII1

naTpiapxoBt H no nptAaHilO cy\037aro c60pa anocTonbcKaro. TtM'h )J(e

CHHjJ;OXOMCR MbI, 11, no 6JIaro.n;aTI1 AaHH'ttt HaM'h OT'b CB5ITarO \037yxa,

nocTaBHXOM'h AocTottHa MHTponO,TIHTa PYCKOt1 uepKBH\" (AZR, vol. 1, no. 24,
p. 35) quoted in part by Meyendorff, Byzantiul11 and the Rise of Russia, pp.
265-66. Dissatisfaction with the patriarchate is also reflected in the letter of

Vytautas whose role in determining the actions of the hierarchy was undoubt-

edly central (see AZR, 1, no. 25, pp. 35-37). Concerning the tutelage, see
Sevcenko, \"Russo-Byzantine Relations after the Eleventh Century,\" pp. 277-

79.

22
Gill, Council of Florence, pp. 25-26.)

Notes to Chapter 1)

1 An introduction to the Ottoman Empire and the source for the general
observations found in this section is Halil Inalcik, The Ottoman Empire: The
Classical Age, 1300-1600, trans. Nonnan Itzkowitz and Colin Imber (London,
1973\037 reprint, 1975); see especially the outline of Ottoman history on pp. 3-

52. See also Colin Imber, The Ottonlan Enlpire, 1300-1481 (Istanbul, 1990).
2

For a panoramic account of the end of the Byzantine Empire, see Steven

Runciman, The Fall of Constantinople, 1453 (Cambridge, 1965). The death

throes of the Byzantine capital are described in the convenient collections of
sources, La caduta di Costantinopoli, ed. Agostino Pertusi, 2 vols. (Verona,
1976)(texts and Italian translation) and The Siege of Constantinople, 1453.-

Seven Contemporary Accounts, trans. J. R. Melville Jones (Amsterdam, 1972).
3

See Donald M. Nicol, The Last Centuries o.f Byzantium, 1261-1453 (Lon-
don, 1972), and Speros Vryonis, Jr., The Decline of Medieval Hellenism in

Asia Minor and the Process oj' Islamization fronl the Eleventh through the

Fifteenth Century (Berkeley, 1971; reprint, 1986).

4 Halil Inalcik, \"Ottoman Methods of Conquest,\" Stlldia lslarnica 2 (1954):
112-29.

5 Western popular opinion notwithstanding, the Turks showed remarkable

sensitivity with regard to the Great Church. The icons were destroyed because
of Islamic strictures against the worship of images and the representation of

human figures, especially in mosques. While the icons were smashed, the

great mosaics depicting Christ, the Virgin, the saints and the angels were
neither damaged nor covered conlpletely with whitewash, and were regarded
with awe and admiration. In 1675, two hundred and twenty-two years after the
conversion of St. Sophia into a mosque, many mosaics were still visible. In

that year the French traveler Guillaume Joseph B. Grelot described many of

the mosaics, including the Virgin and Child in the eastern apse directly above)))
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the mihrab, the prayer niche. See Emerson Howland Swift, Hagia Sophia

(New York, 1940), pp. 14-15.
6

Doukas, Decline and Fall of Byzantium to the Ottol1lan Turks: All Anno-

tated Translation of \"Historia Turco-Byzantina,\" trans. Harry J. Magoulias
(Detroit, 1975)\037 p. 235, For a discussion of the massacre and the pillaging of

Constantinople, see Runciman, Fall of Constantinople, pp. 145-59.

7
About the relationship of Church and state in the Byzantine Empire, espe-

cially in the last centuries, see Runciman, Great Church in Captivity, pp. 55-
74. \"The Emperor, though he was under the law, was also the only source of
law. He could and did legislate on all subjects, including ecclesiastical. He

alone could give the decisions of church Councils the force of law; and,

though the church could make its own rules, these were not legally binding

unless he endorsed them\" (ibid.\037 p. 62). Just as the Byzantines disliked hard-

and- fast doctrinal pronouncements unless a need arose or a tradition was

challenged, so they avoided a precise ruling on the relations between church

and state. These were decided by a mixture of tradition, of popular sentiment
and the personalities of the protagonists. There was a limit neither ought to

overstep (p. 63).

8
Runciman, Great Church il1 Captivity, pp. 58, 166.

9
The formulation is from a letter of Patriarch Anthony IV to Grand Prince

Vasilii I of Moscow written in 1393. The patriarch not only defended his own

jurisdiction over the Rus' Church but argued for the universal sovereignty of

the Byzantine ruler, castigating Vasilii for failing to recognize the emperor:

\"Y ou say that 'We have a Church\037 but we have neither an emperor nor do we

reckon one.' These things are not good. The holy emperor holds a great

position in the Church, for the emperor is not thus also as are the other rulers

and sovereigns of localities, since from the beginning the emperors have
confirmed and established their piety in all the inhabited world. The emperors

brought together the ecumenical synods. And they themselves established and

enacted to be ratified the matters concerning the correct dogmas and the

matters concerning the polity of the Christians that the sacred and sanctified

canons now say. Many times did they contend against heresies\037 and imperial
regulations, with the synods, formed the chief sees of the hierarchs and the
divisions of their provinces and the partition of their territories. For which
reasons they hold great honor and position in the Church. For even if, with the

acquiescence of God, the Gentiles have encircled the realm and the land of the

emperor, yet, up to this day, the emperor has had the same election by the

Church and the same position and is prayed for in the same way, and with the
same great chrism is he anointed and is he elected emperor and autokrator of

the Romans, that is, of all Christians. . . It is not possible among Christians to

have a Church and not to have an emperor. For the emperor and the Church
have great unity and commonality, and it is not possible to separate them.\"

The Greek text is published in Franz Miklosich and I wan Milller, Acta
patriarchatus Constantinopolitani, (Vienna, 1862), vol. 2, pp. 188-92; the)))
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English translation with slight modifications is taken from John W. Barker,

Manuel II Palaeologus ( 1391-1425): A Study in Late Byzantine Statesnzan-
ship (New Brunswick, N. J., 1969), pp. 107-108. Meyendorff, Byzantiul1l and
the Rise of Russia, discusses the context for this letter on pp. 254-58.
10

By the end of the sixteenth century the Greeks were composing chronicles
of world history that bolstered their identity as heirs of the Byzantine Empire

and yet included chronologies of the Ottoman sultans, as well as those of the

Byzantine emperors, see Irina Nikolaevna Lebedeva, Pozdnie grecheskie

khroniki i ikh russkie i vostochnye perevody (Leningrad, 1968) [=Palestinskii
sbomik 18(81)].
11

The 15 November 1575 letter in which Zygomalas counsels the Germans to
respect their emperor is recorded in Turcograecia, p. 437, quoted by
Malyshevskii, Pegas, p. 53 (who gives the wrong page reference); Podskalsky,
Griechische Theologie, p. 47. See also an analogous opinion concerning the

empire, in the 1547 letter written in Venice by Antonios Eparchos commend-

ing Melanchthon to respect the \"king\" (undoubtedly the Greek manuscript
uses the teon Basileus, i.e., Charles V) and asking for solidarity among
Western Christians so that they may in unison oppose Sultan Suleiman; see
Andreas Tillyrides, \"A Historic Document: The Epistle of Antonios Eparchos

(1491-1571) to Philip Melanchton (1497-1560),\"The Patristic and Byzantine
Review 3 (1984): 108-12 [English translation of letter].
12

See the discussion of the historiography and source base concerning the

patriarchate of Constantinople under Ottoman rule in the late sixteenth century
in the Appendix 1. For examples of positive predispositions towards Chris-
tians by leading members of Sufi orders at the end of the fourteenth and in the
first half of the fifteenth century, see Evgenii Mikhailovich Lomize, \"K

voprosu 0 ranneosmanskoi religioznoi politike v otnoshenii khristian na

zavoevannykh zemliakh,\" Slaviane i ikh sosedi, vol. 4, Osmanskaia imperiia i

narody Tsentral'noi, Vostochnoi. lugo- Vostochnoi Evropy i Kavkaza v XV-
XVIII vekakh, ed. Boris Nikolaevich Floria et al. (Moscow, 1992),pp. 11-20.

The ensuing discussion of Ottoman policy towards the Orthodox Church and
its faithful is informed by the works listed in Appendix 1, note 1, especially

Lebedev, Istoriia, pp. 91-164, and Runciman, Great Church il1 Captivity, pp.
186-207.

13 Robert Mantran, \"Foreign Merchants and the Minorities in Istanbul during
the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,\" in Christians and Jews in the

Ottolnan Enlpire: The Functioning of a Plural Society, ed. Benjamin Braude

and Bernard Lewis, 2 vols. (New York-London, 1982),vol. 1,pp. 127-37; see

also Karl Binswanger, Untersuchungen zum Status der Nichf1nuslime i1n

Osmanischen Reich des 16. lahrhunderts; nlit einer Neuderfillition des

Begriffes \"Dinlma\" (Munich, 1977) [=Beitriige zur Kenntnis Siidosteuropas

und des Nahen Orients, 23] and Bernard Lewis, \"Some Reflections on the
Decline of the Ottoman Empire,\" Studia Islamica 9 (1958): 122-23, 126;

Lewis' article is reprinted with some additions as the second chapter of his

Elnergence of Modern Turkey, 2nd ed. (London-New York, 1961), pp. 21-39.)))
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14 Cf. the rather different perspectives of Runciman, Fall of Constantinople,
pp. 153-59, 202-204; and Halil Inalcik, \"The Policy of Mehmed II towards
the Greek Population of Istanbul and the Byzantine Buildings of the City,\"
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 23-24 (1969-70): 231-49; idem, \"Ottoman Methods
of Conquest,\" pp. 112-29; iden1, \"Istanbul: An Islamic City,\" Journal of
Islamic Studies I (1990): 1-23.

15
It is unclear when the population of Byzantine Constantinople reached its

peak. The estimates for the maximum figure range from 250,000 to 1,000,000;
see ODB, s.v. \"Constantinople,\" vol. 1, pp. 508, 512.
16

Runciman, Great Church in Captivity, p. 180. For comments on the popula-

tion of Ottoman Constantinople in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, see
Nicolae Iorga, Byzance apres Byzance, Continuation de l' Histoire de la vie

byzantine (Bucharest, 1935), pp. 45-52.
17

About the institutional and financial aspects of the patriarchate of

Constantinople in the Byzantine period, see Louis Brehier, Le monde byzantin,
vol. 2, Institutions de I 'Empire byzantin (Paris, 1949), here pp. 518-23;

Maxime de Sardes
\037Maximos, Metropolitan

of Sardis], Le Patriarchat
oecumenique dans I' Eglise o rthodoxe. Etude historique et canonique (trans.
from the Creole, Jacques Toraille) (Paris, 1975) [=Theologie historique, 32],

pp. 53-95,334-47; Joan M. Hussey, The Orthodox Church in the Byzantine
Empire (Oxford, 1986), pp. 297-325. For additional characterization of the

politico-religious jurisdiction of the Orthodox Church in the Byzantine Em-

pire, see Nikolaos J. Pantazopoulos, Church and La\037v in the Balkan Peninsula

during the Ottoman Rule (Thessaloniki, 1967), pp. 8-19.

18
Runciman, Great Church in Captivity, p. 37.

19 For a history of the union, see Joseph Gin, The Council of Florence
(Cambridge, 1959; rev. ed., 1982). Discussions of the reception of the union in

the Christian East can be found on pp. 349-88; Ihor Sevcenko, \"The Intellec-

tual Repercussions of the Council of Florence,\" Church History 25 (1955):
291-323; Jan-Louis van Dieten, \"Der Streit in Byzanz urn die Rezeption der
Unio Florentina,\" Ostkirchliche Studien 39 (1990): 160-80. For a sociological

analysis of the Union of Florence, see Josef Macha, Ecclesiastical Unifica-
tion: A Theoretical Fralne'A Jork together \0371}ithCase Studies fronl the Hist01Y of

Latin-Byzantine Relations (Rome, 1974) [=Orientalia Christiana Analecta,

198], pp. 79-143; for further references, see Podskalsky, Griechische
Theologie, pp. 30-32. Concerning the repudiation of Florence by the synod in

Constantinople, see Runciman, Great Church in Captivity, p. 228. Twenty-
nine articles and essays some by leading historians and theologians reassess-

ing the Florentine council on its 500th anniversary can be found in Giuseppe

Alberigo, ed., Christian Unity: The Council of Ferrara-Florence 1438/39-
J 989 (Louvain, 1991) [=Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum
Lovaniensium, 97].

20 For a perceptive discussion of Gennadios' investiture, see Evgenii
Mikhailovich Lomize, \"Stanovlenie politiki Mekhmeda II v otnoshenii)))
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khristian (pravoslavnykh i katolikov) posle padeniia Konstantinopolia
(1453),\"Slavialle i ikh sosedi. vol. 4, OSl1lanskaia imperiia i narody

Tsentral'lloi, Vostochnoi, lugo- Vostochnoi Evropy i Kavkaza v XV-XVIII
vekakh, ed. Boris Nikolaevich Floria et al. (Moscow, 1992),pp. 20-30. The

dates for the reigns of the patriarchs of Constantinople are generally given
according to Venance Grumel, La Chronologie (Paris, 1958), pp. 434--41

[=Bibliotheque byzantine. Traite d'etudes byzantines, 1]. Grumel's list for the
Ottoman period is reproduced by Podskalsky, with some modifications for

late-sixteenth-century patriarchs. Podskalsky also provides lists for the patri-
archates of Alexandria and Jerusalem, and for the metropolitanate of Philadel-

phia with residence in Venice (Griechische Theologie, pp. 396-402); these
chronologies form part of the basis for Appendix 4. Concerning the date of

Gregory's abandonment of Constantinople, see Gill, Council of Florence, p.

376n3. Benjamin Braude argues that Mehmed briefly experimented with a lay
administration of the conquered Greeks before appointing Gennadios patri-
arch. He also raises perceptive questions concerning the account of Mehmed' s

interest in and benevolence towards the Greeks and other subject peoples.

Departing from the remarkable parallels in the \"foundation myths of the
Greek, Armenian, and Jewish communities within the Ottoman Empire,\"

Braude maintains that, while possibly containing information about

Mehmed's pacification of non-Muslim subjects, the accounts are especially
valuable as a reflection of the mentalities of these communities, who subse-

quently used these accounts to defend their interests before Ottoman authori-

ties. See his \"Foundation Myths of the Millet System,\" in Christians and Jews
in the Ottoman El1lpire, vol. 1, pp. 74-79. Contemporary or late, factual or

legendary, the description of Mehmed's relations with Gennadios is the six-

teenth-century Church's version of the events and as such is pertinent to our

understanding of the Ottoman-Orthodox interaction at that time.

21
See Aristeides Papadakis, \"Gennadius II and Mehmet the Conqueror,\"

Byzantion 42 (1972): 88-106 (includes an English translation of the synopsis,

pp. 100-106). For references to the literature, see Podskalsky, Griechische

Theologie, pp. 20, 82. The sultan's fascination with things Christian went

beyond treatises. See Gtilru Necipoglu, Architecture, Cerenlonial and Power:

The Topkapi Palace in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries (New York,

1991), p. 285n63: \"On the basis of a report by Gentile Bellini, some sources
record that the sultan [Mehmed II] venerated the relics [of S1. John the Baptist,
stored in the Topkapi treasury] and lit candles in front of a Madonna painting.\"

Of course, both John and the Virgin are also esteemed in Islamic doctrine.

22
For an introduction to Gennadios' theological positions and for a dating of

the death of Eugenikos, see Joseph Gill, Personalities of the Council of
Florence and Other Essays (Oxford, 1964), pp. 79-94, 222-32. Cf. Gill's
characterization of Eugenikos with that of Constantine N. Tsirpanlis, Mark

Eugenicus and the Council of Florence: A Historical Re-Evaluation of His

Personality, (New York, 1979), For a balanced and insightful evaluation of

both Gill's and Tsirpanlis' characterization, see Basilio Petra, \"Kata to)))
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phronema tan pateran: La coerenza teologica di Marco d'Efeso al Concilio di

Firenze,\" in Firenze e il COllcilio del 1439. COllvegno di Studio Firenze, 29

novembre-2 dicenlbre 1989, ed. Paolo Viti (Florence, 1994), pp. 873-900.

23
According to the Chronico111naius,an enlarged version of the chronicle of

Georgios Sphrantzes [Phrantzes], probably compiled by Makarios Melissenos

between 1573 and 1575, the sultan granted Gennadios written ordinances,
testimonials bearing the imperial signature, that no one was to trouble him. He

was to enjoy exemption from all taxes and personal inviolability. See Georgios

Sphrantzes [Phrantzes], Melnorii 1401-1477, In annexa Pseudo-Phralltzes:
Macaire Melissenos Cronica. 1258-1481, ed. Vasile Grecu (Bucharest, 1966),
p. 556 [=Scriptores Byzantini, 5]. For the English translation, see The Fall of
the Byzantine Empire: A Chronicle By George Sphrantzes, 1401-1477, trans.

Marios Philippides (Amherst, Mass., 1980), p. 136. Cf. ODB s.v. \"Sphrantzes,

George\" and \"Melissenos, Makarios'\" and Runciman, Great Church ;n Captiv-

ity, p. 170.

24
As early as 1519-1520 theferman could not be produced by the Greeks. In

the absence of documentary evidence the defense of the Church's privileges

by Patriarch Theoleptos I (1514-20) before Selim I allegedly succeeded on the
basis of the testimony of three ancient janissaries who vouched for the fact that
Mehmed had indeed issued aferman prohibiting the conversion of churches to

mosques'! Theodore H. Papadopoullos, Studies and Doculnents, pp. 4-5. In

fact, under Selim a number of closed churches again began to function. For the
narrative, see Turcograecia, pp. 156-63. For comments on the doubtful verac-

ity of this account, see Lebedev, Istoriia, pp. 297-305; Braude, \"Foundation

Myths of the Millet System,\" pp. 77-79. This version came to be accepted in
the historiography of the Ottoman Empire; see the account by the father of the

eighteenth-century Romanian humanism, Dimitrie Cantemir [Dimitrii

Kantemir], The History of the Gro}vth and Decay of the Oth111a1l Enzpire, (2
vols. in 1), trans. Nicolas Tindal, (London, 1734-35), pp. 102-1 05n 17;
Denzitrie Cantemir. Historian of South East European and Oriental Civiliza-

tions. Extractsfroln the \"History of the Otto111an Empire, \"ed. Alexandru Dutu

and Paul Cernovodeaunu (Bucharest, 1973), pp. 116-22. Cf. Runciman, Great
Church in Captivity, pp. 170, 189-90; Gunnar Hering, \"Das islamische Recht

und die Investitur des Gennadios Scholarios (1454),\"Balkan Studies, vol. 2

(Thessaloniki, 1961), pp. 231-256; Inalcik, \"Policy of Mehmed II towards the

Greek Population,\" pp. 231-49; idem, \"The Status of the Greek Orthodox

Patriarch under the Ottomans,\" Turcica: Revue d'etudes turques 21-23

(1991): 407-436; C. G. Papadopoulos, Les Privileges du Patriarcat
oecumenique (Communaute Greque Orthodoxe) dans I'Empire ottoman

(Paris, 1924); Cono. G. Papadopoullos, Les privileges du patriarcat

oecumenique (comlnunaute grecque orthodoxe) dans I 'Elnpire Ottonlan

(Paris, 1924).
25

Braude, \"Foundation Myths of the Millet System,\" pp. 69-88; Amnon

Cohen, \"On the Realities of the Millet System: Jerusalem in the Sixteenth

Century,\" in Christians and Je,\302\273'sin the Ottolnan Enzpire, vol. 2, pp. 7-18.)))
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26 The classification of Ottoman subjects was predicated on confessional
rather than racial, ethnic, or geographical distinctions. Orthodox, be they
Greek, Slav, or Arab, were viewed as members of the same religious group.

Armenian Orthodox Christians, Roman Catholics, and Jews constituted sepa-
rate religious communities, but there is no indication that the Porte developed
an administrative policy based on this classification. Originally the term nzillet
meant \"religion, confession, rite\" (e.g., Millat Ibrahinl, the religion of
Abraham\,") most often referring to Islam. It was also used in reference to

\"[sovereign] nations, peoples\" (e.g., Serbs, Transylvanians). Apparently, the

designation millet with the connotation \"religious community\" came to be used
in the administrative language of the central Ottoman bureaucracy rather late,
but clearly by the end of the seventeenth century. As a designation of empire-
wide corporations, it is attested very late-for Armenians (1nillet-i Ermeniyan)
in 1746, for Orthodox (millet-i Rum) in 1757, and for Jews (Yahud milleti) and
Catholics (Katolik milleti) not until 1839; see Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed.,
s.v. \"Millet,\" article by Michael O. H. Ursinus. The assumption that the term
millet was used throughout the Ottoman period grew out of nineteenth-century
European historiography, which relied heavily on Ottoman diplomatic corre-

spondence where the term was often used to refer to Christians outside the

empire. By the nineteenth century, under the influence of European usage, the

designation millet for the dhimml communities in the empire gained some

currency in Ottoman domestic documents. The nineteenth-century use of the
term was then projected by historians to describe the Porte's administration of

Greek Orthodox over the entire Tourkokratia period. This is an example of the

chronological telescoping and extrapolation that characterizes much of the

historiography on post-Byzantine Orthodox institutions in the absence of de-
tailed and sophisticated diachronic analysis of administrative, social, and eco-
nomic structures in the Ottoman Empire and in the Orthodox Church. See
Braude, \"Foundation Myths of the Millet System,\" vol. 1, pp. 69-88. Cf.

Pantazopoulos, Church and Law, especially pp. 23-27, 43-44.
27

For the administrative rights and responsibilities of the patriarchs of

Constantinople, see Papadopoullos, Studies and DOCUnlellts, pp. 27-39.
28

Although Ottoman officials regularly impinged on Orthodox administrative

affairs, unlike some Byzantine emperors, they never interfered with the doctri-
nallife of the Church; Papadopoullos, Studies and Documents, p. 10.

29 From the end of the fifteenth century the patriarchs of Constantinople were
chosen exclusively from the episcopate; in Byzantine times, monks, deacons,
priests, and even laymen were often elected to the patriarchal throne (Lebedev,
Istoriia, p. 254). According to early Christian tradition, once a bishop was
consecrated to the episcopacy for a particular see, transfer to another was
considered irregular. Although in the middle of the sixteenth century a decree
was issued mandating the participation of hierarchs from all of the eparchies
of the patriarchate in the election of patriarchs, many hierarchs ignored the
summons to attend election synods. Contact with the ecclesiastical center)))
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strengthened the center's authority over the provinces, thus making it easier

for Constantinople to collect ecclesiastical taxes from dioceses in its jurisdic-
tion; Pavel [Vil'khovs'kyi], fols. 44-45. See Turcograecia. p. 165, for refer-

ence to sanctions against non-complying hierarchs.
30 On the fiscal prerogatives and responsibilities of the patriarchs and metro-

politans under the Ottomans, see Inalcik.. \"Status of the Patriarch,\" pp. 421-31.

31
Concerning the Constantinopolitan synod and structure of the patriarchal

administration after 1453, see Papadopoullos, Studies and Documents,

pp.39-85.
32

Georgiades-Arnakis, \"The Greek Church of Constantinople and the Otto-

man Empire,\" pp. 241-43.

33 For a listing and discussion of the most important officials in the nine

pentads, see Papadopoullos, Studies and Documents, pp. 61-78.
34

See Papadopoullos, Studies and Documents, pp. 41-60, 78-85; Runciman,
Great Church in Captivity, pp. 173-76; for a general discussion of the role of
the major officials of the Great Church in Byzantine times, see Hussey, The

Orthodox Church in the Byzantine Empire, pp. 314-18.
35

See n. 24 above.
36

Lewis, \"Some Reflections on the Decline of the Ottoman Empire,\" p. 117.
37

See, for example, the discussion of the weakening of discipline and the rise
of bribery and corruption in the ranks of the janissaries at the end of the

sixteenth century in the early-seventeenth-century treatise on the history and

organization of the corps, Mebde-i kanull-i ienicheri odzhagy tarikhi. (Istoriia

proiskhozhdeniia zakonov ianycharskogo korpusa.) Izdanie teksta, perevod s

turetskogo, vvedenie, k0I11111entari; i ukazateli, trans. and ed. Irina Evgen/evna

Petrosian (Moscow, 1987) [=Pamiatniki pis/mennosti Vostoka, 7]; also the
introduction, pp. 31-39.

38 Jeremiah's trip is described in chapters 10, 11, and 12. Concerning the

reigns of sultans from Mehmed II to Mehmed III and the predicament of the
Greeks, see Inalcik, Ottoman Empire, pp. 30, 33-52, 57.. 177-78, 181;

Runciman, Great Church in Captivity, pp. 186-91.

39
For the clear scriptural prohibition of forced conversion to Islam, see the

following verses in the Koran (Marmaduke W. Pickthall, The Meaning oj' the
Glorious Koran: an explanatolY translation [New York, 1992]). The locus
classicus is provided by surah 2:256, \"There is no compulsion in religion.\"
The proper approach to conversion is set forth in surah 16: 125: \"Call unto the

way of thy Lord with wisdom and fair exhortation and reason with them in the

better way. Lo! thy Lord is best aware of him who strayeth from His way and
He is best aware of those who go aright.\"

40 Various aspects of the status and history of non-Muslims in the Ottoman

Empire are examined in the collection Christians and Je1rVS il1 the Ottolnan)))
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El11pire, cited above, fn. 13; see especially the editors' introduction, vol. 1, pp.

1-34; also Lebedev \037Istoriia, pp. 163-64.

41
See Lebedev, Istoriia, pp. 156-57; Christians and Jews in the Ottoman

Elnpire, vol. 1, p. 6.

42 For general information and bibliography on the recruitment of janissaries
(literally a \"gathering\" of youths), see Encyclopaedia of Is/anI, 2nd ed.\037 s.v.

\"Devshirme,\" article by Victor L. Menage\037 vol. 2, pp. 210-13. See also
Lebedev, Isloriia. pp. 158-61.

43
Turcograecia, p. 193.

44
Tiirkisches Tagebuch aus seine111 eigenhiindig au/selZlen und nachlassen

Schriften, helfiirgegeben durch seinen Enkel M. Samuel Gerlach. (Frankfurt-

am-Main, 1674), pp. 257, 314; inaccessible to me, cited in Lebedev, Istoriia, p.

160.

45 Forcible conscription into the janissary corps was curtailed under Murad IV

(1623-40), and definitively outlawed in 1685 (see Lebedev, Isloriia, p. 162).
For a general discussion of the janissary corps, see the introduction in Mebde-i
kanun-i jenicher; odzhagy tarikhi, pp. 27--40. See also Pamietniki Janczara,

czyli, Kronika turecka Konstantego z Ostro1,v;cy, l1apisana lni\037dzy r. 1496 a

1501, ed. Jan Los (Cracow, 1912) [=Biblioteka Pisarz6w Polskich, 63]. For a

continuing bibliography on janissaries as well as on other aspects of Turkish

studies, see Tiirkologischer Anzeiger, the annual journal published in Vienna.

46 Runciman, Great Church in Captivity, p. 179.

47
Georgiades-Amakis, \"The Greek Church of Constantinople and the Otto-

man Empire,\037' p. 247, Concerning the tax burden on the Orthodox population
under the Ottomans, see Inalcik, \"Status of the Patriarch,\" p. 426.

48 See Halil Inalcik\037 \"Ottoman Archival Materials on Millets,\" in Christians

and Jews in the Ottoman Elnpire, vol. 1, pp. 437--49; Lebedev, Istoriia,

pp. 276-80; Runciman, Great Church in Captivity, 193-94, 198-202.
49

Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, pp. 396-400, provides a table for the

chronology of the patriarchs of Constantinople for the years 1453-1821. See
also Appendix 4.

50 The Greek ecclesiastical difficulties became a cause of scandal among

Ruthenians and fuel for anti-Orthodox polemics before and after the Union of
Brest. In his Defense of Church Unity published in 1617 the Vilnius Uniate

archimandrite Lev Krevza attributed the dissolute status of the Greek hierarchy
to divine retribution for its rejection of papal supremacy: \"What are we to say
about the fact that there is such confusion regarding the very heads of the

Church [of Constantinople]? Anyone who comes in contact with citizens of
those lands can hear plenty about it. Once simony took root soon after the

capture of Constantinople, few duly elected men have assumed the patriarchal
see: they buy it from each other, depose one another, three or four patriarchs

exist at one time, all of them while still living. So which of them is patriarch?)))
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Certainly not the one who acceded to the see by accursed simony or by

purchasing high office\037 having ousted the other man while he still lives. And yet
he consecrates and blesses. How will that be va) id if he himself is not what he

claims to be? . .. How can the Lord God not be extremely angry at such clergy
and, consequently, at the lay community subject to them?\" Lev Krevza's A

Defense of Church Unity and Zaxarija Kopystens'''-ry}'s Palinodija\037 pt. L trans.
and with a foreword by Bohdan Struminski (Cambridge, Mass., 1995),pp. 63-

64 [=HLEUL, 3(1 )].
51 Gunnar Hering\037 Okurnenisches Patriarchat und europaische Politik, 1620-

1638 (Wiesbaden\037 1968), pp. 146-49 [= V eroffentlichungen des Instituts fUr

Europaische Geschichte in Mainz, 45], discusses the reasons for the decline of
Greek education. A contributing factor was the anti-intellectual bent of the

hesychastic movement that took root in the late-Byzantine period and contin-
ued after the fall of Constantinople, see Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, p.
47n 168. For a survey of Palamite hesychasm during the Ottoman period, see

ibid., pp. 36-46.

52 For general overviews of Orthodox education during the Tourkokratia, see
Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, pp. 46-62 (including bibliography) and

Runciman, Great Church ;11 Captivity, pp. 208-25. Lebedev, Istoriia, has

separate chapters on intellectual life (pp. 221-51), and schools (pp. 377-501)

in the patriarchate of Constantinople. At the beginning of the seventeenth
century, Krevza focused in his apology for union on the weakness of contem-

porary Greek intellectual life in the Ottoman Empire: \"A great punishment by
God also visited the Greek lands in the sphere of learning, for the sake of
which people had previously traveled there from all parts of the world. In

recent times, especially after the fall of Constantinople, it so completely
ceased that, seeing what is occurring there now, one can hardly believe that

there had ever been learned people in those parts. If there is any scholarship in

Greece, they have borrowed it from Western countries.\" A Defense of Church

Unity, trans. Bohdan Stuminski, p. 63. Although Krevza's views are condi-

tioned by interconfessional polemics after the Union of Brest, they remain
relevant to the period preceeding the Union.
53

Podskalsky, Griechische Theolog;e, pp. 79-162. Among notable Greek

scholars was Cyril Loukaris who was to be present at the Brest synod in 1596.

Like many of the leading Orthodox intellectuals of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, Loukaris recei ved most of his education in the West. As a boy

in Venice he was under the tutelage of Maximos Margounios and later he
earned a laurea at the University of Padua. Few promising Orthodox clerics in
the Ottoman Empire had the patronage enjoyed by the likes of Loukaris. The

opportunity for an elite education was distant-for most unattainable.

54
Turcograec;a, p. 205.

55
For an outline of the history of and references to the literature on Greek

publishing 1471-1821, see Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, pp. 62-67.)))
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56 Gunnar Hering, \"Die AnHinge des Buchdrucks im Osmanischen Reich,\" in
Bericht iiber den sechsten osterreichischen Historikertag in Salzburg,
veranstaltet vom Verband Osterreichischer Geschichtsvereine im der Zeit vom
20. bis 23. September 1960 (Vienna, 1961), pp. 140-45 (Resume)
[= V eroffentlichungen des Verbandes Osterreichischer Geschichtsvereine, 14],
cited in idem\037 Okulnenisches Patriarchat und europiiische Politik, p. 161.

57
For a discussion of how at the end of the sixteenth century and at the

beginning of the seventeenth the ecclesiastical issue of union between East
and West came to be transformed into a political tool for diplomacy in the
relations of European powers with the patriarchate of Constantinople and the
Ottoman Empire, see Hering, Okumenisches Patriarchat und europaische
Politik. Cf. Dorothy M. Vaughan, Europe and the Turk: A Pattern of Alli-

ances, 1350-1700 (Liverpool, 1954; reprint, New York, 1976).
58

Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, p. 60.
59

According to the preface to the Verzeichnis der im deutschen

Sprachbereich erschienenen Drucke des XV/. Jahrhunderts (VD 16), ed.

Irrngard Bezzel, pt. I, vol. 1 (Stuttgart, 1983), p. vii.

60 Paul F. Grendler, \"The Roman Inquisition and the Venetian Press, 1540-

1605,\" Journal of Modern History 47 (1975): 49; for slightly different esti-

mates, see his monograph The Roman Inquisition and the Venetian Press,
1540-1605(Princeton, 1975), pp. 3-12.

61
About the Greek community in Venice and the role of Greeks in the Italian

Renaissance, see Deno J. Geanakoplos Greek Scholars in Venice: Studies in
the Dissemination of Greek Learning frvln Byzantltl1n to Western Europe

(Cambridge, Mass., 1962); idem, \"The Greco-Byzantine Colony in Venice
and Its Significance in the Renaissance,\" Byzantine East and Latin West: Two

Worlds of Christendom in the Middle Ages and Renaissance. Studies in Eccle-

siastical and Cultural History (Oxford, 1966; reprint, Harnden, Conn., 1976),
pp. I] 2-37. Many aspects of the Greek presence in sixteenth-century Italy
have been studied extensively. A good introduction to the Venetian Greek

community and pertinent literature is Manoussos I. Manoussacas, \"The His-

tory of the Greek Confraternity (1498-1953) and the Activity of the Greek
Institute of Venice (1966-1982),\" Modern Greek Studies Yearbook 5 (1989):
321-94. See also his \"La comunita greca di Venezia e gli arcivescovi di

Filadelfia\"; Giorgio Fedalto, Ricerche storiche sulla posizione giuridica ed
ecclesiastica dei greci a Venezia nei secoli XV e XVI (Florence, 1967)
[=Civilta veneziana. Saggi, 17]; For a discussion of the most prominent late-
sixteenth-century Greek Orthodox Venetian theologian Maximos Margounios,

see Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, pp. 135-51 (with references to spe-

cialized studies). For additional literature about Greek ecclesiastical figures in
Venice or Italy in general, see ibid., especially pp. 14-15, 5\03754.

62
Fedalto, Ricerche storiche sulla posizione giuridica ed ecclesiastica dei

greci a Venezia !lei seco/i XV e XVI, pp. 44-53.)))
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63 Grendler, Roman Inquisition and the Venetian Press, 1540-/605, pp. 201-252.

64 Deno 1. Geanakoplos, \"An Overlooked Post-Byzantine Plan for Religious

Union with Rome: Maximos Margounios the Cretan Humanist-Bishop and
His Latin Library Bequeathed to Mount Athos,\" in his Byzantine East and
Latin West, p. 172. Geanakoplos points out (n. 14) that western Europeans

often took Margounios, and Greeks in general, to be Uniates.

65 See Vittorio Pen, \"L' 'incredibile risguardo' e l\"incredibile destrezza.' La
resistenza di Venezia aile iniziative postridentine deJ1a Santa Sede per i greci

dei suoi domini,\" in Venezia centro di mediazione tra Oriente ed Occidente

(secoli XV-XVI). Aspetti e problelni, ed. Hans-Georg Beck, Manoussos

Manoussacas, Agostino Pertusi, (Florence, 1977),vol. 2, pp. 599-625 [=Civilta
veneziana. Studi, 52]; as well as Vittorio Peri, \"L'unione della Chiesa Orientale

con Roma. II modemo regime canonico occidentale nel suo sviluppo stonco,\"

Aevll1n 58 (1984): 439-98, here 441-44; reprinted in his Oriel1ta/is Varietas.

Roma e Ie Chiese d'Oriente-Storia e diritto canonico. (Rome, 1994), pp. 51-

141 [=Kanonika, 4]. According to Peri, the Venetians viewed the union as a

reality to be nurtured to maturity: \"La Serenissima, con realismo, non valutava
l'unione delle due Chiese come avvenimento definitivo e concluso, ma

piuttosto come un processo infier;, da sostenere e da sviluppare con prudenza
nella sua dinamica, tenuto con to che la proclamata riunificazione incontrava

molti ostacoli.\" This attitude was a conscious one, as is reflected in numerous
documents issued by the Venetian authorities, ibid., pp. 459-60.

66 The idea of launching a crusade was the immediate effect of the crushing
defeat of the Ottomans by an allied Christian fleet at the Battle of Lepanto

(1571). The internal problems of the Ottoman political and administrative
structures and the unrest of the Balkan peoples encouraged messianic schemes
in Europe. When in subsequent years the resilience of the Turkish empire

became clear and lack of enthusiasm for a crusade could not be overcome, the

European states came to terms with the reality of Ottoman power and began

increasingly to foster diplomatic relations with the Porte. By the end of the
sixteenth century they were trying to maintain a balance of European power

through alliances with the Porte and even diplolnatic, economic, or military
assistance to the Ottomans. For an introduction to European diplomatic con-

tacts with the patriarchate of Constantinople and the Ottoman Porte in the

early-modem period, see Hering, Okunlenisches Patriarchat und europiiische
Politik, here p. 7. During the last decades of the sixteenth century and in the

first half of the seventeenth, the papacy was alone in consistently laboring for

the consolidation of a Christian anti-Ottoman coalition, making the Turks very

suspicious of subjects, such as Orthodox clergymen, who had contacts with

the Holy See. See also Domenico Caccamo, \"La diplomazia della
Controrifotma e la crociata: dai piani del Possevino alla 'lunga guerra' di
Clemente VIII,\" Archivio Storico Italiano 128 (1970): 255-81, and Ludwik

Boratynski, \"Stefan Batory i plan ligi przeciw Turkom,\" Rozprawy Akademii

Umiejetnosci. Wydzial Histol)'czllo-Filologiczny 44 (1903): 197-347.)))
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67 Vittorio Peri, \"Chiesa Latina e Chiesa greca nelI'Italia Postridentina (1564-
1596),\" in La Chiesa greca in Italia dall'VII al XVI secolo'. Atti del Convegllo
storico interecc/esiale. (Bari, 30 Apr.- 4 Magg. 1969),2 vols. (Padua, 1973),
vol. 1, pp. 271-469 [=Italia Sacra. Studi e Documenti di Storia Ecclesiastica, 20].
68

Peri, \"La Congregazione dei Greci (1573) e i suoi primi documenti,\" p. 176.
69

Vittorio Peri, Chiesa Romana e \"rito\" greco. G. A. Santoro e la
COl1gregaziolle dei Greci (1566-/596) (Brescia, 1975) [=Testi e ricerche di
scienze religiose, 9]; idem, \"La Congregazione dei GrecL\" in Studia Gratiana
13 (1967): 129-256 [=Collectanea Stephan Kuttner, 3]. Peri observes that

although the main task of the Congregation was to enforce papal authority, its

constitution reflected an implicit concession to the principle that central
church authority should take into consideration the pastoral needs of local

churches, and that they deserve protection; ibid., p. 193. See also Jan Krajcar,
Cardinal Giu/io Antonio Santoro and the Christian East: Santoro's Audiences

and Consistorial Acts (Rome, 1966) [=Orientalia Christiana Analecta, 177].
70 Antonis Fyrigos, II Collegio grecD di R0I11a. Ricerche sugli alunn;, /a
direzione, l'attivita (Rome, 1983) [=Analecta Collegii Graecorum, 1];

Zacharias N. Tsirpanles, To Helleniko kollegio tes ROl1zes kai /zoi mathetes tou
(1576-1700). SYlnbo/e ste melete tes morphotikes politikes tou Vatikal10u

(Thessalonica, 1980) [=Analekta Blatadon, 32]; Vittorio Peri, \"Inizi e finalita

ecumeniche del Collegio greco in Roma,\" Aevunl 44 (1970): 1-71; Jan
Krajcar, \"The Greek College under the Jesuits for the First Time (1591-
1604),\" OCP 31 (1965): 85-118; Cirillo Korolevskij [J. F. J. Charon], \"Les

premiers temps de l' histoire du College Grec de Rome (1576-1622),\"
Stoudion. Bol/ettino delle Chiese di Rito Byzantino 3 (1926): 33-39, 80-89; 4

(1927): 81-97, 137-51; 6 (1929-30): 40--64. For infonnation on students in
the college from the Kyivan metropolitanate, see Dmytro Blazejovskyj, Byz-

antine Kyivan Rite Students in Pontifical Colleges and in Senlinaries, Univer-

sities and Institutes o.f Central and Western Europe (1576-1983) (Rome,

1984) [=AOSBM, sere II, sec. 1,43], pp. 82-91. Patriarch Jeremiah II praised
the foundation of the Greek college in letters written to Pope Gregory and

Cardinal Sirleto in August 1583, Georg Hofmann, Griechische Patriarchen
und romische Piipste. Untersuchungen und Texte. II, 4, \"Patriarch leremias

II,\" Rome, 1932, nos. 7, 8, pp. 244--46 [=Orientalia Christiana 25-2, no. 76].
71

Hermann Wendel, De,. Kampf der Siidslaven unl Freiheit und Einheit
(Frankfurt am Main, 1925), p. 44.
72

For a discussion, see Vittorio Peri, Ricerche sull 'Editio Princeps degli Aui

greci del COl1cilio d; Firenze (Vatican City, 1975) [=Studi e Testi, 275]. The

prefatory chapters, comprising a pro-union apology, attributed in the edition to
the outstanding Greek hierarch Gennadios Scholarios, were actually written

sometime after 1455 by loannes Plousiadenos (ca. 1429-1500), a Cretan
convert to the pro-union position, who after 1483 served as bishop of

Methone, in the southwest corner of the Peloponnesos (ibid., 28-38;
Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, p. 84).)))
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73 Peri, Ricerche sull 'Editio Princeps, pp. 7-8. It remains to be established

whether this edition was used as a source by the anonymous Cleric of Ostrih

and other late-sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century East Slavic authors of

polemical histories of the Florentine council. A Polish translation of the

Pseudo-Scholarian edition was used by Zakhariia Kopystens'kyi (nephew of

Bishop Mykhail Kopystens'kyi) in his Palinodiia, a response to Lev Krevza's
Obrona iednosci.
74

For a masterful characterization of the beginnings of the Society of Jesus

(and of various aspects of mid-sixteenth-century Roman Catholicism), see

John W. O'Malley, The First Jesuits (Cambridge, Mass., 1993).
75

After the failure to sway the Muscovites, Possevino turned his attention to

religious reform and the conversion of the Orthodox in the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth. He was instnlmental in fostering the development of Jesuit
schools and raised the issue of union with prominent Ruthenians, including
Prince Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi.

76 For Jesuit activity in Constantinople at the end of the sixteenth and the first

part of the seventeenth centuries, see Henri Fouqueray, Histoire de la
C0111pagnie de Jesus en France des origines if la suppression (1528-1762),
vol. 3 (Paris, 1922), pp. 200-215, 606-35; vol. 4 (Paris, 1925), pp. 315-34;

Georges Goyau, \"Les jesuites sur Ie Bosphore (1583-1640),\" En terre d' Islam

9 (1934): 7-19; 86-103, based largely on Fouqueray. See, Hering,

Okumenisches Patriarchat Lind europiiische Politik, pp. 150-51. About the
establishment of the society in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, see
Stanislaw Zalt;ski, Jezuici w Polsce, 5 vols. (L'viv, 1900), vol. 1, pp. 150-58.
For references to literature on late-sixteenth-century activity of the Jesuits in
East Slavic lands, see below, p. 329n 10.

77
In addition to the Slavic and Greek Orthodox Churches, the papacy also

addressed the non-Chalcedonian Oriental Orthodox Churches (so-called

Monophysite) of the Middle East and northern Africa. For a discussion of

Gregory's relations with those in Syria, Egypt, and Ethiopia, see Giorgio Levi
Del1a Vida, Docunlenti ;l1tor1l0 aile relazioni delle chiese orientali con la S.
Sede durante if pontif;cato eli Gregorio XIII (Vatican City, 1948) [=Studi e

Testi, 143].)

Notes to Chapter 2)

1
Lebedev's economic analysis is based on extrapolation from infol111ation

on the fiscal life of the patriarchate in the late Byzantine period and on data
from the second half of the seventeenth century (Istoriia, pp. 345-76); he

argues that the patriarchate generated considerable revenues from fees and
taxes collected from the metropolitanates and dioceses in its jurisdiction, but
does not provide infonnation on its late-sixteenth-century fiscal status.)))
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2 For a discussion of the sources for Jeremiah Irs stay in Muscovy, see

Borys A. Gudziak, \"The Sixteenth-Century Muscovite Church and Patriarch
Jeremiah II's Journey to Muscovy, 1588-1589: Some Comments Concerning

the Historiography and Sources,\" HUS 19 (1995): 200-225.

3 For a chronological table of the patriarchs, see Appendix 4 above.
4

Snosheniia, p. 108. The school was directed by Ioannes Zygomalas, see
Pavel [Vil'khovs'kyi], fols. 99 v-I00 v

.

5 For Pseudo-Oorotheos on Ioasaph, see Sathas, Biographikol1 schediasnla,

Appendix, pp. 7-8. See also Threskeutike kai ethike egkyklopaideia, vol. 17,
cd. 76, s. v. \"Ioasaph II,\" by Tasos Ath. Gritsopoulos; Runciman, Great

Church ill Captivity, p. 198; and Malyshevskii, Pegas, pp. 319-20. Lebedev

says that Gerlach reported that in Constantinople in the 1580s Ioasaph was

considered to have been guilty of simony, specifically of receiving payment
for appointments to bishoprics. He was defended by Zygomalas, whose father
had been Ioasaph' s preceptor (lstoriia, pp. 261-62). About the ineffectual

attempts of the 1565 synod to stem simoniacal practices and Ioasaph' s con-
demnation, see ibid., pp. 272-74. The synod mandated the deposition of any
hierarch receiving payment for ordinations, but allowed the collection of the
enlbatikiol1, the fee paid by a bishop or priest to his superior for appointment to
a see or parish. Since such an appointment immediately followed ordination,

the elnbatikioll constituted remuneration for what was in essence a package
deal (Turcograecia, pp. 174-75). Kantakouzenos, who had close relations

with Grand Vizier Mehmed Sokollti, received monopoly rights from the sultan
for fur trade with Muscovy. His immense wealth generated resentment; he was
arrested on a pretext when the grand vizier fell from power and was executed
by the Ottomans in 1578. For a characterization of Kantakouzenos and his

meddling in church affairs, see Lebedev, Istoriia, pp. 138, 265-66, 286-91;
Nicolae Jorga, Geschichte des osmanischell Reiches, 3 vols. (Gotha, 1910),
vol. 3, pp. 211-13; Runciman, Great Church in Captivity, pp. 197-98. Pavel

[ViI'khovs'kyi] defends Ioasaph on the grounds that in collecting fees for

ordinations, he was only continuing a practice established earlier, probably
under Jeremiah I, who, according to Pseudo-Oorotheos, \"opened the doors to

sin10ny in the time of the Turks\" (Sathas, Biographikon schediasma, Appen-
dix, p. 4). According to Pavel's interpretation, both Jeremiah I and Ioasaph, as

good stewards of the Church, demanded these payments because they needed
them to finance and safeguard the central ecclesiastical infrastructure. Thus

the chronic simony plaguing the patriarchate grew to some extent out of what

initially were good intentions (Pavel (Vil'khovs'kyi], fols. 42 v
-45

f
).

6 Charles de Clercq, \"Le patriarche de Constantinople, Metrophane III
(t 1580), et ses sympathies unionistes,\" in Melanges offerts a Jean Dauvillier
(Toulouse, 1979),pp. 193-206. See also the report of the Jesuit Mancelli

published by Pietro Pirri, \"Lo stato della Chiesa Ortodossa di Costantinopoli e

Ie sue tendenze verso Roma in una memoria del P. Giulio Mancelli S. I.,\" in
Miscellanea Pietro Funzasoni-Biondi, vol. 1 (Rome, 1947), pp. 79-103.)))
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7 For the vituperative testimony of the Pseudo-Dorotheos chronicle concern-
ing Metrophanes, see Sathas, Biographikol1 schediaslna, Appendix, pp. 5-10;

contrast Turcograecia, p. 212, and Pirri, \"Lo stato della Chiesa Ortodossa,\"

pp. 87, 89. Gerlach reported to Crusius in a letter of 29 December 1577 that

Jeremiah had changed his plans to make pastoral visitations in Greece because

of the return of Metrophanes to Constantinople, (Turcograecia, p. 211 and

Pirri, \"Lo stato della Chiesa Ortodossa,\" p. 88; for another reference to the
threat Metrophanes posed to Jeremiah, Turcograecia p. 501). Pavel

[Vil'khovs'kyi] follows Pseudo-Dorotheos in evaluating Metrophanes' reign.
For his characterization of Metrophanes and discussion of his undennining of
Jeremiah, see fols. 32f-37 f

, 84 v
-86

v
, 107 v-I10 v

, 112 v
-114

v. Runciman seems
to discount completely the witness of Pseudo-Dorotheos, thereby arriving at

the conclusion that Metrophanes was a \"saintly\" man (Runciman, Great

Church in Captivity, pp. 200, 230); cf. Lebedev's comments on Pseudo-

Dorotheos, Istoriia, pp. 286-87n 1, and the critique of Lebedev' s remarks,
Pavel [Vil'khovs'kyi], fols. 12 v-13 f

. According to de Clercq, Metrophanes was
a model pastor and as patriarch did not have direct relations with the papacy,
\"Le patriarche de Constantinople, Metrophane III,\" p. 200. Cf. Malyshevskii,
Pegas, pp. 244-45 and Threskeutike kai ethike Egkyklopaideia, S.v.

\"Metrophanes III,\" by Ioannes Ch. Konstantinides. The disparity in the char-
acterization of Metrophanes not only reflects the opposing confessional views
of his respective evaluators, but is an indication of the embryonic stage of

historiography on post-Byzantine Orthodoxy. For Lebedev's comments on the

level of education among sixteenth-century patriarchs, see Istoriia,

pp.226-30.
8

For Eustratios' characterization of Pachomios, see the text (Kresten, Das
Patriarchat, pp. 40, 46, 48, 50) and commentary (pp. 69-72), where
Eustratios' report is compared with that of Pseudo-Dorotheos and the infonna-
tion contained in the document announcing Pachomios' deposition (published

by Sathas, Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, pp. 136-42). Kresten dis-
cusses the circumstances and chronology of Pachomios' usurpation, ibid.\037 pp.

75-77. See also Pavel [Vil'khovs'kyi], fols. 87 f
-87

v and MaJyshevskii, Pegas,
pp. 245-52.

9 See the report of Eustratios and commentary in Kresten, Das Patriarchat,

pp. 45, 64-67; including a corroborating quotation (about the question of
anns) from the report of the Latin archbishop of Kerkyra-Corfu, Matteo

Venier, originally published by Eugenio Alberi, Relazioni degli al1zbasciatori

Veneti al sel1ato, ser. IlIa (Le Relazioni degli Stati Ottomani), vol. 2 (Florence,
1844),p. 299.

LO
On 23 June 1584, based on letters from Constantinople written 25 May and

shown him by Adam Dietrichstein von Nikolsburg, a close counselor of

Emperor Rudolph II, Antonio Possevino reported from Prague to the Vatican
secretary of state that \"il patriarca Gieremia e stato dal Turco relegato in Rodi,

con sommo dispiachere de' Greci i quali non volevano dar alcuna limosina a)))
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chi [Pachomios] e stato surrogato in luogo di Gieremia: laonde pensavano che
colui pe' I donativo che haveva fatto al Turco, sarebbe costretto per i debiti

contratti di vender gli argenti delle chiese etc. et che un Giudeo offeriva al

Turco 12000 scudi I' anno, se voleva dargli il carico di sforzare i Greci a

pagare al patriarca qualche danaro, gia di voluntaria limosina\" (M PV, vol. 7, p.

318).

II Kresten, who cites and discusses the limited and somewhat conflicting

information about Theoleptos, is inclined towards the negative opinions of
Pseudo-Dorotheos concerning Theoleptos, Das Patriarchal, pp. 78-81.
Pseudo-Oorotheos reports that Theoleptos traveling from Georgia met
Jeremiah in Moldova, when the latter was returning from Muscovy and the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. A reconciliation occurred, they
concelebrated, and Jeremiah even gave Theoleptos certain juridical preroga-

tives. According to the Pseudo-Dorotheos chronicle, however, its possible
compiler, Hierotheos of Monemvasia, would not serve at the altar with

Theoleptos; see Sathas, Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, p. 25.

12
For a most positive, rhetorical assessment of Jeremiah's character made

early in his patriarchal career, see Turcograecia, pp. 176-78. Pseudo-
Dorotheos was less enthusiastic: \"Jeremiah comes from good parentage, was
acti ve, although was sometimes crude; he was not endowed with an inclination
to a strict monastic life, although he was abstinent [was a good faster?]\"
(Sathas, Biographikol1 schediasma, Appendix, p. 9; cf. Lebedev, ISloriia, pp.

258-59).

13 The lack of a complete modem biography of Jeremiah is a major lacuna in

the historiography of post-Byzantine Orthodoxy. The standard nineteenth-

century study (published in 1870) is by Sathas, Biograplzikoll schediasma; it

consists of ninety pages of biographical essays with extensive quotations from

documentary material mainly concerned with Jeremiah's discussions with the

Ttibingen Protestants and Rome concerning the Gregorian calendar reform.
The volume includes a 218-page appendix of sources, but in the essays, the
author unfortunately does not take into account all of the information he

publishes in this appendix. See also Manouel I. Gedeon, Patriarchikoi

pinakes. Eideseis Historikai Viographikai peri ton patriarchon KOl1stan-

til1oupoleos apo Andreou tOti Protokletou mechri loakeint III tou apo

Thessalonikes. 36-1884 (Istanbul, 1889), pp. 518-25; Louis Petit, \"Jeremie II
Tranos,\" Dictionllaire de lheologie catholique, vol. 8, pt. 1 (Paris, 1947), cols.
886-94; Constantine N. Tsirpanlis, \"A Prosopography of Jeremias Tranos

(1536-1595) and His Place in the History of the Eastern Church,\" The
Patristic and Byzantine Review 4 (1985): 155-73. The last is an uncritical

compilation delivering less than the title promises. Useful but unpublished is

Pave) [Vil'khovs'kyi], \"Patriarkh Konstantinopol'skii leremiia II\" (for full cita-

tion, see Appendix I, note 1). The author deals only with Jeremiah's early life
and his ecclesiastical activity up to and including the first patriarchate (1572-
79), leaving subsequent developments for part 2, of which, however, no trace)))
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has been found and which may not ever have been written. Pavel

[Yil'khovs'kyi] provides a historiographical essay and discussion of sources,
fols. 9

f-21 f. For the theological import of Jeren1iah's patriarchal tenure, see

Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, especially pp. 103-117.

14
Crusius (Turcograecia, p. 491) writes that in 1578 Jeremiah was approxi-

mately forty-two years old. For the information provided by Pseudo-

Dorotheos, see Sathas, Biographikoll schediaslna, Appendix, p. 9. Trifon
Korobeinikov reports that he delivered twenty gold pieces from Tsar Fedor \"B

naTpM.HpXOBO HepeMeeBo nOCTpH)KeHbe, B MOHaCTbIpb HBaHHa npe,a;Te1.JH,
t.JTO Ha qepHoM Mope, OT Uap.Hropo,a;a 170 MH.nb uaperopo,a;cKHX, 6J1nCKO

ropo,a;a CH3anO,n.H.\" The monastery had a fair community of monks: \"A

6paTbM B TOM MOHacTbIpe, CKa3aJI naTpH.HpX HepeMe5l, 130 cTapuoB\"
(Posol'skaia kniga, p. 156), The monastery also had a library and apparently a

school (Athanasios Papadopoulos-Kerameus, \"He en to nesio Sozopoleos
mone Ioannou tou Prodromou kai he tyche tes bibliothekes autes,\" Vizantiiskii

vremennik 7 [1900]: 661-95).In 1565 Neophytos, whose signature appears on

the decree announcing the deposition of Patriarch Ioasaph, was still metropoli-

tan of Larissa. About the school in Trikke, see Omitrievskii, Arkhiepiskop

Elassonskii, pp. 6-7. Since 1539 Trikke had been the residence of the metro-

politans of Larissa; see Porfirii Uspenskii, Puteshestvie v Meteorskie i

Olin1piiskie Inonastyri v Fessalii (St. Petersburg, 1896), p. 384. The above
information is cited by Pavel [Vil'khovs'kyi] who narrates Jeremiah's early

years and tenure as metropolitan of Larissa, fols. 24 f
-32

f
.

15
Turcograecia. pp. 178-80; Pavel [Vi1'khovs'kyi], fols. 87 v-89 r.

16
The letter is published in Vasileios Mystakides, Maxin10s MargOtll1ios

(Athens, 1892), pp. 39-46, which is inaccessible to me; cited by Pavel

[Vil'khovs'kyi], fo1. 95
f
.

17
Turcograecia, p. 509; Pavel [Vil'khovs'kyi], fols, 91 f-95 v. About the dis-

content that Jeremiah's policies and appointn1ents to ecclesiastical offices may

have generated, see ibid., fols. 110 v
-14

v
.

18
Turcograecia, pp. 185, 189-90, where an engraving of the patriarchal

complex is provided; reproduced above as illustration no. 1, p. 28.
19 For a discussion of Jeremiah as ecclesiastical arbitrator and administrator

during the first patriarchate, see Pavel [Vil'khovs'kyiJ fols. 63 v-72 v
. About his

decisive adjudication in the dispute between the patriarchs of Jerusalem and
Alexandria concerning jurisdiction over the Monastery of S1. Catherine on
Mount Sinai, see ibid., fols. 73 f

-84 f
. For discussions of the historical develop-

ment of the conflict over the monastery, see Malyshevskii, Pegas, vol. 1, pp.

150-57, 173-81,188-95; A. Voronov, \"Sinaiskoe delo,\" TKDA 1871 (5):
330-401; 1872 (2): 273-315; 1872 (7): 594-668.
20

Concerning the visitation and the duration of Jeremiah's absence from

Constantinople, see Turcograecia, pp. 487-88; for a contemporary description

of Jeremiah's construction achievements, ibid., pp. 180-83. For comments)))
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about the itinerary, the scope of the visitation and building project, and the

sending of exarchs, see Pavel [Vil'khovs'kyi], fols. 49 r
-55

v.

21 Crusius comments, based on the account of Gerlach, that \"Patriarca
Hieremias vir est humanissimus et veritatis studiosissimus: perpetue in
lectione Patrum et aliorum bonorum auctorum, quantum ei per negotia

ecclesiastica et politica conceditur\" (Turcograecia, p. 205). About Jeremiah's
preaching, auditing of lectures, and reliance on abridged translations of West-
ern liberal-arts manuals, see ibid., pp. 180, 197, 205, 507; cited by Pavel

[Vil'khovs'kyi], fols. 59
f-59 v.

22
\"Episcopi et clerus Graecorum: indocti plerique sunt: et adversati

Patriarchae Hieremiae, quando voluit ante plureis [sic] annos Scholas et
eruditionem in Graeciam introducere, ac Typographiam. Metuunt enim sibi,
ne postea removeantur ipsi propter ruditatem,\" Annales Suevici, vol. 2, p. 830;
cf. Otto Kresten, HEin Empfehlungsschreiben des Erzbischofs Gabriel von
Achrida flir Leontios Eustratios Philoponos an Martin Crusius (Vind. Suppl.

Gr. 142),\" Rivista di Studi Bizantini e Neoellenici, n.s. 6/7 (1969-70): 105-
106; and Pavel [Vil'khovs'kyi], fols. 104v

-I05
v.

23
\"naTpHapx HepeMH.H pellIHJI c03,n:aTb \"HYIO llIKOJIY HepapxoB, nOLI;-

rOTOBJI.HeMbIX CneUHaJIbHbIM 06pa30BaHHeM H T\037aTeJIbHbIM yqeHHeM,

CB.Hll\\eHHOCJIY)l(HTeJIeHUepKBH, ycneBllIHx npno6pecTH H YCBOHTb ce6e

HCTHHHYIO HLJ;elO 3Toro 3BaHH.H, tlpe3 t.ITO HaLJ;e.HJIC.H 3aTeM pacnpocTpaHHTb
CBeT HaYKH Ii 06pa30BaHM.H, K LI;YXOBHOH nOJIb3e BepYlOtQHM, H no BceM

enapXH.HM cBoeH naTpHaprneH 06JIaCTH. llpaBLJ;a, HCTOpnqeCKne .n:aHHbIe

cBeLI;HTeJIbCTBYIOll\\He H no.n:TBep)l(LJ;alO\037He 3TO, OqeHb CKYLJ;HbI\" (Pavel

[Vil'khovs'kyi]\" fols. 97 v
-9S

r
).

24
Late-sixteenth-century Venetian Greek Orthodox intellectual life was ac-

tive only in a relative sense: in Venice there were a few such intellectuals
whi1e in Constantinople there were almost none. Constantinople was naturally
Jeremiah's first ptiority, and in 1577 he unsuccessfully sought to attract
Maximos Margounios there. Margounios' Greek colleague from the Univer-

sity of Padua, Gabriel Severos, had answered the call as early as 1575; see

Geanakoplos, \"An Overlooked Post-Byzantine Plan for Religious Union with
Rome: Maximos Margounios the Cretan Humanist-Bishop,\" p. 167; Pavel
[Vil'khovs'kyi], fols. 101 v-I03 v. About Severos, see Podskalsky, Griechische

Theologie, pp. 118-24. For Margounios' response to the summons, see Sathas,
Biographikoll schediasma, Appendix, pp. 99-101. In 1577 Jeremiah appointed

Severos to be metropolitan of Philadelphia resident in Venice, beginning a

regular succession of Greek hierarchs for the Greek community there
(Manoussacas, \"La comunita greca di Venezia e gli arcivescovi di Filadelfia,\"

p. 57).
25

For references to the abundant literature on Orthodox-Lutheran contacts in
the sixteenth century, see Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, pp. 21-24. The
most notable recent contribution is Dorothea Wendebourg, Reformation und

Orthodoxie. Der okulnenische Briefwechsel zwischen der Leitung der)))
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Wiirtembergischen Kirche und Patriarch Jerelnias II. von KOllstantinopel il1

den Jahren 1573-1581 (Gottingen. 1986) [=Forschungen zur Kirchen- und

Dogmengeschichte, 37].
26 For Luther's views on Orthodoxy, see Ernst Benz, Die Ostkirche im Lichte

der Protestantischen Geschichtsschreibung von der Reforlnation bis Zllr

Gegenwart (Munich, 1952),pp. 9-16. For a discussion of the Greek transla-
tion of the Augsburg Confession, see his \"Die griechische Ubersetzung der
Confessio Augustana aus dem Jahre 1559,\" in Kyrios 5(1/2) 1940--41: 25-65,

as well as his Wittenberg und Byzanz. Zur Begegnung und Ausein-

andersetzung der Refornzation Ll1ld der ostlich-orthodoxen Kirche (Marburg,

1949), pp. 94-128. The first Greek version of the Augsburg Confession was

published in Basel in 1559. Like this first edition, the second edition published

in 1587 appeared without the Latin original. The Greek text was reprinted in

the Acta et Scripta Theologorum Wirtembergensiul1z in 1584 (see below, note
30). The fact that the text used by the translator was not the official 1530 text

of the Confession, that the translation is a rather free adaptation of the original
as well as the nature of the adaptations themselves, all suggest that the
Lutheran divines were trying to present their theological platform in a formu-
lation that would be acceptable to the Orthodox Greeks. Benz's conclusions
are reviewed by Georges F1orovsky, \"The Greek Version of the Augsburg
Confession,\" Lutheran World 6(2) 1959: 153-55, reprinted in Christianity and

Culture (Belmont, Mass., 1974),pp. 157-60 [=Collected Works of Georges
Florovsky, 2]. Florovsky (p. 160) notes that Catholic polemicists overlooked

the peculiarity of the Greek version and failed to exploit it to discredit

Lutherans in Orthodox eyes.
27

About Jeremiah's response, signed on 15 May 1576, Georges Florovsky
writes: \"A modern reader is tempted to style it as evasive and non-committal.
In fact, one may feel that the most important points of divergence were
touched upon rather slightly: the doctrine of the Church and Ministry, and

even the doctrine of Justification.\" See his \"Patriarch Jeremiah II and the
Lutheran Divines,\" Christianity and Culture, p. 152.
28

Augsburg and Constantinople, p. 306 (for full reference, see note 30 below).

29 Censura Orientalis Ecclesiae de praecipuis nostri saecu/i haereticorum

dogl1zatibus (Cracow, 1582). See the monograph on Sokolowski by Henryk

Cichowski, Ks. Stanislaw Sokolo}vski a Kosci61 Wschodni. Studiunz z dziej6w
teologji \037vPolsce w w. XVI (L'viv, 1929).

30 Acta et Scripta Theologorum Wirtembergensium et Patriarchae

Constantinopolitani D. Hieremiae: quae utrique ab Anno MDLXXVI usque ad
Annum MDLXXXI de Augustana Confessione inter se miseru1lt: Graece &

Latine ab ijsdem Theologis edita (Wittenberg, 1584), translated into English
by George Mastrantonis, Augsburg and Constantinople: The Correspondence

between the Tiibingen Theologians and Patriarch Jeremiah II of

Constantinople on the Augsburg Confession (Brookline, Mass., 1982) [=The
Archbishop lakovos Library of Ecclesiastical and Historical Sources, 7].)))
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Jeremiah's first response was also translated by Constantine N. Tsirpanlis
[Tsirpanles], The Historical and Ecumenical Significance (\037fJeren1ias II's

Correspondence 'tvith the Lutherans (1573-1581), vol. 1 (Kingston, New
York, 1982), pp. 30-83.

31 The next compendium by an Orthodox patriarch subsequent to Jeremiah's
responses to the Lutheran divines was, in fact, the Confessio Fidei of Patriarch
of Constantinople Cyril Loukaris, published in Geneva in 1631. It was, how-

ever, condemned by Orthodox synods, first in 1638. Mohyla's Confessio
received the approval, albeit qualified, of most of the Orthodox world in the

seventeenth century. For a brief discussion of the theological writings of

Loukaris and Mohyla and references to the specialized literature, see
Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, pp. 26, 162-80, 229-36.
32

Concerning the relations between Jeremiah and Pope Gregory XIII, see
Hofmann, Griechische Patriarchen, pp. 225-48, and especially Vittorio Peri,

Due date, un 'unica Pasqua. Le origini della Inoderna disparita liturgica in
una trattativa ecumenica tra Roma e Costantinopoli (1582-1584) (Milan,

1967), especially pp. 3-79.

33
Concerning the introduction of the reform in government institutions in

Ukrainian lands in the sixteenth century, see Oleh Kupchyns'kyi, \"Pershi

datuvannia dokumentiv za hryhorians'kym kalendarem u derzhavnykh
ustanovakh Ukralny XVI st.,\" ZNTSh 222 (Pratsi istoryko-filosofv'koi\" sektsii)

1991: 256-69.

34 For a survey of the various aspects of the calendar reform including its

reception, see Coyne, George V., Michael A. Hoskin, and Olaf Pederson, ed.
Gregorian Reform o.f'the Calendar. Proceedings of the Vatican Conference to
Comnlelnorate Its 400th Anniversary, 1582-1982 (Vatican City, 1983).
35 On 8 March 1583 the Venetian bailo reported to the doge that one
\"calogero Candioto [from Candia], ... il qual pratica assai can questo
Patriarca et pare homo di molto negotio, mi ha detto che, se inanzi la
publicatione della reforma si fusse trattato con il sudetto Patriarca et che si

havesse 010strato di far conto di lui et della Chiesa Greca, affettando

d'intender la sua risposta, che se haveria potuto sperar di far qualche accordo;
ma che al presente 10 giudica impossibile\" (Peri, Due date, p. 234).
36 The letters to Onysyfor (Divochka) and the Vilnius burghers are dated 11
January 1583 and 1583, respectively. The fate of the Greek version of these

missives is unknown. A 25 June 1583 report from Nuncio Bolognetti to the the
Vatican secretary of state mentions that Ostroz'kyi had already received his
letter, see MPV, vol. 6., p. 366. Its Greek version remains unpublished. The

Greek version of the letter to the Annenians, dated November 1583, was

printed a number of times, most recently in Sathas, Biographikon schediasma,
Appendix, pp. 28-32. Italian translations of the letters to Ostroz'kyi and to the
Armenians appear in Peri, Due date, pp. 203-217, who provides information

concerning the manuscript copies of the Greek versions. For a Church)))
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Slavonic translation of the letter to Ostroz'kyi, see MalyshevskiL Pegas, ibid.,

pp. 93-98.

37 For the text of the bailo's report, see Peri, Due date. pp. 231-35. In

discussing previous scholarship concerning the calendar reform, it escaped

Peri that Malyshevskii acknowledged Jeremiah's temporary support of the
new calendar, although he rejected the possibi1ity that a letter to this effect

could have been written (see Malyshevskii, Pegas, pp. 236-40).

38 For the Greek text of the letter (the original is extant), see Hofmann,
Griechische Patriarchen. pp. 242-44. Peri discusses the letter and provides an

Italian translation, Due date, pp. 56-65, 245--48.

39 About Jeremiah's deposition, see Peri, Due date, pp. 67-70.

40 See Kresten, Das Patriarchat, pp. 81, 86; Sathas, Biographikon
schediasma, Appendix, pp. 25. About the antagonistic relationship between

Theoleptos and Nikephoros, see Theoleptos' letter of 7 June/27 May 1585,to
Tsar Fedor I vanovich in which he refers to a synodal condemnation of

Nikephoros and characterizes him as an \"evil man,\" Snosheniia, p. 154.

41
Eustratios suppressed the information concerning Jeremiah's connection to

Pachomios' consecration because he was trying to portray Jeremiah as an

irreproachable hierarch, unbending under the political duress plaguing the

patriarchate in Constantinople\037 Kresten, Das Patriarchal, p. 71. Pavel
[Vil'khovs'kyi], argues that astuteness in selecting collaborators and church

hierarchs was one of Jeremiah's great virtues, fols. 56r
-58

f
. However,

Jeremiah was criticized by some contemporaries as being rash, superficial,

defiant, stubborn, see Maximos Margounios' letter to Jeremiah in Sathas,
Biographikon schediasl1za, Appendix, pp. 125-26, or Theoleptos' letter to
Jeremiah, ibid., pp. 152-56.

42
Turcograecia, p. 502; cf. Pavel [ViI'khovs'kyi], fols. 112 v-13 v.

43
\"Tov JltKpOV 'tou'tOV <J1ttv8flpa t11e; ta\037Ecoe; \037Jl&v.\" The phrase appears in

Jeremiah's letters to Greek hierarchs, for example, Sathas, Biographikon

schediasma, Appendix, pp. 161 and 164; quoted by Pavel [Vil'khovs'kyi],
fol. 47 f

.)

Notes to Chapter 3)

1
For general information about Isidore, consult Joseph GilJ, Personalities of

the Council of Florence and Other Essays (Oxford, 1964), pp. 65-78, and

Iosyf Slipyi, \"Tvorche oblychchia i hrib Ky'ivs'koho Mytropolyta i

Tsarhorods'koho Patriiarkha Kard. Isydora,\" Bohosloviia 25-28 (1964): 1-23.

2
For the text, a translation, and discussion, see Joseph GilJ, \"Isidore's En-

cyclical Letter from Buda,\" AOSBM ser. 2, sec. 2, 4 (1963),pp. 1-8 [first

published in PSRL, vo1. 6 (St. Petersburg, 1851), pp. 159-60].)))
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3
Akty istoricheskie vol. 1, no. 259, p. 488. For the scant information on the

Ruthenian reception of Isidore, see Anatol Lewicki, \"Unia florencka w
Polsce,\" Rozpra\037vy Akadenlii Umiejetno.fci. Wydzial HistorycZllo-Filozoficzny

38 [ser. 2, 13 ] (Cracow, 1899), pp. 205-274, especially 242-43; Bohdan

Buchyns'kyi, HStudit z istoril tserkovnoi' unit,\" ZNTSh 85 (1908):21-42; 86

(1908): 5-30.

4 Adolf Ziegler, Die Union des Konzils von Florenz il1 der rllssischen Kirche

(Wtirzburg, 1938), p. 131.

5 The text of the charter can be deduced from its 1504 confirmation by King

Alexander; see Akta Aleksandra, kr6la polskiego, \037vielkiego ksif:cia Utewskiego
i t. d. (1501-1506), ed. Fryderyk Papee (Cracow, 1927), no. 233, pp. 390-93;
other versions of the text have been published, based on later confirmations or
without a clear indication of the source (Chodynicki, Kosci61, p. 95n 1).
6 The most recent major contribution on the reception and legacy of the Union

of Florence in the Ruthenian Church is Ihor Moncak, Florentine Ecumenism in

the Kyivan Church (Rome, 1987) [=Opera Graeco-Catholicae Academiae

Theologicae, 53-54]; for appreciative and critical comment, see my review
article \"How Long Did the Union of Florence Survive in the Kievan

Metropolitanate? Reflections on a Recent Argument,\" HUS 17(1/2) 1993: 138-
48. For narrative accounts of developments in the Ruthenian Church after the
Florentine union, see Chodynicki, Kosci61, pp. 49-72; and Oscar [Oskar]
Halecki, From Florence to Brest (1439-1596) in Sacrum P%niae Millennhl1n

5 (Rome, 1958): 1-444, and separately (Harnden, Conn., 1968), pp. 33-140;
(cf., however, Ihor Sevcenko's critical comments regarding Halecki's study in

Slavic Revie\037v 20 [1961]: 523-27). Concerning the commemoration of the

unionist Patriarch Gregory Mammas in Ruthenian liturgical texts, see Mykhailo
Vavryk [Michael Wawryk], \"Florentiis'ki uniini tradytsil v KYlvs'kii Mytropoli\"i
1450-60 IT.,\" AOSBM sere 2, sec. 2, 4 (1963): 329-62. For the reaction in

Moldova, see A. Auner, \"La Moldavie au Concile de Florence,\" Echos d'Orient
7(1904): 321-28; 8(1905): 5-12,72-77,129-37.

7 For Muscovy's reaction to the Union of Florence, see Ziegler, Die Union

des Konzils VOIl Florenz; Jan Krajcar, \"Simeon of Suzdal's Account of the
Council of Florence,\" OCP 39 (1979): 103-30; Michael Chemiavsky, \"The

Reception of the Council of Florence in Muscovy,\" Church History 25 (1955):
347-59\037 and Gustave AIel', \"Muscovy and the Council of Florence,\" Slavic

Review 20 (1962): 389-401.
8

During one of his Ruthenian sojourns, Isidore ordained to the episcopal see

of V olodymyr and Brest a certain Danyil in 1451. Danyil went to Moscow
where he repudiated the profession of faith as expressed before Isidore, de-
nounced the Florentine council, and pledged to maintain allegiance to lona the

metropolitan in Moscow upon returning to his own diocese; see Russkii

feodal'llyi Qrkhiv: XIV-pervoi treti XVI veka, 5 vols. in 4, ed. Andrei Ivanovich

Pliguzov et al. (Moscow, 1988),vol. 3, no. 36, pp. 685-88. Danyil promised not
to administer the sacrament of matrimony to any Orthodox who married Latin)))
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or Armenian partners. According to his oath Roman Catholics and Armenians
would not be acceptable by Orthodox as godparents. Danyil' s further fate is

unknown.

9 Based on a comparison of six extant charters issued by lona between

December 1448 and December 1450,Pliguzov hypothesizes that initially the

metropolitan preferred using the short title HMetropolitan of Rus'\" without the
name of his cathedral see, until he was recognized in Kyivan lands by King
Kazimierz in 1450.He cites the example in RIB, vol. 6, no. 65, col. 548.

However, in a 1448 circular letter informing the \"princes, nobles, boiars,

namistnyks, voevodas\" in the Lithuanian Grand Duchy of his assumption of

the metropolitanate, lona does use the title \"Metropolitan of Kyiv and All

Rus',\" RIB, vol. 6, no. 64, cols. 539-42. Cf. no. 66, cols. 543-56\037 no. 68, cols.

566-70. See Andrei Pliguzov, HO n the Title \037Metropolitan of Kiev and All

Rus','\" HUS 15(3/4) 1991:344 and note 20.

10 Kazimierz did not, however, grant lona jurisdiction in the \"Galician

metropo1itanate\"; cf. RIB vol. 6, no. 67, cols. 563-66, and no. 68, col. 70.
lona's request (in the latter document, dated 1451) for jurisdiction in the
Galician metropolitanate is a rare reference to the tradition of this institution.
For speculation as to Kazimierz's motivation, see Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, pp.
406-408.

II
Mykola Chubatyi, Istoriia khrystyianstva na Rusy-Ukraiili, 2 vols. (Rome-

New York, 1965-76)\037 vol. 2, pp. 221-50; Documenta Pontiftcll1n, vol. 1\037no.

80, pp. 138-39.

12
Ha]ecki argues plausibly that Isidore played a leading role in the nomina-

tion of a separate metropolitan for Ukrainian and Belarusian lands and ad-
duces this putative advocacy as further indication that Isidore was well re-
ceived in Lithuania and Poland, and therefore did not later, when he went to
Rome, ignore the concerns of the Kyivan metropo]itanate, Oskar [Oscarl

Halecki, \"The Ecclesiastical Separation of Kiev from Moscow in 1458,\"

Studien zur iilterell Geschichte Osteuropas 1 (1956): 21. See also Michael

Wawryk, \"Quaedam nova de provisione metropoliae Kioviensis et

Moscoviensis ann. 1458-9,\" AOSBM ser. 2, sec. 1, 4 (1963): 9-26; and

Bohdan Buchyns'kyi, \"Studii' z istorii' tserkovnoi' uni'i (Mytropolyt Hryhorii)\"
ZNTSh 88 (1909): 5-22. For the papal documents concerning the nomination,
see Documenta PontiflCUl11, vol. 1, no. 82-86, pp. 145-51. The papal docu-
ments use the title \"archbishop\" in designating the head of the Kyivan Church

(\"ecclesia Chieuensis [sic],\" p. 149) or Ruthenian \"metropolitan Church\"

(\"ecclesi(a] metropolitan[a],\" p. 146).
13 In a subsequent letter of recommendation Pius refers to Gregory as \"Arch-

bishop of Kyiv and All Rus'\" (Archiepiscopu[ sJ Chiennens[isJ et totius
Russie), Documenta POlltiftCUI1Z, vol. 1, no. 93, p. 157.

14 The papal document, names the diocesan seats: Briansk, Smolensk,
Polatsk, Turau, Luts'k\037 V olodymyr, Peremyshl', Kholm, and Halych
(Documenta PontifiCUl11, vol. I, no. 82, p. 146).)))
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15
RIB, vol. 6, no. 89, cols. 671-74.

16 See Ludomir Bienkowski, \"Organizacja Kosciola wschodniego w Polsce,\"
Kosci61 \\v Polsce, vol. 2, Wieki XVI-XVIII (Cracow, 1969), pp. 796-97.
Consult also Ivan Mikhailovich Pokrovskii, Russkie eparkhii v XVI-XVII vv.

Ikh otkrytie, sostav i predely. Opyt tserkovno-istoricheskogo, statisticheskogo
i geograficheskogo issledovaniia (Kazan', 1897), vol. 1, pp. 28-41, 388-407,
which includes maps and a table of the historical development of eparchies.
See also Blazejowskyj, Hierarchy o.f the Kyivan Church. For discussions of

indi vidual dioceses, see Leonid Sonevyts'kyi, Ukrai'ns 'kyi iepyskopat

Peremys'kor i Kholms'koi' eparkhii v XV-XVI st. (Rome, 1955) (AOSBM ser.

2, sec. 1, 6); Antonii Dobrians'kyi, Istoriia iepyskopov trekh soiedynennykh

ieparkhii, Peremyshskoi, Samborskoi y Sanotskoi, od naidavniishykh vremen

do 1794 h., vol. 1 (L'viv, 1893).
17

Documenta Pontifictlln, vol. 1, no. 91, pp. 155-56.

18 See RIB, vol. 6, nos. 80, 81, 84, 85, 87, 88; cols. 615-26, 631-40, 645-70.

19
RIB, vol. 6, no. 95, col. 689. Pliguzov surmises that lona had adopted the title

Metropolitan of Kyiv and Al1 Rus', when he was recognized by Kazimierz, and

continued to use it, along with the short title (see RIB, vol. 6, cols. 683-84,
where in a 1461 document Gennadii, bishop of Tver', uses the short form

repeatedly in reference to the deceased lona), until] 461, the year of his death;
see Pliguzov, \"On the Title 'Metropolitan of Kiev and All Rus','\" pp. 343-44.

20 laroslav Nikolaevich Shchapov, ed. Vostochnoslavianskie i iuzhno-
slavianskie rukopisnye knigi v sobraniiakh Pol'skoi Narodnoi Respubliki

(Moscow, 1976), vol. 2, Appendix, no. 52, pp. 145--47.

21
Concerning the late (i.e., 1110dern) development of the restrictive, mutually

exclusive connotation of the ternlS \"Catholic\" and \"Orthodox,\" see Vittorio
Peri, \"Le vocabulaire des relations entre les Eglise d'Occident et d'Orient

jusqu' au XVIe siecle,\" Irenikon 65 (1992): 194-99.
22

For a survey of Greek Orthodox theological concerns and emphases for the

years ] 453-1629, see Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, pp. 79-180.

Podskalsky has outlined the relationship between the theology of Kyivan Rus'
and Byzantium in the medieval period; see his Christentum und theologische
Literatur in der Kiever Rus' (988-1237) (Munich, 1982).
23

For a discussion of Rus' polemical literature, see Andrei Nikolaevich

Popov, Istoriko-literaturnyi obzor drevnerusskikh polemicheskikh sochinenii

protiv latinian (Xl-XV v.) (Moscow, 1875; reprint, London, 1972), and the

monographic review of Popov's book by Aleksei Stepanovich Pavlov,
Kriticheskie 0pYty po istorii drevneishei greko-russkoi polemiki protiv latinian

(St. Petersburg, 1878); see also Podskalsky, Christentum und theologische
Literatur in der Kiever Rus' (988-1237), pp. 170-85. For a general discussion
of the relations between Kyivan Rus' and Latin Christendom, see Senyk,

History of the Church, pp. 298-326.)))
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24 These factors have yet to be systematically (and dispassionately) explored.

Such a study entailing a comprehensive interpretation of Ukrainian history in a

very broad context perhaps can be undertaken now that formerly Soviet re-

positories of sources are accessible and methodological sharing between

scholars from East and West is possible.

25 See Chemiavsky, \"Reception of the Council of Florence,\" pp. 350-57;

Sevcenko, \"Intellectual Repercussions,\" pp. 306-309, 319n8.

26
See, for example, Georges Florovsky's Puti russkogo bogosloviia (Paris,

1937); English translation Ways of Russian Theology, 2 vols. (Belmont, Mass.,

1979-1987) [=Collected Works of Georges Florovsky, vols. 5-6] in which the

author using the Greek patristic period as a model, considers most of East
Slavic history theologically fruitless or counterproductive, discounts the Rus'

period almost completely, and generally disparages the dynamic but \"pseudo-
morphous\" early-modem (especially seventeenth-century) ecclesiastical and

theological developments in Ukraine and Belarus'. For a critique of Florovsky,
see Francis J. Thomson, \"Peter Mogila's Ecclesiastical Reforms and the
Ukrainian Contribution to Russian Culture. A Critique of Georges Florovsky's
Theory of the 'Pseudomorphosis of Orthodoxy,'\" Slavica Gandensia 20

(1993): 67-119; Frank E. Sysyn, \"Peter Mohyla and the Kiev Academy in
Recent Western Works: Divergent Views on Seventeenth-Century Ukrainian

Culture,\" The Kiev Mohyla Academy. Comnlemorating the 350th Anniversal)'
of Its Founding (1632), HUS 8(] /2) 1984: 160-70.
27

There are, for example, no original charters from the metropolitans of Kyiv

extant from before the late sixteenth century; see Pliguzov, \"On the Title

'Metropolitan of Kiev and All Rus','\" p. 342. For a general discussion of the

sources for the history of the patriarchate of Constantinople after the Ottoman

conquest and of the contemporary Kyivan metropolitanate, see Appendix 1.
28 For a critique of the dubious identification of Archimandrite Makarii with
the later Metropolitan Makarii (1495-97), see Makarii, vol. 9, p. 82. Moncak,
Florentine EClullenisnl, pp. 225\037 245n, follows HaleckL FrOln Florence to
Brest, pp. 108, 111, in positing that they are one and the same. Halecki,

however, does not in any way substantiate this identification.

29
The letter was first published in 1605 by Ipatii (Potii), then Uniate metro-

politan of Kyiv \037and subsequently inter alia by Stepan Timofeevich Golubev
in Arkhiv luZR, vol. 7\037pt. 1 (Kyiv, 1887), pp. 197-231\037 text and commentary.
Its most recent publication is in MUH, vol. 9-10, no. 4, pp. 5-55, where the
two manuscript versions in the Vatican Library are compared with Golubev's
edition. An early-seventeenth-century Latin translation, also from the Vatican
Library, is supplemented. Concerning the letter's signatories, see Halecki,
From Florence to Brest, pp. 101-102, 111. The letter's authenticity was

questioned by Orthodox polemicists soon after its publication. For references
to nineteenth-century scholarly views concerning the authenticity of Mysail' s
letter, see Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, p. 532; and Chodynicki, Kosci()l, p. 66n3.

Bohdan Buchyns'kyi disputes the idea that Mysail was ever nominated metro-)))
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politan, questions the authenticity of other signatures, and argues that the letter
we have today was falsified at the beginning of the seventeenth century,
probably by Ipatii, on the basis of a document composed in 1500, in Metro-

politan losyf's time. In a review of Kazimierz Lewicki, Ksiqit: KonstGnty

Ostrogski a unia brzeska 1596 r. (L'viv, 1933) [=Archiwum Towarzystwa
Naukowego we Lwowie, sec. 2, vol. 11, fasc. 1], in K}-vartalnik Historyczny 48
(1934): 962, Chodynicki reverses his view on the authenticity (from for to

against) following lan Fijalek. Fijalek's \"Los unii florenckiej w Wielkim
Ksi\037stwie Litewskim za Kazimierza Jagielloflczyka,\" SpraH

10zdania Z

Czynnosci i Posiedzel1 Polskiej Akadelnii Umiejt:tl1osci 33 (1934): 21-25, is,
however, only a resume of a presentation that does not relate the argument
fully. A more recent voice concerning the authenticity of the letter is that of

Ihor Sevcenko: \"on p. 227 [Golubev's edition; p. 27 in MUH] its signatories
declared their hope 'always standing on these eight holy and blessed steps

[i.e., adhering to the decisions of the eight Ecumenical Councils, including

that of Florence] to partake of the blessed expectance of the future eighth
millennium.' Such a relatively obscure simile can hardly be imputed to a late-

sixteenth-century falsifier. On the contrary the meaning of the eighth millen-
nium was familiar to people living shortly before the crucial year 7000 (A.D.
1492),the date of the anticipated end of the world\"; see \"Intellectual Reper-
cussions,\" p. 318n74. That the document could not have been a seventeenth-

century forgery and that it must be considered authentic emerges from the

identification of an early-sixteenth-century codex that includes a copy of it.
The manuscript was found in the Smolensk Regional Museum (Krae-

vedcheskii). See the discription of the codex by Gennadii Vladimirovich
Semenchenko, \"Neopublikovannye gramoty sbomika SOKM 9907,\" Russkii

feodal'llyi arkhiv vol. 3, pp. 626-30. Concerning the contents of the letter, see
Petro B. T. Bilaniuk, \"The Five-Hundredth Anniversary of the Letter of
Misael, Metropolitan-Elect of Kiev, to Pope Sixtus IV (1476-1976),\" and his

\"A Theological Analysis of the Letter of Misael, Metropolitan-Elect of Kiev,
to Pope Sixtus IV (1476-1976) on Its Five-Hundredth Anniversary,\" in his
Studies in Eastern Christianity (Munich-Toronto, 1982), vol. 2, pp. 129-41,

145-56 [=Ukrainian Free University, Monographs, no. 25].
30

MUH, vol. 9-10, p. 8. According to Moncak (Florentine Ecumenism, p. 203),
\"Vicar of Christ\" is among the titles in the extended litany with which the letter
addresses Sixtus. The Church Slavonic-Middle Ruthenian reads: \"

. . . 6JIa)l(eH-

HOt.1Y CMKCTY, CB.HTbUI BCeJIeHCKi.H C060P'hHbl.H anOCTOJIbCKi}1 UepKBH,

BltKapilO HaMJJ;OCToHH'ttirnoMY BO nep'hBbIX, CB}1\037eHHhIXD qblHoHa t laJIi}1

CBtT JIOCH}1IOI.I.J;eMY npocB'I;I.I.J;eHieM'h . . . ,\" ibid., p. 8. However, it is only the
Latin translation that makes the nature of the vicariate more specific:

\"
. . . beato

Sixto, sanctae universalis Ecclesiae Christi Vicario. Qui a sanctissimo et summo
omnium lumine altissima intelligentia . . . illustratus\" (p. 31).

31 \"11 OT Hero HCTeKalOT 1.IoTbIpe peKH Hana.HlOlll.lf BC}1KY TBap'h. . . Qpe3'b. .
QOTbIpe BCeJIeHCKl.H naTplap'hXH YTBep)KeHbIX'h CB}1TbI.H CTOJInbI BOCTOQHbUI

uepKBH. OT HHX'h )Ke peK. . . MhI BCH HanO}1Xot.-lC}1, CYlll.iH 3JJ;e Ha cTpaHc)))
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CeBep\"bHott npl1JIe.IKaIQott K\"b BOCTOKOM\"b, HMYI.I.J;I1 B\"b Hett BC.HK\"b ,n;OBOJIb

H3'b06HJI\"b BO BCtM'b K\"b HaCbIlUeHilO ,l:\\ywaM HalllbIM . . . OT He.H [i.e., the water]
elO)I(e oMbIBaeMl>C.H H KpelUeHieM CB5ITbIM\"b ot.IHlUaeMC.H. 11 OCBell(aeM\"bC.H Ii

npOCBell(aeMCJI . . . E.H)I(e BO,l:\\bI ell(e H3MJIa,l:\\a cYll(e 06bIKOXOM\"b nHTH BO BC.H

,n;HH )l(HBOTa Halllero, II MbI H OTUbI HallIH H OTUbI OTUOB HallJHXl>\037 ,l:\\a)Ke H ,n;o

,l:\\HelllHero ,lJ;H5I. A npOtIHXl> HHbIXl> BO,l:\\\"b He 06bIKOXOM BKYlllaTH CYMH.Hll(eC.H

K Heli, .HKO npOTHBHa CYTb eCTeCTBOMl> HallIbIM\"b. Cero pa,l:\\H .MOJIHM\"b T.H 0

BJIa,n;HKO OHY BO,l:\\Y nepBYIO\037 nOlllJIH HaM\"b qeTBepOCTpyUHbIX\"b CHX\"b

6bICTpbfHb\" (MUH, vol. 9-10, pp. 21-22), in part quoted by Moncak,

Florentine Ecumenisnl, pp. 203-204 from Arkhiv luZR, vol. 7, pt. 1, pp. 219-20.

32
\"HtcTb 60 pa3HbCTBi.H 0 XpHcTe rpeKOM\"b H pbIMJI.HHOM, H HaM\"b CYIQHM\"b

pociitcKHM'b CJIaB.HHOM'b, BCH e,l:\\IIHO TO)K\"b CYTb. B HeM\"b)l(e KTO 3BaHl> 6bICTb,

B TOM'b ,l:\\a npe6bIBaeTb, Ka)l(,lJ;O BO CBoeM qbIHY, BCHMl> )Ke HaMo HaqaTOK\"b

XPHCTOC\" (MUH, pp. 9-10, p. 12). Elsewhere hal1110ny is argued on the basis

of a common fallen state: \"HtCTb 60 pa3HcTBa, BCH 60 corptllIaeM\"b H

J1HllJaeMC5I CJIaBbI EO)l(bIJI\" (ibid., p. 17).
33

\"MbI 60 BCH BtpyeM\"b H HcnoBt,n;yeMD 6bITH Te6t BCeHaCBJlrlttllIaro

nacTbIpa H BCeJIeHCKaro BCeHaqaJIHttlllJarO, cTaptttwblHY BCHMD CYll(bIM\"b

CBeLQeHHbIM\"b OTueM\"b, H npaBOCJ1aB\"bHbIM\"b naTplapXOMl> BepXOB\"bHarO

npaoTua, H nO,lJ;KJIaH.HeMl> r JIaBbI HallIa co BC.HKHMo nOCJIywallleM'b
6J1arOBOHHbIM\"b, He OT HY)I(,l:\\a, HH OT CKop6H, HO OT BtpbI\" (MUH, vol. 9-10,
p. 13).

34 \"TaKO BtpyeM\"b, TaKO HcnoBt,l:\\yeM\"b . . . LJ:yxa )Ke CB.HTarO paBHa KynHo

HCXO,lJ;.HLQa OT OTua npe)l(,l:\\e, Ta)f(,l:\\e H CbIHa e,lJ;iHo\0371'b ,lJ;yxHoBeHieMl> . . .
H

(MUH, vol. 9-10, p. 18). About Florence, pp. 15, 19,27.
35

MUH, vol. 9-10, p. 19.
36

Moncak, Florentine Ecunlenism, p. 206.
37

The letter filled sixty-two pages in the Vatican Library manuscript, BA V,
Vat. Slav. 12 fols. 23

f-54 v
; MUH, vol. 9-10, p. 5.

38 PSRL, vol. 24, p. 195; vol. 6, p. 233, In Constantinople in the 1460s and
1470s the pattern of contention and payment for patriarchal enthronement

became fil111ly established. Bidding wars among rival Greek candidates esca-
lated the amount of the fee. Raphael, of Serbian origin, upped the ante by

volunteering an annual payment of two thousand gold pieces. The metropoli-

tan of Herakleia (Thrace), traditionally responsible for ordaining or consecrat-
ing newly appointed patriarchs of Constantinople, declined to install Raphael,

who in the end was consecrated by the metropolitan of Ankyra (mod. Ankara).

However, many Greek bishops did not acknowledge him as patriarch, and

misgivings concerning the lawfulness of his accession to the throne persisted.

Raphael also encountered difficulty in meeting payments to the sultan, who
solved the problem by deposing Raphael after a one-year incumbency. Con-

cerning the instability in the patriarchate from the mid-1460s to the mid-1480s

and the circumstances surrounding Raphael's enthronement, see Turco-)))
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graecia, pp. 24-25, 33-34, 124-38; cf. Runciman, Great Church in Captivity,
pp. 193-95.

39 See the episcopal oath in use under Metropolitan Simeon of Moscow

( 1495-1511) in which the ordinand disavows Isidore, Gregory, and \"Spiridon,

called Satan, who solicited ordination in Constantinople, in the region of the

godless Turks from the pagan emperor [sultan] . .. and any other metropolitan
after him who happens to be ordained by the Latin[s] or in the region of the

Turkish [sultan],\" Russkiifeodal'nyi arkhiv, vol. 3, no. 38, p. 690. It seems that

Spiridon was being rejected as a Turkish agent. About Spiridon, see Shpakov,
Gosudarstvo i Tserkov', vol. 1, pp. 229-44; Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, pp. 410-11;

and Makarii, vol. 9, pp. 63-68.

40 There remains the case of a Metropolitan Galaktion, nominated after

Mysail's death by Patriarch Maximos III (1476-82) but not accepted by King
Kazimierz, who, in turn, put forth Symeon, a candidate apparently selected by
the Ruthenian synod. Concerning the ephemeral Galaktion, absent from most
lists of Kyivan metropolitans, see Buchyns'kyi, \"StudiI z istori'j tserkovnoY

uniY,\" 90 (1909): 22; Halecki, From Florence to Brest, p. 106.

41
Given the paucity of sources for this period, the dates are approximate; see

Blazejowskyj, Hierarchy of the Kyivan Church, pp. 180-81. A recent survey

provides brief compendia on Kyivan metropolitans from 1458 to 1596. See
Vasyl' Irynarkhovych Ul'ianovs'kyi, Istoriia tserkvy ta relihiinoi' dUlnky v

Ukra;;'!i. U tr'okh knyhakh, vol. 1, Seredyna XV-kinets' XVI stolittia. (Kyiv,

1994), pp. 43-78. The confirmation of Symeon by Patriarch Maximos III is

mentioned by Zakhariia Kopystens'kyi in his Palil1odiia; see Lev Krevza's
Obrona iednosci cerkiewney and Zaxarija Kopystens'kyj's Palinodija, intro.

by Omeljan Pritsak and Bohdan Struminsky (Cambridge, Mass., 1987), pp.
515-16 [=HLEUL, Texts, 3]. For the text and discussion of the synod's letter

requesting patriarchal confil111ation of lona, see Varvara Pavlovna Peretts,
\"Chelobitnaia 0 blagoslovenii na Kievskuiu i vseia Rusi mitropoliiu

arkhiepiskopa Polotskogo lony Glezny,\" Universitetskie izvestiia (Kyiv) 44

(1904) 10: 1-6. The evidence for Makarii' s election by synod is circumstan-

tial, rather than direct. For Patriarch Nephon's confirmation of Makarii issued

in response to a request from the metropolitan and from Grand Duke

Aleksander delivered to Constantinople by a monk named Dionysii, see
Russkii feodal'nyi arkhiv, vol. 3, no. 20, pp. 633-35. Iosyf was appointed by

Aleksander, Suprasl'skaia rukopis' soderzhashchaia Novgorodskuiu i
Kievskuiu sokrashchennye letopis;, ed. Mikhail Andreevich Obolenskii (Mos-

cow, 1836), p. 146; see, Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, pp. 411-14; Chodynicki,
KOL\037ci61, pp. 68-72.

42
Suprasl'skaia rukopis', pp. 142-43. Constantinopolitan dissatisfaction with

the manner in which Makarii was seated, although not explicit in the

patriarch's letter of confirmation, can be inferred from the emphatic \"joy\"

expressed at the request for confirmation wl)ich should precede every installa-
tion of a metropolitan.)))
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Evstegneevich Golubinskii, Kratkii ocherk istorii pravoslavnykh tserkvei

bolgarskoi, serbskoi i rUlnynskoi ili 1110ldo-valaslzskoi (Moscow, 1871), pp.

106-45; Dimitri Obolensky, \"The Empire and its Northern Neighbours,\"
Canzbridge Medieval HistofY, (new ed.), vol. 4, pt. 1 , pp. 473-518; and
Mihailo J. Dinis, .'The Balkans, 1018-1499,\" ibid., pp. 519-66.

54 Giles Fletcher's stay in Moscow closely coincided with Jeremiah's.
Fletcher arrived in Moscow 5 December/25 November, 1588, and left 16/6

May 1589,Of the Russe Conl111011wealth by Giles Fletcher 1591.Facsinlile

Edition }vith Variants. With an introduction by Richard Pipes and a glossary-
index by John V. A. Fine, Jr. (Cambridge, Mass, 1966), pp. 16-17. Fletcher's
complaints about his reception and internment in Moscow are registered in his

report on the embassy, published as Appendix A, ibid., pp. 43-53. Fletcher
recorded some comments concerning Jeremiah. He had the mistaken notion
that Jeremiah had visited Rome and was acting in concert with the papacy, and
thus with the Habsburgs, to draw Muscovy into a war against the Turks.
Fletcher was also mistaken in thinking that at the time he was writing his book,
Patriarch Jeremiah was in Naples. According to Fletcher, Jeremiah wanted to

move the patriarchate of Constantinople to Muscovy to free it from the Turks.
Because Jeremiah insisted on the right to appoint his own successor, the
Muscovites had Iov raised to the patriarchate (ibid., facsimile 79 V

-82
Y

).

55 See Appendix 2 above. Greek original in Sathas, Biographikon
schediasllza, Appendix, pp. 21-22.

56 About Maxim see Vladimir Stepanovich Ikonnikov, Maksim Grek i ego
vrenzia, 2nd ed. (Kyiv, 1915); Elie Denisoff, Maxinze Ie Grec et l'Occidellt
(Paris, 1943);Jack V. Haney, Fronz Italy to Muscovy. The L\037fe and Works of
Maxiln the Greek (Munich, 1973); and Nina Vasil'evna Sinitsyna, Maksi1n
Grek v Ross;; (Moscow, 1977).
57 \"

. . . [l1epeMH5I] npl1rOBOpMJI, LITO OH Ha naTpMaprnecTBo BJ1a\037HMepcKoe If

MOCKoBcKoe 11 Bcea PyC\"\" 6JIarOCJIOBMTh 11 nOCTaBHT 113 pOCHJfCKOrO c060py,
Koro 6J1arOyeCTHBWO Benl1Kl1n rocy\037apb uapb 11 BeJlHKH\037 KH5I3b \037e\037op

I1BaHoBH1.1 Bcea PYCHH caMo,n;ep)l(eu npOM3BOJlIiT\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 39).
58 \"

. . . H Bnepe\037D 6J1arOCJIOBeHbe CBoe \037aCT, 1.ITO Bnepe\037 naTpHapxoM
nOCTaBJI\037TI1Cb 3\037eCH B POCH\037CKOM uapcTBe OT MI1TpOnOflHTOB, H OT

apXHenHCKonOB, If enl1CKOnOB no 1.fHHY naTpHaprnecKoMY, KaK 0 TOM 1.fHH

06\037ep)l(HT\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 39).

59 \"A ero 6bI rocy \037apb 6J1arOQeCTHBbIit 11 XpHCT0J1106HBbIti uapb

nO)l(a.T1OBaJl, OTnYCTHJI BO UapbrOpO,lJ,\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 39). According
to Arsenios, the Muscovites beseeched Jeremiah to stay. He begged off, citing

his responsibilities in Constantinople and suggested that someone else be

installed as patriarch. The tsar was saddened by Jeremiah's response and tried

to convince him to stay, through the efforts of the \"marvelous, most learned,
honest, virtuous, and most renowned\" Shchelkalov. The patriarch expressed

his desire to return as soon as possible as well as \"to fulfill the will of the tsar)))
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sion of Joachim's document of confinnation (dated 1 September 1499) is

published in Rllsskii feodal 'nyi arkhiv, vol. 3, no. 21, pp. 636-38.

50 Halecki, From Florence to Brest, p. 112. Halecki argues that \"the policies

of the Patriarchate were. . . dictated by reasons of expediency: under Turkish

rule no contact with the Holy See was possible, but Eastern Churches in free

Catholic countries could make an agreement with the First Rome without

necessarily breaking with the Second one which continued to exist as [a]
religious center under the Mohammedan Sultans, though in very precarious
conditions. \"

51
PSRL, vol. 8, pp. 238-39. Buchyns'kyi argues that, up to this point,

Aleksander had not tried to force his wife to con vert to Catholicism as one
Shestakov, a Muscovite agent at the court of the Lithuanian grand duke,
maintained in his report to Ivan III; see \"Zmahannia do unii\",\" pp. 84-85.

52 For general data on Muscovy in this period, including its conflicts with
Poland and Lithuania and the defection of nobility from Poland and Lithuania,
see Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Zimin, Rossiia na poroge novogo vremeni.

(Ocherki politicheskoi istorii Rossii pervoi treti XVI v.) (Moscow, 1972); also
Oswald P. Backus, Motives of West Russian Nobles in Deserting Lithuaniafor
Moscow, 1377-1514 (Lawrence, Kans., 1957).

53 The prescript was framed as a general confirmation of a putative eleventh-

century document issued by Grand Prince laroslav, which had been presented

to the grand duke: AZR, vol. 1, no. 166, pp. 189-92. About the late (fifteenth-
century?) origin of the svytok of laroslav, see Makarii, vol. 9, p. 127; cf.

Buchyns'kyi, \"Zmahannia do uni\"i,\" bk. 5, pp. 70-72.

54
Theiner, Vetera Monll1nenta, vol. 2, no. 296, pp. 267-68. Regarding Iosyf's

letter and the mission to Rome, see Moncak, Florentine Ecumenism, pp. 207-
26; 252-70. Moncak proposes that Ciolek in fact subverted the mission by

cautioning the pope concerning the unreliability of the Ruthenians' adherence
to a Catholic faith; ibid., pp. 213-14, 262.
55 About Ciolek and his role in mitigating any enthusiam in Rome for direct

papal contacts with the Ruthenians (without Polish intermediaries), see

Moncak, Florentine ECll1nenisl11, pp. 212-15, and Petro B. T. Bilaniuk, The

Fifth Lateran Council (1512-1517) and the Eastern Churches (Toronto,
1975), pp. 33-34.

56 Documenta Pontificum, vol. 1, no. 102,pp. 175-78; no. 104, pp. 180-82.
For a discussion of Pope Alexander VI's response to losyf's initiative, par-
ticularly to these two letters, see Florentine EClll11enisnl, pp. 252-70. By

pointing out textual similarities, Moncak develops the thesis, first proposed
indirectly by J6zef Tretiak, Piotr Skarga w dziejach i literaturze unii brzeskiej

(Cracow, 1912), pp. 21-22, that the pope was influenced by the Elucidarius in
fonnulating his responses, Florentine Ecumenism, pp. 255-56, 260, 263, 265-
66.)))
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57 \"Curandum nobis est, ne ecclesie congregatio constupretur dogmatum
varietate . . . Consu1tum tunc magis. . . ovile sanum et immaculatum, prout

tenuimus, custodire, quam labe aliqua heresis aut alio morbo infidelitatis

pollutas oves admittendo incolumitatem ovilis nostri corrumpere,\" DOCUI1lenta

Pontificum, vol. 1, no. 102, p. 176.
58 For a list of papally appointed patriarchs and vicars of Constantinople, see

Appendix 4 and Dictionnaire d'izistoire et de geographie ecc/esiastiques, s.v.

\"Constantinople. Eglise catholique,\" vol. 13, p. 746.

59 \"
. . . nee possumus eidem tanquam Metropolitano de huiusmodi

petitionibus morem gerere, nisi provisionem de Metropoli predicta, renuntiato

per eum provisioni vel perfectioni, quam aliunde habuisset a nobis et sede
apostolica acceperit\" (Documenta Pontificum, p. 177); see also no. 104,
p. 180.

60 Documenta Pontificllln, vol. 1, no. 105,p. 182-83.

61 Documenta Pontificum, vol. 1,no. 106,pp. 183-85 (cited phrase on p. 184)

and no. 107, pp. 185-86 (8 June 1501); no. 109, pp. 188-89 (26 November

1501).
62 In fact in the first letter to Grand Duke Aleksander the pope expresses

disillusion with the Florentine model of \"reduction\" to union:
\"

. .. huiusmodi
reductio iuxta diffinitionem predicti concilii Florentini sepius tentata,
et . . . interrupta extitit . . . \"

(Docllmenta Pontijicunl, vol. I, no. 104, p. 180).

63
Throughout the better part of the sixteenth century the papacy considered

the Florentine model of ecclesiastical unity viable for Eastern Christians in

Italy. Successive popes sought to protect the rights of Eastern Christians from
abuses of Latin clergy. As late as July 1562, Pius IV issued a papal brief to the
Greek bishop Timotheos of Grevena (within the jurisdiction of the archbishop
of Ohrid; today located in Greece), later apparently metropolitan of Agrigento,
guaranteeing the concessions, immunities, and liberties granted by Popes Leo
X (1513-21), Paul III ( 1534--49), Julius III (1550-55),and \"other papal prede-
cessors\" to Greek and Albanian hierarchs; see Vittorio Peri, \"I metropoliti
orientali di Agrigento,\" Bisanzio e I' [talia. Racco/ta di studi in memoria di

Agostino Pertllsi (Milan, 1982), pp. 274-321; text of the brief, p. 319. The

sixteenth-century fate of the Florentine tradition in Italian lands is outlined by

Peri, \"L' unione della Chiesa orientale con Roma.\"

64
Documenta Pontificunl, vol. 1, no. 114, pp. 201-204; for the earlier decree,

see above, pp. 24 and 296n62.
65

Although there is no reference to Ruthenians or to the Ruthenian Church,
Moncak considers that this bull embraces those preserving Florentine union in
the Kyivan metropolitanate, Florentine Ecumenism, p. 294.

66
For Sluts'kyi's letter and Clement's response, see MUH, vol. 1, no. 8, pp. 7-

8 (15 January 1529); Docunzenta Pontificum, vol. 1, no. 117, pp. 208-10 (27
November 1531).)))
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67 This point is argued convincingly by Moncak, Florentine Ecun1enism, pp.
226-308.
68

Sacranus (the name is derived from a Latinized version of his birthplace,

Oswi\037cim) studied in Cracow (1459-69) and in Italy (1470-75), ITIOStly in

Rome. When he returned to Cracow, he taught at the Faculty of Arts in the

academy and was twice dean before moving pennanently to the Faculty of

Theology. About Sacranus, see \"J an z Oswi\037cimia (1443-1527),\" article by

Hieronim Eugeniusz Wyczawski, Slowl1ik polskiclz teolog6w kato/ickich
(Warsaw, 1982), vol. 2, pp. 142-43; Po/ski SIO}-Vl1ik biograflczny, HJan z

Oswi\037cimia,\" article by Henryk Barycz, vol. 10, pp. 467-68.

69 Elucidarius errOrUlll ritlls Ruthenici (n.p., n.d.) The Elucidarius was re-

printed several times in the sixteenth century. It was republished in 1507 or
1508 as Errores atrocissimorum Ruthenorum (n.p., n.d.); see Buchyns'kyi,
\"Zmahannia do uni\"i,\" bk. 6, p. 51. The list of errors in the Elucidarius was
substantially reproduced by the Polish primate, Archbishop of Gniezno J an
Laski (or by someone in his suite), in a memorandum on the errors of the
Ruthenians intended for, but probably never submitted to, the Fifth Lateran

Council; published by Aleksandr I vanovich Turgenev, Historica Russiae
MOl1umenta, vol. 1 (St. Petersburg, 1841), pp. 123-27. Bilaniuk devotes con-
siderable space to the discussion of Laski's report, including commentary on
each of the listed errors. He provides an English translation of Laski's text and

compares the original Latin with the Elucidarius; see his F(fth Latera1l COU1l-

cil (1512-517) and the Eastern Churches, pp. 87-154. See also Jan Krajcar,
HA Report on the Ruthenians and Their Errors, Prepared for the Fifth Lateran
Council,\" OCP 29 (1963): 79-94. The list of errors along with other sections
of the Elucidarius were published again by Jan Lasicki, De Russorum,

Moscovitarum, et Tartarorum religione, sacrificiis, l1uptiartl1n, funerum ritu e
diversis scriptoribus (Spira, 1582), pp. 184-219: see Eugeniusz Jarra,
\"Tworczosc prawna duchowieflstwa polski ego (966-1800), \"Sacrunl Poloniae

Millennium, vol. 1 (Rome, 1954), p. 281 n 1. The Elucidarius was reproduced
in Alexander Gwagnin, Rerum Polonicarull1 tOlni tres (Frankfurt, 1584); cited

in Slo\037vnik polskich teolog6w katolickich, vol. 2, p. 143 (here the post que\"l

date of the Errores atrocissi1nortlln edition is given as 1527). For discussions

of the contents and impact of the Elucidarius, see Moncak, Florentine

ECll111enisl11, pp. 235-82.

70 \"
. . . Alberto dei gratia Episcopo Vilnen . . . , qui in Lithuania Vilne n. sedi

vigilantissime presidens, tumultuante turba Ruthenorum, tue Romaneque
ecclesie infensissimorum hostium circumseptus, velud agnus inter rapaces

lupos, a viris doc tis salutare semper presidium queris et expectas.
Qui. . . hortatus es me,.. . ut in scripturis Canonicis et sacre Theologie
Magistrorum determinationibus requirerem quid de abusu ritus Ruthenorum et

eorum erroribus iure foret senciendum; quorundam audacia provocatus, qui

(abs tua exempti obedientia) liberali voce in patulo concionantes, in urbe et

loco sedis tue Catholicanlm et Ruthenici ritus plebium astante corona Ritum et
Sacramenta eorum esse vera atque legittima asseverare ausi essent in)))
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confinnationem immo verius pertinacem obstinationem eorum in errore et
destationem ritus Romane Ecclesie scandalum denique iacturamque
communem fidei orthodoxe,\" quoted after Moncak, Florentine Ecumenism,

pp. 236-37; translation modified from that in his appendix, p. 345.

71 Moncak argues perceptively that the more favorable view of the Greeks
reveals that the work was written, not to draw a readership in Poland and
Lithuania away from a Greek orientation, but rather to demonstrate to an
audience familiar with the Greeks that the Ruthenians compared negatively
with them, and therefore could not be part of the Roman communion. Such an

audience could be found in Rome; see Florentine EClll11enisfn, pp. 239--41,
245--46.

72
Krajcar, \"A Report of the Ruthenians,\" p. 91.

73
Concerning the views among the Latin clergy in Poland and Lithuania that

Ruthenians converting to the Roman Church or entering into Roman obedi-

ence should be rebaptized, see Albert M. Ammann, \"Zur Geschichte der

Geltung der Florentiner Konzilsentscheidungen in Polen-Lithauen. Der Streit
tiber die Gtiltigkeit der 'Griechentaufe,'\" OCP 8 (1942): 289-316; Lewicki,
\"U nia florencka w Polsce,\" p. 236.

74 Moncak, Florentine ECllI11eni,wn, p. 219.

75
About the theme of the Council of Florence in the polemical literature at the

end of the sixteenth century, see Aleksander BrUckner, \"Spory 0 uni\037 w

dawnej literaturze,\" Kt;vartalnik Historyczny 10 (1896): 578-644; see also B.
Waczynski, \"NachkHinge der Florentiner Union in der polemischer Literatur
zur Zeit der Wiedervereinigung der Ruthenen,\" OCP 4 (1938): 441-72. Con-
cerning late-sixteenth-century Ruthenian use of Muscovite sources in the

composition of a polemical history of the union, see Bohdan Buchyns'kyi,

\"Slidy velykorus'kykh literaturnykh tvoriv pro fl'orentiis'ku uniiu ta
uriadovoho aktu moskovs'koho pravytel'stva v 'Istoril fl'orentiis'koho soboru'

1598 roku,\" ZNTSh 115 (1913): 23-28.)

Notes to Chapter 4)

1
Concerning the genesis of the Lithuanian state, its thirteenth-century struc-

ture, social composition, and economic life, see Henryk Lowmianski, Studia

nad poczqtkami spoleczel1stwa i panstwa litewskiego, 2 vols. (Vilnius, 1931-
32) and Lev Okinshevich, The Lat;v oj. the Grand Duchy of Lithuania: Back-

ground and Bibliography (New York, 1953). About the early history of the
Lithuanian state and the pressure of the Teutonic Order, see Lowmianski' s
studies reprinted in Prllsy-Li tu'a-K rzyiacy ed. Marceli Kosman (Warsaw,
1989), including his \"Agresja zakonu krzyzackiego na Litwt; w wiekach XII-

XV,\" Przeglqd Historyczny 45 (1954): 338-71; and \"Poczqtki i rola polityczna
zakon6w rycerskich nad Baltykiem w wieku XIII i XIV,\" in Pol.r;;ka w okresie

rozdrobienia feudalnego (Wroclaw, 1973),pp. 233-95. The last two are also

reprinted in his Studia nod dziejami SI0\"vial1szczyzny, Polski i Rusi \\1-' t;viekach)))

from the Greek fathers,

conducted jointly with other scholars. For basic biographical information on
the Zyzanii brothers, a listing of their bibliographies, and references to further
literature, see Leonid Iefremovych Makhnovets' Ukra ins 'ki pys'mennyky. 8io-

bibliohrajichnyi slovnyk. Vol. 1: Davnia ukraiils'ka literatura (Kyiv, 1960),

pp. 346-52.)))
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srednich (Poznan, 1986), pp. 499-582 [=Seria Historia. Uniwersytet Adama

Mickiewicza w Poznaniu, 113].Concerning the annexation of Rus' lands by

Poland and Lithuania, the decline of Rus' institutions in Ukraine and Belarus',
and Polish and Lithuanian administration of the Ruthenian lands up to the

beginning of the sixteenth century, see Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 4, pp. 3-337. For a
general discussion of the unions between Poland and Lithuania, see Oskar

[Oscar] Halecki, Dzieje uni; jagiellonskiej, 2 vols. (Cracow, 1919-20);Juliusz

Bardach, \"L'Union de Lublin. Ses origines et son role historique,\" Acta
Poloniae Historica 21 (1970): 69-92; Harry E. Dembowski, The Union of
Lublin: Polish Federalism in the Golden Age (Boulder, Colo., 1982)[=East

European Monographs, 116]. Concerning the Union of Lublin and contempo-

rary Ruthenian society, see Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 4, pp. 386-423; Jaroslaw
Pelenski, \"The Incorporation of the Ukrainian Lands of Old Rus' into Crown

Poland (1569). (Socio-Material Interest and Ideology-A Reexamination),\"
American Contributions to the Seventh International Congress of Slavists,

Warsaw, August 21-27,1973, vol. 3, History, ed. Anna Cienciala (Paris, 1973),
pp. 19-52 (with extensive bibliography of earlier literature); Oskar [Oscar]
Halecki. Przylqczenie Podlasia, Wolynia i Kijowszczyzny do Korony w roku

1569 (Cracow \0371915). See also Boris Nikolaevich Floria, Russko-pol'skie

otnosheniia i politicheskoe razvitie Vostochnoi Evropy vo vtoroi polovine XVI-
nachale XVII v. (Moscow, 1978), pp. 11-31. Frank E. Sysyn discusses a number
of central questions concerning the late-sixteenth-century Ruthenian elite in the
context of political and cultural developments in the Polish-Lithuanian Com-
monwealth after the Union of Lublin, \"The Problem of Nobilities in the
Ukrainian Past: The Polish Period, 1569-1648,\" Rethinking Ukrainian History,

ed. Ivan L. Rudnytsky (Edn10nton, 1981),pp. 29-102. See also the introductory

chapter in his Be/)\037'een Poland and the Ukraine: The Dileml1za of Adam Kysi!,
1600-/653 (Cambridge, Mass., 1985).A major contribution to the understand-

ing of the formation of a Ukrainian nobility in the late medieval and early-
modern period is Natalia Mykola'ivna Iakovenko, Ukrains'ka shliakhta z kintsia

XIV do seredyny XVII st.-Volyn' i tsentral'na Ukraina. Ky'iv, 1993. (See its

review by Frank Sysyn in the Journal of Ukrainian Studies 21 [1-2] 1996:274-
80.) For a discussion of the conversion of Ruthenian families to Roman
Catholicism, see P. Viktorovskii, Zapadl1o-rllsskie dvorianskie fan1ilii,
otpavshie ot pravoslaviia v kontse XVI i v XVII vv. (Kyiv, 1912); reprinted from

TKDA 1908-1911. Following Antoine Martel, La langue polonaise dans les

pays ruthenes-Ukraine et Russie Blanche, 1569-1667 (Lille, 1938), p. 289

[=Travaux et Memoires de l'Universite de LiIle. Nouvelle Serie: Droit et Lettre,
20], Henryk Litwin asserts that conversion to Catholicism was a result, not a

cause, of social and cultural Polonization. The Polonization processes in the

sixteenth century affected primarily the magnates; most of the Ruthenian

middle nobility maintained its cultural and religious allegiances through the

middle of the seventeenth century. See his \"Catholicization among the
Ruthenian Nobility and Assimilation Processes in the Ukraine during the Years

1569-1648,\" Acta Poloniae Historica 55 (1987): 57-83. Concerning the de-
mand of Ukrainian nobility that the Ruthenian language be used in official)))
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documents, see Wladyslaw Semkowicz, \"Po wcieleniu W olynia. (Nielegalny
zjazd w Lucku 1569 i sprawaj\037zykowa na Wolyniu),\" Ateneuln Wilenskie 2, no.
5-6 (1924):183-90. In his doctoral dissertation, Litwin argues that the Union of
Lublin in itself did not precipitate Polish colonization of Ukraine. Rather,
planned colonization began in the 1580s and 1590s, spurred by economic

processes and the administrative needs of Ruthenian magnates in V olhynia,

\"Naplyw szlachty polskiej na Ukraint; w latach 1569-1648,\"Ph.D. dissertation,

Warsaw, Institute of History, Polish Academy of Sciences (Warsaw, 1987).
2 See Mikhail Flegontovich Vladimirskii-Budanov's introduction to the
documents concerning sixteenth-century ecclesiastical benefices in Ukraine,
\"Tserkovnye imushchestva v lugo-Zapadnoi Rossii XVI veka,\" Arkhiv luZR,

vol. 4, pt. 8 (Kyiv, 1907), pp. 3-224; cf. Kazimierz Chodynicki, \"T.z. prawo

'podawania' w Cerkwi prawoslawnej na ziemiach Rzeczypospolitej w XV i

XVI w.,\" Sprawozdania Poznanskiego Towarzyst\\;va Przyjaci61 Nauk 5

(1931): 44-49. Chodynicki argues that the tenns \"podawanie, podawca\" do

not reflect the strictly canonical sense of the Latin terms \"ius collationis,

collator\" which referred to the granting of ecclesiastical office by proper

ecclesiastical authority. Rather, the term came to designate secular patronage
over ecclesiastical offices, and was used with this connotation in the royal
documents issued to appointees to offices in the Orthodox Church (see ibid., p.

45). The most recent study of civil patronage over the Ruthenian Church

presented in a broad comparative context can be found in Boris Nikolaevich
Floria, Otnosheniia gosudarstva i tserkvi u vostochnykh i zapadnykh slavian.

(Epokha srednevekov'ia) (Moscow, 1992).
3

Wac law Zajkin [Viacheslav Za\"ikyn], Zarys dziej6w ustroju Kosciola
wschodn io-slo}vianskiego, pt. 1, Podzial na okresy (L/vi v, 1939), p. 74

[=Archiwum Towarzystwa Naukowego we Lwowie, sec. 2, vol. 24, bk. 1].

4 This argument was put forth by Vladimirskii-Budanov, \"Tserkovnye
imushchestva,\" and following him, by Chodynicki; see, for example, \"Geneza

r6wnouprawnienia schyzmatyk6w w W. Ks, Litewskim. Stosunek Zygmunta
Augusta do wyznania grecko-wschodniego,\" Przeglqd Historyczny 22 (1919-

20): 68-69. Floria argues that the abuses in the sixteenth century that increas-

ingly characterized appointment to ecclesiastical office by civil authorities
was a function of the decline of governmental institutions in Poland and
Lithuania (see his Otnoshelliia gosudarstva).
5

About the military conflict in the 1560s between the two rivals, Ivan

Borzobohatyi- Krasens'kyi and Feodosii Lazovs'kyi, for the V olodymyr and
Brest bishopric, see Arkhiv luZR, vol. 1, pt. 1, nos. 4-6, pp. 7-17; Omitrii

Levitskii, \"Izvlecheniia iz dokumentov, otnosiashchikhsia ko vremeni

episkopov Vladimiro- Volynskikh loanna Borzobogatogo-Krasenskogo i

Feodosiia Lazovskogo (1563-1565 g,),\"Volynskiie eparkhial'nye vedolnosti.

Neofitsial'naia chast' 1872 (6): 195-204;1872 (7): 232-41.

6 Orest Ivanovich Levitskii [Levyts'kyi], \"Iuzhno-russkie arkhierei XVI i

XVII st.,\" Kievskaia starina 1(1) 1882:49-1 00 (consists mainly of a negative)))
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portrait of Kyryll [Terlets'kyi], bishop of Luts'k): G. Markevych, \"Vybornoe

nacha10 v dukhovenstve v Orevnerusskoi, preimushchestvenno iugo-zapadnoi
tserkvi do reformy Petra I,\" TKDA 1871 (8): 225-73; 1871 (9): 484-550;
Antonii Stepanovych Petrushevych, \"0 sposobi izbraniia y postavleniia
iepyskopa,\" Bohoslovs'ky; vistnyk (L'viv, 1900), pt. 3, pp. 9-17 (155-65);
Fedor [Khvedir] Titov, \"Postavlenie vo d'iakona i sviashchennika i izbranie

episkopa v drevnei Zapadno-Russkoi tserkvi, iIi Kievskoi n1itropolii,\" TKDA
1902 (5): 134-45.For a portrait of a sixteenth-century Ruthenian clergyman-
bishop, see Evgenii Shpakovskii, \"Meletii Khrebtovich-Litavorovich

Bogurinskii, arkhimandrit Kievo-Pecherskoi lavry, Vladimirskii i Brestskii

episkop (XVI veka),\" TKDA 1875 (8): 169-206; 1875 (9): 436--62; 1875 (10):
108-23. For a discussion of the sixteenth-century bishops of Kholm, see
Venedikt Mikhailovich Ploshchanskii, Pros/zloe Kholmskoi Rusi po
arkhivnym dokumentam XV-XVIII v. ; drugim istochnikam. Dukhovenstvo,

vol. 1 (Vilnius, 1899), pp. 102-206.

7 For a succinct discussion of the sixteenth-century Ruthenian priesthood and

parish organization (including parish size, number of parishes in a given area,
and economic life), see Bienkowski, \"Organizacja Kosciola wschodniego,\" pp.
813-28. See also Mykhail0 Hrushevs'kyi, \"Storinka do istori'i sil's'koho
dukhovenstva (po sambirs'kym aktam XVI v.,\" ZNTSh 34 (1900): 1-82, and his

Istoriia, vol. 5, pp. 261-87, 502-504; as well as Antonii Stepanovych
Petrushevych, \"0 sposobi izbraniia i postavleniia v d'iakons'kyi i

sviashchenyches'kyi chyn iz myrs'kykh lyts' v XVI stolitii na Iuzhnoi Rusi,\"
Bohoslovs 'AY; vistnyk, pt. 2 (L'viv, 1900), pp. 1-8 (81-88). For a discussion of
the low level of education thoughout the sixteenth century in the Kholm
diocese, see Ploshchanskii, Proshloe Khobnskoi Rusi, vol. 1. pp. 10 ff. Concern-

ing patterns of landholding by lower clergy in the pre-Brest period, see Isydor
Sharanevych's posthumously compiled and chaotic, but informative, Cherty iz

istorii tserkovl1.vkh benefitsii mirskogo dukhovellstva v Galitskoi Rusi (L'viv,
1897),pp. 48-89. Ploshchanskii enun1erates the occasions and amounts of royal
levies from Orthodox clergy in times of national emergency (ibid.. p. 34). For
comments on late-sixteenth-century Ruthenian preaching, see Iwan Korowicki
[Ivan Korovyts'kyi], \"Stan kaznodziejstwa prawoslawnego na przelomie ww.
XVI-XVII w panstwie litewsko-polskim,\" Elpis 9 (1935): 241-80.
8

Zajkin, Zarys dz.iej6w, p. 74. See also Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Papkov,
Drevnerusskii prikhod, kratkii ocherk tserkovno-prikhodskoi zhizni v

vostochlloi Rossi; do XVIII veka i v zapadno; Rossii do XVII veka (Sergiev
Posad, 1897); cf. Oleksander Lotots'kyi, \"Suspil'ne stanovyshche biloho

dukhovenstva (svits'koho) na Ukra\"ini i Rosi\"i v XVIII v.,\" ZNTSh 21 (1898):
1--46. About Ruthenian cathedral chapters\037 see Lotots'kyi' s \"Soborni lay losy

na Ukra\"ini i Bilii Rusy v XV-XVI vikakh,\" ZNTSh 9 (1896): 1-34.
9 Orest Levyts'kyi analyzes the state of the Ruthenian Church at the end of

the sixteenth century in his \"Vnutrishnii stan zakhidno-rus'ko'i tserkvy v

Pol's'ko-Lytovs'kii derzhavi v kintsi XVI s1. ta Dniia,\" in Rozvidky pro
tserkovni vidnosyny nQ Ukrai\"ni\"-Rusy (L'vi v, 1900), pp. 1-80 [=Rus'ka)))
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istorychna biblioteka, 8]; originally published in Russian as part of the intro-
duction to Arkhiv luZR, vol. 6, pt. 1 (Kyiv, 1893). Consult also the surveys in

Makarii, vol. 9\037 Chodynicki, Kosci61: Ivan Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istorii\"

Ukraii1s'koi' pravoslavlloi\" tserkvy, 4 vols. in 5 books, vol. 1: 988-1596 (New

York, 1955); Athanasius H. Velykyi' s popular radio lectures which include
extensive quotations from documentary materials, Z litopysu Khrystyialls'koi\"

Ukrai\"ny, vol. 3: XIV-XV-XVI st. (Rome, 1969). See also Hryhor Luzhnyts'kyi,

Ukrai\"ns'ka Tserkva nlizh Skhodonl a Zakhodoln (Philadelphia, 1954). For a
brief, but well-informed, synchronic presentation of the Ruthenian ecclesiasti-
cal structure in the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries, see Waclaw Zajkin
[Viacheslav Za\"ikyn], \"U stroj wewnt;trzny Kosciola ruskiego w Wielkim
Ksi\037stwie Litewskim w XV-XVI w., do unii lubelskiej,\" Spra1rvozdania

Towarzysnva Nauko\302\273'ego \\ve L\302\273Jowie 10(3) 1930: 132-37.
10

PSRL, vol. 26, pp. 274-75; vol. 6, p. 234; vol. 20, p. 349; cf. Jaroslaw
Pelenski, \"The Sack of Kiev of 1482 in Contemporary Muscovite Chronicle

Writing,\" HUS 3-4 (1979-80):638-49; cf. his \"The Origins of the Official

Muscovite Claims to the 'Kievan Inheritance,'\" HUS 1(1) 1977: 29-52; and
\"The Emergence of the Muscovite Claims to the Byzantine-Kievan 'Imperial
Inheritance,'\" HUS 7(3/4) (1983): 520-31.

II
Suprasl'skaia rukopis', p. 145; Makarii, vol. 9, pp. 83-84.

12 \"
. . . ktory [kosciol grecki, nazwany z grecka Sophiae] teraz, ach niestetyz,

jest nietylo przez bydlo, szkapy, psy a swinie barlogi sprofanowany, wespotek
i z ozdob q koscielnq niepomalu naruszony, ktora od dzdzow niszczeje przez zle
pobicie, ale i na poly przez zly dozor mitropolit6w kijowskich, a przez
ozi\037blosc pan6w greckich, tenli czasy poczql si\037nabardziej walic\"; see the 1595
report of JozefWereszczynski, Roman Catholic bishop ofKyiv, \"Spos6b osady
nowego Kijowa . . . \"in Pi.Hna politycZlle ks. J6ze.fa Wereszczynskiego, biskupa

kijowskiego, opata benedyktynskiego w Sieciecho1rvie, ed. Kazimierz J.

Turowski (Cracow, 1858),p. 37 [=Biblioteka polska, 124-26]. Cf. the descrip-

tion of St. Sophia, the Caves Monastery, and ruins in Kyiv made in his diary by
Erich Lassota von Steblau, the Habsburg emissary to the Zaporozhian Host,
who spent 7-9 May 1594 in Kyiv, Tagebuch des Erich Lassota 1.'011 Steblau, ed.,

annot., and introd. Reinhold Schottin (Halle, 1866), pp. 203-206; for English
translation, see Habsburgs and Zaporozhiall Cossacks: The DiafY of Erich

Lassota 1.'011 Steblau 1594, ed. and intro. Lubomyr R. Wynar, trans. Orest

Subtelny (Littleton, Colo., 1975), pp. 74-78.
13 About patriarchal influence in Ruthenian ecclesiastical matters in the six-
teenth century and particularly regarding the question of the selection of

metropolitans, see Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, pp. 412-22; Chodynicki, Ko.fci61, pp.
120-27. For a detailed discussion of the relationship between the Ruthenian
Church and the Polish and Lithuanian states, see Chodynicki, Kosci61, espe-

cially pp. 76-172. The development of civil legislation regarding the
Ruthenian Church and its faithful is surveyed by Vasilii A. Bednov [Vasyl' o.

Bidnov], Pravoslavnaia tserkov' v Pol'she i Litve po \"Volulnina legum\"

(Ekaterinoslav, 1908).)))
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14
Sopiha, who had personaJIy recognized papal suprel!lacy and had gone to

Rome with the delegation that took Metropolitan losyf's letter to the pope, had

in 1501 received from Pope Alexander VI permission to construct a church on
his lands that would be used by both Latins and Eastern Christians in union

with Rome, Documenta Pontificum, vol. I, no. 103, pp. 178-79.

15
Suprasl'skaia rukopis', p. 146; Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, pp. 413-14.

16
Krevza, according to whom union of the Ruthenian Church with Rome was

in effect \"beginning with Gregory Tsamblak . . . up to losyf Soltan,\" states

that \"the schism began to advance with the arrival of Queen Elena of Moscow,

who brought clergy with her from Moscow and helped them become superiors

in our parts. lona first became archimandrite of the monastery in Mensk newly
founded by her, then he became metropolitan\" (Obrona iednosci, p. 90).

Concerning sources for the dates of the nletropolitanates of lona II and his

sixteenth-century successors, see Blazejowskyj, Hierarchy of the Kyivan

Church, pp. 177-85. In some cases Blazejowskyj's dating is revised.
17 For lona's letter of confirmation, see Russkii feodal'nyi arkhiv, vol. 3, no.
22, pp. 638-39. The letter exhorts the Ruthenian hierarchy to lead its faithful

away from \"JlaTbIHCKHX t.[eJlOBeKOB\" (Akty, izdavaemye Vilenskoiu
Komissieiu, vysochaishe uchrezhdennoiu dUa rQzbora drevnikh aktov v Vi/'ne,
vol. 1, no. 10,p. 39; Makarii, vol. 9, p. 166nI59). Already in January 1507 the

Lithuanian council addressed a letter to Metropolitan losyf, AZR, vol. 2, no.

10, p. 7. There is no indication that he ever had any relations with Rome

during his tenure; see Halecki, From Florence to Brest, p. 111.
18 Makarii, vol. 9, pp. 209-210.

19 For the text of the charter and discussion, see Makarii, vol. 9, pp. 234-36.

20
Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, p. 415.

21 About Syl'vestr (Bil'kevych), see Makarii, vol. 9, pp. 329-36; Chodynicki,
Kosci61, pp. 127-28. Evgenii (Bolkhovitinov), referring to an unnamed docu-
ment, indicates that Zygmunt II August, king of Poland and grand duke of

Lithuania, sent his representative to Constantinople requesting the patriarch's
blessing for Sy}'vestr's ordination, OpisQnie Kievosofiiskogo soborQ i kievskoi
ierQrkhii (Kyiv, 1825),p. 118

22 See Stanislaw Kot, \"La reforme dans Ie Grand Duche de Lithuanie,\"

Anlluaire de I'lnstitut de Philologie et d'Histo;re Orientales et Slaves 12
(1952),p. 211 [=Pagkarpeia. Melanges Henri Gregoire].
23 For references to literature on the Reformation in Poland and Lithuania, see

p. 329n2. Hrushevs'kyi provides a list of Protestant congregations in Ukraine,
IstoriiQ, vol. 5, pp. 624-28.

24
See the letter of Zygmunt II, in which the king refers to the \"efforts\" of the

metropolitan to convene a synod, in Arkheograficheskii sbornik dokumentov,
otnosiashchikhsia k istorii Severo-Zapadno; Rusi, vol. 9, no. 21, p. 5.

25 AZR, vol. 3, no. 71, pp. 196-97.)))
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26 AZR, vol. 3, no. 80, p. 208; quoted in Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, pp. 416-17.

27 Besides the metropolitan, the bishops of Volodymyr and Brest, Smolensk,
Luts'k and Ostrih, Polatsk and Vitsebsk, Turau and Pinsk, Peremyshl', and
Kholm participated (RIB, vol. 4, cols. 5-18; Makarii, vol. 9, pp. 166-76).
Moncak states that \"in the desperate decisions of the Synod of Vilno, there

was a conlplete lack of reference to the Patriarchate of Constantinople\"

(Florentine Ecunleni.Hn, p. 287). However, in condemning widowed priests
who kept mistresses, the synod in fact invoked the discipline that the \"Ecu-
menical Great Constantinopolitan Church preserves.\"
28

AZR, vol. 2, no. 65, pp. 81-83.

29 Makarii, vol. 9, pp. 176-77, 309-310, 334-35; Aleksei Ivanovich
Pokrovskii, \"0 soborakh Iugo-Zapadnoi Rusi XV-XVII vekov,\" Bogoslovskii

vestnik 1906 (9): 108-51.
30

AZR, vol. 2, no. 15, pp. 67-68.

31 AZR, vol. 2, no. 15, pp. 67-68. For Redeon's transgressions against monas-
teries and persons, see the discussion in chapter 9, pp. 146-47.
32

Chodynicki, Kosci61. p. 92.

33
Miklosich and Milller, Acta Patriarchatus Constantinopolitani, vol. 1, no.

319, pp. 578-80.

34 See Albert M. Ammann, Abriss der ostslavischen Kirchengeschichte
(Vienna, 1950), pp. 106-110; Ivan Rudovych, Korotka istoria Halyts 'ko-

L'vivs'koi\" ieparkhii. Na osnovi hrets'kykh zherel i inshykh noviishykh

podruchnykov (Zhovkva, 1902), pp. 18-26. The vicar was settled in Krylos

before 1413 possibly to avoid any competition that he may create for the

Catholic archbishop who did not actually transfer residence from Halych to
L'viv until 14]4. There is little extant evidence about the activity of the

fifteenth-century nalnistnyky.

35
Zygmunt's privilege was granted

\"
. . . [ut] ipsi Schismatici tanto facilius

ad Religionem Christianam adducantur, et alliciantur, saltern in eorum

erroribus emendarentur,\" quoted by Moncak, Florentine EClilnenisnl, p. 276;
for the decree, see Michael Harasiewicz de Neustem, Al1llales Ecclesiae
Ruthenae (L'viv, 1862), pp. 93-94; cf. Chodynicki, Kosci61, pp. 131- 34. On
16 January 1458, half a year before Pius II divided the Kyivan

metropolitanate, his predecessor Callistus III had nominated a bishop for the

vacant diocese of Halych, Docllmenta Pontificum, vol. 1, nos. 78-79, pp. 138-

40. However, the candidate, Makarios, a unionist monk from the monastery of
St. Cyprian in Constantinople, did not reach his see; he never made it past the

Hungarian Kingdom in his journey to Galicia (Myron Stasiw, Metropolia
Ha/iciensis [Eius historia et iuridica forma], 2nd ed. [Rome, 1960], p. 44

[=AOSBM, sere 2, sec.1, 12]). For references to the fifteenth- and early-
sixteenth-century administrators of the Halych (L'viv) diocese, see
Blazejowskyj, Hierarchy of the Kyivan Church (861-1990), pp. 106-107,

186-89\037 Stasiw, Metropolia Ha/iciensis, pp. 39-49.)))
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36
Hrushevs'kyL vol. 5, pp. 43\037 1. Tuchaps'kyi was ordained the following

year; see his pre-ordination oath of obedience to Metropolitan Makarii gi yen in
N avahrudak, in the presence of the bishops Symeon of Polatsk, Vitsebsk, and
Mstsislau, Hennadii of V olodymyr and Brest Arsenii of Luts'k and Ostrih,
Vasiian of Turau and Pinsk, Arsenii of Przen1ysl and Sambir, Ivan of Kholnl

and Belz, and representatives of the nobility, AZR, vol. 2, no. 221, pp. 364-65.

Tuchaps'kyi promised half of his income to the metropolitan. For an account of
the effort of the Ruthenian burghers of L'viv, see ibid., p. 359. For Zygmunt's
confirmation, dated 31 March 1540, seeA rkh iv luZR, vol. 10,pt. 1, no. 11, p. 21.
37

Izydor Szaraniewicz [Izydor Sharanevych], Rzut oka na beneficja Kosciola

ruskiego z.a czaso\302\273' Rzeczypospolitef Polskiej pod \302\273'zgledem historii, a przede
wszystki111 0 stosunku .f\037vieckiego duchowiel1snva \037vGalicji do zielni w tyln
okresie (L'viv, 1875), pp. 26-28, 32-35.

38
Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, pp. 441-42.

39 MUH, vo1. 1, no. 9, p. 9; quoted by Moncak, Florentine Ecumenisnl, p. 277.

40 See the discussion below in chapter 6.
41

Harasiewicz, Annales Ecclesiae Ruthenae, pp. 61, 63. In the second case

the religious discrimination on the part of the civil authorities could not have
been more explicit: \"justum arbitrati sumus, publica bona et quacumque Deo
consecrata, templis Ruthenicis et monasteriis attributa, s. Romanae Ecclesiae

catholicae ejusque sacerdotibus et templis omnia conferri . . .
\"

quoted by
Moncak, Florentine ECllmenism, p. 281. See also Batory's rescript of 11 April
1584 granting the income from Ruthenian monasteries and churches to the
Polatsk Jesuits, AZR, vol. 3, no. 143, pp. 284-86.

42 Szaraniewicz, RZllt oka, p. 27.

43 \"Ex Medika. Przemisliam Wladislaus Rex, habens in suo comitatu
Strigoniensem archiepiscopum et Michaelem Kochmeister, processit, et sub

eorum conspectu infamiae suae notam, iniuste sibi ab Almannis, quasi
schismaticorum fautor et praecipuus receptator foret, iniustam purgaturus,
ecclesiam cathedralem pulcherrimo opere ex petra quadrata fabricatam, in

Przemisliensis castri medio sitam, ritu Graeco hactenus per pontificem
Ruthenorum administrari et officiari solitam, eiectis et extumulatis primum
Ruthenorum cadaveribus et cineribus, consecrari in catholicam et Latini ritus

ecclesiam ordinavit: quod ad singularem sui ritus contumeliam et opprobrium
Ruthenorum sacerdotes et populus deputantes, amaris singultibus,
vociferatione et fletibus earn prosequebantur. Qua progressu temporis, sub
anno videlicet Domini Millesimo quadringentesimo septuagesimo, sub

pontificatu Nicolai Przemisliensis episcopi, ruinata, singuli eius quadri lapides
in fabricam cathedralis ecclesiae in civitate sitae, conversi positique sunt.\"

Recorded by the Polish historian J an Dlugosz (1415-80), Historiae Polonicae

libri XII, s. a. 1412, see Joannis Dlugossii Senioris Canonici Cracoviensis

Opera Olnnia, vol. 4 (Cracow, 1869),pp. 148-49.

44
Chodynicki, Kosci61, pp. 79-81, 93-94.)))

by loannes Plousiadenos (ca. 1429-1500),a Cretan

convert to the pro-union position, who after 1483 served as bishop of

Methone, in the southwest corner of the Peloponnesos (ibid., 28-38;
Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, p. 84).)))
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45
Concerning the process of transformation of a Rus' boyar elite into a

Ruthenian-Ukrainian nobility, see Iakovenko, Ukraiils'ka shliakhta. For a dis-

cussion of the legal restrictions placed on Ruthenians in Poland and Lithuania,

see Chodynicki, KoJci61, pp. 76-107\037 also his \"Geneza r6wnouprawnienia,\"

pp. 54-135, especially pp. 113-35; cf. the review of this article by Oskar

[Oscar] Halecki, K\\-vartalnik HistoJycZllY 25 (1921): 138-42. See also Bednov,

Pravoslavnaia tserkov' v Potshe i Litve, and Wiktor Czernlak, \"Sprawa
r6wnouprawnienia schizmatyk6w i katolik6w na Litwie (1432-1563),\"
Rozpra\\-vy Wydzialu Historyc:no-Filozoficznego Akadenlii UI11iejt:tllo.\037ci w

K rakowie 44 (1903): 348-405.
46

Aleksander Lapinski, Zygnlunt Stary a Ko.{ci61 prawOSla\037l'l1Y (Warsaw,

1937), pp. 164-65 [=Rozprawy Historyczne Towarzystwa Naukowego

Warszawskiego, vol. 19, fasc. 1]; Chodynicki provides a list of \"schismatics\"

who attained high office in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, \"Geneza r6wno-

uprawnienia,\" p. 135.

47 For the decrees of 1572, 1574,and 1577, see Mon. Confr. t vol. 1, nos. 53,
54, pp. 57-64; nos. 56, 57, pp. 66-69; no. 60, pp. 72-73. In 1578 and 1580

Batory issued additional prescripts guaranteeing the privileges granted by his

predecessors (ibid., no. 63, 64, pp. 76-83). The rights enumerated in the royal

charters are a good indication of the kinds of inequities suffered by the
Ruthenians.
48 For a discussion of the second-class status of Rut heni an burghers in L'viv and

Kam'ianets', see Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, pp. 240-49; Chodynicki, KoJci61, pp. 96-

103. Cf. Ivan Kryp'iakevych, \"L'vivs'ka Rus'v pershii polovyni XVI v.,\" ZNTSh

77 (1907, bk. 3): 77-106; 78 (1907,bk.4): 26-50; 79 (1907, bk. 5): 5-51.

49 Described by Sribnyi, \"Studii\",\" 115: 69-71.

50
Chodynicki, \"Geneza r6wnouprawnienia,\" pp. 128-31. See also Ian

Ptasnik, \"Walka 0 demokratyzacjt; Lwowa od XVI w. do XVIII w.\"
Kwartalnik Historyczny 39(2) 1925: 228-57.

51
See the report of Nuncio Alberto Bolognetti made from Vilnius on 7

December, MPV, vol. 6, p. 692.

52 See Chodynicki, Kosci61, pp. 90-92. For a general discussion of urban life,
see Ian Ptasnik, Miasta i nlieszczansnvo \037vda\037vnej Polsce, 2nd ed. (Warsaw,
1949).

53
Cf. p. 307n3 above. Halecki believed (Froln Florence to Brest, pp. 123-24)

that, although the 1443 decree originally referred only to dioceses under the
Polish Crown, it eventually did have an effect in the Grand Duchy. Concern-
ing the early-sixteenth-century situation under Aleksander, king of Poland and

grand duke of Lithuania, Halecki writes: \"But all of the dioceses in the Eastern

rite of both lagellonian States, now again under one ruler, were under the

Metropolitan of Kyiv, and it is impossible to discover any difference in their

attitude towards the problem of reunion with Rome.\" For Halecki, Wladyslaw

Ill's privileges acted as a \"bin of tights for all followers of the Eastern rite in)))
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the whole Polish-Lithuanian federation. . . in the course of the sixteenth cen-
tury.\" This hypothesis has no documentary support.

54 In Red Ruthenia upon the death of an Orthodox priest the starosta (the
keeper of the local castle or stronghold who had certain judicial and tax-

collecting responsibilities) would often confiscate the estate of the deceased,

according to a sort of ius spolii. Although this practice was forbidden earlier, a
decree of Zygmunt August in 1553 against this custom indicates that it contin-

ued; Chodynicki, \"Geneza r6wnouprawnienia,\" pp. 88-91; Kosci61, pp. 156-
58, 375-76.
55 \". . . 60BeM Ha 01-1 qac pa3HocTb BepbI He \037niHMJIa HaH:MHeRlllott p031-10CTH

npH.HTeJICKoH, ,ll;JI.H qoro caMoro TaMTOT BeK 30JIOTbIM MM ce BH,lJ,HJI OT

HI1HeHlllOro BeKY, Kr,n;e JO)f( Ii Me)KH O,n;HOH BepbI JIIO,n;bMH 06JIY,lJ,a Bce

aCTynl1JIa, a nOKrOTOBJO Me)J(H p03HbIMH BepbI aHM ce nbITaH 0 MHJIOCTb,

\037HpOCTb If npaBAHBe ,lJ,06pe 3axoBaHe, a HaBeHueH Me)f(11 CBeQKHMH CTaHbI.

nOMHJO60BeMH He,lJ,aBHO npellIJ1bIX t-IacoB, Kor ,lJ,hI ,lJ,I1CeRllIl1t1 nane)l( KJ1eMeHC

e\037e Kap,lJ,HHaJIOM 6bIJ1 y KOpOJUI ero MHJlOCTIf CTecpaHa B BI1J1He, ce,n;H,TIeM y
CTOJIY KHe3.H EaJ1TpoMe.H He,n;bI3BHQKOrO, KaHOHHKa BeJ1eHCKOro, 3

npe,lJ,HeHllIbIMH CJ1yraMH (BJIOXaMH) ero, Tble )l(e ce KrAbl ,n;OBe,n;eJ1l1, )l(eM

eBaHreJIHK, ,n;HBOBaJIHCb 6ap30, 5IKO Me CMeJI KHe3b KaHoHHK Ha 06e,n; CBOt\\:

B3bIBaTH, a Kr,n;blI1M OH npe,TIO)f(HJI, )f(e B Hac 3 Toro )l(aAHa HeHaBI1CTb He 6bIBa

H MHJIyeMoce RKO 3 A06pbIMH npH.HTbIJlbI, XBaJIHJIH TO BJ10XI1, MOBeql1, )f(e TY

Eor )f(HBe; a raHHJ1H CBOI1 ,n;OMOBbI npaBa a pO,n;HHU HeCHaCKI1. 0 Eor 6bl TO

AaJI, a6bI 11 Tepa3 J1aCKaBllle BeKI1 HacTynHTb Mor J1H . . . .\" lev lashevs'kyi was
born into a petty noble Orthodox family near Navahrudak in western Belarus'. In
1566 he converted to Calvinism which he espoused to his death, although hardly
in a dogmatic manne\037. He continued to have close ties with Catholics as well as
Orthodox. His spouse was Orthodox, and there were apparently both Catholics

and Antitrinitarians among their fourteen children. After his father was wid-

owed, Ievlashevs'kyi assisted him in obtaining a nomination to the Pinsk
Orthodox bishopric, to which he was ordained by Metropolitan lona

Protasevych on 15 January 1573. See \"The Memoirs of Theodore JeiHaseuski,

Assessor of Navahrudak (1546-1604),\" trans., annot. with introd. Alexander

Nadson, in The Journal of Byelorussian Studies 1(4) 1968: 269-348. For the

text and translation, here modified, of the quoted passage, see pp. 284-85.

56
Admittedly there is very little documentary material for such analyses.

Nevertheless, much insight into popular religion could be gained from a close

study of sixteenth-century liturgical manuscripts and especially iconography,
which in many ways is stunningly expressive. See for example the reproduc-

tions in Hryhorii Nykonovych Lohvyn et aI., comp., Ukrafns 'kyi

seredn'ovichnyi zhyvopys (Kyiv, 1976); Volodymyr Ovsiichuk, Ukrains'ke

mal'iarstvo X-XVIII stoZit'. Problemy kol'oru (L'viv, 1996); Iakym
Prokhorovych Zapasko, Pam'iatky knyzhkovoho mystetstva. Ukrains'ka
rukopysna knyha (L'viv, 1995); Given that the focus of this study is on the

relationship between the Kyivan metropolitanate and the patriarchate of)))
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Constantinople, which occurred mainly on a clerical level, the present section

has emphasized the circumstances of the Ruthenian institutional Church. A
detailed discussion of attitudinal positions and popular religion, although

clearly not irrelevant, would require a separate monograph.)

Notes to Chapter 5)

1 In a review of Chodynicki's Kosci61, in Kwartalnik Histol)'czny 48 (1934):
923-36;here p. 933, Wac law Zajkin [Viacheslav Za\"ikyn] argued that the state
of the Ruthenian clergy in the sixteenth century was not nearly as bad as
historians using the polemical literature of the late sixteenth and early seven-
teenth century have depicted it. According to Zajkin, polemical authors sup-

ported their arguments by citing shocking examples of clerical wantonness
that were most likely exceptions rather than a reflection of the general situa-
tion. Demoralization in the Ruthenian Orthodox community, in fact, was not
so general.
2

For a survey of the recent historiography on early-modern ecclesiastical life

in Poland and Lithuania, see Jerzy Kloczowski, \"Catholic Reform in the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth (Poland, Lithuania, the Ukraine, Belarus),\"
Catholicism in Early Modern History: A Guidebook to Research, ed. John W.

O'Malley (St. Louis: Center for Reformation Research, 1988), pp. 83-111
[=Reformation Guides to Research, 2]. Surprisingly, there has been little

synthesizing work in Polish religious-history writing. For general discussions
of Catholic and Protestant religious life in sixteenth-century Poland and

Lithuania, see Ambroise Jobert, De Luther a Mohila. La Pologlle dans la crise

de la chretiente 1517-1648 (Paris, 1974), pp. 11-320 [=Collection Historique

de I' Institut d' Etudes Slaves, 21]. Janusz Tazbir, Historia kosciola

katolickiego w Polsce-J460-1795 (Warsaw, 1966); Jerzy Kloczkowski, ed.

Chrzescijallstwo w Polsce (Lublin, 1980) (with a bibliographical essay); ex-

panded Italian version, Storia del Cristianesimo in Polonia (Bologna, 1980),
pp. 175-218; further revised and supplemented French version, Histoire

religieuse de la Pologne (Paris, 1987), pp. 173-220. Kloczowski' s popular,

richly illustrated Dzieje ch rzescijanstwa polskiego, 2 vols. (Paris, 1987), is a

new attempt at a synthesis, and, unlike the previous survey, devotes attention
to Eastern Christian communities in Poland. The older study by Karl Volker,
Kirchengeschichte Polens (Berlin, 1930) is out of date. For comments on
placing Ukrainian-Belarusian ecclesiastical life in a broader context of Euro-

pean religious developments, see Borys A. Gudziak, \"Zakhidna istoriohrafiia i

Beresteis'ka uniia,\" Bohosloviia 54 (1990): 123-36; and three articles by
Mikhail Vladimirovich Dmitriev, \"Religiozno-kul'turnaia i sotsial'naia pro-
gramma greko-katoIicheskoi tserkvi v Rechi Pospolitoi v kontse XVI-pervoi
polovine XVII v.,\" in Slaviane i ikh sosedi, vol. 3. Katolitsizm i pravoslavie v

srednie veka, eG. Boris Nikolaevich Floria et al. (Moscow, 1991), pp. 76-95;

and idem, \"Tsentrobezhnye i tsentrostremitel'nye tendentsii v razvitii

evropejskoho khristianstva v XVI-XVII vv.\" and \"Izmeneniia v ideinoi i)))
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kul'turnoi zhizni Rechi Pospolitoi v epokhu Reformatsii i pravoslavnoe

obshchestvo,H in Mikhail V. Dmitriev, Boris N. Floria, Sergei G. lakovenko.
Brestskaia 1I1liia 1596 g. i obshchestvel1l1o-politicheskaia bor'ba na Ukraine i
v Belorusii v kOfltse XVI-nachale XVII v. Chast' I. Brestskaia ulliia 1596 g.
Istoricheskie prichiny (Moscow, 1996),pp. 15-32 and 42-60, respectively.
3 There is no comprehensive treatment of the Reformation in the Kingdom of
Poland and Grand Duchy of Lithuania. For outlines or partial coverage of

sixteenth-century developmwnts, see Jobert, De Luther it MohUa; Janusz
Tazbir, Refor111acja w Polsce (Warsaw, 1991); idem, \"Spoleczenstwo wobec

Reformacji,\" in Polska w epoce Odrodzenia-panstwo, spoleczel1stwo,
kultura, ed. Andrzej Wyczanski (Warsaw, 1970), pp. 197-223, with bibliogra-

phy on pp. 312-13; George Huntston Williams, The Radical Reformation
(Kirksville, Mo., 1992), pp. 609-35,991-1061, 1135-75; idem, \"Protestants

in the Ukraine,\" HUS 2(1) 1978:41-72; 2(2) 1978: 184-210; Oskar Ba11el,
\"Reformacja w Polsce 1518-1556,\" Rocznik Teologiczny 8 (1966): 13-45;
Oskar Bartel and Janusz Narzynski, appendix (with references to the litera-

ture) to the Polish translation of Franz Lau, Marcin Luter (Warsaw, 1966),pp.

107-201 (only about Lutheranism); Antanas Musteikis, The Reformation in

Lithuania: Religious Fluctuations in the Sixteenth Century (New York, 1988);
Zenonas I vinskis, \"Die Entwicklung der Reformation in Litauen bis zum
Erscheinen der Jesuiten (1569),\" Forschungen zur osteuropiiischen
Geschic/zte 12 (1967): 7-45; Marceli Kosman, Re.formacja i kontrreformacja
\\-1' Wielkinl Ksit:st}-vie Lite}-vskim tV stvietle propagandy 1,vyznanio}-vej
(Wroclaw, 1973) (source for 1569 Catholic-Protestant statistics, p. 48; it is

sparse on developments in the Ukrainian lands before the Union of Lublin);

Stanislaw Kot, \"La reforme dans Ie Grand Duche de Lithuanie. Facteur

d'occidentalization culturelle,\" Annuaire de l'Institllt de Phil%gie et
d'Histoire Orientales et Slaves 12 (1953): 201-61; idem, Socinianisln in

Poland: The Social and Political Ideas of the Polish Antitrillitarians in the

Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, trans. Earl Morse Wilbur (Boston,
1957).See also the journals Refonnacja 'HJ Polsce, 12 vols. (192 I -1956), and

its successor Odrodzenie i Reformaeja w Polsce (1956- ). The recent study by

Mikhail Vladimirovich Dmitriev includes abundant references to previous
literature about sixteenth-century Reformational movements in Ukraine and
Belarus', Pravoslavie i rej'ormatsiia. Reforlnatsionnye dvizheniia v

vostochnoslavianskikh zemliakh Rechi Pospo!itoi vo vtoroi polovine XVI v.

(Moscow, 1990); see my review in the Russian Review 51 (1992): 584-85.
4

The new creed served in essence as a doctrinal manual for the resurgent
Church. It had some thirty editions and was translated into Polish, German,

French, Italian, English, Flemish, Czech, Arabic, and Armenian; see Stanislaw
Litak, \"Le temps des Reformes et des luttes religieuses (XVle siecle-milieu du

XVIIe),'\037 in Histoire religieuse de la Pologne, p. 195.

5
Zahorovs'kyi' s testament is published in Arkhiv IuZR, vol. I, pt. 1, pp. 67-

94. Cf. Mykhailo Vozniak, Istoriia ukrai\"ns'koi\" literatury. 3 vols. (L'viv, 1920-

24), vol. 2, pp. 30-33.)))
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6 See the literature mentioned above, p. 329n2-3. Recent historiography on

new Catholic religious orders is surveyed in Religious Orders of the Catholic
Reformation, ed. Richard L. DeMolen (New York, 1994).
7 For discussions of tolerance in early-modern Poland, see Ambroise Jobert,
\"La tolerance religieuse en Pologne au XVle siecle,\" in Studi in onore di
Ettore Lo Gatto e Giovanni Maver (Florence, 1962), pp. 337-43 [=Collana
\"Ricerche slavistiche,\" 1]; Janusz Tazbir, Panstwo bez stos6\0371/. Szkice z

dziej6w tolerancji \037v Polsce XV/-XVII wieku (Warsaw, 1967); Wiktor

Weintraub, \"Tolerancja i nietolerancja w dawnej Polsce,\" T\037v6rczosc 28

(1972): 72-88. See also Mikhail Vladimirovich Dmitriev, \"Kharakter pervykh

kontaktov pravoslavnoho i katolicheskoho obshchestva v epokhu Kontr-

reformatsii,\" in Mikhail V. Dmitriev, Boris N. Floria, Sergei G. Iakovenko.
Bresfskaia uniia 1596 g. i obshchestvenno-politicheskaia bor'ba na Ukraine i

v Belorusii v kontse XVI-nachale XVII v. Chast' I. Brestskaia uniia /596 g.
Istoricheskie prichiny (Moscow, 1996),pp. 61-84.

8 For the original Polish and Ruthenian (from a 1588 edition) texts drafted by
the Confederation, see Konfederacja warszawska 1573 roku-v,delka karta

polskiej tolerancji, ed. Miroslaw Korolko [Myroslav Korol'ko] and Janusz
Tazbir (Warsaw, 1980); the quoted phrase is on p. 27. Concerning subsequent

debate about and compliance with the principles of the Confederation, see
Miroslaw Korolko, Klejnof s\037vobodnego sumienia. Polemika \037vok61

konfederacji warszawskiej \037vlafach 1573-1658 (Warsaw, 1974).
9

The revival in the 1570s of union ideas and projects on the part of the

papacy is a broad subject. Many details have been gathered in the literature

about the Union of Brest. A long article by Ivan Choma (Khoma) discusses

various facets of this aspect of the pre-history of Brest; see \"Ky\"ivs'ka

Mytropoliia naperedodni Berestia,\" Bohosloviia 40 (1976): 5-75; republished

in his Kyt'vs'ka Mytropoliia v Beresteis'komu periodi (Rome, 1979). Concern-
ing the late-sixteenth-century evolution of Roman concepts of union, see
Vittorio Peri, \"I precedenti storici ed ecclesiologici dell 'unione di Brest,\" in Ii
battesimo delle terre russe. Bilancio di un millennio, ed. Sante Graciotti

(Florence, 1991), pp. 323-33 [=Civilta Veneziana. Studi, 43]; reprinted in
Vittorio Peri, Lo scambio fraterno tra Ie Chiese. Componenti storiche della

comunione (Vatican City, 1993), pp. 395-404 [=Storia e attualita, 13]. For an

expanded Ukrainian-language version of this article followed by discussion,
see Vittorio Peri, \"Beresteis'ka uniia v ryms'konlu bachenni,\" in Borys
Gudziak, ed. and Oleh Turii, co-ed., Istorychnyi kontekst, llkladel1nia
Beresteis'koi' unit' fa pershe pOllniine pokolil1l1ia. Materialy Pershykh

HBeresteis'kykh chytan'.\" L'viv, Ivano-Frankivs'k, Kyi'v, 1-6 zhovtnia 1994 r.

(L'viv, 1995), pp. 7-25 (with discussion, pp. 25-38).
10

Concerning the late-sixteenth-century activity of Jesuits in East Slavic

lands, see Jan Krajcar, \"Jesuits and the Genesis of the Union of Brest,\" OCP

44 (1978): 131-53; Oleksander Sushko, \"Iezu\"ity v zavedeniu Uni'i na Rusy v

doberesteis'kii dobi,\" in Al'lnanakh rus'ko-ukrai'lls'kykh bohosloviv, ed.)))
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Oleksander Sushko (L'viv, 1902), pp. 117-95 (also issued as a separate off-

print); Stanislaw Zalt(ski, Jezuici w Polsce, vol. 1 (L'viv, 1900); A.
Dem'ianovich, \"Iezuity v zapadnoi Rossii, 1569-1772 gg.\" Zhurnal

Ministerstva narodnogo prosveshcheniia 1871 (8): 181-236; 1871 (9): 1-46;
1871 (10): 250-79; 1871 (11): 40-86; 1871 (12): 181-231;Walter Delius,

Antonio Possevino SJ und Ivan Groznyj. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der
kirchlichen Union und der Gegenreformation des 16. Jahrhunderts (Stuttgart,

1962) [=Beiheft zum Jahrbuch Kirche im Osten, 3]; Stanislas Polcin, Une

tentative d' Union au XVI-e siecle. La Mission religieuse du Pere Antoine

Possevin, S.J. en Moscovie (1581-1582) (Rome, 1957) [=Orientalia Christiana

Analecta, 150].
II

Oleksander Sushko, \"Predtecha tserkovno\"i uni11596 r. Benedykt Herbest,\"
ZNTSh 53 (1903): 1-71; 55 (1903): 72-125; 61 (1904): 126-77 (discusses

Herbest's activities before he became a Jesuit); cf. Kazimierz Mazurkiewicz,
Benedykt Herbest, pedagog-organizator szkoly polskiej XVI w., kaznodzieja-
misjonarz doby reformacji (Poznaf1, 1925). Herbest's tracts have been repub-
lished. For the text of \"Wypisanie drogi,\" see Pam'iatky polemichnoho

.pys'menstva, ed. Kyrylo Studyns'kyi, vol. 1 (L'viv, 1906), pp. 1-12

[=Pam'iatky ukra\"ins'ko-rus'ko.i movy i literatury, 5]; for the text of \"Wiary

Kosciola Rzymskiego wywody y Greckiego niewolstwa Historya,\" see RIB,
vol. 7, cols. 613-32 (the erroneous pagination indicates 581-600). The conclu-

sion of the latter reads as follows: \"Bog 2:ydy gdy w lasce karal, dawal im

proroki; teraz iz w gniewie s&. Bozym, prorokow nie mai&.. Takzec tez Grekom,

y Rusi naszey przy nich, Bog wszytko odiql. Nie mai q ani pami\037ci, aby umiec

Oycze nasz y Wieru w Boha; ani rozumu, aby zbawienne rzeczy baczyc; ani

woli dobrey, zeby dobrze zyc. Z strony tez sakramentow, dziatek malych
dusze zabijai q , nie mai q biskupiego bierzmowania, ani wiedz q, co to iest

porzqdne rozgrzeszenie, przy Ciele Paf1skim dopuszczai q si\037 balwochwalstwa,

w malzenstwiech dopusczai q iawnego cudzolostwa, character co to iest, ani

pytay, etc. Panie Boze! racz sit( zmilowac y odiqc wodze slepe. Amen\" (ibid.,

co!. 597).
12

About Skarga, see Janusz Tazbir, Piotr Skarga-szermierz kontrreformacji
(Warsaw, 1983); August Berga, Un predicateur de la cour de la Pologne so us

Sigislnond III. Pierre Skarga (1536-1612). Etude sur La Pologne du XVle

siecle et Ie protesfantisme polonais (Paris, 1916); JDzef Tretiak, Piotr Skarga
w dziejach i literaturze unii brzeskiej (Cracow, 1912); M. J. A. Rychcicki

[pseudo for Maurycy Dzieduszycki], Piotr Skarga i jego wiek, 2nd ed., 2 vols.
(Cracow, 1868-69).

13 See Jan Krajcar, \"Konstantine Basil Ostrozskij and Rome in 1582-1584,\"
OCP 35 (1969): 193-214; idem, \"Jesuits and the Genesis of the Union of
Brest. \"

14 0 iednolci Kosciola Bozego pod iednynl Pasterzem. Y 0 Greckim od tey
iednosci odstqpieniu. Z przestrogq y upominanim do narodow Ruskich, przy

Grekach stoiqcych: Rzecz krotka, na trzy CZlilci rozdzielona, feraz prez)))

convert to the pro-union position, who after 1483 served as bishop of

Methone, in the southwest corner of the Peloponnesos (ibid., 28-38;
Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, p. 84).)))
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k[si\037dzaJ Piotra Skarg\037, zebrania Pana Iezusowego, wydana (Vilnius, 1577).
The text, including the variants and additions of the second (1590) edition,
was reprinted in Pamiatniki polelnicheskoi literatury v zapadnoi Rusi, vol. 2

(St. Petersburg, 1882)'1 cols. 223-580 [=RIB, 7]. A recent cursory comparison

of the two editions can be found in Stanislaw Obirek, \"Teologiczne podstawe

poj\037cia jednosci w dziele ks. Piotra Skargi 0 jednosci Kosciola Bozego,
'\"

in

Unia brzeska-geneza, dzieje i konsekwencje w kulturze narod6w

slowianskich, ed. Ryszard Luzny, Franciszek Ziejka, and Andrej K\037pinski

(Cracow, 1994), pp. 183-99.

15
See the presentation of Skarga's attitudes in Mikhail Vladimirovich

Omitriev, HKontseptsi'j unii\" v tserkovnykh i derzhavnykh kolakh Rechi

Pospolyto\"i kintsia XVI st.,\" in Gudziak, ed. and Turii, co-ed., lstolychnyi

kontekst, pp. 39-73 (with discussion, pp. 74-100).

16
Many insightful comments on the Ruthenian or Middle Ukrainian-Belaru-

sian language in the sixteenth and seventeenth century were presented in
Antoine Martel, La langue polonaise dans les pays ruthenes: Ukraine et

Russie Blanche 1569-1667 (Lille, 1933), especially in the chapter \"La langue
des ecrivains ruthenes,\" pp. 67-160, Martel (pp. 76-79, 89-97) views the

preference for Church Slavonic and the rejection of the Ruthenian vernacular
as a fatal error for the Ruthenians, leading to the predominance of Polish.

Lately the Ruthenian-Ianguage question has attracted considerable interdisci-

plinary attention. Some of the recent historical and philological discussions on
various aspects of the Ruthenian language in the early-modern period are

Omeljan Pritsak, \"A Historical Perspective on the Ukrainian Language Ques-

tion,\" Aspects of the Slavic Language Question, vol. 2\" East Slavic, ed.
Riccardo Picchio and Harvey Goldblatt (New Haven\" 1984), pp. 1-8; Bohdan

Stnlminsky, \"The Language Question in the Ukrainian Lands before the Nine-

teenth Century,\" ibid., pp. 9-47; George Y. Shevelov, \"Ukrainian,\" The Slavic

Literary Languages: Forl1zation and Developnlent, ed. Alexander M.

Schenker, Edward Stankiewicz, and Micaela S. Iovine (New Haven, 1980),
pp. 143-60; republished in Rethinking Ukrainian History, ed. Ivan L.

Rudnytsky (Edmonton, 1981),pp. 216-31, but originally published in French,

\"L'ukrainien litteraire,\" Revue des etudes'slaves 33 (1956): 68-93; reprinted
in George Y. Shevelov, Teasers and Appeasers: Essays and Studies on
Themes of Slavic Philology (Munich, 1971),pp. 245-60; Arnold McMillin,
\"Belorussian,\" The Slavic Literary Languages: Forn1ation and Development,
pp. 105-17; David A. Frick, \"Meletij Smotryc'kyi and the Ruthenian Lan-
guage Question,\" HUS 9(1/2) 1985: 25-52; idem, \"Meletij Smotryc'kyi and
the Ruthenian Language Question in the Early Seventeenth Century,\" HUS

8(3/4) 1984: 351-75; Harvey Goldblatt, \"On the Language Beliefs of Ivan
Vysens'kyj and the Counter-Reformation,\" HUS 15(1/2) 1991:7-34. For a

survey of late-medieval and early-modern philology in Ukraine, see Vasyl'
Vasyl'ovych Nimchuk, Movoznavstvo na Ukraini v XIV-XVII st. (Kyiv, 1985).
For an overview of the discussion in Soviet scholarship on early-modem
language development, see the general comments in laroslav Dmytrovych)))
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Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchyna Ivana Fedorova (L'viv: Vyshcha shkola,

1989), pp. 15-17. For a history of sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century
Polish Bible translations, including a discussion of contemporary Polish atti-

tudes to Sacred Scripture and the vernacular, see David A. Frick, Polish
Sacred Philology in the Reformation (Berkeley, 1989) [=University of Cali-.

fornia Publications in Modern Philology, 123].

17 The translation of this passage is provided by David A. Frick, \"Meletij

Smotryc'kyj and the Ruthenian Language Question,\" pp. 29-30; the original
Polish can be found in Pamiatniki polelnicheskoi literatulY v zapadnoi Rusi,
vol. 2, cols. 485-86.
18 These are discussed in a recently published study; see Dmitriev,
Pravoslavie i rejormatsiia.
19

Concerning this lack of creativity or responsiveness of Ruthenian culture

(\"distinct pause in the development of Ukrainian literature\") from the end of
the thirteenth to the end of the sixteenth centuries, see Dmytro Cyzevs'kyj, A

History of Ukrainian Literature (From the 11th to the End of the 19th Cen-

tury), trans. Dolly Ferguson, Doreen Gorsline, and Ulana Petyk, ed. George S.

Luckyj (Littleton, Colo., 1975),pp. 226-35. For an attempt to understand the
011hodox Slavic \"literary doctrine\" and to explain the resulting \"limited range
of innovative trends\" in Rus' literature, see Riccardo Picchio, \"The Impact of

Ecclesiastical Culture on Old Russian Literary Techniques,\" Medieval Rus-
sian Culture, ed. Henrik Birnbaum and Michael S. Flier (Berkeley, 1984), pp.
247-79. Georges Florovsky attributes the \"intellectual silence\" of Rus' culture

after the initial stage to the fact that \"the Byzantine achievement had been

accepted, but Byzantine inquisitiveness had not. For that reason the achieve-
ment could not be kept alive.\" See his \"The Problem of Old Russian Culture,\"

in The Development o.f the USSR: An Exchange of Vieltvs, ed. Donald

Treadgold (Seattle, 1964), pp. 125-39; quote from p. 138.
20 The discussion in the following paragraphs owes much to the lectures of John
W. O'Malley on Western medieval and early-modern church history. The

relevant ideas are presented in synoptic form in a number of insightful essays.

Drawing on Erwin Panofsky, Crane Brinton, Ian Barbour, and Thomas Kuhn,

and on the discussion spurred by their work, O'Malley presents the eleventh-

century Gregorian Reform and the sixteenth-century Lutheran Reform (viewed

as prototypical of other Protestant Reformations) as \"reformations\" or \"self-

consciously induced change in ecclesiastical life or consciousness that is based
on principles that tend to dislodge old ones,\" thereby involving a shift in the
\"frame of reference,\" \"universe of discourse,\" or \"paradigm.\" See his \"Develop-

ments, Reforms, and Two Great Reformations: Towards a Historical Assess-

ment of Vatican II,\" Theological Studies 44 (1983): 373-406; also \"Reform,

Historical Consciousness, and Vatican II's Aggiomamento,\" Theological Stud-

ies 32 (1971): 573-601;\"Catholic Reform,\" in Reformation Europe: A Guide to

Research, ed. Steven Ozment (St. Louis, 1982), pp. 297-319 [=Refonnation
Guides to Research, 1]; and \"Was Ignatius of Loyola a Church Reformer? How)))
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to Look at Early Modem Catholicism,\" Catholic Historical Revie}1l 77 (1991):
177-93.Cf. the somewhat problematic study of William K. Medlin, \"Cultural

Crisis in Orthodox Rus' in the Late 16th and Early 17th Centuries as a Problem
ofSocio-Cultural Change,\" in Andre Blane, ed., The Religious World ofRllss;an
Culture, vol. 2 (The Hague, 1975), pp. 173-88.

21 0' Malley, \"Developments, Reforms, and Two Great Reformations,\" p.

477.

22 Panziatniki polelJlicheskoi Uteratury v :.apadnoi Rusi, vol. 2, col. 529.)

Notes to Chapter 6)

1
For general comments concerning seventeenth-century travelers to Mus-

covy who remained there for extended periods of time, see Nikolai Fedorovich

Kapterev, Kharakter otnosheniia Rossii k prQvoslavnomu Vostoku v XVI i
XVII stoletiiakh, 2nd ed. (Sergiev Posad, 1914; reprint, The Hague, 1968),

pp. 146-221 [=Slavistic Printings and Reprintings, 107].
2 Joan M. Hussey, The Orthodox Church in the Byzantine Enzpire (Oxford,

1986), p. 33 [=Oxford History of the Christian Church].
3 See the early-fifteenth-century complaint of the Ruthenian bishops con-

cerning the exaction of \"silver and gold\" for the nomination of a metropolitan,

quoted above, Introduction, pp. 5-6.
4

See the letter from Patriarch Matthaios I (1397-1410) to Metropolitan

Kyprian, Acta Patriarchatus, vol. 2, pp. 359-61; reprinted with a Russian
translation in RIB, vol. 6, Appendix, no. 46, cols. 311-16.
5 For a discussion of the grecheskie posol'skie knigi, see Borys A. Gudziak,
HThe Sixteenth-Century Muscovite Church and Patriarch Jeremiah II's Jour-

ney to Muscovy 1588-1589: Some Comments Concerning the Historiography
and Sources,\" in HUS 19 (1995): 200-220.
6

Concerning the pattern of travel and reception of Greeks in Muscovy in the

seventeenth century, see Kapterev, Kharakter otnosheniia, pp.l 05--46.
7

For a general survey of the relations between Mount Athos and Russia, see
Igor Smolitsch, \"Le Mont Athos et la Russie,\" Le millenaire du Mont Athos

963-1963. Etudes et lnelanges, vol. 1 (Chevetogne, 1963),pp. 279-318. For

an annotated enumeration of the protoi of the Holy Mountain (887-1593), see

Jean Darrouzes, \"Liste des prates de l' Athos,\" ibid., pp. 407-47. Volume 2
contains an indexed bibliography of some two thousand and six hundred

publications concerning Mount Athos, pp. 337-495.
8

Possibly the result of an earlier trip that might be identified with the

embassy from Mount Athos. Two monks from the S1. Panteleimon Monastery
requesting alms came to Moscow in November 1507 and departed in May

1508 (PSRL, vol. 8, p. 247).)))
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9
[Andrei Nikolaevich Murav'ev], Snoshelliia Rossii s Vostokom po de/am

tserkovnYln, vol. 1 (St. Petersburg, 1858). pp. 12-24, provides extracts from
the petitions as well as from Vasilii' s responses. Vasilii sent two hundred
sables and five thousand squirrels to both the St. Panteleimon Monastery and
the protos of Mount Athos (for all of the other monasteries); a hundred and

sixty sables and four thousand squirrels to Angelina; a hundred and twenty
sables, three thousand squirrels, a silver dipper, and three grivllias in weight to
the metropolitan; and forty sables and three hundred squirrels to the Holy
Transfiguration Monastery (ibid., p. 20).

10 PSRL, vol. 13, p. 28; Snosheniia, pp. 24-26; Nina Vasil'evna Sinitsyna,
Maksil11 Grek v Rossii (Moscow, 1977), p. 61. Concerning the petition of the
St. Panteleimon Monastery, see Snosheniia, p. 29-31.

II Maksim Grek, Sochineniia, vol. 3 (Kazan', 1862), p. 141. Concerning
Maksim's journey to Muscovy and possible reasons for his sojourn in Crimea,
see Jack V. Haney, From Italy to Muscovy: The Life and Works of Maxim the

Greek (Munich, 1973), pp. 32-36. For a discussion of Michael Trivolis'

activity in Italy and the identification of Trivolis with Maksim Grek, see E1ie
Denisoff, Maxinle Ie Grec et l' occident (Paris, 1943). For surveys of Maksim' s

life and literary activity in Muscovy, see Vladimir Stepanovich Ikonnikov,
Maksim Grek i ego vremia, 2nd ed. (Kyiv, 1915); and Sinitsyna, Maksim Grek
v Rossii. The most comprehensive listing of Maksim' s literary heritage is

Aleksei Ivanovich Ivanov, Literaturnoe llasledie Maksima Greka.

Kharakteristika, atributsii. bibliografiia (Leningrad, 1969).
12

Snosheniia. pp. 33-37.

13
Ibid., pp. 39-42.

14
Ibid., p. 43.

15
Concerning the patriarchal petitions to Ivan IV on Maksim's behalf, see

Sinitsyna, Maksim Grek v Ross;;, p. 152; Snosheniia, vol. 1, pp. 43-49.

16
Arkheograficheskie akty, sobrannye v bibliotekakh i arkhivakh Rossiiskoi

Imperii Arkheograficheskoiu ekspeditsieiu Imperatorskoi Akadenlii nauk,
vol. 1, (St. Petersburg, 1836), p. 545.

17
Maksim Grek composed a treatise, \"0 prishedshikh filosofakh,\" which he

gave to his hosts as a guide for testing the aptitude of Greeks who came to
Moscow and presented themselves as experts in philological n1atters. Unless it

is held that Maksim composed the treatise simply to impress the Muscovite
authorities, its existence would suggest that the Greeks were expected in

Muscovy; Hugh M. Olmsted, \"Studies in the Early Manuscript Tradition of

Maksim Grek's Collected Works\" Ph. D. diss., Harvard University, 1977, pp.
74-75, For the extant portion of the treatise, see Maksim Grek, Sochineniia,

vol. 3. pp. 286-89; for references to other editions and manuscripts, see

Ivanov. Literaturnoe nasledie Maksima Greka, p. 103. Many of the original

documents sent to Muscovy by Greek ecclesiastic figures during the sixteenth

century have been lost. Of the seven documents sent from Constantinople in)))
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1557-60, in connection with the patriarch's confirmation of Ivan IV's imperial

title, only four have survived in the original. Of the thirty Greek documents

delivered to Moscow in the 1580s and early 1590s, only three originals are

extant, but the others are preserved in copies; see Boris L'vovich Fonkich,
\"Grecheskie gramoty sovetskikh khranilishch,\" in Proble,ny paleograjii i

kodekologii v SSSR (Moscow, 1974), p. 243. It is therefore quite possible that

some documentation has been lost altogether.

18
Concerning the juridical status of Mount Athos under the Ottomans, see

Nicolas Antonopoulos, \"La condition internationale du Mont Athos,\" in Le
,nillenaire du Mont Athos, 963-1963. Etudes et melanges, vol. 1,pp. 386-91.

19
Snosheniia, pp. 59-69. The grand prince extended his generosity to the two

communities again a few years later. In 1554 he pelwitted a St. Panteleimon
monk to collect alms in Muscovy. In 1556 Ivan granted the Hilandar monks
use of a dvor in the Kitai-gorod district of Moscow. The monks representing

both monasteries received bills of free passage, Snosheniia, pp. 69-71.

20
Concerning the services rendered on behalf of Muscovite diplomacy or

foreign policy by Greek clerics in Constantinople from the end of the sixteenth

century onward, see Kapterev, Kharakter otnosheniia, pp. 276-348.

21
Andrianos was possibly a relative of the historian Laonikos Chalko-

kondyles (ca. 1423/30-ca. 1490)who, in his description of the collapse of the

Byzantine Empire, included lengthy asides about the East Slavs. For refer-

ences to literature on Laonikos Chalkokondyles, see ODB, vol. 1, p. 407.
22

Snosheniia, pp. 53-55, 69, 112-13.
23

Tsar I van's letters to Patriarch Theoleptos of Constantinople and Patriarch
of Alexandria Sylvester refer to Greek merchants as to \"6paTa Harnero MypaT

CYJITaHOBbI KynUbl rpet.IaHbl <I>e.n;op OH.n;peeB .n;a I1BaH KOCT.HHTHHOB

\0373./KeMaH.n;ep\" (Shpakov, Gosudarstvo i Tserkov', vol. 2, Prilozheniia, pt. 1,

pp.31-34).
24

The confinement of Patriarch Jeremiah is discussed below, in chapter 11.
25

Dionysios was patriarch from April 1546 to July 1556. Without directly

providing a date, Murav'ev implies that Metropolitan Ioasaph brought the

patriarch's letter to Moscow in October 1557. However, in 1557 the new
Patriarch Ioasaph II, formerly metropolitan of Adrianople (Turk. Edirne), was

already writing to Ivan about Dionysios' death and his own ensuing election;
see Wilhelm Regel, AnaleCfa Byzantino-Russica (St. Petersburg, 1891), pp.

72-75. It is not the case that Metropolitan Ioasaph of Euripos and Kyzikos was

long en route and unaware of the events in Constantinople. Murav'ev (and
others) quite consistently miscalculated in converting dates during the last four

months of the year from the September-initial calendar to the January-initial
calendar; Fonkich, \"Grecheskie gramoty sovetskikh khranilishch,\" p. 247.

Ioasaph's arrival in Moscow should be dated to October 1556.
26

\"HbIHe )l(e Haxo.n;HMC.H BD TecHoTe, no npHt.IHHe orpa.n;H BeJIHKOH UepKBH
naTpiaplllecKofi, 1160 TYTD npe./K.n;e 6blJIa KaMeHHa.H CTeHa, a Tenepb)))
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orpa)l(,D.eHD .n;ocKaMlf MonacTblpb If B1> pa330peHUi, If Mbl OTToro BCer,D.a BD

06H,D.e y 6e360)l(HHX1>. He HMeeM'b MbI HH KeJlJIiH, HH Aa)Ke MaCJIa

}J.epeBJlHHOrO,D.JI.H JIaMnaJJ;1>, H eCJIH Tbl xotIeWb 6blTb C03AaTeJleM'b BeJIHKOH

UepKBH, COTBOpH cie no JIJ06BH TBoeH, KaK BOCXOyeTb CB.HTOe TBoe UapCTBO\"

(Snosheniia, p. 72).
27

Were he to receive a document recognizing the tsar's title, Feodorit was to
return as quickly as possible to Moscow, without stopping at Mount Athos. If
he did not receive such a decree, he was to go to Mount Athos and compile a

report on the situation there. In this latter case he had the tsar's pennission to

go to Jerusalem as well (Snosheniia, pp. 74-86). About the order of the 1547

coronation, see David Miller, \"The Coronation of Ivan IV of Moscow,\"

Jahrbiiclzerji'ir Geschichte Osteuropas, n.s. 15 (1967): 559-74.
28

Snosheniia, pp. 89-94.

29 The tsar sent velvet and sable coats to the patriarchs of Constantinople,

Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, and to the archbishop of Mount Sinai,

Pharan and Rhaithou, who resided at St. Catherine's Monastery. In addition the

Muscovites sent Joachim of Alexandria gifts worth one thousand gold pieces
and another thousand for St. Catherine's Monastery\037 to Germanos of Jerusalem,
the equivalent of four hundred gold pieces in kind, and an additional four

hundred for the maintenance of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre; to Joachim
of Antioch the equivalent of two hundred gold pieces; to the Hilandar Monas-
tery three hundred rubles in coin, and to the Great Laura of St. Sabbas the

Sanctified southeast of Jerusalem two hundred rubles (Snosheniia, pp. 95-98).
30

Snosheniia, pp. 98-103.

31
Snosheniia, p. 101.

32 The document of the patriarchal synod confirming the imperial title of Ivan

IV was published by Regel, Analecta Byzantino-Russica, pp. 75-79; for a

contemporary Muscovite translation, see Snosheniia, pp. 104-107. Concern-

ing the dating and authenticity of the document, see Fonkich, \"Grecheskie

gramoty sovetskikh khranilishch,\" pp. 247-51. Fonkich corrects the mistaken
dating of Regel and earlier scholars, including Murav'ev, from 1561 to 1560.
He also confirms Regel's observation that almost all of the thirty-seven signa-
tures of hierarchs on the document were in fact made by two or three hands,
but that the signatures of Patriarch Dionysios and Metropolitan Ioasaph of

Euripos and Kyzikos are authentic. However, Fonkich disagrees with Regel's
conclusion that the document is not authentic, arguing that it was issued by the

patriarch in the name of the synod. Fonkich draws a parallel with the 1590
synodal document confirming the creation of the patriarchate of Moscow on
which the signatures of at least sixty-five hierarchs, probably at the time not in
attendance in Constantinople, were forged by officials of the patriarchal chan-

cery. Concerning the recognition of the imperial title, cf. Kapterev, Kharakter

otnosheniia, pp. 26-33.

33
Snosheniia, pp. 107-112.)))
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3\037 It is not clear who sent Isaiia to Muscovy. Prince Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi

sought biblical manuscripts from Serbian, Bulgarian, Greek and Italian mon-
asteries, but there is no direct evidence that he was involved in Isaiia's trip. For

discussions of Isaiia's life and further reference to literature, see Mykhailo

Vozniak, Istoriia ukralils'koi' literatury, vo1. 2, pp. 63-64, 117-19; Viktoriia

Petrivna Kolosova, \"Isaia z Kam'iantsia i Andrii Kurbs'kyi. Do polemiky z
Edvardom Kinanom (SShA),\" Nauka i kul'tura. Ukraina. Shchoricll1zyk, vol.

24 (Kyiv, 1990), pp. 182-88 (maintains that Metropolitan Ioasaph joined
Isaiia's entourage); and Edward L. Keenan, \"Isaiah of Kamjanec'-Podol'sk:
Learned Exile, Champion of Orthodoxy,\" The Religious World of Russian

Culture. Russia and Orthodo.xy: Essays in Honor of Georges FlorovskY, ed.
Andrew Blane, vol. 2 (The Hague-Paris, 1975),pp. 159-72, including Isaiia's

autobiographical text (pp. 166-67) which is the source of the quotation:
\"HcnpocHTH 6H6Juno no HameMY .H3bIKY PYCKOMY CJIOBeHcKoMY Ha cnHC

CJIOBO B C.TlOBO, H B HameM rocy,a:apcTBt PYCKOM Ii KH5I)J(ecTB't JlHTOBCKOM

BbI,a:aTH THCHeHHeM netlaTHbIM HarneMY Hapo\037y XpHCTH.HHCKOMY PYCKOMY

JIHTOBCKOMY, ,Qa Ii PYCKOMY MOCKOBCKOMY, ,a:a Ii nOBcIO,a:y BCtM npaBo-
CJIaBHbIM XpHCTIi.HHOM, H)I(e B 60Jlraptx H cep6'tx B MY JITRHtX H BOJloci;x

(here the \"jats\" have been restored)\037 cf. The Kurbskii-Groznyi Apocrypha: The

Seventeenth-Century Genesis of the \"Correspondence\" Attributed to Prince
A. M. Kurbskii and Tsar Ivan IV (Cambridge, Mass. 1971), pp. 21-26.
35

Snosheniia, pp. 104, 112.
36

Snosheniia, pp. 112-18.

37
Concerning Isaiia's charge and Ioasaph's counter indictment and questions

about their exact nature, see Keenan, \"Isaiah of Kamjanec'
-Podol'sk,\" p. 160,

especially note 2.
38 The reason is not clear from the sources.

39 For Ioasaph' s departure from Moscow, see Snosheniia, pp. 118-19. The

Muscovites sent the patriarch two hundred and seventy rubles, to five of his

metropolitans fifty rubles each, to six others seventy rubles each, to twelve
more metropolitans and archbishops thirty rubles each, and to three bishops

twenty rubles each.

40 Snosheniia, pp. 120-22.

41 The consecration of the Holy Chrism is performed on Holy Thursday, but

not necessarily every year. Receiving chrism from the head of an

autocephalous church is one of the canonical signs by which a local bishop
demonstrates his jurisdictional subordination to a patriarch or an archbishop.
The preparation of the oils takes a few days, and requires the presence of the

bishops (synod) of a given jurisdiction. Although this rite does not always
occur at regular intervals, a fifty-year gap between consecrations is unusual,

since the chrism is used in the Sacrament of Chrismation (i.e., for Confinna-

tion) in the initiation rite of every Christian in the Christian East, immediately
following baptism, and a steady supply needs to be maintained. Concerning)))
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the reservation to the patriarch of Constantinople of the consecration of the

Holy Chrism (and challenges to this reservation) among Greeks, see Louis
Petit, \"Du pouvoir de consacrer Ie Saint Chreme,\" Echos d' Orient 3( 1) 1899:
1-7; for a description of the order of the consecration (with French translations

of liturgical texts) and a listing of some fifty-seven ingredients used by the

Constantinopolitan Church in modern tin1es according to a ritual published in
1833, see Louis Petit, \"Composition et consecration du Saint Chreme,\" Echos

d'Oriel1( 3(3) 1900: 129-42. In the second half of the nineteenth century the

consecration of the Holy Chrism at the patriarchate of Constantinople oc-
curred four times, in 1856, 1865, 1879, and 1890 (see ibid., p. 137). (In the
Latin ritual of the pre-Vatican II Roman Church, olive oil and balm are the two
essential ingredients.) The old Greek order was published by Jacques Goar,

Euchologioll (Paris, 1847).
42

Snoshelliia, pp. 122-27.

43
In addition to the states named because the Greek emissaries traveled to or

through them, pertinent here was the Habsburg Empire. Seeking to extend its

sphere of influence to the west bank of the Black Sea, it was also a persistent
competitor in the Transdanubian arena.

44 See the discussion in Demir Mironovich Dragnev et aI., eds., Ocherki

vneshnepoliticheskoi istorii Moldavskogo kniazhestva. Pos/edniaia tret' XIV-
nacha/o XIX v. (Chi\037inau, 1987), pp. 96-18 I, and L. E. Semenova, \"Dunaiskie

kniazhestva v kontekste mezhdunarodnykh otnoshenii v Iugo- Vostochnoi

Evrope v kontse XVI-nachale XVII v.,\" in Slaviane i ikh sosedi. Vol. 4,
OS111anskaia ilnperiia i narody Tsentral'noi, Vostochnoi, lugo- Vostochnoi

Evropy i Kavkaza v XV-XVIII vekakh, ed. Boris Nikolaevich Floria et aI.

(Moscow, 1992),pp. 78-92. For a survey of ecclesiastical affairs in Wallachia

and Moldova in the latter part of the sixteenth century, see Cesare Alzati,

Terra romellG tra Oriente e Occidente. Chiese ed etnie nel tardo '500, intro.

Luigi Prosdocimi (Milan, 1981), pp. 183-326 [=Di fronte e attraverso, 82.
Storia 1.

45 A direct but general accusation of espionage lodged against Greek clerics

traveling through the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth can be found in a

letter of Metropolitan Mykhail (Rahoza) written in December 1594 to Ian
Zamoyski, Crown grand hetman and Crown grand chancellor, outlining the

preconditions for the Ruthenian bishops' acceptance of the union. Asking for

guarantees against patriarchal sanctions, the metropolitan wrote: \"qepHUbI
Te)l(n 31> KrpeUbIH a6bI 60JIbllIn B1> rraHcTBt ero KOpOJIeBCKO\037 MHJ10CTH He

6bIBaJUf, H AO 3eMJIH HerrpiJlTeJIcKot MOCKOBCKOt >Ke6bI nponYIJJ;aHbI He

6bIJIM. C1> nHJIbHOCTblO y ero MHJIOCTH naHa reTMaHa 06BapoBaTb, H>K6bI

rrepeXO)KMXl> H rrepe't3At.JHX1> 3n J1I1CTaMH AO HaC'h Orb naTpi.HpXOBl> He

rrYIIJ;aHo: 60 TbIXl> rnneKraMH p03YMteMl>, Cn rreBHbIXn rrpHt{HH1>\"

(Documenta Union is, no. 18, p. 36). The implication is that the Greek clerics

spied for the Muscovites as well as for the Ottomans.)))
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46 The Ottomans continued to press the Safavids, waging protracted wars with

them from 1578 to 1590; Halil Inalcik, The Ottoman El11pire: The Classical

Age 1300-1600, trans. Noonan Itzkowitz and Colin Imber (London, 1973;
reprint, ] 975), pp. 32-42; idem, \"The Origin of the Ottoman-Russian Rivalry

and the Don- Volga Canal,\" Annates de I'Universite d'Ankara 1 (1947): 47-
110; Akdes N. Kurat, \"The Turkish Expedition to Astrakhan' in 1569 and the
Problem of the Don- Volga Canal,\" SEER 40 (1960): 7-23.
47

Eugenio Alberi, Relazioni degli ambasciatori Veneti al senato, ser. IlIa (Le
Relazioni degli Stati Ottoman i), vol. 2 (Florence, 1844), p. 256; cited by
William K. Medlin and Christos G. Patrinelis, Renaissance Influences and
Religious Refonns in Russia: Western and Post-Byzantine bnpacts on Culture

and Education (16th-J 7th Centuries) (Geneva, 1971), p. 33 [=Etudes de

philosophie et d'histoire, 18].)

Notes to Chapter 7)

I For general discussions of the cu1tural context, see Mykhailo Hrushevs'kyi,
Kul'turno-natsional'nyi rukh na Ukrarni v XVI-XVII vitsi, 2nd ed. (n.p., 1919);
his Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, vol. 5, pp. 222-87, 385-507; vol. 6, pp. 412-538;

and A. Savych, Narysy z istorii\" kul'turnykh rukhiv na Ukrarni ta Bilorusi v

XVI-XVII v. (Kyiv, 1929) [=Zbirnyk Istorychno-filolohichnoho viddilu

V seukrai\"nsKoY AkademiY N auk, 90]. Despite terminological imprecision and a

muddled understanding of the historical, cultural, and ethnic context, William

K. Medlin and Christos G. Patrinelis offer some interesting insights while

broaching the question of East Slavic contacts with the Greeks, Renaissance

Influences and Religious Reforlns in Russia: Western and Post-Byzantine

Impacts on Culture and Education (16th-17th Centuries) (Geneva, 1971)

[=Etudes de philosophie et d'histoire, 18]. Concerning the shortcomings of the

study, see Frank E. Sysyn, \"Peter Mohyla and the Kiev Academy in Recent

Western Works: Divergent Views on Seventeenth-Century Ukrainian Cul-

ture,\" HUS 8(1/2) 1984: 176-84 [=Speciallssue. The Kiev Mohyla Academy:
Commelnorating the 350th Anniversary oj'its Founding (1632)]. Medlin reca-
pitulates some of the main points made in the book about Ruthenian culture in

his \"Cultural Crisis in Orthodox Rus' in the Late 16th and Early 17th Centuries

as a Problem of Socio-Cultural Change,\" in The Religious World of Russian

Culture. Russia and Orthodo.:ry: Essays in Honor of Georges Florovsky, ed.
Andrew Blane, vol. 2 (The Hague, 1975),pp. 173-88.

2 About schools the best study remains Konstantin Vasil'evich Kharlam-
povich, Zapadnorusskie pravoslavnye shkoly XVI i nachala XVII veka,

otnoshenie ikh k inoslavnym, religioznoe obuchenie v nikh i zaslugi ikh v dele

zashchity pravoslavnoi very i Tserkvi (Kazan', 1898). Evgenii Nikolaevich

Medynskii [Ievhen Mykolaiovych Medyns'kyi], Bratskie shkoly Ukrainy i
Belorusii XVI-XVII vv. i ikh rol' v vossoedinenii Ukrainy s Rossiei (Moscow,

1954) is unreliable. For a bibliographic note on Ruthenian schools, see
\"Shkil'nytstvo,\" Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 6, p. 612.)))
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3 Soviet scholarship devoted considerable attention to early East Slavic print-
ing. About the beginnings of Cyrillic printing and the press of Schweipold
Viol (Fiol), see Evgenii L'vovich Nemirovski, Nachalo slavianskogo
knigopechataniia (Moscow, 1971); idem, Opisanie izdanii tipografii
Shvaipol'ta Fio/ia (Moscow, 1979) [=Opisanie staropechatnykh izdanii

kirillovskogo shrifta, 1]; and Szczepan K. Zimmer, The Beginnings oj' Cyrillic
Printing, Cracow, 149J: From the Orthodox Past in Poland, ed. Ludwik

Krzyzanowski and Irene N agurski with the assistance of Krystyna M. Olszer

(Boulder, Colo., 1983) [=East European Monographs, no. 136], with anno-

tated bibliography. About the beginnings of Ruthenian printing, Evgenii
L'vovich Nemirovskii, Belorusskii prosvetitel' Frantsisk Skorina i nachalo
knigopechataniia v Be/orusii i Litve (Moscow, 1979); idem, Frantsisk

Skorina-zhizn' i deiatel'nost' belorusskogo prosvetite/ia (Mensk, 1990). For
the context of Skaryna' s work, see Viacheslali Antonavich Chamiarytski, ed.,

Ska1) 7na i iaho epokha (Mensk, 1990).For listings of literature on Skaryna, see

Iauhen L'vovich Nemirotiski [Evgenii L'vovich Nemirovskii] and L. A.

Osipchuk, eds., Frantsysk Skaryna, Zhytstse i dzeinasts'. Pakazal'nik
litaratury (Mensk, 1990);and Vitalit Tumash, Five Centuries of Skoriniana,
XVI-XX (New York, 1989) [=Byelorussian Academy of Arts and Sciences;

Bibliographic Series, 3]. Concerning the work of Ivan Fedorov in Belarus' and

Ukraine, see laroslav Dmytrovych Isaievych, ed., Pershodrukar Ivan Fedorov
ta io/1o poslidovnyky na Ukrai\"ni (XVI-persha p%vyna XVII st.). Zbirnyk
dokunlentiv (Kyiv, 1975); laroslav Omytrovych Isaievych, Pershodrukar Ivan
Fedorov i vyneknennia drukarstva na Ukra i'n i, 2nd ed. (L'viv, 1983); Evgenii

L'vovich Nemirovskii, NachaZo knigopechataniia na Ukraine-Ivan Fedorov

(Moscow, 1974), including bibliography, pp. 180-213. Further references can
be found in Evgenii L'vovich Nemirovskii, ed., Nachalo knigopechataniia v

Moskve i na Ukraine. Zhizn' i deiatel'nost' pervopechatnika Ivana Fedorova.

Ukazatel' literatury /574-1974 (Moscow, 1975); Pervopechatnik Ivan

Fedorov. Opisanie izdanii i ukazatel' literatul}' 0 \037hizni i deiatel'nosti, ed.
laroslav Dmytrovych Isaievych [Omitrievich Isaevich], et al. (L'viv, 1983);
and in the serial publication Fedorovskie chteniia, published in Moscow.

Mieczyslaw G\037barowicz, \"I wan Fedorow i jego dzialalnosc na tle epoki,\"

Roczlliki Biblioteczne 13 (1969): 5-95,393-481, is weak and outdated. For an

analysis of the literary aspects of the initial printing endeavors, see Isaievych,

Literatllrna spadshchyna Ivana Fedorova (L'viv, 1989). For a listing of six-

teenth-century Ruthenian editions, see Vera Il'inichna Luk'ianenko, Katalog
belorusskikh izdanii kirillovskogo shrifta XVI-XVII v., vol. 1. 1523-1600

(Leningrad, 1973), gives forty-seven positions, and Iakym Prokhorovych
Zapasko and laroslav Dmytrovych Isaievych, Pam'iatky knyzhnoho
lnystetstva. Kataloh starodrukiv, vydanykh na Ukrai'ni, vol. 1. /574-1700

(L'viv \0371981).

4 The study of Ruthenian manuscript production of the second half of the
sixteenth century will be advanced by the completion of a comprehensive
manuscript catalogue being prepared by Marta Bohdanivna Boianivs'ka of the)))
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Institute for Ukrainian Studies in L'viv. See her dissertation, \"Ukra\"ins'ka

rukopysna knyha v XV -pershii polovyni XVII st. Vyrobnytstvo i

poshyrennia.\" Instytut ukrai\"noznavstva im. I. Kryp'iakevycha'l Natsional'na
Akademiia Nauk Ukra\"iny (L'viv, 1994). For a recent analysis of Refonna-
tional currents in sixteenth-century Ruthenian manuscripts and references to

earlier literature'l see Dmitriev, Pravoslavie i Re,formatsiia. Re.fornzatsionnye

dvi\037heniia v vostochnoslavianskikh zemliakh Rechi PospoUtoi vo vtoroi

polovine XVI v. (Moscow 'I 1990), especially pp. ] 9-37.

5 Fedorov was responsible for the printing and in most cases editing of the

following Ruthenian imprints: H0111iliary Gospels and Psalter \",ith

Horologion (Office of the Hours; Zablud6w, 1569 and 1570, respectively)'1

Apostol and Pri,ner (L'viv, 1574), Primer, Ne\037v Testanlent, Knyzhka of

Tymotii Mykhailovych'l and the Ostrih Bible (Ostrih, 1578, 1580, 1580'1 1581,
respectively). Between the mid-1560s and the completion of the Ostrih Bible

in 1581, there were eight Ruthenian Cyrillic editions that did not issue from

Fedorov's press( es). His junior partner in the Moscow and Zablud6w editions,

Petr Mstyslavets', independently issued in Vilnius the Gospels (1575), a
Psalter (1576), and a Horologion (1574-1576). Vasyl'Tiapyns'kyi issued the

Gospels (1570s) (n.p., n.d.) apparently in Tsiapin, and Vasyl' Haraburda

printed in Vilnius the Homiliary Gospels (ca. 1580) See Zapasko and

Isaievych, Pam 'iatky knyzhnoho mystetstva: kataloh starodrukiv, vydanykh na

Ukrai\"ni, vol. 1, pp. 25-29; Luk'ianenko, Katalog belorusskich izdanii

kirillovskogo shrifta XVI-XVII vv., vol. 1, pp. 34-56.

6 For references to the statistics on Western printing, see above, chapter 1,
pp. 23-24.

7
Concerning Budny's theology and references to the literature, see Will-

iams, The Radical Reforlnation, 3d ed. (Kirksville'l Mo., 1992), especially

.PR:. J J4 ? -\037_Q_..

q

8
The editions of this time were notable also from the artistic perspective.

Some of the plates and engravings created for Ruthenian Orthodox presses in

the last decades of the sixteenth century were still in use in the nineteenth. For
a survey of East European and East Slavic printing at the end of the fifteenth

and in the sixteenth century, see Mladen Bosnjak, A Study of Slavic Incuna-
bula, trans. Ferdinand Dobrowolsky (Zagreb, 1968); Evgenii L'vovich
Nemirovskii, Nachalo slavianskogo knigopechataniia (Moscow, ]971). For

summary remarks, see Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchyna, pp. 18-27.

9
Concerning Fedorov's circular route through Livonia, Vilnius, Lublin,

Miziakiv in Podillia, before arriving in Zablud6w, see Ihor Zinoviiovych
Myts'ko, \"K voprosu 0 prebyvanii Ivana Fedorova v Belorussii,\" in Ivan

F edorov i vostochnoslavianskoe knigopechatanie (Mensk, 1984), pp. 73-77
and Orest Iaroslavych Matsiuk, \"K voprosu 0 pereezde Ivana Fedorova na

Ukrainu v 1566 g.,\" Fedorovskie chteniia 1983 (Moscow, 1987), pp. 165-68.)))
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10 For a discussion of the Byzantine original, the Church Slavonic translation,
and the characteristics of Fedorov's version of the Uchytel'noie ievanhelie, see
Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchyna, pp. 68, 77-79.
11

\"11 cilO AyrnenOJIe3HYlO KHHry evaHreJIie 0Y1..JHTeJIHOe K'b JIY'\"\"IlueMY

nooyt.leHilO, H HCnpaBJIeHilO AyrneBHoMY H TeJIeCHoMY HapO\037OM'b BO X pHcTa
BtpYIOI..QHM AaJIH, lO)Ke c060pHa.H H anOCTOJIbCKa.H uepKoBb BcerAa HMt.HllIe

U'BJIY H 3,[(paBY C06,lllOAallle HenpHJIaralO\037e HH OTeMJIIO\037e HH1..JTO)J(e,

pa3YMtlOt.IH 10 6blTH nOTpe6HYlO BCtM'b. A HaHnatle )Ke B'b HbIHernHiH

M.HTe)f('h MHpa [sic] cero, nOHe)f(e MH03H KpbCTi.HHbCTiH JIIOAie HOBblMH H

pa3JIHYHbIMH oytleHiH B'b Btpe nOKoJIe6arnac.H, H MHtHieM'b CBOHM'h

pa3cBepentllla H OTh e,[(iHaro cor JIaci.H B'b Btpe )f(HBYI..QHX'b OTbBpaTHlllacR.

JJ:a nOHe CHX'b KHHr'b 1..JHTaHieM'b B03MorYTb ce6e HcnpaBHTH, H Ha nYTb
HCTHHHbIH npHBecTIf. A eJIHUbl BO npaBoBtpiH ,[(OHbIHt C06JIIO,[(aeMJf If

Hen03bl6JIeMO C'bAep.JKHMH CYTb, TtM'b 60JIee HX'b XpHCTOC'b CJIOBeCbI H

oY1..JeHieM'b CBOHM'b oYKptnlfTb B'b Btpe e,[(HHO\037lbICJIeHbIX'b 6bITH H He ,[(aCTb

CMeTaTlfCR BOJIHaMH cero )f(HTi.H, H epeCeM'b 6bIBalO\037HM'h B c06t

BMtI..QaTHcR.\" Quoted from the facsimile of the preface provided by Isaievych,
Literaturna spadshchyna, p. 71.

12
According to one calculation, of the one hundred and seventy-seven Protes-

tant congregations in the lands of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (post-1569
borders) during the second half of the' sixteenth century, one hundred and
forty-one were located in these four palatinates, and of these, one hundred and

twenty-five congregations were Refonned. See Marceli Kosman, Reformacja i

kontrreformacja w Wielkim Ksi{istwie Litewskim w s\\tvietle propagandy

wyznallio\\tt/ej (Wroclaw, 1973) (source for 1569 Catholic-Protestant statistics,

p. 52.) Concerning the distribution of the principle Protestant congregations in
the Grand Duchy, see Stanislaw Kot, \"La reforme dans Ie Grand Duche de

Lithuanie. Facteur d' occidentalization culturelle,\" Annuaire de l' /llstitut de
Philologie et d'Histoire Orientales et Slaves 12 (1953):208.

13 For a recent study of the sixteenth- and early seventeeth-century Polish

translations of the Bible, see David A. Flick, Polish Sacred Philology in the

Reformation (Berkeley, 1989) [=University of California Publications in Mod-
em Philology, 123].

14 See the facsimile of the preface in Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchyna, pp.

81-89, here 82-83, 86.
15 A register of landholders in the counties of Bratslav and Vinnytsia not

appearing in 1569 for a routine oath of loyalty to the king includes the
\"Muscovite I van the Deacon,\" who had possession of the Miziakiv settlement;
see Matsiuk, \"K voprosu 0 pereezde Ivana Fedorova,\" pp. 165-67.

16 \"E)I(e Heoy,[(061-10 MH 6'1:; paJIOM'b HH)f(e ctMeH'h ct.HHieM'b BpeM.H )f(HBOTa

CBoero c'hKpa\037aTH, HO HMaM'h oy60 B'b MtCTO paJIa XYAO)f(bCTBO HapY1..JHbIX'h

,[(t,l1'b C'h CYAbI, B'h MtCTO .JKe )f(HTHbIX'b ctMeH'h AyxoBHaR ctMeHa no
BCeJIeHHtH pa3ctBaTH, H BCtM'h nOYHHY pa3,[(aBaTH ,[(YXOBHYIO cilO nHI..QY.\)
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For a facsimile of the preface, see Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchyna,

pp. 91-99, here p. 93.

17 For a typical example, see the introductory article to a publication of papers

given at a conference marking the four-hundreth anniversary of the death of
Fedorov, Evgenii L'vovich Nemirovskii, \"Velikii russkii prosvetitel' I van

Fedorov,\" F edorovskie chteni ia 1983 (Moscow, 1987), pp. 6-35; Igor'
Zinovievich Mytsko [Ihor Zinoviiovych Myts'ko], \"Kul'turno-istoricheskie

predposylki voznikonoveniia knigopechataniia na Ukraine,\" Fedorovskie

chteniia 1983 (Moscow, 1987) pp. 161-64.

18
Twentieth-century historiography of the Middle Ages and early-modern

period in Latin Europe has devoted ever-increasing attention to the question of
the penetration of Christianity beyond the clerical and educated elite. Conse-

quently, a new, more nuanced understanding of the pervasive role of

Christianitas-religious observances or the practices of the Christian reli-

gion-in European society is gradually emerging. For a compelling discus-
sion, see John H. Van Engen, \"The Christian Middle Ages as an Historio-

graphical Problem,\" American Historical Review 91 (1986): 521-52. For
discussions of the main currents in the historiography of religion in Europe in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and references to the relevant litera-

ture, see Steven E. Ozment, ed., Reformation Europe: A Guide to Research.
(St. Louis, 1982) [=Reformation Guides to Research, ]] and John W.

O'Malley, ed., Catho/icisln in Early Modern History: A Guidebook to Re-
search (St. Louis, 1988) [=Refonnation Guides to Research, 2].
19

See p. 347nl above.
20 Here I refer to Hrushevs'kyi's survey, Z relihiinoi\" dUlnky na Ukra;izi, spon-
sored by the emigre Ukrainian Protestant community in Canada. It apparently
was serialized in the Canadian periodical/evanhels'kyi ranok (non vid.) and

published in L'viv in 1925; it was reprinted in Munich in 1962.
21

The place of publication of the first edition of this survey is given as Kyiv-
L'viv, 1912.This survey reflects the point of view of Hrushevs'kyi' s history, the
relevant volumes of which appeared earlier. The corresponding chapter in
volume 6 of the Istoriia Ukrarny-Rusy (Kyiv, 1907), pp. 412-538, is entitled
\"Kul'tumo i relihiino-natsional'nyi rukh na UkraYni v XVI vitsi.\" Although it
devotes much attention to the confessional interplay and questions of ecclesias-

tical polities as expressions of cultural developments, it does not acknowledge
the role of spiritual life or religious belief, which the \"cultural-national\"

protagonists presupposed and which determined their outlook on life.

Hrushevs'kyi's attempts to focus on specifically religious motivation can be

quite rhetorical and tinged with the fallacy of the ideal primitive Apostolic

Church, seen in opposition to later degenerations (i.e., the thesis of the His toria
Ecclesiae Christi [Basel, 1559-1574 )-written by the Magdeburg Centuriators

and attacked by the methodologically more scrupulous AnnaZes Ecclesiastici,
12 vols. [Rome, 1588-1607]of Cesare Baronio [Baronius]-according to
which pristine New Testament Christianity was progressively corrupted by the)))
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power of the \"papal Antichrist,\" until the process was reversed by Luther). An

example of the application of these categories is Hrushevs'kyi' s discernment of

Patriarch of Antioch Joachim's thoughts during the prelate's 1586 encounters
with the L'viv confraternity: Joachim \"was enthused by the elevated disposition
and noble plans of the L'viv brothers. From their conversations (no record of
which is extant) wafted towards him (Joachim) the aroma of the Christian
Church of Apostolic times. To him came the notion that, based on such pure

Christian principles, the fraternal community can serve as an instrument of
ecclesiastical reform, the moral censure of the dissolute clergy, a mechanism

controlling the Church, and ignoring the tradition of the 1,500 years separating

his times from the Apostolic Church, he intended to apply its principles to

contemporary circumstances\" (Istoriia, vol. 6, pp. 513-14). In fact Joachim,
like the rest of the Eastern Christian world, was convinced that contemporary
Orthodoxy was the \"Apostolic tradition.\" He probably thought in categories of

\"reinvigoration,\" rather than \"reform.\"

22 Here I have in mind particularly the work of such Ukrainian and Russian
Orthodox scholars as Ivan Ignat'evich Malyshevskii, Ilarion Alekseevich

Chistovich, Mikhail losifovich Koialovich, Metropo]itan Ilarion (Ivan

Ohiienko), and Ivan Fedorovych Vlasovs'kyi. Ukrainian and Polish Catholic
historians have tended not to emphasize the conflicts between the Catholics
and the Ruthenian Orthodox. Even so, such scholars as luliian Pelesh, Edward

Likowski, Kazimierz Chodynicki, Oskar [Oscar] Halecki, Kazimierz Lewicki,

and Atanasii H.Velykyi, in discussing the late sixteenth century, did not focus

on the questions of religion, spirituality, faith, or observance per see

23
Concerning Last Judgment iconography, see David M. Goldfrank, \"Who

Put the Snake on the Icon and the Tollbooths on the Snake?-A Problem of

Last Judgment Iconography,\" HUS 19 (1995): 180-99.

24 Besides Fedorov's L'viv (1574) and Ostrih (1578) primers, a third primer,
apparently not typeset by Fedorov, appeared in the late 1570s or early 1580s.

See Robert Mathiesen's review article on the first edition of laroslav
Dmytrovych Isaievych's Pershodrukar Ivan Fedorov i vynyknel1llia
drukarstva na Ukrai\"ni (L'viv, 1975), in Recenzija: A Review of Soviet Ukrai-
nian Scholarly Publications 8 (1977-78): 12-14.

25
See the facsimile of the preface to the L'viv Apostol, Isaievych, Literaturna

spadshclzyna. pp. 91-99.

26 \"nOBe.T1tJIo eCMH HMo 0Y\037IHHHBllIH BapcTaT APYKapCKiH, H BbIApYKoBaTH.. ..
ClIO KHHry eyaHreJIle 0Y1-IMTeJIhHOe, nepBoe Ha n01.lecTh Ii nOXBaJIY rocnoAY

60ry Bo TpOMUbl eJ(iHoMY, H Ko HaoY1-leHIIO JIIOAeM'hXpHCTi.HHbCKIiM'h 3aKoHY

HallIer\037o rpe1.lecKaro. nOMbICJIHJI'h )l(e 6b1JI'h eCMH H ce, H)I(e 6bl ClIO KHHry

BbIpa3YM'I;HI.H paAH npOCTbIX'b JIIOAeH npeJIO)KI1TH Ha npOCTYIO MOJIBY, Ii

HMtJI'h eCMH 0 TOMo noneqeHle BeJIHKoe. J1 COBe\037awa MM JIIOAH My,a:pble Bo
TOM'h nl1CMt oytIeHbIe, H)I(e npeKJla,a:aHieM'h 3AaBHbIXo nOCJIOBHU'h Ha HOBbie,

nOMbIJIKa 4JIHHTC}l He MaJIa.H, }lKO)Ke H HbIHt o6ptTaeTC.H Bo KHMraX'b

HOBaro nepeBo,a:y. Toro paAH ClIO KHHry }lKO 3,a:aBHa nHcaHYIO BeJItJIo eCMH)))
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ee BbI.n;PYKoBaTH'I KOTOpa.H KO)f(,lJ,OMY He eCTb 3aKpbITa, H K BbIpa3yrvrJ;HllO He

TPYAHa, H K1> t.UfTaHilO nOJle3Ha, a HaHnat.Ie Ti>M1> KOTopbIe C1> npH-

,TIe)f(aHleM'h, H co BHHMaHieM1> HCKO\03710e 06ptcTH BOCXOmIOTh, H 06p.HIl.{YTb.\"

In translating into Ukrainian, Isaievych misplaces the adverb upervoe,\" sig-
nificantly altering the meaning: \"I nOBeJliB iM . . . BH.n;PYKYBaTH Bneprne UIO

KHHry \342\202\254BaHreJIi\342\202\254YYHTeJIbHe Ha notleCTb i nOXBaJIY rocno,ZJ;eBi 60ry B TpiHui

\342\202\254,ZJ;HHOMYi ,ZJ;JI.H HaYKH XpHCTH.HHCbKHM JIIO,ZJ;.HM Harnoro rpeUbKoro 3aKoHY.\"
For facsimile and translation, see Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchyna, p. 75.

27 See discussion above, chapter 6.
28 Manasseh (687-642 B.C.), king of Judah, introduced the Assyrian cult (as
opposed to the cult of Yahweh) to Jerusalem. Chronicles 33: 11-20 provides
legendary infonnation on Manasseh' s captivity in Assyria, his conversion, and
repentance. This peri cope served as the basis for the apocryphal \"Prayer of
Manasseh,\" which was often included in biblical manuscripts and editions,
including the Vulgate.
29 There are two facsimile editions of the primer. The first was published with

commentary by Roman Jakobson and an appendix by William A. Jackson,
\"Ivan Fedorov's Primer of 1574,\" in Harvard Libra!}' Bulletin 9 (1955): 1-45,
and separately. See also Bukvar Ivana Fedorova, with commentary by Vasyl'
Vasyl'ovych Nimchuk (Kyiv, 1975). For other discussions of the primer, see
Vera Il'inichna Luk'ianenko, \037'Azbuka Ivana Fedorova, ee istochniki i vidovye

osobennosti,\" Trudy Otde/a drevnerusskoi liferatury Institufa russkoi

literatury, 16 (Moscow, 1960):208-229; Isaievych, Liferafurna spadshclzyna,
pp.104-109.
30

\"B1>3J1106JIeHbIH yeCTHblH xpicTl.HHbCKIH PYCKIH napo.n;e, rpetJeCKaro
3aKOHa. Ci.H e)f(e nHCaXl> BaMrb, He OT1> ce6e, HO OT1> 60)l(eCTBeHbIX1>

anOCTOJI1> H 60roHocHblX CB.HTbIXl> OTeU1> oytleHI.H, H npeno.n;06Horo OTua
Harnero ioaHHa .n;aMaCKHHa, OT rpaMMaTHKIH, MaJIO 1-1'J;t(TO pa.n;H cKoparo
MJIa.n;eHbtleCKaro HayyeHl.H B1> Mane C1>KpaTHB1> CJIO)l(HX\" (from the
afterword; Isaievych, Literafurna spadshchyna, p. 106).
31

For a discussion, see Jakobson, \"Ivan Fedorov's Primer,\" pp. 16-17.
Luk'ianenko disputes Jakobson's view that in invoking John of Damascus
Fedorov was referring specifically to the treatise \"Concerning the Eight Parts
of Speech.\" Luk'ianenko argues that this treatise was a source of only second-

ary importance for the primer, pointing out that in fact Fedorov's imprint

bon.owed only nlalo nechto from the text attributed to John of Damascus.
Luk'ianenko maintains that Fedorov was following a hallowed tradition by
invoking John of Damascus, with whom, in Rus' literary history, anonymous
grammatical treatises were often connected, see \"Azbuka Ivana Fedorova,\"

pp. 209,213-14.
32

Isaievych, Literafllrna spadshchyna, p. 83.
33

See the facsimiles of the primer (the original is not paginated). The afterword

is also reproduced in Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchyna, pp. 106-107,)))
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Notes to Chapter 8)

1
In March 1583, before his closest contacts with the palatine, Alberto

Bolognetti (cardinal from 17 December 1583), the Vatican nuncio to the

Commonwealth (1581-85), in reporting to the Vatican secretary of state,
Cardinal Tolomeo Galli di Como, characterized Ostroz'kyi and his martial
readiness as follows:

\"
. . . essendo molto inclinato all'opre [sic] di pieta et di

natura amorevolissima come parve di conoscere a me ancora in tempo de
comitii [assembly of the diet]; et dicono che nell'elemosine, nel sovvenire
all 'hospitali e raro esempio di liberalita, come anco in beneficiare i suoi
servitori a'quali lascia possedere un numero quasi infinito delle sue ville con

obligo pen) tener cavalli. Onde dice il segretario [of Janusz Ostroz'kyi, the

Cracow canon Krzysztof Kazimierski] che in bisogno ogni ha sempre 3000
cavalli a posta sua, numero confonne appunto a quello che si disse havere
offerto a S. Mta [King Stefan Batory] ultimamente in questo sospetto dei

Tartari,\" in MPV, vol. 6 (Cracow, 1938),p. 203. Bolognetti's correspondence
with the Roman authorities and Possevino is the most important source of

infonnation about Ostroz'kyi' s interconfessional activities in the first half of

the 1580s. The correspondence, which includes carefully prepared analytic
reports and reflects the current concerns of Roman diplomatic and ecclesiasti-
cal policy, is unfortunately not matched by any analogous Slavic collection of
sources. Concerning the meticulous, astute, and ambitious Bolognetti and his

disposition (scrupulously correct but full of hidden suspicion and resentment)
towards Galli and Possevino, see Ludwik Boratynski, \"Studya nad nuncyatur'\\,

polsk't Bolognettiego (1581-85),\" Rozprawy Akademii Umiejt;tno.{ci. Wydzial
Historyczno-Filologiczny 49 (Cracow, 1907):53-106.
2

The lack of an adequate biography of Ostroz'kyi has been a major gap in
Ukrainian historiography and in the history of Poland and Lithuania, one that
has been recently addressed by Tomasz Kempa. See his Konstanty Wasyl

Ostrogski (ok. 1524/1525-1608). Woje\\-voda kijowski i marszalek ziemi
wolyliskiej (Torun, 1997); as well as \"Konstanty Wasyl Ostrogski wobec

katolicyzmu i wyznan protestanckich,\" Odrodzenie i Refornza(ja w Polsce 40

(1996): 17-36; and \"Prawoslawni a synod protestancki w Toruniu w 1595 roku:
U pocz qtk6w wsp6lpracy dyzunit6w z dysydentami,\" Zapiski histolyczne 42
(1997):39-52. See also Teresa Chynczewska-Hennel, \"Ostrogski, Konstanty

Wasyl, ksi'tze (ok. 1526-1608),\" in Polski s/ownik biograficzny, vol. 24, pt. 3,

pp. 489-95.

3
Concerning Ostroz'kyi' s problems in taking possession of the Tarnowski

estate, see Jan Pirozynski, \"Dzieje jednego zajazdu. Wojna 0 dobra tarnowskie

mi\037dzy ks. Konstantym Ostrogskim a Stanislawem Tarnowskim w 1570 r.\"

Odrodzenie i Re,formacja 7 (1962): 99-130 and Kempa, KOllstanty Wasyl
Ostrogski, pp. 53-60.

4 Nikolai Pavlovich Koval'skii [My kola Pavlovych Koval's'kyi], \"Akt 1603

god a razdela vladenii kniazei Ostrozhskikh kak istoricheskii istochnik,\)
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Voprosy otechestvennoi istoriografii i istochnikovedeniia (Dnipropetrovs'k,

1975) 2: 128. For a discussion of Ostroz'kyi' s estates and economic activity, see

Kempa, Konstanty Wasyl Ostrogski, pp. 171-89 (includes two maps of

Ostroz'kyi's holdings) and the list of Ostroz'kyi' s properties in Appendix 3 to the
book, pp. 239-42.

5
Ostroz'kyi' s urbane son Janusz, a convert and fervent Catholic free of the

confessional handicap, according to Spannocchi, had no chances for the throne

as long his father was alive. See Erazm Rykaczewski, ed. ReZacye nUl1cyusZO}-v

apostolskich i innych os6b 0 Polsce od roku 1548 do 1690, vol. 1 (Berlin-

Poznan,1864),p.460.
6 See the nuncio's dispatch, in MPV, vol. 6, p. 202.

7 The regionalism of Ukrainian lands incorporated into the Polish Crown

through the Union of Lublin prevailed until, and contributed to, the

Khme1'nyts'kyi revolt in the middle of the seventeenth century and the fonna-
tion of the Ukrainian Hetmanate. For a discussion, see Frank E. Sysyn, \"Re-

gionalism and Political Thought in Seventeenth-Century Ukraine: The

Nobility's Grievances at the Diet of 1641,\" HUS 6(2) 1982: 167-90; idem,
Between Poland and the Ukraine: The Dilemma of Adam Kysil, 1600-1653

(Cambridge, Mass., 1985), pp. 104-114.

8 For discussions of aspects of the Ostrih Bible, see laroslav Dmytrovych

Isaievych [Dmitrievich Isaevich] \"Ostrozhskaia tipografiia i ee fOl' v
mezhduslavianskikh kul'turnykh sviaziakh,\" Fedorovskie chteniia 1978 (Mos-
cow, 1981), pp. 34-46; Robert Mathiesen, uThe Making of the Ostrih Bible,\"

Harvard Library Bulletin 1 (1981): 71-110, and his The Ostrih Bible 1580/81-

1980/81: A Quadricentenllial Exhibition (Cambridge, Mass., 1980); Ivan
Evseevich Evseev, \"Ocherki po istorii slavianskogo perevoda Biblii XV-XVIII

vv.,\" Khristianskoe chtenie (1913), bk. 1, pp. 192-213; Gerd Freidhof,
Vergleichende sprachliche Studien zur Gennadius Bibel (1499) und Ostroger
Bibel) (1580/81) (Die BUcher Paralipomenon, Esra, Tobias, Judith, Sapientia
uncI Makkabiier) (Frankfurt am Main, 1972) [= Frankfurter Abhandlung zur

Slavistik, 21]; Anatolii A. Alekseev \"'Pesn' pesnei' v Ostrozhskoi Biblii-

sostav teksta,\" Fedorovskie chteniia 1981(Moscow, 1985), pp. 116-24; Moshe
Taube and Hugh M. Olmsted, \"'Povest' 0 Esfiri': The Ostroh Bible and Maksim
Grek's Translation of the Book of Esther,\" HUS 11(1/2) 1987: 100-117;
Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchyna, pp. 128-40. The Fedorovskie chteniia

1981 volume, commemorating the four-hundreth anniversary of the Ostrih
Bible, has numerous other articles worthy of note. See also Anatolii A.

Alekseev, ed., Ostrozhskaia bibliia. Sbornik statei (Moscow, 1990).
9

Metropolitan Ilarion (Ivan Ohiienko), who compared the text of the 1580
edition with the 1581 Bible, notes that there are differences between the two,

especially in orthography, and that the latter is not always an improvement
over the fonner; see Kniaz' Kostiantyn Ostroz'kyi i io/1o kul'turna pratsia.
lstorychna lnol1ohrafiia (Winnipeg, 1958), p. 174n22.)))
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10\" ... no\037aBaH \037OBOflbHO Ha \037tflaHie 60ro\037yxHoBeHHaro nHcaHiH,

)l(eflalOw.e 60ra 6flararo 6flaro\037aTilO BCtMl> t-lefloB-tKOM'h cnaCTHC51 H B1>

n03HaHle HCTHHHbI npiHTH, 6flar0'4eCTIOBYIO cflaBY OTUbl II CbIHi; H CB.HTOM'h

\037yc-t npe,nJIO)KHTH [sic].\" The text of the 1580 New Testament and Psalter
differs from the Ostrih Bible and from those in Fedorov's earlier editions (the
1570 Psalter published in Zablud6w, and the two editions of the Book of the
Acts of the Apostles and Epistles [Apostol] issued in Moscow in 1564 and
L'vi v in 1574). Concerning Fedorov' s authorship of the preface and afterword,

a facsimile reproduction of the two texts, and for a general discussion of the
1580 editions, see Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchYlla, pp. I 16-27. The

quotion from the preface appears on p. 1 18, where the Ukrainian translation

strays from the original.
11

Boris Nikolaevich Fonkich points out the lack of the iota subscript, three
mistakes in accentuation, and one in the breathings in \"Grecheskie teksty
Ostrozhskoi Biblii,\" Fedorovskie chtenia, 1981 (Moscow, 1985), p. 113.

12 \"TIaqe )Ke B1> HHHtillHoe BpeMH, nocpe\037-t po\037a cTponTHBa M pa3-

Bparn;eHHa, e)Ke TOflHueM1> Hepa\037i;HieMb Kl> 3anoBt,[(eM1> rocno\037a Hall1erO

icyca xpMCTa cynpoTHBfleHie npieMfllome, paCTep3aJOTh HeMMJIOCTHBHt

uepKoBb 60)KilO, H B\037b3Myrn;aIOT'h Hew.a\037Ho cTa,[(o ero.\" In translating into

Ukrainian Isaievych adds \"hostile\": \"OC06flMBO B Hall t-Iac, nocepe\037 fllO\037ett

cTponTHBHX, BOP0)KIIX i 3incoBaHHx.\" For text and translation, see Isaievych,
Literaturna spadshchyna, p. 117.

13 CathoJics and Protestants printed the Greek Septuagint six times before the

Ostrih Bible appeared, but no edition of the complete Greek Scriptures was

issued by an Orthodox publisher before 1687. An subsequent Orthodox Church

Slavonic Bibles through the twentieth century were based on the 1581 edition,

in most cases reprinting its text with only minor emendations. See the discus-

sion of Church Slavonic Bibles in Metropolitan Ilarion, Kniaz' Kostiantyn

Ostroz 'kyi, pp. 147-54. Mathiesen provides a list of \"firsts\" and superlatives

regarding the Ostrih Bible, see \"Making of the Ostrih Bible,\" pp. 71-72. Based
on the statistic that of eighty incomplete Bibles known to have been taken by

Fedorov to L'viv when he left Ostrih in 1581 five have survived, Mathiesen

extrapolates proportionaHy from the total of approximately two hundred-fifty

complete copies now extant an estimated original press run of four thousand

volumes (ibid., pp. 95, 99).
1-t

Khar1ampovich proposes implausibly that the 1561 journey to Muscovy to
obtain biblical manuscripts of Isaiia of Kam'ianets'-Podi1's'kyi was in fact a
mission from Prince Ostroz'kyi. There is also no direct evidence supporting

Kharlampovich's hypothesis that it was Isaiia who transcribed the copy of the

Gennadii Bible delivered by Haraburda, see his Zapadnorusskie pravoslavnye
shkoly XVI i nachala XVII veka, otnoshenie ikh k inoslavnym, religioznoe
obuchenie v nikh i zaslugi ikh v dele zaschity pravoslavnoi very i Tserkvi

(Kazan', 1898), p. 240n2.)))
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15 Mathiesen provides an English translation of the first introductory state-
ment from the publisher, Prince Ostroz'kyi, see \"Making of the Ostrih Bible,\"

appendix C, pp. 103, 1 07-1 09\037 here, p. 108. All subsequent quotations from

this preface are based on Mathiesen's translation, but with modifications that
include a global change of transcription from the international linguistic sys-
tem to that used throughout this book.

16 See the text of Ostroz'kyi' s introductory statement, Mathiesen, \"Making of

the Ostrih Bible,\" p. 109.

17 Some interesting comments on the language of the Ostrih Bible may be

found in Metropolitan Ilarion, Kniaz' Kostiantyn Ostroz'kyi, pp. 139-43. Pre-
sented as a monograph, the volume is in fact a rather eclectic and often

unreliable compilation of both new and previously published material. Despite

its polemical tone, the remarks on the Ostrih translation merit attention, if only
because they come from one of the few philologists to undertake and finish

single-handedly a complete translation of the Bible into Ukrainian or Ukrainian

Church Slavonic. The metropolitan criticizes the Ostrih editors for not using the
Hebrew text of the Old Testament (as he did) for their translation. According to

him, not breaking with the traditional reliance on the Septuagint-and in fact

perpetuating this tradition-was at once the greatest weakness and fault of the
Ostrih Bible, which he otherwise praises highly. It is, however, inconceivable
that the Ostrih team could have rejected the Septuagint, a text with a tradition

antedating the Christian era and itself a witness to ancient Hebrew versions of
the Scriptures. The early Christian community received the Hebrew Scriptures
in the Greek version, which included some books not in the Hebrew Scriptural

canon when the canon was formulated at the end of the first or during the second

century A.D. Both New Testament writers and the fathers of the Church refer to
and quote from the Septuagint (the latter almost exclusively). In the Greek

Christian East the Septuagint was further canonized through its use in the

liturgy. It, of course, served as the basis for all earlier Church Slavonic
translations. Furthermore, even though a Hebrew edition was issued earlier in
the century, not all of the Old Testament books (i.e., the seven called
\"deuterocanonical\" by Catholics or \"apocryphal\" by Protestants) used by the
Orthodox had Hebrew versions. The Complutensian polyglot edition (1514-

17), of Cardinal Francisco Ximenez de Cisneros at Alcala (Lat. Complutum),
was the first printing of the Hebrew and of the Septuagint version of the Old
Testament. Mathiesen states that the text of the Septuagint used was the editio

princeps issued in Venice in 1518, \"Making of the Ostrih Bible,\" p. 92.

However, the Esther text n1akes clear that the editors were using a Greek version

other than the 1518 Aldine edition, at least for editing Maksim Grek's transla-

tion; see Taube and Olmsted, '''Povest' 0 Esfiri,\" pp. 109-111. Metropolitan
Ilarion's Ukrainian translation, published by the British Bible Society in 1962,
followed the Protestant canon. It did not include any of the deuterocanonical
books, four of which were explicitly named by the Orthodox synod of Jerusalem

in 1672 (Tobit, Judith, Ecclesiasticus, and Wisdom of Solomon). The Ostrih

Bible did include the deuterocanonical books, as well as Book III of the)))
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Maccabees (see p. 350n 14 above; concerning the text brought from Rome, see

p. 356n42 below).
18

See table in Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchyna, p. 135. At the end of the

Old Testament text in the Ostrih Bible (after Book III of the Maccabees), the

following note appears. \"C!H TpeT!H KHHrH MaKKaBeHcKlu B1> npOqiHX1>

6M6JIiax1> He 06p-tTaIOTC.H HM)Ke B1> caMoH TOM CJIOBeH1>CKOH, Ii Hli B1>

JIaTHH'bCKHX1> aHH B1> JI.HTCKHXl> [i.e., Polish], ToqiIO B1> rpeqeCKOH 11 B1>

t.leCKOH, HO 11 MbI HX1> He oTcTaBHXOM1>.\" Book IV of the Maccabees, in fact not

a continuation of the narrative of the first three, is a treatise on suffering, using

Hellenistic categories and the example of the death of Eleazar detailed in Book
II of the Maccabees. It was not included in the Gennadii or Ostrih Bibles and

was first translated into Church Slavonic by Maksim Grek, as demonstrated by

Hugh M. Olmsted, \"K izucheniiu bibleistiki Maksima Greka. Perevod
Chetvertoi knigi Makkaveev na tserkovnoslavianskii iazyk,\" Arkheo-

graficheskii ezhegodnik za 1992g. (Moscow, 1994): 91-100. Of the four books

of the Maccabees occurring in (some) manuscripts of the Septuagint, only the
first two came to be included in the Catholic canon of the Bible; the first three

are standard in Orthodox Church Slavonic Bibles. Book III is not found in

Orthodox Greek Bibles. For a discussion of the canonicity of the Maccabees
books in the Greek tradition, see Heinrich Dorrie, \"Die Stellung der vier
Makkabaerbticher im Kanon der griechischen Bibel,\" Nachrichten von der
GeseLLschaft der Wissenscha.ften zu Gottingen. Philologisch-historische
Klasse. Fachgruppe V. Religionswissenschaft. N. S. 1, no. 2 (1937): 45-54.
19 In his translation Mathiesen notes some of the more interesting differences
between the Church Slavonic and the Greek of both this preface and of the

bilingual colophon; see \"Making of the Ostrih Bible,\" pp. 103, 107, 110.
20

Quoted by Mathiesen; \"Making of the Ostrih Bible,\" pp. 76, 107-109.
21 The original of the excerpts quoted from Smotryts'kyi' s preface (pages not

numbered) is as follows:
\"

. . . He K1> BCtM'b 60 pet.IeC.H HO . .. HeoYTBep)f(-
AeHbIM'b, npHHHKIlIHM1> 3aKoHY rocnO\037HIO oy-rpo, B1> Be\037-Iep )Ke oyqHTeJIMM
3BaTHC..H H3BOJI..HIOI.I..J;HM'h.\" \"... r JIarOJIIOI.I..J;a.H . . . .HKO CbIH1> \037aBHAOB1>

eCTb . . . H TBapb KpoMt cymecTBa 60)f(eCTBeHaro.\" \"Ho nOHe)f(e He BtM1>

aw;e KOMY HtCTb .HBHO, .HKO BHaCTO.Hmee ce BpeM.H nOCJIt\037Hee no rptxOMl>
HepaAaHi.H, H HeHaKa3aHl.H Harnero, pa3roptC.H BeJIHK1> nJIaMeHb 3JIO-

XHTpbIX1> H MHoror JIaBHbIX'b epeceH, nOMaJIt nOBpeMeHeX1>B1>CTynaIOW;HX1>- ..
3JIOXYJIHO Ha npeAaHl.H uepKoBHa..H, OT eAIHO.H, Ha eAIHY, Aa)Ke AO CaMbI.H

r.TIaBbI uepKBe npiHAollIa, BCR ApeBH.H.H 06HOB,JI.HIO\037e Hat.laJIHHK1> CBOHX'b

epeCH. Ta)Ke Ii B1> eAiH'bCTBt cBtT03apHO no BCeJIeHHtH CJIaBHMaro

TpeC1>CTaBHaro 60)KeCTBa KOCHYTMC.H Ap'h3Hyrna.\" \"Ho nat-Ie npocM Orb

AalOLQaro Bci;M'b npeMY ApOCTb AYXOBHYIO H Te6t AaCTbC.H, TOKMO 1.JHTaH

npHJlt)KHO, peBHY.H oyt.leHllO.\"

22 In the Ostrih Bible, this passage has a young man address Jesus as \"good
teacher,\" to which Jesus responds \"Why do you call me good? No one is good
except for the One [God].\" The editors chose a variant that does not appear in)))
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many of the best Greek New Testament manuscripts and seems to represent a

conflation with Mk. 10:17-18and Lk. 18: 18-19, see The Greek Ne\037' Testa1nent,

3rd ed., ed. Kurt Aland et aI., (Wtirtemburg, 1975). This redaction of the

pericope appears in many manuscripts and editions, but is now rejected by most
editors and translators. The question of its authenticity does not, of course, affect
the issue at hand.
23

Historians, especially those writing in the fonner Soviet Union, have often

presented the Ostrih Bible as an initial salvo of the Ruthenian community
aimed at the \"expansionist Roman Catholic Church.\" In discussing the chal-

lenges facing Ruthenian Church and society, scholars often emphasized the

Catholic threat, even when analyzing the 1560s and 1570s, a time when the

Protestant currents in Poland and especially in Belarusian lands in Lithuania
were still in full force. See for example, Isaievych, Literatunla spadshchyna,
p. 79, where the Zablud6w Homiliary Gospels and the revival of Ruthenian

literary activity are presented as a reaction to Protestant propaganda but \"first

of all as a defense in the face of Catholic expansion.\"

24 This hypothesis was first articulated by S. Sol'skii, who discusses

Smotryts'kyi's preface; see \"Ostrozhskaia Bibliia v sviazi s tseliami i vidami ee

izdatelia,\" TKDA 1884 (25)7: 293-320, especially 308-309. Recently it was

argued again by Mathiesen (\"Making of the Ostrih Bible,\" pp. 75-76, 89).
Isaievych contradicts Mathiesen concerning the primarily anti-Protestant orien-
tation of the Ostrih Bible (Literaturna spadshchyna, p. 140) citing as evidence
the Ostrih circle's contacts with Protestants, including Antitrinitarians, and the

theological disputations with Latins of Sen'ko Kalenykovych, an associate of

Fedorov; cf. his Ulstoriia izdaniia Ostrozhskoi Biblii,\" p. 12. According to

Isaievych \"the majority of the members of the [Ostrih] group was united by their

yearning to withstand the attack of Catholic propaganda\" (Literaturna

spadshchyna, pp. 34-35). The publication in 1577 of Skarga' s polemical tract

dedicated to Ostroz'kyi may, furthermore, be considered an important stimulus

for the production of the Bible. See also the focus, by implication, on the
Catholic threat in Ihor Zinoviiovych Myts'ko' s monograph, Ostroz 'ka

slov'iano-hreko-latyns'ka akadetniia (1576-1636) (Kyiv, 1990). The chapter

on the scholarly, pedagogical, and publishing activity of the Ostrih circle (pp.

31-46), devotes only one paragraph to the Ostrih Bible (p. 34).

25 The compilation of the Gennadii Bible was itself a reflection of Western
influences. For a presentation of the various groupings of Old Testament
books in Church Slavonic Scriptural manuscripts, see Robert Mathiesen,
\"Handlist of Manuscripts containing Church Slavonic Translations from the

Old Testament,\" Po/ata knigopisnaia: An Information Bulletin Devoted to the

Study of Early Slavic Books, Texts, and Literatures 7 (1983): 3-48.
26

laroslav Dmytrovych Isaievych [Dmitrievich Isaevich], Preemniki

pervopechatnika (Moscow, 1981), p. 19.
27

For a detailed listing of the published and unpublished works of the Ostrih

activists, see Myts'ko, Ostroz'ka akademiia, pp. 116-32. Of the thirty six-)))
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teenth-century works attested, three are no longer extant and between three
and five were printed or produced in places other than Ostrih (L'viv[?],

Vilnius[?], Cracow, Delman'). Only twelve of the works appeared before

1595, when the imminence of ecclesiastical union escalated Orthodox polemi-
cal and publishing acti vity. The secondary literature on the Ostrih polemical
publications is rather extensive, but the quality is uneven. Among the n10st

interesting recent contributions are insightful articles on Greek sources for the

Ostrih polemics by Ioannis Kakridis, \"Barlaams Traktat De pri1natll papae in

der Ostroger Knitica v sest; otdelax,\" in Jerzy Rusek, Wieslaw Witkowski,
Aleksander Naumow, eds., Najstarsze druki cerkie\\-vnoslowial1skie i ;ch
stosunek do tradycji rekOp;s111iennej. Materiafy z sesji. Krakow 7-10 XI 1991
(Cracow, 1993),pp. 147-65; and idem, \"Byzantinische Unionspolemik in den

Ostroger Drucken des ausgehenden 16.Jahrhunderts,\" Zeitschrift,fiir slavische

Philologie 52 (1992): 128-49.
28

See \"Kliuch tsarstva nebesnoho\" and \"Ka]endar' rymskyi novyi,\" reprinted
in Arkhiv IuZR, vol. 7, pt. 1, pp. 232-65 and in Malyshevskii, Pegas, Appendi-
ces, vol. 2, pp. 101-133.

29
Myts'ko speculates that Ostroz'kyi stopped publishing in Ostrih so as not to

disturb the complex and delicate ecclesiastical and geopolitical negotiations
between Rome, the authorities of the Commonwealth, and Muscovy, in which

he himself was involved, Ostroz'ka akadelniia, p. 43. Publishing was resumed

again in the mid-1590s, when Ostroz'kyi had anived at a clear anti-Catholic

position. This hypothesis presupposes that there was a momentum in publish-

ing acti vity that was suddenly interrupted. If, however, one recognizes no
evidence of a plan of action at Ostrih, as Myts'ko himself does at the beginning

of his discussion of the Ostrih scholarly, educational, and publishing activity
(p. 31), the absence of new editions following 1581 can be explained by an

original intention to publish a Bible, without further specific objectives.

Myts'ko himself notes that after the death of the printer Ivan Fedorov (who had
taken his press to L'viv when he left Ostrih in 1581), Ostroz'kyi made arrange-

ments in 1588 to move one of Fedorov' s presses to Vilnius, while in the early
1590s a new set of type had to be created for further publishing.
30

About the visits of Loukaris and Nikephoros to Ostrih, see Kharlampovich,
Zapadnorusskiie pravoslavnye shkoly XVI i nachala XVII veka, otnoshenie ikh

k inoslavnYI1I, religioznoe obllchenie v nikh i zaslugi iklz v dele zashchity
pravoslavlloi very i Tserkvi. (Kazan', 1898), pp. 264-68. There is a sizeable

bibliography on Loukaris, who in the seventeenth century was elected patriarch
of Constantinople and deposed seven times before being executed by the Turks.
For references to the literature, see Gunnar Hering, Okunzenisches Patriarchat
Lind europiiische Politik, 1620-1638 (Wiesbaden, 1968), pp. 342-412; and

Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, p. 26n65. Podskalsky discusses Loukaris'

theology and supplements Hering's references; see ibid., pp. 162-80. Energetic
and resourceful.. Nikephoros seems to have enjoyed the confidence of Patriarch

Jerenliah, who appointed him as his exarch. As a supporter of Jeremiah,

Nikephoros was deeply involved in the intrigues at the patriarchate of)))
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Constantinople. In a 27 May 1585 letter to the Muscovite tsar, Theoleptos,
mentioning Nikephoros in the same breath as Pachomios, characterized

Nikephoros as an \"evil man\" who \"transgressed God's commandment and

caused great damage to the Church. The letter, as recorded in a Muscovite
translation in the grecheskie de/a, is quoted in Snosheniia, pp. 152-55. For
further infonnation on Nikephoros, see Nicolae Iorga, \"Nichifor Dascalul,

exarh patriarchal, \037i leg5turile lui cu \037arile noastre (1580-1599),\" Analele
Academiei Romane, Melnorilie secfiunii istorice, sere 2, 27 (1904-5): 183-200;
Petre P. Panaitescu, \"Despre Nichifor Dascalul \037ilegaturile lui ell noi,\" Revista
istorica 12 (1926): 83; Feodor A. Kudrinskii, \"Sud'ba ekzarkha Nikifora,\"

Klevskaia starina 37 (1892):399-419 and 38 (1892): 1-19; Platon Nikolaevich
Zhukovich, \"K voprosu 0 vinovnosti ekzarkha Nikifora, predsedatelia
Brestskogo pravoslavnogo sobora, v turetskom shpionstve,\" Khristianskoe

chtenie (1899), bk. 3, pp. 573-83; Mikhail Iosifovich Koialovich, \"Nikifor,

velikii protosinkell patriarshego Konstantinopol'skogo prestola i ekzarkh

Konstantinopol'skogo patriarkha v Zapadnorusskoi tserkvi,\" Strannik 1860 no.
4 (Oct.-Dec., 1860): 197-228; Iu. N. Kurakin, \"Politicheskii protsess nad

Konstantinopol'skim ekzarkhom Nikiforom (Paraskhesom-Kantakuzinom) v
istorii Brestskoi unii,\" Slavlane i ikh sosedi, vol. 4, Osmanskaia i1nperiia i

narody Tsentral'noi, Vostochnoi, lugo- Vostochnoi Evropy i Kavkaza v XV-
XVIII vekakh, ed. Boris Nokolaevich Floria et al. (Moscow, 1992),pp. 122-44.

31 About the Ostrih school and the activities of the Ostrih center, see Myts'ko,
Ostroz'ka akademiia. Myts'ko provides background material on the political,

cultural, and economic importance of Konstantyn Ostroz'kyi and of the town
of Ostrih and discusses the genesis of the school (dating it to the end of 1576),
its possible curriculum, and the various terms used by contemporaries in

referring to the educational establishment at Ostrih. See also the comprehen-
sive chapter in Kharlampovich, Zapadnorusskiie pravoslavnye shkoly, pp.

237 -76; idem, \"Ostrozhskaia pravoslavnaia shkola,\" K ievska ia starina 5
(1897): 117-207; 6 (1897): 363-88. Given the extant infonnation on the
curriculum of the Ostrih school, it is difficult to consider it an \"academy,\" that

is, a university-level institution of higher learning.

32
Isaievych suggests that the Ostrih cultural circle began functioning in 1576-

77; see Pershodrukar Ivan Fedorov i vynyknennia drukarstva na Ukraiili, p. 67,
and Myts'ko, who develops the argument, Ostroz'ka akadel11iia, pp. 28-29.

33 The preface to the primer is reproduced in Isaievych, Llteraturna
spadshchyna, p. Ill. The tenninus post quem is probably 1576, when Prince

Ostroz'kyi secured title to the town of Ostrih, given to him in 1574 by his niece

Hal'shka, daughter of his deceased brother Iliia; see Myts'ko, Ostroz 'ka
akademiia, p. 28. Concerning the 1578 edition, extant in two incomplete
copies and one fragment, an discovered only in the past four decades, and for a
discussion of the relevance of Hrabur's tale, see Isaievych, Literaturna
spadshchyna, pp. 110-15.

34 Translation with modification from Mathiesen, \"Making of the Ostrih

Bible,\" Appendix C, p. 109.)))
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35 \"A KOMY Ha cBtTe MO)l(e 6bITM TattHo, )Ke 31> rpeKOB1> <pHJ10C0<pbI, 31>

fpeKOB1> 60rOCJIOBUbI YBecb CB
r
ST1> MaeTb, 6e31> KOTOpbIX1> Hero PHM1>

HH1.loro He 3HaeTb. fipM KOTOpbIX1> npe\037aH1>IO, HaYKaX1> H YCTaBaX1> uepKOB1>

cBRTaR BOCTO'-lHaiI CTOHTb KptnKo M HeoTcTynHo\" (Malyshevskii, Pegas,

Appendix, vol. 2, pp. 109-110).

36
Herasym Smotryts'kyi was considered to have been the rector of the Ostrih

school by the bishop of Kholm, lakov Susha (1610-87). See Susha' s life of

Smotryts'kyi's son Maksym (Meletii in religion), Jakub Susza, Saulus et Paulus
Ruthenae Ecclesiae, sanguine B. Josaphat transfornlatus, sive Meletius
Snl0triscius, archiep. Hieropolitanus, archilnandrita Dermanensis, Ordinis D.

Basilii Magni . . . ex tenebris in lucem prolatus (Rome, 1666),pp. 15-16.

37
Malyshevskii, Peg as, Appendix, vol. 2, p. 109.

38
Myts'ko adduces indirect evidence that arithmetic and music were taught at

the Ostrih school. However, his implication thereby (Ostroz 'ka akademiia, p.

26) that the school followed the classic curriculum of the trivium (grammar,

dialectics, rhetoric) and quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, music, astronomy)
is no more than an inference. With respect to the academic program and the

level of training at the school, Kharlampovich' s more guarded estimations
remain tenable; see Zapadnorusskie pravoslavnye shkoly, pp. 237-76.

39 About Kyprian, see Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 6, p. 487; Mykhailo Vozniak,
Istoriia ukrai\"ns'ko;' literatllry, 3 vols. (L'viv, 1920-24; reprint, The Hague,
1970), vol. 2 (1921),p. 68.

40 About the possiblility of Fedorov's involvement in the establishment of a
critical text for printing, see Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchyna, pp. 51-53.
Besides Ostroz'kyi, the only members of the Ostrih circle mentioned by name in
the edition itself are Smotryts'kyi and Fedorov. Myts'ko implausibly sees this

fact as an indication that Ostroz'kyi \"desired to distinguish specifically Ukrai-
nian and Russian activists, not the Greeks who had made there way [to Ostrih].\"

Ostroz'kyi, however, seems generally to have had a high regard for Greeks. The

mention of the presumed main editor and of the principal printer is merely a

reflection of the degree of their contribution to the production of the Bible.

41
See the information gathered on members or associates of the Ostrih circle

by Myts'ko, Ostroz'ka akademiia, pp. 81-115.

42 See MPV, vol. 6, p. 422, where Bolognetti reports (20 July 1583; 22 July
according to Litterae l1untiorunl, vol. 1, pp. 197) receiving and sending on a
copy of the Ostrih Bible, which Prince Ostroz'kyi intended for the pope as a
token of gratitude, \"SI come egli [i.e., Ostroz'kyi] havea ricevuto aiuto da S. Bne
nel stampare di questa Biblia la qual dice essere come figliuola diquella che

porto di Roma il Paleologo, essendo si da quella cavata et coretta.\" Furthennore,
Ostroz'kyi hoped that his imprint might serve as a model for papal typographers,
who had encountered difficulties in creating a font appropriate for an East Slavic

readership. See ibid., pp. 401, 418, 494. Possevino stated that the Ostrih Bible

was based on a Church Slavonic Bible acquired from the Vatican (ibid., p. 418).)))
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On these grounds Jan Krajcar (\"Konstantin Basil Ostrozskij and Rome in 1582-
1584,\" OCP 35 [1969]: 195-96) contests the opinion that the copy brought from

Rome was a Greek Bible. The latter view, maintained by some authors (e.g.,

Isaievych, Literaturna spadshchyna, p. 135) is based on Bolognetti' s reference

to Prince Ostroz'kyi' s gratitude to the pope for sending him a Bible, which the
nuncio thought was a copy of the Greek Scriptures (ibid., p. 365).
43

Dionysios, apparently of mixed Greek and Bulgarian lineage, was a relative

of the Greek mil1ionaire-merchantMichael Kantakouzenos. Bolognetti, who
mentions Dionysios many times in his reports, calls him a Cretan (MPV, vol. 6,
p. 202) and refers to him as an archimandrite (ibid., p. 348) and, on 9 July 1583,
as archbishop of Kyzikos (ibid., p. 402). Later, with the title, Archbishop of

Turnovo, Dionysios traveled to Muscovy in 1591bringing with him the docu-
ment of the Constantinopolitan synod ratifying the creation of the Muscovite
patriarchate. For a discussion of his broad international activity and references
to further literature, see Iordan Novikov, \"Dionisii Rali i negovata

diplomaticheska deinost,\" Godishnik na Sofiiskiia universitet \"Kliment

Okhridski\". Istoricheski fakultet, vol. 75 (1982) (Sofia, 1986), pp. 48-87.

Bolognetti was under the impression that Dionysios had inspired Prince

Ostroz'kyi's son Konstantyn to convert to Catholicism (report of 25 June, ibid.,

p. 363). Bolognetti also mentions that both the palatine's son and Dionysios

reported that a certain Emmanuel Moschopoulos, falsely claiming ties to a

Byzantine imperial family (Konstantyn junior called him a Muscovite), came

from Rome to Ostrih, where, chiefly due to his efforts, Prince Ostroz'kyi senior

was not converted to the Roman Church (ibid., pp. 364-65; cf. p. 381).
Reference is made here to the Florentine council (ibid., p. 365). According to

Dionysios, conflict between him and Moschopoulos arose on account of confes-

sional views. Moschopoulos obtained (forged?) a letter from the patriarch

excommunicating Rhalles-Palaiologos, a favorite of Prince Ostroz'kyi.

Moschopoulos fled Ostrih and was subsequently arrested by royal authorities
(ibid., pp. 390, 642). Following the discussion with Dionysios, Bolognetti
encouraged Roman authorities to take advantage of Ostroz'kyi' s need for
teachers at the Ostrih \"college\": \"perche veramente il mettersi in possesso di

quel collegio mediante persone catholiche et sicure, sarebbe un spargere i semi

in quelle parti di cose importantissime, massime stan do la buona dispositione di

questi duoi figlii maggiori [i.e., Janusz and Konstantyn]\" (ibid., p. 366).

Dionysios exchanged letters with Bolognetti (see ibid., pp. 381-82, 610, 642-
63), who had a good initial opinion of him. The nuncio considered it prudent to

\"keep him [Dionysios] happy\" (tenerlo sodisfatto), especially since the Greek
cleric desired nothing more than a papal document verifying that he was not a
schismatic. The pope conceded Rhalles-Palaiologos a blessing, apparently

related by a letter from Bolognetti. However, affirmation directly from Rome
was evidently most important for the Greek, and in a 8 November letter to

Bolognetti, Dionysios asked the nuncio to use his good offices to secure such an
assurance (ibid., pp. 410, 479, 490, 643). Bolognetti also mentions the anti-
Catholic utterances of the archbishop of Polia in Calabria, Timotheos, whom)))
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Ostroz'kyi nlet in Tarnow. Timotheos criticized the papal court, complaining
that the pope refused to recognize him in his see. He was on his way to Moscow

where he hoped to obtain a letter of support from the tsar. According to

Bolognetti, Rhalles-Palaiologos convinced Timotheos to remain in communion

with the pope and to make every effort to incline the tsar towards union,

especially since, after he returned to Italy, he would have more success garner-

ing favor with the pope if he could show that he had influenced the Muscovite
ruler \"'for the benefit of the holy Church,\" The nuncio commends Rhalles-

Palaiologos for his stupefying Moschopoulos and Timotheos with reasonable

argument (ibid., pp. 381, 385, 390). Meanwhile, given the changing allegiances
of many of the Greeks traveling between the Ottoman Empire, Rome, and the
Slavic lands, Bolognetti, although given to believe in Rhalles-Palaiologos'

sincerity, on at least two occasions, sought information from Roman authorities
on his background (ibid., pp. 387, 494).
44

Bolognetti, writing in March 1583, is under the impression that Eustathios
had died. Around 1579 Nathanael from the Commonwealth wrote to Cardinal

Guglielmo Sirleto in Rome that he was in the service of Ostroz'kyi, teaching his
sons and proofreading the typeset for the Bible, for which the Bible sent by

Sirleto through Dionysios Rhalles-Palaiologos was being used. Specifically,
Eustathios mentions that he was correcting the Greek-language printing (of
which in the Ostrih Bible there was only a few pages). Fonkich, pointing to the

large number of errors in the texts, suggesting a weak command of Greek,

postulates that the texts might have been set by the printer Fedorov; see

\"Grecheskie teksty Ostrozhskoi Biblii,\" pp. 113-14. Eustrathios continues:
\"Costl vi [i.e., to the sons?] traduco Ii principi alia fede Romana, perche
veranlente il padre loro [i.e., Ostroz'kyi] e grandissimo schismatico. 10per non

cader nella scommunione, voglio lasciar il scelano [sic] che me dii ducento talari

ogni anno et venir a reconciliarmi alla mia fede Romana.\" After the appearance
of Skarga' s 0 iedno.(ci, Prince Ostroz'kyi wanted Eustratios to \"write against the

pope,\" but he refused, maintaining that he would rather die than do so. Nathanael
informed Sirleto that he wanted to leave Ostroz'kyi \"if for no other reason than
that he is a schismatic and against the Roman Church.\" For Bolognetti' s report
and an extended quotation from Nathanael's letter, see MPV, vol. 6, p. 202 and

especially p. 202n2.
45

Kharlampovich, Zapadnorusskie prGvoslavnye shkoly, p. 255n3. For the
documentation of the grant, see Arkhiv luZR, vol. 1, pt. 1, no. 25, pp. 138-44,

194,221-23,250-52.

46
Archbishop Arsenios of Elassona received alms from the Muscovites for

the liturgical commemoration of the late Tsar Ivan IV; but instead of returning
to Constantinople, he stopped in L'viv, and then accompanying Patriarch

Jeremiah, he returned to Moscow, where he did not receive welcoming gifts

from the Muscovites: \"A eJ1aCOHcKoMY apxHenHcKony ApceHblO rocYAapb
)l(aJ10BaHb\037 ,QaTH He BeJ1eJ1AJ151 Toro: KaK1> 01-1 6bIJI Y rocY,Qap51 HanepeA ceBo
Ha MocKBe, H eMY no rocY,QapeBY YKa3Y no I\037ape H BeJIHKOM KH5I3e I1BaHe)))
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BaCMJ1beBH\037Ie Bcea PYCHH BO HHouex 110He ,n:aHo MHJ10CTHbI ,n:BeM HM 330

py6,neB. 11 OB, npHexaB B JIHTOBCKYlO 3eMJ1JO, BO JIbBOB, CD Tex MecT )l(HJ1 BO

JIbBoBe, a B cBoetl 06J1aCTM He 6bIB, Aa On.HTb c naTpHapxoM npHeXaJ1\"

(Posol'skaia kniga, p. 30). Omitrievskii refers to a manuscript text according
to which Arsenios stopped in L'viv to pass on to Patriarch Theoleptos the tsar's
benefaction through other men1bers of his delegation. The posol'ska kniga
does not, in fact, impute to Arsenios appropriation of the gifts (see
Arkhiepiskop Elassollskii, pp. 12-13n3). However, given the general chaos in

the Greek Orthodox ecclesiastical structure, the efficiency and reliability of
such envoys is subject to doubt.

47 The calendar controversy among Ruthenians is discussed in the standard

surveys; see for example Chodynicki, Kolci61, pp. 188-92; Hrushevs'kyi, vol.

6, pp. 462-67; and, Makarii, vol. 9, pp. 427-34. See also Nikolai Fedorovich
Sumtsov, \"Istoricheskii ocherk popytok katolikov vvesti v Iuzhnuiu i

Zapadnuiu Rossiiu grigorianskii kalendar',\" Kievskaia starina 21(5) 1888:

235-72.

48 See the protest against Archbishop Solikowski' s actions by Bishop Hedeon
(Balaban) and Galician nobles before municipal authorities (npeJJ;1> Bp.HA'b

KrpoAcKiH faJ1MUKii1), in AZR, vol. 3, no. 140, 281-83 (earJy February 1584).

49 A Belarusian-Ruthenian chronicle reports s.a. 1583: \"Ha TOTb )l(e '-IaC1>

6hIJ10 BeJ1HKOe3aMernaHMe npOMe)l(H naHaMH H npOMe)K1> J110AMM nYXOBHbIMH,
TaK)Ke H J11OJJ;MH npocTbIMH 6bIJ10 n,na\037IY BeJ1MKOrO, HapeKaH.H CHJ1HarO,
nOXBaJ1KH, nocBapKH, 3a6YlIcTBo, rpa6e)l(H, 3aKJIHHaHHM.H, BH,LJ;.H'lIM .HKO HOBbIe

CB}lTa YCTaHOBJ1.HJ1H, npa3HHKn OTMeH.HJ1H, KynUOM1> ToprH aJ160 .HpMapKH

nOOTMeH.H,nH-npaBe 6bIJIO Hat laJ10 npMCTb51 aHTHxpHcToBa, y TaKOM'b

BeJ1MKOM1> 3aMernaHblO,\" see \"Barkulabovskaia letopis',\" ed. Mitrofan

Viktorovich Dovnar-Zapol'skii, Ul1iversitetskie iz.vestiia (Kyiv) 38( 12) 1898:7.
50

AZR, vol. 3, no. 139, 280 (21 January 1584); ibid., no. 166, pp. 315-16 (8

September 1586). The king issued the second rescript in Hrodna, addressing

the calendar situation in Vilnius, after Metropolitan Onysyfor (Divochka), a

year earlier reprimanded for inactivity by Ruthenian nobles, had gone there to
intercede on behalf of his faithful, cf. n. 63 below. However, see Batory's
prohibition against conducting trade and engaging in craftwork on new-calen-
dar feast days, issued 18 July 1586 to the Polatsk burghers, ibid., no. 164,
311-12.
51

For example, both Herbest, in his Exposition of the Faith of the R01nan

Church and History of the Greek Captivity (] 586), and Herasym Smotryts'kyi,
in his Key to the Heavenly Kingdoln (1587), addressed the calendar issue.

52 A 25 June 1583 report from Nuncio Bolognetti to the Vatican secretary of

state mentions that Ostroz'kyi had already received his letter, see MPV, vol. 6,
p. 366. Its Greek version remains unpublished. Together with the

Constantinopolitan synod the patriarchs Jeremiah and Sylvester expedited a
circular missive to the Armenian community in the Commonwealth similar to)))
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the letter received by Ostroz'kyi. The Greek version of the letter to the Arme-
nians, dated November 1583, has been printed a number of times, most
recently in Sathas' Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, pp. 28-32. Italian
translations of the letters to Ostroz'kyi and to the Armenians appear in Vittorio

Peri, Due date, un 'unica Pasqua. Le origini deUa 1110derna disparita liturgica
in una trattativa ecul1zenica tra ROl1za e Costantillopoli (1582-1584) (Milan,

1967), pp. 203-217, who provides information concerning the manuscript
copies of the Greek versions. For a sixteenth-century Church Slavonic transla-
tion of the letter to Ostroz'kyi, see Malyshevskii, Pegas, Appendix, vol. 2, pp.

93-98. The letter was published in Ostrih, presumably in the 1580s. The two

known copies of this imprint are preserved in Biblioteka Narodowa in Warsaw

and in the library of the Zaklad narodowy im. Ossolinskich in Wroclaw; see

Zapasko and Isaievych, Pam'iatky knyzhkovoho mystetstva. Kataloh

starodrukiv vydanykh na Ukrai\"ni, vol. 1, pp. 29.

53 The letters to Onysyfor and the Vilnius burghers, the Church Slavo\037ic

translations of which were published in Malyshevskii, Pegas, Appendix, vol.
2, pp. 98, 100--101, are dated 11 January 1583 and 1583, respectively. The
Greek versions of these missives apparently have not survived.

54 \"
. . . .HKO TaMO BOJIHeHilO 6bITH He MaJIY, na npaBoBepHo )KHBYLQHX1>,

M3MeHeHi.H pa.n;H CYHaKCapHero, OT1> M)f(e H306peTaTeJIbHbIX1> 3B\037l;3,n:0-

6JIIOCTHTeJIeti JlaTbIHCKHX1>, npHJ10)l(HBIllHXC.H [sic] OT1> HCTHH1>HbI K1>

6aCHOCJ10BilO H306peTeHi.H XaJI.n;eHcKaro\" (letter to Vilnius burghers, in

Malyshevskii, Pegas, Appendix, vol. 2, p. 100).

55
\"LJ:a BHHbI ci.H YBt,[(aBIllH, nOlUJleM1> K1> BaMn naK\" co enHCTOJIi5lMH

HaWHMH, BO OTrHaHHe cHueBbIX1> BOJlHeHIH, eMY)l(e cny,n:elO BO nOMolll.1>

KHM)f(HarO pa,n:H KynoBaHi.H yqeHitt BHtWHHX1>II 60rOCJIOBHbIX1> no,n:atITe. 11
KO TaMO 6J1aroBtpHo )J(HBYLQMM1> xo,n:aTatfcTBYHTe, 3aHe)l(e BO cKope ero K'b

BaM1> XO\037eM1> B03BpaTIITH, ,n:a M TaMO HM1> npoUBeTYTh yqeHi.H\" (letter to

Metropolitan Onysyfor [Divochka], in Malyshevskii, Pegas, Appendix, vol. 2,

p. 98).
56 There is a logical lacuna (or at least grammatical shift from plural to singular
of the third person pronoun) in Jeremiah's explanation to Metropolitan

Onysyfor of the mission. He indicates that he is sending the two exarchs to
reconnointer but foresees that only the translator will make the trip:
\"

. . . nOCJlaXOM1> K1> BaM1>, ,n:a H3BeCTHTe HaM1> BHHbI 6bIBalO\037a.H OlD HHX1>

[i.e., JIaTHHoMy,n:PHbIX1> H np01.JHX1> epeTHK1>], ,n:BYX1> eK3apXOB1> HaWHX1>

HMeHeM1> HHKH<popa H LI:ioHVci.H, C1> HHMH)Ke TOJ1KOBaHi.H pa,n:H H TeoJ];opa

cny,n:e.H, cYLQa Orb npe.n;tJI1> BaWHX1>. AII.J;e )Ke B03MO)KHO 6y.n;e npeHTH, TaMO

eMY nOBen\037BXOM1> AO BaC1> ,n:OHTH, H BCIO nopa,n:y OTb BaC1> B3.HTH Ha nHcaHiIo\"

(Malyshevskii, Pegas, Appendix, vol. 2, p. 98). The text of the letter seems to
reflect events that have already occurred. In later decades a number of forged
Greek ecclesiastical documents addressed to Ruthenians are known. It is not

impossible that Jeremiah's letter was in fact doctored by the exarchs once they
were in Moldova and knew that they would not proceed to the Ruthenian
Orthodox lands.)))
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57 A sixteenth-century Church Slavonic translation of the exarch' s letter ap-

pears in Malyshevskii, Pegas, Appendix, vol. 2, p. 99. The Greek text is

evidently lost.

58 \"
. . . H cero AtJIH c HaMI1 nOCJ1aHHarO Teo\037opa cny Ae5l\037 cy\037a OT'b

npeAeJl'b Bal1JHX'b, nOCblJlaeM'b KO TBoeti CB5ITbIHH, 51KO 11 KO MHTpOnOJ1HTY 11

np01.JI1HM'b enI1CKOnOM'b: 51KO Aa YCJlbIl1JHTb OH'b BHHbI 6bIBalO\037i51 nocpeAt

npaBOCJ1aBHbIX'b M epeTHKOB'b, H H3BecTie Aa npHtiMeTb OTb BaC'b. TtM)f(e

y60 ero 51KO 11 HaC1> npHH5IBIIIH, eJ1HKa nOTpe6Ha eCTb UepKOBHbIX'b npeAaHiti

H3BeCTM H HaM'b 3HaeMO COTBOpH, 3aHe B03BpaTMTHC51 BOCn5lT'b HbIHi>

XO\037eM'h, M orrYAY naKH nOCJ1aHH 6YAeM'b KO BaM'h. CeMY)l(e TeoAopy
cnYAelO HallieMY B'h nOMO\037'b yt.IeHi51 M KHHr'b KynoBaHi51 BHtllIHHX'b

JII060MYAP'bUOB'h y
t leHili Te0J10rOB'b nOAali. Ci51 60 n0J1b3a eCTb BCtX'b.

KOTopoe AtJ151 xo\037eTb BCeJleHcKHtI naTpHapX'h BocKope nOCJ1aTM K'h BaM'h,/

Aa H BO BaC'h IOHttirnie npH1.JaCT5ITC51 H Te0J10KrMlJeCKUX'h Y1.JeHitl, Ii

B03MorYT'h nOCeM'h CTaTH npOTHB'h BOJI'hHeHi5lM'h epeTH1IeCKI1M'h, 1160 K'h

ceMY nOHY)f(Aa51 HaC'b Cnac1> pe1.Je: HcnbITatfTe nl1caHi5l, 51KO B'h HHX'h eCTb

)KHBOT'h Bt1.JHbIH. CocB-};AeTeJIbCTBYIOTb )Ke H BCH Te0J10KrH, 51KO OT'h

HeBtAeHi51 CHX'h TMbI B03paCJIbl1 3J106b. Ci51 B-};A5II1.\\I1, npMJ1t)l(HO

conocnelllecTBytl, BO cilO 60roH36paH'bHYIO n0J13Y\" (Malyshevskii, Meletii
Pegas, Appendix vol. 2, p. 99 [23 April 1583 ]).

59
See the report of Bolognetti regarding his conversation with Konstantyn the

younger, MPV, vol. 6, pp. 361-64; for reports of his conversion, see ibid. pp.

445, 471.

60 For Bolognetti' s report of 6-8 July 1583to Cardinal di Como concerning the
conversation with Ostroz'kyi, see MPV, vol. 6, pp. 383-88. Prominent in the
discussion, in addition to ecclesiastical issues, were Ostroz'kyi' s hopes that the

Holy See would intervene with the Habsburg Emperor Rudolph lIon behalf of
his son Janusz's claims to estates in Moravia and Hungary (cf. ibid. 402-403).

Although Krajcar's statement (\"Konstantin Basil Ostrozskij and Rome,\" p.

213) that this matter is mentioned in everyone of Ostroz'kyi' s letters to

Possevino, Bolognetti, and Pope Gregory XIII is an exaggeration (see the letters

to Possevino, MPV, vol. 6, pp. 40 I, 524), Ostroz'kyi claims in the imperial
domain were not secondary concerns in his dealings with representatives of

Rome. Bolognetti relates Ostroz'kyi' s impassioned declaration about unifica-
tion as follows: \"Et qui il duca anco dal principio del ragionamento si rese molto

piu facile che non haveva fatto in materia del calendario, perche egli ancora

detestb grandemente 10scisma, et mostrando (per quanto si puott\037 giudicare dal

volto et dalle parole) un intemo dolore di tante discordie fra
'

I popolo christiano,

disse con molta tenerezza che se potesse con la vita propria comprare l'unione

di S. Chiesa, 10 faria volontieri et moriria all'hora contentissimo.\" According to

Bolognetti, Ostroz'kyi promised on his part to do everything possible to promote
the union in his estates and \"riducendosi la difficolta a quei capi che sono
controversi ffa Latini et Greci de quali non convien chiarirsi da parte sospetta,
disse che si risolvera di mandare suoi huomini aN. Sre [i.e., to the pope] non gia)))
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August 1583) that during an encounter with Ostroz'kyi in Lub1in the turn of
events in Constantinople was a main topic of their discussion (see MPV, vol. 7,
pp.434-35).
69 On 24 August 1584 Bolognetti reported optimistically that because

Ostroz'kyi had great respect for Jeremiah, he would very likely reject the

usurper Pachomios, if Jeremiah came to the Commonwealth: \"Egli [i.e.,

Ostroz'kyi] si mostra tal mente affetionato al patriarca greco di Constan-
tinopoli hora deposto che si pub havere bonissima speranza che, quando esso

patriarca si trovi qui, egli [i.e., Ostroz'kyi] sia per seguitarlo et spaccarsi
dall'obedienza dell'intruso, anzi dubita iI duca che l'haver esso mandato a

ricercarlo delI'unione sia stato in gran parte causa di questa sua disgratia\"
(MPV, vol. 7, pp. 405). Halecki, for whom Ostroz'kyi is a hete-noire because
of his subsequent opposition to the Union of Brest, misinterprets this report,

maintaining that Ostroz'kyi was of \"the opinion that the Patriarch's alleged

negotiations with Rome in the matter of reunion were the real reason of his

present misfortune,\" and that consequently, Ostroz'kyi, \"wishing to be of
service to Jeremiah, would hardly encourage his sympathies towards Rome\"

(see From Florence to Brest, p, 217). Bolognetti reported five days later that in

a meeting with Ostroz'kyi, the prince \"demonstrated the same desire for union

as at other times\" (M PV, vol. 7, pp. 434), which belies Halecki' s view that the

palatine was cool towards unification. The question of Ostroz'kyi' s attitude

towards union was treated by G. Mylanyk, \"Constantini Senioris Ducis de

Ostrog pro Unione Ecclesiastica activitas. Dissertatio historico-dogmatica su-

pra Tabullarii Secreti Vaticani potissimum instituta.\" Ph.D. diss., Pontificia
Universita Urbaniana (Ronle, 1940) and by Kempa Konstallty Wasyl

Ostrogski, pp. 119-70. See also the articles cited above, p. 354n2.

70
See proposals concellling the project to move Jeremiah to Ruthenian or

Muscovite lands in the exchanges between Secretary of State di Como,

Bolognetti, and Possevino, in MPV, vol. 7, pp. 204-206, 307-309, 315, 318,
385-86, 392, 400, 405. See also Halecki, FrOl11 Florence to Brest, pp. 216-17.

71
See the dispatches of Bolognetti in MPV, vol. 6, pp. 424, 524.

72
A reference to a patriarch in connection with Ostroz'kyi' s estates appears in

a report of Nuncio Germanico Malaspina ( 1592-1598) dated 15 October 1594,

according to which Janusz Ostroz'kyi informed the nuncio that two weeks
earlier his father had sent an invitation to a \"Catholic patriarch\" in Venice,
summoning him to Ostrih to \"reform his [the palatine's] estates and himself.\"

(see Litterae nuntiorlll11, vol. 2, p. 26). The Venetian prelate in question was in
fact the Orthodox metropolitan Gabriel Severos, who, according to the nuncio
to Venice, Cesare S pacciano (1592-1597), was respected and well endowed by
the Greeks of the city, and would not be allowed to leave (dispatch of 12

November, see ibid., p. 30). It is unlikely that this is another example of

Ostroz'kyi's pretentions for a domestic patriarchate, as Krajcar argues,

\"Konstantin Basil Ostrozskij and Rome,\" pp. 211-12. With so much talk of

patriarchs in the air, having heard that his father was writing to Venice, Janusz

probably confused the title of the addresee with that of the Latin Catholic)))
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patriarch of Grado, the honorary designation of the Roman rite ordinary of

Venice.

73
Although there does not seem to be any direct evidence supporting such a

connection, it is not impossible that news of the discussions involving Rome

and the Ostrih circle concerning a patriarchate may have reached Moscow,

providing a stimulus for Muscovite patriarchal ambitions.

74
Though baptised Vasy Iii (B asH), Ostroz'kyi generally used the name

Konstantyn (Constantine). He was compared to Emperor Constantine in the

laudatory verses of Herasym Smotryts'kyi printed on the verso of the title page

of the Ostrih Bible:

11TbI KpeCTHoe 3HaMeHie HeTYHe HOCHlllH,

BeJIHKOMY KOHcTaHTHHY HHM c\037 nOA06HlllH.

OH'b 60 Ha He6ecH cie BHLrtB'h[,] n06tAHJ1'h C'hnOCTaTbl,
TbI )l{e n06t)l(AaH epeTHK'h H 6'tCOB'h TPH CTaTbI.

KpecTb 60 nOXBaJIa uapeM'h,
6tcoM)I(eHe3HOCHbIH \037peM'h.

Instead of the lance and sword of a warrior, Ostroz'kyi uses the \"OCTpeHlllee

Metla 060lOAyocTpa CJIOBO 60)l(le.\" The verses are reprinted along with a

facsimile, in Viktoriia Petrivna Kolosova and Volodymyr Ivanovych

Krekoten', eds. Ukrai\"ns'ka poeziia, kinets' XVI-pocJzatok XVII st. (Kyiv,
1978),pp. 61-63. As descendants of Rus' princes, the Ostoz'kyis claimed
Riurikid princes, including V olodimer the Great, as their ancestors. A connec-
tion between Volodimer and Ostroz'kyi is alluded to in his preface to the Bible

describing his own efforts to publish a Church Slavonic edition of the Scrip-

tures using the translation from the Greek Septuagint attributed (falsely) to the
\"time of Volodymer the Great, who baptized the land of the Rus'\" (see

Mathiesen, \"Making of the Ostrih Bible,\" appendix C, p. 108). Krajcar states
that the phrase from the introductory statement to the Bible, \"I, Constantine,

called Basil in holy baptism...,\" is taken from the liturgical verses of the Feast
of St. Constantine the Great, Equal to the Apostles, on 21 May (see Krajcar,
\"Konstantin Basil Ostrozskij and Rome,\" pp. 208-209). An examination of
the service to Constantine and Helena reveals no such phrase. Since the

assumption of a new name at Baptism is of later origin, the Emperor
Constantine was christened with his pagan name.
75 This was argued by Hrushevs'kyi, who imputed to the prince a lack of

fortitude, persistence, and energy in pursuing cultural goals, in exercising his

political power and authority, but also in standing up for members of his

family (e.g., his niece Hal'shka was forced into an unwanted marriage with
Lukasz Gorka) or for the patriarchal exarch Nikephoros, who after the Union
of Brest was arrested by royal officials and subsequently died in prison (see

Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 6, pp. 480-83).

76
Bolognetti reported 29 August 1584 that in a meeting with Ostroz'kyi, the

prince \"teneva per buona la nostra, ma non per male la sua religione\" (MPV,)))
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vol. 7, pp. 434). Halecki interprets this to mean that Ostroz'kyi \"considered

both religions, the Catholic and his own, equally good\" (Froln Florence to
Brest, p. 220); following, but not referring to, Halecki is Krajcar, HKonstantin

Basil Ostrozskij and Rome,\" p. 210 (\"genuinely committed to a revival of
Ruthenian religious life\"'). During that meeting Possevino gave the palatine

some gifts sent from Rome, among them two ornate printed missals including
the new calendar, as signs of the pope's \"consolatione ch'egli sostenesse Ie

chiese latine fra I' altre rutene della sua giurisdittione.\" Krajcar, who imputes

religious indifference to Prince Ostroz'kyi, refers to this papal gesture as a sign
of the palatine's willingness to \"proclaim [emphasis added] that both religious

attitudes, Catholic and Orthodox, were equally good.\" Without citing Halecki,
Krajcar repeats almost verbatim the fonner's claim that Ostroz'kyi \"considered

both religions, the Catholic and his own, to be equally good.\" He also repro-

duces the typographical error in Halecki' s work, dating the document to 9

August; see \"Konstantin Basil Ostrozskij and Rome,\" p. 210.

77 \"La qual offerta fu sentita molto volentieri dal Sf. duca, et non solamente si

contento ch' io facessi la richiesta a nome suo, ma mostro che gli saria

carissimo et mene ringratio con levarsi in piedi, aggiungendo che nello stato

suo non haveva persona d' alcuna eruditione, per venir nominate dal Re a

quelle chiese soggetti non atti a fruttificare per beneficio dell' anime. Di che il

segretario comincio a ridere, et replico piu volte in polacco: 'Questo dunque
ho io da dire a1 legato?' Et rispondendo sempre il duca: 'sl, sl,' melo disse\"

(MPV, vol. 6, p. 385). For other references to Ostroz'kyi's repeated and unan-

swered requests for teachers from Rome, see ibid., pp. 198,364-66.

78 The influence of Ostroz'kyi' s Catholic wife, Zofia Tamowska, who died in

1570, undoubtedly played some role in the subsequent conversion of Janusz
and Konstantyn. Ostroz'kyi' s third son, Oleksander (Aleksander), remained

Orthodox until his death in 1603. Ostroz'kyi's two daughters married non-
Orthodox husbands. Kateryna (Katarzyna) married Krzysztof Mikolaj
RadziwiU, later grand hetman of Lithuania, a great protector of the Reformed
in the Grand Duchy. The elder Hal'shka (Elzbieta) (d. 1599) was given in

marriage to Jan Kiszka [Ivan Kyshka], a leading magnate in the Grand Duchy
and a staunch Antitrinitarian: after the death of her husband and sister, she
married her brother-in-law. Since his sons left no offspring the Ostroz'kyi line
ended with the death of Janusz in 1620 (Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 6, p. 380 and Polski
slownik bio g raficZllY s. v., \"Ostrogs ki, Aleksander\"; \"Ostrogski, Janusz\";
\"Ostrogski, Konstanty Wasyl\": \"RadziwiU, Krzysztof, zwany Piorunem\";

\"Kiszka, Ian\"; and discussed more fully in Kempa, Konstanty Wasyl
Ostrogski, passim. Although Ostroz'kyi was most displeased by the conversion
of his sons, it did not preclude their close cooperation in questions of

Ostroz'kyi landholdings. The marriages of his daughters to Protestants, occur-

ring in the 1570s and early 1580s, are an indication that at this time confes-

sional differences where not considered an obstacle to wedlock by Ostroz'kyi

and other magnates; factors such as political influence and wealth were more

important than religion in the detennination of potential spouses.)))
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1
The confraternity statutes, which lay down some forty-one rules for the

organization, as confirmed by Joachim, have been published many tinles; see,

for example, Diplolnata Statutaria, no. 3, pp. 3-15 (Greek and sixteenth-

century Ruthenian Church Slavonic translation; pp. 91-93 is a contemporary
Polish translation of part of the text); also in Mon. Confr., no. 80, pp. 113-19

(Ruthenian Church Slavonic text).
2

Concerning the sources for the development of the Ruthenian confraterni-

ties and the nature of the lay initiative, see laroslav Dmytrovych Isaievych,
Dzherela z istorir ukrarns'kol' kul'tulY doby feodaliz.lllu XVI-XVIII st. (Kyiv,
1972), pp. 16-50, 59, especially pp. 19-22.
3 See A. S. Krylovskii, L'vovskoe stavropigial'noe bratstvo. Opyt tserkovno-

istoricheskogo issledovaniia (Kyiv, 1904), p. 41.
4

Besides those two, the foundation or activity of the following confraterni-

ties is attested in the 1580s or 1590s:Krasnystaw (confirmed by Patriarch

Joachim, ratified by Patriarch Jeremiah 30/20 September 1589, see Mon.

Confr., no. 127, pp. 200-20 I ; cf. Isaievych, Bratstva, p. 40); Rohatyn (estab-
lished by Patriarch Jeremiah, letter from Temopil' of October 1589); Sataniv
(community requests the statutes of the L'viv confraternity 6 September 1590,
see Mon. Confr., vol. 1, p. 150); Brest (Zygnlunt III ratified confraternity and

permitted the opening of a school, 28 January 1591, see AZR, vol. 4, no. 28,
pp. 37-39); Horodok (letter of burghers to Metropolitan Mykhail [Rahoza], 9

September/30 August 1591, promising to conduct a program according to the

statutes of the L'viv confraternity ratified by Patriarch Joachim, in MOll.

COl\037fr., vol. 1, no. 197, pp. 305-306); Komarno (established by the bishop of

Przenlysl Mykhail [Kopysten'kyi] 12/2 Febnlary 1591, see Mon. Confr., vol.
1, no. 215, pp. 334-39); Peremyshl' (letter to the L'viv confraternity 19

August 1592, in Mon. Confr., vol. 1, no: 241, pp. 370-71); Mensk (letter of

Zygmunt III, 11 September 1592, permitting the opening of a school, the
construction of a hospital and meeting hall for the confraternity, and the

brewing of mead four times per year, with proceeds going to the hospital, see

AZR. vol. 4, no. 36, pp. 53-54); Orsha (royal permission for confraternity to

brew mead twice annually, granted 15 October 1592, see AZR, vol. 4, no. 39,
pp. 57-58); Lublin (established by Jeremiah, confirmed by Metropolitan
Mikhail 8 July/28 June 1594, see Arkhiv ZR, vol. 6, no. 105); Bielsk Podlaski

(confraternity with statutes approved by Patriarch Jeremiah, along with
school, and hospital confirmed by Bishop Ipatii (Potii) of Volodymyr 9 July/
29 June 1594, see AZR, vol. 4, no. 49, pp. 69-71); Hol'shany, Halych, Bil'sk
and \"many others\" (mentioned in the decree of Metropolitan MykhaiI and the
Ruthenian synod concerning the statutes of the L'viv and Vilnius confraterni-

ties, 4 July/24 June 1594, in Mon. Confr., vol. ], no. 312, pp. 516, also in AZR,
vol. 4, pp. 67-69]. These confraternities are listed by Kazimierz Lewicki,

Ksiqie Konstanty Ostrogski a unia brzeska 1596 r. (L'viv, 1933), pp. 54-55)))
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[=Archiwum Towarzystwa Naukowego we Lwowie, sec. 2, voL 11, fasc. 1].
Concerning the role of the L'viv confraternity as a model for others, see
Isaievych, Bratstva, pp. 38-41.

5 See Bishop Hedeon's appeal of 18/8 November 1585 to the Ruthenian

community to contribute funds, Mon. Con}\"., no. 79, pp. 11-12, also in

laroslav Dmytrovych Isaievich et aI., compo Pershodrukar Ivan F edorov fa

ioho poslidovnyky na Ukrarni XVI-persha polovyna XVII st. Zbirllyk

dokul1zentiv, no. 48, pp. 80-82. The call for donations was renewed 20/10
December 1586, with reference to the need to establish .'a Greek school

[associated] with the press,\" ibid, no. 53, p. 87 (also in Mon. Con}1-.. no. 89, pp.

142-43). On 13/3 May 1587 Hedeon gave a bill of recommendation to collec-

tors of funds for the L'viv school and press, ibid., no. 55, p. 89 (also in MOil.

Confr., no. 91, p. 145).
6

For the text, see AZR, vol. 4, pp. 29-31; and the 20 June 1590, \"Epistle of

Metropolitan of Kyiv Mykhail and the bishops,\" defending the brotherhood

against the accusations of Redeon.

7 Full ti tIe: Adelphotes. rpaMft-taTiKa ,406por .naro.nHBaro e.n.nHHO-
c.nOBeHCKaro 513blKa. For its text, see Adelphotes. Die erste gedruckte

griechisch-kirchenslavische Grammatik, L'viv-Lemberg 159/, ed. Olexa

Horbatsch (Frankfurt am Main, 1973)[=Specimina Philologiae Slavicae, 2].
8

Full title: Prosphol1en1a. IlpHBtTb npeOCB51l1(elf'bIIOft1Y apxienHcKony Kflp

MfIXaHJTY, M111pOn0J1HTY Kl1iB'bCKOMY H ra.nHI(KoMY H BceR Poc'bciJf B'b

6paTcKofl UlKO.n13 .nBOBbCKOJf C'bCTaB.neHbIH er)18 )f(e B'b rpa/l.t HBOBt,

nepB'5e nOCB51mefl'bflOM'b PYKonOJ10}f(efliJf 613. reHyapiJ1 17 POKY /591. For

the text, see Viktoriia Petrivna Kolosova and Volodymyr Ivanovych
Krekoten', eds., Ukrai'ns'ka poez.iia. Kinets' XVI-pochatok XVII sto/ittia

(Kyiv, 1978), pp. 137-44. For a philological analysis, see Hartmut Trunte,
\"Die zweisprachigen Teile des 'PROSPHONEMA'. Zu Autorschaft und

Entstehung des lemberger Panegyrikos yom 1. Februar 1591,\" in Studien Ztl

Literatur und KlIltllr ill Osteuropa. Bonner Beitriige zunI 9. 11lter1latio11alen

Slawistellkongrej3 ill Kie\"v, eds. Hans-Bernard Harder and Hans Rothe (Co-
logne- Vienna, ] 983), pp. 325-51 [=Bausteine zur Geschichte der Literatur bei

den Slaven, 18].
9

The career of Patriarch Meletios and his role in Ruthenian Church affairs

deserve a separate monograph to update the rather polemical work by

Malyshevskii.
10 For basic descriptions of the confraternity editions up to and including
1700, see Zapasko and Isaievych, Pam' iatky knyzhkovoho mystetstva, vol. 1,

pp. 29-116.
11

Membership in the brotherhood was open to anyone who was able to pay
the inscription fee: \"A KTO 6bI XOTtJ1'b B'bCTynI1TH B cie 6paTcTBo, BJIB

Me\037aHHH'h, H.T111WJ1.HXTH'-Ib, HJIB npe,[(MeTJJ;aHHH'b, HJ1H nOCnOJIHTbIX JIIO,QHti

BllleJI.HKOrO cTaHY, ){K'h TYTewHI1H TaK'b CTOpOHIIHH, MaeTb \037aTH)))
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B1>CTynnoro rpornett rnecTb, a KOTOpbIH 6bI 6paT MellIKaHe MtJI1> ,Qa.neKoe roT

cero 6paTcTBa, Tor,QbJ B pOK\"h no rnecTH rporneli MaeTb ,n.aBaTH ,n.o CKpHHKH

6paTcKoH\" (Diplomata Statutaria, no. 3, p. 8).

12
Concerning the origins and early history of the confraternities, see

Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 6, 499-509.

13
For what follows I express my indebtedness to John O'MalJey, who shared

with me his insights on the history of early-modern Western Christendom.
14

The classic study, which helped generate the intense historiographical inter-
est in the development of confraternities in early-modem Latin Europe is

Gilles-Gerard Meersseman, Ordo Fraternitatis. Confraternite e piela dei laic;
nel medioevo, 3 vols. (Rome, 1977)[=Italia Sacra, 24-26]. Another seminal

study that ranges more widely but deals extensively with the scuole (confrater-

nities) in Venice is Brian Pullan, Rich and Poor in Venice: The Sociallnstitu-
tions of a Catholic State to 1620 (Cambridge, Mass., 1971). See also Ronald F.
E. Weissman, Ritual Brotherhood in Renaissance Florence (New York, 1982);

Luigi Fiorani, ed., Le confraternite romane. Esperienza religiosa, societa,
c0111mittenza artistica (Rome, 1984); and Christopher Black, Italian Confrater-
nities in the Sixteenth Century (Cambridge, 1989). A recent work with a

particular focus is Konrad Eisenbichler, ed., Crossing the Boundaries: Chris-
tian Piety and the Arts in Italian Medieval and Renaissance Confraternities

(Kalamazoo, Mich., 1991). An excellent survey of scholarship about confrater-
nities in Italy (with bibliography) is Danilo Zardin, \"Le confraternite in Ita1ia
settentrionale fra XV e XVIII secolo,\" SocietQ e Storia 10 (1987): 81-137.
15

Zardin, \"Le confraternite in Italia,\" p. 84.

16
Vincenzo Paglia, \"La pieta dei carcerati. \"

Confratenlite e societa a ROffla

ne; secoli XVI-XVIII (Rome, 1980), pp. 87-88 [=Biblioteca di storia sociale,
11].The statistics cited are for urban confraternities in Italy, about which more
is known, given the present state of scholarship. However, confraternities were
also widespread in Spain and in parts of the empire, see Maureen Flynn,

Sacred Charity: Confraternities and Social Welfare in Spain, 1400-1700

(Ithaca, New York, 1989) and Ronnie Po-chia Hsia, Society and Religion in

Munster, /535-16/8 (New Haven, 1984),pp. 98-102.

17 See the inventories of merchandise and belongings of L'viv burghers in

Sribnyi, \"Studi'i,\" vol. 115, pp. 33-52, 56-57. Iaroslav Dmytrovych

Isaievych's monograph on Ukrainian confraternities, in which he discusses the

origin and development of the bratstva in the broader context of the pan-
European confraternity phenomenon, is in press. See his \"Between Eastern

Tradition and Influence from the West: Confraternities in Early Modern
Ukraine and Byelorussia,\" Ricerche slavistiche 37 (1990): 269-93.
18

For background, see Ivan Kryp'iakevych, \"L'vivs'ka Rus' v pershii polovyni
XVI v.,\" ZNTSh 77 (1907): 77-106; 78 (1907):26-50.

19
Hrushevs'kyi points out that the struggle over the calendar refo1TI1, and the

vindication of the Ruthenian right to preserve the old calendar further)))
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emboldened the L'viv burghers (vol. 6, pp. 510-11). Early seventeenth-century
observers also connected the calendar dispute with reforming activity. Imme-

diately after describing (s.a. 1583) the strife created by the calendar reform the

Barkulabava chronicle, written sometime after 1608, continues: \"Toro )ICb

t.lacy not.laJIH y BO [sic] JIBoBe, y MeCTe BHJIeHcKoM'h, y EepecTIO llIKOJIbI

HaYKY BbIAaBaTH, 6paTepcTBo .HKOeCb YCTaHOBJI.5ITH H TbIM'h 3aKOH'b H Bepy

YTBep)KaTI1\" (\"Barkulabovskaia letopis',\" p. 7).

20 See the letter from Metropolitan Makarii informing Bishop Arsenii that the

metropolitan had released the L'viv burghers, Davyd, Fylyp, Stets'ko, and Ivan
from Arsenii' s anathema and admonishing him, under pain of canonical cen-
sure, not to condemn innocent individuals, in Mon. Confr., no. 14, pp. 22-23.

21 For claims against Arsenii, reproofs from Zygmunt I and Zygmunt II, and

rebukes from Metropolitan Makarii, see Mon. Confr., no. 12-20, pp. 19-31.

22 For documents illustrating the conflicting claims to the L'viv bishopric, see

Arkhiv luZR, vol. 10, pt. 1, no. 23-26, pp. 37-42, no. 29, pp. 50-51; no. 200,

pp.491-92.
23 See Zygmunt II's letter of 20 November 1576, in Arkhiv IuZR, vol. 10, pt.

l,no.30,pp.52-54.

24 Numerous documents in Mon. Confr. reflect Bishop Hedeon' s continual
and sometimes violent struggle with the confraternity, in which, as in his
father's time, control over the St. Onuphrius Monastery became a bone of

contention. For a discussion of the conflict of the Balabans with L'viv

burghers, see KrylovskiL L'vovskoe stavropigial'noe bratstvo, pp. 137-60,
where, however, the sources are not always critically interpreted. See also

Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 6, pp. 522-26.

25 The designation \"confraternity\" appeared in the statutes of the associations
of laity at the L'viv suburban churches of the Annunciation (1542) and St.

Nicholas (1544) as well as in the town of Vyshnia (1563), thirty-two miles

west of L'viv, see Vestnik lugo-Zapadno; i Zapadno; Rossi; (1862), no. 3, pp.

98-100; cited after Isaievych, Bratstva, p. 218n57. Mon. Confr., no. 8, pp. 13-

15 and Arkhiv luZR, vol. 6, pt. 1, pp. 50-52. The 1544 document, issued

originally by Bishop Makarii (Tuchaps'kyi), was signed by Patriarch Joachim,
presumably in 1586, to underscore the patriarchally bolstered dignity of the
confraterni ty .

26
Concerning the first confraternities in Ukraine and the reconstitution of the

L'viv Dormition confraternity in 1585-86, see Isaievych, Bratstva, especially

pp. 16-32. From earlier literature about the L'viv brotherhood, most signifi-

cant for our discussion, see especially Krylovskii, L'vovskoe stavropigial 'noe

bratstvo, and Sribnyi, \"Studil.\" His last four installments survey the economic

life of the confraternity. For a critical view of the activity of the laity in early-
modern Ruthenian ecclesiastical affairs, see Viacheslav Zaikin [Zalkyn],
Uchastie svetskogo elelnenta v tserkovnom upravlenii, vybornoe nachalo i

\"sobomost'\" v Kievskoi lnitropolii v XVI i XVII vv. (Warsaw, 1930).)))
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27 \"A ec.nH 6bI 6parn 6paTa CJ10BOM\"h B\"h 6paTbCTBt HaraH6uB\"h, MaeTb 6bITH

KapaH\"h ct.a.tHbeM\"h [Ha 3BOHHIiUH], a BHHbI KaMeH BOCKY MaeT \037aTI1 H 6paTa

nepenpOCHTH He roTXO\037\037qH, H Bce 6paTcTBO nepenpOCHTH. C.nOBa

HenOTpe6HhiH KOpqeMHbIH XTO 6bI MOBHJ1\"h B 6paTcTBt, BHHbl <PYHT'h BOCKY;

BC\037KO CJ10BO rHH.no, \037a He HCXO\037HTb H3 YCT\"h BarnHX Ii npe6bIBa.Hi% B

cyecJ1oBiHX\"h H Hr .nYMJ1eHiHx\"h [sic], \037ywelo H rlJ10M\"h 6.nY\037HHK\"h eCTb . . . A

KOTOpblH 6bI 6paTD 6bIJ1 KapaH'\"b ct.a.tHbeM'\"b HJUf BHHOIO, MaeTb no KapHOCTH

3apa3 nepenpOCHTI1 Toro, KOMY 6blJ1 npOBHHHJI\"h, \037a He 3atf\037eTb COJlHue no
I'HtBt BarneM'h.\" (D;plomata Statutaria, no. 3, p. 9).

28
\"npOKJ1.HT\"h 60 BC.HK'\"b, TBOp.HfI ,lJ,t,lla rOCrrO,lJ,H.H C He6pe)l(eHieM\"h\"

(Diplol11ata Statutaria, no. 3, p. 9).

29
Krylovskii' s discussion of the membership, structure, and administration of

the brotherhood includes references to the various responsibilities of confra-

ternity leaders and members (L'vovskoe stavropigial'lloe bratstvo, pp. 46-74).
30

Isaievych maintains that the school was in existence at the time of
Joachim's arrival in L'viv. He cites Patriarch Jeremiah's document of 1 De-

cember 1587, according to which Joachim confirmed all of these \"corporal
institutions\" (anav'ta (j(1)f.lattKw<; EupE8Eia<; (5ta ypa<p\037<; auto\\>

EVE\037airo(jEv), including the confraternity, hospital, and school (the Greek text
and contemporary Church Slavonic and Polish translations can be found in

Diplol1zata Statu ta ria, no. 7, pp. 35-38, 93-95; here p. 37). See Isaievych,
Bratstva, p. 129; cf. Kharlampovich, Zapadllorusskie pravoslavnye shkoly XVI

i nachala XVII veka, otlloshenie ikh k inoslavnym. religioZl1oe obuchenie v

llikh i zas/ltg; ikh v dele z.ashchity prllvos!avl1oi \\'ery i Tserkvi (Kazan', 1898),
p. 290.

31
Isaievych, Bra tstva , pp. 131, 237n 19. It seems that, of the late sixteenth-

century pupils, only one was a Greek, see Arkhiv IllZR, vol. 1, pt. 1, no. 33, pp.

57-60; cited by Sribnyi, \"Studi'i,\" ZNTSh, vol. 108, p, 16.
32

Zyzanii (from to zizanion) is the Hellenized form of Stefan's surname

Kukol', meaning \"tare, weed.\" Stefan taught in the L'viv school until 1593
when he was sun1moned to Vilnius to teach in the local school and to preach.
Stefan was condemned by the Uniate synod in 1596 for his anti-union activity.
In that year in Vilnius he published Ka3allbe CBJlTOrO KflpIIJIJI,1 n,1Tpiap'bXH

iepycaJIJIft-l'b CK oro, 0 aHTixpHCTt II 3H,1KOX ero. 3 p031l1JfpeHieM flaYKlf

npoTliB epeceii p03HblX (215 fols.). His brother Lavrentii Zyzanii-
Tustanovs'kyi (d. after the beginning of 1634) until 1592 taught at the school
in L'viv, then moved to Brest and Vilnius, where in 1596 the confraternity

printed his Church Slavonic grammar. Among Lavrentii' s other publications
were the Katekhizis (Moscow, 1627)and translations from the Greek fathers,

conducted jointly with other scholars. For basic biographical information on
the Zyzanii brothers, a listing of their bibliographies, and references to further
literature, see Leonid Iefremovych Makhnovets' Ukra ins 'ki pys'mennyky. 8io-

bibliohrajichnyi slovnyk. Vol. 1: Davnia ukraiils'ka literatura (Kyiv, 1960),

pp. 346-52.)))
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33 About Arsenios, see Aleksei Afanas'evich Dmitrievskii, Arkhiepiskop
elassonskii Arsenii i lne111uary ego iz russkoi istari; po rukopisi trapeZlllltskogo

SU111eliiskogo monastyria (Kyiv, 1899) and the monograph by Photios Ar.

Demetrakopoulos, Arsenios Elassonos (1550-/626). Vios kai ergo. Syn1vole
ste nlelete ton I1letavyzal1tillon logioll fes Anatoles (Athens: Imago, 1984);
idem, \"On Arsenios, Archbishop of Elasson,\" Byzalltinoslavica 42 (1981):

145-53; as well as Kharlampovich, Zapadnorusskie pravoslavnye shkoly, pp.

374-77. For comments on Arsenios' memoirs, see Borys A. Gudziak, \"\037The

Sixteenth-Century Muscovite Church and Patriarch Jeremiah II's Journey to

Muscovy 1588-1589: Some Comments Concerning the Historiography and

Sources,\" HUS 19: 200-225.

34 About Arsenios' background and youth, the school in Trikkala, and

Arsenios' early ecclesiastical career, see Demetrakopoulos, Arsenios
Elassollos, pp. 1-52; Dmitrievskii, Arkhiepiskop elassonskii, pp. 1-11.

35 See Theoleptos' 27 May 1585 letter to Tsar Fedor Ivanovich, given to the

Muscovite envoy Boris Blagoi and sent ahead by Blagoi with the Athonite
monk Niphon (the grecheskie dela called him Nifont; Dmitrievskii refers to him
as Neofit, and, following him, Demetrakopoulos calls him Neophytos), in

which the patriarch complains about the impoverishment of the Great Church
and the lack of regular income. The letter, as recorded in a Muscovite translation

in the grecheskie dela, is quoted in Snosheniia, pp. 152-55. Niphon also carried

letters from Patriarch Sylvester of Alexandria, who infonned the tsar that

finally, under the God-fearing Theoleptos, nephew of Patriarch Metrophanes,
peace has been established in the patriarchate and encouraged Fedor to disre-

gard any negative letters from \"evil people\" concerning Theoleptos. Sylvester

encouraged the tsar to keep the faith and to ignore the teachings of the Latins
and Lutherans. Patriarch Theoleptos commended the patriarch of Alexandria to
the tsar's patronage (ibid., pp. 155-58). Patriarch Sophronios of Jerusalem

wrote to Tsar Fedor reminding him of the needs of the Lord's Sepulcher (ibid.,

pp. 158-59). Both Sylvester and Sophronios wrote to Tsarina Irina (ibid., pp.

159-60). Sylvester also sent a letter to Metropolitan Dionisii (ibid., pp. 161-

63). The patriarch of Antioch did not send a letter through Niphon because he

was about to make the trip to Muscovy himself. Concerning the designation of
Arsenios and Paisios as patriarchal exarchs, see their letter (dated May) to

Bishop Hedeon (Balaban) forbidding the practice of blessing foodstuffs in

churches on Easter. The two Greek hierarchs issued the letter referring to the

authority of the patriarch of Constntinople and both signed it using the title

patriarchal exarch (Greek text, in Demetrakopoulos, Arsenios Elassollos, Ap-
pendix, A I, pp. 177-78; contemporary Ruthenian Church Slavonic translation,

in Mon. Confr., no. 505, pp. 865-66, where Paisios is mistakenly called
Theophanes). The blessing of Easter bread became a point of controversy, with

the Greek hierarchs unsuccessfully seeking to suppress this practice, popular to

the present. Just prior to the arrival of Arsenios, at Eastertime, Bishop Hedeon

issued a diametrically opposite instruction to the burghers of Rohatyn, con-)))
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demning those who under the influence of disinformation denied the need for
the blessing of the Easter bread; see Mon. COllfr.. no. 85, pp. 134-35, dated 1

April/22 March 1586.

36 For the time of Arsenios' arrival at the Muscovite border Dmitrievskii

provides information from the Grecheskii stateinyi spisok, no. 2, fo1. 146, not

given by Murav'ev, see Arkhiepiskop Elassol1skii. p. 11. The Muscovite docu-
ment dismissing Arsenios and Paisios was issued in March, see Snosheniia, p.
169.
37

Concerning the reception in L'viv, Omitrievskii cites the unpublished
Soumela manuscript of Arsenios' memoirs, see Arkhiepiskop Elassonskii, p.
11.

38
About Arsenios' stay in L'viv, see Demetrakopoulos, Arsenios Elassonos,

pp. 68-80.

39
See Arsenios' proposal concerning the pedagogical program of the L'viv

school, in Demetrakopoulos, Arsenios Elassonos, pp. 179-80, Appendix, A 2;
first published in Diplomata Statutaria, no. 5, pp. 19-20.

40 About the grammar, see Kyrylo Studyns'kyi.. \"Adelphotes, hrammatyka
vydana u L'vovi v r. 1591,\" ZNTSh 7 (1895): pp. 1-42; Olexa Horbatsch, \"Die

erste gedruckte griechisch-kirchenslavische Grammatik aus dem Jahre 1591,\"
serving as the introduction to his edition of the text of the grammar, pp. i-xvi

(for full reference, see p. 375n7 above; and Demetrakopoulos, Arsenios
Elassol1 os, pp. I 19-26).

4l
Isaievych sees some indications that attempts were made to introduce

philosophy into the curriculum. After Arsenios' departure Greek was taught

by Kyrylo Trankvilion-Stavrovets'kyi. The first mention of Latin being taught

in the L'viv school is in the year 1604, when lov Borets'kyi (later metropolitan)
was confirmed as rector with responsibilities to teach Greek and Latin. Con-
cerning the school and its program of studies see his discussion, Bratstva, pp.

129-38. Somewhat later (29/19 May and 2 August/23 July 1597), Patriarch of
Alexandria Meletios Pegas wrote to the confraternity twice, urging it to estab-
lish a school of higher education, because he himself was not in a position to

do so (see Mon. Confr., no. 453, pp. 797-98; no. 453, p. 799). About the
influence of the L'viv school on the development of education in Ukraine in

the seventeenth century, see Isaievych, Bratstva, pp. 138-51.

42 The pedagogical rule (poriadok shkolnyi) is preserved in two versions (see

Diplomata Statutaria, no. 6): one dated 18/8 October 1586 (for the Ruthenian

and Greek texts, see ibid., pp. 21-29); the other, slightly modified in 1588

(ibid., pp. 30-34). The rule is discussed by Isaievych, Bratstva, pp. 151--65,

and in the context of general European humanistic pedagogy by Natalia

Pylypiuk, \"The Humanistic School and Ukrainian Literature of the Seven-

teenth and Eighteenth Century.\" Ph.D. Diss., Harvard University, 1989.

43 The number of registered members subsequently declined\037 in 1604 it was

thirty-four, in 1608-24 twenty-four, and in 1613-14 twenty-one. The register)))
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for 1612 mentions thirty brothers, three new members, and the widows of
seven fonner members. The membership was limited by the snlall number of

Ruthenians owning residences in L'viv proper. (In 1609 there were some
eighteen Ruthenian households within the city walls, see Arkhiv luZR, vol. 11,

pt. 1, pp. 303-304. For a discussion of attempts to secure the Ruthenain

presence intra nluros by keeping houses owned by Ruthenians in Ruthenian

hands, see Sribnyi, \"Studi'i,\" vol. 111, pp. 14-20.) Later membership statistics

were probably effected by the reluctance of some individuals to take the

exceedingly solemn confraternity oath, condemned as blasphemous by the

patriarch of Constantinople Timotheos II (1612-20). See his letter of 1620 in

Krylovskii, L'vovskoe stavropigial'noe bratstvo, Appendix no. 33, pp. 71-73.

Sribnyi provides a tabulation and discussion of the membership in the 1580s
and 1590s and of its fluctuation in the first half of the seventeenth century, see

\"Studi'i,\" vol. 1 06, pp. 32-40.

.t4
Sribnyi discusses membership of Greek merchants in the Dormition confra-

ternity, using as sources confraternity registers and lists of contributors for the
Orthodox burghers' late sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century litigation

against the L'viv city council and lobbying efforts at the Polish diets (\"Studi'i,\"

vol. Ill, pp. 5-24). Thus, in an early-seventeenth-century list, of twenty-six
names of L'viv homeowners contributing to the Orthodox cause, twenty-three
are Ruthenian and only three are Greek. Of some three hundred and forty-eight
dwellers or homeowners in the L'viv suburbs listed, only five Greek names
appear (Arkhiv luZR, vol. 11, pt. 1, prot., pp. 26-34).
45

On the following day this organization of burghers assembled to inventory

the assets of the church at the St. Onuphrius Monastery. just outside the city
walls. Isaievych reproduces significant sections of the minutes, which were
recorded or copied (extracted) somewhat later (probably before the end of the
sixteenth century); see Bratstva, pp. 29-31, including a facsimile.
46

See Sribnyi, \"Studi'i,\" vols. 108, pp. 10-22 and 114, pp. 44-56, about

Komiaktos' income and contributions to the confraternity; cf. Isaievych,

Bratstva, pp. 50-51. About Komiaktos' difficulties with the Catholic-con-
trolled L'viv city council and his solidarity with the Ruthenian Orthodox, see

Sribnyi, \"Studi'i,\" vol. 115, p. 29. For Jeremiah's November 1587 appeal to

Komiaktos, see Diplomata Statutaria, no. 13,p. 55. Appendix I in Krylovskii,
L'vovskoe stavropigial'noe bratstvo, consists of a list of the registered confra-

ternity members for 1586-1720. In the sixteenth century, only one Greek,

Manoles Arphanes, was in the council of elders. In a later period, 1633-56,

Greeks often constituted half or more of the council of elders; see Sribnyi,

\"Studi'i,\" vol. 108, pp. 23-27. The construction of a new church for the

Dormition parish began in 1591, and was completed in 1630, with significant

support coming from Moldovan voevodas. For a general history of the con-
struction and repeated rebuilding of the Dormition Church and bell tower, see
Oleksander Barvins'kyi, \"Stavropihiis'ka tserkva Uspeniia Pro Bohorodytsi u

L'vovi i zakhody kolo Ii obnovy i prykrasy,\" in Zbirnyk L'vivs'koi\" Stavropihii\".)))
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Mynule i suchasne. Studii: zamitky, materialy, ed. Kyrylo Studyns'kyi (L'viv,

1921), pp. 1-54.
47

lubileinoe izdanie, vol. 1, nos. 3, 4.
48

'4.po,lJ,'b pocitlcKifi H rpetIecKitl,\" see AZR, vol. 4, no. 34, pp. 47-51.

49 See the 9 December 1599letter of the Moldovan voevoda leremia MoviHi

(Ruth. Mohyla) (1595-1600, 1600-] 606) to the confraternity, in lubileinoe

izdanie, no. 36. About the trip of Krasovs'kyi and two brothers to Moldova,

lubileinoe izdanie, no. 87.
50

See the document of 10 June 1593 issued by the L'viv surrogator Stanislaw

Pstrokonski requesting safe passage to Muscovy for five Ruthenian members of
the confraternity traveling to Moscow to request the tsar's support for the

bui1ding of a new church for the Dormition parish, in Mon. Confr., no. 285, p. 465.)

Notes to Chapter 10)

1
The first, headed by Gregorios, the ecclesiarch of the Hilandar Monastery,

included four monks. The second consisted of Joachim, metropolitan of

Bethlehem, with an entourage of three Christian Arabs, who had been joined

by two Serbian priests. Patriarch Joachim carried letters of recommendation
from the patriarchs of Constantinople (written in October of the previous

year), Alexandria, and Jerusalem. His journey, which began in Jerusalem
seventeen months earlier, included a six-month sojourn in Moldova. The

metropolitan was detained in Muscovy until 1 September of the following
year, see Snosheniia, pp. 128-34.

2 Snoshelliia, p. 133.
3

In 1584 the Muscovite envoy Ivan Meshenin (Mesheninov) returned from

Ottoman lands with patriarchal letters consoling Tsar Ivan IV for the loss of
his son and acknowledging the ahns he had sent; see Snosheniia, pp. 135-44.

4 Snosheniia, pp. 145-46.
5 Snoshen fia, pp. 146-47.

6
Assuming that the Ruthenian reporter could have recognized Greek, if that

had been the language used by Joachim, the language referred to must have

been Syrian Arabic, see the \"Borkulabovskaia letopis',\" p. 7.

7
See MOll. Confr., pp. 111-132, nos. 80, 81, 82 a, 82 b, 83, 83 a.

8 See loannes. Ch. Konstantinides, \"Ioakeim, ho E Patriarches Antiocheias,\"
Threskeutike kai ethike egkyklopaideia, vol. 6, co]s. 1095-96.
9

Runciman, Great Church in Captivity, p. 177.

10 In Moscow on 5 July/25 June 1585 Joachim presented to the tsar a letter
from Patriarch Theoleptos of Constantinople, in which Theoleptos assured the
tsar that Joachim's election was canonical and asked him to be generous to)))
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Joachim who had inherited a great debt. The letter was also signed by Patri-

arch Sylvester of Alexandria; see Shpakov Prilozheniia, pt. L p. 20. Joachim
left Moscow in August (the letters from the tsar to the patriarchs of

Constantinople and Alexandria given to Joachim upon his departure date from

August 1587).
11

According to the Muscovite envoy Boris Blagoi who returned from his

embassy to the Ottoman Empire in December 1585, Patriarch Joachim, along

with the patriarch of Alexandria, was present when Blagoi was received by the

patriarch of Constantinople 3 May 1585; see Snosheniia, p. 148. Concerning
the turbulence in the patriarchate, see the discussion in chapter 2 above.
12

See reference to documents on p. 382n7 above.

13 Pamiatniki, izdannye Kievskoiu kOl1zissieiu dlia razbora drevllikh aktov,

2nd ed., vol. 3 (Kyiv, 1893), p. 43. For an interpretation of Joachim's activity

in L'viv, see Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 6, pp. 513-16.

14
Diplomata Statutaria, no, 3, pp. 3-15; Mon. Confr., pp. 113-19. The

beginning, end, and certain articles about the contemporary Slavic translation
were rendered in Church Slavonic, but the articles about organizational struc-

ture were in Ruthenian. Given that Joachim was to have issued the solemn
confirmation of the confraternity upon entering L'viv, it is likely that he was in

fact confirming a document that had been substantially composed before his
arrival. It is quite possible that the drafters had used as a basis for the docu-

ment an earlier (Slavic) version of the brotherhood rules and regulations. For a

hypothesis concerning the redaction of Joachim's charter, see Hrushevs'kyi,
vol. 6, p. 514n1. The document bears Joachim's seal but not his signature. The
charter was signed by Metropolitan Mykhail (after his appointment to the

metropolitanate in the fall of 1589) and his protonotarius, Hryhorii. Mykhail
may have signed the document at the Brest synod held on 2 July/22 June 1590,

which confirmed the L'viv confraternity's statutes and adjudicated the dispute

between it and the L'viv bishop, Hedeon, in favor of the confraternity; see

Isaievych, Bratstva, p. 34.
15 The English translation is made from the Greek text, see Diplol1zata

Statutaria, pp. 13-15, for the Greek and the sixteenth-century Ruthenian
Church Slavonic text (the version used n10st by the Ruthenians). The phrase

regarding the confraternity's right to monitor the bishop reads as foHows in

Slavic: \"A\037e )Ke M enHCKOn'b conpoTHBHTC.7I 3aKOHY HCTHHHt H He no

npaBHJIOM'b CB.HTbIX anOCTOJ11> H CB.HTbIX COTeu'h, CTpO.Hrn.e uepKoBb,
pa3Bpa\037alOrn.e npaBeAHbIX\"h B HenpaBAY, nOAKptnJ1.H1orn.e PYKH 6e3-

aKoHHHKOM'b, TaKoBoMY enHcKony conpoTHBHTH C.H BCtM'h, .HK'h Bpary
HCTHHHbI\" (ibid., p. 12).
16

Krylovskii compares the 1586 document with the bylaws of the Annuncia-
tion Confraternity in L'yiv (1542) and the Holy Trinity Confraternity in

Vyshnia (1563); L'vovskoe stavropigial'noe bratstvo, pp. 35--40 (where a syn-
optic table of statute articles is provided). On 18 February 1544, Bishop)))
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Makarii (Tuchaps'kyi) confinned the bylaws of the 51. Nicholas association of

laity in the suburbs of L'viv. All three statutes have similar provisions; Sribnyi,

\"Studi\"i,\" ZNTSh, vol. 106, p. 27.

17 Arkhiv luZR, vol. 11, pt. 1, p. 92.

18
See the L'viv city council registration of Bishop Redeon's claim against

members of the confraternity, which in the document is called \".. . fra-

ternitatis novae a reverendissimo Joachimo patriarcha Antiochiae maioris
institutae et per Hieremiam constantinopolitanum patriarcham confirmatae,\"

(Mo11. C011fr., no. 118, p. 186 [8 November 1589]). In the articles of the

Vilnius statutes the theme of charity is developed much more extensively than
in the L'viv statutes, which are characterized by admonitions against various
abuses in the laity and clergy, gi ving the L'vi v statutes, in Kry lovskii' swords,
a \"strict and rather stem\" tone. One difference in the statutes is that the Vilnius

code begins with an extended preface addressed to all pious Orthodox, ex-

plaining the importance of charity in building the Church. Unlike the L'viv

bylaws, the Vilnius statutes include the text of the confraternity oath and

expand on the condition for membership, specifying that clergy and women
can be members. The Vilnius code is more precise in some of its formulations.

The differences between the two documents can be explained by the fact that
the Vilnius code was prepared for publication and meant for a readership
extending beyond the confraternity; see Krylovskii, L'vovskoe stavro-
pigial'noe bratstvo, pp. 41-42.

19
At the turn of the century Ioannes Semulas, metropolitan of Suceava, in a

letter dated 30/20 September 1599 admonished the confraternity for its lack of

respect for proper hierarchical authority, accusing the brothers of having the

burghers \"[Ivan] Krasovs'kyi, as their patriarch, Iurko Rohatynets' as metro-

politan and Ivan [Rohatynetsl as bishop,\" see Mall. Confr., no. 484, pp. 825-

26.

20
According to Joachim's letter, it would seem that in the winter of 1585-86

the school was not yet functioning; see Ivan Fedorov fa ioho poslidovnyky na

Ukraiili, no. 49, pp. 82-83; also in Mon. Confr., no. 81, pp. 120-21.

21
The document is preserved in two slightly different versions: an Arabic text

with a corresponding Latin translation, and a Greek text with a Church
Slavonic translation, see Mon. Confr., no. 82 a and 82 b, pp. 121-31.

22
See Mon. Confr., no. 88, pp. 138-40; also in Pershodrukar Ivan Fedorov fa

ioho poslidovnyky. Zbirnyk dokumentiv, no. 50, pp. 83-84.

23
\"All1-e 11M )l(e CH.H YCTpoeHi.H He6pe)l(eHieM1> H 3aBHcTilO ,TIYKaBoIO HH

BOI.JTO)l(e BOMtH.HTCZl BO KOHe1.JHOe pa30peHie npHHAeM1>. 113MtHeHie 60

3JI06bI HallaTOK1> eCTb BO crraceHie, eZl.>Ke H3MtHHTHCZl T06010 Ha.n;teMC.H,\"

Mon. Co l1fr. , no. 88, p. 140.
24

Pegas was the protosynkellos and epitropos (i.e., locum tenens) of the

patriarchate of Alexandria (1582-84, 1588-90) and later patriarch of Alexan-)))
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dria (1590-1601). For most of the period between December 1596 and April

1597 Pegas also acted as administrator of the affairs of the patriarchate of

Constantinople. The unpublished document is preserved in the Central State
Historical Archives of Ukraine (City of L'viv), fond 129, catalogue 1, no. 86.
25

For the Greek text and its Church Slavonic version, escalating the harsh-
ness of Jeremiah's original, see Mon Confr., no. 94, pp. 148-50. (Also in

Diplolnata Statutar;a, no. 8, pp. 39-40. Here the document is dated November

1588, according to the mistaken date in the Church Slavonic version). The
Church Slavonic text is also in AZR, vol. 3, p. 317.
26

Diplomata Statutar;a, no. 7, pp. 35-38, 93-95 (where the Greek text, and

sixteenth-century Church Slavonic and Polish translations can also be found).
27

Jeremiah sent a letter to Arsenios of Elassona in L'viv, advising him of his
imminent journey; it arrived in May, almost at the same time as the patriarch
crossed the frontier of the Commonwealth. Presumably, it had been sent

shortly before Jeremiah's departure.
28 Halecki mistakenly asserts that after Pachomios, \"no less than three Patri-
archs succeeded one another within a few months\" (Fronz Florence to Brest, p.
223). In fact, Theoleptos was the only patriarch to reign between Pachomios'
brief term and Jeremiah's third incumbency.
29 For a reconstruction of Jeremiah's route through the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth, see Ivan Ignat'evich Malyshevskii, \"Zametka po povodu

mneniia, budto patr. leremiia poseshchal Kiev v 1588 ili 1589 gg.,\" TKDA
1885 (December): 656-74. For discussions of Jeremiah's activity regarding

the Kyivan metropolitanate, see Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, pp. 550-61; Halecki,
From Florence to Brest, pp. 223-35; Russel P. Moroziuk, \"The Role of

Patriarch Jeremiah II Tranos in the Refonnation of the Kievan Metropolia,\"

Patristic and Byzantine Rev;e\"J 5(2) 1986: 104-127.

30
Arsenios' account of Jeremiah's trip was published by Sathas, Biographikoll

schediasma, Appendix, pp. 35-81. A Russian translation of almost the entire
text can be found in Nikolai Nikolaevich Ogloblin' s \"Arsenii, arkhiepiskop
elassonskii i ego 'Opisanie puteshestviia v Moskoviiu,'\" Istoricheskaia biblio-

teka 1879 (8): 1-44and 1879 (9): 45-97. For other bibliographical information,

see discussion of sources in Borys A. Gudziak, \"The Sixteenth-Century Musco-

vite Church and Patriarch Jeremiah II's Journey to Muscovy 1588-1589: Some
Comments Concerning the Historiography and Sources,\" HUS 19:200-225.

31 See the account of Jeremiah's journey attributed to a member of his suite,

Hierotheos of Monemvasia, in Sathas Biographikol1 schediasma, Appendix,
pp. 19-20.

32 See Jeremiah's response to Boris Godunov' s questioning upon the

patriarch's arrival in Moscow, Posol'skaia kniga, p. 34.

33 Archi'tvum lalla Zamoyskiego kanclerza i hetmana wielkiego koronnego,
vol. 4, ed. Kazimierz Lepszy (Cracow, 1950), no. 1329, p. 249 (dated 5)))
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October 1588). Ippolito Aldobrandini considered that Zamoyski' s proposal

about transferring the patriarchate was put forth in a confused way, without

first determining Jeremiah's confessional positions. The legate viewed the
latter question as being of primary importance; see Theiner, Vetera Mon., vol.
3, no. 61, p. 72.

34 For Bishop Maciejowski's letter, see Theiner, Vetera MOll., vol. 3, no. 46,
pp. 41-42. A Russian translation of the relevant section can be found in

Makarii, vol. 9, pp. 479-81. Halecki' s discussion of Jeremiah's stay in the

Commonwealth is chronologically ambiguous. Citing the day and month for

the date of letters from Zamoyski to papal legate Ippolito Aldobrandini (6
October) and from the Catholic Bishop of Luts'k, Bernard Maciejowski to
Annibal di Capua, nuncio in Warsaw, (23 August), Halecki neglects to specify

the year. He then refers to the information about Jeremiah in the letters as a

sign that Catholic civil and religious authorities prepared in advance for

Jeremiah's sojourn in the Commonwealth. Halecki even goes so far as to say
that \"it was already known that coming to Poland, he would hold a synod in
Wilno with his bishops of the eastern rite.\" However, both letters, dated 1588,
were written after Jeremiah's short stay in the summer of 1588, during which

Jeremiah called a synod for October, possibly expecting to attend it on his

return from Moscow. Zamoyski and Maciejowski informed papal representa-
tives about Jeremiah's stay in anticipation of his journey back to

Constantinople. Halecki exaggerates the amount of attention Zamoyski paid to
the union issue: \"If that statesman [Zamoyski] who in spite of his very sincere
Catholic convictions, was first of all a realistic politician and at the given
moment was kept busy with the struggle against Archduke Maximilian and his

partisans, carefully studied the proposals of Patriarch Jeremiah and in a long
letter brought them to the attention of the papal Legate, the matter must have
been in his opinion an important development with concrete chances of suc-
cess\" (Frol11 Florence to Brest, p. 224). The \"long letter,\" the first part of
which is devoted to political concerns, is slightly more than half a printed page

in length. Zamoyski did host Jeremiah on the return journey, but subsequently
the chancellor did not play a major role in union discussions. Halecki dis-
cusses Maciejowski' s project (Fronl Florence to Brest, pp. 224-28). Cf.

Chodynicki, Kosci61, p. 257.

35 Stefan Satory died suddenly on 12 December 1586, at a time when Poland
was gearing up for war with Muscovy. The ensuing election attracted numer-

ous candidates, including Tsar Fedor Ivanovich, who generated much conflict

and confusion in the Commonwealth. When questioned by Muscovite officials
about affairs in the Commonwealth, Jeremiah refers to the strife: \"A HhIHe y
HMX HHBeCTb XTO KOpOJIh\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 34). After Fedor's elimina-

tion, two major contenders emerged. Sigismund-elected as Zygmunt III,

King of Poland, on 19 August-was the candidate of Zamoyski's \"Black\"

faction, named after the mourning attire its members wore commemorating the
deceased Batory. On 22 September, the rival Habsburg party chose Archduke
Maximilian, brother of the Holy Roman Emperor Rudolf II, who was sup-)))
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ported by the papacy and the finances of Guillen de San Clemente, the Spanish
ambassador to the Commonwealth. Maximilian invaded through Silesia, but
was captured by Zamoyski on 24 January 1588, at Byczyna. Zamoyski held
him hostage until the Habsburgs renounced all claims to the throne. Since

Jeremiah encountered Maximilian's envoys during his oleeting with

Zamoyski, it is probably these exploits that were the topic of the discussion the

patriarch outlines. Cf. Historia Polski, vol. 1, Do roku 1764, pt. 2, Od polowy

XV W., ed. Henryk Lowmianski (Warsaw, 1957), pp. 504-505; Norman
Davies, God's Playground; A HistolY of Poland, vol. 1: The Origins to /795

(New York, 1982), p. 435. For a discussion of the partisan struggles after

Zygmunt's election, see Kazimierz Lepszy, Walka stronnictw w pierwszych
latach panowania Zygmul1ta III (Cracow, 1929) [=Prace Krakowskiego
Oddzialu Polskiego Towarzystwa Historycznego, no. 5]. For Muscovite in-
volvement in the interregnum and Russian aspirations to the Polish crown, see
Boris Nikolaevich Floria, Russko-pol'skie otnosheniia i baltiiskii vopros v

kontse XVI-nachale XVII v. (Moscow, 1973), pp. 16-32; idem, Russko-

pol'skie otnosheniia i politicheskoe razvitie Vostochnoi Evropy vo vtoroi

polovine XVlI-nachale XVIII v. (Moscow, 1978), pp. 141-216.
36 It is at this point that Bernard Maciejowski, the Latin bishop of Luts'k, tried
to catch Jeremiah in Brest after missing an earlier opportunity to meet with
him to discuss the question of union.

37
According to the anonymous Orthodox polemical treatise Perestoroha,

written in the first years of the seven tenth century, Jeremiah indeed intended to

be present in the fall of 1588 at the synod of Ruthenian bishops; see AZR, vol.

3, no. 148, p. 207.

38
Dip/ornata Statutar;a, no. 9, pp. 41-49.

39 \"
. . . a 3 HHMo Tpn BJ1aLJ,bIKH, BCHX'b 6bIJ10 npH HeMl> KOHelt 50\"\037 see

\"Barkulabovskaia letopis' ,\" p. 9.

40
Maciejowski heard about the date of the synod from Ipatii (Potii) in Brest.

Although Jeremiah probably decreed the convocation of the synod while in
Vilnius, news traveled quickly and reached Brest while Maciejowski was still
there. From Maciejowski' s words, it is clear that both he and Ipatii were very

excited about the an'ival of the patriarch. Consequently rumors about him
traveled quickly. See Malyshevskii, \"Zanletka po povodu mneniia,\" p. 658n3.)

Notes to Chapter 11)

1
Relatively little attention has been devoted to the establishment of the

Moscow patriarchate in recent literature. The last major study of Jeremiah's

sojourn in Muscovy is that by Aleksei lakovlevich Shpakov, a comprehensive
but mediocre, if industrious, example of late imperial Russian church histori-

ography: Gosudarstvo i tserkov' v ikh vzaimnykh otnosheniiakh v Moskovskom

gosudarstve, vol. 2, Tsarstvovanie Feodora Ivanovicha. Uchrezhdellie)))
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patriarshestva v Rossi;. Prilozheniia, parts I and II appended (Odesa, 1912); in
it he surveys earlier Russian historiography (pp. 257-58). For other treatments
of Jeremiah's sojourn in Muscovy, see Makarii, vol. 10, pp. 3-54; Eugene-
Melchior de Vogue, \"De Byzance a Moscou. Les voyages d'un patriarche,\"

Revue des deux 1110ndes 32 (March 1879): 5-35, Russian translation, \"Ot

Vizantii do Moskvy (Puteshestvie Konstantinopol'skogo patriarkha leremii 11-

go v Moskvu v 1588 g.),\" TKDA 1880 (1): 56-99; Pavel Nikolaevskii,

\"Uchrezhdenie patriarshestva v Rossii,\" Khristianskoe chtenie 1879 (2): 3-40,
369-406, 552-81; 1880 (1): 128-58 (variant title used for last segment:
\"Snosheniia russkikh s V ostokom ob ierarkhicheskoi stepeni Moskovskogo
patriarkha\;") Anton Vladimirovich Kartashev, Ocherki po istorii Russkoi
tserkvi, vol. 2, pp. 10-47; and more recently Steven Runciman, \"Patriarch

Jeremias II and the Patriarchate of Moscow,\" Aksum-Thyateira: A Festschrift
for Archbishop Methodios of Thyateira and Great Britain, ed. George D.

Dragas (London: Thyateira House, 1985), pp. 235-40 (many factual errors);

Gerhard Podskalsky, \"Die Einstellung des Okumenischen Patriarchen

(Jeremias II.) zur Erhebung des Moskauer Patriarchats (1589),\" OCP 55

(1989): 421-37. The topic has been treated generally in numerous recent

historical surveys or monographs on sixteenth-century Muscovite history. A

number of relevant articles can be found in the volume produced as a result of
one of the ongoing Italian-Russian seminars and entitled \"Da Roma alla Terza
Roma,\" held in Rome, which is dedicated to the four-hundredth anniversary of
the creation of the Moscow patriarchate; see laroslav Nikolaevich Shchapov,
Pierangel0 Catalano, et aI., IV Centenario dell'istituzione del patriarcato in

Russia (Rome, 1990). For additional information, see Borys A. Gudziak, \"The

Sixteenth-Century Muscovite Church and Patriarch Jeremiah II's Journey to

Muscovy, 1588-1589: Some Comments concerning the Historiography and

Sources,\" HUS 19 (1995): 200-225.

2 The literature on Ivan IV is immense. See for example Aleksandr

Aleksandrovich Zimin, Oprichnina Ivana GroZllogo (Moscow, 1964), pp. 7-

54, where the author provides a survey of the historiography about the

Oprichnilla, and also characterizes the main interpretations of Ivan's reign.
Soviet scholarship from the early 1940s to the late 1960s is analyzed by Robert
O. Crummey, \"Ivan the Terrible,\" in Wil1do}vs on the Russian Past. Essays on
Soviet Historiography since Stalin, eds. Samuel H. Baron and Nancy W. Heer
(Columbus, Ohio, 1977), pp. 57-74. For recent but disparate characterizations

of Ivan IV and his reign, see Edward L. Keenan, \"Vita. Ivan Vasilevich,

Terrible Tsar: 1530-1584,\" Harvard Magazine 89, no. 3 (1978): 48-49;
Ruslan Grigor'evich Skrynnikov, Ivan Groznyi (Moscow, 1981);and the vol-

ume of essays from a conference devoted to Ivan, Ivan the Terrible: A

Quarcentenary Celebration of His Death, ed. Richard Hellie (Irvine, Calif.,
1987)[=Russian History 14, no. 1/4 (1987)].
3 For a discussion of the influence of Byzantine models and rhetoric on the
fonnation of Muscovite imperial ideology, see Vladimir Ivanovich Savva, K

voprosu 0 vliianii Vizantii na obrazovanie idei tsarskoi vlasti moskovskikh)))
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gosudarei (Kharkiv, 1901) and Ihor Sevcenko, \"A Neglected Byzantine
Source for Muscovite Political Ideology,\" Harvard Slavic Studies 2 (1954):
141-79, reprinted in The Structure of Russian History, ed. Michael

Cherniavsky (New York, 1970), pp. 80-107; idem, \"Agapetus East and West:
Fate of a Byzantine 'Mirror of Princes,'\" Revue des etudes sud-est

europeennes 16 (1978): 1-44.Also see Marc Szeftel, \"The Title of the Musco-
vite Monarch up to the End of the Seventeenth Century,\" Canadial1-A,nerican

Slavic Studies 13 (1979): 59-81.
4

See David B. Miller, \"The Coronation of Ivan IV of Moscow,\" lahrbiicher

fiir Geschichte Osteuropas n. s. 15 (1967):559-74.

5 For recent discussions of Makarii' s literary and ecclesiastical activity, see
David B. Miller, \"The Velikie Mine; Cheti; and the Stepennaia Kniga of

Metropolitan Makarii and the Origins of Russian Nationalism,\" Forschungen
zur osteuropiiischen Geschichte 26 (1976): 262-382 and Jack E. Kollman Jr.,

\"The Moscow Stoglav (\"Hundred Chapters\") Church Council of 1551,\"Ph.D.
diss., University of Michigan, 1978. Kol1man (p. 92), following Stepan
Borisovich Veselovskii, Issledovaniia po istorii oprichniny (Moscow, 1963),

p. 346, points out that Makarii was the first metropolitan of Moscow in

seventy-five years to die while still in office. Of Makarii's five (six) succes-

sors, leading up to the pontificate of Iov, one resigned apparently of his own

will, one (two) was (were) deposed, and a fourth, Filipp, was murdered

(Makarii [Bulgakov], vol. 6, pp. 294-322). (It is unclear whether or not in fact

Gennan, the archbishop of Kazan', was elected metropolitan and deposed a
few days later, ibid., pp. 298-300.)

6 There is no adequate account of this period in Muscovite church history.

Georgii Petrovich Fedotov, Sv. Filipp: Mitropolit moskovskii (Paris, 1928),

pp. 117-31, should be consulted with great caution. Cf. Zimin, Oprichnina

Ivana Groz.nogo, pp. 212-59. Zimin, in reflecting the obligatory Soviet reduc-
tionist approach to religious phenomena, discounts any moral component of
the metropolitan's opposition to Ivan's policies and does not attribute Filipp's

death to the personal conflict between the metropolitan and the tsar. Rather, he

views it as \"one of the last pages of the prolonged struggle, waged first by the

grand-princely then the tsars' power to include the church into the state

apparatus. . . . The accord [of the state] with the representatives of the strong,
militant church in Rus' existed only as long as it was indispensable for the

Muscovite sovereigns in their struggle for the establishment of state hegemony
[edinoderzhavie]. As soon as this goal was reached, and the practice of the

patrimonial monasteries (their great landholdings) and ecclesiastical-political
theory (the superiority of spiritual over secular authority) came to conflict

sharply with the policy of Russian autocracy, that accord at first suffered a

deep fissure and later ruptured\" (p. 259).

7
Edward L. Keenan, \"Royal Russian Behavior, Style, and Self-image,\" in

Ethnic Russia in the USSR, ed. Edward Allworth (New York, 1980), pp. 3-16.)))
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patriarshestva v Rossi;. Prilozheniia, parts I and II appended (Odesa, 1912); in
it he surveys earlier Russian historiography (pp. 257-58). For other treatments
of Jeremiah's sojourn in Muscovy, see Makarii, vol. 10, pp. 3-54; Eugene-
Melchior de Vogue, \"De Byzance a Moscou. Les voyages d'un patriarche,\"

Revue des deux 1110ndes 32 (March 1879): 5-35, Russian translation, \"Ot

Vizantii do Moskvy (Puteshestvie Konstantinopol'skogo patriarkha leremii 11-

go v Moskvu v 1588 g.),\" TKDA 1880 (1): 56-99; Pavel Nikolaevskii,

\"Uchrezhdenie patriarshestva v Rossii,\" Khristianskoe chtenie 1879 (2): 3-40,
369-406, 552-81; 1880 (1): 128-58 (variant title used for last segment:
\"Snosheniia russkikh s V ostokom ob ierarkhicheskoi stepeni Moskovskogo
patriarkha\;") Anton Vladimirovich Kartashev, Ocherki po istorii Russkoi
tserkvi, vol. 2, pp. 10-47; and more recently Steven Runciman, \"Patriarch

Jeremias II and the Patriarchate of Moscow,\" Aksum-Thyateira: A Festschrift
for Archbishop Methodios of Thyateira and Great Britain, ed. George D.

Dragas (London: Thyateira House, 1985), pp. 235-40 (many factual errors);

Gerhard Podskalsky, \"Die Einstellung des Okumenischen Patriarchen

(Jeremias II.) zur Erhebung des Moskauer Patriarchats (1589),\" OCP 55

(1989): 421-37. The topic has been treated generally in numerous recent

historical surveys or monographs on sixteenth-century Muscovite history. A

number of relevant articles can be found in the volume produced as a result of
one of the ongoing Italian-Russian seminars and entitled \"Da Roma alla Terza
Roma,\" held in Rome, which is dedicated to the four-hundredth anniversary of
the creation of the Moscow patriarchate; see laroslav Nikolaevich Shchapov,
Pierangel0 Catalano, et aI., IV Centenario dell'istituzione del patriarcato in

Russia (Rome, 1990). For additional information, see Borys A. Gudziak, \"The

Sixteenth-Century Muscovite Church and Patriarch Jeremiah II's Journey to

Muscovy, 1588-1589: Some Comments concerning the Historiography and

Sources,\" HUS 19 (1995): 200-225.

2 The literature on Ivan IV is immense. See for example Aleksandr

Aleksandrovich Zimin, Oprichnina Ivana GroZllogo (Moscow, 1964), pp. 7-

54, where the author provides a survey of the historiography about the

Oprichnilla, and also characterizes the main interpretations of Ivan's reign.
Soviet scholarship from the early 1940s to the late 1960s is analyzed by Robert
O. Crummey, \"Ivan the Terrible,\" in Wil1do}vs on the Russian Past. Essays on
Soviet Historiography since Stalin, eds. Samuel H. Baron and Nancy W. Heer
(Columbus, Ohio, 1977), pp. 57-74. For recent but disparate characterizations

of Ivan IV and his reign, see Edward L. Keenan, \"Vita. Ivan Vasilevich,

Terrible Tsar: 1530-1584,\" Harvard Magazine 89, no. 3 (1978): 48-49;
Ruslan Grigor'evich Skrynnikov, Ivan Groznyi (Moscow, 1981);and the vol-

ume of essays from a conference devoted to Ivan, Ivan the Terrible: A

Quarcentenary Celebration of His Death, ed. Richard Hellie (Irvine, Calif.,
1987)[=Russian History 14, no. 1/4 (1987)].
3 For a discussion of the influence of Byzantine models and rhetoric on the
fonnation of Muscovite imperial ideology, see Vladimir Ivanovich Savva, K

voprosu 0 vliianii Vizantii na obrazovanie idei tsarskoi vlasti moskovskikh)))
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tenure.\" In this case the sentence indicates that Jeremiah was hindered in

asserting his authority \"here,\" that is in Constantinople. According to this

interpretation, the letter would have been written in Constantinople, then
translated, presumably after his departure from Constantinople. This would

explain why the letter, written before the journey, offers no news about the trip

through the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. If 00 opeJ\\tefia is interpreted as

meaning \"at that time\" and if the letter was translated or composed with the
assistance of a Belarusian or Ukrainian whose language was influenced by

Polish, the mynl could be an adverb of location, used with a verb of directional
motion: \"At that time they did not permit me to come here.\" According to the
second interpretation Jeremiah alluded to a desire to make a trip to Muscovy
earlier, but oppression and imprisonment in Constantinople prevented him

from doing so.
17 \"A TOBap 6bl eCT.H y HHX nepecMoTpHTH H rrepenHcaTH BeJIeJIH, KaK K BaM

nHcaHO c Ka3eHHoro \037Bopa\" (Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 13-14).
18 \"

. . . QT06 B Te nopbI 6bIJ10 B uepKBe QHHHO, H apxHMaH\037pHTbI 6, If Hry-

MeHbI, H nonbI 6bIJIH MHorHe\" and further, \"A y Bac 6bI B Te nopbI 6bIJ10 JIIO\037HO

H Hap.H\037HO, \037eTIi 60.HpCKHe, Ii rOJIOBbI, Ii COTHHKH cTpeneTUKJie, H CTpeJ1bQbI,

H BC.HKHe ToproBbIe J1IO\037H 6blJIH Hap.H\037Hbl\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 14).
19 \"

. . . KaK MHTpOnOJIHTa Harnero tJT.HT no t.IHHY,\" and again, \"... KaK

MHTponOJ1HTa Harnero '-ITIfTe no llHHY Bna\037bIKH\" (Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 14,

15; emphasis added).
20

That the Muscovites were conscious of the higher ecclesiastical dignity of

patriarchs as compared to metropolitans can be seen in the account of the first

patriarchal visit to Muscovy. When Patriarch Joachiln of Antioch was received
in Moscow, Metropolitan Dionisii precipitously extended his blessing before

Joachim had an opportunity to bless Oionisii. The second posol'skaia kniga
records Joachim's evident but discreet consternation: \"... H naTpeapxa

6 J) [ a ] roc JI 0 B H JI M Ii TP 0 n OJI H T1> II a n e p e \0371>, a no c JI t n aTpea p x 1>

6n[a]roC,TlOBHJI MHTpono[J1H]Ta, a 0 TOM1> naTpeapX1> norOBOpHJI CJIeXKa,
{-ITO npHrO)Ke 6blJ10 MHTpOnOJ1HTY ro Hero 6JI[a]rOCJIOBeH[H]e npHH.HTH

Hanepe\037 \037a H npeCTaJ1 0 TOM1>\" (Shpakov, Gosudarst\\'o i tserkov', vol. 2,
Priloz.heniia, pt. 1, p. 18).
21

Arsenios described the liturgical festivities in the memoirs discovered by

Dmitrievskii. A Divine Liturgy, or obednia in Muscovite parlance, for the
feast of Sts. Peter and Paul was celebrated on a Saturday. For Arsenios'
account of Jeremiah's arrival and stay in Smolensk, see the excerpt of the
Greek original and Dmitrievskii' s Russian translation in Arkhiepiskop

elassonskii, pp. 78-80.

22
Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 20-21.

23
Although the report was not included in the stateinye spiski and presumably

can be identified with the letter that provoked the admonitions from Moscow,
the statistical information it contained was repeated in the first letter from the)))
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tsar to the voevodas in Smolensk (Posotskaia kniga, p. 13). It follows that the

stateinye spiski do not constitute a complete record of incoming diplomatic
information, at least not as complete as the historian would like. Shpakov
enumerates the members of the suite, with minor discrepancies (Shpakov,
Gosudarstvo i tserkov', vol. 2, p. 281 n2).
24 The names of the archimandrite, the archdeacon (Arsenios in \"Toils and
Travels,\" refers to him as \"protodeacon\"; Sathas, Biographikol1 schediaslna,

Appendix, p. 50), and Hierotheos' priest are mentioned in the list of food

supplies received by members of the delegation (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 27).
This list is at variance with the enumeration in the tsar's letter: supplies are

given to the patriarch's eight servants (not nine), to Arsenios' one servant (not
nine), and the elder Antonii from Serbia and his group are not mentioned at all.

Antonii and his contingent are in fact absent from all subsequent inventories of

supplies and gifts. Presumably he was included in the group of Wallachians
and Ruthenians who, upon arrival in Moscow, were separated from the patri-
arch and lodged in the Lithuanian guest court (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 26). The

many lists of gifts and provisions in the Posol'skaia kniga often mention only
the most senior members of the delegation. Therefore it is necessary to look to
more than one list to identify the entire entourage. The list of gifts given upon
departure is our source for the names of the two priests, the elder, the steward,
\037nd the reader-singer with Jeremiah, and of Arsenios' servant. In addition four

members of the party are further identified: Constantine and Demetrios are
Jeremiah's nephews (plemianniki), Abraham is Constantine's uncle (diadia),

and the elder Symeon is somehow also associated with Constantine

(Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 48-49). This last list refers to twenty-seven men1bers,

including Jeremiah, in the patriarchal delegation, and has been taken by some

authors to be the correct tally. Thus, the introduction in the Posol'skaia kniga
states that Jeremiah was accompanied by an entourage of twenty-seven men

(p. 4; cf. Kartashev, Ocherki po istorii Russkoi tserkvi, vol. 2, p. 17).

25 Posol'skaia klliga, pp. 13-14. This information is not recorded in the first

letter from the Smolensk voevodas, as it appears in the Posol'skaia kniga, p.

11.

26
Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 15-18.

27
Although there is no explicit indication of the mandates the Muscovites

expected, the circumstantial evidence is telling. According to the third

posol'skaia kniga for Greek affairs, which preserves documentation for the

years 1588-94, which includes Jeremiah's visit, the Muscovites speak of

having broached the question of a patriarchate in \"the Russian tsardom\" with
Joachim of Antioch, the first Eastern Orthodox patriarch to travel to Muscovy,
in 1586.Curiously, the matter of the patriarchate is absent from the second
posol'skaia kniga where the documentation pertaining to Joachim's 1586 trip
is recorded, and where some mention of such a significant issue might have
been expected. The reference in the third kniga to Patriarch Joachim appears in

an account of the deliberations at court, during which it was decided to)))
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confront Jeremiah with the patriarchal question. The reference to Joachim is

found in the Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 35-36. According to this passage the
Muscovites decided that Jeremiah could remain in Muscovy as patriarch but
must reside in Vladimir. Were he to refuse, he would be asked to ordain a

patriarch. At this point the third spisok states that in 1586 the Muscovites had

secretly ('\037nlaullo\") made an overture concerning the patriarchate to Joachim,

who promised to present it before aU the \"patriarchs, archbishops, bishops, and

the entire synod\" in Constantinople. The spisok then quotes Jeremiah's re-

sponse to the proposa1. The patriarch of Constantinople allegedly stated that
Joachim had conveyed the tsar's request to the synod, which found it fitting
for Muscovy to have a patriarch, and that Jeremiah would be willing to stay in

Muscovy, but not in Vladimir. Here the veracity of the spisok is questionable.
The mention of Joachim's alleged mission to raise the issue of a patriarchate is

not corroborated by any other sources. The fact that in the intelligence reports
recorded in the stateinyi spisok there is no indication that Jeremiah carried

mandates is additional evidence not only that in general he was not given any
extraordinary authority to make major ecclesiological decisions, without the

other Orthodox patriarchs, but more particularly that the question of a patri-
archate for Muscovy apparently had not been discussed at all by a synod of

patriarchs in Constantinople.
28

The word \"Kizylbash\" (Turk. klzIl ba\037) refers to the Iranian Safavids.

Originally, the Kizilbash were nomadic Turcomans in the central Anatolian

plains, the Taurus mountains, and the Tokat and Sivas highlands, who resisted
Ottoman centralization, that is cadastral registration and regular taxation.
Besides opposing Ottoman social and political policy, they diverged from

Sunni law by practicing a shamanistic version of Islam in which the role of the

dervishes was preeminent. They were identified by their characteristic red

headgear (klzil ha\037-\"red head\.") At the beginning of the sixteenth century
Ismail Safavi, scion of Iranian sheikhs from Ardabil, gained control over the
Anatolian Turcoman tribes, as well as Azerbaijan and Iran. His influence
extended throughout Anatolia, ultimately reaching Rumelia (the European part

of the Ottoman Empire consisting of Albania, Thrace, and Macedonia). Ismail's

empire threatened the Ottoman hold on Anatolia and led to recurring conflict.

The Muscovite capture of Kazan'(1552)and Astrakhan' (1554-56) deprived the
Ottomans of a Caspian vantage point for attacks on Iran from the north. In 1569,
the Ottomans sought to dislodge the Muscovites from the Volga basin by
building a Don- Volga canal. A year earlier the Muscovites established diplo-

matic relations with the shah. Although the Volga towns were not recovered, the
Ottomans continued to press Iran, waging protracted wars with the Safavids

from 1578 to 1590. It was infonnation concerning this conflict that the Musco-
vites sought from Jeremiah. See references on p. 347n46.

29
\",[(a H npo TO CeMettKe y naTpMapxa B p03roBope, H Y cTapuoB, H Y cJIyr

ce6e npoBe,lJ,aTH TaHHo: KaK OH noexaJI H30 Uap.Hropo,lJ,a, M TypcKoro paTb

npH HeM KY,lJ,bI 6bIBaJIa JIM, H KY,lJ,bI paTh CBOIO nocJIaJ1, H Ha KH3bIJI6allIM ceBo
J1eTa paTb CBOIO nocJ1aJ1 J1H, M co cppaHuoBcKHM, Ii c bIlIInaHcKHM, H c)))
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uecapeM BotiHa HblHe y Hero eCTb JIH, Ii KaK OH Hblue mOJI t{epe3 J1HTOBCKYIO

3eMJIIO, H y KOPO,J151 011 B JII1TBe I1JIH y naHOB PaJJ;bI 6bI.n ,JIH, 11 XTO HbIHe

KOpO,JIb B JII1TBe, 11 KOTOpbIM MeCTOM weJI Qepe3 JIHTOBCKYIO 3eMJIIO, 11 KaK

ero KOpOJlb HJIlI naHbI paJJ;a npl1HeJII1, H \037ITOOH BeJJ;aeT JlHTOBCKI1X BeCTeit 0

TOM 0 BceM nO\037JlI1HHO nop03Hb p03npoc\037 npo BC\037KI1e BeCTH, TOTqaC

OTnHcaTH KO rocy\037aplO K MocKBe, t.rr06 npo TO npo Bce rocYAaplO 6bIJlO

BeJJ.oMo\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 19).
30

Pushechnikov's letter received on the tenth (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 21), must
have been written soon after his departure from Smolensk. In the next entry, a
letter from the tsar to Pushechnikov, the tsar writes: HnHCaJI eCH K HaM, t.ITO

nomeJl eCH H3 CMOJIeHCKa C naTpHapxoM HI011H Bb 5 JJ.eHb [15 July (N.S.)],
a BO cpTOpHHK HlOflS! B 9 JJ;eHh [19 July (N.S.)] tlalOT 6YJJ;ew Ha HOtlb
Bb MO)l(aeCK. 11 KaK K Te6e C.H Hama rpaMOTa npH\037eT, H ThI 6 3aBTpa,
B n5ITHHUY, HIOJUI B 12 [22 July (N.S.)] AeHh HaqeBaJI Ha nOCJIe\037HeM CTaHY

B MaMoHoBe, a B Cy60TY 6 eCH C naTpHapxoM, H C MI1TpOnO,J1I1TOM\037 If

C apxHenIfcKonoM 6blJI B MocKBe tlacy B qeTBepToM HJlH B n.HTOM\"

(Posol'skaia kniga, p. 23). Thus the arrival in Mozhaisk, approximately sev-

enty-five miles up the Moskva River from Moscow, was forecast for Tuesday,
29/19 July.
31

\"11 KaK MHHY,J10 tIeTbIpe rOJJ.hl, 11 TypCKOH uapb rrOCJlaJ1 no rraTpHapxa

l1epeMe\037 tIeyrna, a naTpliapwecKYIo C060PHYlO uepKOBb BO Uaperopo.ne Uapb
BeJleJ1 3aneyaTHTb 11 Ka3HY naTpHaprnecKYIO BCIO BeJIeJI B35ITH Ha ce6H,
a HOBoro naTpl1apxa <DeO,JIHnTOCa OT naTpHaprnecTBa OTCTaBHJI H noqaJI

6blJI B uepKBH naTpl1aprneCKoH CTpOHTH MI13rHT\" (Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 21-

22).

32 \"
. . . a HHblX BeCTeH J1HTOBCKMX CK a3blBalOT-ne Be)1;alOT , nOToMY tfTO

exa,J1n npoe3JJ.oM\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 23).

33 This impression is supported by the account in Pseudo-Dorotheos. Accord-

ing to the chronicle, when the Muscovites began persuading Jeremiah to create

a patriarchate in Muscovy, Hierotheos, metropolitan of Monemvasia, dis-
sented by reminding Jeremiah of the Greeks' objective in going to Muscovy:
\"Lord, we came to the tsar for alms and on account of the debts incuo'ed in our

days.\" See Sathas, Biographikon schediasnla, Appendix, p. 21; for English

translation, see Appendix 2 above.
34

P I
, k

.
k

. ? 3. oso s ala nlga, p.... .

35 Posol'skaia kniga, p. 24.

36 The sources do not describe the patriarch's journey from Smolensk to
Moscow. It is of interest to refer to Possevino's account of his trip in August
1581, from the frontier post to Statitsa on the Volga to meet Ivan IV (the
author mentions himself in the third person): \"We travelled towards Staritsa,

sometimes by main roads and sometimes on bypaths. It depended upon the
whims of the Muscovites, for they invariably chose their routes at random

rather than for any understandable reason. When the going was rough and)))
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difficult they would increase the speed, but when everything was smooth and

easy they would slow down, as though on purpose. Even when shelter was
available they would never spend the nights indoors, nor would they stop to

rest under a tree, even during the hottest times of day. They had no set time for

travelling or resting; they would halt whenever the fancy seized them and cook

their food and eat it, using their travel-cloaks for tablecloths. It was only after

Possevino had complained that the Pristavs began to turn in to lodgings\"
(Antonio Possevino, \"The Missio Moscovitica,\" trans. Hugh F. Graham, Ca-

nadian-American Slavic Studies 6 [1972]: 453). Possevino is puzzled by the
nature of the trip which seems to him to be without \"understandable reason.\"
The specificity of the instructions from the court and the punctilious conduct
of Jeremiah's escorts indicate that every aspect of a dignitary's travels inside

Muscovy was premeditated. It is likely that Possevino' s trip to Staritsa was

planned carefully and that the related hardships were not \"random,\" but rather
devices designed to probe the visitor's character and expose his weaknesses.

37
According to Arsenios the Greek party left Smolensk on 11/1 July and

arrived in Moscow ten days later (21/11 July). For Arsenios' account, see

Dmitrievskii, Arkhiepiskop elassonskii, p. 81.

38
Possevino, who mediated in the peace talks between Muscovy and Poland

in order to incline Muscovy towards ecclesiastical union and an anti-Ottoman
Christian alliance, had no direct contact with the Muscovite Orthodox hierar-

chy. In Muscovite eyes he represented a foreign power, the ecclesiastical
character of which was accidental. Intercourse with the Muscovite Church, as
with any other segment of Muscovite society, was completely impeded.
Possevino met only a select circle of boyars at court. His hosts thus effectively

limited his insight into the Muscovite world and his influence on it. Although
Jeremiah had contacts with the local Muscovite hierarchy, the court controlled
them to the same end.

39 Posol'skaia kn;ga, pp. 24-26.
40

Ibid., pp. 28-31.

41
A mounted approach was a privilege only rarely granted to distinguished

foreigners. Boyars and other members of the service class, as well as foreign

envoys, generally walked at least the last thirty or forty paces before the entry

leading to the receiving chambers. The distance walked was inversely propor-
tional to the guest's dignity or favor at court. For a discussion of cout1
protocol, the layout of the royal court, and the ceremonial significance of
different rooms, see Ivan Egorovich Zabelin, Domashnii byt russkikh tsare; v

XVI i XVII st., vol. 1, 3rd ed, (Moscow, 1895). The approach of the tsar's
visitors is described on pp. 279-81.

42
For a general discussion of the transfer of relics, icons and other holy

objects from the Greek East to Muscovy in the sixteenth and especially
seventeenth centuries, see Kapterev, Kharakter otnosheniia, pp. 60-102.)))
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43 \"A eCTI1 rocY,Qapb naTpI1apXa He 3BaJ1\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 30). See also

Sbornik no. 852 of the former Kazan' Theological Academy, Shpakov,
Gosudarstvo i tserkov', vol. 2, Pri/ozheniia, pt. 2, p. 6. For the description of
the reception, see Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 28-30. Arsenios' sketch of the recep-
tion is somewhat different in his two accounts. The version in the versified

memoirs, \"Toils and Travels,\" is at variance with standard court ritual, as

described by Zabelin, Domashnii by! russkikh tsarei, vol. 1. See Sathas
Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, pp. 38-41, and Dmitrievskii,
Arkhiepiskop elassonskii, pp. 81-82. The second posol'skaia kniga indicates
that Patriarch Joachim of Antioch had been invited to the tsar's table when he

was being received at court on 5 July/25 June 1586. The tsar seated Joachim

\"6J1HCKO ce6J1 B1> ,Qpyron J1aBKe no npaBon CTOPOHt\" (Shpakov, Gosudarstvo

i tserkov', vol. 2, Prilozheniia, pt. 1, p. 17). The court kept Joachim off

balance. After supping, the patriarch was accompanied by the tsar to the
Dormition Cathedral where Metropolitan Dionisii, contrary to ecclesiastical

discipline, extended his blessing to the higher ranking patriarch. This was a
clear affront and probably had been planned. Joachim had little choice but to
maintain his composure. See p. 389n20 above.
44 Jeremiah repeated what he had told Pushechnikov, about the electoral

confusion in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, but again made no men-
tion of Ruthenian affairs or of any steps taken by the Eastern patriarchs

regarding the question of Moscow's patriarchal dignity, see Posol'skaia kniga,
pp. 32-34. Be/oe more is a literal translation of the Turkish Ak Deniz, denoting
either the Mediterranean or Aegean Sea. For the nomadic peoples of the Asian

steppe, well into the period of Mongol invasions, colors symbolized the geo-
graphical bearings according to a stable scheme: north-black, east-blue,

south-red, west-white. Thus for the Turkic peoples the seas to the west
were \"white\" and the sea to the north was \"black.\" See Omeljan Pritsak,
\"Orientierung und Farbsymbolik. Zu den Farbezeichnungen in den altaischen

Volkernamen,\" Saeculum (Munich) 5 (1954):376-83. Muscovite mores were

heavily influenced by the traditions of the steppe. The Muscovites adopted this

terminology and, as our text shows, used it in the sixteenth century. The calque

from Latin, Sredizemnoe more, was introduced much later as a result of
contacts with Western culture, especially via Poland and Ukraine.

45 The previous recorded visits of Greek hierarchs to Muscovy were almost all

much briefer. The Muscovites sequestered the clerics for a period of days or
weeks and after an audience with the tsar released them to return home. For

example, Patriarch Joachim arrived in Chemihiv on 29/19 May 1586, and left
on 21/11 August of that same year. See the extract from the second posol'skaia
kniga for Greek affairs published by Shpakov, Gosudarstvo i tserkov', vol. 2,
Prilozheniia, pt. 1, pp. 3, 27.
46

Posol'skaia kniga, p. 35.

47 Sathas, Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, p. 21, English translation in

Appendix 2 above.)))
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48
It is interesting that Pseudo-Dorotheos highly complimented V oevoda Pe-

ter of Moldova and was exuberant in his praise for the Catholic Pole, Jan

Zamoyski; see, for example, Sathas, Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, pp.

18-20, 23, 25, English translation of latter two examples in Appendix 2 above.

49 The same was true of the earlier encounter with Antonio Possevino. When

it came to the negotiations themselves, Ivan IV told Possevino to \"withdraw to

a separate room to discuss matters with his senators [boyars].\" Possevino

reports that \"we were sometimes closeted together for hours on end as we
discussed all pertinent topics through our respective interpreters. Our talks
were very thorough and often extremely fatiguing. . . .When the senators

came upon any historical evidence that might strengthen their position. . .

they would conscientiously cull it from the archives.\" Although Ivan IV was
not handicapped as was Fedor, and was consulted throughout the negotiations,
the talks were conducted by the boyars. Despite the fact that, as reflected in his
account, ecclesiastical union was the main purpose of Possevino's trip, all his
discussions on the topic were conducted with the tsar and his representatives

and not with the Muscovite Church. See The Moscovia of Antonio Possevino

S1, here, p. 16. For a comparison of Possevino' s and the two accounts of
Antonio's interview with Ivan, see Edward L. Keenan's review of Graham's

edition, Slavic Review 39 (1980): 111-13.

50 Not only did contemporary Muscovite sources gloss over the awkward

aspects of the creation of the patriarchate, but the last two sentences preceding

the reference marker were omitted in the seventeenth-century Russian transla-
tion of the episode as recorded in the Pseudo- Dorotheos chronicle. See the

excerpt published by Irina Nikolaevna Lebedeva, Pozdnie grecheskie khroniki

i ikh russkii i vostochnye perevody (Leningrad, 1968), p. 93 [=Palestinskii
sbomik 18 (81)].
51 The church father and bishop of Constantinople St. John Chrysostom was
banished to this Armenian frontier post in 404. (The title of patriarch did not

aquire its canonical meaning in regard to the five major sees of Christendom
until the sixth century.) Chrysostom never returned from exile and died in 407,
while being transported to an even more severe exile. The final compiler of the
Pseudo- Dorotheos chronicle was assuredly a cleric or monk writing for a
milieu for which Chrysostom' s vita would have been regular reading fare.

52
Sathas, Biographikon schediasl1za, Appendix, pp. 21-22, English transla-

tion in Appendix 2 above.

53
According to Eastern Christian tradition, only the head of an autocephalous

Church (i.e., a patriarch), on Holy (Maundy in the West) Thursday of Holy

Week, sanctified the Holy Chrism (i.e., myrrh or holy unguent) used in his
ecclesiastical jurisdiction for anointment during the administration of the sac-
rament of confirmation. Other bishops from his ecclesiastical province dem-

onstrated their subordination to the head of their particular Church by request-
ing myrrh from him. For the history of the Ohrid see, see Evgenii)))
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Evstegneevich Golubinskii, Kratkii ocherk istorii pravoslavnykh tserkvei

bolgarskoi, serbskoi i rUlnynskoi ili 1110ldo-valaslzskoi (Moscow, 1871), pp.

106-45; Dimitri Obolensky, \"The Empire and its Northern Neighbours,\"
Canzbridge Medieval HistofY, (new ed.), vol. 4, pt. 1 , pp. 473-518; and
Mihailo J. Dinis, .'The Balkans, 1018-1499,\" ibid., pp. 519-66.

54 Giles Fletcher's stay in Moscow closely coincided with Jeremiah's.
Fletcher arrived in Moscow 5 December/25 November, 1588, and left 16/6

May 1589,Of the Russe Conl111011wealth by Giles Fletcher 1591.Facsinlile

Edition }vith Variants. With an introduction by Richard Pipes and a glossary-
index by John V. A. Fine, Jr. (Cambridge, Mass, 1966), pp. 16-17. Fletcher's
complaints about his reception and internment in Moscow are registered in his

report on the embassy, published as Appendix A, ibid., pp. 43-53. Fletcher
recorded some comments concerning Jeremiah. He had the mistaken notion
that Jeremiah had visited Rome and was acting in concert with the papacy, and
thus with the Habsburgs, to draw Muscovy into a war against the Turks.
Fletcher was also mistaken in thinking that at the time he was writing his book,
Patriarch Jeremiah was in Naples. According to Fletcher, Jeremiah wanted to

move the patriarchate of Constantinople to Muscovy to free it from the Turks.
Because Jeremiah insisted on the right to appoint his own successor, the
Muscovites had Iov raised to the patriarchate (ibid., facsimile 79 V

-82
Y

).

55 See Appendix 2 above. Greek original in Sathas, Biographikon
schediasllza, Appendix, pp. 21-22.

56 About Maxim see Vladimir Stepanovich Ikonnikov, Maksim Grek i ego
vrenzia, 2nd ed. (Kyiv, 1915); Elie Denisoff, Maxinze Ie Grec et l'Occidellt
(Paris, 1943);Jack V. Haney, Fronz Italy to Muscovy. The L\037fe and Works of
Maxiln the Greek (Munich, 1973); and Nina Vasil'evna Sinitsyna, Maksi1n
Grek v Ross;; (Moscow, 1977).
57 \"

. . . [l1epeMH5I] npl1rOBOpMJI, LITO OH Ha naTpMaprnecTBo BJ1a\037HMepcKoe If

MOCKoBcKoe 11 Bcea PyC\"\" 6JIarOCJIOBMTh 11 nOCTaBHT 113 pOCHJfCKOrO c060py,
Koro 6J1arOyeCTHBWO Benl1Kl1n rocy\037apb uapb 11 BeJlHKH\037 KH5I3b \037e\037op

I1BaHoBH1.1 Bcea PYCHH caMo,n;ep)l(eu npOM3BOJlIiT\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 39).
58 \"

. . . H Bnepe\037D 6J1arOCJIOBeHbe CBoe \037aCT, 1.ITO Bnepe\037 naTpHapxoM
nOCTaBJI\037TI1Cb 3\037eCH B POCH\037CKOM uapcTBe OT MI1TpOnOflHTOB, H OT

apXHenHCKonOB, If enl1CKOnOB no 1.fHHY naTpHaprnecKoMY, KaK 0 TOM 1.fHH

06\037ep)l(HT\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 39).

59 \"A ero 6bI rocy \037apb 6J1arOQeCTHBbIit 11 XpHCT0J1106HBbIti uapb

nO)l(a.T1OBaJl, OTnYCTHJI BO UapbrOpO,lJ,\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 39). According
to Arsenios, the Muscovites beseeched Jeremiah to stay. He begged off, citing

his responsibilities in Constantinople and suggested that someone else be

installed as patriarch. The tsar was saddened by Jeremiah's response and tried

to convince him to stay, through the efforts of the \"marvelous, most learned,
honest, virtuous, and most renowned\" Shchelkalov. The patriarch expressed

his desire to return as soon as possible as well as \"to fulfill the will of the tsar)))
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of All Rus' and the whole synod and create a patriarch of great Moscow and
All Rus' according to the will of my mother [the Church] and the opinion of all

(noAAmv 1tav'twv ciOEA<pmv Jlou) of my brothers [i.e., bishops] and according
to the Jaw and order [of the Church]. There is no hint of the discord that is

recorded by Pseudo-Oorotheos and by Arsenios himself in the memoir discov-

ered by Dmitrievskii. See Sathas, Biographikon schediasl1za, Appendix, pp.
42-44 and Dmitrievskii, Arkhiepiskop elassonskii, p. 83. Arsenios recorded
Jeremiah's eagerness to return to Constantinople in his versified memoirs; see,
HToils and Travels\" in Sathas, Biograplzikoll schediaslna, Appendix, p. 44.

60
Shpakov, Goslldarstvo i tserkov', vol. 2, p. 325.

61 \"nOJI(O)I(HJ1H Ha BOJIIO 6JI[a]rOQeCTHBaro r[ocY]A[alpA u[a]pA H

BeJ1HKOrO KH[51]3Ja, KaKl> 0 TOM'!> 6JI[a]rO\"qeCTMBbIH r[ocY]A[a]pb l.{[a]pb Ii

BeJIMKiH KH[51]3b <De,Qopl> JiIBaHoBIP-I1> Bcea POCHH npCOH31>B0J1lrrh\" (from

the \"Book of d'iak Larion Ermolaev,\" in Shpakov, Gosudarstvo i tserkov', vol.

2, Prilozheniia, pt. 2, p. 149). According to Arsenios the role of the church

hierarchy was more than formal. See \"Toils and Travels,\" Sathas,

Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, pp. 45-47. This version differs from all
other accounts in the sources and is an example of the way in which Arsenios

tried to dress up the rather awkward episode in Greco-Russian ecclesiastical
relations. Muscovite practice was based on Byzantine models reconditioned

by local ecclesiastical and political developments. For a discussion of the

Byzantine emperor's power to chose a patriarch from a list of three names

suggested by the Syrzodos EndenzoLlsa (his Standing Synod in Constantinople),

see Geanakoplos, \"Church and State in the Byzantine Empire: A Reconsidera-
tion of the Problem of Caesaropapism,\" pp. 65-66, and Joan M. Hussey, The

Orthodox Church in the Byzantine El1zpire (Oxford, 1986), pp. 299-303. The
fullest analysis of the election of patriarchs in the last six centuries of the

Byzantine Empire remains Ivan Ivanovich Sokolov's \"Izbranie patriarkhov v

Vizantii s poloviny IX do poloviny XV veka (843-1453 g.),\" Khristianskoe
chtenie 1907,pt. 1, bk. 3, pp. 265-99; pt. 1, bk. 4, pp. 419-54; pt. 1, bk. 5, pp.
630-63;pt. I,bk. 6, 757-86;pt.2,bk. 7,pp. 52-82.

62 The charter (gramota) recording the election of the patriarchal candidates is

published in Sobranie gosudarstvennykh gramot i dogovorov, vol. 2, no. 58,
pp. 94-95. Here Hierotheos is named Dorotheos. His signature is illegible.
This detail is interesting in light of Sathas' contention that Hierotheos was in
fact the final author of the Pseudo- Dorotheos and that the similar Greek names
were confused (see discussion in Gudziak, \"Sixteenth-Century Muscovite

Church and Patriarch Jeremiah II's Journey to Muscovy, 1588-1589,\" pp.
218-] 9). In the document confirming the creation of the patriarchate, the

metropolitan of Monemvasia is correctly named Hierotheos. Hierotheos' sig-

nature is visible, Sobranie gosudarstvennykh /?ramot i dogovorov, vol. 2, no.

59,pp.95-101.
63 This paradox was pointed out by Kartashev, Ocherki po istorii Russkoi

tserkvi, vol. 2, p. 28. See a description of the proceedings in the \"Book of d';ak)))
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Larion Ennolaev,\" in Shpakov, Gosudarstvo i tserkov', vol. 2, Prilozheniia, pt.
2, pp.164-74, and in the Sbornik no. 852 of the former Kazan' Theological
Academy (Shpakov, Gosudarstvo i tserkov', vol. 2, Prilozheniia, pt. 2, pp. 6-

12).
64 HA MH1'pOnOJIH1'Y YIeBY nOH1'M 6JI[a]rOCJ10BMTHCJa K'b C[B5I]TtHllJeMY

na[T ]pJfapxy l1epeMtlO, a 6JI[a]rOCJ10BIa naTpHapX'b l1epeMtH MMTpOnOJlHTa

l1eBa, Bcea POCiH H Me)l('b ce61a 0 Xp[H]CTe ut,J10BaHHe CO[T]BoplaTh H KaK'b

Me)K1> ce6m naTpHapxH UtJ1YIOTC51 BO 0ycTa-a nOCOX1> B Tt nopbI

MHTponOJIH[1'] CBOM: OJ\037ac1'b Ha TO[T] ya[c] KOTOPOMY apXHen[HcKo]ny, J.f

KaK'b nOH)J;e[T] K naTpHapxy 6JI[a]rOCJTOBHTHCm, a na[T]pHapxD l1epeMtH
BceJIe[H]cKiH CBOH nocox no TOMY)K OJAacTb cBoeMY MHTponOJ1HTY, 0 TOMD K

na[T]pHapxy npHKa3aTM a 6YAeTh nocoxa naTpHapX1> l1epeMtH OJ)J;aTH He

rrOXOqeT'b H MHTpOrrOJIHTY l1eBY CBoero nocoxa He OJlI-aB'b H[ l' ]1'H K

naTpHa[p ]xy 6J1arOCJIOBHTH[ Cb] H noutJIOBaTHCla BO oYCTa,\" See the \"Book
of d'iak Larion Ermolaev,\" in Shpakov, Gosudarstvo i tserkov', vol. 2,

Prilozheniia, pt. 2, p. 170. The posokh, or bishop's staff, symbolizes the
hierarch's authority and power. The Muscovites feared that Jeremiah might
confront Iov without symbolically disarming himself.
65 See Steven Runciman, Byzantine Theocracy (Cambridge, 1977). For the

Byzantine emperor's authority to redraw diocesan boundaries, transfer bish-

ops, and raise or lower the hierarchical rank and dignity of ecclesiastical sees,
consult Geanakoplos, \"Church and State in the Byzantine Empire,\" p. 67. The

Byzantine emperor enjoyed a number of liturgical privileges. He alone of all

laity could enter the sanctuary through the Royal Doors, preach, bless the

assembly in a bishop-like manner with the trikyra, the three-armed candela-
bnlm that symbolizes the Trinity, and cense the icons. The emperor, although
not ordained, was quasi-sacramentally anointed at the time of coronation (pp.

69-73). At the time of his imperial anointment in 1547, Ivan IV was also
conceded a special liturgical privilege, that of con1municatingin the sanctuary
at the altar with the clergy, see Miller, \"Coronation of Ivan IV of Moscow,\" p.

565.

66
Jeremiah gave the Muscovites a copy of the Greek ritual for the installation

of a patriarch. They found it inadequate and combined the Byzantine order

with the ritual used for the enthronement of Metropolitan Oionisii. The latter is

published in Sobranie gosudarstvennykh gramot i dogovorov. vol. 2, no. 50.

The actual ceremony as it took place is described by Arsenios in his \"Toils and
Travels,\" Sathas, Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, p. 50. Boris

Andreevich Uspenskii in a recent unpublished typescript (144 pp.) attempts to

place this rite in the context of Muscovite political and ecclesiastical ideology,
\"Tsar'i patriarkh: kharizma vlasti v Rossii. (Vizantiiskaia model' i ee russkoe

pereosmyslenie).
\"

67 The ceremony is described in the \"Book of d'iak Larion Ennolaev,\" in

Shpakov, Gosudarstvo i tserkov', vol. 2, Prilozheniia, p1. 2, pp. 174-90; in the
Sbornik no. 852 of the former Kazan' Theological Academy (now in S1.)))
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Petersburg, in the SaItykov-Shchedrin National Library of Russia), Shpakov,
Gosudarstvo i tserkov', vol. 2, Pri/ozheniia, pt. 2, pp. 12-26; and by Arsenios
in \"Toils and Travels,\" Sathas, Biographikon schediasl1za, Appendix, pp. 48-

51.
68

Dmitrievskii, Arkhiepiskop elassonskii, pp. 83-85.
69

According to the second posol'skaia kniga, on 8 February/29 January 1588,

a delegation of Greek archimandrites, hegumens, and elders left Moscow; see

Shpakov, Gosudarstvo i tserkov', vol. 2, Prilozheniia, pt. I, pp. 64-65. In

1592, Dionisios, bishop of Ttirnovo, departed 28/18 February, Posol'skaia

kniga, p. 98. Trifon Korobeinikov embarked on his pilgrimage of alms-bearing
in late January 1593, Posol'skaia kniga, p. 154. January and February were in

fact a favorite travel season for Muscovite hierarchs, as is evidenced by the

fact that eleven of the twenty-seven known sixteenth-century Muscovite eccle-

siastical councils convened during these winter months; see table in Jack E.

Kollman, \"The Moscow Stoglav (\"Hundred Chapters\") Church Council of

1551,\" p. 133.

70
The strongest opposition among the Eastern patriarchs to Jeremiah's unilat-

eral activity in Muscovy came from Meletios Pegas, patriarch of Alexandria,

see Malyshevskii, Pegas, vol. 1,pp. 337-341 and vol. 2, pp. 3-4.

71 Andrei Shchelkalov, the posol'skii d'iak (\"foreign minister'''), was respon-

sible for surveillance over Jeremiah and his suite; cf. Posol'skaia kniga, p. 26.

Pseudo-Dorotheos is not alone in accusing Shchelkalov of mistreating foreign-

ers. Giles Fletcher, Queen Elizabeth's ambassador to Moscow in 1588-89,
complained about Shchelkalov's tough tactics, recognizing them as ploys

designed to test Fletcher's diplomatic forebearance and fortitude, break his

will, and distract attention from his mission. Fletcher writes that he \"was

placed in an howse verie vnhandsoom, and vnholsoom, of purpose (as it
seemed) to doe mee disgrace, and to hurt my health whear I was kept as

prisoner, not as an Ambassadour . . . . My allowance for vittail was so bare and

so base, as I could not have accepted it but to avoide cavillation, that I beegan
to contend with them abowt so mean a matter. . .. These parts of hard

interteinment wear offred mee by the Chaucellour Andreas Shchalcalove who

is allso the Officer for Ambassages, of verie purpose (as it seemed) to move
mee to impatience, that hee might have wearwith to disturb this

holdings was apparently transformed in the spring of 1584
into the proposal to install the deposed Jeremiah on Ruthenian or

Muscovite territory. However, when prospects improved for)))

See Appendix 2 above. Greek original in Sathas, Biographikol1

schediasma, Appendix, p. 22. Possevino reports that the two Jesuits he left in

Muscovy in 1581-82 while he negotiated with the Polish camp were not only

subjected to physical discomforts but also threatened with violence and even
death. They were \"confined to a single narrow room in which they had to keep

the altar for worf;)hip and a table for reading and writing, and where they had to

sleep. Guards were on duty at the gate at all times, three boyars and three)))
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peasants . . . . After my men had spent four and a half months in this place they
conlplained that the Prince had failed to keep his promise [to treat them as he
would treat Possevino himself]. An intelligent man told them that the Prince

promised one thing to the foreigners but gave quite different instructions to the
Pristavs. . .. Many foreigners had been granted freedom of movement, but if

they asked to return to their own country they were executed on the spot. This

man went on to say that even those who had given a solemn oath to remain in

Muscovy all the rest of their lives were not allowed to meet other foreigners or

have any chance to talk to them if they did meet them. The Prince would
execute anyone, whether Muscovite or foreigner, who did so or incurred the

slightest suspicion of doing so\" (The Moscovia of Antonio Possevino S1, p.

17).

73 Poso/'skaia kniga, pp. 40-44.

7\037
The Muscovites extended their favor to Jeremiah's party on a number of

occasions in coin and kind, making it difficult to assess all of the gifts the

Greeks acquired. A listing of the cash amounts combined with the worth of in-

kind gifts for which the sources themselves provide a value will suffice for

purposes of orientation (figures are in rubles). When received at court by the

tsar after arriving in Muscovy Jeremiah received three hundred and ninety,
Hierotheos one hundred (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 30). At the St. Sergius- Trinity

Monastery Jeremiah received one hundred and seventy, the rest of the suite
was given sixty-seven (Posol'skaia kniga. pp. 41-42). On departure Jeremiah
received six hundred and sixty-five, with three hundred divided among
Hierotheos (ninety-five), Arsenios (sixty-two) and the rest of the suite (a
hundred and forty-three). Even the servants received an endowment (from one

to five rubles), Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 48-49. An additional thousand were
delivered to Jeremiah at Smolensk as he was leaving for the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth (Posol'skaia klliga, pp. 49-51) making a total of 2,692. Be-
sides this, the Greeks left with gifts in kind including icons, silver altar vessels,
fine fabrics, and furs for which no value is given. To give some idea of the
value of these figures in the late sixteenth century, according to Giles Fletcher,
in the 1590s, as equerry, Boris Godunov had an annual inconle of 1,200
rubles, Rude and Barbarous Kingdonl: Russia in the Accounts of Sixteenth

CentulY English Voyagers, ed. Lloyd E. Berry and Robert O. Crummey
(Madison, Wise., 1968),p. 144. Fletcher also reports that under Ivan IV the
court brought in up to 230,000 rubles a year solely from the sale of surplus

grain and other produce, but Crummey calls this figure grossly exaggerated. In

1613-14 the court's annual expenditure was 9,762 rubles and, according to
one estimate, the entire state revenue in Fletcher's time was about 400,000

rubles.. Rude and Barbarous Kingdom, p. 159n2; pp. 163-64n 16. In the early

years (16 J 3-1614) of the reign of Mikhai I Fedorovich Romanov, a craftsman
at court earned forteen to eighteen rubles annually; a court tailor in Muscovy
earned five rubles in wages and a per diem for food, for a total of about 15.8

rubles. A tanner earned four rubles plus a per diem, for a total of 18.4 rubles

(Stanislav Gustavovich Strumlin, Ocherki eko110111icheskoi istorii Rossii [Mos-)))
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cow, 1960], pp. 46-47). The amount given to the Greeks was therefore consid-

erable. Patriarch Jeremiah departed with a treasure on the order of the annual

income of the equerry, the most powerful and lucrative position at court, and
most of his lay attendants received gifts equal to the annual wage of a court

craftsman.

75 Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 49-55. \"A npoBeAaB, 0 TOM 6bI eCH 0 BceM

no.n;J1HHHO OTnHCaJI TaHHo c KeM B03MO)l(HO. A nOCJIaJI 6bI eCH nnCMO,

Hanl1CaB 0 BeCTex TaHHo, 3aKpblTo, CBoero CB.HTHTeJIbCKOrO HM.HHH H Moero

HH B t.leM He 061>.HBHJI\" (ibid., p. 55).
76

The letters are recorded in the stateinyi spisok, Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 56-

59. Jeremiah wrote to Godunov that on 14/4 July he had received the gifts

from Moscow and had to postpone his departure until the following day (ibid.,

pp. 56-57).
77

Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 47-49.

78
In fact the diminutive size of the premises that the patriarchate was eventu-

ally able to construct was duly noted in Ruthenian circles: \"Pity forbids us to

describe how small the church is into which the patriarch is now squeezed,\"
see Krevza's A Defense of Church Unity, p. 66.)

Notes to Chapter 12)

L \"11 .n;JI.H TBoero uapcKoro HM.HHH npHH.HJIH Hac C qeCTHIO, H 3 6J1aro,a;aTHIO,
If c BeJIHKOIO pa.n;ocTHIO\" (Posol'skaia kniga, p. 57).
2

See the state;nyi spisok, Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 56-59.

3
\"TIpecBeT JIei1:rneMY CJIaBHOMY H THXOMHPHOMY rocy,a;aplO If BeJIHKOMY

rocno,lJ,HHY EOPHCY <DeAopOBH1.1I0 . . . A nOTOM .n;aJO Be.n;OMO Te6e, rocy.n;aplO;
B1> Oprne CJIbIllIeJ1H eCM.H nOAJIHHHO, '-ITO MaKcHMHJ1H.HHaoTnycTHJIH, a C

KOpOJIeM nHJIH H eJIH, ,a;a H nOMHpJlJIIfC.H. A KOTOpa.H xapTb HH 3,a;eJIaJIaCb, TO

Bce nponaJIo. A npo TOTap HHr,a;e HeCJIbIXaJI. A KOpOJIb B BHJ1bHY 6YAeT '-Iaca

Toro. \037a H Bnepe,a;1> K Te6e, KO rocy,a;apJO, 0 BceM oTnHwy\" (Posol'skaia

kniga, pp. 57, 59). Malyshevskii points out that, given the volume of Musco-

vite gifts and the size of the suite and escort, Jeremiah could not have been

traveling rapidly. About Jeremiah's return trip through the Commonwealth,
see Malyshevskii' s \"Zametka po povodu mneniia, budto Patr. leremiia

poseshchal Kiev v 1588 ili 1589 gg.,\" TKDA 1885 (1): 660-74.
4

Referring to Jeremiah's letter to the confraternity in Mahileu

(Arkheograficheskii sbonlik dokumentov, otnosiashchikhsia k istorii severo-

zapadnoi Rusi, vol. 2, p. 58), Malyshevskii suggests that Jeremiah may have

taken what would have amounted to an fifty-mile detour from the direct route

between Drsha and Vilnius to visit this important Belarusian town; see
\"Zametka po povodu,\" p. 662n 1.)))
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5 \"MaeTb ero MHJIOCTb, Bo,n:JIyr'h BJIaA3bI H 3aKOHYCBoero rpeqeCKOrO, BCR

cnpaBbI IlepKOBHble, AYXOBeHCTBY, ero MHJIOCTH C'h AaBHbIX'h qaCOB'h BD

naHCTBaX'h HaIlIMX'h naJIe)f(a4be, OTnpaBOBaTH. BCHX'h AYXOBHbIX'h 3aKOHY
rpet.IeCKoro, Orb HaHCTaprnoro R)K'h ,n:o HaUHH)f(UlOrO CTaHY. BJIaA3bI Ii

nOCJIYIlIeHcTBt CBOeM'h MtTH, CYAHTH, paAHTH, cnpaBOBaTH H BOAJIyrb
BbIcTynKY KO)f(,n:oro, Bo,n:JIyr'h AYXOBeHCTBa CBoero H npaBHJIl> CBeTbIX'h

OTeUb, KapaTH, qoro ero MHJIOCTH )f(aAeH'h BpR,n:'h H 3BepXHOCTb ,n:YXOBHa5I \"

CBtTCKa.H B1> TOM'h naHCTB't HarnOM'h, BeJIHKOM'h KH}l)f(eCTBt JIHTOBCKOM'h Ii

KpaJiHaX'h PYCCKHX'h, TOMY naHCTBY HaIlIOMY npbICJIyxalOqbIX'h, 60pOHI1TH \"

HI1KOTOpOe nepeKa3bI t.IHHI1TH He MaeTb\" (AZR, vol. 1, no. 191,pp. 226-27).

For an interpretation of Jeremiah's activity in Vilnius, see Chodynicki,
Kosci61, pp. 124-26.

6 AZR, vol. 4, no. 16,p. 20.

7 See the act of the decree's registration in the Vilnius books (18 July 1589),
in AZR, vol. 4, no. 16, p. 21.

8 \"A )I(aAHorvlY B'h TaKOBbIX'h p't'-lax'h ,[{O HHIlIMX'h npaB'h, }lKO ,[{YXOBHbIXb

TaK'h H CB'tUKHX'h, 3aKoHY rpet.IecKoro 11 PHMcKoro, OT3bIBaTHC}l He MalOTb

AonYCTHTI1: JIeq'h KO)l(,[{bIM 3'h HHX1> MaeTb npaBa AOCTORTI1, 11 nOCJIY-
UleHCTBO npe,[{'b cnpaBuaMH POqHWMH Toro 6paTCTBa HX1> uepKOBHoro

'-II1HHTH; 60 TaKOBbIX'h p'tqet1 TaK1> AyxoBHbIe .HKO H cBtTUKie Bp}l,n:bI CYAHTR

He MaIOTb. A eCT JIH 6bI C}l Te)l('h KOMY KpHB,[{a }lKaR KOJIbBeKD OTb 6paTcTBa

UepKoBHoro B'h p'tqaxl> UePKOBHbIX1> H B1> cnpaBaX1> HXl> 6paUKHXl> BH,[{'tJIa:

Tor,n:bI HHXTO 3'h Yp.H,[{OB1> 3BbIIlI'h-noM'tHeHbIXl> CY,[{HTU HX'h 0 TO [sic] He

MalOTb, O,[{HO MbI rocy,n:apl>, RKO 060pOHua BCRKHX'h ,[{o6pl> ,[{YXOBHbIX1> R

6paUTB'h UepKOBHbIX'b, cnpaBeAJIHBOCTb qHHHTH 6y,[{eMO. K'h TOMY,
OC06JIHBO, 31> JIaCKH HaUloe rocno,[{apCKOn,TYIO BOJIbHOCTb HM'b Ha,[{aeMD,
H)I('h B'b ,n:OMY liX1> 6paTCKOM'h BC}lKin rOCTb rocnOAolO, (TaKl> npH 6bITHOCTH

RKO H 6e3'b 6blTHOCTH HaIlIoe) CTORTH He MaeTb, a HH 3'h YP}l,[{Y )f(aAHOrO,

}lKO TO MaprnaJIKOBCKOro, 3aMKOBoro H MtcTcKoro, B1> TOM'h AOMY HX'b

6paTCKOM'h HHKOMY rocno,[{a He MaeTb 6bITH AaBaHa a HH 3anHCbIBaHa, Ii

HHKOTOpbIX'h UbIHIlIOB1> a HH no,[{atIOK'b MtCTHHX'h If nOBHHHocTett )I(a,[{HbIXl>

nOCnOJII1TbIX'h 3b ,n:OMY HX'h 6paUKoro H 31> JIIO,[{eli B1> HeM1> M'tIlIKalOqHX'b

,[{aBaTI1 \" nOJIHHTH He MalOTb. TaK\"b Te)l('h 6YPMHCTPbI H pattUbI rvrtcTa

BHJIeHbCKOro 6paTbeB1> ynHcHbIX1> C'h Toro 6paTCTBa UepKOBHoro Ha

nOCJIyrH AO HHIlIHX1> 6paTCTB1> CBOHX'h, TaKO)f(1) H AO nOCJIyr'h uepKOBHbIXD

H rnTIHTaJ1bHbIXl> 6paTH Ii HHKOTOpOt TpYAHOCTH H nepeKa3bI B1> TOM1> HMb

tIHHHTH He MalOTb H He 6Y,[{YTb MOtIH.\" See AZR, vol. 4, no. 18, pp. 22-25;

here p. 24.

9 See Chodynicki, Kosci61, p. 124.

10 See the discussion above in chapter 4.

11 As discussed above in chapter 9.)))
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12 He refers to Joachim's prohibitions in his own document on this matter

issued in Kam'ianets'-Podil's'kyi in November] 589; see Mon. COl1fr., no. 137,

pp.208-209.
13

The text of Jeremiah's decree is defective, The priest Ivan was singled out
because he ignored an earlier patriarchal admonition. It is not clear whether
Jeremiah is referring to the general patriarchal pronouncements or to an indi-

vidual reprimand addressed to the priest by Jeremiah possibly during the

patriarch's first trip through the Ruthenian lands, AZR, vol. 4, no. 17, pp. 21-

22.

14
In the literature, Onysyfor's deposition is sometimes dated precisely to 21

July, the day when Jeremiah defrocked digamist clergy; see, for example,
Makarii (Bulgakov), vol. 9, pp. 460,482; repeated by Halecki, FrOln Florence

to Brest, p. 232; and with reference to an irrelevant document in Russel P.
Moroziuk, \"The Role of Patriarch Jeremiah II Tranos in the Reformation of
the Kievan Metropolia,\" The Patristic and Byzantine Revie\037v 5(2) 1986: 122.

The deposition of twice-married clergy, except for the reference to the Pinsk
cleric, is formulated in general terms and makes no mention of the metropoli-
tan.
15

Onysyfor is mentioned as metropolitan-elect in a document dated 19 July
1579 and recorded in the Lithuanian Metrica. A document dated 27 February
1583 concerning his assumption of the metropolitanate is registered in a

(manuscript) catalogue of the Archive of the Uniate Metropolitans, see AZR,

vol. 3, Appendix of notes, p. 13n66. Although Jeremiah's 1585 letter to

Metropolitan Onysyfor about the calendar reform (cf. p. 3 12n36) indicates that
contacts between the patriarchate and the Kyivan see were being reestablished,

there is no record of earlier patriarchal confirmation of Onysyfor's nomina-
tion.

16 See his \"Do biohrafi.i mytropolyta Onysyfora Divochky,\" ZNTSh 74(6)
1906: 5-9.
17 \"W ktorzych staniech duchownych zamnozyl sie nierzqd za zlem

pasterstwem mitropolita kyowskiego y halickiego Onisifora Dziewoczky
dwuzenca w wierze podeyrzanego, ktory to dopuscit byc episkopom

dwuzencom a ynym episkopom y z zonami swemi byc dopuscit maiqcym na
sobie stan mniszy y popow dwuzencow y trzezencow w rozmaitech
wyst<;pkoch podeyrzanych kil[k]a tysi\037cy namnoiyl\" (Mon. Confr., no. 450,
p. 784; also quoted by Hrushevs'kyi, \"Do biohrafi\"i,\" p. 8n 1 ).

18 See p. 368n63.

19 The anonymous Orthodox polemical treatise \"Perestoroha\" (written in re-

sponse to Uniate Metropolitan Ipatii' s [Potii] 1605 publication of Metropolitan

Mysail's 1476 letter to the pope, discussed in chapter 3) describes the selection

of Metropolitan Onysyfor's successor as follow: \"[IepeMi.H 1 Ha ero MtcTue
MIiXaHJ1a Par03Y 3a 3aJ1'tueHbeM'h xpHcTiaHcTBa nOCTaBHJ1'h If nOCB.HTHJ1b; Ii,

,l:J.YXOM'h CB.HTbIM'h, no,[{06HO, npOBH,[{11'-IIi np\" noc B.HI..U;e HblO, H)K'h OH'h [i.e.,)))
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Mykhail (Rahoza)] MtJIl> oTcTynHHKOMl> 30CTaTI1, r,UbI ero npOM3BO,lJ;IIJIl>,

npH 6bITHOCTH BeJIIO 3aUHbIXl> JIIO,UeH, y BHJIbHH, peKl> TbIe CJIOBa: 'aI..Qe

AOCTOHHl> eCTb no BarneMY r JIaro.TIY 6y AH AOCTOHHl>; arn;e JIM )Ke HtCTb

,UOCTOHHl>, a BbI ero 3a ,UoCTottnaro YAaeTe, a3l> tJHCTb eCMb: BbI Y3pHTe.'

..HKO)f(l> nOTOMl> H Y3ptJIH eCMo ero y oTcTynJIeHbJO\" (AZR, vol. 4, no. 149, p.

206). Given that Jeremiah had received such a complete endorsement of his

powers by the king and that he was not timid in using them to depose Onysyfor,

it seems unlikely that the patriarch would have ordained a successor about

whom he had any serious misgivings. Rather, the \"Perestoroha\" account
should be understood as an example of the classic polemical device of discred-

iting an opponent by demonstrating that he was evil from the very beginning.
Concerning the doubtful reliability of the \"Perestoroha\" as a source for factual

data, see Makarii (Bulgakov), vol. 9, pp. 490-91n480.

20 For Zygmunt's charters concerning Mykhail's appointment, see AZR, vol.
4, no. 19,pp. 25-26.
21

Concerning doubts about the involvement of Ruthenian bishops and laity in

Mykhail's succession, see Makarii (Bulgakov), vol. 9, pp. 482-85;

Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, p. 417. In a circular decree issued in November before his

departure from the Commonwealth, Jeremiah refers to a synod held in Vilnius

after the deposition of Onysyfor: \"Bt,UOMO BaMl> 6Y,UH BCtMl>, .HKO HtuiM OT

XpHCTH.HHl> Ha c060pt 6bIBIllOMl> Bl> BeJIHKOM rpa,Ue BUJIHH no HH3JIO)KeHilO

nepBoro MHTpOnOJIMTa Kvpl> OHHcH<popa . . .
\"

(Mon. Confr., no.137, p. 208).
It seems that the bishops arrived in Vilnius, not only after the deposition of

Onysyfor but also after the selection of his successor.
22

See discussion and references to literature in the Introduction.

23 On 16/6 August in Brest Jeremiah issued a copy of this letter to the bishop

of Luts'k, Kyryll (Terlets'kyi). For the two letters, see AZR, vol. 4, no. 20, pp.

26-28. The oblique reference in the letter to the issue of Ruthenian freedom
from unauthorized interference from Greeks clerics is inferred from the fact

that it does not explicitly forbid such interference but rather orders the
Ruthenian bishops not to let the interference occur. It seems that the patriarch
is reprimanding the Ruthenian hierarchs more than he is condemning the

Greek imposters: \"A npo TO)f('b, OTHbIHt, H no Bcn tJaCbI, Ha BtKH, XO\037eM'b

MtTH H npHKa3yeM'b T06 r
l;, enHcKony JIYUKOMY H OCTp03CKOMY KHpHJIY

TepJIeu,KoMY, HbInt H HanOTOM'b 6YAY\037HMl>, a6bI eCH TBO.H CB.HTbIHH

TaKOBbIXl>, nOXOT.HTrb JIM JIHTOprHCaTH, HJIH HHbIM ,UtttcTBa uepKOBHbIe

CnpaBOBaTH, B'b napa<piH CBOeM: He Aonyrn;aJIl>; a KOTOpbIti [Ruthenian bishop?
Greek vagabond?] 6bI C.H XOTtJIl> ceMY nHcaHbJO HallieMY cnpoTHBHTH Ha

TaKOBoro 6y AH OT'b [corrupt text] aHaTeMa, a OT'b Halliero cMHpeHi.H

He6JIarocJIoBeHie, B'b citl BtK'b H B'b 6YAymiii . . .
\"

(ibid., p. 28).
24

It seems that on the way to Brest Jeremiah stopped at the monastery in

Suprasl. According to the \"Perestoroha\" the patriarch deposed the
archimandrite there, Timotei Zloba, for committing homicide, and appointed a

new abbot in his place; see AZR, vol. 4, no. 149, p. 206.)))
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25 Makarii (Bulgakov) sunnises that Atanasii, who died in 1591, and Arsenii,
who passed away in 1592, were advanced in age and were prevented by

physical infirmity from traveling to meet the patriarch, see his Istoriia, vol. 9,

p. 489. There is no direct evidence indicating whether all of the Ruthenian

bishops present in Brest had arrived there traveling with Jeremiah from
Vilnius. However, given the stature of the visiting ecumenical patriarch, the

strength of the king's endorsement of the patriarch's authority, and the impact
of the events transpiring in Vilnius, it is likely that aU of the bishops present in
Brest had earlier traveled to greet Jeremiah there.

26 Jeremiah's decree is preserved only within the text of a rescript issued by

Zygmunt III on 9 February 1595, confirming the patriarch's appointment of

Kyryll, see Arkhiv IuZR. vol. 1, pt. 1, no. 60, pp. 252-56 (the text of
Jeremiah's document is on pp. 254-55). The comparison of an exarch to a
Latin cardinal found in Jeremiah's decree could hardly have been in the

patriarch's original text, and should be considered an interpolation made
before the decree was confirmed by Zygmunt. The attendance at the synod is

deduced from the signatures applied to Jeremiah's document.

27
The claim made in the literature that Jeremiah ordered the Ruthenian

bishops to assemble annually in synod is a deduction from the bishops'

resolution to do so, made at their synod in Brest the following year on 30/20
June. For the resolutions of that synod, see AZR, vo1. 4, no. 25, pp. 34-36.

28 See p. 404n23 above.
29 See p. 403n 19 above.
30 For an informative although idiosyncratic discussion of exarchates in the

metropolitanate of Kyiv in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, see

Viacheslav Zaikyn, Uchastie svetskogo elementa v fserkoVflOln llpravlenii,
vybornoe nachalo i \"sobornost'\" v Kievskoi mitropolii v XVI i XVII vekakh

(Warsaw, 1930), pp. 64-88. Hrushevs'kyi suggests that the idea of an
exarchate originated with KyryU himself, see his Istoriia; vol. 5, p. 555n4.
31

It is not clear how long Jeremiah remained in Brest. He had arrived there in

time for the feast of the Transfiguration (16/6 August), but already on 24

August he signed at least two decrees in Zamosc. Thus, he could not have
stayed in Brest for more than a few days. There is no direct information

concerning his dealings with Poland's preeminent statesman during the

patriarch's second sojourn in Zamosc.

32 The \"Perestoroha\" refers to Jeremiah's sojourn as follows: \". . . If AJUI

BeJlIO nOTpe61> t.Iac AOJIriH MtUIKaJI1> B1> 3aMocThl0, npH BeJIbMO)KHOM1> naHt

\302\273Ht 3aMOHCKOM1>, KaHQnept H reTMaHt KOpOHHOM1> (KOTOpwfi 31>

OC06JIHBbIX1> UHOTb, HaYKYI If n060.IKHOCTH )KHBOTa ero, YI C1> Toro caMoro,
)l(e l\\apb TypeUKiH oHoro naTpiapxa 6ap30 nOBa)l(aJI'h, .HKO \037IeJlOBtKa

3aUHoro H n060)KHOrO 6aBIiJI1> npIf c06t),\" see AZR, vol. 4, no. 149, p. 207.

See also Malyshevskii, \"Zametka po povodu mneniia,\" pp. 664-68.)))
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33
Concerning Jeremiah's itinerary in the lands of the Polish Crown, see

Malyshevskii, \"Zametka po povodu mneniia,\" pp. 663-74.
34

See p. 404n21 above.
35

In nullifying decrees against Kyryll, Jeremiah included all such documents
attributed to himself \"no,lfb .HKOIO )1('1> KOJIbBeKl> AaTOIO, 6YJJ;b npeJJ;He 10,

a11b60 nOCJJt.n:HelO Orb cero 11HCTa Harnero\" (AZR, vol. 4, no. 21, pp. 28-29;

here especially p. 29).
36 \"AJIe e\037e, Ha 3HaK'h JIaCKM H 6JIarOCJIOBeHCTBa Harnero naTpiapllioro,
TOMY npe)l(pe\037eHHoMY KlipHJIY, enlicKony JIYUKOMY Ii OCTp03CKOMY,

BH.n:51\037e ero 6bITIi MY)l(a HCKYCHa H BO BCHXl> JrtticTBaXl> BOJJ;11t rrpaBHJIl>

CB5ITbIX'h OTeu'h 6tr JIa Ii Y4eHHa, JJ;aJUf eCbMO eMY CTaprnHHY HaJJ;'h BCliMH

enHCKonbI, TO eCTb eK3aprneCTBo, Bp5lA'h cTaprnitt B'h AYXOBHbIX'h cnpaBaX'h,
HMl>)Ke OH'h HMaTh BCliXl> enHCKOnOBl> HCnpaBJI.HTH, H nop5lJJ;KY BC5IKarO

Me)l(H HHMH AOCMOTp.HTH H HanOMHHaTH, a nerOJJ;HbIXl> H H3BepraTH, .HKO

Halli'h HaMtcTHHKl>\" (AZR, vol. 4, no. 21, p. 29).

37 MOll. Confr., no. 124, pp. 196-97. The decree is dated 24/14 August, but

since it seems to have been a falsification it is possible the date is not accurate.

38 See the note recorded on the obverse of the document: \"rIo cy.n:1>

paTYllil>HOMl> JIBOBCKOM'\"b TaKOBbIH TO JIMCT enHCKOn'\"b 3a04He npe3l>

rpHropKa npOTononH H OT naTpM.HpXa no PYCKY nHcaHbIH B3.H,J1, HanpOTHBKO

KOToporo CaM'\"b naTpH.HpX'\"b PYKOIO .n:pyrHH JIHCT nHrneT c KpaCHoro CTaBY\"

(Mon. Confr., no. 124, p. 197).

39 For the Greek text and a late sixteenth-century Polish translation, see Mon.

Con!,.., no. 125, pp. 198-99. The Greek text with a Church Slavonic transla-
tion (erroneously dating the letter to 27 August 1587) is published in

Diplomata Statutaria, no. 10, pp. 50-51.

40
Diplonlata Statutaria, no.16, pp. 62.

41 The document was issued in Krasnystaw, see MOll. Confr., no. 127, pp.
200-201. It seems that Jeremiah had not planned to stay in the Commonwealth

through September and October. In his 24/14 August decree appointing

Kyryll, the patriarch indicates that he had bidden farewell to the bishops of
L'viv and Luts'k: \"oTnycTHXOMl> HXl> C'\"b MHpOM'h npo\037eHHbIX'\"b i
6JIarOCJlOBeHHbIxo\" (AZR, vol. 4, no. 21, p. 28).

42 For the Greek text of Jeremiah's letter of confirmation and a sixteenth-

century Church Slavonic translation, see Diplomata Statutaria, no. 15, pp. 60-

61. The place of issue is not indicated.

43 A confraternity decree of 1 AugustJ22 July 1590 indicates Jeremiah's
adjudication of ecclesiastical disputes began in Temopil' 10 November/31
October 1589 and ended 23/13 November in Kam'ianets'-Podil's'kyi; see

Pal11iatniki, izdannye Vremennoiu komissieiu drevnikh aktov, vysochaishe

llc/zrez/zdennoiu pri Kievskom voennOln, Podol'skom i Volynskom general-
gubernatore, vol. 3, pt. 1, no. 7, p. 57. Several L'viv burghers sent as their)))
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proxies Khoma Babych, Ivan Krasovs'kyi, and Iurii Rohatynets' to plead be-
fore Patriarch Jeremiah their case against Bishop Hedeon (Balaban), see their

letter dated 18/8 November 1589 in Mon. Confr., no. 130, pp. 202-203.

44 Greek and Church Slavonic text, in Diplomata Statutaria, no. 14, pp. 56-

59; see pp. 96-97 for the Polish translation. The Greek text also appears in

MOll. Confr., no. 131, pp. 203-205.

45 Greek and Church Slavonic text, in Diplomata Statutaria, no. 18, pp. 70-

72, see pp. 102-103 for the Polish translation.

46 For the Greek text, see Dip/ornata Statutaria, no. 17, pp. 68-69. For the
Ruthenian translation, see Pershodru/wr Ivan Fedorov ta ;oho poslidovnyky

fla Ukra;n; (XVI-persha polovyna XVII st.). Zbirnyk dokument;v, compo
laroslav Dmytrovych Isaievych (Kyiv, 1975), no. 64, pp. 99-100.
47

For the Greek and Ruthenian versions of the document, see Diplomata
Statutaria, no. 16,pp. 62-67.

48 The Greek original has not survived. The decree is preserved only in a
Polish translation; see Dip/ornata Statutaria, p. 109.
49 \"

. . . BCtX1> npe,n:pet.IeHHbIx ,n:BO.IKeHUOB'h He MtTM 3a CB.H\037eHHliKOB1> 1-10

oTnyqeHHWX'h M npOKn.HTMX Ii Henpo\037eHHWX OT e,n:liHocY\037HWR Ii

Hepa3,n:enHMbl51 TpOl1ua B1> HbIH'};WHeM'h Btue Ii B1> 6Y.l1.YI.IJ;eM H no cMepTM

Hepa3,n:ptrneHbIX H BHt XpliCTOBbI uepKBe XpHCTMRH1> HenpHtIaCTHbI[X] .HKO

HenocnYWHbIX H npecTynHHKOB'h CB.HTbIX CB.HI.IJ;eHHbIX1> npaBHn'h
anocToncKHX H BceneHCKHX C060POB'h. TtM'b)f(e nOBHHHbI BCH BbI HJIM

KH5I3eBe H MtcTOHaqanHMUH H npoTononbI H Me\037aHe H CB.H\037eHHHUH M

npocTo peuU1 e.l1.HHHuelOBCM 6narot.JecTHBbIH H npaBocnaBHbIH XpHCTH.HHe

oTBpa\037aTMc H HeHaBH.l1.
r
BTH TaKOBbIX'h HeCB.H\037eHHbIX'h RKO BparOB'h

HCTHHHbI H npoTHBHUKOB'b UepKoBHoro qHHa, HM)Ke .HCTH HH)f( nHTH C'b HlfMH

HH)f(e 6ect.l1.0BaTH, HO 6traTH Orb HHX RKO 6tCHbIX nCOB'h H .H.l1.0BHTbIX'b

3Btpeti )J;OTbI, a)l(e nOKalOTCR M 06paT.HTC51 OT 3naro pa3YMa MX'b M

npeCTaHYT'h CB.HI.IJ;eHHO.l1.tncTBoBaTH HeCB.HI.IJ;eHHe. H ,n:a )l(HBYT'h co

rrpOCTbIMH JIIO)J;MM M nOJIytlaTh npo\037eHie\" (Mon. Confr., no. 137, pp. 208-

210; here p. 209).
50

See Sathas, Biographikon schediasrna, Appendix, p. 22, for English trans-

lation see Appendix 2 above.
51

Hierotheos of Monemvasia, in describing Jeremiah's elevation of Metro-

politan Iov of Moscow to patriarchal dignity, considered that in Muscovy
Jeremiah had acted \"thoughtlessly and without sizing things up, and without

the advice of anyone.\" According to the Greek cleric, the patriarch \"had this

habit, that he never listened to good advice from anyone, even from those

subject to him. And for this reason both he and the Church were ruined in his

days.\" See Sathas, Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, p. 21; for an English

translation see Appendix 2 above.)))
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52 See Sathas, Biograplzikon schediasl1za, Appendix, p. 22, for English trans-

lation see Appendix 2 above. Hierotheos makes no mention of Jeremiah's

contacts with the Ruthenian ecclesiastical community, suggesting that in the

eyes of the patriarch's Greek suite these contacts were of secondary impor-
tance.
53

Historians have suggested that Jeremiah's conflicting decrees and his ap-
pointment of Kyryll as his exarch were conditioned by monetary payments
made by Ruthenian bishops; see Ivan Franko, \"Z dziej6w synodu brzeskiego
1596 r.,\" K'rvartalnik Historyczny 9 (1895): pp. 9-12; and Makarii (Bulgakov),
vol. 9, pp. 681-82. In the 1570s Jeremiah had struggled to curtail simony in
Greek ecclesiastical life (see chapter 2). In his decree concerning the appoint-
ment of confessors he stressed that spiritual qualities alone (and thus not
material \"gifts\") should be the criterion for designated confessors (Dip/ornata
Statutaria, p. 109). Given this adamancy, it seems unlikely that the patriarch

would have himself engaged in simoniacal practices. As Makarii points out,
however, a competition of gifts by interested Ruthenian parties could help to

explain the otherwise bizarre pattern of contradictory decrees issued by

Jeremiah while in the Commonwealth.
54 \"B'h TOM'h qact ,aioHHciti [Jeremiah's ex arch]... nOHXaJI'b ,[\\0

MHTponOJIHTa; a TaM'b )l(e Te)l('b npH oTnpaBoBaHblO ptqeH ,[\\YXOBHbIX'b c06t

,[\\0 MOBeHb.H nOBtpeHbIX1>, ynoMHHaJIC.H MHTpOnOJlI1TY, a6bI oT,[\\aJl1> TO WTO

naTpiapx'b M'tlllKalOt.JH AJl51 nOCB.H\037eHb.H ero CTpaBHJI1> y BHJlHt,

n.HTHaAuaTb TbIC.H1.leti acnp'h, llITO 1.IHHI1Tb TOJIbKO nOJlTpeTb.HCTa TaJI.HpOB'b:

60 TO MIfJIOCTbIH.H, ,[\\ana Ha nOTpe6bl HepKoBHble, KOTOpOi> HH Ha l..Qo HHoe

TpaBI1TH He rOAHTC.H; H ,[(oKa3bIBaJI'b TO eMY, H)I('b KrAbl 6bI OH'b CaM'h txaJl1>

AO naTpiapxa, Te,[\\bl 6bI eMY 60JIblll'b KOlliTOBaJlO; a naTpiapx'b IIa ero XJI'l>6t

BHHelI'b 6bIJl'b 3aXOBaH'b 6bITH, H npo TO c.nYIllHt Toe llITO CTpaBHJI'b, Orb

Hero BepHeHo 6bITH MaeTb: 60 naTpiapx'h cpOJIbBapKOB'h, aHH ceJI'h, aHI1

MaeTHocTin CBOHX'b He MaeT1>. MHTpOnOJIHTb He 6JIaroMy,[\\pCTBYIO\"tfH 0

TOM'h, aHH CJlyxalO1.IH nacTbIp\037, aJIe P03YMtlO1.IH, H)I('h 10)1(1) He Tpe6a
naCTbIp.H, KOJIH OH'b CaM'b 10)l('b naCTbIpeM'b, H Toro BepHHTH He XOTt1.IH, HH

C'h 1.UIM'b LJ;ioHHci.H eK3apxy oTnpaBHJl'b, nOBtAalOtlH: ')KeM'b He nOBHHeH'b

AaTH HH1.Ioro, If c060py Tenep1> YtlHHHTH He Mory.' A C'h TbIM'b oTbtxaJI'b

LJ;ioHl1cin\" (AZR, vol. 4, no. 149, p. 208).

55 A note in the text of the \"Perestoroha\" (AZR, vol. 4, no. 149, p. 208)

identifies '''Exarch'' Dionysios as a \"Greek bishop traveling with Jeremiah.\"

Dionysios arrived at the Muscovite border at Smolensk 19/9 May 1591. (Con-

cerning his stay in Muscovy, see Posol'skaia kniga, pp. 60-98.) Since in

Constantinople the synod ranked Moscow fifth in the hierarchy of Orthodox

patriarchs, Dionysios was detained by the Muscovites to make sure he under-

stood and would convey the Muscovites' desire that their patriarch be ranked

second after Constantinople. He did not depart Moscow until 28 February
1592. The chronology in the \"Perestoroha\" regarding Dionysios' encounter
with Metropolitan MykhaiI is inexact (as is the chronology of other events)))
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narrated in the treatise). The fact that the account of the Greek demand for

payment is narrated in an Orthodox anti-Union polemical treatise suggests that

Dionysios was authorized to demand payment from Metropolitan Mykhail. If
he had been an imposter or opportunist seeking personal gain, the author of the
\"Perestoroha\" would not have referred to this episode. In fact, while criticizing

the Ruthenian hierarchy, particularly those bishops that entered into union
with Rome, the \"Perestoroha\" seeks to present the patriarchate in the best

possible light. To this end the treatise inaccurately attributes to Jeremiah

contributions to the Ruthenian revival in which he had little or no role.
Arsenios of Elassona, sent to Moscow by Jeremiah's predecessor, Theoleptos,

decided to remain and teach in L'viv in late spring 1586, i.e., before Jeremiah's

reinstatement in the summer of 1587. It was Arsenios not Jeremiah who

submitted the Adelphotes grammar for publication in L'viv (issued in 1591).

The treatise has Jeremiah demoting Metropolitan Onysyfor (Divochka), con-

ducting reforms, and contributing to the L'viv confraternity program before
going to Moscow: \"A 3a THM1> CBaT'BHllIitt naTpiapx1>, BH,o;.H4H MHTpOnOJ1HTa

KieBcKoro OHHcH<popa ,o;BO)f(eHQa, C1> npeCTOJ1a 3JIO)f(HJI'b... TOT'b

[Jeremiah] )f(e H BO JIbBOB'B HaYKH BbI3BOJIeHbIe, a3bIKa CJIOBeHCKoro H

rpeQKOrO rpaMMaTHKY BbI,o;pYKoBaTH nOJ],aJ1, H 4pe3'b MHTponOJ1HTa [sic]
EJIaCCOHCKoro H ,[(HMoHHcKoro ApceHia 4pe31> ,o;B'B J1'BT'B Y4HJI1>\037 nOp.H,o;KH

B1> QepKBi> EO)f(ietl eK3eMnJ1apbI rpeQKHMH npaB,o;HBbIMH no,o;aBaJ11> H Ha
CJ10BeHcKitl a3bIK'b nepeBecTH H BbI,o;pYKoBaTH Ka3aJ11>\" (ibid., pp. 206-207).
56 See Metropolitan Mykhail' s letter to the L'viv confraternity dated 4 Decem-
ber 1592, in M011. Con!r., no. 258, pp. 402-405. Concerning Dionysios, whom

Mykhail met in Vilnius, the metropolitan wrote: \",[(allo MH 3HaTb 0 HeM'b H

CKOpO Bce OTnYCTHBllIH y BeJ1HKOe 6e3ro\037ie ,o;eHb H HOt.Ib eXaJ10M'b [sic], KOHH

nOXpOMHJI'b, llIKO,o;YM1> [sic] no,o;HaJI1> BeJII1KYIO, CaM1> MaJIO 3,o;opoBa He

CTpaTHJ1'D, ero ,o;Be He,o;eJ1H co BCHM1> cTaTKOM'D noceI.Qa,IT'b, ,o;apH cocy,o;aMH H

30J10TbIMH notlecTb t.[HHetJH eMY ,o;apOBaJ10M1>, a OH1> BbIpbIBlllH ne'IaTb

naTpHapXH BCeJ1eHCKOro TYTb B'b BHJ1HH (,o;ocToBepHoe cBH,o;HTe,ITbCTBO na

TO H HbIHe eCTb) J1HCT KO MHe, MeHaI.QHH 6bIT'h OTb naTpH.HpXH, no,o;aJ1'b, B'b

KOTOpOM1> nnllIeTb (}IK06bI naTpHapX1\302\273, a6blM1> eMY OTOCJ1aJ1'b n}ITHa\037QaTb

Tblca4b acnpb, KOTopiH npH xepHToHHcaHilO MOeM1> BbI,o;aJI'b. liTO H)f(1) C}{

He TOJ1KO MHe O,o;HOMY, BCliM1> KOrOM1> C.H O,o;HO pa,o;HJ1'b, BH,o;eJ10 npoTHBHO,

OTKa31> eMY y\037eJ1aJ10M'b, XOTetlH caM 0 TOM ,0;0 BCeJ1eHCKOro naTpnapXH
nHcaTH, eCTJIH TaK1> eCTb a60 HH\" (ibid., p. 403).
57

Mykhail (Rahoza) variously supported the confraternity in its struggle with

Bishop Redeon. From Navahrudak on 17/7 December 1589,five months after

his consecration, the metropolitan sent a letter to the confraternity confirming

it and granting it control over the St. Onuphrius Monastery and the monastery
in Univ (Mon. Con!r., no. 138, pp. 210-13), both claimed by Arsenii Balaban

and then by his son Hedeon (see discussion in Chapters 9 and 10). Three
weeks later, on 7 January 1590/28 December 1589 the metropolitan sent a

letter appointing the hieromonk Vasyl' confessor to the Dormition Church and

encouraging the faithful to avail themselves of Vasyl's services and to receive)))
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Communion\037 see Mon. Confr., no. 139\037 pp. 213-14. The folJowing day
Mykhail signed a letter admonishing Bishop Hedeon not to interfere in the

work of the confraternity, see Mon. Confr., no. 140, pp. 214-15. The metro-

politan sent another letter on 17/7 January imparting his blessing on the work
of the confraternity, already blessed by Patriarch Jeremiah, along with a

separate letter confirming the confraternity, its school, and its press, see Mon.

Con!r., no. 141, pp. 216-18; no. 142, pp. 218-20. For other letters issued in
June 1590 by the metropolitan defending the prerogatives of the confraternity,
see Mon. COllfr., no. 151, pp. 237-39; no. 153, pp. 240-42; no. 156, pp. 248-
49. At the synod of Ruthenian bishops held in Brest 22 June 1590 the case of

the confraternity against the bishop was decided in the brotherhood's favor,

with the bishops endorsing its activities, see MOll. Confr., no. 158-60, pp.

252-61. In January 1591 Metropolitan Mykhail visited the confraternity
church and school in L'viv, on which occasion the students recited elaborate

verses of greeting, later that year published by the confraternity; see chapter 9.
58

Mykhail speculated that Dionysios' support of Hedeon, who had been

reprimanded by the synod of Ruthenian bishops, against Mykhail was moti-
vated by his (Mykhail's) refusal to give the Greek cleric the compensation for

ordination that he had requested: \"e TOrO)f( OH B03peBHOBaBllII1 Ha M.H npoq

exaJI 11 6y,ayt.IH BO JIBoBe BJla,aI1Ka J1aCKaHHeM ero no,abIlIJOJl H rOCTHJI 11

napOBaJI ero CnpOBO)f(eHHeM nOqeCTH BeJIHKO.H eMY, H TOT JIHCT, C KOToporo

KonHIO ,111060B Ballia KO MHe eCTe npl1cJlaJlI1. OTTOJla B03pacTe 3eJIO

cMy\037aTeJIHbIH H npOTI1BHblH uepKBe XpI1CTOBe, 0 KOTOpOM BCYMHeBalOC.H H

ropue C'l;TYIO 0 BeJII1KOH HeCTaTeJlHOCTH 11 HeCTaJIOCTI1 (eCJlH 6bl TaK 6bIJIO)

na-rpuapxl1 ero MI1J10CTH\" (Mon. Confr., no. 258, p. 403).)

Notes to Chapter 13)

1
For a chronological account of the complex negotiations, see Halecki, Front

Florence to Brest, pp. 236-419. Most of the relative documentation can be

found in Documenta Unionis. For reference to and general comments on the

immense literature on the Union of Brest\037 see Isydor I. Patrylo, Dzherela i

Bibliohrafl;a do istorii\" Ukrains'koi' Tserkvy. 3 vols. (Rome, 1975,1988, 1995)

[=AOSBM ser. 2, sec. 1, 33, 46, 49]; some sections originally appeared as

\"Dzherela i Bibliohrafiia do istori\"i Ukraii\"ns'ko'i Tserkvy,\" pt. 1, AOSBM sere 2,

sec. 2, 8 (1973): 305-434; pt. 2, 9 (1974): 315-545; pt. 3,10 (1979): 406-487;

pt. 4, 12 (1985):419-516; pt. 5, 13 (1988): 405-539. See also his updated
extract \"Bibliohrafiia do Beresteis'ko\"i Uni\"i,\" A OSBM sere 2, sec. 2, 15 (1996):

521-51. Among the many surveys and general treatments, the following are

notable. Mikhail' Iosifovich Koialovich, Litovskaia tserkovna;a uniia, vol. 1

(St. Petersburg, 1859), pp. 31-168; Platon Nikolaevich Zhukovich, Seimovaia
bor'ba pravoslavno go dvor;anstva s tserkovno; un;ei (do /609g.) (St. Peters-

burg, 1901), pp. 1-234; Edward Likowski, Unia Brze ska (r. 1596) (Poznan,

1896), [German translation, Die Ruthenisch-Rol1lische Kirchenvereinigul1g)))
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genannt Union zu Brest (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1904); Ukrainian translation

Beresteis 'ka Uniia (1596) (Zhovkva, 1916)].Chodyniski, Kosci61, pp. 255-

315; Makarii, vol. 9, pp. 478-689; Hrushevs'kyi, vol. 5, pp. 561-618; Josef

Macha, Ecclesiastical Ullification: A Theoretical Framework Together With

Case Studies FrOln the Histo!)' of Latin-Byzantine Relations (Rome, 1974), pp.

174-201 [=Orientalia Christiana Analecta, 198]; Sergei Nikolaevich Plokhii

[Serhii Mykolaiovych Plokhyi], Papstvo i Ukraina. Politika rimskoi kurU na

ukrainskikh zemliakh v XVI-XVII vv. (Kyiv, 1989), pp. 44-78; Sophia Senyk,
\"The Background of the Union of Brest,\" AOSBM ser. 2, sec. 2, 15(1996):103-
144. More popular accounts can be found in I van Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istorii\"

Ukrai\"ns'koi\" Pravoslavnoi' Tserkvy, vol. 1 (New York, 1956) [English transla-

tion, Ivan Wlasowsky, Outline History of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church, vol.

1 988-1596 (Bound Brook, N. J., 1956)]; in Atanasii H. Velykyi's popular radio

lectures which include extensive quotations from documentary materials, Z

litopysu Khrystyians'koi' Ukrarny, vol. 4, XVI-XVII st. (Rome, 1971); Hryhor
Luzhnyts'kyi, Ukrains'ka Tserkva mizh Skhodom a Zakhodom (Philadelphia,
1954); and Iosyf Slipyi, Beresteis'ka Uniia (Rome, 1993) [Offprint from

Bohosloviia 57 (1993)]. See also Platon Nikolaevich Zhukovich, \"Brestskii
sobor 1591 goda (Po novootkrytoi gramote, soderzhashchei deianiia ego),\"

Izvestiia Otdeleniia russkogo iazyka i s[ovesnost'i Imperatorskoi Rossiiskoi

Akademii Nauk 12 (1907, fasc. 2, pp. 45-71; Ihor Monchak [Moncak],
\"Pomistnist' Kyi'vs'koi' Tserkvy na Beresteis'kykh Synodakh,\" Ukrai\"ns'kyi

istoryk 27 (1990): 12-27; S. G. lakovenko, \"Pravoslavnaia ierarkhiia Rechi

Pospolitoi i pI any tserkovnoi unii v 1590-1594 gg.,\" SZaviane i ikh sosedi, vol.
3, Katolotsizm i pravoslavie v srednie veka, ed. Boris Nikolaevich Floria, et al.

(Moscow, 1991), pp. 41-57; Boris Nikolaevich Floria, \"Brestskie sinody i

Brestskaia uniia,\" ibid., pp. 59-75; Boleslaw Kumor, \"Geneza i zawarcie unii

brzeskiej,\" in Unia brzeska. Gel1eza, dzieje i konsekwencje w ku/turze narod6\037v

slo\037vianskich, ed. Ryszard Luzny, Franciszek Ziejka, and Andrzej K\037pif1ski

(Cracow, 1994), pp. 26-44; Iaroslav Dashkevych, \"U niia ukra'intsiv ta unnia
vinneniv: pori vnial'ni aspekty,\" in Beresteis 'ka Uniia (1596-1996). Statti i

materialy (L/vi v, 1996), pp. 74-86. See also Mikhail Vladimirovich Omi triev,

Boris N. Floria, Sergei G. Iakovenko, Brestskaia uniia 1596 g. i

obshchestvenno-politicheskaia bor'ba na Ukraine i v Belorusii v kontse XVI-

nachale XVII v. Chast' I. Brestskaia uniia 1596 g. Istoricheskie prichiny (Mos-

cow, 1996), pp. 95-116, 131-93, which includes Floria's interesting but specu-
lative reconstruction of the development and reversal of the individual bishops'
views regarding Union with Rome during the period 1590-94.

2 See Pamiatniki polemicheskoi literatury, vol. 3, pp. 617-18 r=RIB, 19].
3

Documenta Unionis, no. 1, pp. 5-7.
4

Documenta Unionis, no. 1, pp. 5-6.
5

\"neTAeC.HTh KOn'b rpollIHH J1HTOBCKHX'b . . . AO CKpHH'bKH Ha pet.{'b HallIYlo

nOCnOJ1HTYIO AYXOBHYIO 3anJ1aTHTM H HHt.IHM'b He BbIMOBJ1.HIOt.JH C.H,\"

Documenta Unionis, no. 1, p. 6.)))
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6
DOCU111enta Union is, no. 1, p. 6.

7
DOCll1nenta Unionis, no. 1, p. 6.

8 The various fonnulations regarding union have been discussed in the 1itera-
ture mentioned on p. 405n 1 and most recently in Isydor Patryl0, \"Artykuly

Beresteis'ko'i Unit' AOSBM ser. 2, sec. 2,15 (1996): 47-102.

9 DOCll1l1enta Union is, no. 2, p. 8.

10
Docunlenta Unionis, no. 3, pp. 9-10.

11 The equivocal attitude of much of Polish society to the union became

clearly evident after the union and throughout the seventeenth century (espe-
cially after the death of Zygmunt III in 1632) when many prominent Roman

Catholic nobles in the Commonwealth questioned whether the union was in
the best interests of state. For one recent discussion and references to previous
literature, see Tereza Chynczewska-Hennel, \"Beresteis'ka uniia v XVII st. z

pol's'ko'i tochky zoru,\" in Borys Gudziak, ed., Oleh Turii, co-ed., Derzhava,
suspil'stvo i Tserkva v Ukra i'n i II XVII stolitti. Materialy Druhykh
\"Beresteis'kykh chytan'.\" L'viv, Dnipropetrovs'k, Kyi\"v, 1-6 /iutoho 1995 r.

(L'viv, 1996), pp. 87-108 [with discussion, pp. 108-130].
12

The synodal decree was published and analyzed by Zhukovich, \"Brestskii

sobor 1591 goda,\" pp. 45-71.
13 See ibid., passim.
14 Documenta Union is, no. 7, p. 16.

15 Russel] Moroziuk has written a book-length biographical study about Ipatii

which remains in manuscript, \"Father of Ukrainian Catholicism: Ipatey Potey\"

(Montreal, 1978). Moroziuk also prepared an edition of Ipatii' s collected works

for the Texts series of the Harvard Library of Early Ukrainian Literature (also as

yet unpublished). About Ipatii, see also Orest Ivanovich Levitskii, \"Ipatii Potii,

Kievskii uniatskii mitropolit,\" Pa,niatniki russko; starillY v zapadnykh
guberniiakh, vol. 8, ed. P. N. Batiushkov (St. Petersburg, 1885), pp. 342-74; N.

Tripol'skii, Ulliatskii I1litropolit Ipat;; Potsei (Kyiv, 1878); Jan Dzi\037gielewski,

\"Pociej, Adam, p6zniej Hipacy,\" Polski slo\037vnik biograficzny, vol. 27, no. 1

(fasc. 112), pp. 28-34; and the insightful characterizations of Ipatii as a

reformer by Mikhail Vladimirovich Omitriev, UReligiozno-kul'turnaia i

sotsial'naia programma greko-katolicheskoi tserkvi v Rechi Pospo1itoi v kontse

XVI-pervoi polovine XVII v.,\" in Slaviane i ikh sosed;, vol. 3, Katolitsiznl i

pravoslavie v srednie veka, ed. Boris Nikolaevich Floria, et aI., (Moscow,

1991), pp. 76-95; and Sophia Senyk, \"Dva mytropolyty-Potii i Ruts'kyi,\" in

Gudziak, ed. and Turii, co-ed., lstorychnyi kontekst, pp. 137-72. See also

Atanasii Pekar, \"Ipatii Potii-provisnyk z'iedynennia,\" AOSBM sere 2, sec. 2,
15 (1996): 145-246.
16

For the Ruthenian and Polish versions of Ostroz'ky's letter to Potii of 6 June
1593 cited here and below, see DOCU111enta Unionis, no. 8-10, pp. 17-24;

AZR, vol. 4, no. 45, p. 63. A Polish translation was published in Lev Krevza,)))
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Obrona iednosci cerkiewney and Zaxarija Kopystens'kyj's Palinodija, pp. 96-
100. This citation and the two following are taken from Bohdan Struminski' s

translation of Krevza's text which the translator collated with the Ruthenian

original, see Lev Krevza's A Defense of Church Unity and Zaxarija

Kopystens'kyj's Palinodija, pt. 1 (Can1bridge, Mass., 1995), pp. 125-28

[=HLEUL, Translations, 3[1]).

17 Docunlenta Un ion is, no. 8-10, pp. 17-24.

18
The Polish version of the Ostroz'kyi' s guidelines for union is most explicit,

see Documenta Union is, no. 10, p. 24. Regarding Ostroz'kyi' s relations with

Protestants-intensified by the prospects and conclusion of union with
Rome-see Tomasz Kempa \"Konstanty Wasyl Ostrogski wobec katolicyzmu

i wyznan protestanckich,\" Odrod\037enie i Reformacja w Polsce 40 (1996): 17-
36; his \"Prawoslawni a synod protestancki w Toruniu w 1595 roku: U

poczqtk6w wsp61pracy dyzunit6w z dysydentami,\" Zapiski histol)'Czne 42

(1997): 39-52; and his Konstanty Wasyl Ostrogski (ok. 1524//525-1608).
Woje}voda Kijowski i marszalek ziemi }volyftskiej (Torun, 1997), especially pp.
141--43 and 156-59.
19

Documenta Un ion is, nos. 2], 33, pp. 41--43, 53-55.

20 The document has not been preserved. Its basic contents and the fact that
one of the bishops (unidentified) had not endorsed the declaration by 15

October are reported in a dispatch of the nuncio to Poland, Gennanico

Malaspina (1592-1598); see Litterae Nuntiorum, vol. 2, no. 431, p. 26

(Cracow, 15 October).
2 L \"... ac potissimum his infe1icissimis temporibus nostris, quibus multae ac

variae haereses inter homines grassantur, ob quas plurimi recedentes a vera et
Orthodox a fide Christi(a]na, gregem nos tram deserunt, et ab Ecclesia Dei

veroque in Trinitate illius cultu se ipso separant, quod non alia de causa

accidit, quam ob dissensionem nostram cum Dominis Romanis... \"

(Documenta Un ion is, no. 17, pp. 32-35, here p. 33). The Torchyn document
carried the signatures of six of the eight Ruthenian bishops, including that of
the metropolitan. It is not clear why Hedeon, the initiator of the Ruthenian

bishops' union activity and Mykhail (Kopystens'kyi), also a signatory of previ-

ous documents in support of union, did not sign this declaration. For a

Ruthenian version of this document see Mon. Confr., no. 327, pp. 550-52. A

photographic reproduction of the Ruthenian version is given in Documenta
Unionis; see plate between pp. 48 and 49.
22

OT.a;aBUUI rocno.a;apy ero MHJIOCT\" c,nY)K6bI MOJIHTBbl H no.a;,lJ;aHCTBO

Harne, 8'h ptqax'h HarnHX'h CnOJIbHhIX'h, oKono 3'he.a;HOt-leHb51 y Btpt CB..HTOtI,

.a;o ero KOpOJIeBcKotl MIfJIOCTH MOBHTH, TO eCTb: HanepB'Eti: BH.a;..H1.Jn MbI
. .

enHCKonbI BD CTaprnHX'h HaUIHX'b, \"Xl, MHJ10CTH naTpUlpaXaX'b BeJIHKle

HecTpoeHi..H H He.a;6aJIOCTH 0 [\037epKBH 60)KiH H 0 3aKoHt CB..HTOM'b, H HX'h
. .

CaMHX'h 3HeBOJIeHI..H, H ..HKO C..H C'h 1.JOTbIpeX'h naTpl..HpXOB'h OCM'h yqHHHJIO

(tIOro nepe,LJ;'h TbIM'h HHKOJIbI He 6bIBaJIO HX'h TaK'h MHoro, onpot.I'b)))
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LIOTHpOX1\302\273, H .HKO TaM'b Ha CTOJIHuaX1> CBOI1X1> )KHBOTbI CBOH BeJJ;YT'b, H .HKO

OJJ;HH'\"b nOLJ;'\"b LJ;PYfHM'\"b nOLJ;KynYIOTbC.H, 11 .HKO CTOJIHUbI QepKBH 60.JKiH

C060pHbIe nOTpaTHJlH; a TYT'h ,lJ,O HaC1> npit3)KLJ;)KaIO
LII1, )KaLJ;HbIX'\"b

LJ;I1CnYTaUbIti 31> I1HOBtpHbIMH He LIHH.HTh, 11 C'\"b nHCbMa 6o)Ki.HfO OTBtTOB'\"b,

XOT.H61> XTO H nOTpe60BaJI1>, 31> HI1MH MtTH He XOT.HTh, TOJIbKO nO)KHTOt.JHoe

CBoe, 60J1bllIett HH.JKJ111 36aBeHHoe onaTpYIOt.J11 31> HaC1>; 11, OTKOJ1b MorYt.JI1,

Ha6paBWI1 cKap60B1>, OLJ;HH'\"b LJ;Pyroro TaM1> B1> 3eMJ1H noraHbcKoti cKynYIOTb,
11 TOJIbKO TbIM1> CaMbIM1> )KHBOTbI CBOH npOBa,lJ,.HT1> (He BcnOMHHalOLIJI

HHworo HX'\"b Hep.HLJ;tHi.H). Opo TO Mbl, He XOT.Ht.JH B'\"b TaKoti Hep.HLJ;HOCTI1 H

nOLJ;'h TaKHM'h I1X'h naCTbIpCTBOM1> LJ;aJItn TpHBaTH, O,lJ,HOCTatlHrl;

3rO,lJ,HBIlIHC.H, a 3a neBHbIMH BapYHKaMH,
- eCJ1H ero KOpOJleBCKa.H MHJ10CTb,

.HKO rOcnO,lJ,ap1> HallI1> xpecTi.HHcKiH a nOMa3aHeU1> 60)f(itl, 6Y,lJ,eTb paQHJ1'\"b

XOTtTH XBaJIY 60)KilO nO,lJ,rb OLJ;HbIM'h nacTbIpCTBOM1> p0311IUpHTH, 11 HaC'\"b JJ;O

TaKOBbIX'h )f(e BOJIbHOcTetl, 31> enHCKOni.HMH HallIHMH, C'h uepKBaMH, Cb

MaHaCTbIp.HMlI H co BCtM1> ,lJ,YXOBeHCTBOM1>, .HKO II HX'h MHJIOCTb naHOBe

,lJ,YXOBHble pHMCKle, npHnYCTHTH H 3aXOBaTH, -
XOQeM1>, 3a nOMot.JblO

60)KielO, ,lJ,0 COe,lJ,HHeHi.H BtpbI npHcTynl1TH, H naCTbIp.H Toro O,lJ,HOrO

r0J10BHOrO, KOMY-TO OTh caMoro 36aBHTeJI.H Hailloro nOBtpoHO TO eCTb,

HatfcB.HTillOrO nany pHMCKoro naCTbIpOM1> HallIHM'\"b npH3HaTH: To,nbKO

npOCHM'h, a6bI rocnO,lJ,ap'h ero MHJIOCTb HaC1> 3'\"b enHCKOni.HMH HallIHMH

npHBHJ1ieM'\"b ero KOpOJ1eBcKott MHJIOCTH yneBHHTH, H TbIe apTHKY JIbI HH./Kefi

onHcaHble YTBep,lJ,HTH H YMOQHHTH Ha Bt'-IHbIe LJaCbI pat.JHJ11>.\" For the full text
of the letter, see Documenta Unionis, no. 19, pp. 36-38. [Also in AZR, vol. 4,
no. 55, pp. 79-80; and Mon. Confr., no. 329, pp. 554-56. ]

23 \"31> KrpeUbul tJepHut, KOTopble TYTh 3BbIKJIH BbIt3,lJ,)KaTH, KOTOpbIX'\"b

MO)KeM'\"h CMr
l;J1t Ha3BaTH llIneKraMH (60 TOJIbKO 31> HaC1> BbI6paBllIH H

Bblrpa6HBllIH He TOJ1bKO ntH.H3MH, aJIe H KHl1raMH, 06pa3bI, llITO C.H HM1>

nO,lJ,06aeTb, H BbIB03.HTh B1> 3eMJIIO TypeUKYlo no JJ;Ba-KpOTh H TpI1-KPOTh B1>

pOK1>, H TO noraHHHY TypeUKOMY ,lJ,O PYK1> OT,lJ,aIOTb, LIHM1> OH1> 3aCb npOTHB1>

xpecTi.HH1> nOTY)KHttiWHM1> eCTb), a6bI 10)1(1) 60J1bI.lI'h TYTh B1> naHcTBt ero

KOpOJIeBcKot MHJIOCTH )Ka,lJ,Hot BJ1a.a.3bI Ha,lJ,1> HaMH He \037rI;JIH H nepeKa3bI
HaM1> Tenepb H HanOTOM'h HHKrLJ;bI He t.JHHMJU1\" (Documenta Unionis, no. 19,
p. 38).

24 Voices among the Orthodox laity also criticized Jeremiah for lack of mod-

eration in dealing with the confraternity-bishop conflict. In a 10 May 1595
letter to Metropolitan Mykhail (Rahoza), Palatine of Navahrudak Feador

[Teodor] Skumyn- Tyshkevych contends that the union arose out of the con-
flicts between the L'viv confraternity and Bishop Hedeon and blames \"our

Constantinopolitan Patriarch,\" who provoked with his letters the bishop, \"who
had to throw himself into such schism,\" drawing others with him: \"AJ1e 0
nOCTaHOBJIeHblO CnpaB1> B1> QepKBH EO)l(beti 6y.a.YQHX1> B1> TWX'\"b

OnJIaKaHbIX1> t.Jac');x1>, C1> TOrO)K1> nlfCaHb.H BallIett MHJIOCTI1 3P03YM'I;BllIH,

HaMHtti He YTtllIHJIeM1> C.H, H OBWeM1> 31> BeJIHKHM1> )KaJIeM1> TO eCMH

'-U1TaJI'h, 0 t.JOM1> eCMI1 nepeLJ;'h TbIM'h H MbICJI.H'-IH B3LJ;pblraJIC.H. lllro Bce H)K'\"b

HaM1> CnpaBHJIa H eCTb nOQaTKOM1> He3rO,lJ,a 6paTCKa.H C1> BJIa,lJ,WKoro)))
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JIBOBCKHM1>, TO If CJItnbItt Blf,o;tTU MO)l(erb. Hexaft )l(e cnpaBe,o;JIHBbItt CYAb.H

KpOBH If ,n;Ylll1> HeBlfHHbIX1> 31> PYK1> TbIX1> B3bIl.QeT1>, XTO TOMY eCTb

npH'-IHHUOlO. He MeHbWHM1> Te)l(1) npH'-IlfHUOIO AO Toro CJIymHi> npH3HaTH

uaJIbIM1> CYMHtHbeM1> MO)KeM1> caMoro naTpi5lpxy Haworo

KOHcTaHTbIHono.TIbCKOrO\" KOTOpbItt TaKOBbIe KJIOTHH JUICTaMU CBOHMH ce-

3,o;t B1> naHCTBa HaWH, He MOBJIlO, [text defective] . . . BCbIJIalOqH\" aJIe

CBOBOJIbHbIe, a TO ,0;0 Toro npHBeJI1>, H ,o;YX1>... [,0;01 ... TaKoBot

pocnat.JH . . . nOMCTbI Ha cnpOTHBHHKaX1>CBOlfX1> . . . ; 60 BJIa,o;bIKa JIBoBcKitt,

6y,o;Y'-lH TaM1> B1> OCTaTHett TOMM Orb 6paTCTBa, He TOJIbKO ,0;0 TaKoBoro

oTw;eneHbCTBa KHHYTHC.H MYCMJI1>, aJIe, BtplO, )l(e 6bI H ,o;YWHoro

HenpbI5ITe,n.H pa,o;1> 6bI c06t Ha nOMOq1> B351JI1>: qoro H ,o;OKa3aJI1>, H ApyrHX1>
3a C060lO nOTarHYJ11>\" (AZR, vol. 4, no. 65, pp. 91-92).

25 I am preparing an article criticizing the erroneous view that the Ruthenian

bishops entered into Union with Rome because they feared encroachment
from the newly created patriarchate of Moscow. Concerning the development
of the Muscovite perception of the Union of Brest in the seventeenth century,

see Tatiana Oparina, \"Spryiniattia unii\" v Rossi\"i XVII stolittia,\" in Borys

Gudziak, ed., Oleh Turii, co-ed., Derzhava, suspil'stvo i Terskva v Ukraiiti u

XVII sto/itti. Materialy Druhykh \"Beresteis'kykh chytan'.\" L'viv, Dnipro-
petrovs'k, KyiV, 1-6 /iutoho 1995 r. (L'viv, 1996), pp. 131-85, (including
discussion); here pp. 139-42.

26 The document apparently bears twenty-three signatures including those of
two itinerant bishops (one a Greek), four archimandrites-Nykyfor (Tur) of
the Kyivan Caves Monastery, Ilarion (Masal's'kyi) of Suprasl, Henadii of
Derman', and Athanasios of Simonapetra on Mount Athos-a monastic from

the Vydubychi monastery in Kyiv, two hegumens, representatives of the lay
clergy from various towns including Peremyshl', Brest, and Sluts'k. The wide

range is so remarkable that one wonders whether some of the signatures were

not forged, as was the case on more than one occasion with documents issued

by Hedeon (Balaban). It is, however, unlikely that all of the signatures were

inauthentic, making the broad range of expressed support for union with

Rome, before Ostroz'kyi initiated his anti-union efforts, quite impressive; see

Documenta Un ion is, no. 22, pp. 43-44.

27
Regarding Mykhail' s reservations and vacillation or timidity, see

Documenta Unionis, nos. 36,44,80, 102, pp. 57-58,78-79, 127-28, 162-64.

28
Another magnate that resented being ignored by the bishops in their union

deliberations was the palatine of Navahrudak, Feador Skumyn- Tyshkevych.
See his letters to Metropolitan Mykhail and Prince Ostroz'kyi, Documenta

Unionis, nos. 48, 51, pp. 87-88, 91-92.

29
See, Documenta Unionis, nos. 17-22, pp. 32-44.

30 Documenta Union is, no. 31, 33, pp. 51-55.
31

Documenta Union is, no. 33, p. 55.

32 Documenta Unionis, no. 43\" pp. 75-78; no. 47, pp. 82-87.)))
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33 See the account in Ipatii' s Antirresis in Pall1iatniki polenlicheskoi
litera tu ry, vol. 3, (St. Petersburg, 1903), pp. 633-35 [=RIB, 19].
34 For the Polish and Latin texts of these articles, see Docurnenta Un ion is,

nos. 41, 42, pp. 61-75. For an English translation, see Appendix 3.

35
See the nuncio's dispatch dated 7 July in Documenta Unionis, no. 50, pp.

90-91.

36 A facsimile of this letter is given in Documenta Unionis, after p. 448. For a
transcription of the Ruthenian version see AZR, vol. 4, no. 68, pp. 94-95 or Mon.

Confr., no. 367, pp. 625-26; Latin version, Documenta Unionis, no. 45, pp. 79-

81. Both versions were read before Pope Clement VIII in Rome 23 December
1595.
37

DocU111enta Un ion is, no. 41, p. 63.

38 Documenta Un ion is, no. 41, p. 66.
39

DOCUllzenta Un ion is, nos. 60-61, pp. 107-112.

40 Documenta Unionis, nos. 62, 63, pp. 112-17.

41 Litterae nuntiorum, vol. 2, nos. 499, 504, 506, 509-511, 514, 515, pp. 66,
68-82.
42

Docll111enta Union is, nos. 120, 124,125, pp. 177, 179-80.

43
Concerning Ipatii and Kyryll' s stay in Rome, see Halecki, Froll1 Florence

to Brest, pp. 311-41 and the earlier study of Albert M. Ammann, \"Der

Aufenthalt der ruthenischen Bischofe Hypathius Pociej and Cyrillus Terlecki
in Rom im Dezember und Januar 1595-96,\" OCP 11 (1945): 103-40.
44

See the bull Decet ROlnanllll1 Pontificelll, in Documenta Un ion is, no. 193,

p. 292.
45

Docunlel1ta Un ion is, no. 145, pp. 217-26.

46 Docllmenta Unionis, no. 145, p. 218.

47 Documenta Union is, no. 145, p. 219.

48 See the summary of Saragoza' s yet undiscovered votll1n recorded by Pietro
Norres in MUH, vol. 1, no. 197, pp. 111-16. See also, Patrylo, \"Artykuly

Beresteis'ko'i uni'i,\" p. 59n28 and pp. 90-91.

49 Documenta Un ion is, no. 145, p. 225.
50 Documenta Un ion is, no. 145, pp. 223-24. The reception of the hierarchs

apparently did not include a separate rite of abjuration, but Roman authorities

considered their act of submission to be a repudiation of previous positions.

The bull Decet Romanum POlltiflceln rejoices that Ipatii and Kyryll \"con-

demned and spumed all of their own and the other bishops' errors, heresies,

and schisms.\" See Documenta Unionis, no. 193, p. 292.
51 For characterizations of the social, economic, and religious life of Rome in
the Cinquecento, see Jean Delumeau, ROlne au XVle siec/e (Paris, 1975),)))
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which recapitulates in abridged form his Vie econonlique et sociale de Rome
dans la seconde moitie de XVle siecle, 2 vols. (Paris, ] 957-1959); Girard

Labrot, L'image de R01Ile. Une arme pour La Contre-Refornle J 534-1677

(Paris, 1987); and Louis Ponnelle and Louis Borolet, Saint Philippe Neri et la
societe romaine de sons te111ps (15/5-/595) (Paris, 1928).
52

About Baronio, see Hubert ledin, KardinaL Caesar Baronius. Der Anfang
de,. Katolischen Kierchengeschichtsschreibung im 16. lahrhundert (Mtinster-

Aschendorff, 1978) and Romeo De Maio, Luigi Gulia\037 and Aldo Mazzacane,
Baronio storico e la COlltrOr{fOrI11a. Atti del Convegno /nternaziollale di studio

Sora 6-10 Oftobre, 1979 (Sora, Italy, 1982) [=Fonti e Studi Baroniani, 1],
with a bibliography of earlier literature.

53 The New Catholic Encyclopedia, s. v. \"Rome,\" vol. 12, (New York, 1967),
p. 653.

54 The Holy See wrote to officials of numerous Italian regions, cities, and

towns, including Padua, Bologna, Romagna, Ancona, Loreto, the Marches,
Camerino, and Perugia, requesting that they host Ipatii and Kyryll as they
traveled to Rome, see Docun1enta Unionis, nos. 73,78,82, pp. 123, 125, 129-30.

55
The sunl total of all of the known Cyrillic editions in the Ukrainian and

Belarusian lands during the sixteenth century stands at less than seventy-five
editions. See Vera Il'inichna Luk'ianenko, Katalog beLorusskikh izdanii

kirilovskogo shrifta XV/-XVII v., vol. 1(/523-/600) (1973) registers forty-

seven Cyrillic editions in Belarus', and lakym Prokhorovych Zapasko and

laroslav Dmytrovych Isaievych, Panl'iat\"':y knyzhkovoho 111ystetsva. Kataloh

starodrukiv, vydanykh na Ukrai'ni, vol. 1(1574-1700) (L'viv, 1981) lists some

twenty-seven editions appearing in Ukraine in the sixteenth century of which
some are slightly different variants of the same edition.

56 About the life and influence of Borromeo, see San Carlo e il suo tempo. Atti

del Convegno internazionale nel IV centenario del/a l110rfe (Milano, 2/-26

maggio 1984),2 vols. (Rome, 1986); John M. Headly and John B. Tomoro, San
Carlo Borronleo. Catholic Re.form and Ecclesiastical Politics in the Second

Half of the Sixteenth Cenfll1Y (Cranbury-London, 1988); and Andre Deroo,

Saint Charles Borrolnee, cardinal refornlateur de la pastorale (1536-/584)
(Paris, 1963).
57

The New Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 2, p. 7] 1, s. v. \"BoITomeo\037 Char1es,

St.\"

58
See the special appendix in Caesar Baronius, Annales ecclesiastici, vol. 9.

(Lucca, ] 741), pp. 658-67. The original edition of this section of his history

was published in Rome in 1596.

59 For the date of their departure, see Halecki, From Florence to Brest, p. 341n133.

60 Documenta Un ion is, no. 193, p. 293.

61 See Sophia Senyk, \"The Background of the Union of Brest,\" p. 136, and
her \"Beresteis'ka uniia: sproba otsinky,\" in Borys Gudziak, ed. and Oleh Turii,)))
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co-ed., Uniini protsesy XVI-XVII st. i ikh ekleziolohichna otsinka. Materialy
Shostykh HBeresteis'kykh chytan'.\" L'viv, Kyi'v, Uzhhorod 14-20 travnia 1996
r. (jort}zcol1ling, L'viv, 1999).
62 See DOCU111enta Unionis, nos. ] 71-86, pp. 264-89.
63 Halecki devotes a chapter to a nan\"ation of the events at the two synods; see
From Florence to Brest, pp. 366-91. See also his \"Unia brzeska w swietle

wsp61czesnych swiadectw greckich,\" in SacrUl1l Poloniae Millennium, vol. 1

(Rome, 1954),pp. 71-73, and \"Jeszcze 0 nowych zr6dlach do dziej6w unii

brzeskiej,\" in SacrUI1Z Poloniae Millennium, vol. 4 (Rome, 1957),pp. 117-40.

64 Porfirii Pidruchnyi estimates that at the time of the Union of Brest there
were some two-hundred Ruthenian monasteries with a total number of monks

less than a thousand. See his \"Pochatky Vasylians'koho chynu i Beresteis'ka

uniia,\" in Borys Gudziak, ed. and Oleh Turii, co-ed., Beresteis'ka uniia ta

vnutrishnie zhytiia Tserkvy v XVII stolitti. Materialy Chetvertykh

HBeresteis'kykh chytan'.\" L'viv, Luts'k, Kyrv. 2-6 zhovtnia /995 r. (L'viv,

1997) pp. 79-101 [with discussion, pp. 101-124].

65
Concerning the composition of the anti-union synod, see the variant list

given by the sources, Docurnenta Un ion is, nos. 227, 235, pp. 337-38, 367.

66 Before arriving in the Commonwealth, Nikephoros had been involved in

political affairs in Moldova deemed by Polish officials to be detrimental to the
interests of the Commonwealth. In the wake of the Union of Brest he was
arrested by Po1ish authorities as a Turkish agent and met his end in prison in

Prussia awaiting a final verdict. The charges of espionage pending against him

seem to have been plausible. For references to literature on Nikephoros and his
role in Ruthenian church affairs, see chapter 8 above, fn. 30. For examples of

opposing critical and sympathetic views on Nikephoros, see Halecki, From
Florence to Brest, pp. 355-61, 367, 371 ff and Tomasz Kempa, Konstanty
Wasyl Ostrogski, pp. 150-56.

67
See, for example, Documenta Unionis, no. 229, p. 349.

68 For the Ruthenian original and Latin translation, see DOCUllzenta Un ion is,

no. 231,pp. 359-62; nos. 228, 341.
69

Halecki, Fronz Florence to Brest, pp. 355-56.

70 Ibid., p. 382.
71

For the pro-union synod's excommunication of Redeon, Mykhail

(Kopystens'kyi), Nykyfor (Tur), and others who rejected union, see
Documenta Unionis, nos. 232, 233, 235, pp. 362-67. For Nikephoros' excom-
munication of the metropolitan and the other bishops ratifying union with

Rome, see ibid., no. 230, pp. 358-59.

72
See the penetrating portrait of a leading early seventeenth-century ecclesi-

astic who sought cultural, political, and ecclesiastical compromise in a context

demanding ever more partisan stances, David A. Frick, Meletij Smotryc'kyj
(Cambridge, Mass., 1995).)))

(15 January 1529); Docunzenta Pontificum, vol. 1, no. 117,pp. 208-10 (27
November 1531).)))
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73 Oskar Halecki, who recognized the relevance of the memorandum for the

history of the Kyivan metropolitanate, published the text with an introduction,

see his \"Isidore's Tradition,\" AOSBM ser. 2, sec. 2, vol. 4 (1963): 27-43; the

memorandum is found in the appendix, pp. 37-43. Halecki identifies
Possevino as the author of the report addressed to Cardinal Cinzio Passeri
Aldobrandini (the latter was charged with eastern European affairs by his

doting uncle, Pope Clement VII).
74 \"

. . . perche Ii Vladichi uenuti qua dicono, che due anni sono sendo il

Patriarca di Costantinopoli uenuto a uisitare la Rossia, et piangendo con loro Ie

miserie, che patiuano I Christiani sotto la tirannide Turchesca con Ie

confusioni, et abusi, che per cia nasceuano, non potendosi attendere
all' estirpatione di quelli[,] con la debita liberHi Ecc(lesiasti)ca fu risposto da
alcuni, che per rimediare a questo si doueua tentare una uera unione con la
Chiesa Latina per hauer poi aiuti da quell a secondo il bisogno, al che it

Patriarca replica il pensiero esser santiss(i)mo, et che felici doueuano reputarsi
quelli, a chi non era uietato I' eseguirlo, ma che non era licito di farlo a chi
staua soggetto a Turchi per uarij [sic] pericoli, che si correuano con che uenne

quasi ad insegnare alli Rutheni, che non lasciassero di prouedere alia loro

salute, et da questo raggionamento si comincio maturare il consiglio, che in
fine ha partorito la uenuta di costoro in Roma, et partiorira con la Diuina gratia
la conuersione di tutte quelle genti, et I' unione di queUe Chiese errante alIa sua
uera madre con uiue speranae di frutii molto maggiori\" (Halecki, \"Isidore's
Tradition,\" appendix, p. 39. An English translation of this passage is provided

by Moroziuk, \"The Role of Patriarch Jeremiah II Tranos in the Reformation of
the Kievan Metropolis,\" Patristic and Byzantine Revie\\1t' 5(2) 1986: 126-27.
Here the translation has been thoroughly revised.)

Notes to Appendix 1)

I
Runciman, The Great Church il1 Captivity. The first part of the book is

devoted to the Orthodox Church before the fall of Constantinople. Four centu-
ries of history of the Constantinopolitan patriarchate (its relationship to the
Ottoman state and to other confessions, administrative structure, cultural role,

etc.) within the complex and changing political and social circumstances in
which the Greek subjects of the sultans lived, are surveyed in two hundred and

fifty pages. In a retrospective account of his research Runciman found that in

his work much of the history of the patriarchate of Constantinople remained

\"impenetrable\"; see his \"Greek Church under the Turks: Problems of Re-

search,\" in The Materials, Sources, and Methods of Ecclesiastical History.

Papers Read at the Twelfth Meeting and the Thirteenth Winter Meeting of the
Ecclesiastical History Society, ed. Derek Baker (Oxford, 1975), p. 235 [=Stud-
ies in Church History, 11]. Runciman writes gracefully and often authorita-

tively when analyzing the Christian Orient and Greek ecclesiastical life and

structures. However, the author used very few Slavic or Turkish sources. His

treatment of Greek-East Slavic ecclesiastical interaction is episodic and not)))
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well informed. Apparently \037he did not regularly consult Slavic historiography.

Although he includes some Slavic literature in his bibliography, Aleksei
Petrovich Lebedev's fundamental (856-page) survey is not cited, see /storiia

Greko- Vostochnoi tserkvi pod vlastiiu turok, 2nd ed. (St. Petersburg, 1903
[1904appears on the cover]) (=Sobranie tserkovno-istoricheskikh sochinenii,

7]. Lebedev provides rich commentary on the sources and informative historio-

graphic annotation. His survey rambles at points, but in terms of sheer factual
information it is very useful and cannot be ignored by scholars of Orthodoxy in

the Ottoman Empire. (For Lebedev's review of nineteenth-century Greek

scholarship on the patriarchate of Constantinople, see pp. 189-97n 1.) For

critical remarks on Lebedev's treatment of the sixteenth century one may turn

to the unpublished thesis of Hieromonk Pavel (Vil'khovs'kyi] defended in 1905
at the Kyiv Theological Academy, \"Patriarkh Konstantinopol'skii leremiia II.
Istoricheskii ocherk ego zhizni i trudov na pol'zu Sv. Tserkvi,\" pt. 1 (116 ms

fols.) in the manuscript division of the Instytut Rukopysiv Tsentral'no\"i

naukovoi. biblioteky im. V. Vemads'koho, fond n. 314 Dissertations of the of
the Kyiv Theological Academy, sprava no. 1887, fols. 12v-15r. Both
Runciman and Lebedev' s surveys surpass nineteenth-century Greek works, of
which the most notable is the series of biographical notices about the

Constantinopolitan patriarchs compiled by Manouel Gedeon, Patriarchikoi
Pinakes (Constantinople, 1890). The sprawling study of Meletios Pegas by
Ivan Ignat'evich Malyshevskii amasses many interesting details about six-

teenth-century Orthodoxy and includes a separate volume of sources; see
Aleksandriiskii Patriarkh Meletii Pegas i ego uchastie v delakh Russkoi

tserkvi, 2 vols. (Kyiv, 1872). However, Malyshevskii' s book is written in a

decidedly polemical tone. His characterizations are facile, and his use of
sources is frequently uncritical even when he recognizes them as being panegy-
rics (see\037 p. xiv). He refers to the sources casually\037 irregularly, and not always
accurately, so that the reader cannot readily verify his statements or conclu-
sions. Cf. his \"Konstantinopol'skaia patriarkhiia i grecheskaia tserkov v

podvlastnykh latinianam grecheskikh zemliach s pol. XV do 80-kh godov XVI

v.,\" TKDA ] 873 (1): 57- 104. Unfortunately, there have been few attempts to
focus on specific aspects of the history of the patriarchate of Constantinople.
Theodore H. Papadopoullos\037 Studies and DOCll1nents Relating to the History of

the Greek Church and People under Turkish Donlinatioll (Brussels, 1952)
(=Bibliotheca Graeca Aevi Posterioris, 1] provides the most detailed discus-
sion of its administrative structure. See also Nikolaos J. Pantazopoulos, Church
and La\037v ill the Balkan Peninsula during the Ottolnan Rule (Thessaloniki,

1967), Twenty five years after the publication of Runciman's outline, most of

the questions it raised have yet to be addressed. The essay by Manoussos

Manoussacas, \"Structure sociale de l'hellenisme post-byzantin,\" Jahrbuch der

Osterreichischen Byzantinistik 3112 (1981):791-815 [=XVI. Internationaler

Byzantinisten Kongress\037 Akten 1/2]. Catalogues and assesses recent scholar-

ship on the respective status and role played by different Greek communities
throughout the Mediterranean in Greek cultural and religious life during the

post-Byzantine period. For a brief overview and a copious bibliography of the)))
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political and institutional status of Orthodoxy under the Ottomans, see Gerhard

Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, pp. 1-16; additional literature on the end
of the sixteenth century, pp. 76-78. For comments on the modest scope and

methodological shortcomings of Greek ecclesiastical historiography for the

Tourkokratia from the 1930s to 1960,see Peter Topping, HGreek Historical

Writing on the period 1453-1914,\" Journal of Modern History 33 (1961): 158-
61. Cf. also S. I. Murtuzaliev, \"Iz istorii bolgarskogo naroda pod osmanskim
gospodstvom (Konstantinopol'skaia patriarkhiia v sisteme osmanskogo
upravleniia XV-XVI vv.),\" Sovetskoe slavianovedellie 1982 (3): 35-43;
Kemal H. Karpat, \"Ottoman Views and Policies towards the Orthodox Chris-
tian Church,\" Greek Orthodox Theological Revie\037' 31 (1986): 131-55; George
Georgiades-Arnakis, \"The Greek Church of Constantinople and the Ottoman
Empire,\" Journal of Modern History 24 (1952): 235-50; Nicolae Iorga,

Byzance apres Byzance (Bucharest, 1935), pp. 80-112; Karl Binswanger,
Untersuchungen zum Status der Nichtmuslime inl OS111anischen Reich des 16.
Jahrhunderts: lnit einer Neudefinition des Begriffes HI)i1nma\" (Munich, 1977)
r=Beitrage zur Kenntnis Stidosteuropas und des Nahen Orients, 23].
2

See Runciman, \"The Greek Church under the Turks: Problems of Re-

search,\" pp. 223-35 and Lebedev, Istoriia, pp. 36-55. For comments on the
sources for the sixteenth-century history of the patriarchate of Constantinople
see also Konstantinos N. Sathas, Mesaionike Bibliotheke, vol. 3 (Venice,

1872; reprint 1972), pp. 11-19 and Otto Kresten, Das Patriarchat von

Konstantinopel i111 ausgehenden 16. Jah rh un de rt. Der Beric/zt des Leontios

Ellstratios im Cod. T.,vb. MB 10: Einleitung, Text, Obersetzullg, KOl1l1nentar

(Vienna, 1970), pp. 52-54 [=Sitzungsberichte. Osterreichische Akademie der

Wissenschaften. Philosophisch-historische Klasse, vol. 266, 5].
3

The oldest surviving bera! (imperial diploma), one issued to Leontios,
metropolitan of Larissa in 1604, is preserved only in a Greek version. The

earliest extant patriarchal berat is dated 1662; see Marios Philippides, \"The

Patriarchal Chronicles of the Sixteenth Century,\" Greek, R01nall, and Byzan-
tine Studies 25 (1984): 88.
4

Nomikos M. Vaporis has described the second and third oldest codices
from the archives of the patriarchate of Constantinople. A description of the
oldest volume, Codex Alpha, has yet to be published, but Vaporis informs me
that it contains mostly seventeenth-century documents, especially concerning

Cyril Loukaris. There are \"five or six\" documents from the sixteenth century,
one from the patriarchate of Jeremiah I (1522-46), some from that of Jeremiah
II. One of the documents refers to Venetian affairs, however, none concern
East Slavic matters. Codex Beta, consisting of only a hundred and seven pages
of which twenty-nine are blank, contains sixty-eight documents written from

1616-64; see Nomikos M. Vaporis, \"Codex (B') Beta of the Ecumenical
Patriarchate of Constantinople: Aspects of the History of the Church of

Constantinople,\" Greek Orthodox Theological Review 19(2) 1974: 1-69; and

20( 1-2) 1975: 70-126. Codex Gamma has seventy-six pages of text with)))
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eighty-eight documents dating form March, 1691,to March 28, 1719 (pages
numbered A and B date from July 1761)\037 see Nomikos M. Vaporis, \"Codex

(G') Gamma of the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople: Aspects of the

History of the Church of Constantinople, Greek Orthodox Theological Review

18(1-2) 1973: 3-88; 19(1) 1974: 89-154. Lebedev discusses the sources for

fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Greek church history (see lstoriia, pp. 36-55).
5 Ivan Ivanovich Sokolov, who worked in the archives for seven weeks

gathering materials on the nineteenth-century history of the patriarchate of

Constantinople, as early as 1904 wrote about their poverty, attributing it to the

hardships under Turkish rule, the fires, and the independence uprising of 1821,
which together destroyed both the organization of the archives and materials
in them, Konstantillopol'skaia tserkov

'
v XIX veke. Opyt istoricheskogo

issledovaniia (St. Petersburg, 1904), p. xxxiv.
6

Access to materials is an additional obstacle. For various reasons, not the
least of which is the unscrupulousness of scholars who have worked in the

libraries and manuscript collections of Eastern monasteries, pennission to work
in the archives is not readily granted by ecclesiastical authorities. My own

written inquiry to the patriarchate of Constantinople was never acknowledged.
In the last century not many scholars have worked in the archives of the

patriarchate of Constantinople and even fewer have published their findings. A

good proportion of these have been Greek ecclesiastics and there are some
indications that the patriarchate has censored some of their research. The

written testimony of Sokolov is of interest in this regard. Having received from

the patriarch of Constantinople, Joachim III, pennission and exclusive access
on the basis of a letter of recommendation from Metropolitan Antonii of St.

Petersburg and Ladoga, Sokolov worked in the archives for seven weeks in the
summer of 1902, under the supervision of a special patriarchal commission.

Everything that he was to publish was reviewed by officials from the patriarch-

ate. Some documents he quotes only in extract, K:ata A\302\243\0371.V,and it is not
unreasonable to suspect that there might have been some censorship, particu-

larly since the author states that the book was written for scholarly reasons but

also \"B HHTepecax e,n;HHCTBa Bepbl npaBOCJlaBHbIX Hapo,n;oB, HX B3aHMHofi:

Jl106BH \" 06LQero xpHcTHaHcKoro e,n;HHoMbICJIH.H\" (Kol1stantinopotskaia

tserkov' v XIX veke. Opyt istoricheskogo issledovaniia, p. xxxiv).
7

Vaporis, \"Codex (B '),\" p. 8.

8 Under the Turks the patriarchs of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem had

the rights extended to all bishops along with some of the privileges of the

patriarch of Constantinople. They became, however, increasingly dependent
on the latter who became the supreme representative of the Orthodox Church

before the Porte. The other patriarchs could stay in the city only with the

permission of the patriarch of Constantinople, and once there, they had to

respect the ordinances that concerned the bishops of that patriarchate. In this

regard they were subordinated to the ecumenical patriarch, Lebedev, Istoriia,

pp. 123-24, cf. Runciman, Great Church in Captivity, pp. 176-77. Lebedev)))
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gives a schematic survey of the patriarchates of Alexandria, Antioch, and
Jerusalem during the Tourkokratia (Istoriia, pp. 759-849). See also Christians

and Jews in the Ottoman Empire: The Functioning of a Plural Society, vol. 2.,

The Arabic-Speaking Lands, eds. Benjamin Braude and Bernard Lewis (New
York-London, 1982).
9

Runciman, Great Church in Captivity, p. 177.

10 Eleni Kakoulidis, \"Katalogos ton hellenikon cheirographon tou Hellenikou
Insti toutou Benetias,\" Thesaurislnata 8 (1971): 249-73. For further refer-

ences, see Manoussos Manoussacas, \"La comunita greca di Venezia e gli
arcivescovi di Filadelfia,\" in \"La chiesa greca in Italia dall'VII al XVI
secolo.\" Att; del convegno storico (Bari, 30 Apr.-4 Magg. 1969) (Padua,

1973), vol. 1, pp. 47-49 [=Italia Sacra. Studi e Oocumenti di Storia

Ecclesiastica, 21].
II Runciman writes that his research in the archives of the patriarchate of

Constantinople uncovered little that was not already published or described.

Some materials described in earlier publications were found to be missing
(\"The Greek Church under the Turks: Problems of Research,\" p. 226). I have

directly queried or exchanged letters with a score of scholars who have
worked in Greek, Balkan, Venetian, and Roman archives, as well as those of
the patriarchate. The responses confirm Runciman's pessimism about sources

documenting Greco-Ruthenian relations at the end of the sixteenth century.
12

See the references to the sixteenth century in Halil Inalcik, \"The Status of
the Greek Orthodox Patriarch under the Ottomans,\" Turcica: Revue des etudes

turques 21-23 (1991): 307-36.
13

Halil Inalcik, \"Ottoman Archival Materials on Millets,\" in Christians and
Jews in the Ottonlan Empire. vol. 1, pp. 437-49.

14
Concerning the Pseudo-Oorotheos chronicle, see Borys A. Gudziak, \"The

Sixteenth-Century Muscovite Church and Patriarch Jeremiah II's Journey to

Muscovy, 1588-1589: Some Comments concerning the Historiography and

Sources,\" HUS 19 (1995): 200-225.

15
Along with the Historia Politica, the Historia Patriarchica was published

with commentary by Martin Crusius in Turcograecia. libri octo (Basel, 1584),
pp. 1-68, 105-201, and reprinted in the Corpus Scriptorunl Historiae

Byzantinae, ed. Immanuel Bekker (Bonn, 1849), vol. 46. The relevant section
of the Pseudo-Oorotheos chronicle was reprinted by Sathas, Biographikon
schediasma, Appendix, pp. 3-25; Eustratios' memorandum was published by

Kresten, Das Patriarchat von Konstantinopel. Consult Podskalsky,

Griechische Theologie, for references to the published correspondence of

individual Orthodox theologians and churchmen. About Eustratios on
Jeremiah's trip to Muscovy, see Kresten, Das Patriarchat von Konstantinopel,

p. 84. For comments on the dubious nature of some of Eustratios' information

and on the differences between Eustratios and the Pseudo-Oorotheos
chronicle, see ibid., pp. 32-34, 58.)))
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1 From Sathas, Biographikon schediaslna, Appendix, pp, 20-23 and 24-25.
...,

Concerning the status of the Archbishopric of Ohrid, see Viacheslav

Za\"ikyn, \"L' organization juridique de I' archeveche d'Okhrid des sa fondation

jusque a la conquete de la peninsule des Balkans par les Turks,\" Bohos/oviia 9

(1933): 89-96.
3

The use of the plural in Greek reflects the Eastern Christian nuance accord-

ing to which all of what Christ endured was part of the His salvific activity.

Traditionally the West has focused more specifically on the Crucifixion as the
efficacious soteriological moment of the Passion.
4

These last two sentences are omitted in the seventeenth-century Russian

translation. See the excerpt published by Lebedeva, Pozdnie grecheskie
khroniki, p. 93.

5 The Church Father and Bishop of Constantinople St. John Chrysostom was
banished to this Armenian frontier post in 404. Chrysostom never returned

from exile and died in 407 while being transfered to an even more severe
location. His vita would have been familiar to the sixteenth-century Greek
reader schooled primarily in the monastic literary culture and perhaps even to
an illiterate church-going Greek who would hear the vita read on

Chrysostonl's feast day.
6 In the mind of a Greek living and writing under the Turks the term \"Chris-
tians\" was often a synonym for \"Greek.\" See for example the brief memoran-

dum written 29/19 March 1590by Leontios Eustratios at the request of Martin
Crusius describing ecclesiastical events in Constantinople in the 1580s pub-

lished by Otto Kresten, Das Patriarchat von Konstantinopel im ausgehenden
16. lahrhulldert, pp. 40, 44, 46. The Greeks from Jeremiah's party opposing
the creation of a patriarchate in Muscovy are identified by Arsenios of
Elassona, Dmitrievskii, Arkhiepiskop elassonskii, p, 83.

7
The meaning here is unclear. \"Kat 6 \037IEp\342\202\254Jlia<;ft1tEV aAAov. aJl\037 ai)'to<;

Eivat btO\342\202\2541ttOK01tO<;, Kat bEV Eivat VOJltJlOV\" (Sathas, Biographikon
schediasma, Appendix, p. 22). The punctuation is slightly different in the 1631

edition, p. 601: \"Kat 6 \037IEpEJlia<; Ei1tEv, aAAov. a\037t\037 au'to<; Eivat

blOE1ttOK01tO<;Kat bEV Eivat VOJltJlov.\" It is interesting to note that Arsenios

and Dionysios, the seventeenth-century Greeks translating Pseudo-Dorotheos

into Russian, skipped over this troublesome sentence. It is omitted in the

extract from their translation (State Historical Museum, ms. no. 343, p. 75)

provided by Lebedeva, p. 93. Charles Du Cange used the Biblion istorikon in

compiling his dictionary, cf. Glossariuln ad scriptores lnediae et infimae
graecitatis, 2 vols. (Lugduni, 1688; reprinted in Bratislava, 1891 and Graz,

1958), index of authors cited vol. 1, p. 47: \"Dorothei Metropolitae
Monembasiensis Synopsis Historiarum\037 ex editione Veneta.\" The term

disepiskopos, however, is not entered. Kartashev without explanation)))
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reconstrues the term to be 810'E1ttO'1(O\037O\037-\"qTO OH He ynOJIHOMOt.JeH
enHcKonaMH\" (Ocherki po istorii Russkoi tserkvi, vol. 2, p. 26).

8 Andrei Shchelkalov, the posol'skii d';ak (\"foreign minister\,") was respon-

sible for surveillance over Jeremiah and his suite, see Poso/'skaia kniga. p. 26.

Pseudo-Oorotheos is not alone in accusing Shchelkalov of mistreating foreign-

ers. Giles Fletcher, Queen Elizabeth's ambassador to Moscow in 1588-1589,
complained about the firm treatment he had received from Shchelkalov. See

Fletcher's report on his embassy published as Appendix A in Of the Russe

Conlnlonwealth by Giles Fletcher 159/. Facsimile Edition ',1;'ith Variants, with
an Introduction by Richard Pipes and a Glossary-index by John V. A. Fine Jr.

(Cambridge, Mass., 1966), pp. 43-53.
9

Probably in reference to Byzantine Emperor Theodosios II (408-450),

during whose rule powerful individuals in the court influenced decisions and
themselves conducted much of the policy. For general comments and bibliog-

raphy, see the entry in ODB, vol. 3, pp. 2051-2052. The author's allusion to
Theodosios is not completely appropriate since the emperor is known to have
had scholarly inclinations, while Tsar Fedor's mental infirmity is well-docu-

mented.

10
Although the Grecheskaia posol'skaia kniga corroborates the fact that

Jeremiah and his retinue received gifts from the Tsar, the sums recorded
therein are significantly more modest than those in Pseudo-Oorotheos. This

kind of exaggeration, as well as the use of round numbers, can be seen as
evidence supporting the view that the information in the chronicle concerning
Jeremiah's sojourn in Muscovy was registered from oral accounts and not
written down by Hierotheos himself.
11 The date in Sathas is mistakenly given as 7099 [1591]. Here it is corrected

according to the 1631 edition, p. 602 and the seventeenth-century Russian

translation, Lebedeva, p. 94. The syntax is somewhat ambiguous: \"Kat

E8<OKEV 0 \037aO'tAEi>\037 . . . tOY MOVEJ-l\037aO'ia\037 1tEvtE 1tprota.. Kat 1tEVtE uO'tEpa,

1tot\037pta, <popEJ-lata, O'aJ.lOupta, Ei\037 tOY natpUXPXllV fP<oO'O'ia\037 . . .
\"

Sathas,

Biographikon schediastrza, Appendix, p. 22. Sathas' rendition of the text from
the 1631 edition includes some slight variation in punctuation and the addition
of the preposition eis. The 1631 version is as follows: \"Kat e8<OKEv 0

\037aO'tAEi>\037 . . . Ei\037 tOY MOVEJl\037aO'ia\037 1tEvtE 1tprota, Kat 7tEVtE uO'tEpa,

1totT1pta <popEJlata, O'aJlOupta Ei\037tOY natpUXPXllV fP<oO'O'ia\037 . . .
\"

That Iov,

and not only the visiting hierarchs, received gifts from the Tsar on the day of
lov's installation as patriarch is indicated by Arsenios in his versified account
of the creation of the Moscow patriarchate, see \"The Toils and Travels,\" in

Sathas, Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, pp. 51-52. The seventeenth-

century Russian translation interprets the text as I have done, see Lebedeva,

Pozdnie grecheskie khroniki, p. 94.

12
Perhaps 1tp<OtoO'tatWp should be read 1tp<OtoO'tpat<Op, cf. Sathas,

Biographikol1 schedias111a, Appendix, p. 23.)))
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13 \"An official of the [Sultan's] Palace, often sent to the provinces to convey
and execute orders,'\037 from the \"Glossary\" in Halil Inalcik, The Ottofnan E,n-

pire. The Classical Age 1300-1600, trans. Norman Itzkowitz and Colin Imber

(London, 1973; reprinted, 1975), p. 218.

14
The Greek is unclear here: \"SEAmv EiC; 1TlV 1tpro11lV 1cX\037lV, KaSooc; \03710V EiC;

buo XtAtcXbEC; <pAoupta.\" See Sathas, Biographikon schediasma, Appendix, p.

25.)

Notes to Appendix 3)

1 The Ruthenian bishops prepared two versions of the \"Articles,\" one in

Polish the other in Latin, with slightly varying fonnulations. This translation is

based on the Polish text which must have been the original (of all the bishops
only Ipatii knew Latin well) and more directly reflects the attitudes and

aspirations of the hierarchs. For the two versions, see Documenta Unionis, pp.

6 t -75.
2

Wooden instrument causing a clacking sound used in Poland (and else-

where) during the Latin rite Triduum instead of bells when the bells are
silenced from the \"Gloria\" of the Mass of the Lord's Supper on Holy Thursday
to the \"Gloria\" during the Easter Vigil Mass; not to be confused with the

\"simandron,\" a wooden bell-like instrument used in Eastern monasteries to
wake the monks and not used during services.

3 Articles 10, 12, 14\037 17-21,25-29, and 32 were addressed primarily to the

king and were designated as \"Regia,\037' i.e., \"Royal.\037' They are marked by an
asterisk.)))
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253. See also Counter-Reforma-
tion

Catholicism, 1, 3, 34, 55, 62, 69-75,
111,141-42,233,253,254-55

Cellini, Livio, Venetian diplomat, 37

Central Asia, 9

Cesy, Philippe de Harlay de, French
ambassador to the Porte, 23

Cetinje, 107
Chalecki, Dymitr, grand treasurer of

Lithuania, 239

Chalkokondyles, Andrianos, Greek

emissary, 94, 343n21

Chalkokondyles, Laonikos, Greek

historian, 343n21

Charles V, Holy Roman emperor,

294n 11

Chelm. See Kholm

Chernihi v, 5, 46, 72

Chios, 20

Chodynicki, Kazimierz, Polish

historian, 75, 352n21

Chrism, Holy, 99, 180,293n9, 345-
46n41,395n53

Christ, Jesus, 11, 44, 51, 112,123,

125, 126,204, 261, 292n5,424n3

Ciolek, Erazm II (Erasmus II Vitelius),
Roman Catholic bishop, 54)

473)

Clement VII, pope, 55-56

Clement VIII, pope, 25, 166,231-
32, 234, 237, 238, 241. See also
Aldobrandini, Ippolito

Clenard, Nicolas, grammarian, 150

clergy (and clerics)
in Greek East, 15, 22, 32, 33-34,

89, 91-]02 passim, 116, ]32,156,
298-99n29,323n63

in Latin West, 234-35, 236-37,
250

in Muscovy, 182-83

in Poland and Lithuania, 51, 53, 74,
78,79,81-82,136

in Ruthenian lands, 45, 53, 62-64,
67, 69, 74, 78, 1]3, 136, 141, 144,
] 52, 159-63 passim, 190, 192,
194,196-232 passinl, 244, 249,

253,254,265,268,269,271

Complutensian Polyglot Bible,
357n17

Commonwealth. See Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth

Confederation of Warsaw (1573),74,

82

confraternities, 86, 92, 143-47, 205,
214-15,222,226,227,234,240,
249,250,254, 269, 372-73n4,

375n19,375n25
and education, 146-47, 148-52

in L'viv, 148-52, 158-61, ]62, 163,
164, 197,203,210\037214,223,

374nl1,381nI4,382nI8,410n57.

See also Dormition, Church of
(confraternity there)

printing, 149, 150, 165,214
religious reform and conflict with

hierarchy, 92, 159-62, 206, 210,
214, 222, 410n57

in Vil'nius, 166-67, 190-92\037 214,

382n18

Constance, Council of ( 1414-18)\037 6,

48)))



474)

Constantine I the Great, Byzantine
emperor, 97

Constantine XI Palaiologos, Byzan-
tine emperor, 11, 12, 140, 177

Constantinople, 4, 5, 6, 15, 23, 30,
34,35,46,64,99,100,138-39,
158, 257, 295n15

churches in, 44, 135-36, 137,257
fall of, 10-12, 13,14,21,27,29,

47, 78, 180
Pammakaristos Church in, 16-17,

18,32-33,164
population of, 11, 12, 13
See also Byzantine Empire

Constantinople, Patriarchate of
(Great Church), 1-7,9, 12-16,

21-22,29-41 passim, 50,51,52,
64,78,99,100,102,132,139,
165,171-72,180,190,192-95,
198,205,228,247,251,257-59,

293n9,297n24,298n29,400n74

financial and administrative affairs

of, 15, 16,21,30,32, 100,102,
248-49,300n50,306n5,318n38

relations with Latin West, 14, 24-
25,27,31,34-38,43,52-53,55,
136-37,202,242

relations wi th other Eastern

patriarchates, 157-58, 162, 180,
258, 377n35,423n8

role in Byzantium, 1-2, 15, 293n7

Cossacks, 61, 119, 131

Council of Constance, 6, 48

Council of Ferrera-Florence, 7, 14,
25,43-48,50,51,54,55,56,57

Council of Lateran, 324n69

Council of Lyons, 48, 290n11
Council of Trent, 25, 81, 233. See

also Tridentine Reforms

Counter-Refonnation, 56, 80, 82,
135, 162, 250. See also Catholic
Refonn)

Index)

Cracow, 44, 56, 73, 79,83,107,109,
135

Crusade, Fourth, 10

Crusius, Martin, Lutheran theolo-

gian, 12,20,22,33,35,36, 150,

260

curia. See Roman curia; papacy

Cyril of Alexandria, Church father,

130)

Damaskenos of Naupaktos, 32

Dany 10, Prince of Galicia and
V olynia, 290n 11

Dev$irme (Devshinne). See

J anissaries

DhimmI, 15, 19, 298n26

Dionisii, metropolitan of Moscow, 4,
170

Dionysii (Zbyruis'kyi), bishop of

Kholm,200,213,219,220

Dionysios I, patriarch of Constan-

tinople, 47

Dionysios II, patriarch of Constan-
tinople, 30, 93, 94, 95

Dionysios, archemandrite and

patriarchal exarch, 133, 134

Dionysios, metropolitan of Ttirnovo,
207

Divochka, Onysyfor. See Onysyfor

(Divochka)

Dmitrievskii, Aleksei Afanas'evich,
historian, 149, 258

Dmitrii Ivanovich, Muscovite
tsarevich, 4, 169

Dnipro (Dnieper, Rus. Dnepr), 2, 171

Don, 10, 101
Dormition, Church of (L'viv) 88,

144,145,149,234
confraternity there 145, 148-52,

158, 379n43-44,380n46,409n57)))



Index)

Doukas, historian, 11

Dubrovnik (Ragusa), 20

Dtirres, 149)

education. See schools and education

Egypt, 10, 20

Elena, daughter of Ivan III of

Moscow, 53, 55, 330n 16

Eparchos, Antonios, 294n 11

Eparchos, Michael, 38

Erasmus, theologian and humanist,
87

Eugenikos, Mark, 14,43

Eugenius IV, Roman Catholic pope,

44,45

Europe, 2, 10,40,85,114,250-51
eastern, 9, 44,79, 127,245,253

western, 23-24, 40, 71, 74, 145-46,
194

Eustathios, Nathanael, Greek

bookman, 131, 132, 364n44

Eustratios, Leontios. See Leontios
Eustratios)

Fedor Ivanovich, Muscovite tsar,

152,155,169-70,171,176-77,
182, 183, 184, 189, 384n35

Fedorov, Ivan, printer, 106, 107,
108,110,112-17,121,129,143-
44,204,252, 349n5, 360n29

Feodorit of Suzdal', archimandrite,
96, 344n27

Feodosii, metropolitan of Kyiv, 47

Ferrara. See Florence-Ferrara,

Council of

Filipp, metropolitan of Moscow,
169,387n5

Filioque, issue of theological debate,
25,35,51,54,231)

475)

Florence-Ferrara, Council of (1438-
39),7,14,25,43-48,50,51,54,
55,56,57

Fotii (Photios), metropolitan of Kyiv,
5,6

Francis Xavier, Roman Catholic

missionary, 26, 237

Fryderyk, Polish cardinal-primate,
55)

Gabriel Severos, metropolitan of

Philadelphia, 25, 310n24,369-

70n72

Galaktion, alleged metropolitan of

Kyiv,320n40
Galata, 20

Galicia (Ukr. Halychyna), 2, 3, 4, 44,
69,70,72, 331n34-35. See also

Red Ruthenia

Galicia, Metropolitanate of. See

Halych, Metropolitanate of

Gediminas, grand prince of

Lithuania, 59

Gennadii, archbishop of Novgorod,

97, 124, 127

Gennadii Bible, 97,124,127,
358n18,359n25

Gennadios Scholarios, patriarch of

Constantinople, 14-15, 16-17,
21,25,297n23,304n72

Genoa and the Genoese, 13, 146,
291n17

Georgia, 99

Ger1ach, Stephan, Lutheran pastor,

20,32-33,35

Germany and Germans 34, 79, 146
printing, 34

Germanos, patriarch of Jerusalem,
93,96,97, 344n29

Gil'tebrandt, Petr Andreevich,

historian, 196)))
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Giovanni da Pian del Carpine,
Franciscan emissary to the

Mongols, 290n 11

God, 11, 293n9, 301n52

exclusive goodness of, 126
mystery of, 36

praise of, 116, 264, 269, 271
relationship between humans and,

252

Godunov, Boris, Muscovite tsar,

170, 177, 181, ] 82, 184, 189, 206,
400n74

Godunova, Irina, Muscovite tsaritsa,

170

Gomolinski, Stanislaw, Roman

Catholic hierarch, 239

Great Church. See Constantinople,

Patriarchate of

Greek East, 9-27, 43, 50, 92-94,
129,132,133,149, 157,163,187,

194-95, 199
crisis in, 9-27, 93

education in. See schools and
education (Greek East)

relations with Latin West. See

Constantinople, Patriarchate of

(relations with Latin West)
under Turkish rule. See Tourko-

kratia
See also Constantinople

Greek language, 127, 128-29,130,
150

Greek publishing. See printing and

publishing (in Greek East)

Greek schools. See schools and

education (in Greek East)

Gregory III Mammas, patriarch of

Constantinople, 14,46

Gregory VII, pope, 131

Gregory XI, pope, 70

Gregory XIII, pope, 25, 26, 31, 37,

38, 136, 138, 185, 243, 288n4)

Index)

Gregory, metropolitan of Janina, 92

Gregory the Bulgarian, metropolitan
of Kyiv, 46, 47,50,51, 192,
320n39

Gregory the Theologian (of Nazian-
zus), Church father, 130

Gregory Tsamblak, metropolitan of

Kyiv, 5, 6, 52, 330n 16)

Halecki, Oscar (Oskar), historian, 75

Halych, 46, 70, 74, 372n4

Halych, Metropolitanate of, 4-5, 69,
315nl0,331n34-35

Haraburda, Mykhailo, 124

Haraburda, Vasyl', printer, 349n5

Hedeon (Balaban), Orthodox bishop

ofL'viv, 70, 71,143-44,147,
152, 159, 161-62, 164, 165, 1 67,

200,202-203,205,207,210,213,
219,220,222,223,230-31,240

Henri de Valois, king of Poland
(subsequently, of France), 73, 82

Herbest, Benedykt, Jesuit theologian,
83, 130

Herzegovina, 107

Hesychasm, 301 n51

Hierotheos, metropolitan of Monem-

vasia, 32, 171, 173,176-77, 179,

181, 184, 186, 202, 205, 206, 261,
262, 308nl1, 392n33

Hlezna, lona. See lona (Hlezna)

Hlibovyches, Ruthenian noble

family, 66

Holovchyns'kyis, Ruthenian noble

family, 66

Holy See. See papacy; Vatican

Homiliary Gospels, 106, 107,108,

114, 116, 349n5

Hornostais, Ruthenian noble family,

66)))



/ndex)

Horodlo, Union of (1413),61.. 72

Hozjusz, Stanislaw (Hosius), Roman

Catholic cardinaL 26, 80

Hrabur, Orthodox monastic, 129

Hrechyn, Markos. See Marko

Hrechyn

Hrechyn, Savas. See Sava Hrechyn

Hrushevs'kyi, Mykhailo, historian,
111, 140, 145,196-97

Hryhorko, Ruthenian protopresbyter,
203

Hungary, 20)

Ia\037i (lassy), 134

icons, 11,35, 73, 292n5, 398n65

levlashevs'kyi, Feodor (Bel. Teador
leulasheuski), memoirist, 74-75,

140, 334n55

Ignatius of Loyola.. saint 26, 237

Ilarion, metropolitan of Kyiv, 2

Iliia (Kucha), metropolitan of Kyiv,
67

loan Voda eel Viteaz, Moldovan

voevoda, 119

Ioann, bishop of Luts'k, 69-70

loann, Ruthenian archemandrite, 50

loannes IX Agapetos, patriarch of

Constantinople, 108
loannes Zygomalas, Greek teacher,

33,306n4

Ioasaph II, patriarch of Constan-

tinople, 30, 96, 97, 343n25

loasaph, metropolitan of Euripos and

Kyzikos, 94-95, 96, 97, 98-99,
344n32

loasaph, bishop of Stagoi, 149

lona I Hlezna, metropolitan of Kyiv,
52)

477)

Iona II, metropolitan of Kyiv.. 65,

330n16

lona III Protasovych, metropolitan of

Kyiv, 67, 334n55

lona, bishop of L'viv, 147

lona, bishop of Riazan' (subse-

quently, metropolitan of Mos-

cow), 45, 46, 47,64, 314n8,
315nl0,316n19

lona (Hoho!'), archemandrite, 225,
272

Iosyf I Bolharynovych, metropolitan

of Kyiv, 52-53, 54-55,56,57,
65, 321n44

Iosyf II Soltan, metropolitan of Kyiv,
65,67

Iosyf III, metropolitan of Kyiv, 65,
66

lov, metropolitan of Moscow

(subsequently, patriarch of

Moscow), 168,170, 173, 176,

181-83, 186-87, 263, 425nll
lov (Kniahynyts'kyi), Ruthenian

monastic, 131

Ipatii (Potii), bishop of Volodymyr
(subsequently Uniate metropoli-
tan of Kyiv), 120,214.. 215..217-
19,220-24,225,231,233,234-
37,239,241,242, 385n40,426nl

Isaiah, metropolitan of Stauropolis,

44

Isaiia, Ruthenian monastic, 97, 98,
99, 345n34, 356n14

Isidore, Orthodox (subsequently,

Uniate) metropolitan of Kyiv, 43-
46,47,51,54,219, 253, 314n8..

315n12

Istanbul. See Constantinople

Italy, 45, 91-92, 145-46,234-35.
See also Rome)))

major orders, and was raised quickly
to metropolitan dignity. As Metropolitan Syl'vestr (1556-67) he help-

lessly presided over the huge metropolitan eparchy during a period that
saw the onset of numerous conversions among the Ruthenian nobility
to Protestant denominations. During Syl'vestr's tenure, the various
Protestant groups, but especially the Calvinists, attracted the leading

families in the Grand Duchy. Among the converts were members of
such Ruthenian lineages as the Khodkevyches, Narushevyches,
Vyshnevets'kyis, Hornostais, Hlibovyches, V olovyches, Zenovyches,

Kyshkas, Holovchyns'kyis, and Veselovs'kyis.
22

Although the Refor-)))

Muscovites beseeched Jeremiah to stay. He begged off, citing
his responsibilities in Constantinople and suggested that someone else be

installed as patriarch. The tsar was saddened by Jeremiah's response and tried

to convince him to stay, through the efforts of the \"marvelous, most learned,
honest, virtuous, and most renowned\" Shchelkalov. The patriarch expressed

his desire to return as soon as possible as well as \"to fulfill the will of the tsar)))
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Iurii Vasilievich, Muscovite prince,
95

Iurii Sluts'kyi, Ruthenian prince, 55-
56

Ivan III, grand prince of Muscovy,
46,53,55,64,91

Ivan IV, tsar of Muscovy, 26, 30, 93,
94,95,96-97,99,100,108,155,
157, 169, 171, 343n19, 344n29

Ivan Ivanovich, tsarevich, 169)

Jadwiga, Polish queen, 61

Jagiello. See Wladyslaw II Jagiello
Jan Olbracht, king of Poland, 56

Janissaries, 10, 19-21, 300n45

Jeremiah II Tranos, patriarch of

Constantinople, 9, 18, 29, 30, 31-
41,67,68,90,132,133-35,136-
39, 143, 144, 148, 149, 150, 152,
155, 158, 163, 164-67, 168, 169,
170,171-87, 189-92, 195-207,

210,211,213,236,240,242-44,

251, 397n59

Jerusalem, Patriarchate of, 13, 96,

158,258, 261, 309n19,344n29,

423n8

Jesuits (Society of Jesus), 23, 26-27,
71,81,83,131,141\"157,235,

305n75

Jesus. See Christ, Jesus

Joachim, patriarch of Alexandria, 93,
96

Joachim I, patriarch of Constan-

tinople, 53, 54

Joachim V, patriarch of Antioch,
143, 148, 149, 157-64, 165, 167,

196, 344n29, 352n21,375n25,
376n30

Jogaila. See Wladyslaw II Jagiello
John VI Kantakouzenos, Byzantine

emperor, 5)

Index)

John VIn Palaiologos, Byzantine
emperor, 13-14

John the Baptist, 296n21

John Chrysostom, Church father,

127-28,130,226

John of Damascus, Church father,

36, 115, 130

Joseph II, patriarch of Constan-

tinople, 6, 13-14, 43)

Kaffa. See Caffa

Katyrev-Rostovskii, Mikhail
Petrovich, Muscovite boyar, 171,
173, 183

Kazan', 101, 182

Kazimierz IV, grand prince of

Lithuania, 45, 47

K\037stutis, grand prince of Lithuania,
72

Khodkevych, Hryhorii Oleksan-

drovych, Ruthenian nobleman,
I 08, 1 09, 110, 112, 114,119

Khodkevych, Ivan, palatine of Kyiv,
64

Khodkevyches, Ruthenian noble

famil y, 66

Kholm (Pol. Chelm), 4, 5, 44, 46, 63,
69,71,74

Khrebtovych Bohuryns'kyi, Meletii.

See Meletii (Khrebtovych

Bohuryns'kyi)

Klym (Smoliatych), metropolitan of

Kyiv, 2,5

Kniahynyts'kyi, Ivan (Iezekiil, then
Iov in religion), polemicist, 131

Kokkinos, Philotheos. See Philotheos

Kokkinos

Konashevych-Sahaidachnyi, Petro,

Cossack hetman, 131)))



Index)

Kopystens'kyi, Mykhail. See

Mykhail (Kopystens'kyi )

Kopystens'kyi, Zakhariia, Orthodox

apologist, 305n73

Korniaktos (Komiakt), Constantine,
L'viv burgher, 152

Koukousos,262,424n5

Krasovs'kyi, Ivan, L'viv burgher,

152, 382n19

Krekhiv Apostol, 106

Krevza Lev, Uniate archimandrite,
apologist, 300-301n50, 330n16

Krylos, 70, 268

Kucha, Iliia. See Iliia (Kucha),
metropolitan of Kyiv

Kyiv (Rus. Kiev), 44, 46, 49-53, 64,

166, 290n12

51.Sophia Church in, 44, 64, 65,
234

Kyivan lands, 48, 59, 64, 134, 140,
289n8

Kyiv, Metropolitanate of, 1-7,9, 13,
43-52 passi1n, 62-63,64,65-75

passim, 78-79, 89, 102, 106,113,
132-39 passim, 158, 162, 165,
166, 167,187, 190, 192-94, 196-

202,205-207,210-15,219-30
passim, 237, 239-40, 244, 247,

249,253, 288-89n6, 290n12,See
also Ruthenian Church

Kyprian, hieromonk, 131

Kyprian, metropolitan of Kyiv, 3-4,
69-70

Kyryll II, metropolitan of Kyiv, 2

Kyryll (Terlets'kyi), bishop of Luts'k
and Ostrih and patriarchal exarch,
120,134,200,202-203,205,210,
213,214,219,220,225,231,233,
234-37,239,240,241,242

Kyshkas, Ruthenian noble family\" 66)

479)

laity. See also confraternities

in Greek East, 14, 15, 16,398n65

in Latin West, 86, 145-46, 235,
250

in Poland and Lithuania, 57, 62, 78,
139

in Ruthenian lands, 53, 62, 63, 68,
88, 106,113,145, 147-52, 158-

59, 160-64 passim, 190-92, 194,
195,204,206-207,210,212,213,

214,215,222,224,226,227,239,

240, 249, 254,266, 270, 414n24

Larissa, 32

Laskaris, Constantine\" Greek

grammarian, 150
Latin Church. See Roman Catholic

Church
Latin Empire in Constantinople

Latin language, 128
Latosz, J an, astronomer, 135

Leo X, pope, 24, 55, 323n63

Leontii (Pel' chyts'kyi/Pel' chyns'kyi),

bishop of Kholm, 196,200, 213
Leontios Eustratios, 31, 259, 260,

364n44

Lepanto, Battle of (1571), 18, 25,
303n66

Levon, Georgian ruler, 99

Levyts'kyi, Orest Ivanovych,
Orthodox scholar, 196

Lithuania (Grand Duchy of Lithua-

nia), 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 44, 45, 46, 50,
51,52,53,56,57-58,59-63,66,
71-75,77-83,85,90,96,97,98,
99, 100, 102, 108, 109, 105, 107,
110, 114, 119, 120, 140\" 193, 222,

248, 350n 12, 359n23. See also

Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth

Lithuanian elite. See nobility (in

Poland and Lithuania))))



480)

Livonia, 79

Lorenzo \"the Magnificent\"

de'Medici, Florentine ruler, 24

Loukaris, Cyril, patriarch of Con-

stantinople, 21 \037128, 240

Luther, Martin, German Reformer,

34,87

LutsK, 4, 5, 46, 66, 69, 120, 133

L'viv, 22,46, 69, 70, 74, 110, 112,
113,115, 116, 117, 126, 129, 133,
143, 146-47,151, 152, 158, ] 60-

64 passiln, 203, 204, 210, 214,

226, 234, 378n41
Church of the Dormition in. See

Dormition, Church of

Ruthenian struggle for rights in, 73,
375n19

St. Onuphrius' Monastery in, 147,
204

See also confraternities (in L'viv)

L'viv Apostol, 104, 110, 112-13)

Maciejowski, Bernard, Roman
Catholic bishop of Luts'k, 166,
219,239

magnates
in Lithuania\037 72\037 79, 80

in Polish-Lithuanian Common-
we\037th,62,252,270

in Ruthenian lands, 72, 79\037 83, 106,

126,140,145,193,215,224,240,
250,252

See also nobility; Ostroz'kyi,

Konstantyn Konstantynovych

Makarii I, metropolitan of Kyiv, 52,
64,65

Makarii II, metropolitan of Kyiv, 66,
68-69

Makarii, archimandrite of Kyivan

Caves Monastery, 50

Makarii, metropolitan of Moscow,

93\037 169, 196)

Index)

Makarii (Bulgakov), metropolitan of

Moscow and Orthodox historian ,

196, 197

Makarii (Tuchaps'kyi), L'viv burgher

(subsequently, bishop of Kyiv),
70\037 160, 332n36, 382n16

Makrina, Orthodox nun, 93

Maksim Grek (Maximos the Greek;

Michael Trivolis), Athonite
monastic and Muscovite prisoner,

91-92, 93, 124, 181

Malaspina, Germanico, nuncio in

Warsaw, 230

Malaxos, Chronicle of, 36

Malechkyi, LesKo, 151

Malyshevskii, Ivan Ignat'evich,

historian, 196, 197 \037258

Mammas, Gregory III. See Gregory

III Mammas

Mancinelli, Giulio, Jesuit mission-

ary, 26

Mantzikert, Battle of ( 1071), 9

Manuel II Palaiologos\037 Byzantine

emperor, 11 \03712

Margounios, Maximos, Orthodox

bishop and humanist, 25, 32,
301n53, 310n24

Marinetos\037 Manoles Arphanes\037 L'viv

merchant, 152
Marko Hrechyn (Markos the Greek),

151

Martin V, pope\037 6

Matthew of Crete\037 32

Maximilian, archduke of Austria,

175, 184, 189, 384n34,385n35

Maximos. See Maksim Grek

Maximos, metropolitan of Kyiv, 2, 3

Maximos III, patriarch of Constan-

tinople, 52

Mazyr, 64)))



Index)

Mecca, 17

Medina, 17

Mediterranean Sea, 9, 177

Mehmed II the Conqueror, Ottoman
sultan, 11, 12-13, 14-15,16,21,
296n20

Mehmed III, Ottoman sultan, 17, 37

Melanchthon, Philipp, Lutheran

theologian, 34, 150

Meletii (Khrebtovych Bohuryns'kyi),

bishop of Volodymyr, 200, 202,
213,215

Meletios Pegas (Pigas), patriarch of
Alexandria, 144, 164,240,

399n70

Melissenos, Makarios, 297n23

Mengli Giray, Crimean khan, 64

Metaxas, Nikodemos, Greek printer,

23

Metrophanes III, patriarch of

Constantinople, 30

Michael Kantakouzenos, Byzantine
enlperor, 30

Michele, Giovanni, Roman Catholic
cardinal, Uniate patriarch of

Constantinople, 54

Mikhail-Mitiai, metropolitan of

Kyiv,4

Mikhailov, Obriuta, Muscovite

youth, 94

minet system, 15,298n26

Minsk, 80

Miziakiv, 110

Mohyla, Peter. See Peter Mohyla

Moldova and Moldovans, 20, 39, 41,
70,89,96,100,123,146, 151,

289n8

Moldovan Church, 289n8
MolIa Lutfi, Muslim theologian, 16)

481)

Mongols, 2-3, 4, 61, 64, 119,
290nl1

Morea, 13

Morosini, G. F., Venetian bailo, 37-

38

mosaics, 292n5

Moscow. See Muscovy and Musco-
vites

Moscow, Metropolitanate and

Patriarchate of, 6, 7, 38, 47, 64,
193, 195, 198, 207, 393n38

creation of Moscow Patriarchate,

168-87,205-206,207

Ruthenian attitudes toward, 222-
23

Mother of God (Virgin Mary,
Hodegitria), 11, 204, 292n5

Mstsislau (Ukr. Mstsysliv, Rus.

Mstsislov), 80

Mstyslavets', Peter, printer, 108,

349n5

Murad III, Ottoman sultan, 17, 18,

37,39,184

Muscovite Church. See Moscow,

Metropolitanate and Patriarchate
of

Muscovy and Muscovites, 3, 4, 27,
37,46,51,53,55,64,69,89-102
passinl, 108,119,138,139,167'1

168-87'1195,205-206,261-63,

393n38,393n41,400n74
relations with Greek East, 4-6, 34,

39, 5] , 64, 89-102passim, 157,

158,172-73, ]79,185,187,192,

342n9,344n29,380n3,389n20
relations with Lithuania and

Poland, 2, 3-4, 53

relations with the papacy, 45
relations with Ruthenian lands, 2,

146,152,222-23
religious attitudes, 49

See also Moscow, Metropolitanate

and Patriarchate of)))



482)

Muslims, 7, 10-11, 13, 14\037 18-19,

20,31,89,94

Mykhail (Kopystens'kyi), Orthodox

bishop of Peremyshl', 219, 220,
223, 230-31, 240, 419n71

Mykhail (Rahoza), Orthodox

(subsequently, Uniate) metropoli-

tan of Kyiv, 144, 151, 197-98,
199-200,202,207,213,223,237,

239

Mykhailo Olel'kovych, prince of

Kyiv,50

Mykhailovych, Tymotii (Tymofei),

bookman, 121, 349n5

Mykol's'kyi, Ivan, defrocked priest,
196

Mysail, metropolitan of Kyiv, 50-51,
54)

N arushevyches, Ruthenian noble

family, 66

Nashchokin, Grigorii, Muscovite

official, 176, 184

Nauplia, 20

Navahrudak (Ukr. Novohorodok,
Rus. Novgorodok), 5, 64, 67, 80,
109,140,220

Neelov, Petr, Muscovit\037 official, 172

Neri, Filippo, \"Apostle to Rome,\"
235,237

Niasvizh, 107, 110

Niedzwiecki, BartJomiej, Roman
Catholic canon of Vilnius, 74

Nikephoros, exarch of patriarch of

Constantinople, 39, 128, 133,

134,240,241, 361n30,370n75

Niphon II, patriarch of Constan-

tinople, 52

nobility

in Poland and Lithuania, 5, 59-63,)

Index)

72,79,85, 110, 131, 141-42,252
Ruthenian, 50, 53\037 61, 62, 65, 66,

68,72,74,81,85,87,126,141,
193,214,215,224,225,240,268,
270, 368n63

See also magnates

Nogai, Mongol leader, 292n 11

Novhorod-Sivers'kyi,46

Nykyfor (Tur), Ruthenian archi-

mandrite, 214, 240, 415n26)

Olbracht, Jan. See Jan OIbracht

Olel'ko (Aleksandr) Kyivan prince,
44

Olel'kovych, Mykhailo. See

Mykhailo Olel'kovych

Olesnicki, Zbigniew, Roman
Catholic archbishop of Cracow,
44

Onysyfor (Divochka), metropolitan
of Kyiv, 37, 133,134, 135, 143,

196-97,198,199,202,205,206,
365n50,409n55

O\037ha, 171, 189, 190

Orthodox Church, 7,10-12,13,16,
17,18-19,21-22,32,39-41,90,
101, 164, 192, 205, 225, 243,
298n29

laity. See laity (in Greek East; in
Ruthenian lands)

in Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth and Ruthenian lands, 3, 5,
62,68,71,74-75,85,120,225

theological differences with Roman

Church, 7,14,37-39
theological differences with

Protestants, 34-36
See also Constantinople, Patriarch-

ate of; Greek East; Kyi v, Metro-

politanate of; Moscow, Metro-

politanate and Patriarchate of;
Ruthenian Church)))

e Occidente. Chiese ed etnie nel tardo '500, intro.

Luigi Prosdocimi (Milan, 1981), pp. 183-326 [=Di fronte e attraverso, 82.
Storia 1.

45 A direct but general accusation of espionage lodged against Greek clerics

traveling through the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth can be found in a

letter of Metropolitan Mykhail (Rahoza) written in December 1594 to Ian
Zamoyski, Crown grand hetman and Crown grand chancellor, outlining the

preconditions for the Ruthenian bishops' acceptance of the union. Asking for

guarantees against patriarchal sanctions, the metropolitan wrote: \"qepHUbI
Te)l(n 31> KrpeUbIH a6bI 60JIbllIn B1> rraHcTBt ero KOpOJIeBCKO\037 MHJ10CTH He

6bIBaJUf, H AO 3eMJIH HerrpiJlTeJIcKot MOCKOBCKOt >Ke6bI nponYIJJ;aHbI He

6bIJIM. C1> nHJIbHOCTblO y ero MHJIOCTH naHa reTMaHa 06BapoBaTb, H>K6bI

rrepeXO)KMXl> H rrepe't3At.JHX1> 3n J1I1CTaMH AO HaC'h Orb naTpi.HpXOBl> He

rrYIIJ;aHo: 60 TbIXl> rnneKraMH p03YMteMl>, Cn rreBHbIXn rrpHt{HH1>\"

(Documenta Union is, no. 18, p. 36). The implication is that the Greek clerics

spied for the Muscovites as well as for the Ottomans.)))



Index)

Osman, founder of Ottoman dynasty,
10

Ostalovs'kyi, Ivan-Iona Lopatka, 147

Ostrih, 46, 66, 113, 117,140, 145,

160, 360n29
Greeks in, 88, 131, 132

school at, 88, 128-32, 141

Ostrih Bible, 121-28, 131, 137, 139,
140,194, 357n18,359n23

Ostroz'kyi, Janusz, Ruthenian prince,

120, 135, 141, 371n78

Ostroz'kyi, Konstantyn I vanovych,
Ruthenian prince, 53, 72, 119

Ostroz'kyi, Konstantyn Konstan-

tynovych, Ruthenian prince, 37,

83,87,88,92,117,119,120-21,

132, 135-36, 137-38, 139-42,
161,194,209,215,217-19,223,
224,230,231,233,236,239,240,

244, 245,252, 253,254, 305n75,
354nl, 364n44, 370n74

Ostroz'kyi, Oleksander, Ruthenian

prince, 120

Ottoman Empire, 9-10, 12-13, 14-

21,94,100-102,119,146,151,
298n26

and Patriarchate of Constantinople,
9-21 passi1n, 29-31,40-41, 185,

205, 292n5,423n8
treatment of Orthodox, 12-18, 95,

156,205, 292n5
See also Porte, Ottoman; Tourko-

kratia; Turks)

Pachomios, patriarch of Constan-

tiople, 30-31, 38, 39, 65, 138,
158, 383n28

Padua, 202, 242

Paisios, Athonite protos, 91, 149,
150, 377n35

Papadopoulos-Kerameus, Athana-

sios, historian, 258)

483)

papacy (Holy See), 30, 31, 46, 54,

57,86-87, 101, 161
and Greek East, 14,24-25,27,30-

31,34-38,43,52-53,55,136-37,
195,202,242

and Muscovy, 45, 46
and the Ruthenian Church, 7, 46,

50-52,55-56,138,210,219-24
passim, 231-32, 237-38, 248

and Union, 46, 55, 138,231-32,

237-38, 323n63, 337n9
See also Catholic Church; Roman

curia; Rome; Vatican

Paullll,pope, 30, 323n63

Pavel (Vil'khovs'kyi), Orthodox
historian, 33

Pegas (Pigas), Meletios. See Mele-

tios Pegas (Pigas)

Pel'chyts'kyi (Pel'chyns'kyi), Leontii.
See Leontii (Pel'chyts'kyi/

Pel' ch yns'kyi)

Peloponnesos, 10, 33, 102

Peremyshl' (Pol. Przemysl), 4,5, 46,
69,71, 372n4

Orthodox bishopric, 70,74

Peresopnytsia Gospel, 106

Peter, metropolitan of Moscow, 3

Peter Mohyla, Orthodox metropoli-

tan of Kyiv, 36, 312n31
Petro (Akerovych), metropolitan of

Kyiv, 290nl 1

Philotheos Kokkinos, patriarch of

Constantinople, 3, 4, 69

Photios. See Fotii

Pimen, metropolitan of Kyiv, 4

Pinsk,46
Pius II, pope, 46, 47, 331n35
Pius IV, pope, 25, 323n63

Pius V, pope, 31

Plousiadenos, Ioannes, bishop of
Methone, 304n72)))



484)

PodilJia (Podolia, Pol. Podole), 64,
152,202

Podlachia (Ukr. Pidlashshia), 72

Podolia. See Podillia

Poland (Kingdom Crown of), 2, 5, 6,
7,37,44,45,46,50,51,52,53,
56,57-58,59-63,66,71-75,77-
83, 85, 90, 96, 98, 100, 102, 105,

109, 119, 120, 140, 157, 193, 199,

355n7, 384n35, 393n38. See also
Polish-Lithuanian Common-

wealth

Polatsk (Ukr. Polots'k, Rus. Polotsk),

5,46,68,71,72

polemical literature, 58
Catholic, 26, 36, 56-57, 83-86
Orthodox, 45, 112,113, 127, 144,

202,403n19

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,
26,37,61-63,74,80,81,82,85,
120,121,131, 133,134,136,142,
146,157,180,195,199,215,219,
222,227,229,238,243,249-50,

251, 252, 253, 394n44. See also
Belarus' and Belarusian lands;
Lithuania; Poland; Ukraine and

Ukrainian lands

Polissia (Pol. Polesie), 72

Pomerania, 79

Porte, Ottoman, 15, 16, 20, 23, 31,
35, 37, 38, 101, 138, 176, 298n26,
303n66. See also Ottoman Empire

Possevino, Antonio, Jesuit diplomat,
26, 135,138, 181

Potii, Adam. See Ipatii (Potii)

Pozniakov, Vasilii, Muscovite

merchant, 96-97

printing and publishing, 22-24, 27,

85, 106-110, 121, 349n5
in German lands, 23
in Greek East, 22, 23, 258
in Latin West, 85, 113)

Index)

in Ruthenian lands, 85'1 88, ] 05-

110,113-17, 121-24, 127-28,
131,132,144-45,150,152,161,
190,194,210,214,227,269,

349n5,360n29,409n55,417n55

in Venice, 23-24
See also Apostol; Fedorov, Ivan;

Ostrih Bible

procession of the Holy Spirit,
theological issue, 14, 25, 225

Protasovych, Iona III. See Iona III
Protasovych

Protestants and Protestantism, 7, 26,
35,36,62,66-67,79-80,81,82,
84,85,86,92,106, ]07, 109,110,

111,126,135,136,140,141,185,

220, 224, 225,227, 250, 350n12,
356n 13. See also Refonn move-
ments; Calvinism

Prussia, Royal, 79

Przemysl. See Peremyshl'

Pseudo- Dorotheos Chronicle, 29, 30,
31'132,39,178-80,185,259,
308n 11

text extract, 261-63

publishing. See printing and publish-
Ing

Pushechnikov, Semeika, Muscovite

official, 172, 174, 175, 176,177,

184, 388n]4)

Rab, Justin, Jesuit priest, 239

RadziwiU, Helena, Polish noble-

woman, 55

RadziwiU, Mikolaj, Lithuanian
nobleman, 79-80, 107, 109, 142,

215,239

Ragusa. See Dubrovnik

Rahoza, Mykhail. See Mykhail
(Rahoza)

Raphael I, patriarch of Constan-

tinople, 51)))



Index)

Red Ruthenia (Ukr. Chervona Rus),
72, 74, 334n54. See also Galicia

Reform movements (religious), 24,

59,111-17,127,250,251

in Greek East, 31-34, 40, 41
in Latin West, 26, 86-87, 233-34,

250,251
in Poland and Lithuania, 59, 79-80,

107,141,305n75,350nI2

in Ruthenian Lands, 59, 82, 105-
106, 111-17 passim, 131, 145,
161-62, 194,195, 196-207

passim, 212, 214-15, 218, 225,
229,230,241,242-44,249,253

See also Catholic Reform; Protes-
tants and Protestantism; Reforma-

tion

Reformation, 79-80, 84, 85, 92, 107,
212,250. See also Protestants and
Protestantism; Reform move-

ments

Rhalles- Palaiologos, Dionysios, 131,
132, 138, 363n43

Rhodes, 20, 39, 137,175

Riazan', 45

Roman Catholic Church. See
Catholic Church

Roman curia 27, 232, 237. See also

Catholic Church; papacy; Vatican

Romanov-Iur'ev, Nikita, Muscovite

boyar, 170

Rome, 5,22, 27, 30,35,38,45-46,

55, 56, 57, 64, 83, 131,132, 138-

39,146,232-37

See also papacy; Roman curia;

Vatican

Rostov, 182

Rudolf II, Holy Roman Emperor,
384n35

Ruthenian (Rus/) Church, 1, 6, 7, 43,
44-45,48,50,51,52,55-56,57-
58,61,65,66,70,71,74,75,81,)

485)

82,83,85, 102,109,113,120,

143,161,165,192-94,197-202,
205-207, 210-30 passinl, 232,

237-41,242-44,246-55 passim,
290nI2,293n9,330nI6,418n64.
See also Kyiv, metropolitanate of

Ruthenian lands, 37,44,47,56,90,
106, 107, 109, 113,115,12 1, 133,

138, 155-67 passim, 198,233,
241,242,249, 253. See also

Belarus' and Belarusian lands;
Ukraine and Ukrainian lands

Ruthenian language, 59,81,127,128
Ruthenian nobility. See nobility

(Ruthenian))

Sakran (Sacranus), Jan, Roman

Catholic theologian, 56, 57, 83

Sambir, 46

Samogitia, palatinate of, 109

Saragoza de Heredia, Juan, Roman

Catholic theologian, 231-32

Sava Hrechyn (Sabbas the Greek),
151

schools and education, 22, 25
in Greek East, 22, 25, 30, 33, 97
in Latin West, 25, 234
in Poland and Lithuania, 73, 78, 81,

88, 135,141

in Ruthenian lands, 49, 88, 114,
128-32, 135, 136, 141, 144, 149,
151,163,194,204,214,227,269,
301n52, 378n41. See also Ostrih

(school at)

Selim I, Ottoman sultan, 17, 297n24

Selim II, Ottoman sultan, 17, 18, 101

Seljuks,9-10
Septuagint. See Bible

Serbia, 102, 107

Severos, Gabriel. See Gabriel

Severos)))
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Shchelkalov\037 Andrei, Muscovite

boyar, 176\037 177, 181, 183, 262,
396n59,399n71

Shestunov, Fedor Dmitrievich,

boyar, 171

Sibiu, 107

Sicily, 27

Sieninski, Jan, archbishop, 71

Sigismund, Holy Roman Emperor, 6

Sigismund III Vasa. See Zygmunt III

Vasa

Silesia, 79

Sil'vestr, bishop of Smolensk, 172,
173

Simeon, bishop of Smolensk, 97-98

Sinai, Mount, 96
S1. Catherine's Monastery on, 92-

93,96, 100,344n29

Sixtus IV, pope, 50, 51

Sixtus V, pope, 38

Skarga, Piotr, Jesuit theologian, 83-
84,85-86,129,149,217,239,
253

Skaryna, Frantsysk (Frantsishak),
Ruthenian printer, 107

Sluts'kyi, Iurii. See lurii Sluts'kyi

Smolensk, 46, 52, 65, 72, 90, 96, 97,
171\037172, 184

Smoliatych, Klym. See Klym

(Smoliatych)

Smotryts'kyi, Herasym, scholar and
writer, 125-26, 127, 130, 131,
135, 362n36

Smotryts'kyL Maksym (Meletii in

religion), Orthodox archbishop of

Polatsk (subsequently, Uniate
archbishop of Hierapolis), 131,
150

Sokal, 219)

Index)

Sokollti (Sokolov), Mehmed, 20,
306n5

Sokolowski, Stanislaw, Roman

Catholic theologian, 36, 136
Solikowski, Jan Dymitr, Roman

Catholic bishop of L'viv, 71, 133,
146,210,239,253

Sopiha (Sapieha), Ivashko, 54, 55,
65, 330n14

Sopiha, Lev (Lew Sapieha), Grand
chancellor of Lithuania, 239

Sozopolis,32

Spain, 145-46

Spannocchi, Orazio, 119-20

Sphrantzes (Phrantzes), George,
297n23

Spiridon, metropolitan of Kyiv, 51

Stefan Batory, king of Poland, 26,
37,67,71,73,119,131,132-33,
138, 166, 333n47, 384n35

Stephanos, Orthodox priest, 39

Suceava, 70, 289n8

Sufi, Muslim religious orders

Suleiman the Magnificent, Ottoman

sultan\037 17

Suprasl Chronicle, 65

Sylvester, partriarch of Alexandria,

37, 1 00, 133, 158

SyI'vestr (Bil'kevych), metropolitan

of Kyiv, 66, 67, 98

Symeon, metropolitan of Kyiv, 52

Syria, 157, 158)

Tabor, Wojciech Albert, Roman
Catholic bishop of Vilnius, 54,
55,56,57,83

Tarnowska, Zofia, Polish noble-

woman, 120, 371n78)))



Index)

Tarnowski, Jan, Crown grand
hetman of Lithuania, 120

Tatars. See Mongols

Teodor, Ruthenian translator, 133,

134, 135

Terlets'kyi, Kyryll. See Kyryll

(Terlets'kyi)

Ternopil' (Pol. Tarnopo]), 204

Theoleptos, patriarch of Constan-
tinople, 31, 38, 39, 92, 149, 158,
162, 163, 164, ] 65, 1 74, ] 75, 1 77,

297n24,308nll,383n28

TheophanestheGreek,131

Timotheos, Greek metropolitan, 155

Tokhta, Tatar leader, 290n 11

Topkapi palace, 296n21

Tourkokratia, 12, 15, 16,21,23,29,
30, 193, 194, 248. See also
Ottoman Empire (treatment of

Orthodox)

Trakai. palatinate of, 72, 80, 109

Tranos, Jeremiah. See Jeremiah II
Tranos

Travelers from Greek East to East
Slavic lands

Trbinia, 20

Trebizond, 13, 99

Trent, Council of. See Council of
Trent

Tridentine refonns (post -ttidentine

Catholicism), 56, 63, 233-38, 253

Trikke (Trikkala), 32, 149, 150

trivill1n, 149, 150, 362n38. See also
schools and education

Trivolis, Michael. See Maksim Grek

Tsamblak, Gregory. See Gregory

Tsamblak

Ttibingen,20,35,136-37)

487)

Tuchaps'kyi, Makarii. See Makarii

(Tuchaps'kyi)

Turau (Ukr. Turiv, Rus. Turov), 4,5,

46,69

Turks,3,41,291n17
Seljuks, 9-10
See a/so Ottoman Empire; TOllrko-

kratia

Tushin, Roman, 184)

Ukraine and Ukrainian lands, 3, 23,
34,37,39,49,59,63,64,67,72,
89,90,92,102,105,111,120,
130, 137, 145, 146, 355n7

Protestant Refonnation in, 79, 80,
105

religious life in. See clergy (in
Ruthenian lands); laity (in

Ruthenian lands); Ruthenian
Church

See also Ruthenian lands

Ungnad, David, Lutheran envoy, 35

Uniates, 14, 24, 303n64

Union of Brest, 9, 29, 31, 41, 43, 49,

55, 112, 128, 129, 196,209, 245-

46,253-55

Union of Florence, 24, 53, 54, 58,
74,253

Union of Horodlo\037 61, 72

Union of Kreva, 61
Union of Lublin, 61, 72, 73, 80, 82,

115,120, 355n7

Univ, 147

U spenskii, Porfirii, Orthodox

scholar, 258)

Valois, Henry de. See Henri de

Valois

Varlaam, bishop of Rostov, 182

Vama, 45)))



488)

Vasa, Sigismund III. See Zygmunt
III Vasa

Vasilii III Ivanovich, Muscovite
grand prince, 91. 93-94

Vasylko, prince of Galicia and

Volhynia, 290n 11

Vatican (Holy See), 25, 26. 37, 56,
138,230,231, 303n66. 322n50,

367n60. See also Catholic

Church; papacy; Roman curia;
Rome

Vatopedi, monastery

Venice and Venetians, 13, 20, 22,
23,38,107

Greek Community in, 24-25, 27,
34,55, 259, 310n24

relations with papacy, 30

See also printing and publishing (in

Venice)

Vienna. 17,22

Vil'khovs'kyi, Pavel. See Pavel

(Vil'khovs'kyi)

Vilnius. 22, 27, 37. 44, 54, 55, 56,
66,72,73-74,79,80,81,83,97,
98,107,109, 127,133, 171, 190,

200, 243, 365n50. See also
confraternities (in Vilnius)

Viol (Fiol), Schweipold, printer, 107

Virgin Mary. See Mother of God

Vitsebsk (Pol. Wicebsk), 46, 72. 80

Vladimir, 3, 290n12

Volga, 101. 169,391 n28

Volhynia (Ukr. Volyn'), 2,3,4, 59,
80, 120

Volodimer I, grand prince of Kyiv,
1,97, 140,247

V olodymyr-in- V olhynia, 4, 5, 46,
68,69,120

V olovyches, Ruthenian noble family,
66)

Index)

Vyshnevets'kyis, Ruthenian noble

family. 66, 151

Vytautas, grand prince of Lithuania,
5, 72, 126,291 n 14, 292n21)

Wal1achia, 20,30,89, 100,107, 123,

146, 151, 175, 289n8

Warsaw, 73

Wladyslaw II Jagiello (Jogaila),
grand prince of Lithuania (subse-
quently, king of Poland), 61, 69-

70,71, 291n14

Wladyslaw III. king of Poland, 44-
45, 74)

Ximenez de Cisneros, Francisco,
cardinal, 357n 17)

Zablud6w, 107,108,109,110, 113,
114, 116, 119, 145

Homiliary Gospels, 349n5, 359n23

Zahorovs'kyi, Vasyl', castellan of

Bratslav, 81

Zamosc. 202, 204, 205

Zamoyski, Jan, Polish Crown grand

chancellor, 119, 166, 168, 175,

195,202,205,206,243,263,

385n35

Zbyruis'kyi, Dionysii. See Dionysii

(Zbyruis'kyi)

Zenovyches, Ruthenian noble

family, 66

Zygimantas, grand prince of Lithua-

nia, 72

Zygmunt I, king of Poland, and

grand duke of Lithuania, 55, 56,
66,68,69,70,72,74

Zygmunt II August, king of Poland
and grand duke of Lithuania, 68-
69,73,75,81,96,97,98,190,
330n21)))



Index) 489)

Zygmunt III Waza, king of Poland
and grand duke of Lithuania, 74,
166,175,189,190-92,195-96,
197-98,206,213,215,220,231,
384n35,412nl1

Zygomalas, Theodosios, Orthodox

scholar, 12, 35, 36, 306n5

Zyzanii, Lavrentii, Orthodox

theologian and polemicist, 150,
376n32

Zyzanii- Tustanovs'kyi , Stefan,

polemicist, 149, 376n32)))
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